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HISTORY OF PRINTING IN BENGALI CHARACTERS UP TO 1866
An Abstract
The work attempts to trace the invention, growth 
and development of printing in Bengali characters both 
outside and inside India from the earliest date up to 
1866. Chapter 1 deals with the history of printing- 
outside India. It traces the egrly attempts by the 
Europeans at Bengali printing. The earliest specimen 
of Bengali was printed in a book in 1692 in Paris’.
In 1773 Joseph Jackson attempted to cut a fount of 
Bengali types. In 1811 Charles Wilkins who was the 
first to cut a fount of Bengali types in Bengal in 
1777, was the first to print a Bengali book in London. 
Between 1811 and 1834 Cox and Baylis with the assist­
ance of Wilkins printed 12 Bengali and English-Bengali 
works. In 1833 Vincent Figgins; cut a new fount of 
Bengali types. Stephen Austin, still a leading printer 
in oriental characters, used this type in 1861 and’
1862 to print 3 books.
Chapter 2 attempts to trace the earliest attempt' 
at Bengali printing by Indians themselves including 
Block printing.
Chapter 3 discusses the introduction of printing 
in Bengali characters; and first Bengali printing from 
movable metal types- by Charles: Wilkins in 1777-78.
Chapter 4 traces-- the early history of government 
printing in India and the contribution of the govern­
ment towards the growth and development of Bengali 
printing.
Chapter 5 traces; the establishment, growth and' 
development of printing by missionaries and their 
role and contribution towards growth and development
2of' Bengali printing.
Chapter 6 traces the growth and development of 
printing as a commercial enterprise. After giving 
a brief history of commercial printing in Bengal and 
the consequent growth and development of Bengali 
printing it lists 153 Bengali and 56 European presses 
with the period of their activity and the number- of 
books printed by them.
Chapter 7 deals the Bengali printing types and' 
their problems, history, forms and use.
Chapter 8 is a survey of Bengali printing between 
1777 and 1866.
Chapter 9 discusses" the subject matter of the books 
printed between 1777 and 1866.
Chapter 10 as an epilogue examines the problem 
of bibliographic control and its solution.
Finally an appendix lists 2007 books printed both 
inside and outside India between 1777 and 1866 chrono­
logically under the printers? followed by an author 
index.
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INTRODUCTION
Bengali is one of the languages of the eastern 
group of the Indo-Aryan family. It is spoken by more than 
one hundred million people in Bangladesh and West Bengal 
in India which together formerly constituted the provin­
ce of Bengal in British India. Bengali is also spoken in 
Teppera State and in some places in Assam, Orissa and Bi­
har in India.
'Bengaliis an English word derived from 
'Bengal*. In Bengali the language is known as Ban-
gla-Bhasa or Banga-Bhasa, i.e. the language of Bangla • »
or Banga.
Bengali is said to have been in existence as an
independent language, or, rather, as a distinct dialect
2group for nearly ten centuries. Early Bengali literary 
compositions all in verse, were circulated in manuscript 
form. The first Bengali prose work was written by Rama 
Rama Vasu under the inspiration, guidance and supervi­
sion of that great missionary and orientalist, Rev. Will-
3lam Carey and came out m  1801.
1 . . . .The New Oxford English Dictionary defines Bengali as i
'Bengalee... the language of Bengal, one of the Aryan 
vernaculars of India *•
2 . .Suniti Kumar Chatterjee. The Origin and Development
of the Bengali Language (London t 1970), p.l.
3 _ _ _ _ .Rama Rama Vasu. Raia Protapaditva Canta.The History
of Raia Pritapaditvu.(Seramporet Printed at the Mi­
ssion Press 1801) 156p. Pratapaditya was a valiant 
Zamindar in Jessore in Bengal (now Bangladesh), re­
fused to pay tribute to Akbar (1556-1605), defeated 
a Mughal army but was ultimately defeated, made cap­
tive and sent to Delhi but died on the way.
12
Very little is known about early literary acti­
vity in Bengal. 'The detailed chronology of Bengali 
books and authors has not yet been made with precision
l
and accuracy*. Therefore it is difficult to trace 
the history of Bengali literature. 'The task would 
have been easy if different threads that make up 
literature could be unravelled without much difficul­
ty} it is a matter of experience that the threads are
2not so easy to untwist*. Although adverse climate,
which made preservation of such threads difficult, is
mainly responsible, the lack of interest of Bengali
people is in no way less responsible for this. Sajani
Kanta Das puts the reason in the following terms*
In fact history is not for us. Of those whose 
national history is only traditional, it is 
natural that they may not have history of 
their literature. Bengali language and litera­
ture got only belated recognition. It was for­
eign civil servants" and missionaries who laid 
the foundation of the study of Bengali langu­
age and literature.(Translation) 3
Bengali was neither the official nor the reli­
gious language of Bengal. While Persian was the court
4language throughout Muslim rule; Arabic and Sanskrit-
^Priyaranjan Sen, Western Influence in Bengali -Lite­
rature (Calcutta: 1932), p. 7,"
^Ibid., p. 4.
Sajani Kanta Das, Bahcjla Gadva Sahityera Itihasa 
[History of Bengali Prose LiteratureJ(Calcuttat 
1962), p. 2.
^The Muslim conquered Bengal at the beginning of the 
13th century and ruled it for nearly six hundred 
years. Under Muslim rule Persian was the language of 
culture, administration and inter-state communication. 
As a result, as many as 2,500 Persian words are said to 
have penetrated in Bengali vocabulary. For details see*
(Contd.)
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. . 1were the religious languages of Bengal. Bengali, a 
language of the common people was cultivated more as 
a spoken language than in writing.
Education was a luxury and attainable only 
by a limited minority. As a result, there was no de­
mand for texts to be studied in educational insti­
tutions. The state of Bengali education was in a mi­
serable condition. Very few people could read and 
write. So there was no demand for reading materials. 
As a result, there had been no attempt on the part 
of the people of Bengal to invent a method through 
which there could be a large scale production of li­
terature.
The mass of Bengali manuscripts in existence 
have only recently been unearthed by patient investi­
gations of modern scholars. Manuscripts, in earlier 
times, were kept for the purpose of worship rather 
than for reading. Tied with strong twine these manus­
cripts used to lie under the heaps of flowers and 
2Bela leaves for centuries and were not at all acce-
3 .ssible. The literature at that time consisted only
of a handful of works, such as Manasa-mangala,Dhar-
mamangala, the Mahabharata of Kasidasa, the Ramayana
of Krttivasa, Candl of Kavikankana, Annadamanga1a . of 
• • •
(contd.) M. Abdul Hai. "Bengali**, The Encyclopaedia 
of Islam. New Edition (Leiden, London j 1960), I, p. 
1167* cols.1-2.
1 . .The religious Scriptures of the Vaisnava sect were 
written in Bengali.
2A Bengal fruit.
3 . . .Dinesh Chandra Sen, "Introduction", m  Descriptive
Catalogue of Bengali Manuscripts,comp, by Basanta
Ranjan Roy (Calcutta* 1926-36), Vo1.II.
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Bharatcandra and: probably the songs of Rama Prasada.^ 
From quotations in Halhed*s Grammar, it appears that 
he could not trace more thaim these six extant Bengali 
■works. Later, when Rev. William Carey visited Nadea, 
the cultural and religious centre of Bengal, he could 
not discover more than forty separate works in manus­
cript, representing whole literature of 30,000,000
2people living at that time.
When literary activities were in such a 
miserable condition Bengal fell in the hands of the 
East India Company in 1757. The Company, originally 
formed to trade with India and East Indies, received 
its charter in 1600, and established its first trading 
stations at Surat, Fort St. George, Madras and Hoogly. 
Three presidencies, viz. Calcutta, Bombay and Madras 
grew out of these. Madras was founded by the Company 
in 1640, Bombay occupied by the British in 1665 
while Fort William, as Calcutta was originally call­
ed, was founded in 1690, though Hoogly, a suburb 
of Calcutta had been founded much earlier, in 1537, 
by the Portuguese. After the battle of Plassey, 1757, 
Calcutta became the capital of British India and 
Warren Hastings (1732-1818) was appointed the first 
Governor-General ( in 1773) of the British possessions 
in India, a post he held up to 1785.
Political change sometimes does and some­
times does not have an effect on the growth and 
development of literature. But in this case it had a
■^Sushil Kumar De, Bengali Literature in the Nine­
teenth Century. 1757-1857. (Calcutta* 1962), p. 45.
7 . . .
George Smith, Life of William Carey* Shoe-maker 
and Missionary. (London* 1885), p. 274.
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far reaching effect on both the language and litera­
ture of Bengal, At the instigation of the Governor- 
General and his government, a set of Bengali type 
was cut so as to enable them to print the Bengali 
grammar compiled by Halhed. Had there been no East 
India Company in Bengal it is probable that Bengali 
printing would have been delayed by at least another 
century.
Europe has long been interested in Bengal s 
its.: language and people. The earliest mention of 
Bengali meaning a people in European literature is in 
1552. Although the first attempt to print the Lord's 
prayer in Bengali characters was made as early as in 
1680, the earliest specimen of Bengali in a printed 
book appeared in 1692 in Paris. Texts from eleven copper 
plates containing Bengali characters were printed in 
Paris, Leipzig* and London between 1692 and 1777. In 
1773, Joseph Jackson, a famous type founder attempted 
to cut a Bengali movable metal type for William Bolts, 
but was unsuccessful. But Charles Wilkins who for the 
first time in the history of printing cut a set of 
Bengali types and printed the first Bengali book was 
also to introduce Bengali printing from movable metal 
types in London in 1811. With his active assistance 
Cox, Baylis and Sons continued Bengali printing up to 
1834. Meanwhile Vincent Figgins cut a smaller and im­
proved fount of Bengali types in 1833. Stephen Austin, 
still today a leading printer in oriental characters, 
used this type to print Bengali books.
In Bengal, government was not content merely 
to encourage the invention of types and printing of 
the Bengali grammar. Immediately after printing it, 
the government of the East India Company established 
a printing office styled as the Honorable Company's
16
Press under the superintendence of Wilkins, the in- 
ventor of the art so as to preserve the new inven­
tion from being lost and to facilitate, as Halhed 
pointed out, the introduction to Bengal of European 
science and literature, "to promote the circulation 
of wealth by giving vigour and dispatch to business, 
and to forward the progress of civil society by faci­
litating the means of intercourse"•1
When the government thus felt the necessity 
of encouraging the study of the language and litera­
ture of Bengal by encouraging the invention of prin­
ting, the establishment of printing press and its pre­
servation from being lost, there came some young 
missionaries in Bengal, who impelled by their great love 
for their fellow men exerted their utmost power in 
the cause of language and literature of Bengal and to 
this end developed its printing. Political necessi­
ties supported by the public purse no doubt produced 
significant results but this was nothing compared with 
the genuine enthusiasm of the missionaries, which had 
had a far reaching effect in the field of Bengali 
printing. As a result of the establishment of the 
Serampore Mission and other mission presses Bengali 
printing in fact gained ground in which to flourish 
and develop. These missionaries, between 1800 and 
1866 were responsible not only for the production of 
a large number of Bengali books but also for the develop­
ment of Bengali typography.
i ,
Nathaniel Brassey Halhed, A Grammar of the Bengal 
Language (Hoogly: 1778),pp. XXIV -XXV
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When the Bengali "language had decayed and 
literature had been forgotten... there was hardly 
any printed booh; manuscripts were rare; and all 
artistic impulse or literary tradition was almost 
extinct"^ these missionaries came to Bengal. The Rev. 
William Carey was the forerunner among them. "To 
£arey belongs the credit of having raised the lan­
guage from its debased condition of an unsettled 
dialect to the character of a regular and permanent 
form of speech, capable, as in the past, of becoming
the refined and comprehensive vehicle of a great
2literature of the future".
Between 1778 and 1806 printing presses in 
Bengal were in the hands of Europeans only * govern­
ment, missionaries and persons engaged in commerce.
It was in 1807 when an Indian and in 1816 when a 
Bengali established their presses for the first time 
in Bengal. Since then both Europeans and Bengalis 
have worked hand in hand to develop Bengali printing 
into a powerful weapon to bring a real revolution in 
literary production which has increased enormously.
In the days when the pnntingAunknown, even 
works of great merit could have only a very narrow 
circulation confined to particular localities. Many 
poets would try their hands at the same subjects, and 
therefore, there would be numerous versions of the 
Dharmamangala or the Manasamaiigala. But as a direct
1Sushi1 Kumar De, Bengali Literature in the 
Nineteenth Century, 1757-1857, p. 140.
2Ibid,, p. 141.
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result of the introduction of printing works cons­
tituting a revival of Indian arts, sciences and lite­
rature as well as treatises in advanced western 
sciences, arts and literature began to be introduced 
in Bengal* Hence when we close our study in 1866 we 
find available works on all subjects or disciplines 
known at that time.
A large number of books, pamphlets, newspapers, 
etc., good, bad and indifferent estimated in 1860 
to be half a million copies a year were issued from 
the presses.1 For the control and regulation of these 
and in order to encourage learning government enacted 
press control and copyright acts. But this large num­
ber of books produced every year posed a serious 
problem as regards bibliographic control. Therefore, 
government enacted the Printing Press and Newspapers 
Act under which three copies each of all books printed 
were required to be deposited with the Registrar of 
Publications who in turn began to issue the Bengal
Library Catalogue from September 1867, the first of
2its kind m  India.
Long, "Address... at the Anniversary meeting
of the,Family,Literary Club, May 25, 1860", in 
The Third Anniversary Report of the Family Literary
Club (Calcutta t 1860), p. 15.
2For the details about the book production from and 
after 1867 see* Theodore Besterman, World bibliography 
of oriental bibliography? revised and brought up to date 
by J.D. Pearson, (Oxford s 1975), Cols. 324-325.
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Attempts at Bengali Printing in Europe
The New Oxford English Dictionary gives the 
earliest mention of 'Bengali* as of 1613 quotings 
"Purchas Pilgr. I v.v. 404, The Bengalan have tra­
dition or fable among them". The word was in use, 
however, some sixty years earlier.
The earliest known instance of Bengali (Benga- 
la), meaning a man of Bengal, in Europe occurs in the 
Decades of Joao de Barros (1490-1570).The first De­
cade of de Barros was published in 1552, the second 
in 1555, the third in 1563 in Lisbon, and the fourth, 
arranged and completed by lavanha and containing a 
chapter especially devoted to the history of Bengal 
with an invaluable map of Bengal based on the author's 
rough drawing of 1550 was published posthumously in 
1613. The passage as quoted in Yule*s B!Qbson-Jobson 
runs as follows:1
1552. In the defence of the bridge died three 
of the King's captains- and Tuam Bandam, to 
whose charge it was committed, a Bengali (Ben- 
gala) by nation, and a man sagacious and 
crafty in stratagems rather than a soldier 
(Cavalheiro).
The earliest mention of Bengali (Bengalica)as
* * 2a language was made in 1680 by Andreas Muller one
i ,
Barros, IX., vi., III. Quoted in Henry Yule and
Arthur Coke Burnell. Hobson-Jobson: beinfr a glo£ 
ssary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words and phrases, 
and of kindred terms;etymological. historical, geo­
graphical, and discursive, (London: 1886), p. 65, col.1.
^Johann Christoph Adelung, Mithridates...(Berlin: 1806), 
pp. 654-659. Also: G. Naphegyi, The Album of languages 
...(Philadelphia: 1869), pp. 26-27.
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of the eminent linguists of the seventeenth century.
He tried to collect the written characters of various 
languages of the world and publish translations of 
the Lord's Prayer in these characters. In 1680 under 
the pseudonym of Thomas Ludeken he published*
Oratio Orationum. Ss. Orationis Dominicae 
versiones praeter authenticam fere centum. 
eague longe emendatius quarn antehac, et e 
probatissimis autoribus potius guam priori- 
bus collectionibus, iamgue sinqulae genuinis 
linguae suae characteribus adeogue magnam
■ i  ^ t ^partem ex aere ad editionem a Barniomo
, A  , , '
Hagio traditae, editaeque a Thoma Ludekenio, 
Solqu, March. Berolini, Ex officina Rungiana,
Anno 1680. 64p. 4°.
The name of Hagius appearing on the title page 
was yet another pseudonym of Muller, who collected 
the names of 119 languages of the world, which were 
indexed alphabetically. Although the title claims for 
the work about a hundred translations of the Lord's 
Prayer, it contains but eightylthree. Muller could not 
collect translations in some 36*fanguages including 
Bengali (Bengalica) which were, however listed betw­
een pages 2 and 3 and indexed between pages 4 and 5 
of this work.
1 2Similar attempts were made m  1700 , 1705 
3and 1713 editions of this work but the editors 
failed to furnish a translation of the Lord's Prayer 
in Bengali. Butr, in all of these editions the editors 
did include 'Bengalica* in their list of known langu­
ages of the world. At last as a result of the efforts
~ OrationkDominicaf...nimirum, plus centum linguis 
••• expressa .,.EditiohNovissima. (Londons 1700, 
Augspurg* 1705?, London* 1713)
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of David Wilkins, who also could not obtain a Bengali
translation, a Malay version of the Lord’s Prayer
in a character only barely recognisable as Bengali
was printed (Plate II). We will discuss the efforts
of Wilkins and Chamberlayne later in detail.
The earliest specimen of Bengali in a printed
book is available in Observations Physiques et
Mathematiques, Pour Servir a 1'histoire Naturelle,
et a la perfection de l'Astronomie et de la G^ogra- 
t sphie: Envovees des Indes et de la Chine a l'Academie
Royale des Sciences a Paris, par les Peres Jesuits. 
Avec les reflexions de Mrs de l'Academie, et les 
Notes du P. Gouye, de la Convpagnie de Jesus. A 
■Paris, de 1 1Imprimerie royale, M.DC.XCIX, 4°, 113p.
2 charts. The book compiled and edited with annota­
tions by Thomas Gouye includes physical and mathe­
matical observations of the Jesuit Fathers Jean
Richaud, FEancois Noel, Claude de Beze (or de Baize),
1 , , 2Oean de Fontaney and M Cassini, The work includes
The book gives the spelling ass Fontanay which acc­
ording to Sommervogel is a misspelling. ( Carlos 
Sommervogel, Bibliothegue de la Compagnie de Jesus. 
Paris: 1892, Vol. 3, col. 853). Biographical sources 
also give the same spelling as Sommervogel.
2Father Hosten includes Guy Tachard who has no contri­
bution whereas he excludes Jean Richaud and M. Cassini 
who have several contributions in this work. Father 
Hosten could not examine the work but took the remark 
'about the alphabet from a bookseller's catalogue'.
(H. Hosten, "Three first type-printed Bengali books", 
Bengal Past and Present, 9 (July- December 1914),p.40.) 
Probably he made this mistake because Pere Tachard 
was one of the six members of a scientific: mission 
sent by King Louis XIV of France to Siam. (Guy Tachard, 
Voyage de Siam, Paris! 1686, p. 6.)
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a plate facing page 74 containing the Bengali alpha- 
bet, Bengali numerals 1-10, Burmese numerals, and the 
Burmese alphabet. Columns one to three of the plate 
print •Caracteres des lettres des peuples de Bengale; 
Chiffres de Bengale; Chiffres de Barma s ; and Carac­
teres des lettres des peuples de Barmas* respectively. 
(Plate I•)
The plate described above together with the
booh has also been included at the end of the sixth
* . *volume of the Memoires de l'academie Rovale des Scien­
ces. contenant des ouvraaes adoptez par cette Academic 
Avant son Renouvellement en 1699, published by Pierre 
Mortier from Amsterdam in 1736.
The plate in the first-mentioned title has been 
placed between page 74 and 75 and in the second mention­
ed title at the end but with a note at the top of the 
plate as 'Pag 202'. There is a work captioned : Obser- 
vations faites a Poundichun per le Pere Richaud, sur 
une comete <?ui a paru en 1689'-' at, page 75 of the
former and 202 of the latter volume. Hence it seems
, / , 
that the plate may have been designed by Pere Richaiido
The mention of Bengali as a language was again
made in a letter from David Wilkins to la Croze’1' of
Mathurin Veyssiere de La Croze, a French Orienta­
list, born at Nantes in 1661, became Librarian to 
the King of Prussia in 1697, and professor of phi­
losophy in Berlin j he compiled an "Egyptian dic­
tionary" and wrote several historical treatises. He 
died in 1739. (J. Thomas, A pronouncing dictionary 
of biography and mythology, 5th ed. (Philadelphia, 
1930), p.1467 s Col.I.
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Berlin in November, 1714 asking him for assistance
in compilation of a collection of translations of
the Lord's Prayer in different languages. He states
that in publishing the sylloge which he was preparing
with the aid of John Chamberlayne, he intends to give,
for the first time specimens of Singhalese, Javan
1and Bengali, languages. Chamber layne's sylloge duly
2 . .appeared in 1715 containing a plate at page 23 pur­
porting to represent a translation of the Lord's 
Prayer in Bengali which is headed 'Bengalice'. (Plate 
II.)
The plate is, however, quite unintelligible, 
and Wilkins himself says in the preface to that work 
that as he had not been able to obtain a copy of the 
Lord's Prayer in Bengali he had taken a Malay ver­
sion, and written it in Bengali characters. Wilkins 
was under the impression that, at the time when he 
wrote, Bengali was disappearing as a language and 
was being superseded by Malay(.').
1G.A. Grierson, "On the Early Study of Indian Verna­
culars in Europe," Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, LXIIi Pt. I (1893), pp. 42-43.Also in : 
Linguistic Survey of India, Vol.V s Eastern Groups 
Pt. Ij Specimens of the Bengali and Asamese Languages 
(Calcutta: 1930),p. 23, According to Sir G.A. Grierson 
this is the earliest mention of Bengali as a language.
2 . .John Chamberlayne,„Oratio Dominica m  diversas
Omnium fere Gentium Linguas Versa,. „ (Amsterdam:
1715).£46] 94[5, 1 blank]p.
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A Malay translation ofthe Lord's Prayer headed 
'Malaice' printed in Arabic characters followed by 
transliteration in Roman characters also appears at 
page 18 of Chamber1ayne's work. (Plate III). The same 
transliteration in Roman characters has been appended 
after the 'Bengalice' Lord's Prayer. (Our plate IV 
shows both the Malay and Bengali plates side by side.)
The 'Bengalice' version is also clearly in the Malay 
language printed in a so-called Bengali character.
We have tried to read the transliteration given 
in the boolc in comparison with the so-called 'Bengalice'. 
Apart from a few, the characters are hardly Bengali.
When we first made a transliteration, of our own, we 
thought there were no vowel combinations. When we 
compare the text with the transliteration given in 
the book we find that, for example, the syllable de is 
written instead of ; Mi in the word 'Amin' is 
written as wT instead of r*r and again W  is only an 
approximation to £T . Similarly with other characters.
Sir G.A. Grierson has the following comment as regards 
these characters, "It is either an absolute invention 
of Wilkins, which is not possible, or it is some hybrid 
character used by Malay sailors in their intercourse 
with Bengal".1 This is, however, the earliest extant 
attempt at Bengali composition by a European writer 
and the second attempt to print Bengali•
The third specimen of Bengali printing is 
available in a book written in Latin by M, Georgio 
Jacobo Kehr entitled * Aurenk Szeb, a Latin work on
G. A. Grierson,"Bengali version of the Lord's 
Prayer". Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, May 1895, p. 89.
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oriental numismatics, based on the Mughal emperor, 
Aurangzeb’s mints for silver and other coins at 
Delhi or Jehanabad, printed and published in 1725
by Heinrich Christop “Takke in Leipzig. On page 48
, , 1  of this book Bengali numerals 1 -11 are printed
( Plate V ) and on a plate facing page 51 Bengali
consonants and apparently the name of the designer
Sergeant Wolfgang Meyer in Bengali characters are
printed ( Plate VI )# It is interesting to note that
although the designer could not append vowels and
connected vowels necessary for writing he got his name
written ( oviously with vowels and connected vowels )
in Bengali characters. The name,however, in Bengali
has becozne somewhat different* "Sri Sarajanta Valapa-
kam Maera" •
«
The above-mentioned plate containing the Bengali 
consonants but excluding the name of ’Maera* has 
again been printed on page 84 and 85 (Plate VII) of 
a book entitled* Orientalish^und Occidentalisher 
Sprachmeister *. • by Johann Friedrich Fritz published 
at Leipzig in 1748. The work contains about two hundred 
translations of the'Lord’s Prayer. Bengali numerals 
1 - 13, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 and 1000 
are also printed on page 209 of this book ( Plate VIII) 
The second part Shaving separate pagination) of this 
book is * Qrationnis Dominicae Versiones Plurium Lingua- 
rum,Enropaearum. Asiaticarum, Africanarum, et America­
na rum. Chamberlayne’s Malay version of the Lord's Pra­
yer in Roman transliteration ( Plate IX ) captioned
A note under the Bengali and Arabic numerals says that 
the same Bengali characters were used, with slight va­
riations, between pages 18 and 19, in part 2 of Traver 
nier*s.Itinera orientalia, 8°ed. Paris. But, we have 
found that the referred plate is in ilrabic characters.
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*Bengalica* is printed on page 84 of this work. His 
text in so-called Bengali charcter is also printed 
in a plate fad p. 84' (Plate X).
In 1743 David Mill published a -work entitled! 
Dissertationes Selectae, Varias Litterarum et Anti- 
guitatis Orientalis capita exponentes et illustrantes 
in Leiden. In these Mill included a chapter: *Misce- 
lleanes Orientalia' and under this heading there is; 
a grammar of the Hindustani language entitled! De 
Lingua Hindustanica between pages 455 and 488. The 
grammar, originally written in the Dutch language 
by Joannes Jesus Ketelaer, sometime Ambassador of 
the Dutch East India Company to the Mughal Court 
at Agra, was never printed for publication. Mill tran­
slated it into Latin and included it among his 
dissertations. He also added two separate plates of 
Devanagari and Bengali alphabets in it. In his in­
troduction Mill says that he obtained two other 
alphabets from Bengal which he arranged to be engra­
ved in copper. The Bengali alphabet exhibited in 
table III-B under the caption "Alphabetum Brahmanicum" 
(Plate XX) was, according to him, in use in the 
whole of India, specially Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. 
This is the fourth attempt at Bengali printing in 
Europe•
Warren Hastings, making the memorable decision 
that India should be ruled according to its ora 
laws, called upon a commission of learned pandits;to 
compile a code of ordinances, "and the original text, 
delivered in Hindoo language, was faithfully transla­
ted by the interpreters: into the' . Persian idioms’;
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and from "Persian idioms" it was translated into Eng­
lish by Nathaniel Brassey Halhed. In the preface of 
the booh entitled* A Code of Gentoo Laws first pub­
lished in 1776^ and reprinted in 1777 and 1781, the 
translator gave a detailed discussion about the Sans­
krit and Bengali languages and their alphabets. For 
the sake of comparison between the two and to show 
that the Bengali alphabet was derived from the Sans­
krit he included plates of both the Sanskrit and Ben­
gali alphabets including their "connected vowels". (Pla­
te XII and XIII).
Some authors think that the plates were prin-
3ted from letters cast separately. This impression, 
probably, was created because they did not have the 
opportunity of examining the original works. We have 
examined all of them and it is obvious that these 
plates were printed from copper plate engravings. As 
regards calligraphy, they, except Mill’s one (Plate 
XI) were made from a none-too-good model. The Speci­
men alphabet given by Mill is cleaner, more graceful, 
more legible, and it surpasses all other attempts.His 
plate is a better reproduction than that£>f Halhed 
printed in 1776 and 1777 (Plate XII £< XIII).
1 . . .A Portuguese transliteration of Hindoo.
2Nathaniel Brassey Halhed. A Code of Gentoo laws, or, 
ordinations of the Pundits from a Persian translation, 
made from the original, written in the Shanscrit lan-
Suage^ (Londons 1776). lxxiv, 322 p. plates.
3
M.S. Khan, "Early History of Bengali Printing", The 
Library Quarterly. XXXII* l(January, 1962); p. 55. Also 
Das. Bangla Gadya Sahitvera Itihasa. p. 25.
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The defects we find in these alphabets or 
the bad calligraphy are not due to the inability 
of the artists, designers or engravers. Actually, 
there was no standard Bengali writing at tha^time. 
The calligraphy was in very bad shape. Handwriting 
of a Bengalee was so irregular and indistinct that 
comparatively few of them could read what was wri- 
tten by others? and some of them could scarcely 
understand what had been written by themselves, 
after any lapse of time.'1 Therefore, we can not 
criticise these enthusiastic and ingenious fore­
igners who made sincere attempts to fabricate Ben­
gali characters and thus made them known outside 
India.
1Halhed, A grammar of the Bengal Language, p. 3,
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William Bolts and Joseph Jacksons their attempts 
at cutting Bengali movable metal types*
The attempts to print Bengali characters, 
as we have discussed, between 1680 and 1776 were all 
from the impression of copper plates since there was 
no Bengali movable metal type to print them in Europe. 
Bengal too was utterly devoid of printing facilities. 
William Bolts, a former civil servant of the East 
India Company on the Bengal establishment and Alderman, 
Mayor’s Court, Calcutta, whose deportation was imminent 
affixed the following advertisement to the door of the 
Council House and other public places in Calcutta, in 
September 1768s1
TO THE PUBLIC
Mr. Bolts takes this method of informing the 
public, that the want of a printing press in 
this city being of great disadvantage in busi­
ness, and making it extremely difficult to 
communicate such intelligence to the community 
as is of utmost importance to every British 
subject, he is ready to give the best encou­
ragement to any person or persons who are 
versed in business of printing, and will under­
take to manage a press, the types and uten­
sils of which, he can produce. In the mean­
time he begs leave to inform the public, that 
having in manuscript many things to communi­
cate, which most intimately concern every 
individual, any person who may be induced by 
curiosity or other more laudable motives, 
will be permitted at Mr, Bolt's house to read 
or to take copies of the same. A person will 
give due attendance at the hours from ten to 
twelve any morning.
H.E.#Busteed, Echoes from old Calcutta, being chiefly 
reminisences of the days of Warren Hastings, Francis 
and Impey,f4th ed. (London * 1908), p. 182.
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Before his appeal ‘to the public' could 
produce any positive resultj and, someone 'versed 
in business of printing' and types and utensils 
could come forward to establish a press, Bolts was 
arrested and forcibly deported from Bengal on 23 
September 1768* Therefore, his dream of establish­
ment of a press in Bengal could not materialise.
1William Bolts was one of the most remarkable 
civil servants of the eighteenth century in the 
territories of the East India Company, who by pri­
vate trade accumulated a fortune of £90,000 in six 
years, defied single-handed the authorities of the
administration of the Company in Bengal, ruined
2 . . .Verelst, the ex-Governor of Bengal, by litigation,
and revenged himself on the Company for his forcible
deportation, first by publishing a bitter attack on
its administration in Bengal, and afterwards by
establishing rival factories in the East Indies under
the protection of the Imperial Austrian Government.
Born in Holland in 1735, Bolts came to England about
the year 1749. In 1759 he was appointed a factor on
the Bengal establishment by the Court of Directors of
the East India Company. He arrived in Bengal "in the
summer of 1760" and immediately "applied himself wholly
3to the acquisition of the Bengal dialect"• In 1764 he 
had been appointed second in council at the factory 
at Benares. By that time he had become head of a large 
private business, and had accumulated a very considerable 
fortune.
^For details see: N.L. Hallward, William Bolts: A 
Dutch Adventurer under John Company. (Cambridge: 1920).
9Harry Verelst (d. 1785) was the Governor of Bengal for 
a period of 3 years between 1767 and 1769. He returned 
to' England in 1770 and became a Director of the East 
India Company in 1771 .
3William Bolts, Considerations on India Affairs, PartH:
(Contd.)
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On account of his trade abuses and unscrupu­
lousness Bolts was recalled from Benares in the Autumn 
of 1765. But in February 1766 he was permitted to go 
back to Benares in his private capacity to settle his 
personal affairs but he was asked to return to Calcutta 
by June that year# But as a result of his overstaying his 
leave in^pite of repeated reminders he was suspended 
from the service on 25 August 1766, But curiously 
enough, he was, on 11 August 1766 appointed to the 
office of Alderman or Judge, of the Mayor*s Court in 
Calcutta. In the same year the Bengal administration 
of the Company took a strong measures against their 
employees making fortunes by private trade. Conse- 
CTuently, on 1 November 1766 Bolts resigned from the 
civil service of the Company but retained his position 
of Alderman in order to carry out his speculations 
unhindered, and from that time his quarrel with the 
Company, and specially with Verelst who was determined 
to put down private trading rose to the extreme.
Though Bolts resigned on the plea of his intention 
of returning to Europe as soon as he could settle 
his private concerns he continued to embark upon 
fresh commercial ventures in addition to the extensive 
concerns in which he was already engaged. His continued 
residence and commercial activity were regarded with 
extreme disfavour by the Governor-in-Council and in 
January 1767 he was asked to embark for England in 
one of the Company*s returning ships of that season.
But in defiance of this and several other repeated 
orders to leave for England he continued to stay in 
Bengal. Consequently he was dismissed from the post of
(contd.) Containing a Complete Vindication of the 
Author, from Malicious Groundless Charges of Mr. 
Verelst, (Londons 1775)s p. 9.
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Alderman and on 23 September was arrested by the 
Council and forcibly deported. Thus he arrived Eng­
land on 30 April .1769.
After his return to England Mr. Bolts devoted 
all the energies of his vigorous, if uncultivated, 
intelligence to the task of revenging himself upon 
his enemies of the Bengal administration and of in­
juring- the reputation and prosperity of the East 
India Company”. 1 This revenge include both lite­
rary and legal actions. In 1772, in his voluminous
9
work'' he bitterly attached the Bengal Government.
3 . . , 4Verelst replied and Bolts published a rejoinder
wherein he threatened to publish another volume, 
exhibiting documents still more damaging to the 
Company. In his legal actions he won the Privy 
Council appeal and got back his post of Alderman. As 
a result, in March 1771 the Court of Directors per­
mitted him to go to Bengal and. resume his dirties 
as Alderman in the Mayor's Court, Calcutta.
The invitation of the Court of Directors to 
resume his duties as Alderman in the Mayor's Court, 
Calcutta might have induced Bolts further to estab­
lish a press in Calcutta on his expected return. But
^Hallward. William Bolts, p. 115.
2 .Considerations on India affairs; particularly res­
pecting the present state of Bengal and its depen­
dencies , (London: 1772), xxxi, 228, 165p.
3Harry Vere1st, A view of the rise, progress and 
present state of the English government in Bengal 
including a reply to the misrepresentations of Mr. 
Bolts and other writers, (London: 1772), 253p.
4
See foot note No,3 page 3/
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printing in Bengal, he must have felt, needed a fount 
of Bengali types. Since it was not possible in Bengal 
and he himself was not versed with type founding he 
wanted to take the opportunity of his sojourn in Eng­
land. Therefore, he entrusted the task of cutting a 
fount of Bengali types to Joseph Jackson, one of the 
ablest letter cutters of England,
Joseph Jackson (1733-1792was apprenticed
to Caslon (1692-1766) to learn 'the whole art'^ and
being exceedingly tractable in the common branches of
the business, he had a great desire to learn the
method of cutting the punches, which in general kept
3profoundly secret.’ But, Oackson discovered the pro­
cess by watching through a hole in the wainscot. He 
worked for Caslon a short time after expiration of 
his articleship and he and Thomas Cott^rell were 
discharged as the ring leaders of a quarrel among the 
workers.
Hiring a small house in Cock Lane, London, 
Jackson began his business and about 1765 produced 
his first specimen-sheet of types. Later he moved to 
Dorset Street, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, London , 
In 1773 he issued another specimens 'Orientals' 
including Hebrew, Persian, and Bengali letters.
^Gentleman's Magazine, LXII (January 1792), pp. 92-93 
and (February 1792), p. 166, 
o
Edward Rowe Mores, Dissertation upon English Typo­
graphical Founders and Foundaries, (London t 1778), 
p. 83.
John Nichols, Literary Anecdotes. (Londons 1812)s 
II, p, 359.
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Describing as 'obliging and communicative',
Mores presents Jackson's foundery as follows:
Mr. Jackson's Boundary, 1773 
ORIENTALS.
HEBR, Doub» pic.
PERSIC Eng.
BENGAL or modern SHANSCRIT. A corrup­
tion of the older characters of the 
Hindoos, the ancient inhabitants of 
Bengal: cut for Mr. Will. Bolts.
Judge of the Mayor's Court at Calcutta, 
for a work in which he was engaged at 
the time of his sudden departure from 
England about the Y. 1774.
'A work' mentioned here was possibly 
one of the many things in manuscript Mr. Bolts mention­
ed in his advertisement 'to public' for a printing 
press. Halhed has given a very informative account 
about the effort of cutting a fount of Bengali types 
by Jackson and Bolts. According to him: "Mr. Bolts 
(who is supposed to be well versed in this language) 
attempted to fabricate a set of types for it, with the 
assistance of the ablest artists in London. But as 
he has egregiously failed in executing even the 
easiest part, or a primary alphabet, of which he 
has published a specimen, there is no reason to 
suppose that his project when completed, would have 
advanced beyond the usual state of imperfection 
to which new inventions are constantly exposed."3
^Mores, Dissertation.... p. 83.
2No such specimen is extant now.
3Nathaniel Brassey Halhed, A grammar of the 
Bengal language, (Hoogly: 1778), p ~xiii.
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William Bolts, according to Reed, tried to cut
a fount of Bengali type for "the Grammar of the Bengal
Language”, projected by the East India Company as part
of the scheme for the dissemination of a knowledge of
the Indian languages in Europe".1 M.S. Khan also criti­
cs n-
cised Bolts, who, according to him, "had represented as
2 *great Orientalist".
In fact, Bolts did not have any assignment at 
all from the East India Company. Nor did the East 
India Company have any such 'scheme for the dissemi­
nation of knowledge of the Indian languages in Euro­
pe' between 1772 and 1774. But, we will have occa­
sion to come across such a project for a Bengali 
Grammar which was initiated mainly for the Company's 
civil servants in Bengal and was not meant primarily 
for Europe. Again, it appears, Bolts did not claim 
at all to be an orientalist but claimed to have ac­
quired 'Bengal dialect'. In his own words*. "In conse- 
qunece of his appointment... the writer proceeded to 
Bengal, where, on his arrival, he first applied him­
self wholly to the acquisition of the Bengal dialect* 
which, though the most useful of any, either in matters 
of revenue or commerce in Bengal, yet being the speech 
of the inferior orders of people in that country he 
found had been universally neglected by the servants
1 . . ♦Talbot Baines Reed. A History of the old British
letter foundries with notes historical and biblio­
graphical on the rise and progress of English typo­
graphy. A New ed. revised and enlarged by A.F. Johnson, 
(London* 1952) p. 313.
2Khan'.*Early History of Bengali Printing", The 
Library Quarterly, XXXII * ((January, 1962), p. 56.
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of the Company, for the Hindostans a dialect intro­
duced with Mohammedanism, and which the superior 
natives, in their intercourses with the Moguls, 
their former, and the Europeans. their present 
masters, now mostly affect to speak. Being successful 
in his endeavours, he was enabled, by his acquisi­
tion, to reap many benefits in his intercourse and
1dealings with the natives". This seems to be a 
very honest confession.
We have already seen the kind of relations 
Bolts had with the East India Company while in 
Bengal. While in England he instituted several 
suits against the Court of Directors of the Com­
pany and tried to discredit the Company by means 
of his publications. When such was the relation bet­
ween him and the Company, the latter was unlikely 
to assign any task to the former. On the contrary 
the Company's authority in Bengal utilized Bolt's 
advertisement for establishment of a printing press 
as a proof of his 'attempts to sow the seeds of 
discontent in the settlement'. In a postcript (written 
on 21 September 1768) of their letter dated 13 
September 1768 the President and Council sent a 
copy of the advertisement to the Court of Directors 
with their following remarks
As a corroborative proof of what we have alleged
concerning the turbulent character of Mr, Bolts
William Bolts, Considerations on India affairs, 
Part II s containing a complete vindication of 
the author, from malicious groundless charges
of Mr. Verelst. (Londons 1775), p. 9.
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and his factious attempts to sow the seeds 
of disco^ntent in the settlement, we have 
sent you a copy of a paper which was affixed 
upon the doors of the Council House and at 
several other public places. This was seen 
by many persons in the settlement, amongst 
others some of your servants, whose declara­
tion upon oath before the Mayor of their 
having seen such a paper makes a number in the 
packet. 1
Therefore, undoubtedly, it was his own project 
and not the Company's for which Bolts attempted to fab­
ricate a Bengali type. But, he had spent so much money 
in his litigations with the Company and its servants,
and on the publication of his two volumes of "considera-
2tions" that m  October 1773 he became bankrupt. As a 
result, early in 1774 he left England for Vienna in 
search of an opportunity to rebuild his fortune leaving 
behind his Bengali fount of types incomplete.
"Bolts's failure", in the words of Reed,
"in this particular [project] reflects no discredit on 
Jackson, who faithfully reproduced the model given him, 
and who displayed his talent in the direction shortly 
after by the production of a fount of Deva Nagari, 
cut under the direction of Captain William Kirkpatrick, 
of the East India Service, and Persian Secretary to the 
Commander-in-Chief for India, for the purpose of printing 
a Grammar and Dictionary in that language... Captain
(IOR : E/4/28)i Bengal letters received, 26 August 
1767 to April 1769. Unpaged. The copy of the notice 
could not be found in the file. But we have quoted it 
id* in the beginning of this section from a published work.
9
The Gentleman's Magazine: XLIII (October 1773), p.527.
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Kirkpatrick's dictionary was never completed. One 
part only appeared in 1785^ containing the Glossary 
of the Arabic and Persian words incorporated with 
the Hindu ( i.e. Hindi) and in this no Nagari is 
used. All the remaining parts of the work, as first 
projected, depended on the new typej but as they never 
appeared, the object for which the fount was cut was 
lost.
No specimen of the Bengali fount cut by 
Jackson is extant now. Fortunately, 2 copies of the 
specimen of Devanagari types cut by Jackson have 
survived the ravages of time. One is at the St. Bridge 
Printing Library and the other at Bodl/ean in Oxford. 
We know from Halhed that the Bengali fount cut by 
Jackson was quite unsatisfactory for printing his
A vocabulary. Persian. Arabic and Encflish; 
containing such words as have been adopted 
from the two former of those languages, and
incorporated into the Hindvi... being the
seventh part of the new Hindvi grammar and 
■dictionary. (Londons 1785) 2, viii, 196 p.
As regards other parts of the work, the au­
thor in the "Introduction" (1785) says* "though 
ready for the press, depend necessarily for 
publication on the preparation of the Nagri 
Type".
2Reed, A History of the Old British Letter 
Foundries..., p. 314.
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grammar.1 M.S. Khan thinks that the alphabet printed
in Halhed*s Gentoo Law is the specimen of Jackson's 
2fount. But our examination shows that m  all of the 
three printings of that work the plates were made 
from engravings on copper.
We have examined his specimen of Devanagari 
fount (Plate XIV). The characters are ill formed and 
inelegant? therefore, they are also not satisfactory 
for printing, so that when Charles Wilkins published 
his translation of Heetopadesha  ^j_n 1787 in England, 
he could not use this type to include the original 
text with the translation. He writes?
I regret that the want of Sanskreet types, 
to design and superintend the execution of 
which I have not yet found leisure, preclu­
des the possibility of accompanying the 
translation with any part of the original. 4
Again, Wilkins published his Sanskrit
Grammar in 1808. He himself cut a fount of Devanagari
type (plate XIV) for his book. In his own words s
At the commencement offche year 1795,
residing in the country, and having much leisure,
I began to arrange my materials, and prepare
them for publication. I cut letters in
steel, made matrices and moulds, and cast
from them a fount of types of the Deva-
nagari character, all with my own hands :
and with the assistance of such mechanics as
■^ Halhed, A Grammar of the Bengal Language, p. XII.
2
M.S. Khan, BeLin'tta Mudrana 0 ProkaSanera Godara Rotha. 
(Dacca : 1371 B:s.), p. 32. --- ----------
3
Charles Wilkins. The Heetopadesha of Veeshnoo-Sarma. 
(Bath: 1787).
4Ibid, p. xvii,
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a country village could afford, I very
speedily prepared all the other implements
of printing in my dwelling-house..,!
Since no specimen of the Bengali types cut toy
Jackson is extant now for examination we cannot 
accept Halhed*s evaluation of the type and thus tolame 
Bolts entirely for the failure without some reser­
vation, Halhed was a civil servant of the Company and 
was in the good toooks of the Governor-General. On the
other hand, Bolts, as we have seen, was an enemy of the
Company. When in 1777 Halhed was writing the preface 
of his grammar Bolts was once again in India to estab­
lish rival factories under the protection of the Im­
perial Austrian Government, In that^circumstance;. all 
ports, stations and substations of the Eastjlndia Com­
pany in India were under alert and the Court of Direc­
tors of the Company instructed the authorities in 
India to take all possible measures to make Bolts*s 
mission unsuccessful. Over and above all this, Bolts
was a personal enemy of Harry Verelst under whose 
2nomination Halhed entered the service of the Company, 
In several of the suits instituted by Bolts, in 
which Verelst was defendant, or one of the defendants, 
Verelstte fortune was so much impaired that he was 
obliged to retire to the continent, where he died, 
broken in health and spirits, in 1785. Under these 
circumstances Halhed was likely to be biased when writ­
ing about Bolts and naturally we can not expect soft 
words for Bolts from Halhed.
^Charles Wilkins, A Grammar of the Sanskrits Language, 
(Londons 1808), "Preface", p, XII.
2(I0R: J/l/8) Writers* Petitions, 1770-1774. Part 2, 
fol. 375, 377.
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If we compare both Jackson's and Wilkins's 
Devanagari type (Plate XIV) it becomes clear why 
Wilkins had to take the trouble to cut a Devanagari 
fount of types instead of using Jackson's,
Therefore, we can infer that both the Bengali 
and and Devanagari types prepared by Jackson were 
unsatisfactory. But, at the same time we can not blame 
or discredit either Bolts or Jackson for their failure. 
Both of them will be remembered for their pioneer 
effort of introducing the art of printing in Bengal.
As already stated, in 1776 Halhed published
cl- . ,
his translation of Hindoo law. He included both the
Bengali and Devanagari alphabets as specimens. As there
were no types worth printing from he made resort to
copper plate impressions. Later, when he was about
to publish his grammar he requested help from Charles
Wilkins.
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Wilkins’s Bengali Printing in London
The Bast India College opened on Monday,
3 February 1806, at Hertford Castle and was trans­
ferred to Haileybury in 1809. The object of the 
establishment of the College was 'to provide a 
supply of persons duly qualified to discharge the 
various important duties required from the civil 
servants of the Company in administering the govern­
ment of India7.1
In order to have a more particular acquain­
tance with the language, history, and manners of 
those nations for whom the civil servants trained 
at Haileybury were to exercise their respective 
functions a practical instruction in the rudiments 
of oriental languages was essential." Therefore, the 
teaching of these languages at Haileybury College, 
involved the necessity of procuring an immediate 
supply of books, for use in class. The expense of 
acquiring books in Bengal, with the delay and un­
certainty of obtaining them thence, rendered it 
expedient to attempt the impression of such works in 
England.^
Hence, Wilkins was asked by the Committee 
of the College to report about the possibility of 
printing these books immediately in London. In his
1 . .A Preliminary View of the establishment of the 
Honourable East-lndia Company in Hertfordshire for 
the education of young persons appointed to the 
civil service in India. East India College, Stereo­
typed by Richard Watts, 1806, p. 1.
^Ibid, pp. 8 and 14.
3 The Hitopadesa ( London t 1810 ) p. v.
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report dated 1 January 1809 to the Chairman of the
Committee of College (Edward Pary, Esq.) Wilkins
submitted an estimate of the cost of implements,
and the expense of printing 500 copies each of the
three oriental books immediately wanted for Professor
Alexander Hamilton1s class, Wilkins also offered
assistance in the following words*
I respectfully offer my services in super­
intending the execution of the whole, pro­
vided they approve of its being in part 
done immediately under my eye, in one of 
the apartments belonging to this library, 
as otherwise it will not be compatible 
with my other avocations. 1
The titles of the three projected books were 
not mentioned in Wilkins1s report, but, ultimately 
the following three books were printed and published 
apparently under the immediate supervision of Wilkins. 
1, THE / HITOPADESA / IN THE / SANSKRITA / 
LANGUAGE / [Rule] / Library, East-India 
House; COX, Son, and Baylis, Printers,/ 
London,/1810.
vi[i] H9[l blank] 4p. 10, 2'*x8, 2" •
&sJtz • I vrgyz- "j ^
0 V o  t V~ • ^  ° X & * I ^
^(lOR: J/l/24) Committee of College References, 
1809: fol.333.
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SRI / MAHARAJA KRSNACANDRA RAYASYA /
• • »
CARITRAM / SRIYUTA RAJIVALOCANA MUKO-
PADHYAYENA / RAC IT AM / [RULE] / KRSNA-
* i * *
CANDRA MAHARAJA D HARM IRA MAJA / YAHARA
ADHIKARE NAVADVIPA SAMAJA / PURVA VRTTANTA«
YATA KARIMA/ PRACARA / KRSNACAMDRA CARITRA
PARE KAHIVA VISTARA,/ [RULE] / LANDANA
MAHANAGARE CAPA HAILA / 1811. 3-80p.
8• 2"x 4.9°.
3 . *&*>*■ y z* * ! /m "/
v,^ i§V*9i «/&**■ 31'*''**'
£>3, ^~ v '2' *
(Plate XV specimen of printing)
SRI / TOTA ITIHASA / BAflGALA BHASATE ./
SRI CANDICARANA MUNSITE RACITA / LANDANA • • «> * * *
MAHANAGARE CAPA HAIL& / 1811,
[l] 4-138p, 8•2"x5".
Wilkins's name does not appear in these books 
as printer. But the imprint of the first listed book, 
the Hitopadesa, reads s 'Library, East India House*. 
Even such information is not available from the Ben­
gali works listed above. But a manuscript note on the 
fly leaf of the India Office copy of the second book, 
i.e. Maharaja Krsnacandra Ravasya Caritram says:» i • •
'Printed in the Library'. From all of this indirect 
evidence we may infer that the aforementioned books 
were printed by Wilkins*
Apparently nineteen books in oriental languages 
were published in London under the patronage of the 
East India College between 1810 and 1834. Records show 
that Wilkins's recommendation was the first step 
towards publication of oriental works. Printed by Cox,
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Son and Baylis, all of these books appear to have 
been printed under the supervision of Wilkins. Out
, i
of these 19 works 12 are Bengali and English-Bengali 
publications.
For printing these Bengali works Wilkins made 
a fount of Bengali types again in London out of the 
punches he brought with him from Bengal after modi­
fying a few characters. The copy of Maharaja Krsna
Candra Rayasya Caritram held by the Library of the' •
Indian Institute in Oxford has a note on the flyleaf, 
signed F[rancis] J[ohnson], professor at Haileybury 
College, in which it is stated, "The types were eut 
by the late Dr. (afterwards Sir Charles) Wilkins. 
Several of them, being large and uncouth, were thrown 
away, and others smaller and neater substituted in 
their place". The fount, thus improved, was in use for 
Bengali printing in London till it was superseded by 
a new fount cut by Figgins.
. 7The Printing firm of the Cox family
g
The printing press of the Cox family was estab­
lished in 1785. The press was housed .at 75 Great Queen 
Street, London between 1790 and 1824. In 1799 John 
Lewis Cox was the proprietor of this press. In 1801 
Thomas Baylis was taken in as one of the partners.
1Bib. Nos, 1993-2004.
2 .The entire information about this firm has been 
drawn from: William B. Todd. A directory of printers 
and others in allied trades: London and vicinity. 
(London : 1972) 48-497'
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In 1803 the press was named as Cox, Son & Baylis•
In 1809 the firm was appointed printers to the East
India Company, The address of the press in that year
was shown as East India House, Leadenhall Street as
well as 75 Great Queen Street, In 1832 the firm took
the name of J.L. Cox and Son while in 183 8 it became
J.L. Cox and ^ons. Between 1844 and 1852 the firm was
in the hands of John A.D. & Henry M. Cox, between
1853 and 1857 it was named as Cox Brothers and
[Charles William Henry] Wyman while between 1857 and
1866 it was Cox & Wyman,
Cox Son and Baylis (later in changed names) was
one of the two oriental printers in England who con-
tributed much to the printing of oriental books and
thus facilitated oriental studies in England.1 The
press in addition to useful English and other oriental
printing printed, as already mentioned, between 1811
and 1834, with the assistance of Charles Wilkins, 12
Bengali and Anglo-Bengali books. In all of these books
2Wilkins No,3 type was used.
1The other printer was Richard Watts. For details 
about this printer see: James Moran, Stephen Austin*s 
of Hertford? a bi-centenary history,(Hertford: 1968), 
p, 25,
2See chapter \/i( page 37£.
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The Bengali Fount of Vincent Figgins
After the failure of Joseph Jackson it was 
Charles Wilkins who for the first time successfully 
cut a fount of Bengali types in Bengal to print Hal- 
lied* s grammar. The types cut by Wilkins were in use 
in Bengal until the Serampore Mission Type Foundry 
came into being and replaced them by new founts.
While in England in 1810 Wilkins, again made 
a set of Bengali types out of the punches he brought 
with him from Bengal, after modifying certain charac­
ters to print some Bengali books for the use of the 
students of the Haileybury College. Wilkins’s Bengali 
types were in use in England up to 184.1. But, Wilkins 
did not manufacture types on a commercial basis.
Vincent Figgins, a commercial type founder 
for the first time undertook a fount of Bengali type 
on a commercial basis apparently some time after 1830 
and successfully appended a specimen in his 1833 
Specimen book.
"Specimen of Printing types, by Vincent 
Figgins Letter Founder, West Street; West Smithfield, 
London, 1833" includes a specimen of "PICA Bengali" 
types. (Plate XVI)
Born in 1766, Vincent Figgins indentured as an 
apprentice in 1782 to the Joseph Jackson who had lear­
ned surreptitiously the technique of type founding 
from Caslon I. Both Caslon and Jackson specialized 
in Oriental type founding among others but the former 
never had the opportunity to cut a fount of Bengali 
type while the latter, as already stated, made an 
unsuccessful attempt to do so*. However, Figgins worked
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in the foundry of Jackson in the capacity of manager 
for three years and thus acquired valuable experience 
in different departments of the letter foundry inclu­
ding oriental typography. He was thus spoken of by 
Nichols :
With an ample portion of his kind instructors 
reputation, he inherits a considerable share 
of his talents and industry; and has distin­
guished himself by the many beautiful speci­
mens he has produced, and particularly Oriental 
types, 1
When Jackson died in 1792 Figgins was not able -
2through lack of means -• to acquire his master's 
foundry and therefore he decided to start one of his 
own, in Swan Yard, Holfoorn Bridge, London.
3Figgins's first specimen book issued in 1793 - 
was printed for him by Thomas Bensley. He issued another 
specimen in 1815 but without Bengali.
"Figgins' Greek types cut for the University 
Press, Oxford, a Persian type for Ouselfly the Orienta­
list, an English Telegu font for the East India Com­
pany, and various fonts of Domesday characters attest 
his talents and reputation,"4 Vincent Figgins died 
in 1844.
■Klohn Nichols, Literary Anecdotes. . .. vol.II. 
(London: 1812), p. 361*
2Thomas Curson Hansard. Typograpia (London:1825): 
p. 359.
3 . .Vincent Figgins, Specimen of Printing Types... 
(London: 1793. Printed by T. Bansley.) 16p<,
4Daniel Berkeley Updike. Printing types... 
(Cambridge: 1922), Vol. II, p. 122.
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After the death of Vincent his son James 
carried out the business under the style "V, & J, 
Figgins", James Figgins published the following 
specimens which include specimen of Bengali types. 
Epitome of Specimens by V. & J, Figgins,
17 and 18 West Street, Smithfield, London 1847. 
Reproduction of 1833 Bengali Specimen. (Plate XVII) 
Specimen of plain and ornamental types from the 
Foundry of V. & J. Figgins. 17 West Street, Smith­
field, London. Reproduction of 1833 Bengali specimen. 
New Specimen fofl oriental typesfbv] V.& J. FIGGINS, 
Ray Street, Farrington Road, London [1884]].
This gives a specimen of"Bengali on pica body" 
(Plate XVIII)among other oriental characters. The 
specimen is a passage of the Holy Bible. It is a much 
improved from the earlier fount. This specimen book 
held by the St, Bridge Printing Library was sent to 
Messrs Reed & Sons by James Figgins on 5 December
t
1884 together with a forwarding letter (signed by 
James Figgins) which has been preserved with the book. 
Specimen book of type by V. & J. Figgins, Type 
founders, and manufacturers of printing presses and 
materials, Ray Street, Farringdom Road, London 
[l895] Centenary edition. The Bengali specimen is 
the Reproduction of specimen given in "New Specimen 
[of*] oriental types".
Figgins also gives a separate sheet contain­
ing some 370 Bengali characters including connected 
vowels, vowel signs, combinations, numerals, etc, 
(Plate XIX).
In this specimen the whole set of types pro­
duced by Figgins is numbered consecutively, in order 
that authors, compositors and readers may save times
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and avoid errors by referring to the numbers instead 
of the characters themselves, which are often so diffi­
cult of identification.
The types cut by Figgins are smaller ( a 14-point 
type as against 18-point of Wilkins No.3) and neater 
than those of Wilkins. But they were not used for the 
purpose of printing any book u^to 1860 as Duncan Forbes 
writes in 1861i "For the last quarter of a century, 
seldom if ever, has a single Bengali book been written, 
printed or read in any part of Europe".1 These types, 
however, were used to print Forbes’s grammar for the 
first time in 1861 by Stephen Austin. Reduced to 12-poi­
nt in 1884 this type was in use for a long time in 
England.
Stephen Austin
As already mentioned, between 1835 and 1860 
no Bengali books were printed in England, When, in 
1835 Professor H.H. Wilson was appointed College 
Examiner of the Haileybury College, he substituted 
Sanskrit for Bengali. "It naturally followed, then, 
that for more than the last quarter of a century the 
Bengali in this country, became an unknown tongue 
until the study of it was very properly revived a
m 3 ,
year or tfo back". But this time a new printer 
appeared with new Bengali types to meet the requirement 
of the revived study of Bengali.
1
Duncan Forbes, A grammar of the Bengali language. 
(London : 1861), p. vi,
2Ibid.
3'
Preface#1'or >^es* — -e Bengali reader.,, (Londonr 1862)!
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It was Stephen Austin of Hertford who in 
1861 printed the grammar of Bengali language by 
Duncan Forbes. The second Bengali booh printed by 
this press is the Bengali reader by the same author. 
The press continued its printing beyond 1866 and still 
today is one of the leading printers in oriental 
characters in Europe.
The firm of Stephen Austin^ was founded by 
Stephen Austin I in 1768 at Hertford. In 1772 Austin 
brought out the Hertford Mercury. In 1818 the estab­
lishment came into the hands of Stephen Austin II.
In 1825 Stephen Austin III (born 1804) took over the 
responsibilities and liabilities of the firm and ca­
rried on the business. It was through Austin Ill's 
unitiring energy and perseverence that the business 
was thenceforth greatly extended. In the meantime 
Austin was appointed bookseller to the Haileybury 
College. But Austin was not interested in oriental 
printing though he was a good printer.
We have already said that Richard Watts was, 
apart from Cox, Son and Baylis, the only printer who 
specialized in oriental printing. Watts was the printer 
of the Haileybury College after Cox, Son and Baylis, 
but he died at Edmonton in 1844.
Apparently after the death of Watts the Hailey- 
foury College induced Austin who was already responsible 
for the printing of the Haileybury Observer, a student 
miscellany from its inception in 1839, to undertake
For details about this printer sees James Moran. 
Stephen Austin's of Hertford: a bicentenary history. 
(Hertfords 1968).
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1printing in various oriental languages. Hence the 
first product of Austin, the Hitopedesa : the Sanskrit 
text with grammatical analysis alphabetically arran­
ged by Francis Johnson and published by Allen & Com­
pany, London, came out in 1847. In printing this 
book Austin used Sanskrit types Cut by Figgins» In 
1853 he printed in red and black the Sakoontola edited 
by Monier-Williams who in the preface says: "every 
credit is due to Mr. Austin, of Hertford, for the 
spirited way in which he has undertaken the print­
ing and publication of this and other oriental works, 
and spared neither trouble nor expence in carrying them 
through the press"*
Prior to the undertaking of Austin "great diffi­
culty had been experienced in procuring the different 
oriental books required by the students in their stu­
dies? those that were obtainable were only to be 
had at great cost, while the type used was so bad, 
and the paper of such indifferent quality, that the 
books were often times almost illegible. It was some­
thing of a revolution, therefore, when "the Hitope­
desa" was printed with small new Sanskrit types at 
Hertford in 1847, as that date there were not more 
than one or two oriental printers in England, and 
thenceforward during successive years a great number 
of books printed in Sanskrit, Bengali, Arabic, Pushtoo,
Frederick Charles Danvers and others, Memorials of 
old Haileybury College. (London : 1894), p. 225.
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Hindoostani, Hindi, Hebrew, and other Eastern
languages were issued from the press of Stephen 
1Austin." The fame of Stephen Austin rose high and 
he was printing not only for London publishers but 
also for the British Museum, the Royal Asiatic 
Society, The British and Foreign Bible Society, The 
Sanskrit Text Society, The Pali Text Society, and
O
other learned bodies. His type specimen book (1885 ) 
shows that he had types in thirty oriental languages 
as well as Greek, Russian, German, Anglo-Sexon, etc,
Bengali had a very limited appeal in England. As 
a modern language it was studied at first at the 
Haileybury College meant for trainee civil servants of 
the East India Company. Later a Bengali language 
course was introduced at the King's College, London. 
Therefore, very few Bengali books were printed in 
England between 1811 and 1866. We have found only 
15 works printed in London. Out of these, 8 books 
are class-book readers and 7 are linguistics.
Monier Monier-Williams, Frederick Charles 
Danvers and others, Memorials of old Haileybury 
College. (Londons 1894), p. 226.
Stephen Austin and Sons,[Specimens of various types 
in Oriental and other foreign languages] (. Hertford a 
[1885])
CHAPTER II '
EARLY EFFORTS AT PRINTING BY INDIANS
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Early efforts at Printing by Indians.
The seals discovered from the most ancient
Indus Valley Civilisation containing the earliest
scripts in human history, are testimony to the fact
that the art of printing, in the widest sense of
"making impression” was known to India as far back
as more than three thousand years ago.
But, we are yet to trace any proof of prin­
ceting on paper or other materials m  India before itS-
was introduced by the Europeans: yet, a surprising 
report captioned "PRINTING A THOUSAND YEARS AGO” was 
published in the Printer (New York). We reproduce 
below the report verbatim:
PRINTING A THOUSAND YEARS AGO
An extraordinary discovery has been made of 
a press in India. When Warren Hastings was 
Governor-General of India, he observed that 
in the district of Benares, a little below 
the surface of the earth, is to be found a 
stratum of a kind of fibrous woolly substance 
of various thickness, in horizontal layers. 
Major Roebuck, informed of this, went out to 
the spot where an excavation had been made, 
displaying this singular phenomenon. In 
digging somewhat deeper, for the purpose of 
further research, they laid open a vault, 
which, on examination, proved to be of some 
size, and,to their astonishment, they found 
a kind of printing press, set up in a vault, 
and on it movable types, placed' as if ready 
for printing. Every inquiry was set on foot 
to ascertain the probable period at which 
such instrument could havd^been placed there; 
for it was evidently not of modern origin, 
and from all the Major could collect, it 
appeared probable that the press had remained
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there in the state which it was found for 
at least one thousand years. We believe 
the worthy Major, on his return to England, 
presented one of the learned associations 
with a memoir containing many curious specula­
tions on the subject. 1
The above report was reprinted in the March 
1870 issue of the Gentleman*s Journal without any re­
ference to the original source. Quoting the report as a
proof Yogendranatha Ghosa, a Printer by profession, at
*
the Fourth meeting of the Jatiya-Mela held on Sunday 4
July 1874 claimed that printing with movable types was
9introduced m  India long before Europeans brought it.
The story again was published in a Bengali
periodical entitled Navavarsiki - 1877 (1284 B.S.), But,
the Vancradar&ana, another Bengali periodical (ASvina,
1284 B.E. i.e. Sept.-Oct. 1877) criticised this report 
3being absurd.
The information published in The Printer 
(1860) and the subsequent reprint in the Gentleman*s 
Journal is a simple unsigned report having no reference 
to source of information. The report ends with the 
following concluding remark*
Paper we know to have been manufactured in 
the East many centuries before we had any 
knowledge of it, and we have many reasons to
The Printer (New York), 3 * 6(November, 1860), p. 139, 
col.2, reprinted in The Gentleman's Journal.1 (March,1870), 
p. 296, col.l.
2 — _ — _Yogendranatha Ghosa Banqla Mudra&kanera Itivrtta (story
of Bengali Printing), (CalcuttaT* 1874), pp. 21-22.
3 . ,Das, Banqla Gadya Sahityera Itihasa, p. 26.
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think that the Chinese had been acquainted, 
with the mode of printing they now employ 
many centuries before Faust and Guttemburg 
[sic] invented it in Europe, It certainly 
does no credit to the inventive genius of the 
IRomans to know that, while they approached 
so near as to engrave in a style not to be 
equalled in the present age on gems and 
stones and, of course, the taking of impre­
ssions from them, they should have remained 
ignorant of the art which has bestowed so 
many blessings on mankind.
Assuming that this report must have some 
foundation, we have examined all possible sources to 
find out the basis of it. We failed to find out any 
'Major' Roebuck in the East India Company's servlpe 
while Warren Hastings was the Governor-General of 
India, We know, however, of Benjamin Roebuck (d. 1809) 
who served in the civil service of Madras, He procured 
an appointment for his nephew Thomas Roebuck with the 
East India Company and early in 1801, Thomas left 
England to enter the 17th regiment of native infantry 
as a cadet. He became lieutenant-Captain on 17 Septem­
ber 1812 and Captain on 15 June 1815. He died prematurely 
of fever m  Calcutta on 8 December 1819.
Thomas Roebuck was Public Examiner in the 
Hindustanee, Braj Bhakha, Persian and Arabic languages 
of the College of Fort William and Assistant Secretary 
to the Council of that College. He was one of the 
proprietors of the Hindustanee Press. He compiled 
The Annals of the College of Fort William.^ We failed
dictionary of national biography. (London: 1949-50). 
17, pp. 97-98,
2Calcutta : 1819,
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to find out from his life and works if he made any 
such discovery.
Hence, it appears that the story of ’printing 
a thousand years ago' published in the Printer and 
reproduced subsequently in the Gentleman * s Journal 
is quite an absurd one,1
W.H. Carey in his The crood old days of Honourable 
John Company (Simla: 1882): I: 258 introduced another 
such absurd story saying that the emperor Shah Alam
II (1759-1793) had a printing press where he was 
engaged in printing the Qur'an. But when the fort of 
Agra was occupied by the British Army the soldiers 
pulled the whole machine to pieces and destroyed the 
types. Carey gathered this information from the 
Asiatic Journal for 1861; but, we have found that the 
journal m  fact under various names did not go beyond 
1851. No such information in this or similar journals 
could be found.
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Block printing known in Bengal?
Before diaries Wilkins appeared in the field 
with movable types there is some evidence of early 
native attempts at printing in Chinese xylographic 
style. Dinesh Chandra Sen, a famous scholar of Bengali 
language and literature^in his Readership lectures in 
Calcutta University says that 'the art of printing in 
crude form' was known in Bengal before Charles Wilkins 
came to the field. He says thatjhe has 'come across a 
Ms., nearly 200 years old, which was printed from 
engraved wooden blocks,' But as 'the art was not in 
general use' and as ' a stray endeavour for decorative 
purposes does not prognosticate a system or regular 
cultivation of the art* he has passed over it..1
The Professor furnished us with similar informa­
tion in his Bengali work in ^he following words:
. 2We have seen a wooden block printed Puthi 
of about 200 years old. Thus it appears, 
although the art was not in general use, 
such printing work used to be done for self 
amusement of lazy scribes. (Translation) 3
History of Bengali Language and literature, 
(Calcutta: 1911), p. 849. Dr. Sen delivered the 
lectures to Calcutta University during the months 
of January to April 1909.
9 , ,
'Puthi' means both handwritten and printed book.
It is, probably, in this sense he has used the word 
'Manuscript* - translation of Puthi, in his English 
work.
^Bahga Bhasa 0 Sahitya, (Calcutta: 1927), p. 568.
r'Tr~ 1-1 •
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Dr. Sen did not mention in either of these 
two works the title of the manuscript or the puthi, 
nor where he discovered this particular block-prin­
ted book.
Dr, Dinesh Chandra Sen was an authority in 
the history of the Bengali language and literature.
He was the first to compile a history of Bengali 
language and literature on the basis of ancient manus­
cripts* This is his Bahaa Bhasa 0 Sahitya (first edi­
tion, 1896)o For compilation of this work he himself 
collected manuscripts from the remotest places of 
Bengal visiting door-to-door aspiring to see and 
examine manuscripts. In addition to the above mentioned 
work he also compiled an anthology of Bengali litera- 
ture m  two volumes. He had to study about 2,000 
manuscripts for the purpose of making the compilation.
Xn the introduction to the second volume of 
the Bengali manuscript catalogue2 of the University 
of Calcutta he tells us the story of the manuscript 
collection in detail. He relates the story of his own 
efforts at manuscript collecting as well as those of 
Nagendra Nath Basu, compiler of the Bengali Encyclo­
paedia, and C.R. Das, a politician of note. Manuscripts 
collected by Dr. Sen, Nagendra Nath Basu and C.R. Das 
form the collections of the Calcutta University and 
Bangiya Sahitya Parishad, Calcutta. Dr. Sen had the
1Banqa Sahitya Paricaya or Selections from the ear­
liest times to the middle of 19th Century,(Calcutta s 
1914), 2 ptsl 1974p„
7 . .Basanta Ranjan Roy, Descriptive Catalogue of
Bengali Manuscripts, Vol.II.
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opportunity of examining these manuscripts, but, he 
made no mention anywhere of the ’block book'.
We have gone through all of the manuscript 
catalogues1 of these two institutions. In addition, 
we have also gone through the catalogue of the 
manuscript collection of MunsI Abdul Karim Sahitya 
Vi&arada, another manuscript collector. His manus­
cripts have gone over to the University of Dacca.
But, we failed to discover, in spite of checking each 
and every entry of these catalogues, any block printed 
piece,
Dr. Sen came across hundreds of manuscripts he 
could not collect. As already mentioned, manuscripts 
used to be tied with strong twine by the owner and 
often he came across manuscripts from two to three 
hundred years old, with no sign of having been opened 
for a century and a half, under heaps of flowers and 
bela (a Bengal fruit) leaves; for they were worshipped 
daily in the houses. 1-Ie had to show his Brahmin's 
sacred thread to gain permission to touch such manus­
cripts* He also tells us a story how a manuscript 
owned by a washerman who declined to part with it, 
was burnt by fire in an accident.
We cannot doubt the professor's word that such 
a rare ( if not unique) item was seen by him, but it is 
unfortunate that he left no clue as to its whereabouts.
Block-printing, we know, was introduced in 
China, a neighbouring country of India. From China it 
came to Tibet and from Tibet a good number of these 
printed works were circulated in Nepal. B.H. Hodgson, 
British representative in Nepal collected a large
^For the list of manuscripts consulted and checked 
see References,
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amount of printed literature from there and deposited
it with the College of Fort William and the Asiatic
1Society of Bengal, Calcutta. He writes*
The printing.*. is performed by wooden 
blocks, which however are often beauti­
fully graved ,..
Bengal had an intimate relation with Nepal, 
so far as literature was concerned. The earliest known 
work of Bengali literature Caryyacaryya Viniccava 
was discovered and collected in Nepal. But, according 
to Dr. Suniti Chatterjee, "this unprecedented inven­
tion (block printing) for the diffusion of knowledge 
was not introduced and accepted in India. Indians had 
intimate connections with Tibetans during the middle 
agesj but, the idea of printing books following the 
model of Tibet did not occur to Indian scholars. On 
the other hand the decorative printing of clothes was 
in vogue in India from the ancient period. These 
coloured decorative and pictured clothes used to be 
exported to different countries of the world." 
(Translation)
From our selections both from Dr. Sen and 
Dr. Chatterjee we have found that 'printing' was in 
use for decorative purposes. From Mr. Hodgson we know 
that it came up to Nepal. 'But' in Bengal, in the 
words of Dr. Sen 'it was not in general use'. So, we 
conclude this aspect in the words of Dr. Sen*
A stray endeavour for decorative purpose does 
not prognosticate a system or regular cultiva­
tion of the art, so we may rightly pass over it.
1B.H. Hodgson, "Notices of the languages, literature, and 
religions of Bauddhas of Nepal and Bhot", Asiatic resear­
ches. XVI (1828), p. 421.
2 . .Suniti Kumar Chatterjee, Manoel da Assumpcam*s Bengali 
Grammar, (Calcutta* 1931), Prave saka T^ln't roduct ion J, p. ii.
3Sen, History of Bengali Lancmaae and Literature, p. 849.
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CHAPTER III 
INVENTION OF BENGALI MOVABLE METAL TYPES 
AND
PRINTING OF THE FIRST BOOK
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A Basis work for Printing in Bengal
Wien all of the efforts at Bengali printing 
were going on in Europe a basis for printing activi­
ties was being created in Bengal. The British East 
India Company which had received its charter in 1600 
to trade with India and the East Indies consolidated 
its position in Bengal. Fort William, as Calcutta was 
originally called, was founded in 1690 and the Company 
obtained concessions for trading in Bengal which was 
under the strict control of the Nawab of Murshidabad.
Unlike the elites and courtiers of Bengal 
the Company's civil servants had to deal with the 
common people and so required to understand the native 
tongue. John Marshall1 in the employ of the Eastlndia 
Company's factory at Qasimbazar in the district of 
Murshidabad began to learn the Sanskrit language and 
became so proficient in it that ultimately he made an 
English translation of the 'Srebaugabat Poran' in 1677, 
This book was transmitted to England and was deposited 
in the British Museum. 3
■^ For details sees Robert Sencourt, India in English 
Literature (Londons 1923), p. 166,
Shafaat Ahmad Khan. John Marshall in India s notes 
and observations in Bengal. 1668-1672. (Londons 1927)
2 . . .A town no longer existing, which closely adjoined the
city of Murshidabad, but preceded the latter. It was the
site of the most important factories of the East India
Company in their mercantile days and was indeed a chief
centre of all foreign trade in Bengal during the 17th
century,'
^B.M. Iiarle.ian M.S. 4253-55. "An Account of the Hindoos 
Book called Srebaugabat Poran, translated by John Marshall". 
The title preceeds "An account of Muddoosaodan Rure Bramine".
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On 31 January 1755 the Court of Directors of
the East India Company, London in a letter to 'the
Presidents and Council at Fort William in Bengal’
issued the following instructions'1'
And here we must recommend it to you to fix 
up in all the Buzaars and other the most [sic] 
public places in the Town in the different 
languages exact accounts of all dutys, fees 
of office and all other allowed, collections 
upon all sorts of goods, provisions necessarys 
and other particulars which contribute to 
our revenues for the information of the peo­
ple in general, and you must take effectual 
care that the Farmers, collectors and others 
do not exact a piece more than allowed and 
you are hereby directed to transmit to us for 
our information copies of such publications.
This directive of the Court of Directors of the 
Company was, presumably, carried out and the Bengal autho­
rity of the Company must have started posting procla­
mations, posters, etc. in the bazars and town centres 
of Bengal by the end of 17552, or early in 1756.
Lord Clive in a letter dated 23 December 1757 
addressed to the Secret Committee of the East India 
Company bears testimony to the great services of Mr.
Watts by his thorough knowledge of the language and
(I OR*) Despatches to Bengal (Original Drafts): 28 
November l753_to 7 December 1759. pp. 230-231, para.79. 
We have examined all possible EIC records to see if 
any such publications are still extant; but without 
success.
2 — o • . _- Sajani Kanta Das (Bahgla Gadva Sahitvera Itihasa, 
p. 28) says that the Company started posting notices, 
etc. in January 1755. This is not possible. Because 
the letter was despatched from London on 31st January
1755, and took at least several months to arrive in 
Bengal. The directive of the Court of Directors could 
not have been implemented before late 1755 or early
1756.
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i ,
and people of Bengal. In July 1758 John Bristow was
recalled from Cuttack in consequence of his ignorance
of the native language and George Gray, Junior, 'who
understands country language * was appointed in his
2place as President.
A post of translator was created and in 1762,
Charles Rogers, a writer was appointed as (probably
\ 4the first; translator of the Company.
Para 11 of this letter reads*. "Mr. Watts still 
accompanies me in this campaign and I can not omit the 
opportunity of remarking of what great service he is 
to your affairs by his thorough knowledge of the 
language and people of this country'.* (I0R:R/4/23 
Bengal Letter Received, p. 596). Sajani Kanta Das 
quotes this letter as if Mr. Watts accompanies Clive 
in the campaign of posting notices in native languages, 
(Op. cit.^ -28) Das probably got the wrong impression 
seeing the quotation in James Long's Selections from the 
unpublished records.. p. 115. Long's selection does not 
give any reference to the context. Actually this is not 
in connection with circulation of notices but, in 
connection with relationships with the then Nawab and 
his Ministers of Bengal.
2James Long. Selections from the unpublished records 
of the Government for the years 1748 to 1767 inclusive 
relating mainly to the social condition of Bengal.
(Calcutta s ~1869T* I*:p.l46. ~
3The rank and style of the junior grade of covenanted 
civil servants of the East India Company..• The terms 
no doubt originally described the duty of these young 
men? they were the clerks of the factories, (Yule and 
Burnwe 11. op. cit tJ^.742) .
4The Court of Directors of the East India Company 
approved the appointment in a letter dated 17th 
February 1762 but the salary of Rs.300/~ a month was 
considered to be too large. (IORj R/4.} Despatches to 
Bengali Original Drafts. Vol.lit 16 Jan. 1760 - 15 Feb.
1765, p. 417: para 46.
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In the 1770s many persons like Francis Gladwin, 
Nathaniel Halhed, Charles Wilkins, William Jones 
started their scholarly endeavours towards the culti­
vation of the Indian languages.
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Halhed and the first Bengali Printing 
with movable metal type*
The year 1778 is a memorable year in the his­
tory of Bengali printing as well as for Bengali lan­
guage and literature, for in that year occurred the 
publication of the first book in Bengali and in the 
Bengali language, printed with Bengali characters* The 
work isi
A Grammar of the Bengal Language  ^by Nathaniel Brassey
■^The title page of the work reads* 
(Vodha praka&am Savda&asram / Firiftginamupaka- 
rartham / Kriyate Haleda&grejl /) [i]
A / GRAMMAR / OF THE / BENGAL LANGUAGE /BY /
NATHANIEL BRASSEY HALHED./f c t v r
f l  W^J  9J>W 3|jr»  ^
(Indradayopi Yasyantam Nayayuh Savdavaridheh / 
Prakriyantasya Krtsnasya Ksamovaktum Narah Katham)[ii] 
'Rule] / PRINTED*/ AT / HOOGLY IN BENGAL ' / MDCCLXXVIII 
^Plate XX * Title Page with author's autograph.]
[i] Bengali title of the work in Bengali characters. 
When translated, it runs as follows* [Bengali] Philology 
made easy for the benefit of the Europeans by Halhed,
an Englishman.
[ii] A Sanskrit couplet in Bengali characters meaning* 
When it is beyond the power of [Hindu God] indra to 
keep track of fathomless ocean of words how is it po­
ssible for a human being!
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Halhed. The book was published in 1778 when the 
author was only 27. With the publication of the book 
a new era had started in the history of Bengali 
printing and the Bengali language and literature.
As far as we know only three earlier works printed
. . .1m ,  or containing* Bengali were printed m  Roman
characters by the Portuguese Missionaries in Lisbon. 
These publications were intended to expedite the pro 
pagation of Christianity among the natives. But Hal- 
lied* s motives were not these.
(i) Manoel da Assumpcam, Creper Xaxtrer Orth Bhed. 
Lisbon, Francisco da Sylvar, 1743.
(ii ) ____________________ . Vocabulario em id.iomcc
Benqalla e Portuquez, dividde em em duas partes, 
dedicado ao Excellent e Rever. Lisbon. Francisco da 
Sylver, 1743.
A facsimile reprint of this grammar has been 
published with a Bengali rendering by the Cal­
cutta University Professors, Sunity Kumar 
Chatterjee and Priyaranjan Sen. Manoel da Assampcam’s 
Bengali Crammer. Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 
1931.
(iii) ____________________ • Catechismo da Doutrina
Christina. Lisbon, Franciso da Sylvar, 1743.
For a detailed account of these books:
S.J, Hosten, "Three First Type-printed Bengali 
books", Bengal Past and Present: IX: 1 (July- 
September, 1914), pp. 40-63.
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The interest was a different one. The very 
title page of the work says why the book has been wri­
tten: Firiftginamupakarartham, ieea for the benifit$
of the English or Europeans. The grammar being one of 
the earliest efforts to study the Bengali language in 
a scientific manner was obviously intended for the 
Company's civilians so as to facilitate their easy learn­
ing of the language. Because, 'one of its most impor­
tant desiderata is the cultivation of the right under­
standing and of a general medium of intercourse between 
the Government and its subjects; between the Natives
of Europe who are to rule, and the Inhabitants of
2India who are to obey.'
Halhed's grammar was preceded only by the one
3included m  Assumpcam's vocabulary, and followed by
4
Carey who owed a great deal to Halhed's pioneer effort. 
The book is written in English with copious extracts 
from the Bengali version of the Ramavana by Krttivasa, 
the metrical version in Bengali of the Mahabharata of
1
The word Firingi" evidently a corruption of Franki,
Frank, that is French, the la grande nation having 
once been the predominant European power in India, - 
though it means any European in general..."
(Lai Behari Day, Bengal Peasant Life ... Recollection 
of my school days: ed. by M. Saha. Calcutta! 1969, p. 475.)
2 . .Halhed: Preface : p. n,
3See page7o f.note 1 (ii).
4William Carey, A Grammar of the Bengalee Language, 
Serampore: Printed at the Mission Press, 1801, p. 100.
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Kaslrama and Vidyasundaras a poetical work of 
Bharatacandra Raya. The Bengali and Sanskrit words 
in Halhed *s grammar appear in Bengali characters with 
a few Persian words and phrases in Persian characters 
from the types (both Bengali and Persian) designed, 
engraved and cast by Charles Wilkins who also printed 
the work. This is not only the first Bengali prin­
ting but also the first English printing in Bengal.
Halhed's grammar contains 216 pages. The 
grammar has been divided into eight chapters in addi­
tion to the introduction, appendix and errata. His 
chapter divisions are as follows: I. Of the Elements.
II. Of Nouns. Ill, Of Pronouns. IV. Of Verbs. V. Of 
attributes and Relations. VI. Of Numbers. VII. Of 
Syntax. VII. Of Orthoepy and Versification, Although 
Halhed followed the method used in English grammar of 
the period in composing it, but he was fully aware of 
the fact thatBengali is 'intimately related to Sans­
crit, both in expression, construction and character'.
So far we know at least 30 coxoies of this 
famous book, 15 in Europe, 13 in the U.S.A. and 2 in 
India are still extant. I have examined the four copies 
in the British Museum, one in the India Office and 
three in the SOAS Library, Two of the British Museum 
and one of the SOAS Library copies have an additional 
page of errata captioned: "Errata discovered since the 
Bengal Grammar came to England". This page, printed 
after the publication of the book, is a copper plate 
impression. One of the British Museum copies (Shelf 
Mark 12908. CC. 16) was autographed by the author on 
the title page, (Plate .XX ) There is no printer's name 
in the imprint of this book but we know from the preface
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that Charles Wilkins was the printer. There is the
following printed instruction to the binder* "It is
recommended not to bind this book till the setting
in of the dry season, as the greatest part has been
printed during the rains. The Bookbinder is desired
to place the plate facing page 209".
According to an advertisement headed 'A card*
which appeared in the Calcutta Gazette on 23 April
1789 it appears that the grammar may have gone out of
print within 10 years of publication,^ The advertisement
reads as follows*
The humble request of several Natives of Bengal.
We humbly beseech any gentleman will be so 
good to us as to take trouble of making a 
Bengal Grammar and Dictionary in which we 
hope to find all the common Bengal words 
made into English. By this means we shall 
be enabled to recommend ourselves to the 
English Government and understand their 
orders; this favor will be gratefully 
remembered by us and our posterity for 
ever.
The book remained out of print until 1969 when 
it was reprinted in the original size by the Scolar 
Press Limited, 20, Main Street, Menston, Yorkshire, 
England. The reprint is a facsimile reproduction of 
the British Museum copy which bears sheIf-mark* 68.C.14, 
It has again (1973) gone out of print.
1The Rev, William Carey, however, in a letter dated 
Seampore 18 April 1801 to Sutcliffe of the Baptist 
Missionary Society, England wrote that "Halhed's 
grammar is nearly out of print", (BMS Records* IN/13* 
Letter of William Carey to Sutcliffe. )
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A short Biography of Halhed
Halhed*s appearance in the field of Bengali is
purely accidental* Having been jilted by Miss Linley
in favour of Richard Brinsley Sheridan he left England,
having obtained a writership in the East India Com-
pany's service. On the recommendation of Verelst, one
of the Directors of the Company, and a former Governor
of Bengal Halhed was selected for appointment as a
o
writer to be sent to Bengal m  1771 and was duly
3appointed m  January 1772 . On arrival m  Bengal he 
was 'stationed' in the Persian Translator's Office.^ 
When Halhed set foot on the soil of Bengal, 
the British stronghold in India was in the malting* 
Their first excercise of Kingly power was in 1757, 
when they set up a Nawab of their own choice in Bengal 
and the authority was formally conceded to them by 
the emperor of Delhi in 1765, when the entire revenue 
administration of the province, together with the ad­
ministration of civil justice, was made over to them, 
the criminal and police administration only being left 
in the hands of the Nawab, who became a pensioner of 
the Company. Therefore, the employees of the Company
The Dictionary of national biography,(London:1949-50) 
8 : pp. 925-926.
^(IOR:J/l/8): Writers* Petitions, 1770-1774. Part II. 
fol.375,377,381. ~
3
"Public letter dated 15 January 1772", India. 
National Archives. Fort William - India House Qorres- 
pondence, (Delhi: 1960), VT, p. 137.
4"Public letter dated 10 November 1772", India. 
National Archives, Fort William -India House 
Correspondence, (Deihi: 1960)7"VI7 p. 439,
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had difficulty- in collecting the revenues and ad-
ministering justice in civil matters because of the
lack of knowledge of the Bengali language. On the
otherhand, the natives also had difficulty with the
English language. Therefore, they, in 1765 presented
a petition to the East India Company to have the
. 1English laws translated into Bengali". Fortunately,
Halhed joined at that time. Owing to his perseverance
and diligent efforts he acquired proficiency in this
language in a very short time, to the extent that when
disguised in native dress he could pass as a Bengali
2m  assemblies of Hindoos. He is also said to have
participated in a 'Yatro.1 party (open stage drama) at
3Burdwan without his real identity being disclosed.
Shortly after arriving in Bengal Halhed had
attracted the attention of the Governor-General, Warren
Hastings, under whose advice and instructions he tran-
4slated the Hindoo Laws A Code of Gentoo Law. This work
1J. Long. Peeps into social life in Calcutta: a cen­
tury ago (Calcutta*. 1868) , p. 18.
2W .H . Carey. The good old days of Honorable John 
Company, I, p. 233.Alsos James Long, Descriptive 
Catalogue of Bengali Books, (Calcutta:1855), p. 20.
^Nikhil Sen, Purano vai [Old Books] (Calcutta: 1364 
B.S.), p. 3. This story of Halhed's proficiency in 
Bengali seems doubtful. It is attributed to his nephew 
Nathaniel John Halhed (1787-1838) a Judge of the 
Dewani Adalat. (Friend of India: August, 1838). But, 
there is no doubt that Halhed possessed a high degree 
of proficiency in the language and pioneered the sys­
tematic study of the Bengali language. (See also Cole- 
brooke's Eulogy in Asiatic Researches: VII (1799):
224.
4See chapter I
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was first published in 1776. It merited a second edi­
tion in 1777 and a third edition in 1781, The work was 
translated into French by J.B.R. Robinet and it was 
published in Paris under the title * Code des Lois des 
Gentoax in 1778. A German translation entitled* Gesetz- 
buch der Gentoos, by Rudolph Erich Raspe also appeared 
in the same year. Inspired with the success of this 
work he started working on his grammar.
Immediate^after publication of the Grammar, Halhed 
submitted a petition to resign from the service of the 
East India Company on account of ill health.1 But, appa­
rently, his resignation was not accepted and he was 
granted leave of absence instead to regain his health.
His name appears in the 1784 civil list as Senior mer-
2chant m  absentia.
After recovery of his health, the Court of Direc­
tors allowed him to return to Bengal and directed the 
Governor-General in Council to appoint him 'to the first 
seat in the Council of Revenue at Calcutta which shall 
become vacant after his arrival; unless before such 
vacancy happens it should be found necessary, for the 
benefit of the service, to employ his talents in some 
other way.1 While writing this letter the Court commen­
ded his 'extra ordinary abilities' and past service.^
■i ,
Press List of Ancient Documents Preserved m  the 
Imperial Record Room of the Government of India,
Vol.IX (1775-1779), p. 428.
A correct of the Honourable East India Company's 
civil and military servants on the Bengal Establish­
ment, corrected to the 30th of Nov.1784, (Calcutta *
1784)* p. 5.
^''Letter from Court dated 28 January 1784", India Nation­
al Archives, Fort William - India House correspondence, 
Vol .IX, Public series, 1782-5, CDelhi* 1959),pp. 146-147.
^Ibid. p. 146.
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Unfortunately, Halhed "was not able to avail himself 
of this, either because no such seat fell vacant, 
or for the reason unknown.
But, on 21 January 1785, within one year of 
his arrival his health deteriorated, and he requested 
permission to resign the Company*s service. After 
giving up the East India service Halhed returned to 
England and the subsequent history of his life is of 
little interest to us. He became a member of Parliament 
in 1791 for Lymington, Hampshire which he represented 
until 1795. In January of the latter year he became a 
believer of the teachings of the fanatic prophet 
Richard Brothers, attracted possibly by their resem­
blance to oriental mysticism with which he was fami­
liar, On 31 March he, in a speech in the Parliament 
moved that Brothers's *Revealed Knowledge' be laid 
before the House. He defended Brothers from a charge
of Treason and on 21 April he moved for a copy of the
warrant on which Brothers was apprehended. Finding no 
seconder to either of his motions Halhed resigned his 
seat. Although his belief in Brothers did not last long 
it terminated his literary as well as public career*
He died in London on 18 February 1830 and was buried at
Petersham, Surrey, England.
"Letter to Court dated 28 January 1785", India 
National Archives, Fort William - India House Corres 
pondence, Vol.IX, Public Series, 1782-1785, (Delhi* 
1959), p. 529,
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Charles Wilkins * the Caxton of Bengal
When the writing of the grammar was complete 
and the manuscript ready for printing, Halhed could 
not find a fount of Bengali types that could satis­
factorily print his book* Jackson*s Bengali fount, 
as we have already discussed, was quite unsatisfac­
tory and incomplete*
Fortunately, at that time Wilkins was also 
in the civil service of the East India Company in 
Bengal* By way of amusement he made a very success­
ful experiment in cutting Bengali types."1' This fact 
was known both to Halhed and the Governor-General, 
Hastings. With the idea of getting help from Wilkins, 
Halhed suggested Wilkins's name to the Governor-Gene­
ral. As a result, "the advice and even the solicita­
tion of the Governor-General prevailed upon Mr. Wil­
kins..* to undertake a set of Bengal types. He did, 
and his success has exceeded every expectation. In a 
country so remote from all connection with European 
artists, he has been obliged to charge himself with 
all the various occupations of the Metallurgist, the 
Engraver, the Founder and the Printer. To the merit 
of invention he was compelled to add the application 
of personal labour. With a rapidity unknown in Europe, 
he surmounted all the obstacles which necessarily clog 
the first rudiments of a difficult art, as well as 
the disadvantages of a solitary experiment; and has
^"Sir Charles Wilkins", Asiatic Journalt 
New Seriesi XX (1836), p. 167.
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thus singly, on the first effort exhibited his work 
in a state of perfection which in every part of the 
world has appeared to require the united improvements 
of different projectttt&s, and the gradual polish of 
successive ages.'*1
Wilkins also engraved a facsimile of a 
Bengali letter (Plate XXI) and added to the work 
(facing page 209) of Halhed, as a specimen of the 
cursive style of writing employed in Bengal. The 
Devanagari copies, too, which he added to his own
, , o
beautiful Sanskrit grammar , at a subsequent period, 
are more correct and elegant than could be obtained 
from India from the professed writing masters of that 
time. These five copper plate impressions of charac­
ters, which succeeded the sixteenth page of Wilkins’s 
grammar were designed by him as carried out by a 
'mere amateur in the art of writing.'
The preface of Halhed*s Grammar further sets 
forth very interesting details about the difficul­
ties which Wilkins had to overcome and as to how with 
patient perseverence he ultimately succeeded. "Public 
curiosity" it says, "must be strongly excited by the 
beautiful characters which are displayed in the 
following work... the book itself will always bear
^Halhed, Grammar. Introduction* pp. XXIII-XXIV. 
2 .Wilkins, Charles, A Grammar of the Sansknta 
Language. (London* 1808) xx, 662p. 5 plates.
3Ibid.. oref. p. xiv.
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an intrinsic value from its containing as extraordi­
nary an instance of mechanic abilities as has perhaps 
ever appeared. That the Bengal letter is very diffi­
cult to be imitated in steel will readily be allowed 
by any person who shall examine the intricacies of 
the strokes* the unequal length and size of the charac­
ters, and the variety of their positions and combina­
tions* It was no easy task to procure a writer accurate 
enough to prepare an alphabet of similar and propor­
tionate body throughout, and with that symmetrical
exactness which is necessary to the regularity and
1neatness of a fount”•
So, while assessing the work of Wilkins we
will have to keep in mind the complexity and number
of Bengali characters in contrast to the simplicity
and smaller number of Roman characters. Bengali has
some 455 sorts including vowel signs, combinations,
etc. in contrast to only about 150 sorts in Roman.
3According to Ellist
In hand typesetting a double case of roman 
characters can do the job for book-work, but 
up to seven cases of a similar size are need­
ed for an Indian script. It is not unusual 
for an Indian press to have a fount of book 
type ( of one size only) that extends to 
2000 pounds weight.•••
1 . . . . .Halhed, Grammar. Preface, pp. xxii-xxm.
2 . , , .Philip Gaskell. A New Introduction to Bibliography.
(Oxford* 1972), p. 33.
3Norman A, Ellis, "Indian Typography",. The Carey 
Exhibition of Early Printing and Fine Printing. 
(Calcutta* 1955), p. 11. For detailed discussion
see Chapter VII.
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In spite of these adversities Wilkins cut a 
complete fount of Bengali types consisting of 488
sorts, needed to print the grammar of Halhed, The
> 1 East Indian Chronolocrist describes the types prepared
by Wilkins as "elegant", a very appropriate word.
Halhed described them as ’beautiful*. The types pre­
pared by Wilkins are clean, graceful, legible, yet 
economical of space; they surpass most founts used 
during the next seventy-five years.
If we examine the Bengali quotations in Halhed*s 
work it becomes clear that a complete fount of types 
was required to compose the book. And, Wilkins was 
the first to cut a complete fount of Bengali types. 
Again, he was the printer who for the first time prin­
ted a book in Bengal in Bengali characters and there­
fore, is entitled to the designation of "the Caxton of 
Bengal".
In a country so remote from all connections 
with European artists who was it who designed or 
helped Wilkins to design the Bengali characters? Be­
cause Bengali letters are very difficult to imitate 
in steel because of the unequal length and size of 
the characters, and the variety of their positions
and combinations it was not easy to procure a writer
o
accurate enough,
(Calcutta* 1801-2*), p. 68b.
2 • • • Halhed, Grammar * Preface* p. x x m .
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The Bast Indian Chronoloqist quoting 
from J 0 B o Gilchrist brings one Mr„ Shepherd 
into the pictures
Mr. Wilkins, the celebrated Sanskrit scholar, 
aided by an ingenious Artist by the name 
Shepherd, completed under the patronage of 
Governor Hastings, two elegant founts of 
Persian and Bengalese types, and the first 
specimen of Oriental Typography of this 
description appeared this year [1778],
Viz. Halhed*s Bengal Grammar, printed at 
Hougly and Belfour*s Forms of Herkern.l 
Gilchrist. 2
The Serampore Missionaries in their Memoir-
relatinq to the translations (1807) declare*
••. Soon after our settling at Serampore the 
providence of God brought to us the very 
great artist [Pancanana] who wrought with 
Wilkins in that work, and in great measure 
imbibed his ideas. By his assistance we 
erected a letter-foundery...3
Quoting both the above selections Miss
Diehl remarks*
The use of the word "artist" in both 
selections, the mention of Shepherd and 
Panchanan, and the surprise registered 
on the faces of scholars who have been
1Forms of Herkern was published in 1781.
2(Calcutta* 1801), p. 68b.
3Memoir relating to the Translations, to the 
Baptist Missionary Society in England.
(London * 1808), p. 18*1
-i
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shown the East Indian Chronolocdst*s 
reference raises a problem in Bengal's 
printing history# All we can do is offer 
the information in words of books# It 
is not for us to pass judgements 1
Fancanana^ Karmakara was a blacksmith by 
profession. The surname 'Karmakara' means'who makes 
things with iron by heating it and hammering it into 
shape'# Probably Panchanan was employed in this capa­
city# For we will have occasion to see that Wilkins 
took the help of mechanics when he cut Persian and 
Devanagari types in England. As we know that Wilkins
is believed to have been the great nephew of Robert 
3Bateman Wray, the gem engraver, he may have acquired 
from him some knowledge of how to make engravings as 
well as some comprehension of the difference between 
the artistic and the inartistic. In this regard, Dr. 
Balfour in connection with the Persian fount, informed 
the world that the new invention was the labour of 
Wilkins's own hand, from the metal in its crudest state, 
through all the different stages of engraving and 
founding.4 Hence, it is clear that Pafic^anamwas the 
person who helped Wilkins in mechanical aspects of 
the preparation of metal and in turn learnt the art 
of type casting from Wilkins.
1 . . .Katherine Smith Diehl, Early Indian Imprints.
(New York* 1964), p. 38#
Details about PancjJPVanantthas been discussed in 
chapter V #
o
Dictionary of National Biography (London* 1949-50)*21, 
p. 259.
^Francis Balfour, M.D., The Forms of Herkern. (Calcutta* 
1781), p. 7.
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Very little is known about Mr. Shepherd. He 
has not been included in Sir William Foster’s British 
Artists in India.1 The Biographical records of the 
India Office Records regarding Europeans could not 
furnish us with any information regarding his activi­
ties in India or his whereabouts in spite of our 
checking all the volumes preserved therein* The only 
trace we could find was of one Shepherd who engraved 
the copper plate of ’the first stone* of the Church 
of St. John in Calcutta. "The first stone of this 
sacred building, raised by the liberal and voluntary 
subscription of British subjects and others, was laid 
under the auspices of the Honourable Warren Hastings,
Esg., Governor General of India, on the 6th day of
, , 1 2 
April, 1784, and m  the 13th year of his government".
Mr. Shepherd charged 132 current rupees (25 poundi) for
engraving the copper plate.
The East Indian Chronologist gives us informa­
tion regarding Shepherd on the authority of John 
Borthwick Gilchrist4 (1759-1841) who joined the East 
India Company’s medical service in 1784. He was a 
scholar of the Hindustani language and became the Pro­
fessor of the College of Fort William in Calcutta in
1 , . .William Foster, British Artists in India. 1760-1820.
Reprint from the Walpole Society’s Nineteenth Volume,
19B|, 88p. 12 plates.
2Asiaticus8 I * Ecclesiastical, chronological and 
historical sketches respecting .Bengal., -(Calcutta> 
1803), pp. 10-11. also A compendious ecclesiastical 
chronological and historical sketches of Bengal. 
(Calcutta* 1818), pp. 34-35.
2Ibid.
^Dictionary of National Biography. (London* 1890)
21, p. 342, col.2.
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1800, He supervised the preparation of works in Hindi 
and Urdu by native scholars and wrote chiefly in
those languages. He left Bengal in 1804. Founder of
•  ^__ t the Hmdoostam PressAalso made some improvements
in Persian, Devanagari and Homan types,
Gilchrist arrived 5 years after Halhed left
Bengal and at the time when Wilkins was not in good
•1
health and 'determined on returning to Europe*. 
Therefore, it appears that Gilchrist did not have 
any intimate connection either with Halhed or Wil­
kins. One George Perry who arrived in Calcutta in 
June 1782 in a letter dated 1 October 1783 to John 
Nichols wrote * "Such typographical merit as this 
gentleman [Wilkins] should surely be known whilst he 
is living, and secured from oblivion when the world 
is unfortunate enough to lose him: on which account 
I have long been solicitous to obtain from him the 
dates of his transactions in Typographical labours he 
has performed.... I hope to be able to make a return 
in Oriental Printing from Mr. Wilkins's Press, if not 
likewise to send you the dates before mentioned? which 
he delays giving me, as intending some accounts of 
them himself j though I doubt not when he sees by your 
work, that such communication, either to you or to 
me for you, would not be lost, he may be tempted to 
furnish us with the necessary data without further
"Sir William Jones' letter to Warren Hasting",
Calcutta, 23 October, 1786" in Garland Cannon, ed., The 
Letters of Sir William Jons, (Oxford * 1970): II, p. 718.
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hesitation.” But apparently, Wilkins neither fur­
nished the necessary information to Perry for Nichols 
nor wrote himself anything about his ‘typographical 
labours* in Bengal. As Wilkins did not furnish any 
information to Perry for Nichols he was unlikely 
to disclose them to others for the reason of his 
intention to write 'some account of them himself'. So 
there is considerable reason to doubt the information 
furnished by the author of East India Chronoloqist.
Halhed in his introduction to his grammar 
informs us it is Wilkins who designed the letters.
In a letter from Benares (U.P) dated 4 October 1784 
addressed to Nathaniel Smith, Chairman of the Court 
of Directors of the East India Company, London, Warrent 
Hastings made the following remarks about Wilkinsi
This Gentleman, to whose ingenuity, unaided 
by models for imitations, and by artists for 
his direction, your government is indebted 
for its printing office, and for many offi­
cial purposes to which it has been profitably 
applied, with an extent unknown in Europe, has 
united to an early and successful attainment 
of the Persian and Bengal languages, the study 
of Sanskreet. 2
So, from Halhed and Hastings we know that Charles
Wilkins was successful in cutting a complete fount of
Bengali type 'unaided by models of imitation, and
by artists for his direction'.
"Kjohn Nichols. Literary Anecdotes of the eighteenth 
century..., vol.VI. Part I (London* 1812),p. 638.
2Charles Wilkins, The Bha cravat Geeta.(Londont 1785), 
p. 13.
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We have already seen that Wilkins could not 
append the Sanskrit text to his translation of Hetopa- 
desha 'for want of Sanskrit types, to design and superin­
tend the execution* for which he had not found leisure?1 
but, subsequently for printing his Sanskrit Grammar 
he designed, cut letters in steel, made matrices and
moulds, and cast from them a fount of types of Deva-
~  , 2  nagan characters, all by his own hand.
While Wilkins was in England and was the Libra­
rian of the East India Company and Oriental Visitor 
to the East India College, Haileybury, he designed the 
Bengali, Devanagari and Persian characters from which 
copper plates were made out for distribution among the 
students of the East: India College,
In 1821 Haughton published his grammar of the 
Bengali language.^ Three (out of four) plates of 
Bengali alphabet designed by Charles Wilkins have 
been included in this grammar (Plate XXII), But, when 
in 1860 Haughton's grammar became rare Duncan Forbes, 
Professor of Oriental languages at Kings Colleges, Lon­
don was induced by the publishers to compile a new
grammar of the Bengali language. The grammar was pub- 
5lished m  1861. So as to enable "the students to attain
C, Wilkins, o Heetopadesha. (Bath* 1787),, p. xvii,
2Wilkms. A Grammar of the Sanskrits Language. (London: 
1808), pp. xiii-xiv.
^(IORi J/l/24)* Committee of College References.1809. 
"Disbursement Account of the East India College, dated 
21 September 1808", p. 349.
4
Grave Chamney Haughton, Rudiments of Bengali Grammar, 
(London* 1821).
5Duncan Forbes. A grammar of the Bengali language. 
(London* 1861).
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an accurate style of writing from the outset" and 
"in order that nothing might be wanting to render this 
work as complete as possible, the publishers have 
caused to be re-engraved, at considerable expense, the 
four [three of which were designed by Wilkins] beau­
tiful plates of Bengali writing formerly appended to 
Haughton1s grammar".
Wilkins himself supplied a specimen plate of 
Bengali alphabet to Johnson for inclusion in his Typo- 
araphia.3 (Plate XXIII),
An Anglo-Bengali vocabulary from the word 
(Astravidya t surgeon) to (Ara * more) under
compilation by Wilkins in his own handwriting ( in
pencil) has been preserved in the India Office Library 
3and Records, I have compared the handwriting of the 
manuscript with the Bengali characters in Halhed*s 
grammar, other publications printed by Wilkins with 
the types cut by him, Bengali-alphabets in Haughton*s 
and Forbes’s Grammar and Johnson’s Typographia and 
found that they are from the same pen,
A paper cutting from an unmentioned source 
preserved a scrap book in which are pasted all sorts 
of materials, even remotely relating to Wilkins, by 
Keily, a friend of Wilkins, furnished us with the 
following information* "The first book printed in 
Anglo-India; and on this account may be esteemed 
curious, as also from the circumstances attending its 
execution, in which the varied abilities of Dr. Wilkins, 
then, in India, were displayed by concentrating in
“^Forbes, Grammar, PP* ix-x,
3J. Johnson, Typograpia (London* 1824), Vol. II, 
pp. 393 and 394,
3IOL* MSS.EUR. D. 130* pp. 118-132.
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himself the occupation of metallurgist, engraver, 
and printer; having, with the exception of the paper 
and Roman type, not only formed every article re­
quisite for the work, but literally printed it, with 
no other assistance or advice than the directions 
for the several branches in the Chamber[s]*s Cyclo­
paedia” .1
From all of the proofs put forward above, we 
can conclude that Wilkins, unaided by anybody, succeeded 
in undertaking all the operations necessary to the 
process, from designing the letters, preparing and 
founding the metal to making materials and casting the 
type therefrom.
1(IOR MASS. EUR.30)i A.J. Keily, "A memoir of Sir 
Chaifrles Wilkins'*. (Unpublished manuscript preserved 
in the India Office Library), fol,48.
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Wilkins's Persian Fount
After preparing a set of Bengali type Wilkins 
devoted himself to cutting a fount of Persian charac­
ters, In a letter to the Governor-General on 13 
November 1778 Wilkins informs him that 'everything 
necessary for printing Bengali and English charac­
ters have been provided and a fount of Persian types
1 . -rnearly completed'. Wilkins made Nasta'lxq type for
Persian•" The Nasta'liq type first made by Mr. Wilkins,
came from his hands in so perfect a state of beauty,
2as hardly to admit improvement". Dr. Balfour's
comment, in this regard is worth quoting*
It is my duty to call his ( i.e. reader's) 
attention to the labours of Mr. Wilkins; 
without whose assistance Insha-i-Herkern 
could never have appeared in its present 
form. The only printed Persian character that 
has hitherto been in use, except in exhibiting 
fair copies of Dictionaries and Grammars, has 
been subservient to no public purpose; and is
1(IOR) * Range 50, vol. 12)* Bengal Revenue Consulta­
tions. 2nd Oct. to 24th Nov. 1778. p p. 555-568. Halhed's 
Grammar was printed long before this date. In addi­
tion to Bengali a few Persian words and phrases also 
appear in Halhed*s work.
? , , , , .Calcutta. College of Fort William. Primitiae
Orientales. (Calcutta, 1804)* III* p. xxxix. Cf,
"Wilkins was less successful in his Persian than
m  his Bengali type. Neither the shapes of the
individual letters nor the ligatures are always
satisfactory, and the beauty of the Persian script
is very imperfectly represented." C.A. Storey,
"The Beginning of Persian printing in India."
In Jal Dast ur Cursetji Pavry, ed., Oriental
Studies in honour of Cursetii Erachii Pavrv.
(London* 1933), pp.457-58.
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but ill calculated for becoming the Channel 
of authority, or the Medium of business, 
over an extensive empire, where it is almost 
unknown; scarcely understood, whereas Types 
which Mr. Wilkins has invented, being a 
perfect imitation of [Nas] taleek, the 
character in which all Persian books are 
written and consequently familiar and 
universally read, are not only well cal­
culated for promulgating the Edicts of 
Government; but for every Transaction in 
business, where Persian character is required* 
By this invention (which is perfectly new and 
peculiar to Mr. Wilkins; and at the same 
time the labour of his own hand, from the 
metal in its crudest state, through all 
the different stages of engraving and found­
ing,) the Persian language may now receive all 
the assistance of Press. The most valuable 
books may be brought into print; the language 
may be more easily and perfectly acquired 
and the improvements of the learned and indus­
trious conveniently communicated to the public, 
and preserved to posterity. 1
His Persian fount of types was continued to 
be used up to a very late period for printing the 
Company * s regulations•
The second book, printed by Wilkins, and the
first in Persian, using his Persian fount of types
2 . . is Gladwin’s Vocabulary* The book containing 178
pages was printed in Malda and appeared in 1780*
Malda is a town in Bengal, about 175 miles north
3of Calcutta. In this work the printer's name appears
1
Francis Balfour, The Forms of Herkern. (Calcutta*1781), 
pp. 6-7.
2A/C0MPENDI0US VOCABULARY/ ENGLISH AND PERSIAN / 
INCLUDING / ALL THE / ORIENTAL SIMPLES in the Materia 
Medica « employed in modern practice */WITH / TABLES 
subjoined of the SUCCESSIONS OF the KHALIFFS, and of 
the / KINGS OF PERSIA AND HINDOSTAN / Compiled for 
the Use of the / HONORABLE EAST INDIA COMPANY / BY / 
FRANCIS GLADWIN...../Floral device like a Seal and 
within this Seal (Charles Wilkins).
(3), 2-178p. 10.5"x8".
3
Rhodes in his book says*'printer is not named*. Pro-
( Contd.)
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both on the title page and in the preface *
The title page of the book prints the name of
the printer, Charles Wilkins, in Persian script 
within the floral block ( Plate XXIV ) while the
author specifically states in the preface (p.ii) that*
"the first part, printed under the direction of Mr. 
Wilkins, is now presented to the public, on whom also 
the publication of the other part must depend"•
The second book in which the Persian types
invented by Wilkins were used is Balfour's The Forms 
1of Herkern. The book which was published from Calcutta 
in 1781, does not give any information about the prin­
ter, although the preface by Dr. Belfour speaks of 
the types and their inventor.
"Intended for the beginners", it is a book 
containing "the common of forms of business and corres­
pondence". The work includes models of "(official) 
letters, firmans (decrees), Parwanas (warrants), Arizda- 
shi (writing addresses), letters which mankind write 
to one another, instruments of contract of land, writing 
orders and addresses, summons and applications". These 
Persian models in their own characters are printed on 
the left-hand pages, while opposite to the Persian 
there is placed an English translation (in Roman charac­
(cont.) bably, . he overlooked the printer's name in 
Persian characters inscribed within the floral and 
ornamented block in the title page. (Dennis E. Rhodes. 
Spread of Printing* Eastern Hemisphere.•• Amsterdam,
19693 p. 22).
1 <£ \ [iNSHA-I-HERKERN] THE
FORMS OF HERKERN / CORRECTED / FROM A VARIETY OF 
MANUSCRIPTS,/ SUPPLIED / WITH / THE DISTINGUISHING 
MARKS OF CONSTRUCTION, / AND / TRANSLATED into ENG­
LISH* / WITH AN / INDEX / OF ARABIC WORDS EXPLAINED,/
AND / Arranged under their proper Roots. / BY / FRANCIS 
BALFOUR, M.D. / PRINTED AT CALCUTTA / MDCCLXXXI.pJ.91 + 64«. 
9.3"x7.3"•
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ters); literal as far as consistent with the preser­
vation of the sense", 1The book which is the first 
Persian literary work ever printed in India has 191464 
pages.
Charles Wilkins edited Richardson's Persian 
2and Arabic dictionary which was published in 1806.
For printing this work Wilkins preferred the Naskh
form of characters for his book, although he himself
manufactured a fount of Nasta'llq types, while in
Bengal in 1778, after the best model to be procured.
Because, the irregularity and extreme delicacy of the
mode of writing are such one might claim that
Nasta'llq characters can only be successfully imitated
3by the logographic process.
The punches of the new Naskh Arabic or 
Persian types were designed by Wilkins at his own 
expense and executed under his superintendence by 
an "ingenious mechanic", William Martin, "expressly 
for the purpose of printing a portable edition of 
the Old Testament in the Arabic language".^
1-Balfour, The forms of herkern. p. 5
2 . .John Richardson. A Dictionary Persian Arabic and
English* with a dissertation on the languages, lite­
rature and manners of eastern nations. A new edition, 
with numerous additions and improvements, by Charles 
Wilkins, London* 1806, 1810. 2 vols, (Vol.I* 1806; 
Vol.II* 1810).
3 .Logography is 'the art of arranging and composing
for printing with words intire, their radices and
terminations, instead of single letters.' (Henry
Johnson, An Introduction to Logography. London,1783* )
^Richardson. A Dictionary.. .f. p. xcv.
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Wilkins’s Devanagari Fount
The practical necessity of the administration 
of the British Government in India provided an origi­
nal incentive to Sanskrit study* As already stated, 
Nathaniel Brassey Halhed for the first time attempted 
a textbook on Hindu Law in his A code for Gentoo Laws 
or ordinations of the Pundits. Although Halhed transla­
ted it into English from a Persian version of the Ori­
ginal Sanskrit text, in the course of compilation of 
the work he acquired some knowledge of Sanskrit. His 
enthusiasm excited Wilkins, who was already master of 
Bengali and Persian, to commence the study of Sanskrit 
and about the year 177 he started the study of the 
language. In the absence of any grammar, dictionary or 
printed text “Wilkins is the first who derived any 
substantial advantage, having with much labour and
an unwearied application attained a great proficiency
2m  the Sanskrit Tongue."
For such an achievement he had to make a “tran­
slation of a grammar formed by the Pundits of the ele-
3ments and construction of their language" and compile 
a dictionary.4
^Charles Wilkins. A Grammar of the Sanskrita Language. 
(Londoni 1808) *“Preface"p.XI.
2
Warren Hastings, “Letter to Nathaniel Smith", in 
Charles Wilkins, The Bhaqavat-Geeta, (London*1785),
p. 12.
^(IOR: H/207)* Home Miscellaneous* “Minute of Governor- 
General, Warrent Hastings. Circulated to the Members of 
the Council", p. 171,
4“Sir William Jones’ Letter to Warren Hastings dated 23 
Oct. 1786". In Garland Cannon, ed,, The letters of Sir 
William Jones. (Oxford* 1970), vol.I, p. 718. His dic­
tionary was never completed. I0L preserves a bundle 
containing his Sanskrit vocabulary from a to ag. It is 
mostly written in ink,, but there are pencil additions 
and corrections. (MSS. EUR. D 130* pp. 1-177.)
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In the course of his study he felt the nece­
ssity of printing facilities for the Sanskrit language. 
There was none but he who could cut a fount of Deva- 
nagari types for Sanskrit printing. Therefore, he himself 
intended to undertake a set of Sanskrit types. George 
Perry writes to John Nichols from Calcutta on 1 
October 1783
Wilkins... intends, when his present avoca­
tion will permit, to cast a complete set of 
Sanskrit characters, in order to print a 
grammar of that recondite language, which 
he has composed. 1
But because of his hard labour Wilkins’s 
health suffered a decline and in December 1783 he 
was advised by Warren Hastings, Governor-General to 
try a change of air for his recovery. Hastings him­
self "recommended that of Banaris, for the sake of 
additional advantage which he might derive from a 
residence in a place which is considered as the first 
seminary of Hindoo learning} and... promoted his 
application to the Board, for their permission to 
repair thither, without forfeiting his official
t o
appointment during the term of his absence".
In January 1784 he went to Benares and 
settled there among the venerable scholars and phi­
losophers of that ancient city and made considerable 
advances in the untrodden paths of Hindu learning.
The first fruit of this learning was the translation 
of the Bhaqavad-Geeta which he had shown Warren 
H&stings, who was so impressed by it that he wrote an 
introduction and recommended it to the Court of 
Directors who published it under their authority.
"Klohn Nichols, Literary Anecdotes.. .vol.VI,Part I,
(London! 1821), p. 638.
o
Wilkins. The Bhagavat-Geeta, p. 12.
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Wilkins’s health had not improved partly because
of his dedication to Sanskrit studies. Therefore, in
1786 he went to Bath in England and devoted himself to
his translations. In 1787 he published his translation
of the Heetopade&a. In the preface of his book he
regrets that the want of Sanscrit type’i to desigh and
superintend the execution of which he had not yet found
leisure, precluded the possibility of accompanying the 
translation with any part of the original text.1
Later he settled at Hawkhurst and in 1795 he
began to arrange his materials on Sanskrit grammar
and prepare them for publication. He made a printing
press for himself and prepared a Devanagari fount of
types. This he used to print the Sanskrit grammar he
had compiled, but before he had gone very far, his
house was burnt down, and though he succeeded in saving
the matrices his types were scattered and ruined. In
the preface of his grammar Wilkins has given the follow
ing account*
At the commencement of the year 1795, 
residing in the country, and having much 
leisure, I began to arrange my materials, 
and prepare them for publication. I cut 
letters in steel, made matrices and moulds, 
and cast from them a fount of types of the 
Deva-nagari character, all with my own hands; 
and with the assistance of such mechanics 
as country village could afford, I very 
speedily prepared all the other implements of 
printing in my dwelling-house; for by the 
second of May of the same year, I had taken 
proofs of sixteen pages, differing but little 
from those now exhibited in the first two 
sheets. Till two o'clock on that day every­
thing had succeeded to my expectations; when, 
alas.*, the premises to be discovered to be
1Wilkins. The Heetopadesa of Vaeshnoo-Sarma,(Bath* 
1787), p. xvii.
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in flames, which spreading too rapidly to 
be extinguished, the whole building was 
presently burnt to the ground• In the midst of 
this misfortune I happily save all my books 
and manuscripts, and the greatest part of the 
punches and matrices* but the types themselves 
having been thrown out and scattered over the 
lawn were either lost or rendered useless.1
The mishap seems to have discouraged him from
further work on Sanskrit and its types and he gave up
thoughts of them. In his own words*
As one accident is often followed by another,
so it was with me; and so many untoward cir­
cumstances, unnecessary to relate, succeeded 
each other to prevent my resuming the prose­
cution of this work, that at last I resolved 
to give up thoughts of it.2
When in 1800 Wilkins re-entered the Company as 
its Librarian he devoted his time and energy to the 
revision and re-editing (already discussed) of John 
Richardson*s Persian and Arabic Dictionary, which 
occupied most of his time for seven years.
1 ,Wilkins* Grammar * pp. XI-XII. In a letter to Marsden 
dated Tunbridge Wells 10 July 1796 he writes* *'But 
what shall I say of my types, punches and matricesI
1 greatly fear that their being all mixed together 
will be the least they have suffered; for they were 
thrown out upon the grass in heaps, and we are to 
this day picking up. When, or whether I shall ever 
be able to set to work again is a question. It will 
be a long time before I shall be settled sufficiently 
to think of it...*' '‘Miscellaneous letters". (I0R*
MSS Eur. F 18/1)* pp. 257-8.
2 .Wilkins, Grammar, p. xn.
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Wilkins's appointment as Visitor to the
Haileybury College in 1805 caused him to revert to
work on Devanagari types so as to enable him to
publish his grammar for the sake of the students of
the college. Again, in his own words*
But within these two years, the establishment 
of the East India College at Hertford, by the 
wise policy of the court of Directors of the 
East India Company, induced me to change my 
mind. The study of the Oriental languages 
was one of the principal objects of this 
magnificent institution, and that of the 
Sanskrit a desideratum. But as there was not 
any grammar of this to be procured, I was 
called upon, and highly encouraged to bring 
that which I had been so many years prepa­
ring. I accordingly had other letters cast 
from my matrices, and sent it immediately to 
press, from which it now issues, not the 
worse, I hope, for the delay. X
The book appeared in 1808 and according to
Wilkins's report to the Chairman of the Committee
of College of the East India Company the cost of
2cutting the types was £70-9-2. The grammar, accord
ing to H.H. Wilson is "undeniably a work of great
merit and utility, and must ever be regarded as of
3standard authority."
The Second work printed by Wilkins using his
Devanagari fount of type is the ffitopadesha "and
this is the first Sanskrit book ever printed in 
4Europe."
1Ibid.
3(I0R* J/l/23)* Committee of College Reference, vol.21, 
p. 427,
3The Works * Vipp, 273-277
^The Hitooadesha. (London* Library* East India 
House, 1810), p. V.
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A short Biography of Wilkins
Wilkins was born in 1749 or 1751 at Frome in
Somerset, His mother was the niece of Robert Bateman
Wray, a gem engraver and draughtsman of Salisbury,1 from
who he may have acquired some of his various talents.
In December 1769, at the age of 20, he was appointed
2a writer of the Bast India Company in Bengal, On 5
3June 1770 he arrived m  Bengal and in 1771 he became 
Assistant in the Secretary’s Office but in November 
1772 he was posted as an Assistant to the Collector of 
Jahangirpur and Resident at Malda where he remained
up to 1776,^ In 1777 and 1778 he was at Chinsurah,
5
Hoogly where he cut the types for, and printed Halhed’s 
grammar. He was promoted to the rank of factor in
1776, to Junior Merchant in 1780 and to Senior Merchant
in 1782. He held the rank of Senior Merchant while 
acting as Superintendent of the Honorable Company’s 
Press.6
. . .  . . . .
The Dictionary of national biography• (London * 1949- 
50)* 21, pp. 259-260,
2"Letter from court dated 7 December 1769", India 
National Archives, Fort William-India House Corres­
pondence. » Vol.V* 1767-1769.(Delhi * 1949), p. 261.
^E.H. Johston, "Charles Wilkins", in Mohammad Shafi, 
Woolner Commemoration Volume, (Lahore* 1940), p.125.
4(I0R* Range 2, vol.I)* Bengal Public consultations.
4 May to 31 December 1772, p. 875.
5 ...
(IOR* Range 2, vol.24)* Bengal Public consultations,
23 July to 31 August 1778, 369-70.
6 A Correct List of Honorable East India Company’s Civil 
and Military Servants on the Bengal establishment.
Annual. 1780; p. 14; 1782* p. 10; 1784* p. 4; I785*p. 13.
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Wilkins held the Office of the Superintendent 
of the Honourable Company’s Press in addition to his 
normal duties as a civil servant of the Company. He 
•was Bengali and Persian Translator1 from March 1781 
to April 1783 and Collector of Petty Mehals from May 
17832 to October 1785 under the Committee of Revenue , 
Calcutta. On 5 October 1785 he resigned from the 
Office of the Collector of Petty Mehals apparently 
in preparation for his return to England. His resig­
nation was accepted on 26 October 1785.3
Upon arrival in Bengal he began to learn Bengali 
and Persian. He was not satisfied alone in learning 
these languages himself, but was fervent in his opi­
nion that Eastern languages should be made accessible 
to other Europeans by publishing important texts in 
the original through the medium of the printing press. 
But the art of printing was completely unknown in 
Bengal at that period. So he turned his attention 
towards cutting a set of Bengali types and, ultimately 
exhibited his work in such a state of perfection that 
in other parts of the world has appeared to require 
the united improvements of different projectors and 
the gradual polish of successive ages. Warren Hastings, 
the then Governor-General was so impressed in his work 
that he appointed him as the Superintendent of the 
Company’s Press. This post he held until 1786.
1(I0R* H/205) Home Miscellaneous, pp. 232-233.
2(I0Ri H/207) Home Miscellaneous, p. 159.
3(X0Ri Range 50, vol. 61)i Bengal Public Consulta­
tions. Proceedings of the Governor-General in 
Council, 26 October, 1785, pp. 230-231.
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About 1778 (he writes) his curiosity was 
excited by the example of his friend Halhed to study 
the Sanskrit language. The first fruit of this study 
was the translation of the Bhaaavad-Geeta * which was 
published in 1785 at the expense of the East India 
Company. The work which runs to only 156 pages, made 
a profound impression on the European world of 
letters and all hailed its appearance. Wilkins was 
the first Englishman; to gain a thorough grasp of 
Sanskrit, and as such was greatly esteemed by Sir 
William Jones who stated that without the aid of 
Wilkins 'he would'never have learned* Sanskrit.
He was the first European to study Sanskrit ins­
criptions, which by the Indian Pandits of his day 
were unable to decipher.
After 16 years of service to the Company, 
Wilkins returned to England for reasons of health.
At first he lived in Bath, but later bought a house 
in Kent which was completely destroyed by fire in 
1796. Fortunately his books and manuscripts were 
not totally lost, but his types and punches suffered 
disastrously.
^"Sir Charles Wilkins", Asiatic Journal; New 
Series* XX(l836)j p. 166.
2 . . William Jones. Sakuntala; or the fatal ring.
(London* 1790)* "Preface"* xi.
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In 1801 Wilkins reentered the Company's
1service as its Librarian and in 1805 he was 
appointed Oriental visitor to the Haileybury 
College. He held both these posts till his 
death on 13 May 1836.
Wilkins's literary achievements were recog­
nised by different institutions. On 12 June 1788 
he was made a fellow of the Royal Society and in 
1805 he was granted the degree of LL.D. by the 
University of Oxford. The Royal Society of Lite­
rature awarded him their medal as 'princeps 
literaturae sanskritae' and he became an asso­
ciate of the Institut de France. He was knighted 
in 1833.
1 . . . .For detailed information regarding Wilkins's
activities and contribution as Librarian of the 
East India Company Library (later India Office 
Libary) see A.J. Arberry, The Library of the 
India Office* A historical Sketch.(London: India 
Office, 1938), especially pp. 12-15, 18-26, 
38-41, 53-56.
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Wilkins's Printing Press at Chinsurah, 
Hoogly.
Xt is interesting that the first book printed
in Bengal did not appear in Calcutta, the Capital, as
might have been expected, but at Chinsurah, Hoogly,
a small town fifteen miles to the north. It is because
when Wilkins printed the grammar he was posted to
Chinsurah1 on government duties. Printing of the
book was his spare time job.
There are contradictory opinions about Wilkins's
printing press at Hoogly. The Dictionary of national 
2biography in the article on Halhed calls it as
Halhed's printing press but that on Wilkins attributes
it to the latter. The Dictionary of Indian biography
3says that is the 'first printing press m  India' • This 
is of course, absurd, but it was the first in Bengal, 
According to Marshman, 'the first Bengali types 
ever used in India were those employed in 1778, in 
printing Halhed's Bengalee Grammar at a press at 
Hoogly, of which no record now remains'.4 Again in 
another place in the same work he says, 'the first 
book in which Bengalee types were used was Halhed's 
Bengalee Grammar printed at Hoogly, at the press 
established by Mr. Andrews, a bookseller, in 1778',5 
But this story is without any foundation.
1(I0Ri Range 2, vol.24)* Bengal Public Consultations, 
23 July to 31st August, 1778, pp.369-370 and 489.
2(London* 1949-50), vol.8, p. 925 and vol.21, p.259.
^C.E. Buckland. Dictionary of Indian biography. 
(London* 1906 V,p. 185.
4J.C. Marshman. The life and times of Carey, Marshman 
and Ward. (London* 1859 )* Vol.I, p. 70.
^Ibid. p. 159.
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It is true that John Andrews kas the earliest 
Calcutta Bookseller* We have found several of his 
advertisements in Hickv's Bengal Gazette* 1780-1782 
and the Calcutta Gazette* 1784* In addition to book­
selling he had a rental library. We find him adver­
tising for his clients to return the old catalogue 
for updating,1 and o n c e a ? ^ o u n c i n g  the removal of his 
library to a 'cool and commodious place* , His book­
shop as well as his library was not only used for a 
bookselling or book-renting centre, it was also a 
place for his other miscellaneous business. For, we
see him advertise to sell 'some exceedingly good
• 3claret imported1 at his library. But, we have never
found him to advertise about his printing office.
If Andrewes had a printing press at all he 
would have established it in Calcutta where he had 
his book and other business instead of setting it 
up at Chinsurah, Hoogly. For, were it in Calcutta, it 
was better for him to avail himself of the oppor­
tunity of getting work both from the government and 
commercial concerns. But, there is the possibility 
of a suggestion that Andrews may have imported a 
press or presses and instead of running it himself 
he gave it to Wilkins for his use. Contrary to this 
suggestion, Wilkins himself said that he himself
had constructed the presses at a great expense and 
4loss of time. The construction of the presses,
'bflicky's Bengal Gazette. IIi VII(3 March 1781),p.3,col,3.
2Ibid. II: 27(21 July 1781), p. 4, col. 3.
3Ibid. II«VI* (24 February 1781), p. 3, col.3.
4 (I0Ri Range 50, vol.12): "Proceedings of the 
Governor-General in Council, dated 13 November,1778". 
Bencral Revenue Consultations., 2 October to 24 Novem­
ber 1778, p. 561.
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cutting of types and printing of the grammar cost 
him * considerably more than 20,000 rupees*. There­
fore, there is no doubt that the press at Chinsurah, 
Hoogly was Wilkins*s printing press and not that of 
Andrews, When Wilkins was transferred to Malda, some 
time after August 1778 he took away his press there 
and when he was appointed Superintendent of the
Honorable Company’s Press his press became the
o
Honorable Company's Press from November 1778,
The story of the First Printed 
Bengali Books.
The story of compilation, and printing of 
this first printed book in Bengali is unique in the 
history of printing. As already mentioned when the 
compilation of the Gentoo law was completed and sent 
to England for printing, Warren Hastings, the Governor 
General further instructed Halhed to compile a grammar 
of the Bengali language. The compilation of the gra- 
mmar was duly completed in 1776.
Since there were no printing facilities in 
Bengal Halhed's Gentoo law was sent to England for 
printing. Gentoo law had the advantage of being 
in Roman characters except for a few plates. But the 
case of the Bengali grammar was quite different.
Though written in the English language and characters
(TORs Range 50, Vol., 57)s # Bengal Revenue 
Consultations, 7 January 1785 to 10 March 1785.
Proceedings of the Governor-General in Council, 21 
2 " January, 1785, p. 156
See Chapter IV.
(I OR * R 50, V.57)s Bengal Public Consultations, 
"Proceedings of the Governor-General in Council, 
dated 21*January 1785..p. 155.
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were spread out throughout the work. On the other 
hand, as already mentioned, there was no Bengali 
type either in England or in Bengal so as to faci­
litate printing of it * there was no other way than 
to attempt to cut a fount of type for it. Fortunately 
Wilkins came forward to aid and he succeeded not only 
in cutting a fount, but also in constructing and 
establishing a press and finally in printing it.
The role of the Governor-General Hastings in Print- 
ing^Grammar as well as Introduction of Bengali Printing,
\
Warren/. Hastings, Governor of Bengal in 1772 
and Governor General of the British possessions in 
India from 1773 to 1785 was a patron of learning - 
both eastern and western. It was he who took the 
memorable decision that India should be ruled by its 
own law and under his instruction that a code of 
Hindu law was compiled.
Again,he was the first to declare that "every 
accumulation of knowledge" is not only "useful in 
forming the moral character and habits of the service" 
but also "useful to the state* it is the gain of 
humanity,.• it attracts and conciliates distant
affections* it lessens the weight of the chain by
. . . . 1 which the natives are held m  subjection," Therefore,
he instructed Halhed to compile a grammar of the
Bengali language. The Grammar was compiled, but it
could not see the light unless it was printed. And,
printing was not possible without a fount of Bengali
^Wilkins, The Bacravat-Geeta. (London* 1785), p.6 .
\
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types which were yet to be invented. So again, it 
was Hastings whose advice and solicitation encouraged 
Wilkins to undertake a Bengali type. Wilkins succeeded 
with all perfection* But, the expenses incurred for 
bringing the art to its perfection had to be met. 
Therefore, Hastings again took the initiative and 
turned to the Supreme Board.
When the compilation pf the grammar and its 
printing were almost complete the Governor-General 
referred the matter, with the printed specimen of the 
grammar, to the Board and recommending it to be of 
high merit sought their patronage. But on that day 
(i.e. 9 January 1778) he refrained from making any 
definite proposal.1
On 20th February, 1778, the Governor General 
laid before the Board his proposal that the project 
of the invention of Bengali printing and the printing 
of the grammar should not only get the encouragement 
of the government but also substantial financial 
assistance. Therefore, he proposed that the government 
should direct Messrs Wilkins and Halhed "to prosecute 
it under the sanction of the Government, with a pro­
mise that the whole impression, when finished, which 
will amount to 1000 copies may be taken as the pro­
perty of the Company and that a gratuity be allowed 
to the present proprietors of 30 rupees each copy."
Apprehending the possibility of opposition 
from the members of the Board, and if the members 
did not want to sanction the money without the prior 
approval of the Court of Directors the Governor-Gene­
ral went to the extent of giving his personal bond
1(IOR s Range 50, vol.7)* Bengal Revenue Consultations,
2 January to 27 January 1778. Proceedings of the 
Governor-General in Council, 9 January 1778, p. 115.
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against the withdrawal of the money required. His
minute is worth quoting*
I request that the Board will permit me to 
receive from the Company*s treasury for the 
above purpose the sum which will be required 
for it, on my giving a bond for the amount, 
payable at the expiration of two years from 
the date of it, unless the Court of Directors 
shall before the expiration of that time re­
lease me, by permitting the charge to be pla­
ced to their account.
The members of the Board were no less generous 
in this regard. Although they, with the consent of 
the Governor-General, made the number of copies to 
be taken as the property of the Company to be five 
hundred, they approved the proposal and also offered 
their share of responsibility of the money to be 
spent in that account. The remaining five hundred, 
however, it was recommended should be taken by the 
Court of Directors.1
Again, we will see Warren Hastings try to 
establish the Company’s Press under Wilkins and thus 
pave the way for the growth and development of 
Bengali printing and publications. And, therefore, 
the name of Hastings will be remembered for eternity 
by the Bengali-speaking people..
Payment of the remaining 15000 rupees.
It has been mentioned above that the government 
purchased 500 copies of the grammar and for the remain 
ing 500 copies the Governor-general m  Council 
recommended to the consideration of the Court of
(IOR* Range 50, Vol.8)t Bengal Revenue Consultations. 
Proceedings of the Governor-General in Council, 20 
February 1778, pp. 948-954.
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Directors who never wrote a 'syllable further on the 
subject'*1 Therefore, on 14 January 1785 both Wilkins 
and Halhed submitted a representation to the Governor- 
General to pay them the remaining 15000 rupees# In a 
meeting of the Governor-General in Council on 21 January 
1785 they were granted the remaining 15000 rupees in
settlement of their claim,but without any reference
2to the delivery of the remaining 500 copies#
Date of Printing of the First Book#
According to the information given on the title
page of the book the grammar was printed in 1778# But,
one half of the book duly printed was laid before the
members of the Governor-General m  Council on 9 January
and 20 February'1 1778 for perusal# According to the
instruction to the binders given in the book the great­
er
est part of the work had been printed during the rams, 
The rainy season in Bengal is between June and September. 
Therefore, it is quite reasonable to assert that the 
greatest part of the book was printed during the rainy 
season of 1777#
(IORi Range 50, vol.57)* "Proceedings of the Governor- 
General-in-Council, 21 January 1785# Bengal Revenue 
Consultations. 7 January 1785 to 10 March 1785, p. 156#
2ibid. pp. 155-156.
o
(IORj Range 50, vol.7)i Bengal Revenue Consultations.
2 to 27 January 1778, Proceedings of the Governor-General 
in Council dated 9 January, p. 115.
^(IOR* Range 50, vol.8)* Bengal Revenue Consultations. 
Proceedings of the Governor General in Council, 20 
February, pp. 948-954.
5
Halhed, Grammar, p. xxx.
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Moreover, Wilkins and Halhed in a letter dated 
14 January 1785 wrote to the Governor-General in 
Council that "it is now seven years and a half since 
our demand of 30,000 S. Rs.[Sicca Rupees] was 
approved by the Governor-General." Therefore, it 
appears that printing was commenced in June 1777 on 
the assurance of the Governor-General that when 
printed they would be paid 30,000 rupees#
Again, a question arises: was the book ready 
for publication when it was placed before the Coun­
cil? It appears from the record that 24 seperate 
, , 2
impressions of the preface together with a single 
specimen of the grammar itself, comprising one 
hundred pages, were sent to the Court of Directors 
of the Company m  England on 25 April 1778,
As the greater part of the book was printed 
by September 1777 it is reasonable to assume that 
the remaining portion of the book was printed between 
October and December 1777 which was the dry season 
unless they stopped printing which was unlikely since 
it appears from the publication itself that it was 
printed in haste. Therefore, it appears that the 
printing of the book was completed by 1777 and, 
probably, binding was done by the first quarter of 
1778.
^(IORt Range 50 vol. 57): Bengal Revenue Consultations. 
7 January to 10 March 1785, Proceedings of the Governor 
General in Council, dated 21 January 1785, p. 155.
2Preface to a grammar of the Bengal Language. (Hoogly; 
1778), xxvii p.
3
(IOR: Range 50, vol.9): Bengal Revenue Consultations. 
28 April to 22 May 1778, Proceedings of the Governor 
General in Council, dated 28 April 1778, p. 16.
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Characteristics of the First Printing.
The Bengali grammar, as already mentioned, was 
the first Bengali as well as the first English book 
printed in Bengal. It is a Bengali grammar in English 
language with copious extracts in Bengali language and 
characters. Moreover it was meant for English-speaking 
people. Therefore, though the first and the earliest 
Bengali book, it was modelled in English fashion.
When Wilkins printed this grammar he had two 
different formats before him. One was the Bengali 
puthi which is oblong, usually 5"xl3%" in size, and 
the other was the European book style. Had he been a 
Bengali printer printing a Bengali book he would have 
chosen a puthi format for his book as the European 
early printers followed contemporary manuscript style 
of their place and period while printing their books. 
But Wilkins was a European and he was familiar and 
used to the English books of his period.
When he examined European works he must have 
examined other grammars* preferably some in the 
oriental languages. Apparently three such grammars 
in oriental languages were known to him. The Bengali
grammar by Manoel da Assumpcam, the Persian grammar
2 . 3by Jones and Arabic grammar by Richardson. Of these,
4the first one is duodecimo , the second a small quarto
1See page 70 f. n, l(ii).
2 .Sir William Jones, A Grammar of the Persian Language.
(London* 1772).
3John Richardson, A Grammar of the Arabick Language, 
(London* 1776).
4British Library copy bearing 826.a.8 bears autograph 
of Wilkins.
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and the third in large quarto size. He preferred the 
small quarto for his book. Xn fact quarto was a favou­
rite size for Wilkins. All of the books he printed in 
Bengal are in quarto. Apparently Sir William's grammar 
was a favourite both to Halhed and Wilkins. According 
to Qayyumt"Halhed not only used Jones' grammar as a 
model, when planning and drafting his own, but also 
we feel sure, he deduced from it various techniques of 
analysis and description* a kind of 'General Linguis- 
tic* outlook and awareness" , On the other hand, Wilkins 
used this grammar as a model before him when he was 
with his composing stick in his hand. He followed 
Jones's grammar while designing his book but in many 
respect he applied his own imagination by which he 
improved his own design. His title page was designed 
after Jones's grammar which bears first of all a Per­
sian title, then an English followed by a Persian coup­
let. Similarly Halhed's grammar's title page bears 
first of all a Bengali title, then an English followed 
by a Sanskrit couplet in Bengali characters. A compa­
rison of the title pages may be seen from plate No.25. 
But if we compare both these title pages together it 
appears that Wilkins not only copied Jone's model but 
he applied his own imagination. His setting of a 
Swollen rule in between the couplet and imprint informa­
tion and his setting of types have made the title p&ge 
of Halhed's grammar more elegant than that of ^ones.
In respect to initials, catchwords, signatures Wilkins 
gave a complete English look to his book*
Muhammad Abdul Qayyum. A critical study of the 
Bengali grammars of Carey, Halhed and Haughton... 
TJnpub li she d Ph • D • the sis London * SOAS. 1974, p • 120.
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Wilkins for his book selected a fount of paragon 
Roman types ( 20-point) to print his book. This was 
to match with the 20-point Bengali fount he himself cut. 
He used 2 lines initials, 24 letters (but when set 
finished again from the first letter but adding a 
lower case) to register signatures which are in fours. 
Composite rules and flower borders were used by him 
to adorn the chapter headings with a shorter brass 
rule to signify pause at the end of sections. The book 
was issued in board binding. Thus in respect of layout, 
design, selection of type faces, composition, margins, 
paper, press work and binding this first printed book 
became one of the best productions of the period.
As already mentioned, the book was printed between 
June and December 1777. The printing was done by 
Wilkins who, as already pointed out, performed the 
task of printing the book single handed. Moreover, 
he had to do this work in his spare time since he was 
a working civil servant. In consideration of all of 
these disadvantages it can be said that it was printed
in the words of Halhed "in a rapidity unknown in
l .Europe". Therefore, printing mistakes were inevitable.
The book,however, bears "errata" containing three
2 . . .  pages. In that table 31 printing mistakes have been
pointed out with their appropriate corrections. But it 
is interesting to see that this table of errata itself 
contains three printing mistakes. They are as regards 
line numbers pointed out in the table. On pages 3 and 
10, according to the table, incorrect words are to be 
checked in lines 9, 12 and 15; but in fact these in­
correct words occur in line 6 on page 3 and line 9 and
12 on page 10.
1
Halhed. Grammar. p. xxiv.
2 . . .Ibid. pp. xxvii-xxix.
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Though these errors are listed in the table, 
according to the direction given in the books "Many 
of the errors which are here pointed out, have been 
revised in the press, before the whole impression was 
worked off. Such of them as may yet remain, the reader 
is directed to correct". In addition to these there are 
some more printing mistakes. When in 1782 Halhed put 
some copies of this book on sale in England he dis­
covered 27 more printing mistakes. Therefore, he appen­
ded an additional errata page captionedt "Errata dis­
covered since the Bengal Grammar came to England". This 
additional page of errata is a copper plate impression 
apparently printed in England. At this, Bloomfield 
suggests that "it would seem that copies of Halhed's 
Grammar of the Bengal language with the additional 
page of errata are late copies since the errata include 
some 'corrected in the press'.1 I have examined 6 copies 
of this book* three with and three without the addition­
al page of errata and found that some of the 27 errors 
pointed out in the additional errata page occur and 
some are already correct in all of these copies. Even 
the separate publication of the preface was also 
printed together except the last three pages which 
contain different texts, because there are two incorrect 
words in the extant copy of the preface published 
independently of the book itself. These two words are 
also common with the preface appended before the com­
plete copies. Therefore, it is beyond doubt, that the 
entire impression consisting of 1000 copies of the 
grammar was printed at a time. But as the government
1 f'B.C. Bloomfield. "Review of The spreadin^^printing,
edited by COLIN CLAIR * Eastern hemisphere; Amsterdam;
1969", The Library. Fifth series. XXVI; 1 (March 1971),
p. 71.
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did not take more than 500 copies at the first 
instance and in 1785 sanctioned the remaining 15000 
rupees without any claim to the remaining 500 
copies they sold them in the market. To these 500 
copies when Halhed sold some of them in 1782 and onwa­
rds in England he appended an additional page of 
errata at the end.
Separate impression of the Preface
Before publication of the grammar itself some 
copies of the preface"^of the author together with a 
poem as an illustration of the Bengali language and 
characters written by Lalacandra Naga of Hoogly 
accompanying its English translation were issued 
separately. The concluding para which is absent 
from the preface of the main book, of this inde­
pendent work says*
As some supernumerary copies of this es.say are 
intended to be dispersed separate from the 
work to which it serves as an introduction,
I have thought it might be agreeable to the 
reader to have it accompanied with a short 
specimen of the language and character on 
which it is composed; [Plate No.XXVII] for 
which pprpose I have inserted the following 
Bengal ode; which was composed last year by 
an inhabitant of Hoogly; with its translation.
^The title page reads* PREFACE / TO A / GRAMMAR / 
OF THE / BENGAL LANGUAGE /[Swelled Rule] / PRINTED 
AT / HOOGLY IN BENGAL / MDCCLXXVIII [i] ii-xxvii 
[l blank]p. 9"x7.2", (Plate No.XXVI).
2Ibid* xxv.
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How many copies of this preface was printed is very 
difficult to ascertain. As already mentioned, 24 
copies of this work were sent to the Court of Direc­
tors in England, but no copy of this work survives 
in the India Office Library, On the other hand, the 
unique copy of this preface survives in the collec­
tion of the London Missionary Society now housed at 
the SOAS Library,
1Contemporary review
Halhed, when he left Bengal, apparently brought 
with him some copies of the book to England. The
work was put on sale with Elmsley, a London book­
seller in 1782 at a price of £l-ls-0 per copy. The 
book was reviewed in 1783-4 in three of the review
journals in England. Two of them, without going deep­
ly into the subject just quoted extracts from 
Halhed*s preface; but, highly recommended the work 
to the civilians destined for the East Indies, The 
other journal said* "The work now before us (the 
first perhaps ever printed in Hindoostan) has many 
circumstances of novelty, as well as utility to 
recommend it to public attention. One gentleman 
presents us with the elements of a language hitherto 
disregarded, and almost unknown in Europe, Another 
gentleman employs the extraordinary efforts of a 
singular and persevering genius in the fabrication 
of types of a very novel and difficult construction*
■^ For a modern review see Qayyum. Op,cit,
7The Critical Review* or, annals of literature.
57, 1784, pp.266-269 * The New Review. 3, 1783,
pp. 156-57 and The English Review or an abstract 
of English and foreign literature, 1 (January 1783), 
pp, 5 - 14 0 
3
The first two of the above listed titles.
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whilst we find a Governor-General (unlike every 
description of public men in Britain) amidst all 
the busy scenes of war and state affairs, culti­
vating arts of peace; advising, soliciting, ani­
mating men of ability to undertake, to persevere, 
and to accomplish pursuits so laudable in themsel­
ves and so strongly pointed to assist and extend 
the India Company's most essential interests in 
Bengal".1
The impact of the first book
After seven years of publication of the 
grammar Wilkins and Halhed rightly claimed* "The 
work itself we hope to have been in no ways defi­
cient in the advantages hoped from it; and we are 
convinced from every day's experience that the 
Bengal language, which on the commencement of our 
book was not known to three persons in the service, 
is now become a common study, and as familiar as 
the Persian. Innumerable examples prove the uti­
lity of the types, and they are at once a saving 
of great expense to Government, and infinitely 
facilitate all the channels of intercourse".
The English review or an abstract of English 
and foreign literature. 1 (January 1783)* 
p;. 12 0
^(IOR* Range 50, vol.57)* Bengal Revenue Consul­
tations. 7 January to 10 March 1785, Proceedings 
of the Governor-General in Council, dated 21 
January 1785 . p. 155.
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Apart from its value in the field of 
linguistics the grammar had had a far reaching 
effect* When the grammar was to be printed, we have 
seen a set of Bengali types was yet to be inven­
ted, the art of printing unknown, Bengal had no 
printed literature* But as a direct result of 
the grammar the printing press and Bengali print­
ing became adopted in Bengal to develop into a 
powerful weapon in the hands of people who brought 
about a real revolution in the matter of literary 
production*
CHAPTER IV 
HISTORY OF GOVERNMENT PRINTING
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James Augustus Hicky*
Printer of the Honourable Company
"Wherever the Hon'ble Company had a large 
establishment, they began a press".1 But this was 
not the case in India, where it did not have its 
own printing press up to a very late period, although
it helped Bhimji Parekh to establish one in Bombay
2as early as 1674. The Serampore College. Library has 
preserved one of its letters addressed to the 
Proprietors of the East India Company in England,
3
the catalogue entry of which is as follows*
East India Co. A letter to the proprietors 
[Calcutta, Ca. 1772) (begins* To the Proprie­
tors... I could wish you would divest your­
selves, as much as possible of passion and 
partiallity).
Whether the above letter was printed in Calcutta, 
Bombay or Madras is not known. We know of no 
printing press in Bengal before 1777, nor of any 
government printing anywhere before that date. The 
Company, as we have already stated, took charge of 
the administration of Revenue in Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa in 1765. For official work, it employed a 
large number of writers and copyists, whose numbers 
varied in proportion to the volume of work.
1 . ,Diehl. Early Indian Imprints, p. 37,
2Anant Kakba Priolkar, "The Printing Press in Bombay , 
1674-75", in his Printing Press in India (Bombay* 
1958), pp.T28] - 35.
■^ Diehl. Op.Cit. p. 85.
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It was only in 1777 that James Augustus Hicky 
established a Printing press in Calcutta. First to 
avail themselves of this facility was the Military 
Department of the government which employed Hicky to 
print its Military Pay Bill and Batta Bill forms,But 
apparently the rate of printing was not fixed before 
the order was placed, Hicky"facing new to the trade. 
While submitting his bill he consulted "two gentlemen 
in the settlement who were deemed reputed judges of 
what ought to be given for printing in this country 
at that time and they were unanimous in their opinions, 
that a charge for printing on the Hon'ble Company would 
be moderate, if proportioned by what was paid by 
individuals." Accordingly, Hicky submitted his bill 
charging the Company "considerably under the rate"
he charged individuals,1 although it is said that his
. . 2 charges for individuals were very low. But the
Commissary General of the Military Department consi­
dered the charges very high and it remained unpaid 
until Hicky addressed the Governor-General, Warren 
Hastings, by a petition. In his memorandum he "analy­
zed the office in which the Hon’ble Company's Pay 
Bills were constantly wrote and by taking the medium 
of the monthly salaries given to the different 
writers,.• he proved, that there would be having 
the bills printed at the rate of five annas each 
[which he charged] ... be a saving to the Hon'ble 
Company out of each writer's wages every month, to
(IOR* Range 4, vol. 18) t Bencral Public Consultations. 
Proceeding No.28 of the Governor-General in Council 
dated 1 February 1793, unpaginated.
2 .Alfred Spencer, ed., Memoirs of William Hickey,
II* 1775-1782, (London*n.d.),p. 175.
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the amount of one hundred and fbur rupees odd 
annas.After that representation the Governor- 
General "gave orders for the full and immediate 
payment" of Hicky*s bill, "and it was accordingly 
discharged".^ This was the first printing job for 
the government performed by Hicky and as nobody 
before him was employed to print for the Company 
he used to claim to be the "first" printer to the 
Company*^
Hicky had only one more order from the com­
pany. In 1779 when Lieutenant-General Sir Eyre Coote 
became the Commander in Chief of the Army, he called 
on his arrival in Calcutta for the "establishment 
and Military Regulations for the Army, theiin force 
and finding them voluminous and comprized some hund­
red folio sheets arising from orders having been 
amended annulled and again revised in part no 
digest having been published since that promulgated 
by Sir Robert Barker on his accession to the command 
in [17^69 - this induced Sir Eyre Coote to direct a 
digest to be formed of the existing orders and 
establishment free from the confused and voluminous 
state in which they were comprized. This the Board 
approved and Sir Eyre Coote was desirous of having
(IOR* Range 4, vol.18)* Bengal Public Consulta­
tions, Proceeding No.28 of the Governor General 
in Council, dated 1 February 1793, Memorial of 
J.A. Hicky, dated 9 January, 1793* Unpaginated.
3Colophon of each issue of the Hickv*s Bengal 
Gazette says* "Printed by J.A. Hicky* First 
and late printer to the Hon. Company".
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printed"*1 He, therefore, asked Hicky to print the 
regulations so compiled. But, Hicky having had a 
very unfortunate experience as regards payment of 
his earlier bill, wanted to make some prior agree-
2ment as to "what was to be paid for the printing".
He taised the matter with Sir Eyre who wanted to see 
Hicky*s earlier specimen. When showed this, the 
General told Hicky, "Very well Mr. Hicky charge the 
Honorable Company for the printing of the Regula­
tions in proportion to what they have paid you for 
3
these bills." Hicky, as a result of that verbal 
command of the General, commenced printing of the 
Military Regulations of the Honourable Company which 
proved to be his second and last printing for the 
government. The printing of the Regulations was, how­
ever, never completed*
Hicky*s apprehensions turned out to be justified. 
He could not obtain payment in full of his full 
amount of Rs*35,092 for the printing of the Regula­
tions but received only Rs*6,711 on 7 March 1795,4 15 
years after printing. To obtain even that amount he
(IORt Range 3, vol.37)tBengal Public Consul­
tations, "Proceeding No*26 of the Governor- 
General in Council, dated 22 August, 1788, 
pp. 951-952.
^(IOR* Range 4 vol.18)* Bengal Public Consul­
tations, Proceeding No.28 of the Governor- 
General in Council, dated 1 February 1773. 
Unpaginated.
3Ibid.
4
Copy of the "Deed of Release executed by J.A.
Hicky" has been printed in Bengal Past and Present. 
XXX(July-December 1925), pp. 127-128.
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had to submit about a dozen representations
to the Governor-General in Council, Hicky, however,
did not put forward his claim until 3 June 17851
2when he submitted the following bill together with 
a request for payments
To the Printing of 16,800
sheets @ Rs.2 per sheet Rs.33,600
To Paper do 4 Reams & 11 
quires in each sheet @
Rs,30 per Ream 136 Rs, 8 as 
each sheet *.
To the Printing of 192 sheets 
on superfine royal paper ..
To Paper for do 8 quires 
@ Rs,4 per Ream
Total s
His charge was high because, according to 
Hicky himself "the Brass Rule, Iron Work and other 
furniture that [Hicky] got made for Regulations, 
were entirely inapplicable to any of the use, and 
was, therefore, a heavy loss to [him]. The [unused] 
paper was of that texture that [he was unable to 
find] ever any work after that for which it [could 
have been used].H3
Rs. 1,092
Rs, 384
Rs. 16
Rs. 35,092.
(IORi Range 3, vol.12)*Bengal Public Consultations, 
Proceeding of the Governor-General in Council, 
dated 3 June 1785, pp. 374-379.
^(IQR* Range 4, vol.2l)t Bengal Public Consultations, 
Proceedings of the Governor-General in Council 
dated 23 July 1793, p. 59.
3
(IORs Range 4, vol.18)* Bengal Public Consultations. 
Memorial of J*A. Hicky as recorded in Proceeding 
No.28 of the Governor-General in Council dated 
1 February 1793, Unpaginated.
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Moreover, as the Military Regulations formed by 
Sir Eyre Coote were disliked by several Military 
officers of high rank on the establishment/*every 
possible obstruction was thrown on the way of the 
printer in order to impede the publication of the*.. 
Regulations. Printer's time was...wasted to the great 
injury to [Hicky who when he] sent in clean proof 
of a sheet ready for press for perusal and approba­
tion, he was frequently obliged to wait five or six 
days before it was returned..• from the different 
hands through which passed, and all this time...
[Hicky*s staff] were standing idle and thus wages 
going on some of them at the rate of one hundred and 
some at 75 rupees per month."
As regards extent of work done Hicky stated:
"Five sheets of the Regulations completely finished 
and worked off all press to the amount of two thou­
sand one hundred and thirty five sheets of each sheet, 
exclusive of those done on fine paper for the General's 
use; and ... three sheets more namely the sixth, 
seventh and eighth sheets were composed, compared, 
corrected and ready for press... Clear proof sheets 
had been sent in one of the sixth, and seventh sheets 
but were never returned to [Hicky]".^
For the purpose of printing of the Regulations, 
as no money was advanced, Hicky had to borrow 4000 
rupees from one Captain Price to "purchase paper,
Brass Rules, and other materials indispensively ne­
cessary for the said regulations and to pay his 
workmen whose wages went on though they were kept 
idle..*". In August 1788 Hicky was arrested for a 
balance of 2,300 rupees of the above debt, "being 
rendered incapable of paying it before owing to his 
long persecution, and a confinement of two long years 
and three months in Jail... in [that] hot country
i -2 !As m  f.n. 3 above.
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had totally disabled Chimj from earning [a] rupee 
for the support of himself and children.*' Had all 
of the Regulations been printed they would cost the 
Company a sum of 60,000 rupees.1
Unfortunately, however, not a single sheet of 
the Regulations printed by Hicky was known to have 
been in existence in 1788 nor has any been discovered 
to this day.
Hicky duly submitted his bill to Sir Eyre who 
had no time to examine it in the event of his depar­
ture from Calcutta, but left it for the inspection 
and approval of Lt. Col. Kyd who informed Hicky "that 
he was not a proper judge of what ought to be given 
for printing." Consequently Hicky wrote to Sir Eyre 
who asked him to "send his demand on the Company to 
the Hon'ble Governor-General"• But he did not do so 
at that time, the reason being as stated by him*
That your petitioner at that time, not being 
in any immediate necessity of money, and not 
doubting but he would be punctually paid - 
and also as he your said petitioner unfor­
tunately labored under the displeasure of 
the Hon'ble Governor-General and Council, he 
thought it would not be prudent to trouble 
them with an application of the kind, at that 
time•3
Meanwhile Hicky started to publish the first 
Indian newspaper called Hicky*s Bengal Gazette; or 
the Calcutta General Advertiser. Publication of this 
famous newspaper,which announced itself as "A weekly
1As in f.n. 3, p. 124.
2(IOR* Range 3, vol.37)* Bengal Public Consultations. 
Proceeding No.27 of the Governor-General in Council 
dated 22 August 1788,"Report of the Secretary upon 
the petition of James Augustus Hicky"dated 24 July, 
p. 958.
3ODR * Range 3, vol. 12)* Bemal Public Consultations, 
Proceeding of the Governor-General in Council dated 
3 June 1785, pp. 378-379.
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political and commercial paper open to all parties 
but influenced by none," started on Saturday, 29 
January 1780, It was made up of two twelve by eight 
inches sheets in three columns printed on both 
sides and containing much advertisement material. 
Correspondence from local and distant contributors 
and occasional extract from the news last received 
from Europe were features of the Gazette, first 
newspaper printed and published in India. The paper 
used for this newspaper was of very poor quality as 
was its printing. But the paper was "certainly a 
curiosity in these days, and helps to give a glim­
pse at certain phases of the contemporary Europeans1 
social life in Calcutta."'1'
Hicky was making a good income from his news­
paper, and with common prudence he would have made 
a large fortune. But he made it a channel for per­
sonal invective and the most scurrilous abuse of 
individuals of all ranks, high and low, who he used 
to attack in the most wanton and cruel manner. These 
libels include various paragraphs reflecting in the 
strongest and most abusive language upon both the 
public and private conduct of Warran Hastings, the 
Governor-General who at last instituted law suits 
against Hicky as the printer and publisher of the 
newspaper in which they occurred. Hicky was found 
guilty on each of the three charges by the jury and 
was sentenced to six months* imprisonment upon each 
indictment, and to pay a fine of three thousand
^Busteed. Echoes from Old Calcutta* p. 173.
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Rupees in each case, and to be further imprisoned 
until those fines were paid*1
2On 26 March 1782 his printing press and "all
[of] his types and every other printing materials...
[were] seized upon by the Sheriff by order of Sir
Elijah Impey,[the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court]
together with his private papers, family letters, etc.
and sold to the Hon’ble Company’s Printer for one
sixteenth part less than their value...";; Thus the
first Indian newspaper as well as the first Printing
Office in Calcutta met with a premature death in
March 1782.
Hicky remained in prison until Christmas
1784 when Warren Hastings on the eve of his return
to Europe released Hicky "from gaol by prevailing
upon the Judges to remit the fines for the non™
payment of which he was then detained a prisoner...
From that time he became a warm and zealous defender
H 4and panegyrist of Hastings...
Hicky*s Press was known as the "Printing 
Office". In between 1777 and 1782 the people of
Calcutta apparently would understand that it was
5Hicky*s Printing Office at’Radda Baz^r* if one 
made mention of a "Printing Office". In his time 
Hicky never styled it as ’Bengal Gazette Press’.
"Selections from the note books of Justice John 
Hyde". Bengal Past and Presentt III (January- 
Marchs 1909), p p . 47-64.
^Hicky’s Bengal Gazettes Ills 3 (30 March 1782),p.3.
Q
(IORs Range 4, vol.18): Bengal Public Consultations.
Proceeding No.28 of the Governor General in Council
dated 1 February 1793. Unpaginated.
4 . . . .Alfred Spencer, ed., Memoirs of William Hicky. Vol.Ill,
1782-1799, (London: n.d.), p.262*
^Hickv’s Bengal Gazette: 1781: 2 June 1781:No.XX,p.l, 
col.1.
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As Hicky's was the "Printing Office", when Peter
Reed and B. Messink established theirs in 1780,
1they named it "New Printing Office"* Later Hicky
. . . .  2 referred to his as the Original Pnning Office.
It has already been stated that Hicky published
his Gazette and named as s
Hicky*s Bengal Gazette; or the Calcutta General
Advertiser. But when on 18 November 1780 Hicky
changed the name of his Gazette to* Hickv's Bengal
Gazette; or, the Original Calcutta Advertiser.
Apparently the Gazette had a large number of
subscribers and had a demand for back issues as well*
To meet that demand Hicky also issued reprints of
the early issues, as is evident from the following
advertisement "to the public"*
The great demand for the Original Bengal 
Gazette had induced Mr. Hicky to Publish 
them in volumes, which are now to be had 
bound or unbound at his Printing Office 
in the Radda Bazar.3
In addition to printing the Gazette Hicky also 
planned to publish a monthly periodical* The follow­
ing advertisement printed in several issues of his 
newspaper provides us with the information; but, 
apparently his plan did not materialize*
PROPOSALS for printing a Magazine by subscrip­
tion, to be published on first Wednesday in 
every month by J.A. Hicky under the following 
title*
THE / BENGAL/ MAGAZINE,/ OR / ASIATIC 
REPOSITORY / OF / WIT. AND HUMOUR/
Price Four Rupees. Subscriptions taken 
at the Original Printing Office. 4
1 .India Gazette; or, Calcutta Public Advertiser* 16
Dec. 1780* Colophon.
H^ickv's Bengal Gazette* II* (5 May 1781),p. l,col.l.
^Hickv's Bengal Gazette* II* 12 ( 7 April 1781),p.3, 
col.3 and several subsequent issues.
4Ibid.II * 16 (5 May 1781), p.l, col.l.
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From the very beginning of the institution of 
his press Hicky started publication of Almanacs or 
Calendars. One such calendar has been preserved in the 
Library of the SOAS, a brief description'1' of which is 
as follows*
A / COMPLEAT / CALENDAR;/ FOR / THE YEAR / OF 
OUR LORD,/ M,DCC.,LXXX«/ Calculated to the Meri­
dian of /CALCUTTA. / To which is added, /THE / 
MOHAMETAN AERA / of the HIGERA,/AND / THE BENGAL 
ALMANAC./ [diamond shaped ornament composed of 
twelve small ornaments] / [Short Rule] / CAL­
CUTTA./ [Short Rule! /Printed by J.A. Hicky/ 
[Short Rule.] 7%Hx5^".
Similarly he published almanacs for the year 1781 and 
and 1782. Announcing the publication of Almanac for 
the year 1782 Hicky stated*
Just published price 4 rupees... An Almanac for 
the ensuing year [1782] containing the Christian 
and Bengal Calendars, with the Mohametan Aera 
of the Hegira, - the conjunctions, squares, and 
oppositions of the Lunaries - The Moons southing 
calculated agreeable to apparent Astronomical 
time to the Meridian of Calcutta, and may be 
reduced to any other Meridian by a Note inser­
ted for that purpose. The Moons calminating 
the Meridian, being very useful for determin­
ing the time of High Water at any Port or 
Harbour provided the time be ascertained at 
which it is high water at the full and change. 
The southing may also have its use by taking 
Her Meridian Altitude, for determining the 
Lattitude, proper Allowance being made for 
Her Parallex in Altitude. The Equation of time 
necessary in regulating Clocks, Also a Table 
of the Sun's Rising and Setting, independent 
of refraction, with directions how to find the 
Moons full and Change at any other Meridian 
on the Globe where longitude is ascertained.2
1For further details about this Calendar see*
B.C. Bloomfield, "An Early Calcutta Calendar", 
xxvii* 3(September 1972), pp. 251-252. ■
^Hickv's Bengal Gazette* II* 50 ( 29 December 1781 ), 
p.l, col.l.
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This almanac, according to another advertisement,
was "printed with a beautiful new type on a fine
paper".No copy of this and the 1781 Almanac
apparently are extant -now. Hicky's another work was*
.B-ZerLaw [of the government (?) ] which he frequently
printed. The following advertisement will reveal
the nature of the work*
Now in the Press and speedily will be 
published By J.A. Hicky at his Printing 
Office.THE NEW BYE-LAM properly discussed, 
defined and dissected# Paragraph by Para­
graph, fully Explained by the clearest 
comments taken from the highest Legal and 
constitutional Authorities, adapted to the 
meanest Capacity which will prove a very 
necessary pocket manual, not only for this, 
but succeeding generationsI to show how 
careful our Wise Ancestors have been to 
protect us, our Lives, Liberties, and 
Properties.'2
. . 3These Bye-Laws were sold "either bound or m  sheets."
Hicky, however, never attempted any Bengali or other 
Oriental printing.
James Augustus Hicky (1739? - 1802) arrived 
as Surgeon's mate in Bengal by the Rockingham which 
anchored at Hijili on 16 December 1772. Son of 
William (late of Long Acre, linen weaver), James 
Hicky was apprenticed a printer on 5 February 1754 
but never took up the freedom.^ Though Hicky des­
cribed himself as "free man in the first city of 
the British empire, and free of the Printer's and
5
and Stationer's Company" but on his arrival m
iHickv's Bengal Gazette. II* 48 (15 December 1781),p£col.1.
^Gazette* No.XI (31 March 1781), p.3, col.3.
3Ibid.
4W.Foster."James Augustus Hicky* some new facts".
Bengal Past and Present*XXX (July-Dee.1925)* p.122.
^Hickv's Bengal Gazette. No.XLIII (18 Nov.1780),p.2,col.3.
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of
Calcutta instead/embarking in printing he engaged 
himself in a trading and ship owning venture. In 
1775-76 he met with many heavy losses by sea and in 
the latter year his vessel returned to Calcutta with 
her cargo damaged, while a bond of his became due 
for some four thousand rupees. But he had only two 
thousand rupees which could not save him from his 
creditors and finally he gave up his vessel, cargo 
and all of his household effects to his creditors, 
and in October 1776 he had to go to Jail. "Instead of 
giving himself up to melancholy reflections and 
indulgence" Hicky struck "out a plan of industry 
to maintain his family and work for his creditors. 
With his two thousand rupees he purchased a few 
types, set carpenters to work to make printing 
materials, and advertised to print for the public."1 
At this he laboriously continued with fair encourage­
ment for two years and then ventured further to 
print his Gazette.
How Hicky got out of the Jail and exactly
when he started his printing venture he did not
2 .say. But William Hickey m  his memoir says that 
immediately after his arrival in Calcutta in early 
November 1777 he received a letter from Hicky who 
was in Jail being deprived of any legal help due to 
his turbulent character. Attorney Hickey took up 
Printer Hicky*s case and secured his release appa-
3
rently by the end of March 1778. In a memorial Hicky
^Busteed. Echos from old Calcutta* p. 173. Busteed 
quotes from Hicky*s Gazete without refering date and 
issue no. Probably the particular issue from where 
he quotes is missing from the sets preserved in the 
IOL AND BL. All of the three sets* two in the former 
and one in the latter*s collection are incomplete.
No relation of James Augustus Hicky.
3 . . . .  «Spencer, ed. Memoirs of William Hickey, II,p.175.
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himself said that he was appointed by the Supreme 
Board of the East India Company to print their Mili­
tary Pay Bills and Batta Bills in 1777, He started 
printing his Gazette in January 1780 which was 
according to his own statement two years after estab 
lishment of his press.1 Therefore, was it possible 
that he started his printing venture some time in 
late 1777 while in prison? It has been found that 
while in Jail between June 1781 and March 1782 he 
managed to continue his printing business and pub­
lished his Gazette regularly* Again, Hicky himself 
stated on one occasion without mentioning the date, 
however, that while he "was in confinement for debt 
and had no way to maintain his family, or pay his 
debts but by what he earned by printing..," There­
fore, there is no doubt that while in prison for 
debt in 1777 he established his Printing Office.
After coming out of the prison Hicky stru­
ggled for 10 years to realise his due for printing 
Military Regulations in 1779 but never came back to
printing trade although the Bengal Calendar and
. 3Register for 1790 entered his name as "printer".
He passed his last days in poverty and distress
4and died insolvent m  December 1802,
1Quoted by Busteed, Echoes from old Calcutta, p.173* 
^Hickv's Gazettet XIII (14 April 1781), p.3, col.l* 
^The Bengal Calendar and Register*••,(Calcutta*1790)
p.122.
4W. Foster, "James Augustus Hicky * some new facts", 
Bengal Past and Present, XXX (July-December 1925), 
p. 126.
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The Honorable Company's Press established 
by Charles Wilkins, 1770-1783.
It has already been stated that Wilkins 
established in early 1777 a Printing Press at 
Chinsura, Hoogly. Meanwhile government having had 
unfortunate experience of employing private indi­
vidual to print their papers, was badly in need of 
a printing press of its own. It happened that types 
for Bengali and Persian were available having been
prepared by Charles Wilkins for printing Bengali 
1Grammar compiled by Halhed. So that Wilkins was 
obviously the right person to be selected for the 
establishment and organisation of the Company's 
Press and the Governor-General requested him to 
put forward a proposal for the maintenance of a 
printing establishment for the Company.
Wilkins, in a memorandum dated 13 November 
1778 intimated that 'everything necessary for 
printing in Bengal and English characters have 
been provided and a fount of Persian types nearly
completed'. He proposed that an Office be estab-
2 3 4lished for printing Pattas, Kabuliats , Amalnamas,
Rawnamahs , Dustucks and all such papers in Bengali,
1 . . . .In addition to Bengali m  Bengali characters a few
Persian words and phrases in Persian characters 
are also printed in this book,
2
A deed for lease of land.
3
A counter-lease.
4A letter of authorizing one to hold some right 
or office.
^Permits
^Passports
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English and Persian types, and that the said 
office be put under the management of a Superin­
tendent with a monthly salary, and be given house 
rent for the office together with the profits of 
the printing work. He also proposed the staff 
needed for the establishment to man the two presses 
contemplated s 2 Compositors in Bengali and Persian 
d> Rs. 75 per month.
1 Compositor in English @ Rs.100
per month*
1 Pundit © Rs*30 per month.
1 Munshi @ Rs. 30 per month,
1 Porter ® Rs. 20 per month.
8 Pressmen @ Rs. 7 per month.
1 Hand Pressman @> Rs. 12 per month.
4 Peons @ Rs, 5 per month.
1 Jamadar (Sweeper) © Rs.10 per month.
1 Bookbinder © Rs. 15 per month. 
Allowance for candles and contingencies Rs. 50.
In addition to the staff requirement he also 
quoted the following rates for printing to be paid 
to the Superintendenti Every quire of English Impre­
ssion Rs,3 or, if on both sides, Rs.5. Every quire
of Bengali or Persian Impression Rs.5 or, if on both
sides, Rs.7,
As the proposal accorded entirely with the 
Governor General's requirements, he approved it 
and placed it before the Council ( on 13 November 
1778) with a long minute stating the beneficial 
advantage which would accrue to the Company by 
the establishment of the Press, observing that 
the experience of one year would be sufficient to 
ascertain the usefulness of such a venture. The 
Council did not accept it in toto, but resolved to
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allow Wilkins to print the Company's papers at the
rate proposed toy him tout that the establishment
. iof his office should receive further consideration* 
Again on 22 December 1778 the Governor-General put 
forward the proposal and requested the Council 'to 
resume the consideration of his motion made on 
the 13th November and left for further considera­
tion, * In spite of the opposition of two members 
of the Council the Governor-General *s motion for 
establishment of a Printing Office under the 
Superintendence of Charles Wilkins with a monthly 
salary of Rs.350 and a house rent of Rs,350 per 
month in addition to profits of the printing 
work was accepted and a resolution to this effect 
was passed* This establishment was to be for one
year only# and should then cease, unless the Board
2
by a new act should think proper to continue it. 
Thus, the foundation of the first genuine Printing 
Press of the British Government of India was laid 
and Sir Charles Wilkins was the first occupant 
of the Superintendent's chair.
(IOR* Range 50, Vol.12)* Bengal Revenue Consul­
tations, 2 Oct. to 24 Nov. 1778, Proceeding of 
the Governor-General in Council dated 13 Novem­
ber, 1778, pp. 555-568. Also in * (IOR*H/205)* 
Home Miscellaneous, pp* 273-276.
2
(IOR* Range 50, vol.13)* Bengal Revenue Consul- 
tations, 1 to 29 December 1778, Proceedings of 
the Governor-General in Council, dated 22 Decem­
ber, 1778, pp. 413-416.
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After taking the above action the Governor-
General in Council in a letter dated 9 February 1779
informed the Court of Directors in England of these
events in the following words*
Para 8 * We have already had occasion to 
mention to in our letter of 20th March,1778, 
the performance of Messrs, Halhed and Wilkins 
in the composition of a grammar of the Bengal 
language•
Para 9* Mr. Wilkins having informed us that 
he had completed the construction of a set of 
Type of the Bengal language, and the print­
ing of the Grammar of that language, and the 
Governor General having reported to us that 
much expense had been incurred in bringing this 
art to its present degree of perfection, 
that it might be applied to public use and 
preserved from being lost; we resolved 
as a further encouragement to the labours 
of Mr. Wilkins, to establish a printing office 
under his direction for the purpose of print­
ing such papers as are confined to settled' 
formswhether in the Persian, Bengal or Eng­
lish character. This establishment we have 
formed for one year only which is then to 
cease, unless we shall by a new act think it 
necessary to continue it. 1
After receiving the letter of appointment, Wilkins 
in a letter dated 5 January 1779 addressed to the 
Governor General and the members of the Board of 
Revenue suggested that "a circular letter be wri­
tten to the Provincial Council and Collectors and 
to all other heads of offices, informing them of 
the establishment [of the press ] and the rates 
of printing, and ordering them to prepare and trans-
^(IOR)* Bengal Letter Received. Feb. 1779 to 
March 1780s pp. 39-40.
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mit to me . . * copies of all such papers as will 
admit of being printed, whether in the Persian 
Bengal, or Roman characters leaving blanks for 
names, dates, and other occurrences as are liable 
to alter, and specifying the number of copies of 
each form they usually issue in the course of a year". 
The proposal was laid before the Board on 8 January 
1779 and was unanimously accepted. It was resolved 
to issue a circular letter in the following form*
T * • • •
Gentlemen:
Having thought proper to establish a 
Printing Office under the direction of Mr.
Charles Wilkins, we now enclose a copy of the 
rates of printings and direct that you will 
prepare and transmit to Mr. Wilkins copies of 
all such papers as will admit of being printed, 
whether in the Persian, Bengal or Roman character, 
leaving blanks for names, dates and other occu­
rences as are liable to alter, and specifying the 
number of each form usually issued in the course 
of a year.
We are etc.1
Fort William
8th January, 1779.
In the first year of its existence the prin­
ting press of the East India Company under the
superintendence of Wilkins printed a large number of
2the following forms for the government;
Persian and Bengali
Amalnamahs, Cabboleats, Rowanamahs, Dus- 
tacks, Summonses of various denominations,
Demands of revenue, Warrants for imprisonment, 
Parwanahs of reference, Commissions to officers 
of Adawlat,Raazee Namahs, SaafeNaamahs, Vakeelut
"1
(IOR* Range 50, vol.15)* Bengal Revenue Con­
sultations. 5th January to 5th Feb. 1779, 
Proceeding of the Governor-General in Council, 
dated 8 January, 1779, pp. 201-206,
o
(IOR* Range 50, vol.20)* Bengal Revenue Con­
sultations, 19 Oct. to 17 December, 1779. Proc.
of the GG in Council, 10 December 1779, Unpaginated.
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Namas, Orders for measuring lands, Summons for 
restoration to cash, Bills for,,.rent, Security 
bonds for farmers, Bail bonds, Baazezemin, Choor 
Chitties, Chakran Choor Chittees, Pattas, Bills 
of sales,
English
Commission for the &rmy, Warrants to 
Surgeons and Pilots, Remittance Bills and 
certificates, Indemnification Bonds for ser­
vants and Passes for ships,
Wilkins*s original appointment as the 
Superintendent of the Printing Press was for a 
period of one year commencing December 1778 and
. lexpiring in November 1779. In a letter addressed
to the Governor^General and the members of the
Board of Revenue he petitioned them to order
him to continue *in the said office upon the
2same footing as before.
Apprehending the possibility of objections 
on account of the expense the Printing Press was 
incurring Wilkins laid before the Board a scheme 
to raise a fund sufficient to support the estab­
lishment, and to ease the company of the whole 
charge, without being a burden that could be felt 
by any individual. This plan was the establishment 
of a printing tax, to be paid as a fee, placed upon 
all such public papers as would, from nature of 
their contents, admit of it; to be levied and 
brought to the credit of the Company. He gave a list 
of such forms with their size, cost and rate of 
proposed tax to be levied.
(IORs Range 3, vol.28)* Bengal Public Consultations.
5 to 28 September, 1787, Proceeding of the Governor-
General in Council, dated 28 September,1787,
p. 530.
^(IOR* Range 50, vol.20)* Bengal Revenue Consulta-
tations, 19 October to 17 December,1779, Proceed­
ing of the Governor-General in Council, dated
10 December 1779, Unpaginated.
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The Board, however, without any reference to 
such a proposal 'resolved that the Printing Press 
under the direction of Mr. Wilkins be continued 
during another year, and until it shall be expre- 
ssly dissolved by the Board'. Thus the Government 
Printing Press became a permanent establishment 
from December 1779.^
The decision of the Board, again, was duly 
communcated to the Court of Directors of the Com­
pany in England in a letter dated Fort William,
10 January 1780.^
The Honourable Company's Press thus established 
in December 1778 and made permanent in December 1779 
was a Printing Office owned by Charles Wilkins who 
at first established it at Chinsura, Hoogly. He was 
allowed a monthly allowance "for his own trouble 
with an establishment for the necessary servants 
and assistants he must employ, together with a 
House for an Office". As he sustained "the very 
great expense and loss of time... in constructing 
presses, types and other implements; and which will 
foe necessary to renp^ from time to time" he was allowed 
"a reasonable price for every paper" he would print
for the government "exclusive of the salary and 
3establishment." Under such arrangement the government
(IOR: Range 50, vol.20):Bengal Revenue Consultations, 
19 October to 17 Decdmber 1779, Proceeding of the 
Governor-General in Council, dated 10 December 1779.
Unpaginated.
■"(IOR): Bengal Letters Received,February 1779 to 
March 1780, pp. 119-20.
^(IOR: Range 50, Vol.12)s Bengal Revenue Consultations, 
19 October to 17 December, 1778. Proceedings of the 
Governor-General in Council, 13 November 1778, 
p. 561.
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used to pay a sum of Rupees 1193 per month on
account of his monthly allowance, house rent for
the press, and expenses of the establishment.^ This
payment commenced from the month of December 1778
o
and continued up to June 1785.“
As Wilkins was serving as an Assistant to Malda 
in December I778^when he was appointed as the Supe­
rintendent of the Honorable Company's Press, the 
Printing Office of Wilkins commenced work as the 
Honorable Company's Press in that town. In 1781 when 
he was transferred to Calcutta as Persian and Ben­
gali Translator to the Committee of Revenue, Cal­
cutta he removed his press there.
The Press was semi-governmental in nature. The 
Superintendent used to print government papers on 
order and there was no restriction on printing 
for private individuals and non-government bodies 
as the press was owned by the Superintendent him­
self.. The Honourable Company's Press continued under 
these arrangement up to June 1785 when the salary and 
establishment of the Superintendent of the Press were 
abolished by order of the Court of Directors, as 
will be explained later.
Hard labour in prosecution of his official du­
ties as well as his studies in learning Bengali and 
Persian and lately the Sanskrit language in addi­
tion to invention of printing in the former two 
languages much impaired Wilkins's health, & change
(IOR* Range 3, vol.28): Bengal Public Consultations.
5 to 28 September 1787, Proceeding of the Governor- 
General in Council, dated 28 September, 1787.p. 530.
2Ibid. pp. 530-537.
3(IOR: Range 50, vol. 12.),jBengal Revenue Consultations. 
2 October to 24 November 1778', Proceeding of the 
Governor-General in Council, dated 13 November 1778. 
p. 558.
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of air being thought necessary for recovery 
of his health, he decided to go to Benares, an 
ancient seat of Hindu learning with the inten­
tion of perfecting his Sanskrit in addition to 
recovering his health# He made representation 
to Hastings, the Governor-General, for a sanction 
of leave of absence with full pay and allowances. 
Appreciating his outstanding contribution 
to Bengali and Persian and his undertaking of 
Sanskrit the Governor-General, Warren Hasting, on 
9 December 1783 circulated a long minute among 
the members of the Supreme Board with his reco­
mmendation of sanction of leave without prejudice 
to Wilkins's emoluments#
On 19 December 1783 the Board accepted the 
recommendation of the Governor-General and permi­
tted Wilkins to go on leave to Benares retaining 
his offices of Collector of Petty Mehals and
Superintendent . of Printing Press to be "executed
1
by such agents as shall be approved by the Board" • 
Consequent upon the directives of the Board Wil­
kins on 25 December 1783 nominated Francis Gladwin 
"who has been so obliging as to accept that during 
[his] absence provided the Board have no objection".2 
When the Board again met on 23 January 1784 
agreed to the proposal of Wilkins and allowed 
Francis Gladwin to "execute the duties of his[Wilkins*s] 
office of the Superintendent of the Press and Collec-
3
tor of Petty Mehals..." Wilkins accordingly made 
over the charge of the Press to Gladwin in Jan­
uary 1784 and never resumed this office.
■^ (IORi H/Misc.207)* Home Miscellaneous, p. 180 
^Ibid. p. 181.
2Ibid. p. 182.
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The first book printed after the establish­
ment of the Company's press is Gladwin's Voca­
bulary which was printed at Malda where the Com­
pany's press was established under the Superin­
tendence of Wilkins. As already stated Wilkins's 
name appears on the title page in Persian charac­
ters while the author in his preface (p.ii) speci­
fically states that the book has been printed under 
the direction of Mr. Wilkins. The colophon informs 
us that the book was 'printed at Malda in Bengal '•
It has already been stated that Wilkins became the 
Superintendent of the Honourable Company's Press 
while in Malda. He was running the Printing Office
there up to 1780 and printed all government papers
1including engraving and printing Bank notes. 
Therefore, it is obvious that Gladwin's grammar was 
printed at the Honourable Company's Press under 
his Superintendence.
After printing the first book at Chinsurah, 
Hoogly in 1778 and the second at Malda in 1780 Wil­
kins printed the following small quarto volume in 
Calcutta. Possibly this is the first book which 
appeared from the press of the Honourable Company 
after its removal from Malda to Calcutta, but the 
name of the Press is not mentioned in the book.
A / TRANSLATION / OF / A ROYAL GRANT OF LAND/
BY / ONE OF THE ANCIENT RAAJAAS/ OF/HINDOSTAN,/ 
From the Original in the Shanscrit Language 
and Character, Engraved upon a Copper Plate, 
bearingdate 56 years/ Before the Christian<©raj 
and /DISCOVERED / Some years since amongst the 
Ruins/At /Mongueer / [Rule] PRINTED AT CALCUTTA/ 
BY/THE TRANSLATOR./1781. 8,[2],4 p. 9"x7".
(IOR* Range 2, vol.3$)* Bengal Public Consultations. 
29 May to'3 August, 1780, Proceeding of the Governor- 
General in Council, dated 29 May 1780, pp. l -3 .
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According to the preface signed by the Charles 
Wilkins, the translation of the document was under­
taken by him under the immediate command of the 
Governor-General, Warren Hastings. A menuscript note 
on the British Library copy reads ass"Given by 
Warren Hastings Esquire to G. Staunton".
In 1782 Charles Wilkins as the Superintendent 
of the Press printed the following work from 
Calcutta*
A / NARRATIVE / OF THE / INSURRECTION / WHICH 
HAPPENED / IN THE / 2EMEENDARY OF BANARIS / IN 
THE MONTH OF AUGUST 1781,/ AND OF THE / TRANSAC­
TIONS / OF THE Governor-General/ IN THAT / 
DISTRICTS / WITH AN / APPENDIX / OF / AUTHENTIC 
PAPERS AND AFFIDAVITS / [j?ule] / CALCUTTA, / 
PRINTED BY ORDER OF THE GOVERNOR GENERAL,
M DCC LXXXII./ CHARLES WILKINS SUPERINTENDENT 
OF THE PRESS. 70[3], 2-213[l blank]p.
Other specimens of printing done by Wilkins 
are merely rules and regulations, etc. Exigencies 
of administrative changes, and the establishment 
of the Supreme Court and other courts of judica­
ture brought them into being. We have found four 
such publications listed below*
1781
REGULATIONS / FOR THE ADMINISTRATION / OF / JUSTICE/ 
IN THE / COURTS / OF / MOFUSSIL DEWANNE ADAULUT/
AND IN THE / SUDDUR DEWANNE ADAULUT,/ Passed in the 
Council of the 5th of JULY 178]./ [Rule] / CALCUTTA / 
AT the Hon'ble Company's Press./ M DCCC LXXXI.
73[l blank]p. Il"x9,2".
500 copies of this English work was printed at 
a cost of Rs. 1772.00.1
1(IOR* Range 3, vol.28)* Bengal Public Consultations.
.5 to 28 September* 1787, Proceeding of the Governor- 
General in Council, dated 28 September, 1787. p. 535.
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A/ PERSIAN TRANSLATION / OF THE/REGULATIONS /
FOR THE/ADMINISTRATION / OF / JUSTICE / IN THE /
COURTS / OF/SUDDUR and MOFFUSSIL DEWANNEfiADAULUTS./ 
CALCUTTA,/ BY ORDER OF THE HONORABLE GOVERNOR 
GENERAL AND COUNCIL, / TRANSLATED BY WILLIAM 
CHAMBERS, / PRINTED BY CHARLES WILKINS, / M DCC LXXXII. 
[l] 2-117 [l] [l blank]p. Il"x9.2".
3000 copies of this Persian work were printed
at a cost of Rs* 22,120-4-6.
1783
A / PERSIAN ABRIDGMENT / OF THE / REGULATIONS / 
of the 5th July, 1781,/ FOR THE MUFFUSSIL and 
SUDDER DEWANNY ADAULUTS. / CALCUTTA, / AT THE/
Hon'ble Company's Press, / M DCC LXXXIII. 56p*
11.7"x9.4"•
2,925 copies of this Persian publication were 
printed at a cost of Rs. 8,317-6-6.2
A / TRANSLATION / OF THE / PERSIAN ABRIDGMENT /
OF THE / REGULATIONS / of the 5th July, 1781,/
FOR THE SUDDER and MUFFUSSUL DEWANNY ADAULUTS / 
CALCUTTA / AT THE HON'BLE COMPANY'S PRESS, /
MD CC LXXXIII. 35[l blank]p. 11.7"x9.4".
488 copies of this English publication were 
printed at a cost of Rs. 869-4-0,^
(IOR* Range 3, vol.28): Bengal Public Consultations,
5 to 28 September, 1787. Proceeding of the Governor- 
General in upuncil, dated 28 September, 1787, p. 505.
2Ibid, p. 507.
3Ibid. p. 508.
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In 1783 Wilkins printed:
AYEEN AKBERYt / OR, / THE INSTITUTES / OF THE /
EMPEROR AKBHjR, / Translated from the Original 
Persian / BY / FRANCIS GLADWIN / [Rule] / IN 
THREE VOLUMES / [Rule] VOLUME THE FIRST / [Double 
Rule] / CALCUTTA J / PRINTED IN THE YEAR M DCC LXXXIII, 
x [l], 2-275[l blank],8 p. 12”x9,2".
This is apparently the last book to be printed by
Wilkins as in October 1783 he was busy in printing
this work,1 while in January 1784 he handed over
the charge of the press to Francis Gladwin,
Wilkins was not a printer by profession. He
was never apprenticed and he did not have any
opportunity to learn the trade from a printer. He
had no master except "for the several branches in the
Chamber[s]'s Cyclopaedia” .2 By theoretical knowledge
3and unaided by any artist he achieved mastery in 
printing. Wilkins was primarily a job printer to 
the government. He was obliged to print govern­
ment papers and had no time left after performing 
his duties as a Civil Servant and as a Superinten­
dent of the Honourable Company's Press to specia­
lize in Book printing as a commercial enterprise.
All works produced by him were either for the 
government or for private individuals. Of thSse, ten 
books are now extant * five of which are in English, 
four in Persian and one in Bengali? the last being 
his first production. Press work of all of these 
works both oriental and English is excellent, with
1 .Nichols. Literary Anecdotes...vol.VI. Pa^t I 
(London: 1812), p. 683.
2 (I0L MSS. Eur. 30)I A.J. Keily. ”A Memoir of 
Sir Charles Wilkins (Unpublished manuscript presen­
ted in the India Office Lifoary), fol.48,
3Warren Hastings's letter to Nathaniel Smith, in 
Wilkins. The Bhaqavata Geeta. p. 13.
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firm clear types, especially his Bengali and 
Persian printing which are the finest specimens 
of oriental printing. In spite of the disad­
vantages as a pioneer in the field he succeeded 
in producing as his first work one of the finest 
specimens of Bengali printing,1 This shows that 
though self-taught Wilkins was a Master Printer.
'''For details about the first printed book 
see Chapter III,
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The Honourable Company's Press under the Superin­
tendence of Francis Gladwin, 1784-1786
Consequent upon the leave of absence of 
Charles Wilkins and as a result of the arrangement 
made by the government Francis Gladwin became the 
Acting Superintendent of the Printing establish­
ment of the East India Company. Immediately after 
assumption of the office, Gladwin, apparently 
by the advice and under the guidance of Warren 
Hastings, the Governor-General, planned to pub­
lish a weekly Gazette from the Company's Press.
He applied to the Governor-General in Council 
for permission and patronage. The Governor-Gene­
ral and Council permitted him to publish the
gazette "under their sanction and authority" and
issued the following notifications
The Hon. the Governor General and Council, 
having permitted Mr, Francis Gladwin to 
publish a Gazette under their sanction and 
authority, the Heads of Offices are hereby 
required to issue all such advertisements 
or publications as may be ordered on the 
part of the Hon. Company through the channel 
of his paper.
Fort William W. Bruere
February 9, 1784 Secretary ,
The first issue of the Calcutta Gazette; or
Oriental Advertisers Published by Authority appeared
on Thursday 4 March 1784 from 37 Larkins Lane,
Calcutta. It dropped its sub-title "Or, Oriental
Advertiser" as from September 1791, Although all
government notifications and advertisements were
published in this periodical it was a commercial
Calcutta Gazette; or, Oriental AdvertisersIs I (4 
March 1784), p. 1, col.l.
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enterprise. Issued weekly with its extraordi­
naries and supplements it continued to be published 
until the government withdrew its patronage and 
decided to publish the Government Gazette on its 
own from the Military Orphan Society Press, a 
press founded with the aid and advice of the go­
vernment, The last issue of the Calcutta Gazette 
was published on Thursday, 1 June 1815, One of 
the special feature of this publication was its 
continuity of its numbering its issues. In 32 years 
1631 issues were published.
Since the publication of the Gazette the 
press known as the Honorable Company's Press 
under the Superintendence of Wilkins, but managed 
through Francis Gladwin as his agent began to be 
known also as Calcutta Gazette Press, In all 
communications between the government and the 
Superintendents of this press they used both the 
names i,e.s Honourable Company's Press and Calcutta 
Gazette Press, The Gazette however omitted the name 
of the press until 8 March 1792 when for the first 
time the colophon said* "Printed at the Hon, Com­
pany 's Press"•
There is an established opinion among scho­
lars that Francis Gladwin established his own 
press to publish the Calcutta Gazette, Anil Das 
Gupta writesi"Fr.ancis Gladwin established his own
Press* Calcutta Gazette Press which published
1the official Government Gazette." This is not 
correct, Gladwin did not establish the press on 
his own account. There is no doubt that he became 
owner of it; by purchase or by some other arrange­
ment - has never become known. Apparently Gladwin
“^Anil C, Das Gupta, The Days of John Company, 
(Calcutta: 1959), preface.
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did not have any plan at all to establish and run 
a press since his translation of the first volume 
of the Ayeen Akbery - was being printed at the 
press of Wilkins as late as in October 1783.^
It was Wilkins who induced him to take over his 
press during his absence on leave.
The Gazette is an English publication. But 
the government used to publish their notifications 
and advertisements in the Bengali and Persian 
languages in addition to the original in English, 
Hindi in Nagari characters was added from 23 June 
1796 (issue no.643). A good number of notifications 
and advertisements published by private and commer­
cial concerns were also printed in Bengali and 
Persian. The amount of Bengali in the pages of this 
gazette is so much that it might well be called an 
Anglo-Bengali periodical. Surprisingly, it has not 
as yet attracted the notice of scholars of the 
Bengali language and literature. From 1784 to 1815, 
before .Raja Ramamohana Raya appeared in the field 
of prose literature of Bengal and outside the 
influence of William Carey and the College of Fort 
William this gazette must have contributed much 
to the growth and development of Bengali prose.
It may be recalled here that Wilkins went to 
Benares on leave to recover his health. After 
spending about two years there and immediately 
after his return from Benares he d e c i d e d  to leave 
India for England. On 13 January 1786 he applied 
for the permission of the Governor-General in
^Nichols. Literary anecdotes... vol.VI, part I. 
p. 638.
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Council to proceed to Europe on leave of absence
"due to state of his health as well as of his
private affairs". He was "permitted to return to
Europe for three years upon the usual pension of 
1his rank".
Apparently Wilkins sold his press to Gladxfin 
prior to his return to Europe; but there is no 
record of such transaction except an indirect 
announcement by Gladwin coincident with the date 
of Wilkins’s grant of leave. On 2 February 1786 
Gladwin issued the following notification appa­
rently to remove misconception in connection with 
change of Printers
The Gazette will be conducted as usual, 
under the immediate Direction of Hr. Glad­
win, Superintendent of the Honorable 
Company’s Press.2
A government proceeding of 11 July 1815 
made the following comment regarding Gladwin and 
his press:
...Mr. Gladwin of the civil service, was the 
proprietor of the first press which was 
established at this Presidency under the 
sanction and authority of government that 
he proposed, when the printing business 
of government was entrusted to him to under­
take the control of the concern. Mr. Gladwin 
however does not seem to have ever assumed 
the title of the Superintendent of the Press.3
1(10R: Range 3, vol.7): Bengal Public Consultations. 
Proceedings of the Governor-General in Council, 
dated, Fort William, 24 January 1786, p. 239.
2
Calcutta Gazette; or, Oriental Advertiser. IV ( 2 
February 1786),p. 5, col.l*
^(IOR: Range 8, vol.54): Bengal Public Consultations, 
-30 May to 20 June 18150 Proceeding of the Governor- 
General in Council No,42 dated 11 July 1815, 
unpaginated.
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In this extract there are two mistakes* one, it 
was Wilkins ( and not Gladwin) who was the first 
to establish the press* Gladwin bought it from 
Wilkins* Two* it was not correct that Gladwin 
never assumed the title of Superintendent. In 
fact he did in February 1786 for the first time 
when Wilkins resigned and he assumed full charge 
of the press. Prior to that date Gladwin was 
conducting the business of the press as an agent 
of Wilkins and he was referred to in the govern­
ment proceedings as the Acting Superintendent.1 On
29 Dec. 1785 a proceeding referred to him as 
2Superintendent.
It may be recalled that the establishment 
of a Printing Press under the direction of Wilkins 
was communicated to the Courts of Directors of 
the East India Company in London* Although the 
Court did not give any order to the contrary, 
apparently it did not approve of the establish­
ment of a Printing Office on account of the govern­
ment. In the Court’s list laid before the Briti­
sh Parliament, No.186, the allowance to the Prin­
ter to the Company was stated as £1050 per annum.
But no notice was taken by the Court of the
"3
establishment of the Printing Office.
(TOR* Range 50, Vol. 60)i Bengal Revenue Consulta­
tions, 24 August to 9 September 1785, Proceedings 
of the Governor-General in Council, dated Q Septem­
ber 1785, pp» 35-36.
^(IOR $ Range 50, Vol. 6l)* Bengal Revenue Consulta­
tions,30 September to 29 December 1785, Proceedings 
of the Governor-General in Council, dated 29 Decem­
ber, 1785, unpaginated.
^(I0R* H/Misc./205)* Home Miscellaneous Series, 
p. 276.
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After a long silence of seven years the Court
of Directors in a letter dated 11 April 1785
in their "orders... respecting future allowances"
asked the Governor-General in Council to abolish
the salary and house rent of the "Printer to the
Company as he is paid for what he does for the 
1Company". In accordance with this request the
Governor-General in Council in a letter dated 31
July 1785 replied in the following terms*
The salary and establishment of the Superin­
tendent of the Press [is] annulled, and 
the Superintendent is to be paid, in future 
at the established rates for the business 
which he executes for the Company. 2
As a result of the annulment of the salary 
and establishment of the Superintendent of the 
Press with effect from July 1785^ the whole enter­
prise which was semi-governmental in character 
became naturally a fully fledged commercial concern 
with of course the privilege of printing the entire 
government work. Apparently Gladwin lost interest in 
it and decided to sell the press.
On 2 January 1787 he applied to the government 
for permission to part with the entire property 
of his types and printing materials to Messrs Arthur 
Mair > John Herbert Harrington and Edmund Morris.
He requested the Governor-General in Council for 
favour of permission 'to transfer to those gentlemen 
the Superintendence of the Honorable Company's 
Press with the exclusive privileges' then vested
"Enclosure 2* Vide Paragraph 16t List of Civil 
Officers and Employees with present allowances to 
each and the Court's order thereupon", India. Na­
tional Archives. Fort William - India House Corres- 
pondence* Public Series, 1782 - 1785 j (Delhi*1959T*
IX, p. 216.
2 . TIndia, National Archives, Fort William - India House 
Correspondence.(Delhi*1963)*XV* Foreign and Secret, 
1782 - 1786, p. 484.
3The Superintendent drew his salary upto June,1785.
(Contd.)
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in him. The Governor-General in Council agreed 
to the transfer Gladwin proposed and appointed 
Mair, Harrington and Morris as the Superinten- 
tendents of the Honorable Company's Press "with 
the exclusive privileges heretofore vested in 
Mr. Gladwin"
No record remains as to where the Printing 
Office of Charles Wilkins was housed at Chin- 
surah, Hoogly, Malda and finally in Calcutta.
But Gladwin started printing the address of the 
Printing Press in the Calcutta Gazette as is the 
usual practice of a newspaper. On 25 March 1784, 
in the fourth issue of the gazette for the first 
time the address of the Press was printed as 
37 Larkin's Lane. The press was removed to 114 
Cossitollah on 12 January 1785
Since Wilkins himself was a talented printer 
he seems to have personally supervised the print­
ing work and relied less on professional printers. 
But Gladwin seems to have relied much more on his 
printers. Daniel Stuart was his printer from 7 
October 1784 to 3 November 1785, The name of 
"Stuart and Cooper" appear as printers with effect 
from 10 November 1785 to 19 January 1786. On their
leaving William Mackay was appointed Printer with
o
effect from 26 January 1786* He continued to foe 
the Printer of the concern even when it was trans­
ferred to Mair, Harrington and Morris.
(contd.) (I0R: Range 3, vol.28)s Bengal Public 
Consultations, Proceeding of the Governor-General 
in Council, dated 28 September, 1787, p. 537.
^(lOR: Range 3, vol.24)s Bengal Public Consulta­
tions, Prooceedings of the Governor-General in 
Council, dated 3 January 1787, pp. 147-148.
2The name of printer appears m  the colophon of 
each of the issues of the Calcutta Gazette.
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The Honourable Company's Press under the
Superintendence of Gladwin printed at least two
Bengali works for the Government in addition to
the Gazette, different forms and papers for the
government, English and Persian works. The first
one was the Bengal translation of the Regulations
of the administration of justice in the courts of
Dewannv Adaulut by Jonathan Dunfian. 400 copies of
this work were printed by him in 1784 and the
government paid him a sum of Rs,3,032-15-9 as cost
1of printing, paper and binding. No copy of this 
work is apparently extant. In 1785 he printed one 
thousand copies of an edition of Adaulut Regula­
tions in English and Bengali on opposite pages. It 
was printed from Wilkins No.2 type (plate No.XXVIIl).
Government paid him a sum of Rs.10,400 as the cost
2of printing, paper and binding.
Francis Gladwin entered the service of East 
India Company as a Civil Servant in 1766.3 In 1783 
he held the rank and status of Senior Merchant4
5and was occupying the post of Zammdary Duftar.
He became Acting Superintendent of the Honourable 
Company's Press in 1784 and fully fledged Superin­
tendent in 1786. In 1787 he relinquished charge of 
the press. In 1801 he was appointed Professor of 
Persian in the College of Fort William. In the 
following year he presented to the college a new
(IORs Range 3, vol.28)* Bengal Public Consul­
tations, 5 to 28 September, Proceeding of the 
Governor-General in Council, dated 28 September, 1787, 
p. 535.
2Ibid. p. 537.
3-4A Correct list of the Honorable East India Com­
pany's Civil and Military Servants, on the Bengal 
establishment♦*. corrected to the 30th of Nov.1784. 
(Calcutta* 1784), p. 3.
5
(IOR: H/Mlsc/205)* Home Miscellaneous Series, p.176.
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fount of oriental types; in May of the same year 
(1802) he was transferred to Patna as Collector of 
Customs, In 1808 he was promoted to the post of 
Commissary Resident at Patna, an office of which 
the precise nature cannot now be ascertained. He died 
rn ca. 1813 * His estate was administered in 1813, 
Gladwin was a Persian scholar. He distingui­
shed himself in 1780 by publishing his English-
2Persian Vocabulary m  which he analysed the 
influence of Arabic on Persian and Persian on 
Hindustani. This work was reprinted in 1791 by 
A. Upjohn. His other works include: Ayeen-i-Akbary.
3 vols. (1783-1788); An epitome of Mohammedan law 
(1786); The memoirs of Khoieh Abdulkurreem: a 
Cashmerian of distinction (1788); The new Asiatic 
Miscellany consisting of original essays, transla­
tions and fugitive pieces (edited by him, 1789);
A Compendious system of Bengal revenue account in 
three parts: Part I [other parts seem not published] 
(1790); Ulfaz Udiyeh, or the materia medica in the 
Arabic, Persian, and Hjndee languages (1793);
Persian Moonshee (1795); Dissertations of the 
rhetoric, prosody and rhyme of the Persians,1798; 
reprinted 1800); and, A dictionary: Persian, Hindoos- 
tanee and English including synonyms (1809).
lThe Dictionary of National Biography. (London: 
1890) p. 407
2See page 91,
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The Honorable Company’s Press under 
later proprietors, 1787-1815
The transfer of the ownership as well as the
Superintendence of the Honourable Company's Press
was duly announced in a government notice which
is as follows:
The Right Honorable Governor-General in 
Council having been pleased to appoint 
Messers Arthur Mair, John Herbert Harring­
ton, and Edmund Morris Superintendents of 
the Hon. Company's Press, and to permit to 
publish a Gazette under their sanction and 
authority as before by Gladwin, the Heads 
of Offices are hereby required to issue all 
such advertisements and publications as may 
be ordered on the part of the Hon. Company 
through the channel of the above mentioned 
Gazette.
Fort William By Command of the
January 10, 1787. Right Honorable the Go­
vernor-General in Council 
W. Bruere. Secretary.1
The two previous Superintendents, Wilkins 
and Gladwin, were members of the Civil Service of 
the East India Company. But among the three new 
joint Superintendents only J.H. Harrington was a 
civil servant. The other two, E. Morris and A.
Mair were private individuals,
On 4 March 1789 the Governor-General in 
Council in a resolution prohibited the servants 
of the Company from being associated with "any 
concern whatever in commercial transaction or 
in the management of any Banking house or House 
of agency, from and after the first of May" 1789. 
Having received the circular J.H. Harrington 
sought a clarification from the Council as he was
^Calcutta Gazette, Vol.VI, No.150 (18 January 1787),
p • 1 •
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"a joint Superintendent of the Honorable Company’s 
Press, -with Hr, Edmund Morris, under the appoint­
ment of the Governor General in Council, concerned 
in the property of a Printing Office, Public Paper, 
the wholly disengaged from the particular manage­
ment of it”. The Council informed Harrington that 
the resolution of 4 March 1789 was 'not intended to 
comprehend the concern in which he was engaged'.
In 1793 J.H. Harrington was transferred from 
Calcutta to Natore, Rajshahi. Consequent upon the 
transfer in a letter dated 21 April 1793 he sub­
mitted his "desire to relinquish the Superintendence
of the Honorable Company's Press" and was permitted 
2to do so. Since the departure of Harrington^dmuncl^ 
Morris became the only Superintendent of the Press.
, , * 3
Arthur Mair having died earlier.
In June 1793 Edmund Morris transferred part 
of his property in the press to his nephew Coding­
ton Edmund Corrington and in a letter dated 29 
June 1793 requested the Government that Corrington's 
name be joined with his in the Superintendence of 
the press. The Governor-General in Council acceded
to the request and Corrington was appointed a joint
4Superintendent on 1 July 1793. In June 1796 Francis
•i
(IOR * Range 3, vol.44): Bengal Public Consultations, 
13 March to 10 April, 1789. pp. 138-140.
^(I0R: Range 4, vol.20): Bengal Public Consultations.
1 May to 14 June, 1793, Proceedings of the Governor- 
General in Council, dated 6 May 1793* pp. 216-217.
3 . . .Garland Canon, ed., The letters of Sir William Jones,
(Oxford* 1972): II, p. 828, foot note.
4 / \(IOR: Range 4, vol.21): Bengal Public Consultations,
Proceedings of the Governor-General in Council,
1 July 1793,pp. 324-325.
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Horseley joined the enterprise. Although J.H, 
Harrington had resigned as Superintendent he re­
tained his property in the press up to the end 
and when again in Calcutta he in 1797 rejoined as 
Superintendent. The press continued to run as 
such tinder the joint proprietorship of Morris, 
Corrington, Harrington and Horsely but under the 
particular management of the last-named who 
superintended it up to December 1806*
On 14 January 1807 Francis Horseley trans­
ferred part of his property in the press to 
Mathew Lumsden who bought and assumed superin­
tendence of the press with due permission of the 
Governor-General in Council,'1' One year after the 
transfer of his property and superintendence of 
the press to Mathew Lumsden, Horsely left for 
England via America by an American ship the 
Martha in January 1808.^
The press continued to function under these 
arrangements up to 1815 when the government trans­
ferred its printing business from the Honorable 
Company's Press to the press established by the 
Military Orphan Society and eventually in Septem­
ber 1818, this press and the Ferris and Company's 
Press (1798-1818) joined together to establish the 
Union Press so as to facilitate publication of
•D
Calcutta Journal commenced from 2 October 1818.
(IOR: Range 6, vol.36): Bengal Public Consul­
tations, 1 to 15 January 1807, Proceeding 
No.43 of the Governor-General in Council, 15 
January 1807, unpaainated.
2
"The Farmgton Diary", Bengal Past and Present, 
XXVI( July - December 1923), p. 174.
3
Prospectus of a new paper, to be entitled the 
Calcutta Journal, or Political, Commercial, and 
Literary Gazette, Tuesday 22nd September, 1818, 
p.l, col.2 and colophon.
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In 1787 government decided to revise the 
rate of printing fixed in 1778 at the time of 
first establishment of the press under the supe­
rintendence of Wilkins. B'or the purpose of this 
a Board of Arbitration consisting of four members, 
two each from the government and the press was 
constituted. Government appointed J. Price and 
R, Johnson while the press nominated T. Graham 
and J. Macgray. The term of reference was "enquir­
ing into and fixing a future standard for the 
rates of printing to be charged to the Honorable 
Company". But a decision on the "rates of print­
ing upon the most economical as well as the most 
intelligble footing" was very difficult for them, 
because printing in mixed languages, i.e. in 
English and oriental languages had not been long 
established in Calcutta. On enquiry it was dis­
covered that the only press available that of 
Messrs Stuart and Cooper, who at one time were 
printers of Gladwin, had ■ Bengali, Nagari 
and Persian types in addition to English. They 
were willing to print in Bengali, Nagari, Persian 
if a small advance wasgivenj and, on-that basis they 
offered a rate of printing. The Board of Arbitra­
tion, therefore, had no other alternative but to 
accept the rate offered by Messrs Stuart and 
Cooper, viz. 4 annas per large folio sheet and 2 
annas per quarto sheet printed on both sides of 
the paper. A minimum of 500 copies was required 
to be ordered under this recommendation. As both 
the printers (i.e. Government and the Honorable 
Company's press) agreed upon the suggested rate
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1of government printing.
The extent of government expenditure on 
account of printing for every year is not avail­
able. But from two reports, one made in 1787 and 
the other in 1801 we at least know the average 
annual spending of government between 1778 and 
1786 and 1792 and 1801. According to the find­
ings of Board of Arbitration appointed in 1787, 
the government of Fort-William in Bengal spent a 
sum of Rs,23,6286-7-7 *from the institution of 
the press under Wilkins* up to the end of 1786, 
the average annual expense being Rs.29,587-10-2.
Again, in 1801 when government appointed a 
Press Committee to examine the feasibility of 
establishment of a press of its own, the Committee 
found that in 9 years between 1792 and 1801 
government spent a sum of Rs.8,93,500, an annual 
average being 99,278. The statistics are as follows*
1792-93 Rs. 29,414
1793-94 30,136
1794-95 62,126
1795-96 1,45,957
1796-97 2,01,173
1797-98 1,58,281
1798-99 1,19,972
1799-1800 88,289
1800-1801 58,152.
(IOR* Range 3, vol.28)s Bengal Public Consulta­
tions, Proceedings of the Governor-General in 
Council, 28 September 1787, pp. 453-479,
^(IORs Range 3, vol.28)* Bengal Public Consul­
tations. 5 to 28 September, 1787, Proceeding 
of the Governor-General in Council, 28 Septem­
ber, pp. 479-541.
O
(IOR* Range 5, vol.34)* Bengal Public Consulta­
tions, Proceeding No.12 of the Governor-General 
in Council, dated 25 May 1802. Unpaginated.
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In 1793 government decided to form a regular code 
of all regulations formulated' from time to time. This 
decision gave the Honorable Company*s Press some extra 
responsibility and the press got a statutory recogni­
tion as the printing establishment of the East India 
Company's government in Bengal Presidency and the Supe­
rintendent of the press became custodian: rand distribu­
tor .of government papers. Section 11 and 12 of the Regu­
lation No. 41 of 1793 "for forming into a regular Code 
of all Regulations that may be enacted for the internal 
Government of the British territories in Bengal: Passed 
by the Governor-General in Council on the 1st of May 
1793" provided that*
XI. The Superintendent of the Company's Press is 
to retain in his office one hundred copies of ea­
ch of the Regulations that may be passed and prin­
ted annually, and the same number of copies of 
the translates[.i .e. translations] of them in the 
Persian and the Bengal language. At the close of 
the year, after he has been furnished with the in­
dex ordered to be printed copies of the regulations, 
and the Persian and the Bengal translates, each in 
separate volumes. The remainder of the English co­
pies of the Regulations, and the Persian and the 
Bengal translates, are to be distributed, as they 
are passed and printed, in such proportions as the 
Governor General in Council may direct, amongst the 
Court of Justice, the Boards of Revenue and Trade, 
the Collectors of the Land Revenue and the Customs, 
and the Commercial Residents and Salt Agents, or 
other public officers, or any individuals to whom
it may be thought advisable to deliver copies.
XII. Ten of the English copies of the English Regu­
lations, bound up with the index, to foe sent to 
the Court of Directors. The remaining ninety copies 
to be distributed as the Governor General in Coun­
cil directs* to the Court of Justice, the Boards
of Revenue and Trade, the Collectors of the Revenue, 
the Commercial Residents and Salt Agents, or other 
public- officers-. 1
Bengal. Governor-General in Council, Regulations passed 
by the Governor-General in Council.' in Bengal, with index 
and glossary. Vol. I* Containing Regulations passed fn 
the years, 1793, 1794 and 1795, (London* 1828), p. 346-347.
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A Plan for establishment of a Government Press
With the assumption of large savings likely to
accrue, and in order to invest these savings towards
the establishment of the College of Fort William in 
1Bengal the Governor-General, Marquess Wellesley, 
directed his officials to prepare a plan for the 
establishment of a Government Press, In accordance 
with this desire the government officials worked 
out a detailed plan. The "plan for establishing 
a Government Printing Press, humbly submitted to 
the consideration of the Right Honorable the Gover­
nor-General in Council by His Lordship's command" 
from calculation founded on authentic documents 
observed "that a Printing Office, upon the most 
extensive plan, might be established and maintained, 
fully adequate to every use Government could apply 
it at an annual expense of 90,000 Sicca Rupees 
exclusive of such allowance as Government think 
proper to allot for the superintendence of it, 
but including an allowance for the future supply 
of printing materials. Although the expenditure 
might appear a large sum, "when contrasted with 
actual.., expense of manuscript records and 
correspondence, together with the charge hitherto 
incurred for printing" the plan argued "it will 
exhibit an important reduction of expense, at the 
same time adoption of plan will produce a degree of 
accuracy and expedition in the execution of the 
Public Business in every Department..."
1M,,> Martin, ed., The Despatches, Minutes and 
Correspondence of the Marquess Wellesley,K.G,, 
(London: 1837): II, p. 335,
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The authors of the plan in their suport showed 
that a sum of Rs.2,32,726 were required a year for 
printing and maintaining Section writers, Fixed 
writers, etc. for copying the documents. As a 
substitute to that .arrangement they proposed the 
printing establishment at a an annual cost of only 
90,000 rupees. The proposed establishment for the 
Printing Office was as follows*
1 Head Printer , or Corrector Rs•500
3 Foremen 500
4 Compositors, at Rs,150 600
4 Compositors, at Rs.100 400
8 Compositors, at Rs. 80 640
16 Compositors at Rs•50 800
32 Compositors, at Rs, 40 1280
16 Apprentices, at Rs. 25 400
Correctors and Compositors of 
the Native Languages whose num­
ber or allowances cannot here 
be particularised as they must 
be paid according to their 
abilities 500
Servants and Native Workmen 300
House rent for the Office 
including apprentices and 
Apartments for the Superinten­
dent, His Deputy or Assistant 600
Contingencies including a supply 
of new Types 800
Native Writers and Accountant
for the News Paper, etc, 180___
Per months Rs.7,500
Per Annum say Rs.90,000.
The planners calculated, on the basis of
the difference between the estimated expenditure
and the actual average annual expenditure, an
annual saving of Rs.142,726. The planners conclu-
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ded*
In addition to the positive, and to the eventual 
savings of expense by the establishment of a 
printing press, as already proved, it is nece­
ssary to state a further most important argument for 
the prompt execution of the measure in question, 
namely,the institution of the College of Fort William 
since this plan was drawn up (in April 1800) 
and practicability now ascertained of casting 
every type for the European and Oriental lan­
guages, at this Presidency without any reference 
to the Artists in England. The part of the plan 
contained in the above notes relates chiefly to 
the considerable savings which will arise to 
Government from the plan, especially under the 
expected additional calls for the use of a 
press from the establishment of the College.
There are a variety of considerations of a 
public nature for the establishment of a 
press under the immediate superintendence of 
the government which are not inserted in 
these notes, as being unconnected with the 
question of expense. The considerations alluded 
to are however of more importance than the 
question of expense. 1
The plan in toto was referred to the proprie­
tors and the Superintendent of the Honourable Com- 
pany’s Press foriheir observations. Francis Horseley, 
Superintendent of the Honourable Company’s Press 
on behalf of the proprietors, submitted a detailed 
criticism of the Plan. He argued that the average 
annual expenditure of government on account of 
printing was not more than 40,000 rupees; the ave­
rage expenditure worked out by the architects of 
the Plan as around 100,000 rupees was based only on 
average of four most expensive years when govern­
ment had extraordinary expenditure because of the
(IOR: Range 5, vol.20)s Bengal Public Consulta­
tions . 14 March to 9 April 1801, Proceeding of 
the Governor General in Council, 9 April 1801. 
Unnaginated.
printing of the Regulations in English, Bengali 
and Persian and Sir William Jones's Hindu lav.He 
opined that the plan had been based only on a 
misconception of the proper use of the printing.
He argued that the institution ofAPrinting Office 
would not minimise copying work. Even in England 
where manual labour was very dear and application 
of mechanical means advantageous government did 
not print documents where only a few copies were 
needed. The government of Fort William needed only 
5 copies of their proceedings at the most. Printing 
of these few copies of proceedings would cost far 
more than getting them copied. The plan did not 
include the salary of the Superintendent, his 
deputy and the outlay on setting up the press#
After discussing all of these points and making 
his own calculation he submitted that instead of 
being a gainer government would sustain a loss of 
Rupees 29,000 per annum . if a Printing Office was 
established by it. Moreover, government would have 
to pay compensation to the proprietors of the 
Honourable Company's Press in the event of its 
withdrawal of its printing business. This would be 
an additional charge on the press to be established 
by the government. In conclusion he requested the 
Governor-General in Council hot to transfer the 
printing business from its press which they "pur­
chased at a considerable price, and spared no 
expense in casting new types for the oriental lan­
guages, so as to render it all times completely 
adequate to every purpose that has been required." 
Finally, he offered a liberal concession to govern-
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ment in the following termsj
The proprietors of the press under my superin­
tendence, are willing to reduce the present 
established rate (though fixed by arbitration) 
of 4 annas per sheet to 3 annas; and second,or 
subsequent editions to 2 annas per sheet; upon 
all business paid by the sheet, which may be 
hereafter ordered by Government. 1
The Governor-General in Council on 9 April 
1801 referred the plan with note of objections 
submitted by Horseley to a committee appointed 
to examine the feasibility of establishment of a 
Government Press. The College of Fort William was 
also asked to furnish the Committee with necessary 
information as to extent of printing they would be 
able to give to the proposed press.
The Committee consisting of R.W. Cox, S, Davis, 
H.S.G. Tucker and W, Egerton in a letter dated 9 
May 1801 sought further clarification as to whe­
ther they were to examine the feasibility of estab­
lishment of a printing press keeping in view the 
printing of manuscript records and correspondences 
in addition to the usual printing business which 
at that time was carried on for the government.
The Governor-General in Council asked them to 
consider only the usual printing business of the
3
Government.
(IOR: Range 5, vol.34): Bengal Public Consulta­
tions . 6 May to 10 June, 1802, Proceeding of the 
Governor-General in Council, 25 May, 1802. Unpagi
^(IOR: Range 5, vol. 20) : Bengal Public Consulta­
tions. 14 March to 9 April, 1801, Proceedings of 
the Governor-General in Council,, 9April 1801,
 ^ Unpaainated.
(IORi Range 5, vol.21): Bengal Public Consulta­
tions. 16 April to 28 May, 1801, Proceeding of 
the Governor-General in Council, f4 May 1801. 
Unpaginated.
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The Press Committee after about a yearte 
deliberation submitted its report to the govern­
ment on 15 April 1802, In a long and detailed me­
morandum it discussed all aspects of government 
printing and examined whether it would be more 
economical for government to establish its own 
press. The Committee agreed unanimously that it 
would be more economical for the government to 
continue to print its business from the Honourable 
Company's Press than to establish a government 
press. It declared*
Such information is warranted from the infor­
mation we have obtained on the subject, we 
are of opinion that it will be more economical 
to continue the printing business with the 
Superintendent [of the Honourable Company’s 
Press] than to establish a press on account 
of government.
As regards claim of compensation preferred
by the proprietors of the Honourable Company's
Press the Committee commented*
A claim for compensation is preferred by 
the Superintendent in the event of his being 
deprived of the business of government, on 
the ground of his having paid a considerable 
compensation to the late proprietor for what 
he styles in technical terms the good-will 
of the press, under an idea that the press 
having been enlarged to its present capacity 
for business of government as long as they 
should continue to conduct it with fidelity 
and dispatch. If the claim is accepted and 
the government wants to establish its own 
press - this will be a charge on the press 
established by government.
The Governor-General in Council accepted the 
recommendation of the Press Committee and gave up 
the idea of establishment of a Government Printing 
Office. The question of government printing, however, 
remained under advice and constant review of the 
Press Committee.1
1(IORs Range 5,Vol. 34)s Bengal Public Consultations,
(Contd.)
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In 1806 the government asked the Press Commi- 
ttee to review the rates of prii^ g again. With a tbh- 
view to arriving at a decision to the rate of 
printing on a competitive basis the committee 
invited general tenders from different printers.
The Military Orphan Society's Press, Ferris & Co,,
Mr. Thomson’s Press, The Telegraph Press, Serampore 
Mission Press, Hircurrah Press and the India 
Gazette Press all sent in tenders. But the Hono­
rable Company’s Press refrained from competing 
with other printing establishments and refused 
to make any alteration to its rates. The Press 
Committee, however, calculated the different rates 
from contesting printers on all different heads 
and worked out an average rate on each item and 
in view of the "superior claim" of the Honourable 
Company's Press it recommended to the government 
that it "should be asked to do the work in the 
average" rate worked out and proposed. The Commi­
ttee also made several other recommendations to 
effect economies in government printing. Government 
used to print 1500 copies of the Regulations 
passed by the Governor-General in Council in 
Bengali and Persian and 1000 copies in Hindustani.
The number of copies was reduced to 500 in all of 
the country languages in 1802. The Committee 
recommended to stop printing of the regulations 
altogether in the country languages. As an alter­
native measure they suggested to the government 
to circulate manuscript copies to each judge, as 
the Committee understood it was usual for the
(contd) 6 May to 10 June, 1802. Proceedings of 
the Governor-General in Council, 25 May 1802. 
Unpaainated.
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Vakeels of the courts to make copies themselves 
of the regulations and that might be readily done 
from one or two copies. Instead of making payment 
for each individual advertisement in the Calcutta 
Gazette the committee recommended Government to 
pay a monthly fee of 500 rupees for advertisements 
published in the gazette to the Superintendent of 
the Honourable Company’s Press.
Both the Government and the Superintendent 
agreed to the proposal of the Committee and thus 
the printing business of the government continued 
with the Honorable Company's Press as before.1
Printing business of the 'supreme government' or 
the central government of India as well as the 
Presidency under Fort William in Bengal was carried 
out as such. But this arrangement did not include 
the government branches at Bombay and Madras. The 
government of Fort St. George i.e. Madras used 
the printing establishment of the Military Orphan 
Asylum to get their papers printed from December 
1800, The story of the establishment of the Mili­
tary Orphan Asylum Press is as follows*
In November 1798 the Superintendent of the Military 
Orphan Asylum at Madras suggested to the govern­
ment the expediency of establishing a press at 
the Orphan Asylum, stating among other reasons 
that the printing for government might be 
executed there with some advantage to the insti­
tution at about one half of the expense then in­
curred on that account. This suggestion was not
IOR* Range 6, vol.24)* Bengal Public Consultations, 
20 February to 20 March, 1806, Proceeding of the 
Governor-General in Council, pp.2197-2245.
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immediately adopted, but the Superintendent of the 
Asylum informed the government in a further report 
on the subject dated 21 September 1800 that a 
small press had already been established at the 
Asylum, with a proposal of considerable benefit 
to the charity, which could easily be enlarged to 
any extent and having offered his opinion that 
if a government gazette was set up there the 
whole of the government printing might be perfor­
med gratis and a considerable surplus arising 
from the profits of the gazette would accrue to 
government at notvery distant period. The Madras 
government resolved to modify and enlarge for the 
mutual benefit and convenience of government and 
the charity, the small press already established 
at the Orphan Asylum. This resolution was carried 
into effect in December 1800.1
The Court of Directors of the East India Com­
pany in England was very much impressed by this 
arrangement for government printing at Madras and 
advised the supreme government of India in Bengal 
Presidency to follow the Madras example of govern­
ment printing. In a general letter to the Military 
Department dated 9 September 1812 the Court made 
the following recommendation:
Para 317. We take the occasion to draw your 
attention to the great advantage derived at 
Fort St. George from the Printing Press estab­
lished at the Orphan Asylum there, by which, 
not only copies of all general orders are 
distributed with facility and expedition 
to the stations and outposts of the Army, 
but the whole printing business of the 
Presidency is performed at a very trifling
IOR: Range 8, vol.35)tBengal Public Consultations,
17 to 23 June 1814; Proceeding^ No.10 of the
Governor-General in Council, 23 June,1814.Unpaginated.
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expense, . . .
Para 318, We, therefore, desire that you 
take measure for the introduction of a 
similar arrangement at your Presidency.1
On 20 February 1813, immediately after 
receiving the letter of the Court the Secretary 
to the Military Department of the Government at 
Fort William wrote to the Secretary to the Govern 
ment of Fort St, George to furnish the "Supreme 
Government" with every possible information re­
garding the plan on which the printing press estafo 
lished at the Orphan Asylum at the Fort St, George 
was conducted, together with a statement of the 
average annual expense incurred in printing regu­
lations, general orders, papers for different 
2departments.
In its report the Government of.Fort St. 
George stated that it spent a sum of Rs.6,242 
for the building, press, types and current 
charges in 1801 but had a profit of about 1,750 
in eight and a half months and that, therefore, 
its capital investment was reduced to Rs.4,704 
as on 1 September 1801, The press enabled it to 
reduce its expenditure on printing by one half of 
the annual amount.
After receiving the plan and statement of 
average expenditure incurred at Fort St, George 
the Governor-General in Council thought "it proper 
to adopt a measure preparatory to the object of
(IOR; Range 8, vol.35); Bengal Public Consulta­
tions* 17 to 23 June, 1814, Proceeding No.2 of 
the Governor-General in Council, 23 June, 1814. 
Unpaginated.
2Ibid.
2(I0R.Range 8, vol.35); Bengal Public Consulta­
tions, 17 to 23 June 1814. Proceeding No.10 
of the Governor-General in Council, 23 June 1814. 
Unpaginated.
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establishing a government press at Fort William, 
on such principles, and from such period as may 
hereafter be determined onV The matter received 
detailed consideration in the meeting of the Gover­
nor-General in Council on 10 September 1813, Coun­
cil was of the opinion that if the rate of print­
ing in the proposed press of the Military Orphan 
Society was more moderate than the rate fixed in 
1806 with the Honourable Company's Press it would 
not be difficult for them to transfer printing 
business from the latter of the former. Accordingly 
a letter was written to the Deputy Governor of 
the Military Orphan Society to submit a plan for 
establishment of a printing press with detailed in­
formation as to the sum required by them for build­
ing, stock and types, about undertaking the publi­
cation of a gazette, original outlay required, 
estimated annual charge and estimated profit.
The Orphan Society in its reply expressed its 
willingness to undertake government printing 
on the Madras method if the Government of Fort Will­
iam were willing to provide it at the first ins­
tance the necessary stock, types and building 
and to allow the new gazette to circulate free 
of postal charge, the whole of the government 
printing could be executed free of charge save 
for the cost of paper.
(I0R*Range 8, vol.35)i Bengal Public Consulta­
tions, 17 to 23 June 1814. Proceeding No,23 of 
the Governor-General in Council, 23 June 1814. 
Unpaginated.
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The Orphan Society already had a printing 
press which submitted a tender as early as in 
1806 to undertake government printing. The So­
ciety in 1814 had 3 printing presses with Roman 
types weighing 8000 pounds, Arabic weighing 2000, 
Nagari 750, and 150 pounds of Bengali types* The 
Bengali fount of types was, however, considered 
as incomplete and deficient in quantity. The 
whole stock of type of the society's press though 
used was almost new and was considered to foe 
adequate for business for 5 years more. The whole 
stock of the society was valued at Rs.27,789-6-5 
including three printing presses which were valued 
at Rs.300 each. In addition to the stock they 
already had the society proposed an additional out­
lay of 39,000 rupees for the initial cost of the 
types, stock and building. It estimated that the 
annual profit would not be less than 36,000 rupees.
Government referred the proposal to the Press 
Committee to examine the details of establishment 
of the press. After about a year's deliberation 
the Committee submitted its report on 1 June 
1814, recommending the establishment of a press 
for government printing at the Military Orphan 
Society, The recommendation was accepted and on 
23 June 1814 the society was asked to make prepara­
tions to undertake government printing as soon 
as possible. Towards that end government nominated 
James Atkinson as a Superintendent of its press.1
(lORs Range 8, vol.35): Bengal Public Consultations, 
17 to 23 June, 1814. Proceedings of the Vice-Pre­
sident in Council, dated 23 June, 1814. Unpaainated.
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As a result of the decision of the government 
the Military Orphan Society took steps to equip 
their press for conducting the printing business of 
government* In addition to expanding their existing 
printing establishment they also established a new 
press within the vicinity of the government offices 
at the house of the editor of the Government Gazette*
TfjL
The new press so established was known asA Government 
Gazette Press. When it came into operation the main 
press at Khidirpur, then suberb of Calcutta would 
conduct the general business whereas the Government 
Gazette Press would print the gazette and conduct 
business of an urgent nature. Thus the printing 
establishment of the Military Orphan Society was 
fully equipped and ready to undertake government 
printing by the end of 1814. But the government 
took a few more months to take the final decision. 
Meanwhile the proprietors of the Honourable Company's 
Press were pressing hard for compensation if the 
printing business was transferred to the Orphan 
Society. Finally on 2 May 1815 government decided 
to transfer their entire printing business from 
the Honourable Company's Press to the press estab­
lished at the Military Orphan Society with effect 
from 1 June 1815. The printing business, it was 
decided, would be conducted at the new press on 
exactly the same terms it was performed at the time 
by the proprietors of the Honorable Company's Press. 
It was also decided that a weekly paper entitled*
the Government Gazette would be published from that 
1press.
IOR: Range 8, vol.52)* Bengal Public Consultations.
2 May to 13 May 1815. Proceedings of the Vice-
President in Council, 2 May 1815. Unpaginated.
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In accordance with the decision of the govern­
ment the following notification was published in 
the./Calcutta Gazette i
j/ S' /
Fort William, Public Department, May 2, 1815. 
ORDERS having been issued, directing that the 
PRINTING BUSINESS OF GOVERNMENT shall be trans­
ferred from the CALCUTTA GAZETTE PRESS [i.e. Ho­
nourable Company's Press], to the press estab­
lished at the MILITARY ORPHAN SOCIETY; notice 
is hereby given, that a WEEKLY PAPER will be 
published at the Society's Press from the 
commencement of the ensuing month, to be styled 
"THE GOVERNMENT GAZETTE". The officers of the 
government are accordingly directed to send 
all advertisements and other papers connected 
with public service, which require to be prin­
ted, from the date above mentioned, to the 
ORPHAN SOCIETY'S PRESS.1
The decision of transfer of printing business 
of government from the Honourable Company's Press 
to the Orphan Society was the end of the Honourable 
Company's Press founded under the aid, advice and 
inspiration of the first Governor-General of India, 
Warren Hastings, by the Caxton of Bengal Sir 
Charles Wilkins who transferred it to Francis Glad­
win, another eminent orientalist.
The proprietors of the press however, intended 
to carry on their business as well as to continue 
to publish the Calcutta Gazette. This intention 
was notified as follows;
The proprietors of the Calcutta Gazette beg leave 
to inform their subscribers and the public in 
general, that, not withstanding the removal of 
the countenance and support of government to 
the ORPHAN SOCIETY INSTITUTION, it is their 
intention to continue for the present, the pub­
lication of that paper and general business for 
their press. Upheld by the liberal patronage 
of the public, their interests have flourished 
during the longer period which has intervened 
since the first formation of the establish­
ment in 1784; and they trust still to merit a 
continuance of its favour by unremitting 
exertions and attention to their duties. The 
regular day of publication will be Thursday as
^Calcutta Gazette, LXII; 1630(25 May 1815),p.1,col * 1.
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usual; that of the Government Gazette being 
Friday•1
But the proprietors apparently could not manage 
to continue the Calcutta Gazette founded by Francis 
Gladwin and thus it ceased publication after its 
1631 issue on 1 June 1815.2
When the Honourable Company’s Press was founded 
in 1778 it was a small undertaking with 2 printing 
presses but at the time of closure the press had 
13 printing presses including 2 very old ones appa­
rently constructed and used by Wilkins. The press 
had 40 persons on its staff including Thomas Watley 
who was apprenticed to Francis Gladwin. The whole 
property of the press was valued at Sicca Rs.67,410- 
12-9. The press in addition to its stock of both 
English and various oriental types had a well equip­
ped type foundry for casting types in the oriental 
languages. At the time of withdrawal of government
work the press had punches for Bengali, Devanagari,
3Arabic and Persian m  its stock.
After the decision of the government and the 
resulting transfer of printing business from the 
Honourable Company's Press to the press of the 
Military Orphan Society the proprietors of the for­
mer press, M. Lumsden, J. Harrington, E. Morris
^Calcutta Gazette. LXIII* 1630 (25 May 1815),p.3.col.4.
2The original Calcutta Annual directory and Bengal 
Register for ...1817 and 1818 (appendix,p.128 and 
'appendix* p.116 respectively), however list the 
name of the Calcutta Gazette as one of the Calcutta 
newspapers. But no issue of this paper after 1 June 
1815 appears to have been published.
o
(I0R* Range 8, vol.35)* Bengal Public Consultations,
17 to 23 June 1814, Proceeding of the Vice-President 
in Council, 23 June 1814. Unpaginated.
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and Francis Horseley submitted a Claim for compen­
sation of Rs.200,000 against the loss sustained as 
a result of the transfer of government printing from 
their press to the Orphan Society. In that repre­
sentation they also requested the government to 
take into consideration the fact that their staff 
who would have no means of maintaining their fami­
lies if out of employment. They also offered that 
the entire establishment be taken over by the go­
vernment at a cost of 100,000 rupees. The Press 
Committee although opined that "the present stock 
of the... press is just now in a very exhausted 
state that a great part of the types are completely 
wornout and useless..." they recommended to the 
government "that an offer may be made to the pro­
prietors of the press with all the types and other 
implements attached to it including stationery 
for printing... for the sum of 70,000 rupees".
But as the Orphan Society did not agree to buy 
the old press and its accessories the proposal did 
not materialise.^*
The claim for compensation was referred 
to the Court of Directors in England. The court, 
however, after consideration of all the circums­
tances resolved to grant the proprietors of the 
Honourable Company’s press a sum of thirty thousand 
sicca rupees. In awarding this sum the court expres­
sed its decided opinion, that "it ought to be part 
from the fund of the Military Orphan Society". The
(I0R* Range 8, vol.52): Bengal Public Consultations
2 to 23 May 1815. Proceeding of the Vice-President
in Council, 2 May 1815. Unpaginated.
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compensation was duly paid to the agent of the 
proprietors by 31 December 1821. The Honorable 
Company*s Press, however, was by then long dead*1 
The .press, the Superintendent of which once "was 
in the habit of boasting that he would not exchange 
his post for that of a member of council, who
o
received £10,000 a year" could not survive the 
hard competition with other commercial printers and 
eventually, as already mentioned, in September 1818 
was merged with the Ferris and Company’s Press 
to become the Union Press.
The press had many homes during the years of 
its existence. After taking over from Gladwin on 
29 March 1787 the new proprietors removed it from 
Cossitollah Street "to the hous^near] the old Jail, 
in the Loll Bazar, facing the Harmonic and next
o
door to Messrs Burrell and Gould*s". But on 1 Feb­
ruary 1791 the press again changed its address to 
”6 Old Post Office Street, situatedbetween the 
Houses occupied by William Johnson,Esqr and Messrs 
Scott & Gibson".4 From 5 January 1792 to 8 Septem­
ber 1796 it was situated at 5 Esplanade Row whence 
it moved to 4 Post Office Street on 15 September 
1796. On 30 April 1801 the press was "removed to
No.124, in the Durrumtollah, the house lately occu-
5pied by William Hunter". Later, on 16 February 
1804 it was removed to 6 Esplanade Row. From 17
,I0Rt -Range 10, volv20): Bengal Bublic Consulta- 
tions, 15 to 29 December, 1820; proceedings of the 
Vice-President in Council, 15 December 1820. 
Unpaginated..
2Marshman. Carey, Marshman and Ward. Vol.I,p.447.
^Calcutta Gazette, VIT:No,161 (Thursday March 29, 
1787), p.l
4Ibid< XIIs No.309 (28 Jan.1790), p. 1, col.3. &
(4 Feb.1790), p.4.
5Ibid* XXXVs 896 (30 April 1801), p.2.
6Ibid* XL.No.1051 (19 April 1804), p. 4.
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January 1805 the press was removed to 21 Old
Court House Street. From 2 January to 27 August
1807 the press was at No.3 Cossitolla Street.
From 3 September 1807 to 19 November it was in the
Court House Street. On 20 November 1812 it "was
removed... to No.6 , in the Chowringhee Road, next
door to the Office of the Persian Secretary to 
1the Government". Again on 29 December 1814 the 
press was removed to No.8 Cossitollah Street. This 
was the last address of the Honourable Company's 
Press.3
Xn January 1787 when Gladwin relinquished char­
ge of the press to Arthur Mair and others William 
Mackay was the printer of the establishment. He was 
replaced by Manuel Cantopher who worked in the press 
as Printer up to 4 August 1791. Archibald Thomson 
joined the press in August 1791 and his name for 
the first time appeared as printer on 18 August 1791, 
Thomson was a bookbinder as well. He advertised 
that "books neatly and expeditiously bound and 
lettered, on a very moderate terms, on application 
to Mr. Archibald Thomson, printer of this paper 
[i.e. the Calcutta Gazette!^3 Thomson continued as 
printer upjto 1 March 1792. The Printer's name was
> xi inot printed m  the gazette between 1 March 1792 and 
9 May 1799. Printer Thomas Watley joined the enter- 
prize on 16 May 1799. Apprenticed to Gladwin Watley 
continued as the printer till his death on 19 Octo­
ber 1817, aged 43 years.^ Consequently, J. Pinnah 
became the printer to continue till the merger.
^Calcutta Gazette, LVIIs No.1500 (26 November 1812) o p. 1, col. 3.
The Original Calcutta Annual Directory and Bencral 
Register, for the year....1818,..comp,by G.R. Gardner. 
(Calcutta* 1818), "Appendix"* p.116.
3Calcutta Gazette, XVI* 409(29 Dec.1791),p.3,col.4.
4The Original Calcutta Annual Director/; and Bengal
(Contd.)
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Printing was very expensive in Calcutta in those 
days. No printer would dare to speculate on publi­
shing books on a commercial basis. The Honourable 
Company's Press also did not dare to print items 
other than those ordered by government or individuals. 
The situation was expressed by Sir William Jones in 
a letter to Patrick Russell from Krishna-Nagar, Ben­
gal on 28 September 1786*^
Printing is dear at Calcutta; but if govern­
ment would print your works ( as they ought)
I could carefully superintend commas and 
colons.
In that situation when Sir William himself was 
launching the Asia tick Refigla&ches as an organ of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, no printer or publi­
sher came forward to undertake its publication as 
a commercial speculation. The society on the other 
hand had no funds to print it. Not even the Honou­
rable Company's Press dared to take it up; but Manuel 
Cantopher (in 1788) the printer of the press took 
the personal risk to print it on the condition- that
every member of the Society promise to buy each volume at
2
20 rupees per copy.
In addition to printing in English, Persian,
Hindi and a considerable amount of Bengali printing
in the Calcutta Gazette which we have already dis- 
3cussed , the press m  twenty-eight years, between 
1787 and 1815, printed only a few books in Bengali.
(contd.) Register* for the year... 1 8 1 8 . compiled 
fey’Q..R, hardener-. (Calcutta* 1818) iApper^ix p^. 170. '
^Garland-Cannon.ed., The Letters of Sir William Jones 
(Oxford: 1970)tvol.II,p,707.
2R. Mitra, et al, Centenary Review of the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal, 1784-1883,(Calcutta*1885),p. 46.
3
See page i $o *
.
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Thirteen such volumes (Bib.Nos.3-12 and 19-21), 
two Bengali question papers (Bib.Nos.13 and 14), 
and four English works which included text in 
Bengali (Bib,Nos.15-18), printed by the press 
have survived the ravages of time. Twelve out of 
the thirteen volumes are the Regulations passed 
by the Governor-General in Council from 1790 to 
1815.
The Regulations of 1783 translated into 
Bengali by Jonathan Duncan, and that of 1791 and 
1792 (Bib.Nos,6 ,7) by Neil Benjamin Edmonstone 
were printed in 1785, 1791 and 1792, respectively.
The Regulations from 1793 to Regulation number 11 
of 1804 were translated by Henry Pitts Forster.
From the Regulation No. 12 of 1804 to the Regula­
tion No.22 of 1816 were translated by the official 
Translator of the Regulations. These Bengali 
translations of the Regulations stem from a regu­
lation itself. Sections 15 and 16 of Regulation 
No.41 of 1793 provided that every regulation with 
its marginal notes should be carefully translated 
into the Bengali and Persian languages keeping the 
uniformity in designations and terms applied to 
persons and things as in the case of original in 
English. They were translated into plain and easy 
language in accordance with a provision of section 
17 of the above regulation which directed that*
The translator is to translate the Regulations 
into plain and easy language, and in all possi­
ble cases to reject words not in common use.
As far as may be consistent with the preservation 
of the true meaning and spirit of the Regula­
tions, he shall adopt the idiom of the native 
languages, instead of giving a close verbal 
translation of the English draft, which must 
necessarily render the translates obscure and 
often unintelligble to the natives.
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Each of these regulations was printed sepa­
rately at the end of the year when the final number 
of the regulations was enacted, translated, and 
printed, an index was printed. According to section 
11 of the said regulation they were distributed 
as they were passed and printed. But the Superin­
tendent of the Company*s Press was to retain 100 
copies of each of the Regulations. At the close of 
the year, after he had been furnished with the index 
he would print the index and complete the volume 
and bind them into one for distribution among 
the officials as directed by the government.'3' The 
set we have examined seems does not belong to 
this category except for the 1793 volume since vo­
lumes are not complete. The 1795 volume lacks 
regulations No.33 and 41, and other volumes are 
not annual ones as required under the regulation. 
Apparently the volumes from 1796 to 1816 were 
collections of regulations distributed separately 
and bound by the receipient. None^ of the volumes 
contain title or title page.Name of printer, date 
and place of printing are also absent from the 
publications. The printing-types of these works, 
and, as already mentioned, the Regulation No.41 
of 1793 provide us with a clue that they were prin­
ted by the Honourable Company*s Press. Fifteen 
hundred copies of these--regulations from 1793 to 
1802 and 500 copies for 1803 to 1816 were printed. ^
Regulations passed by the Governor General in Council 
of Bengal, with index and glossary. Vol.Is containing 
the Regulations passed in the years, 1793,1794, 
and 1795 (Londons 1828)p. 346,
^(I0R: Range 6, vol.24)s Bengal Public Consulta­
tions, 20 February to 20 March, 1806, proceeding
of the Governor-General in Council, p.2201.
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The extant seven volumes of these regulations 
are unique both from a typographical and philological 
point of view. The work is rare - only one set (but 
wanting the volume for 1794) is known to be in exis­
tence, and that in the India Office Library. But owing 
to a mistake of the IOL Catalogue which showed them 
as a Serampore imprint they are likely to escape the 
attention of scholars of the Bengali language and li­
terature. These Regulations were, however, reprinted 
at the Serampore Press between 1826 and 1831 (Bib.Nos. 
112, 115, 120, 121 and 126 ).
The regulations from 1793 to the regulation 
No.2 of 1815 were printed by the Honourable Com­
pany's Press from an improved fount of type (Wilkins 
No.2) cut by Wilkins (Plate No.XXIX). From the re­
gulation No.4 of 1815 to end of 1816 they apparently 
were printed by the Military Orphan Society's Press 
since printing business of government was transferred 
to the society's press from June 1815.
Another significant specimen of printing 
of the Honourable Company's Press is the Rtusamhara
V  o ™
or the Seasons by Kalidasa; edited by Sir William
Jones. Again, without the name of the printer it was
printed and published in March 1792 (Plate No.XXX).
This book, the first ever printed in the Sanskrit
language, but in Bengali characters, was sold at ten 
1rupees per copy . In the 'advertisement' the editor
explained the salient feature of the work in the
following words:
The book is the first ever printed in 
Sanscrit, and it is by the press alone 
that the ancient literature of India can 
long be preserved. A learner of that most
1Calcutta Gazette, Vol. XVII, No. 422 (29 March 1792), 
p. 2, col, 4.
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interesting language who had carefully 
pursued one of the popular grammars, could 
hardly begin his course of study with an 
easier or more, elegant work than the Ritu- 
sanhara or Assemblage of seasons. Ev&ry 
line composed by Ca.lid&s is exquisitely 
polished, and every couplet in the poem 
exhibits an Indian landscape, always beau­
tiful, sometimes highly coloured, but never 
beyond nature: four copies of it have been
diligently collated? and, where they differed, 
the clearest and most natural reading has 
constantly had the preference. 1
1P. [1].
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The Bengal Military Orphan Society's Press
The Bengal Military Orphan Society, a private
institution suported by the contribution of officers of
the Bengal Army was established at the initiative of
Major General William Kirkpatrick in March 1783. The
objects of the society were "to provide fixed funds,
or resources, for the maintenance of the children of
officers dying in indigent circumstances, to relieve
officers from the burden of contribution to private
subscriptions, in behalf of the orphans of individuals,
as in the hour of sickness and of danger, to yield them
the consolation, that, in the event of their dying
poor, a certain provision will be secured to their 
1offspring." The executive powers of the society were 
vested in a Governor, a Deputy Governor, and twelve 
Managers.
The Institution which was created to "educate 
and settle in life children" of officers and soldiers 
in the Bengal Army was divided into two branches; the 
upper and the lower schools. The society with its 
schools was projected under the sanction of the govern­
ment, and was, subsequently, fully approved by the
Court of Directors who had been considered its special
2patrons and protectors. It was the Court who asked 
the Governor-General in Council to transfer his print­
ing business to the society which later on found the
3profits made by the press a major source of its income.
Charles Lushington, The history, design, and present 
state of the religious benevolent and charitable 
institutions, founded bv the British in Calcutta 
and its vicinity, (Calcutta* 1824), p. 231.
^Xbid. pp. 230-31.
3Ibid. P. 143.
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As already mentioned, Orphan Society had its 
own press as early as 1806. When the government propo­
sed to appoint the society as its printer it was thought 
that this small printing establishment was not capable 
of coping with the large amount of government printing 
in addition to printing a weekly newspaper called the 
Government Gazette. In addition to the extensive operat­
ion created at Khidirpur, the society also established 
a small press at Mission Row, Calcutta in order to avoid 
the delay of frequent communications between Calcutta 
and Khidirpur. The latter was called 'the Government 
Gazette Press' . General business of the government used 
to be printed from the society's press at Khidirpur where­
as the gazette and other business of urgent and impor­
tant nature used to be printed from the Government 
Gazette Press at Mission Row established "at the editor's 
House"•^
The press of the Military Orphan Society, since 
1 June 1815 was conducting government printing. On 21 
June 1831 government again appointed a committee consist 
of H.H. Wilson, J. Grant and J. Prinsep "to report upon 
the best mode of printing and consideration of withdrawal
o
of printing business from the Military Orphan Society".
The committee in its report dated 3 October 1831 reco­
mmended that the committee of management of the Orphan 
Society be called upon to make a deduction of thirty 
percent in the rate of printing then in existence and 
in the event of their declining to do so, that a separate 
establishment might be formed for general printing and
^(IORs Range 8, vol.35)* Bengal Public Consultations.
17 to 23 June 1814; Proceedings of the Vice-President 
in Council, 23 June 1814; Unpaginated.
^(IOR* Range 12, vol.61)* Bengal Public Consultations,
14 June to 23 August, 1831, proceedings of the Vice- 
President in Council, 12 July 1831. Unpaginated.
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printing of a gazette for the publication of the government 
notices styled as the Calcutta Gazette which was to assume
fju.
the form of London Gazette. The committee opined that the 
Orphan Society would have no claim of compensation for the 
loss of government work, as it had realized a
profit of 50,000 rtfpees per annum for more than fifteen years. 
Contrary to the view of the Press Committee the management of 
the Military Orphan Society submitted a claim of compensation 
of 500,000 rupees for the loss they would sustain in the 
event of transfer of printing business from the society and 
in the event of establishment of a new gazette to be printed 
from another establishment. However, as the society agreed 
to reduce the rate of printing by thirty per cent of the ear­
lier rate the printing business of the government continued 
to remain with the society but the government started fc&e 
Calcutta Gazette with effect from 7 April 1832.^ Under this 
arrangement the new gazette was also to be printed from the 
press of the Orphan Society. This arrangement continued up 
to 30 June 1853,^ From 1 July 1853 Samuel Smith & Co. was 
appointed to do tie government printing. This firm printed the 
Calcutta Gazette as well as conducted the general printing 
business of the government up to 30 June 1858. From 1 July
41858 printing business was transferred to Alipore Jail Press.
The Gazette however continued to be printed from Samuel
Smith & Co. up to August 1858, But from 1 September 1859
the Gazette started to appear from the Bengal Secretariat
5Press established m  1858.
1(lORs Range 12, vol.65)t Bengal Public Consultations,
3 January to 15 Feb. 1832, proceeding No.2 of the Vice- 
President in Council, 24 January 1832. Unpaginated,
^(I0R: Range 12, vol.55)s Ibid. 20 March 1832, Proceeding 
No. 4.
^The Calcutta Gazette: (25 June 1853), p. 940, col.2. 
^Ibid. (10 March 1858), p. 428, col,2.
5
The New Calcutta Directory for the town of Calcutta 
Bengal, the Nort-West Provinces, Punjab, Aracan,
Assam... for 1858 (Calcutta: 1858), Section VIII,p.175.
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Announcing the cessation of contract the Mili­
tary Orphan Society Press published the following notice
The contract for printing between the G overn- 
ment of Bengal and the Military Orphan Society 
being about to cease, and a large quantity of 
type and material thereby set free, the Supe­
rintendent of the Military Orphan Press is 
authorized to inform the public, that he is 
prepared to execute every description of work 
on the most moderate terms*1
The Military Orphan Press continued as such up 
to 30 September 1863, From 1 October 1863 the Government 
of India took over the press "provisionally as a trust 
by government" to establish a Central Press, The charge 
of this Central Press for the first time was entrusted 
to"a practical and professional printer", O.T. Cutter, 
the Superintendent of the Public Works Department became 
the first Superintendent of the Central Press, It was 
decided that all miscellaneous printing which was not 
absolutely necessary for the Departmental Presses, al­
ready established, to perform be transferred to the 
2
Central Press,
The Military Orphan Society Press in its 
existence between 1806 and 1863 undertook very few 
Bengali works. In addition to printing government no­
tices and advertisement in the Government Gazette 
(1815-1832) and the Calcutta Gazette (1832-1853) in 
Bengali we have found only three Bengali books printed 
by this press® They ares Vedanta Candrika (1817.* Bib®
No® 171) printed by its subsidiary the Government Gaze­
tte Press? Aat XIX of 1853 (1854: Bib, No, 172) and 
Jnanasudhakara, Part I (1855: Bib, No. 173).
•kl?he Calcutta Gazette: (25 June 1853), p, 940, col.2.
^(IOR^t India Public Consultations i, Proceedings of the 
President in Council, 8 September 1863, pp. 711-714.
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Adjutant Generals' Presses
In addition to using the Military Orphan Press 
for their printing branches of the government also set 
up their own printing presses so as to cope with their 
volume of work which was gradually becoming greater as 
a result of the increasing governmental Responsibility 
of the East India Company. The Office of the Adjutant 
General of the Army was the first to establish its own 
printing press. In 1819 the Adjutant General applied 
to the Court of Directors to send a portable printing 
machine and necessary types and their equipments to 
set up an establishment of printing in his office in or­
der to cope with the day to day requirements. A press 
and types were sent from England in 1820 and duly arri­
ved in Calcutta in 1821. Since then the Adjutant General's 
Office employed its own press for printing.1
The Adjutant General of King's Troops in 1828 
also felt the necessity for a printing press in his office ,
It was impossible for his office dealing with twenty-four 
regiments in India to cope with the volume of work with 
the help of only six writers where innumerable notices, 
appointments, transfer, court martial orders were 
issued. He therefore purchased a small portable printing 
press at a cost of 150 rupees to start with, together 
with 125 pounds of pica Roman letters and 4 pounds great 
primer. Thus was the modest beginning of the Adjutant
, o
General of King's Troops Press.
Both the Adjutant Generals' presses were in
existence when the Central Press was established in 1863
and their continuity in addition to the Central Press
3were sanctioned. But they did not print in Bengali characters#
■^ (lOR s Range 33, vol.48):Bengal Military Consultations.
29 Jan. to 19 Feb.1830, Proceedings of the Governor-General 
in Council, 19 February 1830, Unpaginated.
2lORt Range 33, vol.35)* Bengal Military Consultations,
11 to 18 Sept. 1829, Proceedings of the Governor-General 
in Council, 18 Sept, 1829. Unpaginated,
3(IOR): India Public Consultations. 1863. Proceedings of
the President in Council, 8 Sept.1863. pp.711-714.
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Government Lithographic Press
In March 1823 government established a Lithogra­
phic Press under the superintendence of Dr. James N. Rind, 
M.D. An Assistant Surgeon who was commissioned on 29
i
May 1814 to the Bengal Army. The establishment was ini­
tiated by Dr. Rind himself. On 20 January 1823 he sub­
mitted a proposal for the establishment of a lithogra­
phic pr@ss under his management, in which he said that 
while lately in England he studied lithography conceiving 
that the art might foe applied to many useful purposes 
in India; and on his return he brought with him a litho­
graphic press with every requisite apparatus for an 
establishment of the kind of not more than three presses. 
He brought only one press with him with the idea that it
would be possible for him to get two more made in Cal-
2
cutta when necessary.
Invented in 1796, lithography is a "method of 
printing from the smooth surface of limestone or 
roughened metal surface. The image is defined by 
drawing on the printing surface with tusche (greasy 
ink) or crayon that attracts lithographic ink. The 
surface is then covered with water, which adheres to 
all areas not treated with tusche, and repels the litho­
graphic ink. The ink stone is then printed on paper in 
a special press." This method of printing was in prac­
tice in Europe at that time. A lithographic establish­
ment in Edinburgh where Dr. Rind studied the art was
^Bengal Almanac and annual directory. 1823. (Calcutta* 
1823), p. 139.
2IORs Range 10, vol.63): Bengal Public Consultations. 
Proceedings of the Governor-General in Council,
13 Feb. 1823. Unpaginated.
O (
The New Encyclopaedia Britannioa: Micropaedia.(Chigago: 
1974), vol,VI,p.3.
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capable of throwing off 1500 impressions a day. Al­
though Dr. Rind did not expect "with native workmen 
even to exceed one half of that number" he thought, 
he "would print 200 copies of the whole of a Persian 
book of 250 pages of common octavo size in 20 days, 
or with six presses in 10 days". Dr. Rind also ex­
plained the accuracy and cheapness of multiplying 
copies of government documents with comparative cheap­
ness over copying or letter press printing. The 
Governor-General in Council in response to Dr. Rind's 
application appointed a Lithographic Committee con­
sisting of R. Hunter, M.H. Macnaghten, the Rev.
Dr. Bryce, Capt. J.A, Hodgson and Dr. Lumsden to 
report on the usefulness and advantages of the litho­
graphic press.^
The Committee on 17 March 1823 submitted its 
report commending lithography and setting out its 
advantages for use in government offices. It recommended 
establishment of a Government Lighographic Press 
under the superintendence of Dr. Rind. The Governor- 
General in Council agreeing, the Lithographic Press 
was established on 29 March 1823 at the government 
expense. Dr. Rind was appointed Superintendent at a 
monthly allowance of 400 rupees per month. A fixed 
establishment containing 6 workmen for six presses, 
one native English writer, and one occasional Per­
sian writer were also sanctioned for the establish­
ment. The press at the request of Dr. Rind was put
2under the Lithographic Committee.
^(lORi Range 10, vol.63): Bengal Public Consultations, 
Proceedings of the Governor-General in Council, 13 
February, 1823. Unpaginated.
o
(IOR: Range 11, vol.l): Bengal Public Consultations,
20 to 29 March 1823. Proceedings of the Governor-
General in Council, 29, March 1823. Unpaginated.
Forms, charts, maps, plans* sketches and 
works of limited number of copies were usually printed 
from this press. The press was also employed to print 
different works in Oriental languages. The only work 
in Bengali, without the name of the press, date and 
place of printing, apparently printed by this press is 
a treatise on vaccination (Bib.No,518), This publica­
tion is one of the two (we have found) lithographed
IBooks. The other being the product of the Mufad-i-Hind
/
'Press, Benares, 1851 (Bib, No.1240). The reason behind 
such a few Bengali works produced by lithography is 
that the process never caught on with Bengali though 
extensively used for Urdu and other languages using 
Arabic script. It is because Arabic is more cursive 
than the other, reguiring far less removal of pen from 
paper ( or stone) when writing it.
"With a view to promote the efficiency of the 
press established in the Alipore Jail, and to facili­
tate the execution of all indents for forms required by 
government officers" the Government Lithographic Press 
with its establishment was transferred and merged with 
with the Alipore Jail Press with effect from 1 Feb­
ruary 1860.^
1Calcutta Gazette. No.3 (11 January 1860), p.67.
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ALIPORE JAIL PRESS1
2 2 The Alipore Jail Press was established in 1856
having come into being in accordance with the wish of 
the Inspector of Jail Dr. Mouat "to decrease the ex- 
pense and delay incurred in printing and lithographic 
circulars, forms, etc. for the Jail Department." When 
this early experiment proved successful the Inspector 
of Jail put up a proposal for "a complete printing 
and lithographic establishment at Alipore... to exe­
cute by their means all the government work at pre­
sent performed elsewhere, at a considerable cost to 
the state." An estimate of 85,000 rupees showing a 
clear profit of 40,000 rupees plus 6,000 rupees per 
annum if the Government Gazette were printed there 
were submitted to the government. The project was app­
roved, the printing sheds were extended and a new 
block at a cost of 88, 052 rupees was built and a 
small type foundry was added. And on 1 July 1858 all 
government printing, for the first time, was under­
taken by the press.^ The number of convicts employed 
to do the work connected with printing in 1858-59 were 
116 whereas it rose to 269 in 1863-64. A steam press 
at a cost of Rs. 10,950 was added and a large amount 
of types purchased. But consequent upon the establish­
ment of the Central Press the Government of India 
withdrew its work. Thereupon the Superintendent of 
the Press proposed "to print vernacular books in large 
numbers, at so reduced a cost as to bring them within 
the reach of the poorest". But the government rejected
T | |
For a detailed history and the criminological aspect
of the press see* John Moulvay, "The story of Alipore
Jail Press'1, Calcutta Reviexf.No.289 (July 1917 ),
pp[228] - 246.
^Then a suberb of Calcutta,
3 . . .James Long, Returns relating to publications m  the
Bengali language, in 1857~TCaJ~cutta* 1859), p. 1 •
^The Calcutta Gazette.(25 June 1858),p.940,col.2.
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the proposal by intimating "that there was a politico- 
economical objection to a state prison entering into 
competition with private enterprise". The press how­
ever continued as a press of the Jail Department of 
the Government of Bengal and is still in existence.
This press mainly used to print government 
papers in English. But in the second year of its estab­
lishment in 1857 it printed two Bengali books, 
Drstantaratna . by the Rev. James Long (Bib.No.1499)
• « i
and Manoramva Patha - by R.C. Mitra (Bib.No. 1500).
As the proposal for printing vernacular books at a 
cheap rate failed the press apparently could not print 
any more Bengali works.
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Other Departmental Presses
Before the Central Press was established in 1863 
there were several other presses attached to the diffe­
rent departments of the government. The Bengal Secreta­
riat established its own printing press in 1858 apparen­
tly mainly for the printing of the Calcutta Gazette which 
was for the first time "printed ...at the Office of the 
Bengal Secretariat, Calcutta" on 1 September 1858. By
2.
1861 the following government presses- had come into being*
Home Department 
Military Department 
Bengal Secretariat
Department of Public Wortes
Adjutant General of the 
Army
Adjutant General of Her 
Majesty’s Forces
Accountant General
Alipore Jail
Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Printer
Superintendent
Printer
T . McArthur 
John Gray 
Thomas Jones 
F, J. Barlin 
0. T. Cutter
0 'Coner
Not known 
F • Empson 
J, Baptist
Printer
Superintendent 
Printer
All these presses were in existence when the Central
Press was established. While establishing the Central
Press the President in Counci^decided to maintain these
presses' in addition to the central one, for "the para-
2mount object of administrative efficiency". Though ne­
ver printed in Bengali, they all continued to function 
beyond 1866.
The New Calcutta Directory ...for 1861; comp, by 
A . G, Roussac (Caifccutta * 1861), p. 148
^(lOR); India, Public- Consultations. 1863, Proceedings 
of the President in Council, 8 September 1863, p. 713,
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Conclusion
Government printing in Bengal made a great con­
tribution towards the introduction, growth and develop­
ment of Bengali printing* The very first Bengali book*
A grammar of the Bengal language by Halhed was a govern­
ment printing* The grammar was compiled, a fount of type 
prepared, press constructed - all under the solicitation 
of the Governor-General, Warrant Hastings, as chief exe­
cutive of the British Government in India. The book was, 
again, printed on the assurance of the government that 
it would purchase one thousand copies - the entire im­
pression of that famous book.
The introduction of Bengali printing was not an 
end in itself. It was rather a means for the government 
to ensure effective and efficient administration. There­
fore, they took it up in full earnest to preserve it 
and to utilise it for the best use rather than allowing 
it being lost. They established a Printing Office under 
the superintendence of Wilkins so that he could conti­
nue further experiments to improve it in addition to its 
preservation for the posterity.- The historic minute of 
the Governor-General, Warren Hastings, in this connec­
tion is worth quoting; he recorded*
Much expense has already been incurred in 
bringing this art to its present degree of per­
fection* all that is intended by the proposition 
is to apply it to public use and prevent it 
from being lost. The patronage of government ' 
has already been liberally bestowed upon it but 
without further support it can not be ren­
dered effectual or of general use, as no man 
would prudently hazard his fortune and sacrifice 
his time in the prosecution of it without a 
certainty of its success. 1
(IOR: Range 50, Vol.12)* Bengal Revenue Consultations.
2 October to 24 November, Proceeding of the Governor-
General in Council, 13 November, 1778, pp. 556-5570
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Therefore, he proposed that **the experience of one year
will be sufficient to ascertain the utility of such an
establishment to the public and the profit which may be
eventually derived from it in private hands**. Governor-
General further said that it nwill require ['Wilkins’s]...
superintendence... until it shall be fully completed
and until some other person shall be qualified by prac-
, "ltice to receive it from him.
Thus the printing office created bore fruit in
little time. Bengali types instead of being lost were
fruitfully utilized in printing government enactments,
notifications, proclaimations, etc. After eightyears of
introduction of the art Halhed and Wilkins rightly
claimed that:
Innumerable examples prove the utility of the 
types, and they are at once a saving of great 
expense to government, and infinitely faci­
litate all the channels of intercourse. 2
The introduction of the art of printing and a 
Printing Office under the patronage of government had 
far-reaching effect, for Wilkins had taken care that 
his work should produce lasting results. He had taught 
the art with great care to his Bengali Assistant, Pan- 
chanan who with his associates. succeeded in course of 
time in domesticating it in Bengal.
When the Honourable Company's Press was estab­
lished there was no printing press which could under­
take Bengali or any other oriental printing. Hicky had 
a Press but he never attemptedoriental printing.
(IOR: Range 50, Vol.12): Bengal Revenue Consultations,
2 October to 24 November, Proceeding of the Governor- 
General in Council, 13 November, 1778, p 5 557o
Range 50, Vol.57): Bengal Revenue Consultations.
7 Jan. to 10 March 1785. Proceeding of the Governor-
General in Council, 21 January 1785, p. 155.
/
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When in 1787 a Board of Arbitration tried to find ano­
ther press who could print Bengali they failed to dis­
cover more than one. But in 1806 there were seven pre­
sses which could undertake Bengali printing.
In our survey, we have seen that very few 
Bengali books were produced by government printers.
This was because Bengali was not the official language. 
Government used to print its work mainly in English.
In early days it used to issue Bengali translations of 
its rules and regulations, notices and proclamations. 
But gradually these were reduced to a minimum. In 1835, 
when English was declared the official language of 
India, the emphasis on Bengali and other Indian lan­
guages became less. But by that time government patro­
nage of the growth and development of Bengali printing 
and other Indian languages was no longer necessary.
The progress of Bengali was firmly in private hands.
In the first quarter of the ninteenth century printing 
in Bengali and other oriental characters was more 
expensive than English., but in 1832, according to the 
findings of the Press Committee appointed by the
government Bengali and other oriental printing was
1 . . .much cheaper than was English m  Calcutta. This indi­
cates the success of the introduction of printing in 
Bengali by the government in Bengal in 1777„
(IOR: Range 12, vol.66): Bengal Public Consultations,
21 February to 18 April, 1832, Proceeding No.41 of
the Vice-President in Council, 28 Feb. 1832. Unpaginated.
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HISTORY OF MISSIONARY PRINTING
Introduction 
Bengali printing owes its origin to political 
considerations, as we have already seen that type 
and printing in Bengali stemmed from the administra­
tive necessity which initiated’ the invention of this 
new art and preserved, it from being lost. But this new 
technique of reduplication of literacy production and 
other reading materials remained unknown to the people 
of Bengal for three . more decades after its intro­
duction.
It was only in 1800 that the people of Bengal came
to know that there was a thing like printing which could
be employed for dissemination of human knowledge. It was
Christian Missionaries' who introduced this new art to the
people. When they arrived in this unknown land, they had
nothing ready for their missionary labour. They had to
learn the language, create their own tools* grammars,
dictionaries and vocabularies for their own studies -
books, school books for instruction, tracts, magazines
for propagation of Christianity. They had to compose,
compile and translate. But even compiling and translating
were not the end - they required means to print them for
circulation. Again, there was the problem of type. Thus
the Missionaries in Bengal started everything anew.
Missionary activities in Bengal go back to about
1660 when Bernier spoke of "Portuguese Missionary and 
1Fathers" in Bengal. At that time, he thought, there were
not less than eight or nine thousand families of Frankish
2 . . m  Bengal. Since that time up to the establishment of'
1Francois Bernier, Travels in the Mugul Empire, A.D. 1656- 
1668 ..fatey Archibald Constable, (Westminster! 1891}, p.82•
^Ibid.
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English power-in 1757 in Bengal there were Roman Catho-
1
lie missionary activities in different places of Bengal 
and these activities produced the three^first type-prin­
ted Bengali books, in Roman characters. Since these 
Portuguese missionaries did not contribute towards prin­
ting in Bengali characters, we will not include them in 
our discussion# ^
Between 1757 and 1866 the following missionary 
bodies were active in Bengal:
1# The Society for the Promotion of Christian 
Knowledge
2. The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
in Foreign Parts
3. The Church Missionary Society
4. The Church of Scotland Foreign Mission Committee
5. The United Free Church of Scotland
6 . The London Missionary Society
7. Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church in the United States-
8 . The Baptist Missionary Society
9. The American Baptist Missionary Society
The Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge 
under the missionary, the Rev. J. Z, Kiernander, was thh 
first to set up a printing press in Calcutta. The second 
but the most prominent was the Serampore Mission (1800 - 
1838), auxiliary to the Baptist Missionary Society in Eng­
land. Because of differences of opinion among the Baptists
1 ■ .For details see: De, Bengali literature ..#, pp. 57 - 72
and Campos, History of the Portuguese in Bengal 
(Calcutta* 1919), specially pp. 24, 111 and 147 - 149.
^See Chapter III p.70.
3For ready reference as to their activities in Bengal: 
Hand-book of Bengal Mission ...(London* 1848) by James 
Long is a useful book. In addition: see Histories of 
of individual Societies.
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a separate Baptist Mission was established in Calcutta 
in 1817 and they also established a press there in 1818. 
This press, after reunion with the Serampore Mission in 
183 8 became the only Baptist Mission Press and it conti­
nued its activities up to 1973, The London Missionary 
Society established a printing press in 1819 first at 
Chinsurah, Hoogly then removed it to Calcutta. In 1826, 
it was sold to the Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta. The 
Church Missionary Society commenced its printing in 1820 
but its press was sold in 1843. Bishop’s College, a colle­
giate institution established by the Society for the Pro­
pagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts- established its 
press in 1824 and continued its operations up to 1870 
when it was also sold. The American Baptist Mission started 
a press in Assam in 1836 to continue, beyond 1866. All 
of these presses, except Kiernander*s, were active in 
Bengali printing and were responsible to a great extent 
for its growth and development.
JOHN ZAKARIAH KIERNANDER*S PRESS, 1779 - 1786
History of missionary printing vis a vis missionary 
operations in Bengal goes back to the year 1758, about 
fifteen months after the battle of Plassey and the conse­
quent establishment of British power in Bengal. In that 
year the Rev. J. 2.. Kiernander, a Danish missionary, whose 
missionary activities at Cuddalore and vicinity, south of 
Madras, had been interrupted by hostilities between the 
English and French, arrived in Calcutta, seeking a field 
for his missionary activities. He was cordially received 
by Colonel and Mrs. Clive, who stood sponsors to his 
youngest child. Under the encouragement of the Calcutta 
Government he started a school and gathered 200 pupils 
within a year. He preached to the natives, to the Portu­
guese, to the English soldiers. His baptisms at the end
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of the first year of -work numbered 15; at the end of 
ten years there were 189 converts. Afterwards he built 
a mission church which was completed in 1770 at the 
cost of 60,000 rupees chiefly at his own expense. Out 
of the sale proceeds from his deceased wife’s jwellery, 
he built a school for the Mission on his own land, close 
behind the church, consisting of three large rooms, spa­
cious enough to accommodate two hundred and fifty children^ 
Kie&nander's mission from the very beginning was under 
the sponsorship of the Society for the Promotion of Chris™ 
tian Knowledge.
A missionary without books resembles a soldier 
without arms. Naturally Kiernander was also in great want 
of books for the school and congregations and requested 
the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge in 
England to provide him with "more Bibles, New Testaments,
Common Prayers, and more tracts: against popery £and] or
. 2 large Folio Bible and Common Prayer Book for the Church".
In addition to the supply from the SPCK, Kiernander also
received regular supply of Bibles and tracts from Madras
3and Tranquabar Missions. Instead of getting such occasion­
al supply from different sources Kiernander was anxious 
to establish a printing press of his own • Accordingly he 
requested the SPCK to supply him with the necessary print­
ing materials.
On 10 March 1779, the SPCK sent him a printing 
press, a set of types (two boxes), a box of ’colour for
^SPCK. Annual Report for 1771 (London; 1772) ^ p. 113
^SPCK. Annual Renott for 1777 (London^ 1778), p. 88
^SPCK, 2\nnual Report for 1774 ( London? 1775), p. 87
A
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printing* at costs of &18-14-6, £22-17-0 and £ 9-7-0 
respectively, and 14 reams of printing paper, on 
board the True Brjtton under Capt. Henry Broadley,1 
liie press and the types apparently arrived by the 
end of 1779 and in that year Kiernander established 
his press* the first mission press in Bengal.
Kiernander used to deliver his sermon, and other 
divine service in the Portuguese language which was 
more familiar to him than English. He never acquieed 
3mowledge of Bengali and was unable to converse in it. 
Portuguese, however, "was the lingua franca of all the 
foreign Settlements around the Bay of Bengal, and was 
the ordinary medium of communication between the Euro­
peans and their domestics, while Persian was the lang­
uage of intercourse with the native courts. Even in 
Calcutta Portuguese was more commonly used by the
servants of the Company and settlers than the lan-
2
guage of the country".
Kiernander, therefore, paid his first attention 
towards the printing of Prayer Book in Portuguese. A 
Portuguese "Common Prayer Book" was for the first time 
in the history of missionary printing in Bengal put to 
press. But the progress of printing was very slow. By 5 
April 1782, about two and half years after establish­
ment of the press, Kiernander had been able to print 
only up to the 4th sheet of the book, and put the 
5th sheet in the press. The reason, as explained to the 
SPCK in a letter by him, "why this work went on so  ^
slowly, was the great scarcity and dearness of paper". 
The printing of the book was, however finished by the 
end of 1782. In a letter dated 31 December 1782, Kier-
1(SPCK Records! ME/No. 15)i Invoice Book East India 
Mission, 1778 - 1795, p. 33 and n.p.
2Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, I, p. 21-22.
2SPCK, Annual Report for 1782 (London! 1783), pp. 89-90.
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nander informed the SPCK that the"Portuguese Common 
Prayer-Book is printed off".1 The British Library 
has preserved a copy of this unique work.(Shelf Mark 
3406. df. 8). Description of the work is follows*
0/ LIVRO/ DA/ ORACAO COMMUM/ E/ Administra 
cao_dos / SACRAMENTOS / E OUTROS/ Ritos, e 
Ceremonias da IGREJA- / Conforme o UZO da/
IGREJA da INGLATERRAs/[Decorative .
rule]/ CALCUTTA/ Na Officina da Missao Ingleza 0/
Anno de 1783, [l82]p. Unpaginated, 7.1" x 3.8"
8 vo. Sigs* A, A2, A3, A4 - K, K2, K3, K4 .
Last 30 pages without signatures. Catchwords.
Calf.
One hundred and twelve pages of this work was printed 
on English and 70 pages on Patna paper. Printed with 
12-point type, the impressions are rough. The British 
Library copy of the work has a manuscript note" Robt 
MM from the Revd Robt. M. Miller MA. His Britannic 
Maj^s Chaplain to the Revd. Dr. Betterman. Lisbon 
Deer. 13th 1818".
Apparently, the Book of Common Prayer in Portu­
guese was not Kiernander's first work. He used to pub­
lish an Almanac (Christian?) every year* one of which 
he had printed from Madras (in 1778?). But Hicky was a 
rival in this field. Therefore, Kiernander asked Hicky 
to print his Almanac:(for the year 1780?) on the condi­
tion that Hicky would stop printing his one that year.
But as Hicky charged one Arcot Rupee per Almanac Kier­
nander printed it himself• Prior to printing Kiernander 
printed hand bills advertising that the intended publi­
cation would be sold at 3 rupees per copy. But (in Janu­
ary 1780?) when Hicky published his one and offered them
^■Kiernander in a letter dated 31 December 1782 informed 
that "the Portuguese Common Prayer Book is printed off". 
The Society added in its report*"Mr. Kiernander has sent 
two copies to the Society". SPCK. Annual Report^for 1783, 
p. 89. Unfortunatelyrpne of the copies survive in the 
SPCK Library.
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at one rupee per copy his was selling fast, being cheap. 
At this Kiernander gave all of his publication awayJ^ 
Apparently Kiernander did not have a plan of 
printing and publishing on a large scale. His press 
remained idle except for occasional printing for the 
Mission. Therefore Kiernander advertised to undertake 
private printing. One such advertisement reads as 
follows:
The Rev. Mr. Kiernander, having established a 
printing office, for the use of English Mission 
at Calcutta, and finding that besides those things 
that are necessary to be printed for the Mission, 
there will be leisure time left for printing any 
forms of writs used in the Supereme Court of 
Judicature, etc, begs leave-0 0 .to inform the public, 
that every thing of that kind that shall be requi­
red will be done at the most reasonable rate, 
for the benefit and support of the Mission. 2
Whether the missionary undertook such business is not 
known to us. This advertisement, however, hurt Hicky 
who thought this undertaking would ruin his business.
He published several libels of Kiernander who brought 
suit against Hicky in the Supreme Court which.-even­
tually sentenced Hicky to six months imprisonment
3and fined him two thousand rupees.
Kiernander out of his stock lent and later 
presented a set of types to B;,; Messink for printing 
and publishing the India Gazette. He also "took the 
trouble to write to Tranquabar for a printing press 
and a set of types that were to be disposed of" for 
the Gazette
dicky's Bengal Gazette, No. XIII(14 April 1781), p.3, 
Cols. 1-3*
2The India Gazette;or, Calcutta Public Advertiser, 13 
January 1781, p. 3, Col,*3’. Also in 20 January 1781 
p. 4, col. 1 and 2 February 1781, p. 4, col. 3.
^John Hyde, "Selections from the note books of Justice 
John Hyde", Bengal Past and Present* IXI( Jan.-March 
1909), p. 47
^The India Gazette, 7 April 1781, p.2 cols. 2-3. Hicky 
however, in his Gazette, 24 March 1781, piL, col. 2 
claimed that they had been sold.
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No record remains as to whether Kiernander 
attempted Bengali printing* He, however, appoin­
ted Bento de Silvestre as a Bengali and Hindusta­
ni Catechist at an annual salary of £ 20.00 "making 
it up to 50 current rupees per month which, as he 
has nothing else to live upon, is no more than what
is absolutely necessary, and must be well managed
1
to make it hold out", from 1770, on his abjuring
the Pope before Kiernander on 7 February 1766. Born
2of Europen parentage m  Goa in about 1728, Bento
knew French and Portuguese. He learnt Bengali and
Hindustani during his sojourn in Bengal which ex-
3 4tended from thirteen to fifteen years spent mostly
in Calcutta and Bendel. He translated a large portion
of the Book of Common Prayer and the Catechism in
Bengali. Known as Prarthanamala and Prasnottaramala
5respectively, his works were never printed.
^SPCK. Annual Report for 1771 (London* 1772), pp. 113 
and 131.
2W. H. Carey. Oriental Christian Biocrraphv (Calcutta* 
"1850), II, p.“182“. “ ~
^SPCK, Annual Report for 1767-68 (London* 1768), p. 103. 
4Carey,, Qp. Cit., p. 182.
5. They do not even exist in manuscripts now. Bengali 
scholars believe that they were published in London. 
Kedaranatha Majumadara says that they were printed 
in London in 1767 (See Banala samavika s ahi t ya, 
Hymensingh, 1918?, p. 18). No such wosk was ever 
printed either in London or in Calcutta.
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Kiernander*s Mission continued down to the
year 1787 when he became bankrupt. The Sheriff
seized all of his property, the church, school
and burial ground, which were purchased by Charles 
1Grant for £ 1000 and appropriated them to the cause
of the Mission in connection with the Society for the
Promotion of Christian Knowledge, Earlier, being
unable to meet his pecuniary engagements, Kiernander
was "constrained to seek refuge under the Danish flag
at Serampore, from whence he subsequently retired to 
3Chinsurah". This was the end of the first Missionary 
Press in Bengal.
Born in Scotland in 1746 Charles Grant came to India 
in 1768 as private merchant and later became a civil 
servant of the East India Company ( 1769 - 1790).
He was a commercial resident at Malda between 1780 
and 1787 and later became a proprietor and Director 
of the East India Company, He was an advocate of 
missionary activities in India. For details see 
Ainslie Thomas Embree, Charles Grant and British 
rule in India, (London* 1962).
2Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, I, p. 23.
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THE SERAMPORE MISSION PRESS, 1800 - 1838
Founded on 10 January 1000, the Serampore Mission 
under the leadership of the untiring,cselfless and 
dedicated Baptist trio, William Carey (1761 - 1834), 
Joshua Marshman (1768 - 1837) and William Ward (1769- 
1823) not only established the future pattern for 
Christian Missions, but also spread education, en­
couraged the development of Bengali language and 
literature, and helped the seeds of Bengal renaissance 
to germinate. For such revolutionary work the printing 
press was their primary means. The press of the mission 
was created mainly to print Biblical translations and 
their Christian literature in the languages of the coun­
try, for only one purpose - to spread the knowledge 
of Christianity throughout India on the conviction that 
the vernacular translations would make it possible 
to give the Indians the true religion in place of the 
false, to command a degree of ‘respect and reverence' 
which could not otherwise exist? to provide substitute 
for missionary preaching? to make converts more know­
ledgeable about their faith; to enable the converts 
to show the foundation of their faith to others,1
Between 10 January 1800 and 30 April 1838 the
Serampore Mission Press printed more than two hundred
and twelve thousand volumes of Biblical translations
2in forty different languages, "For these languages,
William Ward, Farewell letters to a few firends in 
in Britain and America, on returning to Bengal in 
1821. 3rd ed., (Londons 1822), pp. 76 -77.
2
Edward Bean Underhill, "Bible Translation",The 
Centenary volume of the Baptist Missionary Society,
1792 - 1892, (London: 1892), p, 292.
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types were designed and cut for the first time, 
ranging from movable metal types for Chinese, to 
types in the Sarda characters of Kashmiri. Not 
only were there published translations of the Scrip­
tures, but also texts, grammars, and translations in 
various languaguages" •1
These vigorous printing and publication acti­
vities brought about a revolution in the history
of printing not only in Bengal but in the whole of 
2India, In the case of Bengali, William Carey, the 
leader of the mission "raised the language from its 
debased condition of unsettled dialect to the charac­
ter of a regular and permanent form of speech, capa­
ble ... of becoming the refined and comprehensive
3vehicle of great literature m  the future". To lay
"the foundation of a cultivated tongue and flourishing
4literature throughout the country", their greatest 
service to Bengali was the introduction of printing,
"The printing-press brought literature within the 
reach of a large public and enabled it to develop 
in many ways hitherto impossible. It finally destroyed 
the oral tradition which Bengali, in common with 
other Indian literature, had retained from its origin,
^Sir George Abraham Grierson, "The Early Publications 
of the Serampore Missionaries* a Contribution to 
Bibliography", Indian Antiquary, Bombay, XXXII 
(June 1903), p. 241
2. "...Although printing activity had started in India 
earlier at Goa and Tranquebar, when one takes into 
account the volume and variety of the'achievements 
of the Serampore Mission in that field, printing in 
India could be said to have had its origin at Seram­
pore. (Priolkar, the printing press in India, p, 70.)
3De, Bengali literature, p, 141
^H. H. Wilson, "Remarks on the character and labours of 
of Dr. Carey, as an oriental scholar and translator", 
Eustace Carey, Memoir of William Carey,(London* 1836:), 
p. 596.
and facilitated, really necessitated, the growth of
m 1prose .
The Serampore Mission auxiliary to the Baptist 
Missionary Society established in 1792 owes its origin 
to its founder William Carey who excited missionary spi­
rits in England by his famous pamphlet entitled: An
enquiry into the obligations of Christians, to use means
2for the conversion of the Heathens« Prior to this John 
Thomas made an isolated attempt in Bengal to carry on 
missionary labour, but when he failed to achieve success 
he went back to England for assistance. There he met Carey 
whom he diverted to Bengal from his earlier aim of Tahiti
. i i  •as the field of his first missionary labour. Therefore, 
before we start discussing'the Mission Press and its 
activities we have attempted to trace the effort, of John 
Thomas, to give short history of the formation of the 
Baptist Missionary SoGiety, and to describe Wiliam 
Carey's preparatory labour between 1792 and 1799, But 
we have deliberately avoided citing minutes in all cases 
regarding this mission and its evangelical activities, 
for which there are many books which are listed in the 
References. Similarly we have avoided writing a detailed 
biography of any of the missionaries including Carey. 
Moreover, since we are mainly concerned with Bengali prin­
ting we have concentrated our discussion on the basis of 
actual books printed at the press'. ( Bib. Nos. 26 - 163) 
and other available sources.
J, C, Ghosh, "Bengali", L,S, S, 0*Mally, edo,
Modern India and the West, (London: 1968), p.[484]
2Leicester* 1792, 87p.
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John Thomas
Kiernander, it has already been said, never learned 
either Bengali or Hindustani. His labour were "confined 
to the descendants of Europeans", and "hardly ever em­
braced a single Heathen. His work was always spoken 
of in the correspondence with England as "the Portu- 
guese mission".
John Thomas was the first in the Christian evan­
gelical history of Bengal to conceive the idea of lear­
ning the language of Bengal and applying that knowledge 
to the propagation of Christianity. Thomas arrived in 
Bengal for the first time in the capacity of surgeon of 
the Oxford Indiaman. 0n his arrival he sought religious 
people but found none. "The English community in Calcutta 
and in the interior had become orientalized, and every 
feeling of religion was smothered by the pursuit of gain. 
There was no indication that the conquerors of Bengal 
possessed any religion at all, except hoisting of flag
on Sundays, and the official attendance of a few at the
2Sunday morning service"•
Being unable to discover any kindred spirit in the 
town Thomas advertised in the newspaper announcing a 
plan for forming a "Religious Society" for the effectual 
spreading of "the knowledge of Jesus Christ and His 
glorious Gospels in and about Bengal. He invited coope­
ration of serious persons of any denomination rich and 
poor, high or low". Only two persons responded to his 
appeal, one the Senior Chaplain of the Presidency Church, 
and the other William. Chambers in anonymity announcing his 
willingness to subscribe to a translation of the New
Testament into the Persian and Moorish languages.3
1C. B. Lewis, Life of John Thomas, (London* 1873),p. 29
2Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward,I, p. 29
3John Thomas, "An account of the Hindoos, and of the 
possibility of spreading Gospel among them", The Bap­
tist Annual Register, for 1790, 1791, 1792 and part 
of 1793 ,PP. 354 -355.
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This movement led no result, and Thomas returned 
to England. Again on 14 tfuly 1786 he came bach in 
Bengal in the same vessel and the same capacity. 0n 
reaching Calcutta he became acquainted with Charles 
Grant and his friends. He took part in their reli­
gious meetings and enjoyed the blessing of religious 
communion among them. In December, 1786 Thomas printed
and distributed a tract entitled: A word of comfort' and
n
encouragement to the poor afflicted people of God• 
Thomas had always a strong desire to preach to 
the people of Bengal. Charles Grant was highly im­
pressed with his zeal and ardour and his remarkable 
aptitute for communicating instruction. When Thomas 
made a proposal of such missionary undertaking, Grant 
gladly employed him as a missionary at Gomalty, Malda, 
1-Ie raised a subscription among his friends in addition 
to his personal contribution so as to support the es­
tablishment of a missionary station.
Thomas therefore left the Oxford and commenced 
learning Bengali so as to equip himself for preaching 
among the people of Bengal. After three months study 
of the language Thomas with his Munsi Rama Rama Vasu 
moved to Malda where he found George Udny, the Commer­
cial Resident of the East India Company, a man of 
great benevolence and Christian! philanthropy. There he 
applied himself diligently to the study of Bengali 
which he learnt in a very short time, to speak with
great fluency. He also acquired a thorough knowledge
2 .of Hindu religion, culture and system of caste. With
Lewis, John Thomas, p. 56
7  i •Thomas gave a detailed description of Hindu religion 
and caste in his: "An account of the Hindoos, and of 
the possibility of spreading Gospel among them" in 
The Baptist Annual Register,for 1790, 1791, 1792 and 
part of 1793, pp. 354 -355.
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the help of his Munsi Rama Rama Vasu, Thomas translated 
Mark, Matthew and James into Bengali. He multiplied 
copies of the portions by transcription and distributed 
among the Bengalis.^
Thomas pursued his missionary labour for three years 
in that locality but did not succeed in converting a 
single person to Christianity. He had weakness of 
character, being extravagant and a gambler. Learning of 
this, Grant withdrew his support from Thomas's mission. 
Thomas was not a person to get disheartened easily, so 
he came back to Calcutta to find ways and means of prin­
ting his Bengali New Testament translations. He with his 
Munsi went to Rrishnanagar to show his translation to 
Sir William Jones who encouraged his efforts and promis­
ed to subscribe to thirty copies at 480 rupees, if prin­
ted. But he declined to recommend the ; Bible to the
Governor-General, Lord Wellesley, as to its correctness,
2as he had no knowledge of the Bengali language.
Meanwhile he attempted to print the Bible by subs­
cription. Explaining the plan he circulated the proposals 
for publication in order to attract subscribers. The 
projected work, according to his Journal, was" to consist 
of seven partss (l) Promises and Prophecies, (2) Matthew> 
(3) Mark, (4) Texts and Precepts of the New Testament# 
for the Newness of life, (5) the Ten Commandments, and 
a Dissertation on Scripture in general, (6 ) An expla­
nation of the three first chapters of Matthew, (7)
A Glossary. The price of the book was to be a gold
Mohar, or 16, per copy, to Europeans; and natives
3were to receive it gratis". Apparently he could not
1Thomas,"An account of the Hindoos The Baptist
Annual Register, for 1790...., p. 359.
2Lewis, John Thomas, p. 171
3Ibid., p. 172. The biographer of Thomas could not find 
a printed copy of Thomas *s proposal extant.
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attract subscribers sufficient to defray the expenses 
of printing which was very dear in Calcutta those 
days. Therefore, Thomas had no choice but to return to 
England, and to seek assistance for the establishment 
of a Mission in Bengal among the religious friends 
with whom he had continued to correspond! while in 
Bengal.
Establishment of the Baptist Missionary Society
When Thomas was struggling to establish a mission 
and thereby to spread the message of the Gospel among 
the people of Bengal, William Carey, a shoemaker of the 
little village Pauler*s Pury near Towcester in Northam­
ptonshire, England also nourished the ambitious idea 
of spreading the Gospel among the heathen. Cafey hung 
in his shop a large map composed of several sheets 
pasted together, in which he had entered7 every parti­
culars regarding the population and religion of every 
country then known. When engaged in making or mending 
shoes, he often raised his eyes to the map, thinking 
of the different heathen nations of the earth, and 
trying to devise means for their enlightenment•
Carey was trying to impress his idea among Baptist 
ministers he knew but met with little encouragement.
At a meeting of them, he proposed for consideration, 
"the duty of Christians to attempt the spread of the 
Gospel among the heathen nations". An old minister 
present received the proposal with astonishment, and 
said with loud voice, "Young man, sit down, When God 
pleases; to convert the heathen, He will do it wihout 
your help or mine",'1'
1 . . .Ernest A. Payne, ed..An enquiry ...by William Carey,
new facsimile edition with an introdueijion (Londont
1961), p. iii«
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Notwithstanding this opposition, Carey persevered 
in search of more enlightened view on the subject; 
he wrote An enquiry > in which he estimated the popu­
lation of the world at 731 millions. Of these 420 
millions were still in heathen darkness, 130 millions 
followers of Muhammad, 100 millions Roman Catholic 
Christians, 44 millions Protestant Christians, 30 milli­
ons belonged to the Greek church; and perhaps 7 milli- 
2ons were Jews'. It was a powerful appeal , written with
an amazing amount of knowledge and force of reasoning.
In that inquiry, Carey thought that the purpose of a
Christian movement was not to impose one culture upon
another but to ftiake the heathen "useful members of their 
3society". The proper means of converting the heathen 
was to reach the masses in their own languages rather 
than to impose one's language upon them.^ According to 
him "cultivation of friendship" should be the aim of 
missionary work* In his opinion missionaries "must be 
careful not to resent injuries which may be offered 
to them, not to think highly of themselves, so as to 
despise the heathens, and by those means lay a founda-
5tion for their resentment, or rejection of the Gospel".
In 1786, when Carey wrote the Enquiry he was- twenty- 
five years old and already an ordained minister in the 
Baptist Church at Moulton, He was, in his own words,
1 ’ " , .
An Enquiry into the obligations of Christians, to
use means for the conversion of the Heathens. In 
which the religious state of. the different nations 
of the world, the success of former undertakings. 
and the practicability of future undertakings, are 
considered. Leicester; Printed and Sold by Ann 
Ireland, 1792
3Ibid*, pp. 39-61.
3Ibid., p. 70.
^Ibid., p. 74.
3Ibid., p. 75
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a plodder rather than innately intelligent. According 
to most biographers, Carey had an amazing linguistic 
ability which made him master of Greek, Latin, Hebrew, 
and Dutch before he was fifteen*
In 1789 Carey became pastor of a larger Baptist 
Church in the town of Leicester, There, notwithstanding 
increasing calls on his time and responsibilities, with 
access to a good library and a wide circle of stimu­
lating friends, he could give complete shape to his 
Enquiry 0 the final draft of which was ready 1 by 
May 1791 when his formal induction to the Leicester 
pastorate took place', On that occasion Carey read’his 
Enquiry • After further revision on the basdbs; of cri­
ticism made at that meeting, in the spring of 1792:-; 
the document 'made its modest appearance'.
^he inquiry- which has been called the charter of 
modern mission with its argument, review, survey and 
programme excited missionary spirit and a tremendous 
vista of religious activities among the Baptists of 
England. On 31 May 1792, at the meeting of ministers 
held in Nottingham Carey seized the opportunity to 
preach the immortal sermon based on Isaiah livr,2,3 
pouring into it the passion of eight years. The two 
divisions of his sermon were the memorable words:
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM GOD.
ATTEMPT GREAT THINGS FQR-tGOD.
It was a burning appeal, and, before the meeting di­
ssolved, a resolution: "That a plan be prepared aga­
inst the next Ministers' Meeting at Kettering, for 
forming a Baptist Society for propagating the Gos­
pel among the Heathens" was recorded. Four months la-
^Ernest A, Payne, "Introduction", Cafcey, An Enquiry ... 
New facsitoile edition (London: 1961), pp. iv -v.
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ter, on 2 Octover 1792, twelve ministers met in 
a house in Kettering, and resolved to form the 
Baptist Missionary Society styled as* "The Parti­
cular Baptist Society for the Propagation of the 
Gospel among the Heathen", of which the Rev, Andrew 
Fuller was appointed Secretary. The total membership 
subscriptions amounted to £ 13-2-6.1 Samuel Pearce, 
one of the ministers, raised funds among his people, 
and other churches followed the example, so that a 
considerable sum was obtained. Carey immediately offered to 
g© topany countrywhich the society might select. Fresh 
from reading Cook's voyages in the Pacific, he first 
desired to go to Tahiti or Western Africa. The third 
meeting of the new society discussed " In what part of 
the heathen do there seem to be the most promising 
openings?"
The answer was there in their hand, in the form 
of a letter from Carey, who had heard that Thomas, as 
we have already discussed, was trying to raise funds 
to resume his missionary activities in Bengal, Carey 
asked "whether it would not be wofcthy of the society 
to try to inake that and ours unite with one fund for 
the purpose of sending the Gospel to the heathen 
indefinitely".
At the next meeting Thomas was present and gave an 
account of India, "WS saw," said Fuller afterwards- that 
"there was a gold mine in India, but it was as deep as 
the centre of the earth. Who will venture to explore 
it? *1 will venture to go down,’ Said Carey, ’bub re-
1Original copy of the resolution can be seen on 
display at the reception of the Baptist Missionary 
Society, London.
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member that you (addressing Fuller, Sutcliff, and 
Ryland) must hold the ropes'. We solemnly engaged 
to him to do so, nor while we live shall we desert 
him" .1
On 10 January 1793 Carey and Thomas were appointed
missionaries to India, to receive £ 100 or 150 a year
between them, to support them and their families till they
should be able to support themselves. The cost of the
passage money was raised by Fuller and by preaching
tours of their two missionaries. On 20 March 1793 the
missionaries were dedicated by prayer for their wor3s;
after which Fuller addressed them brave and loving
words as to the objects they must heex^  in view, the
direction they must observe, the difficulties they
2must encounter, and the reward they might expect.
The missionaries and their families sailed for 
India on board the Kron Princes Maria. owned and comm­
anded by Captain Christians bound for the Danish 
settlement of Serampore. On Thursday, 13 June 1793 
the missionaries and families saw the white cliffs 
of Dover recede into the distance. Little did they 
think that none of the little party was destined 
ever to see them again; and yet according to the
missionaries and their families, "men never saw their
. . 3land with more joy" than when they left it.
1 . . . .George Smith, The Life of William Carey. Everyman's
Library edition, (London: n.d.), p. 41. Unless other­
wise mentioned biographical materials about Carey in 
in this work have been drawn from this work either 
by direct quotation or condensation.
^Ibid., p. 42
O
S. Pearce Carey, William Carey. 7th ed., (London: 1926), 
p. 130.
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The voyage took five months, during which severe 
storms were encountered. Carey and his party landed 
safely in Bengal on 11 November 1793. On his arrival 
in Calcutta Carey was quite destitute. He had no de­
finite plan? the newly formed society at home was too 
poor to provide him with sufficient funds to settle 
down and commence his evangelical activities. After 
several futile attempts Carey at last succeeded in 
obtaining the job of Superintendent of an indigo factory 
of George Udney at Madnabati, thirty miles north of Malda.
On receipt of the letter of appointment, Carey 
recorded in his journal on 31 March 1794:
A day of hard labour at Bengalee.This evening 
the ...letter from Malda arrived, at which my heart 
was made glad: the prospect of ... our being so 
provided for as to carry on the work of printing 
the Bible ... I am resolved to write to the society 
that my circumstances are such, that I do not need 
future help from them, and to devote a sum monthly 
for the printing of the Bengali Bible. 1
Immediately after acceptance of the job Carey wrote to
the society in Englnd that he was no longer in need of
any pecuniary support; likewise he requested that the
sum meant for his salary should be devoted to the
2printing of the Bengali translation of the New Testament.
As soon as he could settle down at Madnabati Carey 
increased his labour in learning Bengali, This indefa­
tigable scholar had already begun the stddy of the 
language under the tuition of Thomas during the voyage.
On 28 June 1793 Carey wrote that he had"begun to 
write Bengalee'*: on the following day he recorded:
I find some delight in reading, and preparing for 
my work by writing the Bengalee only however it 
relates to my great work.
BMS Records: Carey's Manuscript Journal.
^BMS Records(IN/13): Carey's letter to the Society 
dated Madnabati, 5 August 1794.
■g
BMS Records: Carey’s Manuscript Journal.
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That: "great work" was spreading the message of the
Bible in Indian languages. To achieve that end he was
also desirous of training his children and therefore
made up his mind "to bring up one in the study of
1Sanscrit, and another of Persian". In course of his
learning Bengali, Carey discovered that without the
help of classical Sanskrit, which he always regarded
as "the parent of nearly all the colloquial dialects 
2of India", he could neither master its Bengali offshoot 
nor enrich it with the words and combinations necessa­
ry for his translation of the Bible. Accordingly, with 
his usual rapidity and industry he learned Sanskrit 
so that he could by 1796 read Hindu Scriptures and 
by January 1798 he could make considerable progress in
compiling a Sanskrit grammar and a considerable porti-
3on of a Sanskrit-English dictionary.
Bible Printing 
In the beginning of 1795 Carey became proficient 
in Bengali - in reading, writing and speaking. From 
the very beginning he was" consistently working at 
his Bengali translation of the New Testament, of which 
the books of Matthew, Mark, Luke and the general Epis­
tle of James had already been translated by Thomas. As 
his own progressed1, he became more and more eager to 
see the work in print.
Apparently since printing, as we have already see^/ 
was dear in Calcutta Carey and Thomas were
^BMS Records! Carey’s Ms. Journal, 23 August 1793.
^William Carey, Grammar of the Sungskrit Language 
(Serampore: 1806), preface.
3Smith, Carey, p. 165.
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planning to import a press from England and get a set
of Bengali types cut there* In a letter dated Madna-
bati 27 January 1795 Carey, therefore, wrote to the
BMS in the following terms*
We have also determined to require that the Society 
will advance money for types to print the Bengali 
Bible, and inake us their debtors for the sum, whi­
ch we hope to be able to pay off in one yearj and 
will also be requisite to send a printing-press 
from England* We will, if our lives are spared, 
repay the whole, and print the Bible at our own 
expense, and I hope the Society will become our 
creditors by paying for them when delivered. Mr# 
Thomas; is now prepararing letters for specimens, 
which I hope will be sent by this conveyance. 1
But very soon they gave up the idea of getting
types from England since they ;were available in Bengal
though very expensive. Carey wrote:
We have for the present given up the idea of getting 
types from England, and as there are types in 
Bengal, we think to print in the ordinary way, tho­
ugh the expense is about ten times what it would 
be in England. This will, however, be much more 
than compensated by the reflection, that we have 
put into the hands of many heathens a treasure 
greater than that of diamonds, and, by multiply­
ing copies, made a probability of those Scriptures 
being preserved in the Bengal tongue. 2
In addition to his translation of the Bible and 
other evangelical activities Carey as early as in 
1794 set up two schools, one at Madnabati and the other 
at Mahipaldighi, the residence of Thomas, to educate 
in a limited way a few local youths in Sanskrit, Bengali 
and Persian with introduction to the Bible and ' a 
little philosophy and geography'. They were to be pro­
vided with food, clothes and lodging.
^Smith, Carey, p. 75
o
Carey to the Society dated 13 August 1795, in 
E, Carey, Memoir of Carey, p. 239.
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In spite of many disadvantages Carey was
striding ahead with his translation work and
dreaming of printing the word of God in Bengali
soon. But Carey's prospects became precarious since
the indigo factory was making a loss, and Udi^ y was
about to close the factory. Meanwhile Carey had to
dismiss his Munsi for the crime of adultery. His;-
pandit also fled. Therefore, he had to close his
schools. Thus Carey's fond hopes seemed belied,
for on 17 January 1796 he wrote disappointedly*
With respect to printing the Bible, I fear that 
is distant enough. As in the forementioned case 
Day-hotta, so here, we were perhaps too sanguine; 
but, though means have hitherto failed, we are 
as much resolved as ever to give our all to that 
work. But, for the reasons mentioned by Brother 
Pearce, I think it will be better for at least 
£ 100 per annum to be remitted hither by the 
society, which shall foe applied to the purpose 
of printing the Bible and educating the youth; 
and what we do shall be done as a contribution 
to the Sociiety. I think it very important to send 
more missionaries hither. We may die soon... 1
In another lengthy statement Carey again wrote s
Translating and publishing the Scriptures...is 
an object which has always very near my heart.
I have... now translated all the New Testament-,
I have begun the seventh chapter of Revelations, 
and all the other is translated except the Acts 
of Apostles, which I left to Mr. Thomas ... I 
expect the New Testament will be compete before 
you receive this... Now I wish the printing be 
thought of. It will be at least two years, now, 
before communications, etc. respecting printing, 
will arrive from England, in which time every 
correction may be certainly put;: to it. I was in 
hope of printing it at my own expense; but the 
unfavourable.situation of these works for the 
production of indigo, has kept me incapable of 
doing that, I thought of going to CaTteutta and 
ascertaining the expense of printing, but cannot 
go now. Mr. Thomas, however,has -ascertained some 
years ago paper and printing here must:;amount to 
two annas a sheet, or about £.0ur pence English. 
Owing to the largemess of the types-, the > number 
of sheets could not be less than thirtyfive, or-
1BMS Records(IN/j/j1) * Carey to Puller, Madnabati, 17 
17 January 1796
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two hundred and eighty pages, quarto. Suppose 
ten thousand copies were printed, as they must 
be given away, the expense would be 43,750 
rupees, or £ 4,400 sterling, an enormus sum.
Now Caslon promised to cut founts for five 
shillings each. If the number of characters 
is six hundred, the punches would be cut for 
£ 150, and the number of types necessary would 
be bought for half-a-crown per pound, amounting 
to about £ 500 to print the whole Bible, Should 
this plan be eligible, a press must be sent out; 
and if a serious printer could be found willing 
to engage in the mission, he would be a great 
blessing to it, to superintend, for natives would 
do the work. Paper should also be sent from England, 
it being near two hundred per cent dearer here than 
there. Such a printer I knew at Derby before I left 
England. We can get thirty-two thousand letters 
written foe a rupee; but this is a great expense, 
and the errors that must get into every copy could 
not possibly be all corrected, Mr, Thomas ha^ had 
letters written near two years for types, by a na­
tive, a very good writer; but they require examin­
ing, which are proper for types to be cast to.
He has not done that in all this time, and is so 
backward, I fear he never will. He talks of making 
all the letters himself , but 1 fear it will never 
be done, I will try and get those written by the 1 
native, and send them, if he will part with them.
Meanwhile, on 10 October 1796, John Fountain, a
, , , 2 
young missionary, joined the Mission at Madnabati.
As missionary activities were prohibited within the 
domain of the East India Company Fountain entered 
Bengal rated as one of the servants in the Company's 
ship and with friendly assistance of George Udrjy, in 
whose factory Carey was working, and David Brown,
Chaplain of the East India Company, he arrived at Madna­
bati, Young Fountain applied himself with earnestness 
to the study of the language and picked it up quickly, 
so that in a short time he was able to address the natives
^BMS Records (IN/ 13)* Carey to Fuller, Madnabati, 16 
November 1796.
^BMS Records(IN/22)* John Fountain to Fuller, Madnabati, 
8 Nov-ember 1796,
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with fluency and thus was of invaluable assistance 
to Garey in running his school as well as in tran­
slation of the Scriptures. Carey felt encouraged and 
redoubled his efforts. By the spring of 1797 the New 
Testament in Bengali was ready for printing. Instead 
of waiting for any reply from England Carey went to 
Calcutta to enquire himself as to the expense of prin­
ting there. On 23 March 1797 he wrote*
I have been with the printer at Calcutta, to 
consult hint about the expense of printing the 
New Testament, which is now translated, and 
may be got ready for the press in a little 
time. The New Testament will make 600 pages of 
letter press in octavo, which the pribter agrees 
to print at one anna (about two pence) per sheet, 
and to cut a new fount of types for this purpose. 
This is very cheap in this country. The whole 
expense of printing 10,000 copies, paper included, 
would be near 3,000 pound sterling? that is about 
six shillings a copy, 1
Though "very cheap" it was beyond his means. He was very
much disheartened, so he concluded*
Whether a printing press etc, shall be sent 
from England, or whether it shall be printed here, 
or whether it shall be printed at all, now rests 
with the Society. 2
Carey was not a person to give up easily. Since his 
boyhood he had a remarkable perseverance. Whatever he 
began he finished, and was never discouraged by difficul 
ties. Therefore, he reinvigorated his efforts at finding 
out ways and means. Fortunately for him, in December 
1797 he came to know the existence of a letter foundry 
where Bengali types w.ere manufactured.
On 1 January 1798 Carey informed the Society that
"a letter foundry has- lately been set up at Calcutta
BMS Records(IN/ 13)* Carey to Fuller, Madnabati,
23 March 1797. Also in, Periodical Account»srelating 
to the Baptist Missionary Society, I ( 1800), pp. 368- 
369,
2Ibid
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for the country languages, and I think it will be
cheaper and better to furnish ourselves with types
for printing the Bdjble in this country, than to have
1them cast m  Europe"•
As regards a press, Carey was thinking of getting
one constructed by a Mr, Powell, Carey wrote;
I have also been talking with Mr* Udny about 
setting up a printing press at Madnabatty, which 
he highly approves of , and I believe will con­
tribute liberally towards it. Mr. Powell will be 
able to construct a press, and workmen may be 
obtained from Calcutta. 2
Things were taking shape, then. Carey was expecting
to set _ up a press at Madnabati. Mr. Powell was making
a press for that purpose, Carey wrote;
Wp have prospect of soon setting up a printing 
press at Madnabatty. A letter foundry is set up 
at Calcutta for country characters. Mr. Powell 
is making a press...I wish the Society would 
present us with a fount of English letters, and 
some Greek and Hebrew. Arabic we shall get here.
I hope soon to get the Bible published. 3
Very shortly afterwards a Calcutta newspaper adver­
tised for sale a freshly arrived wooden printing press, 
Carey at once purchased it at a cost of 400 rupees
( about £46) on his own account but the good George
4Udny "made a present of it to the Society"• It came to 
Madnabati by boat in September, 1798 and was quickly 
set up. Whereupon the delighted missionaries' enthu­
siasm gave the impression to the Bengali population 
that it was "the sahibs* idol".
1
Carey to Fuller, dated Madnabati, 22 June 1797,
E 0 Carey, Memoir of Carey, p. 318. * For details 
about type foundries m  Bengal see Chapter VII,
 ^Ihido ^BMS Records(IN/13);
Carey to Sutcliff, dated 16 January 1798
^BMS Records (UN/ 13); Carey to the Society, 10 January
1799.
5
S.P. Carey, Carey, p. 174.
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Initially Carey was planning to go to Calcutta 
to place an order for the Bengali type for the long 
cherished printing of the New Testament. In a lengthy 
letter to the BMS Carey describes the progress of 
printing*
Translating and publishing the Scriptures. This 
is an object which has been always very near to 
my heart, I have now finished the Pentateuch, 
Psalms, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezekiel, 
part of Daniel, and the New Testament except 
Matthew, Mark, and James which were formerly 
translated by brother Thomas and brother 
Fountain is translating from Joshua onwards ...
We thought of publishing the New Testament alone, 
and received advice from brother Fuller, that the: 
Society had agreed to print ten thousand copies, 
and afterwards that they agreed to print two 
thousand, and are sending paper for the purpose.
I wish paper had been sent for the ten thousand, 
because I hope to be able to print an impression 
of one or two thousand copies of the whole Scrip­
tures by the beginning of the next year, and am, 
for that purpose, setting up a press at Madnabatty. 
I some time ago saw a printing press advertised 
for sale in one Calcutta papers. This I considered 
as an opportunity not to be neglected and according­
ly made a purchase of it for four hundred rupees, 
and it is set up at my house. A friend has since 
made a present of it to the Society, as you will 
see by the enclosed accounts, I am now going to 
Calcutta, to bespeak types, and to engage workmen; 
and the same friend had generously engaged to 
advance money for the purpose, on the credit of 
the Society, which at the lowest computation, 
will amount to £ 2000 sterling, to strike off1 
one thousand copies, and pay for the press, types, 
paper, and workmanship. I am not without hopes of 
getting a good subscription towards it; but I
fear to set it on foot till the printing-house
is complete, lest some unforeseen accident should 
put it out of my power to accomplish it, 1
At last/.order was placed for the type. In a letter to
the Society, Carey reported on 1 April 1799*
^BMS Records( IN/ 13) * Carey to the Society, dated 
10 January 1799.
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I fully succeeded in accomplishing the end of 
my journey thither, which was to get types 
cast for printing the Bible. The types are now 
casting... The whole Bible and the New Testament 
will be printed in four volumes, octavo ... it 
will be the cheapest work that was ever published 
in India by one half• I propose to print one 
thousand copies, for it will not be in our power 
to buy more paper-, unless the Society should 
anticipate our wants. Of this, howevever, if 
five hundred copies can be disposed of at thirtytwo 
rupees each, it will pay the whole expense; and 
we shall have five hundred copies to give away. 1
Shortly after his return from Calcutta, Carey was 
shocked to learn that his patron, friend and employer 
George Udny was constrained to abandon the ruinous 
factory af Madnabati. Meanwhile, he learnt that the 
Society in England had sent out a new party of missio­
naries consisting of Joshua Marshman, Daniel Brunsdon, 
William Grant, William Ward and their families.
In September, 1799, when the incoming missionaries 
were on their way, Carey bought from Udny a small outly­
ing indigo factory at Khidirpur about ten miles from 
Madnabati and moved to it with his family. There he be­
gan to erect straw' houses; for his expected colleagues;
2to carry-out missionary activities m  Bengal.
At that time the East India Company was strongly 
opposed to missionary activities which they thought 
would excite rebellion. Carey, as an indigo planter, 
was not molested, but the case would have been different 
if he were a simple missionary. As four missionaries 
came to join him, it was proposed that they should 
settle at Serampore, a small town 16 miles from 
Calcutta. Accordingly, when they arrived, instead 
of landing in Calcutta they proceeded at once to 
Serampore. Even then they were not safe, for the Govern­
1 BMS Records(IN/ 13) s Carey to the Society, dated Mad­
nabati, 1 April 1799
^Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, p>, p. 90.
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ment of the East India Company peremptorily ordered 
them back to Calcutta for deportation and repatri­
ation. But the 70 year old Danish Governor of 
Serampore, in response to a commendation from the 
Danish consul in London, fearlessly pledged them 
asylum and defence. Immediately William Ward and 
John Fountain went to Madnabati for Carey's advice.
They pursuaded Carey to settle at Serampore and 
succeeded in changing his mind to leave behind his 
Khidirpur property. On 2 December Ward recorded in 
his journal*” Carey has made up his mind to leave 
all, and follow our saviour to Serampore..."^Having 
thus decided to remove the seat of the mission to 
Serampore, the press which Undny had presented to
the mission, the types which had been purchased in
2Calcutta, were packed up and despatched. Finally, on
10 January 1800, Carey and his family came to Serampore,
The missionaries sent a letter to the kincj of Denmark
expressing their gratmtude, to which a reply was
received, promising the missionaries future protection.
Explaining the reason why Carey decided to move
to Serampore, giving up his original plan to settle
at Khidirpur, he wrotes
We could not oppose the resolutions of Government, 
nor would it have been advisable to have been 
separated. Setting up of the press would have been 
useless at Madnabatty, without' brother Ward, and 
perhaps might have been ruined, if“had been attem­
pted. At this place we are settled out of the 
Company's dominions and under the Government 
of'a power very friendly to us and our designs. 
Here is a more populous neighbourhood? we can 
work our press without fear, and pursue our work 
with the Society, 3
^BMS Records* Ward's Manuscript Journal.
o
Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward. I, p. 123.
3BMS Record.s(IN/ 13): Carey to Fuller, Serampore,
5 February 1800
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Again, in an another letter Carey explained?
Had we stayed at Madnabatty, it is a great wonder 
whether we could set up our press; government 
would have suspected us, though without any 
reason to do. so; and would, in all probability 
have prevented us from printing; the difficulty 
of procuring pcoper materials would also have 
been almost insuperable* 1
The foundation of the mission at Serampore can be
said, to have been laid upon the arrival of Carey on
10 January 1800* The mission consisted of the eldest 
person Carey himself and the four newly arrived missio­
naries* Joshua Marshman, Daniel Brunsdon, William Grant, 
William Ward. and their families* "At first the community 
consisted of ten adults and nine children. Grant had
been carried off in a fever caused by the dampness of
their first quarter. The promising BEnnsdon was soon 
after removed by liver complaint caught from standing on 
an unmatted floor in the.printing-office. Fountain, who 
at first continued the mission at Dina[j]poor, soon 
died there a happy death. Thomas had settled at Beer- 
bhoom, but joined the Serampore brethren in time to
2do good though brief service before he too was cut off”.
Of the remaining two one was Joshua Marshman and 
the other, William Ward. Joshua was born 6n 20 April 
1768 at Wesbury Leigh inWdltshire England. % s father 
John Marshman was a weaver and later a sailor. In his 
childhood Marshman was fond of reading and it is said, 
by the time he was twelve years of age he had read more 
than a hundred volumes, including works like Milton's
^"Carey to "Sisters”, Serampore, 11 October 1800, 
E, Carey, Memoir of Carey, p. 379-380,
^Smith, Carey, p. 90.
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Paradise Lost. At the age of fifteen he came to London, 
and found a job as a parcel carrier in a book-shop. This 
he disliked and soon returned home, where he assisted 
his father in his business. In 1791 he married Hannah 
Shepherd, and three years later took charge of a school. 
While studying for the ministry, he read the letters of 
Carey sent from India which led him to consider whether 
he ought not himself to become a missionary. He offered 
himself, and was accepted,
William Ward, the third of the trio, and the second 
of the two newcomers was younger than Marshman, Born on 
20 October 1769 he lost his father in his childhood and 
was brought up and educated under the care of his mother. 
After leaving school he took up apprenticeship in one of 
the larg-est printing establishment in Derby, Later he 
took up journalism and became editor, successively, of 
the Derby Mercury and the Hull Advertiser. While in Hull 
in 1796 he forsook journalism to become a missionary and 
awaited a call to join Carey to begin printing the Babble. 
It happened thuss
While Carey was anxiously waiting for a vessel 
to embark for India, he preached one Sunday in a church 
in London, Ward, who was on a visit1 from Derby, was pre­
sent in that congregation, He was so much impressed at 
the sermon delivered by Carey hhat he waited after the 
service to talk with him. The two men walked together 
up to the Monument, and Carey told Ward of his great 
design for India and then, as they were parting, he 
said: " I hope by God's blessing, to have the Bible 
translated and ready for press in four or five years.
You must come and print it for us"•
In 1798 when Ward's services were accepted he wrote 
Carey the following letter:
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Dear Brother Carey,
I know not whether you will remember a young man, 
a printer, walking with you from Rippon's Chapel one 
Sunday, and conversing with you on your - journey to India 
But that person is coming to see you, and writes this' 
letter. His services were accepted by the Society.#,.
Had missionaries been needed, we might have had a cargo 
immediately. Sometime in the spring I hope to embark 
with others* Xt is in my heart to live and die with you, 
to spend and be spent with you# I trust I shall have 
your prayer for safe journey to you, and be refreshed by 
your presence-# May God make me faithful unto death, 
giving me patience, fortitude and zeal for the great 
undertaking•
Yours affectionately 
W. Ward# 1
And so the two were together to do the great work of 
translation and printing the Scriptures for the people 
of India#
For the sake of economy the missionaries agreed
to live together, to give each family a small allowance
for personal expenses; also that no one was to engage
in any private trade, that whatever might be earned
was to be thrown into the common stock. Thus, during the
first week of their settlement, they adopted a set of
rules for management of the affairs of the mission# All
were to preach and pray in turn; one was to superintend
the affairs of the family for a month, and then another.
Carey was made treasurer and incharge of the medicine
2chest, Ward printer and Fountain librarian#
The first attention of the missionary activies was 
given to the printing office. The press brought from Mad
"^ David Kyles, Story of William Carey, (Londons n.d.), p. 
9-10. Also ins S. P. Carey, William Carey, (London: 
1926), p. 177
^BMS Records: Ward's Journal, 18 January 1800
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nabati was set up and the types were arranged. The tran­
slation of the whole Bible except for two books of the 
Old Testament was complete. The missionaries were deter­
mined to begin with the printing of the New Testament* 
"From hence may the Gospel issue and pervade all 
India", the missionaries wrote to the Society. "We intend 
to teach a school, and make what we can of our press. The 
paper is all arrived, and the press, with the types, etc., 
complete. The Bible is wholly translated, except a few
chapters, so that we intend to begin printing immediately,
1first the New and then the Old Testament".
At the beginning a little house was rented, but 
it vwas not suitable for the missionary operations which 
they contemplated. There was no convenience for the erec­
tion of the press which was their first and foremost want 
nor there' was accommodation for the establishment of a 
school. Therefore, they decided to buy their own. This 
was- described by Wards
The renting of a house, or houses, would ruin 
us. We hoped therefore to have been able to 
purchase land, and build mat houses upon it; 
but we can get none properly situated. We have 
in consequence purchased of the Governor's 
nephew a large house in the middle of the 
town for Rs. 6000 or about £ 800; the rent in 
four years would have been amounted to the 
purchase. It consists of a spacious verandah 
(portico) andalhall, with two rooms on each side. 
Rather more to the front are two other rooms 
separate, and on one side is a storehouse, sepa­
rate also, which will make a printing-office.
It stands by the river-side upon a pretty large 
piece of ground, walled round, with a garden at 
the bottom, and in the middle a fine tank or 
pool of water, The price alarmed us, but we had 
no alternative; and we hope this will form a 
Comfortable missionary settlement. Being near to 
Calcutta, it is of the utmost importance to our 
school, our press, and will do wll we can to 
lighten your expenses. 2
^BMS Records (IN/ 21)* Missionaries to the BMS, 25 
January 1800
2Smith, Carey, pp. 90 -91.
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Ward set the first types with his own hands and
began printing the New Testament and "a card .for our-
1selves & ... a bill of Mr# Dexter's" and presented
the first sheet of the Testament to Carey on 18 March
1800. Ward recorded in his Journal*'"This day brother
Carey took an impression at the press- of the first
2page m  Matthew". "The feeling of exultation with which
it was contemplated and the bright vision of future
success which the sight of it kmndled, may be more easi-
3ly imagined than described"•
The printing work continued in full swing among-
other missionary activities. Ward recorded in his
Journal of 16 May 1800*
This week we have begun to print the first sheet 
of the New Testament. We print 2,000 copies of which 
1700 are on Patna paper, and 300 on English. We 
also print 500 Matthew to give away immediately, 
which will nearly be an expense of paper only, , 
so will not cost more than two or three pounds.
By early August 1800 the Gospel of Matthew, the
Bengali title of which is* Mangala Samacara Matiyera
Racita was printed, published and distributed. Ward
in his Journal dated 15 August 1800 recorded*
Also ^printed] 500 additional copies of Matthew; 
for immediate distributions to which are annexed, 
some of the most remarkable prophecies in the 
Old Testament respecting Christ. These are now 
distributing.•• 5
The Matthew thus printed is a significant work 
in the history of. Beng-ali language and literature. It 
was the first book printed at the Serampore Mission Press
^BMS Records: Ward's Journal, 1, 4' and 5 March 1800.
2Ibid., 18 March 1800.
3
Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward. I, p. 129 
^BMS Records* Ward's Journal, 16 May 1800 
^Ibid. 18 August 1800.
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and the first prose work ever printed in Bengali0 Thoro­
ughly revised by William Carey the manuscript and 
press-copy of this work was the product of joint efforts 
of William Carey, John Thomas and Rama Rama Vasu, The 
work contains 125 pages Demy Octavo* The only copy 
of this work known to have survived is preserved in the 
showcase of the Board-room of the Serampore College
Library.1 Ward claimed:"We have the honour of printing
2the first book that was ever printed m  Bengali'1. This 
is true, if we take exception of few linguistic works 
and regulations printed before 1800,
On 25 May 1800 Rama Rama Vasu again joined the 
missionaries. At the request of Carey he compiled a re­
ligious tract entitled* Barakara or the Gospel Messenger 
which was intended to introduce the doctrines of ^Gospel 
to his fellow countrymen. This was the first tract on
Christianity ever printed in Bengali and the second
3 .Bengali work printed at Serampore. Missionaries called
4this work "a piece ... to usher in the Bible". In addition,
5they printed "a number of evangelical hymns", before 10
October 1800. Later, theyprinted Rama Rama Vasu's
Jnanodaya, "a piece in verse written against the Brahmans
..• and this is the first piece in which Brahmans have
been opposed, perhapfer; for a thousand years" • By November
the press struck off Samuel Pearce's Address to the Las-
karsi translated into Bengali and on 22 November 1800
they were "printing off as far as 1 Corinthians XI chap- 
7ter 26 verse".
■^ Das, Baftgla qadva sahitvera itihasa, p. 93
9
BMS Records* Ward's Journal, 3 August 1800
3
Mafcshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward. I, p. 132.
4 . . .Better of the Missionaries to the Society, 10 October
1800, E, Carey, Memoir of Carey, p. 403.
^Ibid., p. 403.
BMS Records: Ward's Journal, 31 August 1800
^BMS Records( XN/23) Sarey, A Journal for 27,ii. 1800 to 
29. 12. 1800.
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The missionaries diligently carried on their work
giving topmost priority to printing the Bible which in those
days was not easy as might have been thought. As Carey
wrote on 27 November 1800:
The printing requires much more of my time and 
attention than I had thought it possible, I find 
the copy, after three or four revisals, still to 
require a very clese examination and rigid correc­
tion; besides the labour of correcting the proofs, 
which, from the faulty state of Bengal orthography, 
is far greater and more difficult work than you 
can possibly form an idea' of •... We began the New 
Testament first, as it would form the most impor­
tant book to put it into the hands of the natives, 
and are this day printing off the last chapter oif 
1 Cor, and one page of the first chapter 2 Cor,
Thus far the Lord had led us on in this great work, 
and I hope we may be able to send you a Bengalee
New Testament by the last ships of this season, 1
By 29 December 1800 the New Testament was printed
to the end of Titus. Carey wrote in his journal for
that days
The New Testament is printed to the end of Titus,
and I hope we may be able to send a few copies
by the ships which this goes by, We shall imme­
diately begin to print the Old Testament, The 
whole will be in five octavo volumes, 2
7 February 1801 was a red letter day not only 
for Carey and the Serampore Mission but also for "the 
Bengali language and literature. For on that day Carey 
received from the press the last sheet of the Bengali 
New Testament, As already mentioned the types of the 
greater part of the volume were set by Ward himself,. 
assisted by Felix Carey and Brundson. The work had 
been pressed forward with such diligence, in spite of 
every disadvantage, that it was completed within nine 
months. On 12 February 1801 when the first copy was 
bound, it was laid with reverent joy upon the commu­
nion table in the chapel, and in a meeting of the whole 
family together with newly-converted Bengali Christians 
they acknowledged their gratitude to God. The expense of 
the impression, which consisted of 2000 copies, 1700
1 BMS Records* Carey,* s Journal, 27 November 1800
2Ibid. 29 December,
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on Patna and 300 on English paper was & 612-3-0• "In
this, however, is included the expense of 1000 English
spelling books printed and bound ... and an unknown
number of Hymns and short pieces in Bengalee, besides
500 copies of the Gospel by Matthew which are all given
away”. In Demy octavo size (Bib, No, 26) this first edi
tion of the New Testament entitled Pharma Pustaka which
had seven subsequent editions during Carey’s lifetime
was translated directly from the Greek, Having 822
pages (8,4" x 5.1"), unnumbered, they were bound "in
leathear, as it is an object that they should last as
2long as possible m  the hands of the natives"•
The printing of the New Testament was hailed every 
where. The missionaries sent 150 copies of the product 
of their labour which, Carey wrote, "has so much contri­
buted to lessen the expense of printing", to the Baptist 
Missionary Society in England with a view to sell them 
"in England for a guinea [a copy] because the labour of
our hands has not been accounted anything in the calcu- 
3lation"• One of these copies was presented by Andrew 
Fuller to the late Earl Spencer on whose property Carey 
once lived. He immediately sent a cheque drawn on his 
bank for £ 50 as a contribution towards the translation 
of the Old Testament in Bengali. He recommended that a 
copy of the New Testament be presented to His Majesty 
George III. Accordingly, this was done by Robert Bowyer, 
one morning at Windsor, "In the address presented along 
with this volume, desire was expressed that His Majesty
"^BMS Records( IN/ 16) ) Ward's Letter to Fuller,
2 April 1801, See Plate XXXIsTitle page of the N,T,
9 .
Ibid. Some of the copies were issued with English 
added title page showing the date of printing as 1802,
3BMS Records( IN/ 13)s Carey to Ryland, 30 January
1801.
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might like to see the principles it contained univer­
sally prevail throughout his eastern dominions, when 
some doubt was whispered, by the Lord in waiting; as 
to whether this book had now come through the proper 
channels. The king, however, replied immediately, "The 
Board of Control has nothing to do with it"; and turning 
to [Robert] Bowyer, "I am greatly pleased to find that 
any of my subjects are employed in this manner".1
By the end of 1800, the translation of the Old
Testament was finished and Carey was contemplating to
"begin to print the Old Testament in four volumes of 
2equal size" of the New Testament and thus to finish 
the whole Bible in the Bengali language, Therefore, Imme­
diately after printing the New Testament the press co­
mmenced printing the Old, Translated from Hebrew into 
Bengali 1000 copies of the first volume of the Old 
Testament containing the Pentateuch entitled Mosara 
Vvavastha in Bengali, was completed in 1802, Date of 
printing on the title page has been given as 1801, It 
is partially correct because printing of this work 
started in 1801 and when the printer printed the 
title page in the first sheet with daije of printing 
as- 1801, he never thought that printing of this volume 
was going beyond that date. Repeated revision of the 
version even at the stage of printing caused its: delay.
In 1803, from Job to Song of Sdlomon was ready, 900 
copies were the impression, Gxtadi being the Bengali 
title, this was third volume of the Old Testament and 
it appeared in print before the second volume ( Bib.
No, 49). Although the title page bears date of printing 
as 1804, the printing of this work was finished" towards
Christopher Anderson, The Annals of the English Bible 
(Londons 1845). II, p. 594. According to s Brief narra­
tive of the Baptist Mission in India (Londons 1808),p.46
It was in 1803, and a copy of the Pentateuch
was also presented to Geogge Illalong with the N.T,
2BMS Rec o r d ss Carey's Journal, 29 December 1800.
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the end of January 1803. This work was made one of the
' . 2
text-books of the College of Fort William. Nine hundred
copies of Psalms entitled Daudera Gita ( Bib. No. 47)
were also issued as a separate work. In the same year
the second edition of the New Testament was commenced.
On 24 September 1804 the missionaries reported that it
3was "hastening to close”. But it was not until 1806 that 
1500 copies of the second edition of the New Testament 
were ready for circulation. It was again dated 1803 for 
the reason stated earlier, but correct date was 1806 
( Bib. No. 58 ). In 1807^ (but title page says 1805) 
an edition of 1000 copies of volume 4 of the Old Testa­
ment * Isaiah-Malachi, Bhavisyadavakya in Bengali (Bib. 
No. 6 6) was printed.
5In 1808 ran edition of 10,000 copies of Luke, Acts 
and Romans was published, while in 1809, 1500 copies 
of the second volume of the Old Testament containing 
Josua-Esther, I§raleta Vivarana in Bengali ( Bib. No.
75), were published. Thus, after fifteen years of
0
labour, the whole Bible in Bengali was completed. The 
work in five large volumes was entirely the product of
1Brief narrative of the Baptist Mission in India (London:
1808), p. 40
2 ,
James Long, Returns relating to publications mthe
Bengali language ( Calcutta: 1859), p. 78. The College
subscribed to 100 copies of this work,
^Periodical Accounts, III( 1806 ), p. 23.
. (Plate XXXIIs Title page of 2nd0 ed of the N.T.)
Memoir relating to the translations of the sacred 
Scriptures ... (London: 1808), a list between pp. 20 and 
21.
5Ibid.
BMS Records^: Second Memoir relating to the translations 
(in manuscript) (1809). Also in: Periodical Accounts,
IV ( 1810 ), p. 52.
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Carey who "wrote [them] with his own pen, the whole
of the five volumes, octavo",1 In performing the task,
he had no assistance from Thomas's translations which
were so imperfect that he was obliged to read each and
2every letter and every proof sheet twice and thrice. 
Besides completing the whole Bible in 1809, the 
third edition of the New Testament was sent to press.
The third edition was in ftblio principally for use 
in public worship? but as the congregations for which 
a book of this size was adopted were not numerous, the 
edition was to consist of a small number of copies, 
in fact one hundred. By the end of the year, printing
of this edition 'advanced to the middle of the Acts of
3 . . , 4Apostles'. It was finished m  1811. The same year 1000
copies of the second edition of Pentateuch were in pro­
gress but the printing was delayed in consequence of a 
fire which broke out in 1812, and made its~ appearence 
in 1813^
In 1813 the missionaries were contemplating to
send to press the fourth edition. of„the,New Testament.
The printing of 5000 copies of this edition, the largest
7ever prtnted, could not be completed before 1816,
Letter from Ward: to a friend in Edinburgh, dated 10 May 
1820, in The Annual report... of the Baptist Missionary 
Society. 1820, Appendixl, p. 30. Also ins Farewell letters, 
p. 179.
^BMS Records(IN/ 13): Carey to Fuller, 20 April 1808,
^Second Memoir ( 1809 in BMS Records). Also ins Month­
ly Circular letters,II (1809), p. 68,
^Memoir respecting the translations, 1811, in Monthly 
Circular letters; IV ( 1811), p. 71
r
16th Memoir respecting the translations ...(Londons 1834), 
p. 58.
6[5th] Memoir of the Serampore Translations for 1813 
(K^teringl 1815)
7l0th Memoir, p. 59
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But the title page again gives the date of printing
1 . ,as 1813. This edition was distributed so rapidly,
that the fifth edition was at once struck off* Also •
consisting of 5000 copies the fifth edition of the
o
New Testament apparently was printed in 1817. In 1819 
Serampore Mission also printed an edition of 1000 copies 
of the Gospels of Matthew and Mark translated by John 
Ellerton,^
In 1820, a new edition of the whole Scriptures?
which formmd the sixth edition of the New Testament.and
the third of the Psalms and the rest of the Old Testament 
was commenced. Four thousand copies of the entire Bible
and 2000 extra copies of the New Testament were to be
. 4printed.
"With the view of studying economy in an edition 
so large, the Serampore brethren have prepared a new 
fount of types, which, while perfectly clear and legibly 
are of a moderate sizes and with these they are printing 
this new edition in double columns, in a large?' octavo 
page, which they hope bring the whole five volumes into 
one volume of about thirteen hundred pages:, royal 
octavo, or two very moderate volumes, and the New Testa­
ment into a neat duodecimo of about four hundred 
pages"•
Several years' elapsed before they were issued from
Diehl thought this octavo edition to be the third edi­
tion (Sees Early Indian Impfcints, p. 396. Entry No.
896) which according to her "was delayed because of 
fire in 1812**. She, seems, was confused by Contribution 
towards a history of biblical translation ... (Calcutta: 
1854). Third was a folio edition and was completed before 
August, 1811. See f.n, 4 at p. 241,
7 3
7th Memoir, p. 2 ~10th Memoir, p. 59
4
7th Memoir, p. 2
5Ibid,, pp. 2 -3.
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1the press. In 1822, 4000 copies of the Pentateuch
were struck off while 6000 copies of the Gospels of
2Matthew and Mark m  1824 , and the Pentateuch and
3 .historical books m  1825 were printed. An impression o
of 4000 copies of the Matthew in 18284, Mark and the'
first volume of the Old Testament containing the Penta-
teufch and historical books ( Bib. No. 120) was printed
m  1829*
The edition of the Bengali Bible which commenced 
in 1820 was- finished in 1832 in 3000 copies of the 
Old Testament, 2000 of the New Testament (Bib. Nog.132&134)
cr
and 3000 extra .copies of the Psalms ( Bib. No. 133), The 
whole was the fruit of Carey*s thirty-nine years unre­
mitting study of the Bengali language. Of a great part 
of the New Testament this forms the seventh edition, 
and of the remainder the sixth. Before the close of the 
year 1832, 1000 copies of the seventh edition of the 
New Testament were printed* The eighth edition was 
taken up immediately and 5000 copies. (2ame out in 
1833 ( Bib. No. 137).
The Bengali Bible was Carey's first work, and his 
last. He completed his last revision of the entire 
Bible - the fifth edition of the Old Testament and eighth 
of the New in June 1832. As the months went on he carried 
through the press the last and most improved eighth edi­
tion of the New Testament, and only then did he feel 
and often say that the work of his heart was done.^
He died in 1834, at the age of seventy-three, having 
spent forty-one consecutive years in Bengal, and having 
devoted the greater part of his time to the transla­
tions. Brown University, U.S.A. conferred on him a Doc­
torate of Divinity in recognition of his literary labours 
in 1807.
^lOth Memoir, p. 59
2Ibid., p. 60. 3Ibid, 4Ibid. 5Ibid.
6Smith, Carey, p. 89
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Religious tracts
We have already mentioned the printing of the Gos­
pel messenger ( Bib. Nos. 52 & 64 for 1804 and 1806
reprints), a few evangelical hymns, a poem written
against the Brahmans, and an address- to the laskars,
' 1which came out in 1800, No copy of them has apparently 
survived.
On 30 March 1800, Carey, Marshman and Ward took
up the position of ballad-singers which were common in
Bengal, 'at a place in the town where four readsmeet*.
People were astonished to see three Europeans singing
in the street. They listened and were 'quite anxious
2to get the hymns' which they gave away. This apparently
encouraged them to print tracts and distribute them
among the Bengali population.
After that innumerable tracts were printed and
distributed in all languages of India; up to 1815 they
"far exceeded a hundred thousands". "In 1827" Murdoch
writes, "a hundred thousand appears to have been regar-
ded as the yearly average". In that year, 21,600 copies
of tracts in Bengali alone were printed and distributed.
But all of them were reprints except for 'one entitled
the Best gift and the other on the repentance* translated
. . 4by Carey from the English original. In addition to 
their own, She Serampore Mission also printed for the 
Calcutta Christian Tract and Book Society instituted 
in 1823. Since 1827 the Serampore Mission acted as the 
corresponding committee to London Religious Tract 
Society under whose patronage they also printed and 
distributed tracts.
1 See p. 236.
2BMS Records: Ward's Journal, 30 March 1800
3 . .John Murdoch, Catalogue of the Christian Vernacular
literature of India. . . (Madras: 1870), p. 5~i
^"Report of the Printing and Distribution of Religious 
Tracts", Periodical Accounts from the Serampore Mi- 
ssioiig No0 III( February -December 1828), p. 212.
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As a result of this, printing and distribution 
of tracts got such an impetus, since finance was no 
longer a problem, that in 1828 alone missionaries pro­
duced and distributed 33,050 copies of tracts in diffe 
rent languages. These include 22 titles in Bengali, 
which varied from a 32 pages Compendium of Divinity to 
a Brief discourse from John VI. 28 - 29 ; 23 in Hindi
6 in Urdu, 5 in Punjabi, 1 in Nepali and 9 or 10 in
1 . . 2.Burmese. Following is the list ' of Bengali 'series of
tracts' printed and/or distributed in 1829s
!• What is the Religion of Christianity? A compendium
of divinity, chiefly expressed in the language
of Scriptures. A reptint of an old tract, 32p,
2, The Best Gift. Translation of an English tract of
of the same name.
3. Concern of the mind. Work unfolding the anxieties
and desires of awakened mind in verse. Reprint 
of an old tract. 12 p.
4• First General Letter addressed by the Serampore 
Missionaries, on translation of the Bible, to 
to the natives of India, briefly stating to 
them its contents, and recommending it to their 
attention. 8p. ( Bib. No. 74,‘earlier edition)
5 , Most Excellent Doctrine, by William Carey of Catwa.
2 Op,
6 . Memoir of Peetauber Singh, by William Ward.
"Report of the Printing and Distribution of Religi­
ous Tracts", Periodical Accounts from the Serampore 
Mission, No. V ( 1829), pp. 345 - 350.
2Ibid,, pp. 346 - 347.
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7. Second General Letter written in 1822 by Surroop.
Intended to remove the prejudice of Hindus 
against the Gospel. 8p.
8* The Instructor. A body of divinity entirely
in scriptural language. Compiled by Williamson 
, in 1824. 17 p.
The Jewel of Salvation. Worthlessness of Hindu incar­
nation and modes of salvation and recommending the sal­
vation of Christ in verse. Old tract. 12p.
10. Which Shaster is worthy of regard? By Towniev.
Evidence of the Gospel. 4p.
11. Memoir of Krisna Prasad. Written and translated
by William Ward.
12* The Gospel. A tract in verse which relates the
fall and misery of man, and the remedy provided 
in the incarnation and death of Christ. 26p.
13. The True Refuge. It meets the obligations gene­
rally made by the Indians and enforce the claim 
of the Gospel. 22p.
14. Jucrgunnath (the Lord of the world). Proves the
■ excellence of Christ. 8p.
13. The wav of life. A discourse from John XIX* 6 , ” I 
am the way, the truth, and the life’*, by Buckin­
gham of Jessore. 14-p,
16. True Advice. An earnest address to the careless
sinners. 4p.
17. The Evidences of Christianity. On form of Catechism
by James Mill translated by Williamson of Beerbhoom
24p •
18. The Testimonies of the Prophets respecting our
Lord Jesus Christ. A translation of Thomson's 
Hindi tract. Tract takes a tetrospect of the pro­
mises and prophecies relative to Christ foom the 
creation and fall, to his being manifest in the flesh*
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19. On Repenfcence. Translated from English by
Dr. Carey. 8p.
20. A Ibetter discovering error. Errors of Hindu
religion and true way of salvation. 16p.
21* Scripture History. Adapted from a school-book 
of the Calcutta Church Missionaries. 32p,
22. The Works of God. A discourse from John. VI 28,29 
by Mr. Buckingham.
In addition to the 22 above listed, Serampore hdd
"many more tracts in the Bengalee language" which they
1intended to "revise and reprint". Of these 22 tracts, 
three bearing Serial Nos, 5, 14 and 15 in the above 
in 2500 copies of the first two, and 2000 of the last 
one were reprinted.2
In 1830, six of the above listed tracts (Serial
Nos. 3, 4, 7, 14, 15 & 22) were again reprinted, in
3 . .2000 copies each. In 1833, m  addition to some care#
fully corrected reprints, they printed thsee new tracts.
These were: the Destroyer of Darkness 'composed and
translated' by W.Carey of Cutwa, 'Ehe Gods, idols, and
idolatry and the Braises of the self-existentehord God.
The last two tracts were compiled at the suggestion of 
4
Dr. Carey,
“Report of the Printing and Distribution of Reli­
gious Tracts". Periodical Accounts from the Serampore 
Mission, No. V( 1829), p. 347
2Ibid., p. 349
3Ibid.,No. VIII (1831), p. 562.
4Ibid.,Vol. II, No. Mill (1834), p. 94.
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We have discovered and examined seventeen such
publications. Murdoch listed1 sixty titles which were
compiled by C. B. Lewis, a missionary and printer of
of the Baptist Missionary Society. After compiling the
list Lewis commented* "It is only just to state that
the titled and editions of the Serampore tracts printed
... are very imperfectly represented , Murdoch added*
"the titles of the intervening tracts cannot now be 
2ascertained".
Considered as ephemera, these tracts were not 
carefully preserved and, therefore, it was very diffi­
cult even in the 1860s to identify and make a list of 
tracts issued by the Serampore Mission press.
College texts 
In 1800 the College of Fort William which commen­
ced ox^eration on 4 May 1800 was instituted and the study 
of Bengali was made imperative for the young civilians. 
The following year, in Axorii, 1801 Carey was ax^pointed 
teacher of the Bengali and Sanskrit 3 languages. On 1 
January 1807 his status was raised to that of Profe­
ssor. He served the college up to 1831 as the most 
notable figure in its; service.
When Carey was appointed to teach the language 
he found that there were no means but word of mouth 
for communicating instruction. There were no printed 
books. Manuscripts were rare; and the style and tenden­
cy of the few rules and regulations that were procura-
1 > # iJohn Murdoch, Catalogue of the Chy&stian Vernacular 
Literature of India,(Madras* 1870), ppj 5-7.
^Ibid., p. 7.
3Afterwards of the Mahrathi Language.
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ble, were of no use as class books* Jt was necessary, 
therefore, to prepare and print works for this purpo­
se* Hence he assiduously and zealously applied him­
self to the object-. Either through his own exertions^ 
or by inducing others he not only provided the students 
with basic and elementary books, but supplied standard 
compositions to the people of Bengal, and laid the foun­
dations of a cultivated tongue:of flourishing literature. 
In his own words*
When the appointment was made, I saw that I had 
a very important charge committed to me, and no 
books or helps of any kind to assist me. I, there­
fore, set about compiling a grammar, which is 
half printed. I got Ram Boshu to compose a histo­
ry of one of their kings-, the first prose book 
ever written in the Bengali language; which we 
are also printing, ©ur pundit [Goloka Natha 
Sarrna] has also, nearly translated the Sanskrit 
fables, one or two of which brother Thomas sent- 
you, which we are going to publish. These, with 
Mr. Forster’s vocabulary will prepare the way 
to reading their poetical books; so that I hope 
this difficulty will be gotten t]irough. 1
Before the year was out Carry's Grammar (Bib. No.
29), Dialogues: ( Bib. Nos. 27 & 28) and Rama Rama
Vasu’s Raia Pratapaditya caritra ( Bib. No. 29) were
struck off from the press. In 1802 Hitopadesa by
Golaka Natha Sarma ( Bib. No. 32), Lipimala by Rama
Rama Vasu (Bib, No. 40) and Vatrisa simhasana byt
Mrtyunjaya Vidyalankara came out. In 1805 the Tota 
itihasa by Qandlcarana. MunsI (Bib. No. 54), Maharaja 
Krsnacandra Rayasya caritram by Rajivalocana Mukho-
" ™ 7 T 7 " "  * Vi. .
padhyaya ( Bib. No. 57); in 1808 jSitopadOsa., Raia-
vali and Vatrisa simhasana by Mrtyunjaya Vidyalan-
kara ( Bib. Nos. 71 - 73), in 1812 itihasa mala by
Carey, in 1815 Purusapariksa by Iiaraprasada Raya
• •
( Bib. No. 89), in 1815 -1825 the Dictionary ( Bib.
Nos. 88, 92, 109-111) were printed at the Serampore 
Press.
■^ BMS Records ( IN/ 13)* Carey to Ryland, 15 June 1801,
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Of these works, Itihasa-mala printed in 1812 
which is regarded as the best prose work by Carey 
unfortunately could not be published because, appa­
rently, it was consumed by fire in 1812 before it 
was put into circulation. The work contained 150 
short stories. Having 320 octavo pages 4 copies of 
this work are extant; three in Bangiya Sahitya Pari-
sad and one in the National Library, Calcutta. The 
*
work has been reprinted by Das Gupta & Co.,Calcutta 
in 1971. Edited by Father Dwatiyen the reprint in­
cludes the facsimile of the title page and page 249.
The work is being translated into English by the 
Baptist Missionary Society, London.
School books
On 1 May 1800 Joshua Marshman and Hannah Marshman 
opened two Boarding schools. The income from these 
schools, which at the beginning yielded Rs. 100 a mo­
nth but at the close of the year Rs. B00 a month, was 
a good means of support for the infant! mission. Under- 
the able management of Mr. and Mrs. Marshman the schools 
soon earned a good reputation and became the most 
popular and remunerative establishments of the kind 
in Bengal.^
In addition to the English Boarding schools, on 
1 June 1800 they opened a vernacular school for Ben­
gali the establishment of which was greeted with en­
couragement from the Bengali peoples. In a letter 
addressed to the Society in England, the missionaries 
observed;
Commerce has raised new thoughts and awakened new 
energies; so that hundreds, if we could skilfully 
teach them gratis, would crowd to learn the English 
language. We hope this may be in our power some 
time, and may be a happy means of diffusing the
“^Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, I, pp. 130 -131.
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knowledge. At present our hands are quite full,1 
The missionaries, though their hands were full, 
drew out a "plan, for the education of the children 'Of 
converted natives or youths who have lost caste", The 
plan envisaged to instruct "these youths ... in Divini­
ty, History, Geography, Astronomy, and in reading and 
writing English and Bengali". In addition to educating^ 
the converted youths the plan further outlined "to pro­
vide for the education of the native youth in those 
principles which enlarge the mind, lead to the worship 
and service of the true God, and to a holy and useful 
life...". For thae purpose of of fulfilment of the ob­
jects of the proposed institution the missionaries pla­
nned to add a library to the school and provided "that
elementary books shall be prepared on the above abjects,
2and printed m  the Bengalee language".
For the use of the students of the schools the 
missionaries had already started printing books. We have 
found one such publication printed in 1801 preserved 
in the Baptist Missionary Society, London. The work en­
titled* &isucfanera Bus taka (Bib. No, 31. Plate XXXIIIs 
Title page and first page), a children’s book on 
Christianity is apparently one of the few earliest 
school texts printed at the Serampore Mission Press which 
had the honour of printing the first school text-books 
in Bengali.
By 1813 the Serampore missionaries had twenty * 
'native schools’ in various parts of the country. On 
the basis of— the basis of the experiment which was
1Letter of the Missionaries to the Society, 10 October 
1800, in E. Carey, Memoir of Carey, pp. 406 - 407,
n t t
The plan was drawn up and printed m  February 1802 to 
raise subscription for the proposed school* BMS Records 
(IN/16)* With Ward's Letter dated 1 April 1802
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considered successful, Dr. Joshua Marshman drew a plan 
for the establishment of an efficient system of schools*;1 
0ne of the principal requirements for these schools was 
books which took prominence in his plan. Instead of being 
confin£cfe^religion, the books were also to be designed 
to impart sound secular knowledge. The series of books 
was to contain a treatise on arithmetic, a concise work 
on geogrpphy, a well-digested epitome of history, exhi­
biting a brief view of events in ancient and modern time, 
and including the salienfr points, an ancient history of 
India based on the most authentic facts, a selection of 
passages from those works which were held in reverence 
in the country, a selection of divine oracles, a volume 
of Christian ethics meant for dictation to the students 
who would commit them to memory, and a treatise on the 
Gospel d.isxoensation, including an epitome of the pro­
phecies relating to Christ, a narrative of ;his life
and death, and a history of the propagation and progress
2of Christianity, The plan, however, was based on one
developed in England by the Quaker educationist, Joseph
Lancaster, who thought that'whatever instruction it
may be desi^lrable to communicate to them, must tee
imparted in their own language'.^
When the plan was executed, by. 1818 approximately
10,000 students were enrolled in 92 schools in or near
Serampore, 11 at Katwa, 3 near Murshidabad, and 5 at 
4 'Dacca. To meet the demand of such a large number of
i
Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward. II, p. 82.
^Ibid., p. 83
Hints relative to Native Schools ( Serampore* 1816),p. 11.
^Second Report of ...Native Schools (Serampore* 1818), 
pp. 9-10 and 15 -16.
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students the mission press was busy printing the books 
planned by Marshman both in English and Bengali.
The elementary school books, as stated above, were 
compiled on history, geography and arithmetic . Origi­
nally compiled in English they were translated by John 
Clark Marshman. "More than half a dozen of those trea­
tises were brought into use before the year 1818",^
"A set of Arithmetical tables *.• constructed and 
translated into Bengali...[which] extends to twenty- 
four tables, printed on the large and fair type",
a spelling book in Bengali with "the whole of the
2alphabet and its: combinations, in three tables" were
also printed. In 1816 they printed "a large beautiful
exemplar of the Bengalee Alphabet in the writing
character”, prepared by Kallkumara Raya, Bengali Writing
Master of the College of Fort William. Fifteen hundred
3copies of this werk were printed.
In July 1817 the Calcutta School-Book Society
was established for "the preparation, publication, and
cheap or gratuitous supply of works in schools and
4seminaries of learning". The establishment of this 
sodiety which actively cooperated with the Serampore 
Mission gave impetus to the printing of school books.
The School-Book Society established a ' fireendly under­
standing ... with the missionaries of Serampore, ten­
ding to secure a copious supply on moderate terms of 
such of the Serampore publications as come within 
the Society's province, either by bespeaking a share 
in the edition of a work before it is printed, or
■^George Smith, Twelve Indian Statesmans (London *1897), 
p. 230,
Hints relative to Native Schools (Serampore* 1816), 
p. 35,
^Second Report of ...Native Schools (Serampore* 1818),
p. 17”
^Calcutta School-Book Society, Report of the Provisional 
Committee ( Calcutta* 1817), p.iii.
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by obtaining after publication, the number of copies 
1wanted'. Thus, we learn from, the first report of the-
School-Book Society that the following text-books
(which the Society purchased) were printed by the 
2Mission Press*
1 . Ganita (Arithmetic); 2. Lipidhara ( Rules for
writing); 3. Subhafikara krta arya (Arithmetical formula);*
4. Jamidari papers- (relating to 2!amindari accounts);
5. Alphabetical tables; 6 . Vanana or syllabic tables;
7. Pholas (adjuncts); 8. Ako&las (Forms of agreements 
and bonds, etc.); 9. Khatiyana (Forms of letters of 
business); 10. Dhatujata Savda (Sanskrit roots);
11. Jamavandi ( Settlement paper); 12. Hitopadesa;
13. Sastra paddhati ( Account of learned authors);
14. Jyotisa (Astronomy or Occidentalists) 15;.' Bhugola
*
(Geography); lo. Talava-Vaki ( Accounts); 17. Guru
&isya (Dialogues); 18. Goladhyaya (A summary of Geogra- 
■
phy). The number of copies procured by the Society 
ranged from 20 to 500.
t
In our search we have been able to find Siksa 
sara ( Bib, No. 95), Jyotisa evam goladhyaya (Bib. No.
99), Vritina desiva vivarana sancava ( Bib, No. 100), 
and Jyotisam goladhvayah ( BlB. No. 107).
a • •
It is very difficult to ascertain how many titles 
of school books were printed by the Serampore Missionaries 
between 1801 and 1838; but-it is certain that they 
were the first printers in this genre and up to 1818 
there was no ether printer who met the demands of newly- 
established educational institutions in Bengal. Later, 
when Calcutta School-Book Society came into being,
"^Calcutta School-Book Society, First Report, 1817- 1818, 
(Calcutta* 1818), p. 6 .
^Ibid*, pp. 7-8. In our reproduction we have only chan­
ged the transliteration of these works.
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it undertook responsibility of school-book printing.
It employed different presses, in addition to Serampore
until- 1824 when it established its own press. It has
been calculated that the Mission Press alone between
the years 1817 and 1821 had printed 47,946 copies of
12 works in English, Bengali, Persian, Anglo-Bengali,
Arabic and Sanskrit for the Calcutta School-Book
Society,^ This is not an overstatement since 5,000
copies of a single title: Nitikatha, 1st ed.(l820)
2printed.
The Prdnting Office
The printing-office, as we have already mentioned
was under the superintendance of Ward. He was assisted
by Brunsdon and Felix Carey, the eldest son of Car@y.
In addition to them, by the middle of the year, 1800,
the press was employing a compositor, five press-men,
a folder and a binder. But by the end of July 1800
after the compositor left, they were doing without:
one. They were, at that time, printing "three half-
3sheets of 2000 each m  a week"*
Though the press was established mainly to 
print the Scriptures, as Ward was a very efficient 
printer, and, as we have already mentioned, printing 
charges were very high in those days, it also undertook 
private printing, and in course of time the press 
earned thousands of rupees a year. On 1 August 1800 
Ward recorded in his journal:"Mr. B. of Calcutta has
4this day ordered 600 spelling book^which we printed".
N. L. Basak, "Origin and Role of the Calcutta School- 
Book Society...", Bengal Past and Present, LXXVIII 
(January-June, 1959), p~. 46»
^Rama Kamala Sena, Hitopade&a ( Bib. No, 102)* Cover c?f 
the BL copy.
^BMS Records* Ward's Journal*1 August 1800 
4Ibid,
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Thus, in a short time the work of the press increased 
since they took up private printing in addition. There­
fore, more workmen were employed. In September 1800 
the press was: employing seventeen printers and five- 
bookbinders:.. An extension to the printing-office was
called for; and they built 'an addition ... to the prin- 
1ting office'•
The brisk printing activities of the press soon
absorbed the slender resources of the missionaries, and
by the middle of the year, 1800, they were crippled
for funds to carry on their work. Inthese circumstances:
the missionaries took a bold but hazardous step of 
+°appealingAthe Calcutta public through the newspapers- 
to assist them in subscribing two gold mohars (about 
32 rupees) for a copy-of the sacred Scriptures in the 
Bengali language which they were printing* Six months 
only had elapsed since government had evinced the 
the strongest opposition to their undertaking, and they 
were now residing under a foreign flag, in defiance of 
the British authorities. As soon as the notice caught 
the eye of Lord Wellesley, the Governor-General, he 
thought of writing to ask the Danish authorities to 
place the press under his control in Calcutta so that 
he could supress it; but, after little reflection, he 
thought it advisable to consult David Brown, the 
Comapany's Chaplain who assured him that the Serampore 
Press was simply to aid the^  spiritual instruction 
and it had no sinister objefit, Wellesley enquired 
whether it would be safe to circulate the Bible 
without a commentary. Brown took the responsibility in 
the event of any mischief: caused due to circulation of' 
the Bible, which he impressed upon the Governor-General, 
would rather be of great utility at the College of
1BMS Records* Ward's Journal, 12 September 1800.
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Fort William about to be established by him.'*' These 
assurances pacified the Governor-General who, surpri­
singly, in less than six months- time became perfectly
2satisfied with 'the design * of the mission. 'The.' 
appeal to the public brought in about 1500 rupees,
3which afforded the missionaries a reasonable relief.
The work of the printing gradually increased'and 
the press soon became the centre of large flourishing 
establishment. In addition to their own printing, as; 
already stated, the Mission contracted for much commer­
cial printing, both from private individuals and groups 
and the Danish and British Governments'. As the work in­
creased extension of the printing establishment also 
became necessary. The demand as regards accommodation 
of the printing office with "increasing ...printing and 
binding business" was met soon as a result of purchase 
of "adjoining house [in] more than four acres of land".^
By the middle of 1805 the press was employing 27 persons
5to cope with its volume of work.
Prior to that date the missionaries wrote that 
the printing office was- one of the major sources- of 
their income. They emphasised* !>,Printing presses imme1- 
diate action is more extensive, it being the means of 
our sending Bilsles, parts of the Bibles, and small 
tracts' of various kinds into all parts of Bengal and
g
some ofher parts of Hindoostan".,
"^ BMS Records* Ward's Journal, 1 and 29 June 1800 and 
Carey's Letter to Fuller, 20 November 1800.
9
Carey's Letter Ibid.
o
Marshman, Carey. Marshman and Ward. I, p. 133.
^BMS Records* Joshua Marshman*s Journal, 1 October 1801
5 .BMS Records* Letter of the Missionaries to the Society,
6 August 1605•
6Ibid. January 1805.
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Up to 18031 the missionaries were mainly busy 
with Bengali Scriptures and their printing. In the 
beginning of 1804, they resolved to undertake tran­
slations into Bhotia, Burmese, Chinese, Hindustani, 
Kanarese, Ori£a, Mara.thi,Telegu and several others.2 
But in 1806, in a published set of proposals for 
translating the Bible into all the important Oriental 
languages they added the Sanskrit, Persian, Gujrati, 
Assamese, Tibetan and Malay languages to their list.
The proposals were distributed throughout the East,
3Gre&t Britain and Russia,
The New Testament had already been translated
into Bengali, Marathi and Oriya before 1806j and in
that year Carey started work on Hindustani, Gujrati,
Persian, Punjani, Sanskrit and Telegu, By 1812,
Assamese, Balochi, Braja Bakha, Burmese, Chinese,
Kanarese, Kashmiri, Malay * , Nepali and Pashtu
translations either were completed or in progress.4
By 1833' the Serampore Mission had printed the Bible
in all of the above mentioned and eighteen other lan-
5guages and dialects.
1Memoir relative to the translation of the Scriptures 
into certain of the Indian languages (Serampore! 
'^handwritten dates 1808^), p. 1
.2Ibid.
■^William Carey, et al. Proposals for a subscription for 
translating the Holy Scriptures into the following 
Oriental languages ... (Serampore* 1806)
4BMS Records( IN/13): Carey to Fuller, 19 November 
1812.
5' .For a complete list sees S.P. Carey, Carey, p. 415
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In addition to printing these translations this 
great polyglot printing office of a most active and 
successful mission, with the most ambitious type foun­
dry and paper-mill in the East, printed many auxiliary 
works including Indian classics, grmmmars, dictionaries, 
maps and also original works in several of the Indian 
languages. The achievement of publication and printing 
of the Serampore Mission Press was a stupendous and 
almost unbelievable task achieved between 1800 and 1838. 
According to Underhill, as already stated, the press 
between 1801 and 1838 printed "more than 212,000 volumes 
of the Divine word in 40 different languages'*.1
For such a giganting:; undertaking the Mission had 
to build mp a huge and well organised printing office. 
William Ward himself described the office in a letter 
to the Rev. H'. Fletcher- dated Serampore, 5 December 1811 
in the following wordst
Could you see your cousin in his printing-office, 
surrounding by forty or fifty servants, all 
employed in preparing the Holy Scriptures for the 
natives of India... As you enter the office, you 
see your cousin, in a small room, dressed in a 
white jacket, reading or writing, and at the 
same time looking over the whole office, which 
is 174- feet long. The next person you see, are 
learned natives, translating the Scriptures into 
the different languages, or correcting the 
proof-sheets, You walk through the office, and 
see laid out in cases types in Arabic, Persian, 
Nagree, Telinga, Sikh, Bengalee, Mahratha, Chinese 
Orissa, Burma, Carnata, Keshemena [i.e. Kashmiri] 
Greek, Hebrew, and English. Hindoos, Musalmans, 
and converted Natives are all busy; some compos­
ing, others distributing, others correcting. You 
next come to the presses, see four persons thro­
wing off the sheets of the Bible in different 
languages; and on the left are half a dozen 
Musalmans employed in binding the Scriptures for 
distribution; while others are folding the sheets 
and delivering them to the Store-keeper to be
Underhill, "Bible Translation", Centenary volume . . . 
p. 292.
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placed in the Store-room till they can be made 
up into volumes. The Store-afioom, which is 
142 feet long, is filled with shelves from side 
to side; upon which are laid, wrapped up, the 
sheets of the Bible before they are bound. You 
go forwafcd, and in a room adjoining to the 
office are the Type-casters, busy in preparing 
the types in the different languages. In one 
corner, you see another busygrinding the prin­
ting ink; and in a spacious open place, walled 
round, you see a Paper Mill, and a number of 
persons employed in Inaking paper for printing 
Scriptures in all these languages, 1
Fire at the Printing Office
In the evening of Wednesday, 11 March 1812
a fire broke out in the mission premises, which in
a few hours, in spite of every effort to stop the pro­
gress of the flames, consumed the spacious printing
office and its valuable contents. The loss of proper-
2ty in this accident was estimated at & 8, 750,
Ninety-four cases of English types * large quan­
tities of [English^types which the cases could not hold, 
and which were deposited on shelves under the imposing 
stones, as well as assortments of flowers*, 144 cases 
containing 14 founts of Oriental types of Chinese, 
Telinga, Sikh, Marathi, Tamil, Bengali, Burmese, Persian', 
Arabic, Oriya and Kashmiri; 828 reams of English 
paper which was very difficult to be replaced had been 
destroyed in that fire.
At the time of the fire, nine editions of the New
Description of the Printing Office, Serampore. Extract 
of a Letter from Mr. Ward, in India, ,to the Rev. W.
™ T o T \ Ck’ Derbyfhire", The Baptist Magazine 
for 1812, IV(October, 1812), pp. 443-444, ~
2 . .
C^r0y Joshua- Marshman, Statement relative to 
ui strati on of the funds entrusted t.n -Kho 
pore Missionaries (Serampore: 1820), p. 10 ------- ~
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Testament were in hand, and five of the Old, a great 
part of which was destroyed. They were, listed, as! 
the‘Historical books*, in. the Sanskrit language,' the 
Pentateuch in Hindi, the Pentateuch, in Marathi, the His­
torical books in Oriya, the New Testament in Hindi, the 
New Testament in Marathi, the Historical books in Oriya, 
the New Testament in Sikh, Telinga and Tamil, the 
Persian Gospels in the Arabic characters; by the Rev.
F. Sebastiani and the Hindi New Testament in the Ara­
bic characters' by the Rev, H, Martyn,
"Manuscripts to the worth of 7000 rupees; among 
which were, materials for a polyglot Indian dictionary 
embracing all the languages derived from Sungskrit.j 
great part of a Bengalee dictionary; of the copy 
for a Telinga grammar; three excellent manuscript 
copies of the Ramayana, and as much of the transla­
tion as had cost ..• Carey and Marshman a whole year 
to prepare for the press; together with parts of the 
translations of the Scriptures in several languages" 
were also lost in the fire,1
The disastrous fire, as Carey said *in one short- 
evening1 consumed 'the labours of years*. "The scene
was indeed affecting. The immense printing-office,
2two hundred feet long and fifty broad, was reduced 
to a mere shell. The yard was covered with burnt quires 
of paper,' the loss in which article was immense".
1 i . i i  iMonthly Circular Letter relative to the Missions m  
India, established by a Society jh England, ca-ll-Q^  
called the Baptist Missionary Society (Serampore* 
Printed at the Mission Press}, V (March 1812.), pp. 
41-46 gives the full description of the fire. The 
entire report regarding the fire in the'printing 
office* of Serampore Mission has been reproduced in 
Diehl, Early Indian Imprints, pp. 48-58.
^In his description of printing office Waed said it was 
174 feet long.(See page 259)Joshua Marshman also in 
his letter dated 12 March 1812, Baptist ^ Magazine, IV 
(October 1812), p. 444 said that the printing office 
was 200 feet long.
^Description of Thomson quoted in Smith, Carey, p.198.
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But- as an enthusiastic Calcutta newspaper
assured its public:, the Serampore Press would,"like
the phoenix of antiquity, rise from its ashes, winged
with new strength, and destined, in a lofty and long
enduring flight, widely to diffuse the benefits of
knowledge throughout the E a s t . In fact it did just
that; it rose again from the ashes. A good quantity
of valuable materials including punches and matrices
numbering four thousand for fourteen Indian languages
were unharmed. The five presses and the paper mill
too were untouched. Therefore, the day after the fire
ceased to smoke, mechanics were at the task of casting
2types from the lump of the molten metal.
The printing offices of Calcutta sold or lent 
few English types, so that they could make a start 
in English printing as well without waiting for the 
supply expected from England. The paper manufactory 
of the mission was intact, they had not to stop for 
want of country paper, on which they print their own 
editions of the Scriptures.
The five undamaged presses were immediately set 
up in a large building, larger than the one consumed' 
by the fire, which the missionaries had let to a 
merchant of Calcutta as a warehouse, and which for­
tunately was vacated only four days before the fire. 
Therefore, they did not face any great difficulty 
in finding a building in which to carry on their 
work, which the missionaries were determined to do in 
spite of the heavy losses specially of manuscripts.
^mith, Carey, p. 200
^BMS Records(IN/13)* Carey's letter to Fuller, 
dated 25 March.1812
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In the words of Carey*
The travelling, a read, the second time, however: 
painful it may be, is usually done with greater: 
ease and certainty than when we travel it for 
the first time, so we trust the work will lose 
nothing-in real value, nor will be much retar­
ded by this distressing event, for we shall 
begin printing in all these languages the moment: 
types are prepared, but we are not discouraged; 
indeed, the work is already begun again in every 
language, we are cast down, but not in despair, 1
Thus the work was started and by July the press
was printing at: full speed, Carey reported*
we began to attempt a recovery from our ashes the 
day after the fire, and immediately set the letter 
founders to work to recast the types, and have 
ever since kept them at work, the consequence of; 
which is, that we are now enabled to print in 
Bengalee, Sunscrit, Hindusthani, Mahratha, Orissa, 
and Tamil. The fount of Singalese is almost 
finished, the Persian is in considerable forward­
ness, and so far as relates to the Eastern lan­
guages, I hope we shall, by the end of the year, 
be nearly as well furnished as we were before.
Our loss in English types and English paper, 
however, cannot be replaced - till you are able 
to send us out a supply. 2
Carey's expectation was correct. At the end of
the year the press was capable of printing in greater
quantity than before. Again,Carey reported*
The mission,notwithstanding its heavy losses,has 
been supported, and we have been enabled, within 
one year from a very desolating calamity, to ca­
rry on our printing to a greater fextent than 
before it took place. 3
Their activities increased; and by August 1814 
the press either printed or was printing in 22 diff-
1BMS'Records(IN/13)* Carey to Fuller 25 March 1812
2Ibid., 31 July 1812 
^Ibid., 25 March 1813
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erent languages and making preparation for fiour: more. 
The lanugages were* Assamese, Baluchi, Bengali, 
Bikaniran, Braja Bhaka, Burmese, Chinese, Hindustani, 
Jayapuri, Kunkuna, Karnati, Kashmiri, Khasi, Manipuri, 
Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, Pashtu, Punjabi, Sanskrit, 
Telingana and Udayapuri. The languages under prepara­
tion were* Gujrati, Maldivian, Siftdhi and 'Wuch*.1 For 
carrying out such an enormous undertaking as this, on
28 December 1813 ten presses and two hundred people
2were constantly at work m  the printing office*
News of the fire reached England on 9 September
1812. John Ryland, Andrew Fuller and other Baptist
brethren strained their utmost to raise the money to
recover the losses? all sections of the Christian
faith hastened to help, and in a few weeks all the
money needed to repair the loss was in hand. "Men of
every Christian school, and men interested only in
the literary and secular side of their enterprise, had'
their active sympathy called out. ... Ten thousand
pounds ... was raised in England and Scotland alone"
3in fifty days.
But.still more important result followed. What 
seemed a crushing disaster proved a signal blessing. 
The new versions of the Bible were better than the old; 
the new types cast were improved in respect of elega­
nce and economy. It had political effects as well.
The British Parliament and the press were filled with 
admiration for the reports of the heroic character, 
the self-sacrifice, the great learning, and
■^ BMS Records (IN/ 13): Letter of Carey to Fuller, 
dated 4 August 1814.
^Ward's Letter, quoted in W., H. Carey, Oriental 
Christian Biography (Calcutta: 1850), II, p. 147.
^Smith, Carey, p. 200
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the successful labours of the men of Serampore, The 
celebrated William Wilberforce in a remarkable speech 
claimed and secured the liberty of the conscience and 
freedom of action for the men who were so devotedly 
engaged in propagating the Gospel in India, By clause 
introduced into the new charter of the East India 
Company it became impossible to exclude missionaries 
from the vast empire they governed. The fire of 
Serampore burnt a path for the Gospel through the pre­
judices and bigotry of the civilians of Bengal, The 
churches of the Christian world aroused by a sense of' 
unfulfilled duty to supply the need, and numerous 
bands; of missionaries speedily appeared to enter on the 
field openly uninterrupted. Since missionary activities 
within the domain of the Company were allowed under 
the new charter it became possible for the Baptists, 
London Missionry Society, Church Missionary Society* 
and S.P.G's missionaries to have their wide open 
field to start missionary labours with their 
Baptist Mission, School, Church Mission and Bishop's 
College presses respectively, A fire in one press, 
thus, gave birth to four more presses whof&side by side 
with the Serampore Press bore unlimited fruit to the 
language and literature of Bengal.
Death of Ward
Ward's incessant labours in first establishing 
and building up the printing establishment and then 
rebuilding it to its fullest capacity after the 
disastrous fire had now begun seriously to affect his 
health. Continuous mental and physical exertion for 
nineteen years in that tropical climate had undermin­
ed his constitution. As an excursion to Chittagong 
r and Dacca was of no avail, his medical advisers insis­
ted a voyage to England. With great reluctance he
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sailed 011 15 December 1818 to arrive in England
in May 1819. After spending two and a half' years
in England, Holland and America Ward arrived back
1m  Serampore on 20 October 1822.
During the absence of Ward John Clfcark Marshman
2took over charge of the printing office. On his 
return from leave, Ward with all the energy of impro­
ved health "resumed charge of the printing office ..• 
and worked the nineteen presses with increased dili­
gence in the printing of the Scriptures and tracts". ^
Moreover, he attempted to reform the printing estab- 
4 ,
lishment m  the light of experience gathered in Eng­
land and America, while- on his visit. But after a br­
ief period of work of only sixteen months-, he sudden­
ly died of cholera on Friday, 7 March 1823. ^
Though John Clark Marshman ably replaced him , 
Ward’s sudden death was a severe blow to the Serampo­
re Mission and was irreparable. The India Gazzette 
rightly commented*
"[He will be mourned by] every one to whom emi­
nent learning and piety are dear, and [his death] 
is, we fear, an almost irreparable loss to the 
cause which he served so zeaioussly and ably. 6
An excellent printer, Ward was determined accor­
ding to his own words to 'print. ..unsearchable riches 
7
of Christ* and at the time of his death he was prin­
ting the twentieth version of the New Testament in-
g
the languages of India. Possessing 'a marvellous con-
1 - Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, il, P. 248
2Ibid., p. 188 3Ibid., p. 249,
4 .Ram Comul Sen, A dictionary m  English and Bengali
(Serampore: 1834),I,p.7 
^Marshman, Op, Cit,, II, p. 278
^India Gazette, XLIIIt 7269( 13 March 1823),p.2, col.3, 
7vCox, History of BMS„ I,..p. 320,
3Joshua Marshman, "Funeral Sermon" , Samuel'Stehnett/sgf 
Memoirs of ... William Ward.(London: 1825), p. 220.
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trol over Asiatics' Ward was 'a fearless some-^  
what democratic man, fond of work.,. with a ca­
pacity of organization*. John Clark Marshman, Ward's 
colleague describes:
Mr Ward was particularly distinguished by an 
amiable and affectionate disposition. He had 
neither the ardour and elasticity of Dr. Mar­
shman, nor the dogged perseverence of Dr.
Carey, but he possessed great aptitude f'or busi­
ness, great, clearness of perception, and untiring 
industry. He surpassed his colleagues in a know­
ledge of the character and habits of the: natives 
a few Europeans have ever been so successful 
in managing them. He spake Bengalee with the 
fluency and ease of a native, and was thus 
enabled to acquire a powerful influence over 
the people. He commanded the attention of a 
native audience by the flow of his language, and 
his apt allusion to their habits, feelings, and 
allegiances". 2
These words, as well as other contemporary evi­
dences and the achievement of the Mission Press veri­
fy Ward's own statement of 1805:
The weight of the Mission as it respects fore­
sight, directing the things- put in motion, wa­
tching over all, hearing all, advising with all 
... all this falls on me ... The whole business 
of the printing office, containing 30 workmen,
I have to manage. The business of the family,
& of bricklayers-, joinerss &c, ... In addition1 to 
this the Bible proofs are compared with the 
Englsih & examined with the printing office ^
pundit by me ...[before] the sheet goes to press.
Immediately after the death of Ward, Carey wrote
to John Clark Marshman, then in Europe,, to hasten his
return. After his return, as already stated,. Marshman
took over the printing establishment of the mission,
4with which he had long been associated.
Quoted in, E. Daniel Potts, British Baptist HissiQ^ 
naries in India. 1793 - 1837 (Cambridge:■1967), p.21.
2Marshman, Carey, Marshman and WArd.-II, p. 279.
3BMS Records(IN/16): Ward's letter to Fuller, dated"
7 October 1805.
4Marshman,. Carey, Marshman and Ward,Iff, p. 279
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On 17 July 1823 Carey was appointed as Bengali 
Translator of the Regulations of the Governor-Gene­
ral in Council in addition to his normal duties as 
Professor of the College of Fort William!" Carey's 
appointment as translator increased the activities of 
the press to some extent. In addition to translating 
the current regulations, Carey was asked to revise 
the old translations of regulations passed since 
1793* Moreover, he received an order to reprint Bengali
and Persian translations: of the Regulations of the
2Bengal Government passed since 1793;
The Mission Press, as a result of the above 
mentioned appointment and contract, printed a con­
siderable number of government regulations. Wd? have, 
found seven such volumes- ( Bib. Nos. 112, 115 - 117, 
121, 126 & 161). In addition to these the following 
regulations, the copies of which maybe found at the 
National Library Calcutta, were also printed at 
this press*
I• A digest of the revenue and tax on trades ...
1793 to 1826. (1828)
2* Acts passed by the Governor-General in Council,
1824 - 1830. ( 1831 )
3. Acts and regulations, 1816 - 1838 5 vols.
( 1833- 1838)
^BM® Records: (IN/ 13)* Carey to Ryland, 18 July 1823
2BMS Records (IN/ 29): John Marshman to Dyer, 6June 
1825.
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Type Foundry
The history of the Serampore1 Mission Press will 
not be complete without a discussion of its type-' 
foundry and paper manufacturing plant. It was the 
Serampore Mission which alone in those days: was 
responsible for mass-scale manufacture of oriental 
types:. Unrivalled: for a long time, the Mission Type' 
Foundry at Serampore was the gratest arnd most remar­
kable of its kind in Asia, Reed has rightly recorded1*
The Baptist Mission at Serampore under the leader­
ship of William Carey, was very active in cutting 
types and printing books in various Indian lan­
guages in the early part' of the nineteenth cen- 
cufcy. Their[first] punch-cutter had been trained 
by Dr. Wilkins... Claudius Buchanan published a 
book on their translations and oriental types- 
in 1805. Allthese types were the work of the 
missionaries or of native craftsmen trained by 
them, with little or no technical help a from 
England* The total represents a remarkable. 1 
achievement in the history of type-cutting.
Bengali types for movable printing, as already 
stated, were invented and introduced for the first 
time in 1777 by Charles Wilkins who also cut a fount 
of Persian types in nasta'liq characters while in 
the civil service in Bengal. After return to England 
he further improved his Bengali type, cut a fount of 
DevanSgari types and another fount of Persian types 
in Naskh characters’.
Wilkins did not stop there'. While in the pursuit 
of his typographical labour he was assisted by 
Pancanana Karmakara, bl^ksmith by profession, to whom 
he taught the intricacies of punch cutting and type 
casting and apparently employed in his printing estab­
lishment. Later, when he left, Pancanana might have 
still been attached to the Honorable Company's Press 
for casting oriental types.
^Reed, History of the Old English Letter Foundries..• 
p. 70.
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When Carey was nearly giving up hope of printing 
his Bengali Scriptures, it was Pancanana who came to 
his aid in cutting a fount of Bengali types for his 
Bible under the superintendence of, it seems, the 
printer of the Honorable Companyfs Press.^
If, instead of getting Bengali types locally, 
written characters as a design of a fount of Bengali 
types had been sent to England as Carey contemplated, 
it was found that the cutting of 600 punches at eigh­
teen shillings each which was the price in England 
for the smallest Roman characters, rendered it im­
possible for the newly established Baptist Missionary 
Society to advance the sum of more than five hundred
9
pounds, forrmerely cutting a Bengali fount of types.
In the beginning of the nineteenth century Orien
tal founts manufactured in London were rare and prohi
bitive in cost. Marshman recorded^
The Persian fount, which Mr. Ruller sent out, 
cost the Society £ 500. The missionaries had 
also desired him to ascertain whether Telinga 
and Nagree- founts- might5 not be obtained more 
cheaply and expediously in London, where Ery 
and Figgins, the eminent founders, had been 
employed in preparing oriental punches for 
the East India Company ,.• Figgins offered 
to supply them with 407 matrices for the 
Telinga, he retaining the punches, for £ 641. 
Regarding the Nagree, a consultation was held 
with Dr. Charles Wil&ins, the great Orientalist, 
who had cut the first Indian types with his 
own hands thirty years before, and it was found 
that the punches required for printing in that 
character might by various contrivances, be 
reduced to 300, but the expense of preparing 
even this contracted fount was estimated at;
£ 700. 3
^BMS Records (IN/13)* Carey to BMS, 1 -^ pril 1799
2Joshua Marshman,“Brief memoir of the late Rev. Dr. 
W, Carey, DD (Abridged from Funeral Sermon)"
The Calcutta Christian Observer (September, 1834), 
pp. 451-54.
3Marshman, Carey. Marshman and Ward, I, p. 421
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The high price was prohibitive both for the misso 
naries at Serampore and the Society in England. There­
fore, the establishment of a type foundry was essential 
not- only for expediency but also for the sake of eco­
nomy. Fortunately, as stated already, the path in this 
direction was clear. Joshua Marshman informs!
But what appeared beyond the means of both Carey 
in India, and Fuller and his companions at home 
[i.e. the Baptist Missionary Society in England], 
Providence was pleased to supply in a way quite 
unexpected. About two moths after Carey’s arrival 
at Serampore, with Mrs. Carey and his four sons, 
a native named Punchanun, of the caste of Smiths, 
who had been instructed in cutting punches by ... 
Wilkins and had wrought at the same bench with 
him in cutting the Bengali fount of types, 
applied to us for employment, offering to cut 
a fount at a rupee [and] four annas each letter. 
Filled with gratitude to God for an occurrence 
so unexpected, we instantly retained him, and 
a fount of Bengali types was gradually created, 
for about 700 rupees, instead' of & 540 sterling, 
the price they would have cost in cutting ,.. 
in England. 1
This opportunity encouraged the missionaries to 
consider the establishment of a type foundry as one 
of their first objectives and eventually to train 
more people in this art. With the assistance of Pan­
canana Karmakara, they erected a letter foundry."Al­
though he is dow dead”, the missionaries- reported in 
1807, ”he had' so fully communicated his art to a num­
ber of others that they carry forward the work of 
type-casting, and even of cutting the matrices, with 
a degree of accuracy which would not disgrace Europe-
9
an artists"7
1 . ■Joshua Marshman, "Brief memoir of the late Rev. W,
Carey, DD, (abridged from . ...Marshman*s Funeral 
Sermon)”, The Calcutta Christian Observer (Septem­
ber, 1834), p. 4-53
Memoir Relative to the Translations ...(Londons 1808) 
pp. 18-19,
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Very little is known about Pancanana Karmakara
except that he was a blacksmith by profession. Hailed
. 1 -from the village of Tribeni Pancanana, somehow came 
in contact with Wilkins who trained him in punch cutt­
ing . Apparently, Pancanana continued the profession 
of punch cutting and was attached to the Honorable
Company’s Press. Before he came to Serampore, his usu-
2al residence was at Garden Reach, Calcutta. Immedia­
tely after joining Serampore, he commenced preparation 
of a fount of Devanagari types which were urgently re­
quired to print the Sanskrit grammar by Carey. Owing 
to the large number of compound letters in the Deya- 
nagari, the fount required seven hundred separate 
punches. It was not passible for Pancanana to expedi­
te the work. Therefore, he was advised to take an 
assistant to help accelerate the progress of the work. 
Pancanana appointed Manohara, a youth of his own caste 
and Craft, With the assistance of Manohara Pancanana, 
in addition to the Devanagari punches, cut a fount of 
Bengali, slightly different from that of the first
which had been used in the first edition ofthe Bengali 
3
New Testament. These types were used to print the' 
second edition of the New Testament. Pancanana died
4
in 1804 • But "he had instructed a sufficient number
of his own countrymen in the art, who, in the course
of eighteen years, have prepared founts of types in
5fourteen Indian alphabets"•
S. C. Sanial, " Extract from Sambhu Chandra Mookherjee’s 
Note books in the Secretary’s Notes", Bengal Past- and 
Present, XXIII(July - December, 1916), p. 140,
2 3Ibid, Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, I,pp.
pp. i78-179*
4The Friend of India (STuly, 1818),p. 64 says, "He died 
in about three years". According to Marshman ( f.n.2 
above) in 1803 he was expediting completion of the 
Devanagari types. Therefore, it can be assumed that he 
died in 1804*
5Ibid.
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Sambhu Chandra Mookherjee, a journalist and for 
sometime Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 
in his 'note book' has recorded an interesting story 
of Pancanana*s being appointed to the service of Seram- 
pore. According to Mookherjee, Pancanana was seduced 
from the service of the eminent Orientalist, H. T. 
Colebrooke, who apparently employed him to cut a fount 
of Devanagari types for his dictionary of the Sanskrit 
language. The story goes- like this*
Pancanana was an employee of Colebrooke. Carey 
requested Colebrooke to send Pancanana to cut some 
types for the mission. But, instead of sending him, 
Colebrooke kept Pancanana under watch and he was not 
even allowed' to leave his place for a time. Carey, 
therefore, resorted to trickery. He requested Cole­
brooke to allow Pancanana to go to Serampore for a 
few days. When Colebrooke permitted Pancanana to visit 
Serampore Carey detained him , not without consent of 
Pancanana, with the assistance of the Danish Government* 
Colebrooke applied through the British Government to 
the Danish authorities but without result. Eventually, 
the matter (as Mookherjee/believed) was referred to 
England. Carey argued that Colebrooke should not be 
allowed to have a monopoly of a person who was the 
only artisan of his kind in all India.^
Sainbhu Chandra gathered this information from
2'a genial old man' of the Karmakara family, apparent­
ly the grandson of Pancpanana. But there is no record 
of such correspondence either in India Office1 Records- 
or in the Baptist Missionary Society, both of which 
preserves the records of the Government of India and 
the Serampore Mission respectively. On the other hand, 
Colebrooke and Carey were colleagues at the College of '
^Sanial, Op. Cit.
2Ibid.
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Fort William and maintained a relation of coopera­
tion in their scholarly pursuits. The former was ins­
trumental in procuring for the latter and the Seram­
pore Mission a subsidy from the Asiatic Society,- while 
the latter printed and published the former's dictio­
nary. These facts seem inconsistent with Mookherjee's 
story. When the missionaries were about to start 
Bengali printing, upon examination of the Bengali types 
it was found that a few pholas (adjuncts) were wanting. 
These were completed in about ten days. Therefore, 
it was possible that Pancanana's service was commiss­
ioned by the missionaries for a limited number of 
days, but subsequently when it was felt that Pancanana 
would be more useful in helping to establish the 
mission's type foundry Colebrooke agreed that he should 
stay at Serampore.
After the death of Pancanana, his son-in-law 
Manohara Karmakara, whom he taught--the art of type 
cutting, took over the charge of the foundry of the 
Serampore Mission.'An expert and elegant workman', 
Manohara 'was subsequently employed for forty years 
at the Serampore Press, and to his exertions and 
instructions Bengal is indebted for the various beau­
tiful founts of the Bengalee, Nagree, Persian, Arabic,
and Other characters: which have been gradually intro-
2duced into the different printing establishments'. By 
1807, Manohara and his assistants- cast for the mission 
'two or three founts of Bengali* and the mission was 
'employing them in casting a fount a construction 
which bids fair to diminish the expense of paper,, 
and the sixe of the book at least one-fourth, without 
affecting the legibility of the character', 'An entire 
new fount* of the Devanagari characters which was 
'esteemed the most beautiful of the kind in India' was
^Leighton and Mornay Williams, Serampore Letters .,. 
(New York* 1892), pp. 46 - 47.
2
Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, I, p. 179.
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also cut by them. 'It consists of nearly 1000 
different combinations of characters, so that the 
expense of cutting the patterns only amounted 
to 1500 rupees, exclusive of metal and casting'.
As already stated, the Serampore Mission tran­
slated and printed in some 40 different languages and 
dialects. For these, their own foundry supplied the 
types. For such a big accomplishment of work the 
missionaries had to plan, organise: and execute. Toward 
that vigorous efforts they worked out a detailed 
plan of translation into the Indian languages. But, 
at that time though all of the Indian languages had 
a written alphabet, they were yet to possess a fount 
of types except for Bengali, Sanskrit, Persian and 
Oriya. Types for the rest of the languages had 
to be cast by the trained personnel the mission: had 
so that they thought it would not.be difficult for them 
to supply them at a moderate expense though the 
characters; of the Indian alphabets are compound and' 
multifarious amounting income case to more than 
600. According to their plan they needed 8,000 
rupees for casting Hindustani, Marathi, Telingana, Bur** 
mese and Bhotia types.
The plan was put into operation'under the able 
workmanship of Manohara. By 1807 the foundry was. able 
to add Oriya and Marathi to their founts; being a total 
of' four founts; of original types including Bengali and 
Devanagari, Persian was sent from England. To these 
were soon added Gurumukhi (Punjabi) and Burmese. They 
were making progress at a very high speed and at the1 
time of fire they possessed as many as fourteen ori-
4
M^emoir Relative to the Translations...(London* 1808),p.19.
M^emoir Relating to the Translations of the Scriptures 
into certain of the Indian languages (Serampore* Hand­
written dated* 1808), pp. 19- 21
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ental founts of types. The day after the fire Manohar:
was at task of casting types: again from the lumps of
the molten metal and with the help of his assistants
rose to anewheight in rebuilding the oriental types.
Every fortnight a fount was cast; and in six months
the whole loss in oriental types was repaired. In
1816, the missionaries reported that they have types
ready for printing in almost everyone of the langu- 
1ages of India,
The introduction of Chinese printing through
movable metallic types- forms an era in the history of
Ehinese literature. Though, according to Medhurst,
•not so elegant, uniform, and purely native as- could 
2be wished* it. was the first complete fount of mova­
ble metal types in the Chinese language, being the 
joint product of Manohar and Lawson, The undertaking 
of a fount of Chinese types: originated with Joshua 
Marshman*s Chinese publications which posed special 
problems. Initially the missionaries started 'experiment 
in this undertaking under the superintendence of 
Manohar who employed twelve Bengalis with long expe­
rience in cutting designs for printing textiles. They
3were able to cut Chinese ideographs successfully.
These were wooden types or rather wooden blocks1. The 
characters thus engraved by the Bengali workmen were1 
used in printing the first version of the Gospel on 
one side of the paper, in accordance with the ancient-
“Slemoir Relative to the Progress of the Translations 
in the year 1816, (Serampore: 1816), pp. 16-17.
O ,
w. H, Medhurst, China: its states^ and prospects, 
(London: 1838), p. 553.
^BMS Records: Second Memoir Respecting Translations 
(Serampore: 1809): Ms, copy.
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practice. But it was felt later, that this mode of
printing would render the issue of new editions of
the Scriptures very expensive. Therefore, in 1811
they developed a cheaper and more flexible system
of movable metal types, A considerable number of
of the punches for these types were cut by the
Bengali artisans but when John Lawson arrived, the
punches' were greatly improved in beauty and accuracy
1under his direction.
As already stated, Manohar*s forty years- of 
Serampore were a period of superb craftmanship, for 
he cut types in at least fifteen languages including 
the formidable Chinese, for which he cut 43, 000 
characters, James Kennedy visited Serampore in Janu­
ary 1839 when the printing press and type foundry 
was no longer a missionary enterprise but Mar simian* s 
personal property. He describes Manohar and his type 
cuttings
1 remember seeing an elderly man engaged in type- 
.making, observing a little image in a niche above 
him, I was told this man had been many years in 
this department of work, and remained so strict 
a Hindu that he would work only under protec­
tion of his God. The teaching of the missionaries 
had had no .effect in weaning him from his ances­
tral idolatry. Yet many were- won to Christ by 
the Scriptures and books for the preparation 
of which the work of this man, and of others of 
his class, was indispensable. 3
4 . .Manohar died m  1846. After his death his son
Krsnacandra Karmakara took over father’^s place in
v  9 (i
^Marshman. Carey,Marshman and Hard, II, p. 63.
2See page 2 86.
3 James- Kennedy, Life and Work in Benares and Kumayun, 
1839 - 1877 (London* 1884),p.” 7
^The Satva Bradipa, 25 May 1850, quoted_in, Vrajendra- 
natha Vandyopadhyaya, Samvadapatre sekalera katha 
(Calcutta* 1949), II, p."731
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1the Serampore foundry, Krsnacandra died m  1850,• # #
Apparently, Krsna's sons Ramacandra and Haracandra
I t «
were later taken in by Marshman, Thus, it is evident, 
that, the Karmakara family was a dominating factor in 
manufacture of printing types in the Serampore Type- 
Foundry.
In addition to Manohara, a Bengali artist, the 
Serampore^ type foundry is indebted to John Lawson
who "possessed singular qualifications for seeing in
\
that branch of its operations which at the time pecu­
liarly demanded his service. He was the first to suggest 
to Mr. Sutcliffe, when at Olney, the plan of cuttingr 
types in India for the native languages, rather than
sending from England's and he devoted himself to this
2work with untiring assiduity"•
Lawson arrived in Calcutta on 11 August 1811.
He immediately settled at Serampore and rendered 
valuable service to the Serampore Press and type 
foundry. He commenced the study of Bengali and 
made so much progress in it as to be able to read 
and write, correctly. The great work he accomplished’ 
was the reduction in size of types used innthe Eastern
3languages, particularly in Bengali and Chinese. Lawson 
attempted to reduce the size of. all of the existing 
founts cut at Serampore so that the Bible could be. 
complete one volume, rather than in the usual bulky 
five volumes wljdch might have discouraged perusal.
1 _ _
Vandyopadhyaya, Samvadapatre Sekalera Katha, II, g.732.
?
"F • A. Cox,. History. of the Baptist Missionary Soci ety
from 1792 to 1842 (Londons 1852), I, p. 227^
3For detail see Chapter VII
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Paper manufacture at Serampore
When the Serampore missionaries began printing 
the New Testament in Bengali, as we have already- 
mentioned, they printed 1700 copies on Patna paper 
and 300 on English. Although the size of types re­
quired 800 octavo pages of letter- press for the above 
mentioned work, yet upon examination they found that 
tho total cost was the same amount as the same quantity 
of letter press in Europe. The principal reason for this 
was the very low price of Bengali paper; a circumsta­
nce which ultimately was Irery favourable to their under­
taking. This paper which was 'constantly used by the 
natives in their epistolary correspondence' was so 
cheap that ten quires of paper cost one rupee only; 
Therefore, when in 1803 the missionaries made an 
extensive plan of Biblical translations they thought 
the country paper would 'very well answer the purpose: 
of printing'1. They estimated that the cost of paper 
for a Testament in 800 octavo pages would be only
three annas. This Patna paper has been described by
2Smith as *a dingy,porous, rough substance*.
Paper was known to India since ancient times. The 
Chine s&Bi|clhist pilgrim I-Tsing during his sojourn in 
India between 673 and 685 A.D. saw people using paper.
He saw the Bu^hist 'priests and laymen' impress the 
image of the Bi^ha on paper.^ Though the use of paper 
was not very extensive, paper making in India was a 
very old craft. Being a neighbour, the craft possibly
1Memoir Relative to the Translation of the Scriptures 
(Serampore* handwritten date* 1808), pp. 21-22.
^Smith, Carey, p. 182.
I-Tsing, R  Record of the Budlhist Religion ad: practised 
in India and Malay Archipelago (A.D. 671 - 695)
(Londons 1896), p. 150
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came to India from China .where it had its beginning*
In addition to Patna paper there were two other va­
rieties of paper in use (hand made, of course) at that; 
time* One was- Zarafsan or afsani * a kind of celebrated 
silver or gold streaked luxury papers made by special 
craftsmen patronised by Indian Princes and nobmlity.
The second variety was Tulat * a name derived from 
tula which means cotton. It was a cotton based paper; 
prepared with pulp from raw cotton, mixed with copper- 
sulphate and cotton waste in the traditional vats and 
frames. It was a yellow coloured thick paper used 
generally in writing Puthi (manuscripts). In the fif­
teenth and sixteenth centuries the district of Malda 
in Bengal became a great centre for manufacture, of 
this (tulat) variety of paper. Incidentally Cafcey mi­
ght have had the opportunity to find out about this 
craft while in Madnabati and was, perhaps then, con­
templating attaching a paper manufacturing plant to 
his press.
The price of locally made paper, which was repor­
ted to be very cheap in 1803, was rising and in 1806 
the missionaries reported that the price of paper-
1was almost double the price they specified m  1803. 
Moreover, imported paper was costly and therefore 
beyond the means of the missionaries at Serampore, 
Therefore, they soon decided to start to manufac­
ture their own paper. In 1804 they requested the
BMS to send a missionary capable of learning the paper-
2making trade before coming to India. Instead of wai­
ting for such a missionary Carey started work in this
M^emoir (Serampore* 1808), p.34.
/
2BMS Records( IN/ 2l)s Letter of Carey and others to 
to the BMS, 25 September 1804
3BMS Records(IN/ 13)* Carey to Sutcliffe, Calcutta,
22 August 1805:.
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direction. In 1805 he asked for the necessary machi-
1nery for a manufactury. In 1809 the missionaries 
began manufacturing paper under the superintendence 
of Joshua Rowe (died in 1823). Two years later they 
were entertaining the hope of making their own paste­
boards for binding; they were already making their
own printing ink suCCesfully so there was no longer
2need to import, it.'
But the paper <bf: Bengal had from time immemorial
being sized with rice .paste and 'that this attracted
book worms to such an extent that books printed on
this paper became a speedy prey to these insects, to
3the great loss and vexation of the owner. Indeed,
unless they were under incessant care, 'the first
sheets’ of a work which lingered in the press were? devo-
a
ured by them before the last sheets were printed off'.
Ward started experiments’ to keep out the insects: and
partly succeeded but"the ingredient he used made the
paper discoloured. Therefore, he invited information
from the readers of the Calcutta Morning Post to see
if any one was acquainted with the European mode of
manufacturing paper' and able to suggest a deterrent
’sufficiently strong, and at the same time clear that
5the paper shall not be discoloured*. Although the 
missionaries could not make the Serampore paper compa­
1BMS Records (IN/ 13)* Carey to Sutcliffe, Calcutta,
22 August 1805
2BMS Records (IN/24)* Joshua Rowe to Sutcliffe, 1 
January 1811*
3BMS Records (IN/ 16); Ward's Letter to the Sditor of: 
the Calcutta Morning Rost, 7 January 1811
^Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, II, p. 224 
5As m  f.n. 3 above.
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rable with European in respect of colour and quality, 
the problem of durability and discolour was overcome. 
They succeeded in manufacturing "a paper of a suitable 
size, made of Sunn (Crotoleria Juncea) which, though 
inferior to English paper in point of colour, is equa­
lly impervious to the worm, and far more durable being 
made of the raw material, the fibre of which possesses 
a superior degree, of strength".'*' The cheap paper they 
continued to produce, though it never compared favour­
ably with the more expensive imported English paper, 
helped to hasten the progress of printing and publish­
ing in Bengal. The beginning of paper making was ex­
plained by Carey in a report to the government of 
Bengal in the following words*
When we commenced paper-making several years ago, 
having then no machinery, we employed a number 
of native papermakers to make it in the way 
to which they had been accustomed, with the 
exception of mixing con iee or rice gruel with 
the pulp and using it as sizing; our object 
being that of making paper impervious to insects. 
Our success at first was very imperfect, but the 
process was conducted as follows*
A quantity of sunn, viz., the fibres of Crotola- 
ria Juncea. was steeped repeatedly" in limewater, 
and then exposed to the,air by spreading it on 
the grass; it was also repeatedly pounded by the 
dhenki or pedal, and when sufficiently reduced 
by this process ' -to make a pulp, it was mixed in 
a gumla with water, so as to make it of the con­
sistence of thick soup. The frames with which the 
sheets^ were taken up were made of mat of the size 
of a sheet of paper. The operator sitting by the 
gumla dipped this frame in the pulp, and after it 
was drained gave it to an assistant, who laid it 
on the grass to dry* this finished the process 
with us; but for the native market this paper is
Seventh Memoir Respecting the Translations of the 
sacred Scriptures into the languages of India, 
December, 1820 (Londons 1821?), p. 3.
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afterwards sized by holding a number of sheets 
by the edge and dipping them carefully in 
con jee so as to keep the sheets separate.
They are afterwards dried, folded and pressed 
by putting them between two boards, the upper: 
board of which is loaded with one or more large- 
stones. 1
Later, a tread-mill was constructed to reduce the
raw material in the paper engine.It was workedby relays
of forty men, one of whom having been accidently killed
the rest took a superstitious aversion to the wheel
and left the work. This accident and the fact that the
machinery was found to be cumbersome and expensive
led the missionaries to mechanise it by installing
a steam engine. Accordingly, a twelve horse-power
steam engine made by Messrs Thwaites and Rothwell
of Bolton was imported and set up. The steam engine
was put into operation on 27 March 1820. This,
according to Marshman, was the first ever eredted in 
2 .India. The missionaries, however, continued their
experiments to improve the quality of paper.
In 1824, they befiame successful in making a
better quality of paper with bamboo fragments and
3decided to use it for the purpose henceforth. That 
experiment was so successful that missionaries were?
4able to make paper 'of excellent texture and colour', 
After the reuniting of the Serampore Mission 
with the Baptist Missionary Society the paper-mill 
also with the press went under the ownership of 
Marshman who wrote in 1857 that it was "still ..•
5on the premises of Serampore" and was flourishing.
■^ Smith, Carey, pp. 231 -232.
2 • Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, II, p. 225. Thisis
doubtful. Apparently a steam engine was in use of the
Military Department of the Govt, before March 1809.
(lORi Letter of the Governor-General to the Court, 27
March 1809s Bengal letter received, Vol 54.)
3BMS Records(IN/ 29)* John Marshman to Dyer, 5 November 
1824.
^Ibid., 25 November 1824
5Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward,II, p. 225.
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F. E, Elberling in his report to the government in
in 1845 described the paper-mill as follows*
The present establishment belonging to Mr*' Marsh­
man consists of three steam engines and a paper 
machine, and is capable of turning off about 
fifty reams of demy paper daily when the machinery 
is in full work. It is the only mill of the kind 
in India now in operation, every other attempt 
having proved abortive. 1
The paper manufacture of Serampore Mission was 
a unique achievement which hastened the progress of 
printing and publication in particular and of educa­
tion in India in general. But unfortunately, "the 
Government of India, under the pressure of home autho­
rities, has alternately discouraged and fostered the 
manufacture of paper on the spot". And, eventually 
"the Serampore mills were gradually crushed by the 
expensive and unsatisfactory contracts made at home 
by the India Office".^
In 1817 a difference of opinion arose between 
the Serampore missionaries and the Baptist Missionary 
Society in England... In that dispute which is styled 
as the "Serampore Controversy", junior missionaries, 
William Yates, John Lawson, EHstace Carey ( a nephew 
of William Carey) sided with the Society and left 
Serampore to establish another Baptist mission in 
Calcutta. Later# when W. H, Pearce joined them in 1818 
they also established a printing press. The matter 
did not end there. Throughout the 1820s and 1830s 
both the Baptist Missionary Society in England and 
its auxiliary in Calcutta issued pamphlets- attacking 
the policies and actions of the trio, Carey, Marshman 
and Ward. When the reconciliation efforts of Ward while
■**F. E. Elberling.. Description of Serampore (Calcutta* 
1874), p. 2.
2Smith, Carey, p. 232.
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in England, failed Joshua Marshman went to England ’/ v 
in 1824“ but without result, Serampore intended to se­
vere its relation entirely with the Society in England. 
Eventually, on 23 March 1827 an agreement was signed 
by John Dyer and Joshua Marshman on behalf of the 
Society in England and the missionaries at Serampore 
respectively to the effect that the Society at home,
and the missionaries at Serampore, should be publicly
understood to constitute two distinct and independent
1missionary bodies...0 Since then Serampore existed
independently of its; parent body.
It was only in 1837 when Carey and Ward were already
dead and Marshman, the lone survivor of the trio, was
dying and the mission was in financial hardship that
the controversy was over. Early in that year John Mack,
who was associated with the mission in the capacity
2of a science teacher of the Serampore College , was
Kent to England by Joshua Marshman and John Clark
Marshman to negotiate with the Society. He' succeeded
in bringing the errant missions back into the fold
by sacrificing control of all subordinate stations
except Serampore which was to remain under the direct-
superintendence of Joshua Marshman until his death.
The agreement was to take effect from 1 May 1838,
'And thus was" wrote; Marshman "the Serampore mission'
extinguished after a bright, and useful career of thirty- 
3eight years"•
1F. A. Cox, History of the Baptist Missionary Society...,
I, p. 295.
2 .For detailed history of the Serampore College established
by the trio in 1820 see: G, Howells and A.C. Underwood, 
The story of Serampore College (Serampore* 1918)
3Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, II, p. 5l4i
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After dissolution of the Serampore Mission
John Clark Marshman in cooperation with John Mack
wanted to "carry on their operation at Serampore in
their own independent resources". This being accepted
1by the Baptist Missionary Society m  England Marshman
2bought the entire mission premises including the press, 
type foundry and paper mill and ran them as a secular 
enterprise. The press, letter foundry and paper-mill 
continued beyond 1866.
Achievement of the Serampore Press
The achievement of the Serampore Mission Press is uni­
que in the history of printing. It started printing with an
incomplete fount of Bengali types- and a wooden press 
in 1800 when, of the 46 languages and dialects they 
printed books, only Bengali, Tamil, Arabic and Persian 
had types. For the rest of the languages it had to 
cut types for the first time from the most complicated 
Chinese to the Sardah characteers of the Kashmiri lan­
guage, It also improved types and manufactured and' 
improved the quality of paper*.
The mission press has the credit for: many firsts.
They were the first to print prose work in Bengali;the- 
first grammars and dictionaries in many languages. This 
press also printed the first periodical work which had 
ever appeared in any Oriental language,Digdarsana, a 
Bengali magazine containing "articles of general infor­
mation, and notices of new discoveries" which appeared 
in April.*. 1818. Again on 31 May 1818, the first news-
i ,
BMS Records* Minute Book,Vol. F* Resolution Nos.
10l(l) & 110 of the BMS Committee meeting dated 
26 July and 8 August 1838 respectively, pp. 71 & 75.
^Smith, Twelve Indian Statesman, p. 227
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paper ever printed in any oriental language, entitled
the Samacara Darpana (the mirror of news)*was issued
* 1 c from this press. It continued up to 1841.
It is really very difficult to ascertain how 
many titles of books were printed at the Serampore'
Press between 1800 and 1838 S. A complete list of Seram­
pore imprint is yet to be prepared. In 1903 Sir George 
Abraham Grierson compiled The Early Publications of the
Serampore Missionariesi a contribution to Bibliography.
2He listed 150 works. Mr. M. S. Khan m  1961 compiled 
3another- list taking into account all of the entries
given by Sir George. The number of entries given in this
4work are 222. In another, Mr. Khan entered 261 items.
In both the lists Mr. Khan excluded Christian tracts 
but included works in all languages. We in our work 
have examined works only in Bengali characters and exa­
mined all possible sources. Our list contains 128 en­
tries ( in addition to 10 printed between 1839 and 
1866) on the basis of actual examination of which there 
are 18 tracts. In addition to these, we know of 12 more 
extant works which we could not examine. If such is the 
case in respect of other languages total number of works 
printed at the Serampore Press would be not less than 
4000 I These were in addition to the other: miscellane­
ous printing, the prdss undertook. If we take an average 
for a year's product it comes to not less than a hundred 
which means the press had to remain busy day and night.
^For discussion about these two periodical publications 
see Marshman, Op. cit., II, pp. 161-164. As stated in 
Chapter VIII we have excluded all periodical publications 
from our study. For a complete list of Bengali periodi­
cal works, between 1818 and 1868 see Vrajendranatha 
Vandyopadhyaya, Bangla Samavika Patra, 1818-1868 
(Calcutta« 1947)
^Indian Antiquary. Bombay, XXX1I(June,1903),pp.241-254.
^"William Carev and Serampore Books", Libri,IIs3(1961), 
pp. 261 - 277.
Sarala mudrana o prakaSanera godara katha, pp. 145-191.
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The Serampore Mission Press was a very large and 
well organized establishment. It printed mainly, as we 
have already discussed, Biblical transaltionss revisio­
ns and edited versions of the Bible, portions of the 
Bible and other religious works on Christianity - tacts 
and books. Wd: find 42 such works out of a total of 128 
Bengali. But the number of titles, for a press like 
Serampore, was not important, the number of copies 
should also be considered since religious works were 
printed in thousands. They were reckoned to be of such 
value, and their extent and effect was such that the
missionaries at Serampore distributed twenty thousand
1'm  a single montW . Driven by the urgency of evangeli­
cal need, the mission press had to remain constantly 
at work and to print them as. quickly and as inexpensi­
vely as possible.
Bengali books printed by the press are plain, 
simple productions without any attempt at decoration.
Few decorative de'cices were ever used in the
Serampore press except rules' to ornament title pages 
uniformly and elongated-diamond rule used within 
the text. In addition to these, two devices were also 
used on the title pages. One is a fleur used on the 
title page of the Monthly Circular Letter- for 1807.
The word SERAMPORE is set within a firm dfigure which 
is the side of a brick building ( Plate No. XXXIV)
3,1" x 1.1 in size. The other is the decorative device 
containing the word SERAMPORBi printed within an 
oval plate, resting on a sheaf-' of paddy. This device 
is often found in;Serampore publications in English 
but not in the case of Bengali except Carey's Dialogue 
(1818 , Bib No. 91. Plate No. XXXV,).
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Though the types and paper of the early Serampore 
imprints(up to 1810) are coarse and bl&rEed they are 
very well printed. There: are very few printing mistakes 
in Serampore books but clarity and beauty are sometimes 
absents may be they were sacrificed to speed up the 
impression so as to meet the evangelical need which 
means quick disposal. Paper, specially up to 1825, 
gave poor results, A contemporary, William Adam, noted' 
in 1824 that the 'beautiful specimens of typography' 
look inelegant because of the poor quality of paper,^
On the whole Serampore maintained a fairly high standard 
in its printing.
The first Serampore work was in octavo size. All
editions of the Bengali Bible were in octavo except the
third edition which was folio and the sixth deodecimo.
Octavo and quarto were, the usual sizes ~ folio again
was used in printing Government Regualtions. Carey's
Bengali dictionary was printed in quarto size. Host
of the Bengali works except ;tracts are signed books.
Bengali alphabet has been used allthrough for signature
- but instead of satarting with A, it starts with Ka
the first letter of the Bengali consonants* When the
consonant letters: are finished they sometime start
with vowels* A - Ah, or repeat consonants adding
«
Arabic- numerals. Signatures are usually in fours? not 
so irregular as one would have thought with early 
printed books. Bibles were printed without pagination 
up to 1815, The fourth edition of the New Testament 
printed in 1816 ( Bib. No. 90) gives pagination for 
the first time.
William Adam and Ham Mohan Hoy, Correspondence relative 
to the prospects of Christianity and the means of pro­
moting- its reception in India (London* 1825),p. 74
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Before the introduction of printing Bengali
had no punctuation mark except purnaccheda or full
* *"
stop (I ), double purnaeched.a or double full stop 
( II ), dash or full stop plus a dash ( f—  )
at the end of a sentence. Even after introduction of 
printing and up to 1800 no other punctuation marks 
were in use. It was Serampore which for the first time 
introduced all of the punctuation marks in practice 
in western languages but retaining sing&e full stop 
( I ) instead of a dot for an English full stop.
It is our usual practice to consult title pages 
for bibliographic information. Serampore in most cases 
attempted to give all necessary information on the ti­
tle pages. But for reason unknown, it had a practice 
of putting to press the page with the first forme. The 
result was that even if printing was delayed the book 
would bear the date of printing of the first sheet.
For example, the printing of the Old Testaments Penta­
teuch was commenced sometime at the end of December 
1801 but was finished in 1802. But the book itself 
says: printed at Serampore, 1801.
Again, Serampore had the practice of pasting in 
an additional English title page in many vernacular 
works. In that case the press invariably made a mistake 
For example, the Old Testaments Joshua-Esther was prin­
ted in 1819. But the English title page added with 
the Bible Society copy says, "Serampore, Printed in 
the year, 1811". Added English title pages were printed 
for the European readers and were not pasted in all 
copies. Only when copies were-to'be sent to Europe 
or, say, were to foe sold to the College of Fort 
William, were English title pages printed and added.
For anothear,example, Raia Pratapaditya Caritra was prin
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ted in 1801. Its Bengali title page also says so.
But,apparently, when the press supplied 100 copies 
of this work to the College of Fort William in 
18021 it printed an English title page giving "Seram- 
pore, Printed at the Mission Press, 1802".
Ward was an experienced printer. He was the first 
m  India and probably m^world to run a polyglot prin­
ting press like Serampore. In all cases he was the first,, 
having no model before him. Lafer, after about a decade, 
by 1810 when presses began to spring up - they took 
Ward and his Serampore books as a model. Moreover, many 
of the later printers were' trained by Ward and the 
Serampore Mission, including William Hopkins Pearce of 
the; Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta.
The Serampore missionaries "attempted great things, 
and expected great things? and if, in some respects,
their usefulness fell short of their hopes as well as
2their desires, they have left behind a record" which 
animated the succeeding generation to bring about 
nothing short of revolution in printing.
"List-of Bengali books patronized by Government for 
the use of the College of Fort William",. James Long, 
Returns relating to publications in the Bengali lan­
guage, in 1857.(Calcutta: 1859), p. 78.
2 . . .Contributions towards a history of biblical transla­
tions in India (Calcuttai 1854'), p. viii •
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The Baptist: Mission Press, 1818 - 1973
It has already been stated that in 1817 a diffe­
rence of opjnion arose between the senior missionaries! 
Carey, Marshman and Ward at Serampore and the Baptist- 
Missionary Society in England. This difference of opi­
nion, known in the Baptist history as 'Serampore contro­
versy', ultimately led to the separation of these two 
missionary bodies and in 1827 Serampore became ^ indepen­
dent missionary organization. In the dispute junior: 
missionaries, William Yates, Eustane Carey and John 
Lawson sided with the society in England, They left 
Serampore and settled in Calcutta.
At the beginning of 1817 Carey, Yates and Lawson 
formed "a missionary family union, similar to the one 
which existed in the early history of the mission at: 
Serampore",1 They styled this union as "the Calcutta
Baptist Missionary Society Auxiliary to the: Baptist
2Missionary Society in England",
From the very beginning of the formation of this 
new society the Calcutta missionaries were thinking 
of establishing a press. But lack of knowledge and 
experience prevented them from starting one immediate­
ly, Meanwhile they-wanted to get the rules of..their 
society printed at Serampore? but- "they were not: prin­
ted without considerable hesitation, nor another letter
being printed by themselves to counteract their influ-
3 . . .ence" . Therefore, Calcutta missionaries determined to
help themselves.
Hlrs. Esther Carey, Eastacd: Carey: a missionary in India, 
(Londons 1857), pp. 202 - 203.
2 . . .Fourth Annual Report of the Calcutta Baptist Missionary
Society> (Calcutta* 1822), p. viii,
3Eustace Carey and William Yates, Vindication of the Cal­
cutta Baptist Missionaries .,,(Londons 1828), p.64,
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In the same year (1817) another missionary,
William Hopkins Pearce, a printer by profession, was
sent from England to join Serampore as an assistant
to Ward in the printing office; and eventually to 
1succeed him# Immediately on his arrival, on 26
August 1817, in Calcutta he proceeded to Serampore*
and commenced work in the Mission Press. His progress
in the study of the Bengali language was rapid, and"
his talents and exertions highly valued, and there* was
every prospect of his being useful at Serampore. But
by the middle of June 1818 he, too decided to cross the
river and join the Calcutta brethren.
After Pearce’s joining the Calcutta brethsen asked
him to establish a printing office on account of the
newly formed Baptist Missionary Society in Calcutta.
Since 1800 She Serampore Mission Press had conducted
printing business almost without competition. "The
formation of a printing-office, at Calcutta was so
much deprecated at Serampore, that long before Pearce
joined [the mission at Calcutta] ... a promise was
exorted from him that he would never oppose them in
3this department Therefore, up to July 1818, nothi-
4ng was done m  the way of a printing office. Meanwhile-,
5
Henry Townley offered a fount of types belonged to
the London Missionary Society and requested Pearce to
commence printing them# Still Pearce was reluctant,
because he thought that the missionaries at Serampore
6would be offended. On 17 July 1818 Eustace Carey,
Pearce's letter from the ship to Eustace Carey dated.
21 August 1817, William Yates, Memoirs of the Rev. W .
H, Pearce ..., (Calcutta* 1841), p. 80
2Ibid.
3' <Carey and Yates, Vindication p. 63
^"Pearce's Journal", Yates, Memoirs of ...Pearce, p 90.
5A missionary of the London Missionary Society
f'
Carey and Yates, Vindication ..., p. 63.
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William Yates, James Penny and William Adam urged upon
Pearce in writing to establish a printing press on acc-
1ount of the Baptist Missionary Society, In one of their
evening prayer meeting in August 1818 the junior breth-
2ren m  Calcutta finally decided to establish a press.
The press ”vas designed to extend the usefulness of the
mission, by furnishing facilities for the printing and
publication of the Scriptures, religious books, school
books, and tracts? and by raising funds for its' bene-
volent operation through the execution of general busi- 
3ness"•
Pearce, having agreed to establish and superintend
the press, gave orders for a mat house for a printing
office. On 24 August 1818, he received Bengali types
4from Barnes Keith and employed a compositor to sort
them out, A second-hand press purchased from James Heat- 
5ley was set up and made ready for operation. Thus was 
the humble beginning of the Baptist Mission Press, Cal­
cutta, On 3 September 1818 Pearce put to press a forme 
containing two small tracts, Good counsel by James Keith
and Select hymns, No.l^ for their ‘auxiliary society’?
7of each of which were - printed 3000 copies. On the 26th
BMS Records (IN/ 43). Letter of C. B, Lewis to Trestra- 
il, Calcutta, 21 September 1859, Lewis writes* "I have 
now on the table before me a tattered document written 
upon bad China paper which has made much wor^e. It 
is dated ’Boitoconna, July 17th, 1818’and bears the'name 
of Eustace Carey, William Yates, James Penny and William 
Adam, and is addressed to William Pearce encouraging 
him to establish a press in Calcutta *,.as an essen­
tial to those missionary usefulness - more particular­
ly in the department of translating the word of God"•
2
Yates, Memoirs of ... Pearce, p. 90.
31 41 . . ^Ibid., p. 92 A missionary of the London Missionary
Society.
^Editor of the Calcutta Morning Post,
^Diehl, Early Indian Imprints, p. 156, Entry No. 120 
identified it as" Git. Bengali.fSelect hymns No. 1? 
Calcutta, Baptist Mission Press, 1818 ?] 4 leaves ..."
7Yates, Memoirs of ...Pearce, p. 91
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of same month Pearce printed 3000 coppes of another 
tract entitled! Ram Hari Sirdar by James Keith.^
No sooner was the Baptist Mission Press estab­
lished in Calcutta that Ward, the Seuperintendent of 
the Mission Iress at Serampore sent a note of resent­
ment to Pearce. This was followed by a joint letter 
of all the missionaries at Serampore about the new 
press, in which they urged that it was unnecessary, as 
they fefctuld print for the missionaries in Calcutta che­
aper than theycould print for themselves; that it would 
be a * clear loss' to them; 'that it would be dishonou­
rable to the cause, to have two presses so near together,
2and ruinous in its consequence *. The opposition of 
Serampore missionaries, however, did not or could not 
stop the enterprise created by the Calcutta Mission, 
rather under the able management of Pearce the press 
continued to make strides.
The work of the press increased. In September , 
1818, through the influence of Henry Townley, they ob­
tained an order from the Calcutta Bible Society for 
printing of 500 copies of John F. Ellerton's Gospel of 
John in Bengali and English. Another press was nece­
ssary and, therefore, order was placed for the second.
In October, they put both the presses into operation 
and commenced printing of Ellerton's Gospel of John,
John David Pearson's A Set of Bengali tables for 
schools, 3000 copies of the Authority of the Scriptures 
by Henry Townley,- and 3000 copies of Mali and Par wan 
by James Keith were printed on 3 and 20 October 1818 
respectively? In the same month some English types
1Yates> Memoirs of ...Pearce, p. 91
2Carey and Yates, Vindication p. 63.
2Yates, Memoirs of ... Pearce, p. 91
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were purchased and the press was, by then, capable of
making payment, out of its own income, of the price of
1both the presses.
In November 1818, the Baptist brethren of Calcutta 
became intimately connected with the Calcutta School- 
Book Society which commissioned the Baptist Mission Press 
to print A Bengali and English Geography with notes.
For printing this work the press "ordered a smaller sort 
of long primer Bengali from Serampore". On 7 November 
1818 the press printed 2000 copies of John Lawsonfs 
Life of Fatik Chand but could not print ' a few Hindus­
tani hymns in the Persian characters', on account of 
the imperfection of a fount the press intended to pnrt*- 
chase,^
In December, the press printed 1000 copies of an
English-Bengali and 2000 copies of a Bengali edition
of a tract entitled! Pandit and Sircar and 2000
copies of the true dershan. The latter was embellished
by a frontispiece by John Lawson. A set of Bengali tables
for schools by Pearson was likewise completed for the
3Calcutta School-Book Society. '
4 ,The fourth annual report of the society in 1822 
reported that the press had printed the following Ben­
gali tracts, in addition to some already mentioned!
!• The dying words of Jesus by William Yates. 1000 cops. 
2. Mental reflections, second edition by John Chamber- 
lain. 3000 cops.
■Sfates, Memoirs of . . .Pearce, p. 91 
2Ibid., pp. 91-92.
3Ibid., p. 92
^The Fourth Annual Report of the Calcutta Baptist 
Missionary Socddiy (Calcutta: 1822), p. 52
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3* Select hymns, No. 2. 2000 copies.
4- Poor Joseph by John Lawson. 2000 copies,
5. The true refuge by W, H, Pearce. 2000 copies.
6. Memoir of Krishna Prasad by W. H. Pearce. 2000 copies.
7. Life of Pitambar Singha. 2000 copies.
8. Dialogues between a priest and a offerer. 2000 copies
9. Christ'*s Sermon on the Mount. 1500 copies.
10. Harmony of the four Gospels. 6 parts. 1000 copies 
each. The last mentioned work (Bib. No. 217) according 
to the report, "has been three years in 'execution,is 
consisted in 6 parts, occupying nearly 400pp. 12mo. Be­
sides 900 copies of each part which have been published 
separately, and widely distributed as tracts, or read
as school-books, 100 copies have been retained to form
1an entire volume". We have, however, found this work
in four parts. In addition to the above, 2000 copies
of Satya Asraya, second edition by W, H, Pearce was in
press. The report further stated that a total of 35000
copies of Bengali tracts had already been printed by
2
the press of the Mission. (Plate XXXVI: Title page)
We have already stated that the first work printed
at the Baptist Mission Press Was a tract. Murdoch listed
23 tracts as the ’publication of the Calcutta Baptist 
3 .Missionaries *, In addition to their own tracts, Calcutta 
Baptists also printed for the London Missionary Society, 
Calcutta Christian Tract and Book Society and the 
Church Missionary Society. Murdoch also listed 102 tra­
cts as the publications of the Calcutta Christian Tract
4and Book Society but the printer’s names are not given.
1 The fourth annual report . .. ., p. 7 
2Ibid., p. 8.
Murdoch, Catalogue ...* p. 7 
4Ibid.,pp. 14 - 19.
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Though not all, a good number of them must have been 
printed by the Baptist Mission ^ress. In our search 
we have been able to find and examine 50 tracts and 
have included them in the bibliography.
Bible Printing
Soon after their settlement in Calcutta the juni­
or brethren under the leadership of William Yates com­
menced Bible translation.Yates had joined the missiona­
ry band at Serampore in 1815 and under the instruction 
of Carey had devoted the chief portion of his time to 
learning Bengali and Sanskrit so as to equip himself 
for the preparation of various translations. After his 
removal to Calcutta he continued his labour in biblical 
translations,.and in 1825 he prepared Pslams in Bengali. 
This edition containing 1000 copies was printed in 
1826 (Bib. No. 252). The second biblical translation, 
the Gospel bv Luke was printed in 1831 (Bib. No. 270).
In 1832 the press printed the pour Gospels,, with the 
Acts of the Anostles while in 1833 the first edition 
of the New Testament translated by William Yates was 
out ( Bib. Nos. 273 & 276). Eight hundred copies of the 
entire volume with extra portions were issued^(Plate 
XXXVTI* Title page). 1000 copies each of the Matthew,
Mark and Luke were reprinted in 1834. In 1835, an edi­
tion of the New Testament consisting of 500 copies for 
the Auxiliary Bible Society, Calcutta was sent to the 
press and printing was finished in 1837 (Bib. No. 287).
With the decease ib Serampore of Joshua Marshman,
the last remaining strand of the Serampore trio, which
took place on 5 December 1837, the Baptist Society's
2
Bible work wafe removed to Caleutta. Henceforth, Calcutta
^Contributions towards a history of biblical translati­
ons" in India (Calcuttas 1854), pp. 36-37•
o ,
Underhill, "Bible Translation", Centenary volume....,
p. 294.
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Baptists under the leadership of Yates reinvigorated
their efforts at Bible translations. An edition
of the four Gospels, with Acts of Apostles was issued
in 1837 (Bib. No. 288). In 1838, the Psalms of David
(Bib# No. 292) carefully revised by Yates was reprinted
in 5000 copies.
In the early part of 1839, 1500 copies of the
third edition of Yate's version of the New Testament
(Bib. No. 296) with 500 copies of the four Gospels
with Acts of. Apostled (Bib. No. 298) and 6000 copies
of the Gospels, 2000 copies of the Acts’*" were printed.
In the same year, 3000 copies of the fourth edition
of the New Testament (Bib, No. 297) and 2000 copies of
2
the Gospels and Acts extra were printed.
In 1840 the Pslams of David was ready (Bib. No, 
30l). The latest version of the Old Testament revised 
by Yates was sent to press. It had been "hitherto dela­
yed, in order to afford time for the casting of a new
fount of types, and for the completion of several ver-
3sions of the New Testament urgently demanded". In
1841, 5000 copies of the 5th.edition of the New Testament
4
the five boohs of Moses (Bib. Nos. 303 & 305) and 2000 
copies of the four Gospels, with Acts of Apostles 
( Bib. No. 304) were printed. In addition to these, 3000
copies each of Acts, Luke and Acts together were printed
. . , . 5for the Auxiliary Bible Society.
On 25 September 1839 John Wenger, another Baptist
^Contributions ..., p. 38
2Ibid,
Baptist Missionary Society, London, Annual Report, 1839 
(London! 1839), p. 16
^Contributions ..•, p. 38
5Baptist Missionary Society, Calcutta. Twenty-first, 
report (Calcutta* 1841), p. 19
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missionary arrived in Calcutta,1He had learnt Bengali
in England and increased his knowledge of the language
while on the voyage and, therefore, was able to join
Yates, immediately after his arrival, in biblical tra- 
2nMatioon. In 1842 the latest version of the Old Tes­
tament' which had been se.nt to press in 1840 was fini­
shed an the press (Bib. No, 308), While in the press,
although revised thrice it was compared, line by line,
. . .  3again with the original by Yates and Wenger. Besides,
5000 copies each of the Book of Genesis and part of 
Exodus, Proverbs of Solomon, the books of prophets 
Isaiah and Daniel (Bib, Nos. 309, 311 & 312) and' 1000 
copies of the historical books of the Old Testament 
(Bib. No. 310) were printed.
In 1843, 5000 copies of a new translation of 
Proverbs of Solommn by William Horton, 3000 dopies 
of the Gospel of Luke and the Acts of Apostled? 
and the Perceptive and devotional books of the Old 
testament were printed ( Bib. Nos. 315 - 317).
In 1844, the Old Testament (Bib. No. 321) with 
references and marginal readings ; and Psalms of 
David (Bib. No. 324) were printed. In reference to 
the 1844 edition of the Old Testament William Yates 
remarked*
There are many things in my life that I can ref­
lect upon whifch much pleasure; but for the ten 
years' labour bestowed upon the preparation and 
printing of this blessed book, I am sure I shall 
never have any regret-, 4'
Thus he wrote in July 1844; and in July 1845 he breathed
his last. A few months after his death the entire Bible,
in one volume, the Old and the New Testament, transla­
*^Edward Bean Underhill^ The life of the Rev. John Wen-
ger...(London* 1886), p. 98,
2 3Contributions ..., p. 3 8. Ibid•
4Ibid,, pp. 40 -41.
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ted by Yates, was issued from the press; the sixth 
edition of the New Testament having been added to 
the Old (Bib. No. 328). Separate . volumes of the Old 
Testament (Bob. No. 329), the New Testament (Bib. No, 
330) and the four Gospels (Bib. No. 331) were also 
issued in that year.
Seventh and eighth editions of the New Testament 
were put to press in 1844 and 1845 respectively but . 
printing of both of them were completed in 1846,1 
(Bib. Nos. 337 & 338), Besides, there were various 
parts of the Old and New Testament issued separately. 
Thu^ between 1843 and 1846 the Baptist Mission Press
had printed 131,0000 different portions of Bengali
. 2Scriptures*
In 1847, 2500 copies of Yates's version of
the New Testament (Bib. No. 344) and 5000 copies
of the 4th edition of the Proverbs of Solomon (Bib. No,
343) were printed. In 1848, 1000 copies of the third
edition of the Ps,<Mims of David and Proverbs of Solomon
(Bib. Nos. 347 & 348) were printed. In the same year
the Gospel of Luke and the Acts of Apostles arid the
four Gospels with the Acts of Apostles were put ho
3press and printing of them was finished m  1849.
17th ed., 1846*. p. 1 reads; 1844: 3000 copies; 8th ed., 
1846 : p. 1 reads* 1845 4000 copies.
O
Contributions ..., p. 42
3The Gospel ... p. 1: 1848: 5000 ; the four Gospels... 
p. Is 1848: 4000; but the title page of both of 
them says: "Printed ...1849",
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Xn March 1847, John Wenger entered upon a
second edition of his version of the entire Bible*
It was his intention th&t the new edition should
be little more than a reprint of the first; but
because of numerous alterations, the work exhibited
1
almost a new translation* The Old Testament came out
in 1851 (Bib. No. 357), the New Testament in 1852
(Bib. No. 365). The whole Bible containing the Old and
the New in one volume, 3500 copies, was finished at
STthe press in September 1852 ( Bib. No. 364)*
The Calcutta Bible Translation Society undertook 
a revision of the New Testament, executed at the Miss­
ion Press as usual, but proceeded very slowly. The
proof sheets of this edition were read by the Rev.
_ 3Krsnamohana Vandyopadhyaya, and printing of 3000 copies 
* * *
of this edition was finished in 1854 (Bib. No. 370).
In the same year, the press produced the four Gospels 
(Bib. Nos. 371 - 374), two editions of the proverbs of 
Solomon (Bib. Nos. 375 S< 376) and two editions of 
the Psalms of David (Bib, Nos. 377 & 378).
In 1855, 1500 copies of the book of Genesis 
in Sanskrit but in Bengali characters, Genesis and 
part of Exodus in Bengali, an edition of the New Tes­
tament, 10, 000 copies of the Gospel of Luke in 
Musalmani Bengali and 7500 copies of the Acts of Apos­
tles were printed at this press ( Bib. Ncs 380-384). 
Between 1856 and 1866 at least sixteen more biblical 
works were printed at this press.
Underhill, Wenger, p. 132 
^Ibid., p. 135 
^Ibid., p. 136
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Early in 1855 Wenger began a third edition of
his version of the Old Testament. This revision ¥as
intended to bring the work as closely to the original
as possible. The printing of 2,500 copies of the
2
Old Testament was complete in 18.60, Prior to that
10,000 copies of the Genesis and part of Exodus had
a’Hready been issued ( Bib. No. 396) from the press
in 1858. A reprint of this edition together with
the New Testament, as required by the Bible Society,
the Holy Bible containing the Old and the New Testament
(Bib. No. 406), 5000 copies, was issued.' in 1861. The
Calcutta Bible Society in 1863 made the following
comment about this edition of the Bible:
The present translation of the Bible based 
upon previous versions, has been thoroughly 
revised by the Rev, J. Wenger, and on his- 
departure for England was carefully carried 
through the press by the Rev. C. B'. Lewis, 
the superintendent of the Baptist Mission Press 
for whose efficient and zealous co-operation 
the Committee desires to express their warmest 
thanks. ...It has been well executed, and is one 
of the best specimens of modern Bengali typo­
graphy. Well-hound and lettered it is sold 
for two rupees and eight annas,.. 3
In 1865, 10,000 copies of the New Testament
and 1500 copies of the four Gospels with the Acts of
of the Apostles (Bib, Nos. 410 & 411) were printed.
In 1866, 5000 copies of a reprint of the third edition
of the entire Bible were issued (Bib. No. 413). It was
the most compact edition of the entire Bible the press
had ever sent forth. It was printed in a smaller type
than had yet been used.
1Underhill, Wenger, jfi, p. 140
2Ibid,, p. 142
3Ibid., pp. 149 - 150.
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In addition to Bengali, the Baptist Mission Press 
also printed the Bible in the Sanskrit, Hindi, Urdu, 
Persian, Arabic, Oriya, Dualla (an African) and Sinha­
lese languages. To sum up the activities of the 
Baptist Missionary Society in respect of preparation 
and printing of the biblical translations Underhill 
in his article in the Centenary volume concluded in 
the following words*
Thus, since the formation of the Baptist Missio­
nary Society in 1792, no less than two hundred 
two thousand six hundred fifty-six pounds have 
been poured into the treasury of. the Lord, and 
devoted to the preparation and distribution of 
millions of copies or portions of the Holy 
Scriptures of truth. 1
School Books
It has already been stated that the Calcutta School'
’ niolr , , ,
Book Society came into being m  1817* The success of
the Baptist Mission Press was considerably aided by
2the connection of William Yates with the Society.
He was elected *Secretary of the Committee in the
3'department of Bengali and Sanscrit* m  1819.
Therefore, preparation and printing Bengali and Sans­
krit works of the Society fell on him* Moreover, in 
1822, W, H. Pearce, the superintendent of the press,
■^Underhill, "Bible Translation", Centenary Volume of 
the Baptist Missionary Society, p. 309,
^LMS Records(Box.2, Folder 3)s George Gogerly, the 
superintendent of the LMS*s press in his letter to 
the Society in London, dated 29 May 1827 said that 
the success of the Baptist Mission Press was due 
to the influence of Yates who would procure large 
orders for the press from the Calcutta School-Book 
Society.
3Calcutta School-Book Society, Second Report, 1818- 
1819, (Calcutta: 1819), pp. xiv.--& 18.
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was elected as Printer of the School-Book Society^ 
Between 1818 and 1823, before the establishment of 
the School-Book Society's own press, the Baptist 
Mission Press printed a large number of Bengali 
in addition to Sanskrit, Persian, Arabic and Hindusta­
ni books for the former.. It also printed many school
books for mission schools. We have found 23 such publi-
2cations which are included m  the bibliography.
The Press
The Baptist Mission Press started with the opposi­
tion of the Serampore brethren but soon that feeling 
of rivalry was over. Serampore and Calcutta, though 
independent of each other, soon started to work
3'side by side, with pleasant interchange of services*
Dr. Carey was so generous that when in 1820-21 Willi­
am Yates was printing his Sanskrit grammar, he agreed 
to go through all of the proofs of the work and pro­
cured a subscription of 100 copies from the College
a
of Fort William. The Baptist Mission Press also showed 
a spifcit of cooperation assuring avoidence of competi­
tion and keeping the rate of printing on a par with
5
Serampore.
The press increased its strength by purchasing 
tber* School Press of the London Missionary Society in
■^Calcutta School-Book Society, Fifth Report ( Calcutta; 
1823), p. 2
^See Plate XXXVIII for a title page of a school book 
3Samuel Vincent, "India and Ceylon", Centenary Volume... 
p. 71.
^James Hoby, Memoir of William Yates (Londons 1847), 
p. 135
5 . . .Carey and Yates, Vindication ..., p. 64
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1826 1 and the Calcutta Education Press in 1830, The
last mentioned press at the time of transfer had a
stock 'in types and stationery* worth'Rs, 10, 456 -7-8,
The press was established in 1824 by the Committee of
Public Instruction, Bengal to print Indian classics
and at the time of transfer it had printed 15 Sanskrit,
5 Arabic and 1 Persian works in addition to 3 Sanskrit,
5 Arabic and 1 Persian in the press. Those were the
"books required for the classes of the Colleges, or
2standard works on Hindoo or Mahomedan law"*
Though started on a very limited scale, with only 
one press and a borrowed fount of types, in a contemp- 
tible mat hut adjoining the house of William Pearce, 
the press in 1837, about twenty years after the estab­
lishment, according to Pearce himself, "acquired extent 
and importance, and ,,, possessed sixty-two founts of 
types, in eleven languages, and had seven iron presses
3
constantly engaged^ *
By 1837, the press, besides the New.Testament and 
other parts of the- Bible in several languages, had 
executed many thousands of tracts on Christianity, 
school-books and larger works in the Bengali, Sanskrit, 
Hindi, Oriya, Hindustani, Arabifc, Persian, Thai and 
English languages. Indeed, during the year 1837 alone, 
not less than two hundred and fifty thousand copies 
of various publications on Christianity in the Indian 
languages and dialects were issued, "independent of 
numerous works in English,^executed for government*, 
societies and individuals". For such a huge underta-
See page-3/^ batons
2 .
Thomas Fisher, "Memoir on Education of Indians",
Bengal Past and Present, }fiX(July - December, 1919), 
p. 117
3
Yates, Memoirs of ...Pearce, p. 92
4Ibid., P. 93.
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kincj the press had to maintain a large establishment.
In 1837 again, the establishment consisted of four
European or Ang-lo-Indian assistants and more than one
hundred compositors, pressmen, binders, and other
servants•^Pearce himself described the printing office
in the following words*
The office is situated [ See Plate XXXIX for a 
view of the press] close to the Mission House, 
all the lower apartments of which are entirely 
occupied with paper, printed sheets and books, 
and other things connected with the business...
The office has been erected about 10 years ago 
£in 1827], It originally consisted of but one 
story, the lower one, containing four rooms' in 
a long range, with three smaller ones at the 
south end;but in consequence of the increase 
of business, about eight years ago [l829] an 
upper story, consisting of four rooms, was added.
The whole is now appropriated as follows: the 
room below, to the left of the entrance is the 
English composing room; and the one on the left 
of it, a warehouse, containing printed sheets 
and hydraulic press for pressing them. The two 
rooms to the right of the entrance, contain nine 
presses in use, (two of them for proofs) and 
generally some on hand for sale. Of the upper 
rooms, which are entered by a staircase, the one 
to the right hand is appropriated chiefly to the 
Armenian, Sanscrit, Hindi, Bengali and Oriya 
Characters; and the two rooms of the left, to the 
Arabic, Persian and Hindustani. The type-foundry  ^
is also on the premises; it is a separate building.
Yates, Memoirs of ...Pearce, p. 93
O
Quoted in Yates, Memoirs of ...Pearce, p. 94. This 
statement was made by Pearce sometime in 1837 when 
he applied for leave to go to England for recovery 
of his health. Committee Meeting Resolution No,
170(40* and 171(5) dated 30 November 1837 allowed him 
leave on the basis of his own report and statement 
regarding the press, arranged substitute to officiate 
during his absence but the report has not been quoted 
in the resolutions of the Committee Meeting of the 
Baptist Missionary Society. It is not also available 
in the BMS Records. ( BMS Records* Minute Book Vol.E, 
pp. 248-249,)
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William Hopkins Pearce, son of a famous Baptist 
minister of Birmingham was born on 14 January 1794.
He was apprenticed at the celebrated Clarendon Press, 
one of the best schools of printing* He learnt the art 
of printing under the tution of Samuel Collingwood,
, , i
the eminent printer of the University of Oxford.* After 
his apprenticeship, While at Serampore he had about a 
year under William Ward. From there he went to Calcutta 
and, as already mentioned, in a little hut of mat and 
bamboo, thatched with straw, commenced his work of 
printing the Scriptures and other books with a case 
of borrowed types and a rough, second-hand wooden press. 
As has already been said, his first forme was ready 
for the press on 3 September 1818 and a printing estab­
lishment thus commenced is no less celebrated in the 
annals of Bengali printing than the Mission ^ress at 
Serampore,
From the commencement in 1818 to his death in 1840 
Pearce as the founder superintendent continued to en­
large and raise the Baptist Mission Press from the most 
insignificant to the most efficient one in Calcutta.
"To the honour of Mr. Pearce it must be said, that 
belonging as it does, entirely to the Society in
England, it never cost them one farthing, from its
2commencement to the death of its founder". After visit
in 1828, John Adam’s reaction was that Pearce provided
more than half of the financial support for the Calcutta
Mission, and had*the reputation of issuing more correcly
3and elegantly printed works than any man m  India*.
This statement is not correct entirely; Serampore books 
look less elegant because of the inferior paper they 
used.
1Yates, Memoirs of ...Pearce, p. 345 
^Ibid., p. 89.
^Johh Adam, Memoir ( Londons 1833), p. 217.
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Pearce after 22 years' labour in his printing 
office died of cholera on 17 March 1840. His death 
was the most painful and far reaching loss of the 
mission. He was a man of exceptional ability, an ad­
mirable linguist, well acquainted with eastern tongues, 
and his skill as a printer enabled him to gtbe a cha­
racter to the Mission Press which he established that 
secured for it the best class of business in English 
and oriental literature. The Literary Gazette, Calcutta 
rightly commented*
He was chiefly known to the literary world as 
for many years the active and judicious Superin­
tendent of the Baptist Mission Press* the large­
st and best establishment of the kind in this 
country. It was the first printing office in 
India that sent out works in respect of paper and 
typography were equal to the publications of the 
London press. As a man of business he was singu­
larly attentive, obliging, indefatigably industri­
ous, and of unimpeached integrity, 1
Pearce was succeeded in his printing office by 
James Thomas (arrived in Bengal in 1826), another 
missionary who for eighteen years most ably and succ­
essfully carried on the work b o  well begun. He died 
in 1858. After Thomases death C. B, Lewis became Supe­
rintendent. Lewis carried on the task beyond 1866.
He was equally brilliant as a printer. In order to 
equip himself as a missionary-printer he read much of 
mission presses and thought that if he could become 
a printer he might be able to go abroad in that capa­
city, He, therefore, came to London and joined as an 
apprentice to a printer. Later, he went to Ceylon as 
a missionary and from there to Calcutta where he found 
the position which he dreamed of in his childhood and 
youth.^
^Quoted, in Yates, Memoirs of ...Pearce, p. 348-349.
^BMS Records (IN/43): Letter of C.B. Lewis to the BMS 
Secretary, 7 August 1858.
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But his fond hopes of carrying on the printing 
of the word of God was going to remain unfulfilled 
since the Baptist Missionary Society in England deci­
ded to wind up the printing business in Calcutta. The 
press was never a losing concern. Indeed, in 1841 it
1made a pfofit of 6 percent amounting to £ 3000 pounds,
while between 1843 and 1848 the profit was £ 13, 163
2
being an average of £ 2, 194 pounds per annum. But the 
Society in England was in favour of closing down the 
press, though the press sub-committee constituted after 
the death of Pearce was always recommending in favour 
of continuing it. In 1859 the committee in its report 
commented s
Whilst it is possible that highly profitable Eng­
lish printing is now executed by the press not so 
large an amount as in former days, when it had 
fewer and less formidable rivals to compete with, 
yet its usefulness as an organ for multiplying 
Scriptures and tracts and educational works is 
not only unimpaired, but probably at present 
altogether unrivalled in this country. 3
The committee recommended its continuation in the
following words*
We trust that whatever may be the views of the 
committee [of the Baptist Missionary Society] 
regarding the press, it will not adopt a reso­
lution to abolish it. We have reason to believe 
that even in a commercial point of view it is not 
a losing concern, but that it still continues td 
yield a fair profit. 4
■^ BMS Records: Minute Book,Vol. H, Resolution No. 867 
dated 27 January 1842, P. 59,
^BMS Records* Minute Book, Vol. I, Resolution No. 476 
dated 14 April 1844, p. 213 j Vol. L, Resolution No. 
228, dated 12 November 1850, p. 96.
3:
BMS Records* Report of the Press Sub-Committee consis­
ting of George Pearce, J. Wenger and J.B. Bliss 
dated 29 June 1859.
4Ibid.
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In spite of all the opposition of the Calcutta 
missionaries, the Society in England ashed C, B,
Lewis to offer the press to the Government of India 
for sale. But the government declined to buy it.'*" 
Having failed, the committee dropped the idea of se­
lling it. The famous Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta 
thus survived and it was in existence up to 1866 as 
it was still in existence in 1964 when Miss Diehl 
described it as "one of the great presses of the 
world".^
Type foundry
Having established a printing press, the Baptist
Mission in Calcutta was also anxious to establish a
type foundry to cast their own types, so that they
might not have to depend so much on Serampore, But
it was very difficult to find a punch- cutter in
those days except a few trained at Serampore, On the
other hand, John Lawson, a member of the Calcutta
Mission, who, before defecting from Serampore worked
at their type foundry to reduce oriental types was
unwilling to Undertake type-casting anew in Calcutta.
Fortunately for the Calcutta brethren, one of the
punch-cutters (whose name is not known) of Serampore.
foundry came to Calcutta to seek employment and he was
3instantly employed on the task of punch-cutting. That
BMS Records(IN/ 43)* Letter of C. B. Lewis to the 
BMS, dated 3 May 159, Government in a letter dated 
25 April 1859'replied to C. B-. Lewis as follows*
"The Governor-General is not prepared to make such an 
outlay for the object indicated. In accordance with 
with your request the fact of your having made this 
proposal to government will not be made known"
9 ,
Diehl, Early Indian Imprints, p. 11.
The Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta was abolished in 1973,
O t
E, Carey and Yates, Vindication ..., p. 64
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punch-cutter, prior to joining Calcutta, was said to 
have employed at Serampore for preparing a Persian 
fount of types. When John Clark Marshman, acting Supe­
rintendent of the Serampore establishment found him 
absent and discovered in the Calcutta Mission foundry 
he demanded him back. Accordingly the Calcutta missio- 
naries 'surrendered* the punch-cutter back. Notwith­
standing, this incident was useful, as it roused Lawson 
into action-. He came forward cheerfully to the aid of 
the mission and by applying his skill and experience
in the art of punch cutting and type casting he made
2the foundry a firm establishment.
By 1837, the mission foundry cast types of vari­
ous sizes in Bengali, Devanagari, Oriya, Arabic, Per­
sian and Thai languages for its own use. It had also 
supplied founts of types in these languages as well 
as in Maratha, Gujrati, Burmese, Buginese and Malay 
characters to the missionaries of other denominations 
in Calcutta, Bombay, Surat, Moulmain, Penang, Singa-
3
pore, and other places.
After 1837, when the two Baptist missions were 
reunited, as we have already mentioned, Bible printing 
became the'sole responsibility of the Baptist Mission 
Press, Calcutta. This resulted in the further develop­
ment and perfection of oriental types especially Bengali.
John Clark Marshman, Review of two pamphlets, by the 
Rev. John Dyer, and the Rev. E. Carey and W. Yates in 
twelve letters to the Rev. John Foster. (Lonodo: n.d.) 
p. 50. Also* E. Carey, Supplement to the Vindication 
of ‘the Calcutta Baptist Missionaries (London: 1831), 
p. 130.
2Carey and Yates, Vindication ..., pp. 64 - 65.
3Yates, Memoirs of ... Pearce, p. 93.
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Characteristics of Calcutta printing and conclusion
Like Serampore, the.Baptist Mission Press was also 
an extensive organisation. It also carried on the tra­
dition of Serampore. In addition to printing Biblical 
translations, Christian tracts, school books, other 
books' in the oriental languages and a large number of 
English books it also did job printing for the govern­
ment, societies, and private individuals. Managed by 
experienced and dedicated missionary printers, Pearce, 
Thomas and. Lewis, the Baptist Mission Press, as already 
said, produced fine specimens of Bengali printing. 
According to the already quoted contemporary Literary 
Gazette, the work of the press "in respect of paper 
and typography were equal to the publications of the 
London Press'*. Except for Serampore, first as a Miss­
ion and later as a Marshman*s press, no other press 
was capable of competing with the Baptist Mission 
Press. Since the School Press of the London Missio­
nary Saciety and the Church Mission Press could not 
stand competition they were closed in 1826 and 1843 
respectively,
In our search we have been able to find 202 
Bengali works printed at this press ( Bib. Nos.
213 - 414), and we know of 10 other extant works 
printed at this press.1 Out of these 202 works 
145 are Biblical translations, books and tracts on 
Christianity,
Calcutta Mission Press more or less followed
^ t  the National Library, Calcutta and the Asiatic 
Society Library, Calcutta,
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the Serampore tradition. Simple, plain work, elegant 
both in respect of typography and paper is the. 
characteristic of the Baptist Mission Press. Unlike 
Serampore, Calcutta Mission imported paper from 
England. Except for a few rules in decorating title 
pages'"'.no ornamental device was used by this press.
In signatures, Bengali letters were used in Bengali 
books consonants followed by vowels; sometimes star­
ting with Kha instead of Ka, the first of the conso­
nants. Mostly in fours and sixes signatures are 
fairly regular in Calcutta Baptist’s books. Printing 
mistakes are rare; worn-out types were never used. 
Octavo and dudecimo are the two sizes used in Bengali 
books, the only exception being a geography copy 
book (Bib. No. 219 & 220) printed for the Calcutta 
School-Book Society, The products of Calcutta Mission 
Press were the model for the Bengali printers who had 
newly adopted this profession.
The School Press* a press of the London Missionary 
Society, 1819 - 1825
The London Missionary Society was founded on 
21 September 1795. A yeaar later, in December 1796 the 
Society sought permission of the Court of Directors of 
the East India Company to allow it to send three miss­
ionaries to Bengal; but without result. Therefore, like 
the Baptist missionaries, Nathaniel Forsyth, the first 
LMS missionary had to commence his missionary .activi­
ties in 1798 at Chinsurah, Hoogly, a Dutch settlement,
1After eighteen years’ labour he died m  February 1816.
^Richard Lovett, The history of.London Missionary 
Society. 1795 -1895$ (London* 1899) ,|£p p « 11-17.
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He had been joined in 1813 by Robert May who rapidly
developed a network of vernacular schools to teach
reading, writing and arithmetic, endeavouring to
combine the advantage of the western and local systems
of education. At his death in August 1818, there were
nearly 3,000 pupils in 36 schools. May found himself
unable to supervise this great work alone, and was soon
joined by John David Pearson who looked after.these
schools until his death in November 1832.1
The removal in 1813 of the East India Company’s
restriction upon missionary activities led the Society
to send Henry Townley and James Keith to Calcutta.
They arrived in Calcutta on 7 September 1816 and in
December 1817 established the Bengal Auxiliary Missio- 
2nary Society. From the very time of their arrival the
LMS missionaries were trying to establish a printing
press of their own and repeatedly requested the LMS
in London to send them a printer and types. In the
last reminder letter written on 1 April 1819 the
missionaries enumerated the importance of a printing
establishment. They wrotej
We think that one easy mode of raising funds pre­
sents itself in the Printing Department ... It 
would afford missionary facilities from the ease 
with which our publications would be got through 
the press. And supposing a pious, disinterested 
and competent Superintendent of presses were sent 
... we anticipate that the profits of a number of
^LMS Records (C.10)s Otto H. Stursberg, Bengal Annals, 
1798 - 1940 (Typewritten), pp. 5-6.
2Ibid., p. 8-9.
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presses would be so large as materially to enri­
ch our missionary fund here and thereby propor­
tionately relieve the fund of the parent society 
at home. We therefore would urge it as an impor­
tant matter to send us a printer without delay - 
Printing Presses need not be sent as they can 
be obtained here without difficulty but founts 
of English types can not be obtained here, at 
least good ones ... 1
Meanwhile John David Pearson and John Harley
were insisting on establishing a press at Chinsurah.
With the approval of the LMS in Englandfthe Auxiliary
2Society m  Calcutta sent them a press. Thus, the
printing office of the London Missionary Society was
3commenced m  February 1819, Established at Chinsurah
4it was named *the School Press*. In September 1819
George Gogerly, a printer from England arrived in
Calcutta to superintend the printing office of the
Society. He brought with him an iron press and an
5assortment of English types.
While at Chinsurah the press printed 6 books and
tracts ( Bib. Nos. 415 - 420), The first work is a
’Bengalee tables' printed for the Calcutta School-
Book Society.
The object of establishment of the LMS press was*
First, the more rapid and cheap printing of the 
Society's own tracts and publications; and seond.ly 
the hopes' that the profits of printing from other 
works may tend to lighten the heavy burden of ex­
pense in supporting this mission, which falls at 
present principally upon the parent society in 
London• 7
■®*LMS Records (BQx 1, Folder 3) Letter of H. Townley 
and others to the Society, 1 April 1819
2Ibid. ^Bengal Auxiliary Missionary Society, Second 
Report (Calcutta* 1820), p. 16,
^Ibido, p. 17 ^Ibid.
6Calcutta School Book-Society, Second Report, 1818-19 
(Calcutta* 1819), p.2
^BAMS, Second Report, p. 18
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Immediately after the arrival of Gogerly the 
School Press established at Chinsurah was removed 
to Calcutta and put under his superintendence. But, 
the press could not meet the hopes and aspirations 
of the missionaries owing to the reported inefficiency 
of the superintendent and secondly as the price of 
printing had fallen in 1820 because of the establish­
ment of two other missionary presses in Calcutta, the 
Baptist Mission Press (1818) and the Church Mission 
Press (1820), In a joint letter H, Townley and other 
missionaries informed the Society in London:
A printer should not be a mere compositor. He 
should be a person of some address in order to 
obtain business?- he should be capable of keeping 
the accounts of the concern that your missionaries 
may not be engaged in secular concern when they 
ought to be among the heathen? he should not act 
as the mere journeyman of the office, to work nine 
in the morning till in the afternoon and in 
addition to these things h% ought to have an ac­
tive missionary spitit^ It would have rejoiced 
our hearts if these qualifications had been 
found in Mr. Gogerly but under present circums­
tances the press is rather a burden than an 
advantage to the mission, as it almost constantly 
deserves one of the immediate member to attend 
to its affairs. 1
In an another letter H. Townley, the leader of the
mission wrote:
Mr. Gogerly is a good tempered upright pious 
young man as far as 1 have opportunity to know 
but destitute of the qualifications requisite to 
being at the head.of a concern of the kind.
1LMS Records(Box 1, Folder 3)f Letter of H. Townley 
and others to the Society, 1 April 1820.
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Other things also have turned out unpropitious 
(I mean as it respects the hope we had entertai­
ned of making money by it towads the support of 
the mission).What I refer to is since we wrote 
to you for a printer the junior Baptist brethren 
and the Church Missionary Committee have estab- 
lished printing offices at Calcutta and the prices 
of printing have within last twelve months very 
materially fallen. Our printing press can not 
cope with other printing offices for want of a  ^
person of equal qualifications to superintend it.
Gogerly would not admit his inefficiencies and 
lack of knowledge of a printing concern. According to 
him as a consequence of adverse climate, he suffered 
from dysentry at the beginning - but a short time 
afterwards he could cope with everything. But because 
of insufficient founts of English type as the Society 
did not replenish the supply and the types he brought 
with him became worn out very soon he could not compete 
with other establishments. Therefore, he with his 
workmen had to remain idle through having no work. 
According to his accounts he printed 101, 500 volumes 
of books and tracts in English, Hindi and Bengali be­
tween September 1819 and July 1822.^
Gogerly seems correct in his statement as the
missionaries reported on 1 November 1822 that he "con-
3ducts the press to our satisfaction". But the compe­
tition was very hafld. In another letter the missiona­
ries gave a pen picture of the situation of printing 
business of Calcutta at that times
It [the School Pressj seems to have[been] estab-
'^ LMS Records (Box 1, Folder 3)s Letter of Townley to
the Society, 31 July 1820
^LMSRecords (Box 1, Folder 4): Letter of George Gogerly
to the Society, 6 August 1822.
O
LMS Records(Box 1, Folder 4): Letter of Missionaries 
to the Society, 1 November 1822.
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lished with anticipation of success which were 
perhaps a little too sanguine. Any comparison 
between it and the one at Serampore seems to 
us invidious. ...The translations of the missio­
naries there have furnished an exhaustless source 
of employment for the printer. These advantages 
we do not have. What is called "out door work" — 
we have as great a share of it as can possibly 
be expected considering how the place ...with 
printers all of whom are trying to undersell each 
other - under this consideration perhaps our 
press has done as much as it ever will do in su­
pporting Hr. Gogerly and aiding us as vehicles 
for all our missionary publications...Gogerly 1 
discharges [his duties] with attention and credit.
Gogerly, however, was more interested in becoming 
ai missionary. He was diligently learning Bengali and 
studying theology and other religious subjects so as 
to equip himself as a missionary. He wanted to resign 
the service of Printer and devote his life to missio­
nary work. He meanwhile reminded the Society in Eng­
land to send new types since the ones he brought with
2him had already worn out, but without success.
In 1826, Gogerly was appointed a missionary at 
Bahrampur, and as no printer was sent from England 
to replace him the missionaries m  Calcutta decided 
to 'relinquish the printing establishment'. This was 
accordingly done, and the press was sold to the Bap­
tist Mission Press in May 1826 for Rs. 6,711 -12-0.^
LMS Records (Box 1, Folder 4)s Letter of Missionaries 
to the Society, 25 September 1823.
2
LMS Records (Box 2, Folder 2)s Gogerly*s Letter to 
the Society, 25 July 1825
3LMS: Records (Box 2, Folder 2)s Gogerly's Letter 
to the Society, 13 February and 29 November 1826.
^LMS Records (Box 2, Folder 3)s Report of Gogerly 
to the Society regarding the printing press of 
the LMS, 29 May 1827.
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As the Society in England might have thought that 
the press with all its printing materials might 
have been undersold at that price, Gogerly explained 
that it was because that the English types brought 
from England, various founts of Bengali, Devanagari 
and Persian types were completely worn out and there­
fore to be valued only as scrap metal and consequently 
could be sold at one fourth of the value of usable 
types.1
The press, in addition to English, Sanskrit and 
Persian books printed 32 in Bengali. Of these, we have 
found 15 works extant (Bib. Nos. 415 - 429). In addi­
tion to our findings the press, as reported by Goger­
ly, also printed the following Bengali works between 
1819 and 1825.2
1. Miracles, parables and discourses of Christ. 6000 cops,
2. Asraya nirnaya. Miracles. 3L000 copies,
3. Prasnottara. Catechism by J. Keith. 3000 copies. 
Catechism (English-Bengali) by J, D. Pearson
S;. The Scotchman and Baboo. 2nd ed.
6. Hitopadesa. Moral Lessons. 500 copies.
7. Ramahari o Sadhu. 1000 copies.
8. Pandit and Sircar. 1000 copies.
9. Khrxstera Vivarana. Life of Christ. 2000 copies.
* • •
10. Extract's from the Gospel Magazine, No. 1 & 2.
4000 copies.
11. Prasnottara. Catechism by J. D. Pearson, 2000 cops.
12. Miracles, parables and discourses of Ghrist.
2nd ed. 1500 copies,
13. Life of William Kelley. 2000 copies.
14. Picture Room. 2000 copies.
15. Reward book for schools. 1000 copies,
16. On bearing false witness.1080 copies,
17. Varnamala. Introductory tables by G. Mundy. 2500 cops.
1""2LMS Records(Box 2, Folder 3): Report of Gogerly to 
the Society regarding the printing press of the LMS,
29 May 1827.
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In addition to these, the press also printed 
a periodical entitled the Gospel Magazine, Two edi­
tions of this were published j one in English and 
Bengali on opposite pages and the other in Bengali 
only. Of the 24 issued of this periodical numbers 
1 to 12 were issued without English texts.
Out of these 32 Bengali boohs printed by the 
press 10 are school books and the rest are books and 
tracts on Christianity. Like other mission presses, 
the School Press's printing was simple without any 
attempt at decoration except by the use of rules 
- short and long - for making up the title pages. In 
case of the Calcutta School-Book Society's publica­
tions the press like others, used the former insti­
tution's monogram on the title pages. Out of fifteen 
books which we have found to be extant, only five 
bear signatures. These are like those of other mission 
presses in Bengali letters beginning with consonants 
and in fours.
Though Gogerly could not stand competition in 
Calcutta so far as procuting outside work and manage 
the press to the extent that Ward and Pearce did, 
the lay out, and impressions of the works suggest 
that he was a good printer.
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The Church Mission Press, 1820 - 1843
The Church Missionary Society was established in 
Calcutta in 1812. After its temporary location at 
Garden Reach it was removed to Mirzapore where it pur­
chased land and constructed building for its accomo­
dation* At that time the Church Missionary Society in 
England drew a plan for establishing in all its miss­
ions what were called "Christian Institutions" which
1included printing offices*
As a preparation for establishment of a printing- 
office in Calcutta the Society in England approached 
its printer William Watts who recommended Thomas Brown, 
Pressman in his employ at thirty shillings a week, as. 
a suitable person for the service of the Society in 
India* Watts also offered to train Brown as a composi­
tor before he sailed for India* The Society agreed to
appoint him as a printer at his own wages and put him
. . 2 under the training of Watts*
Thomas Brown under the instruction, of Watts di­
ligently prepared himself to conduct all the depart­
ments of printing and stereotyping instruments. Af­
ter due completion of his training, Brown sailed in
3 . . . .January 1820* He carried out with him a printing
press and founts of English, Arabic and Persian
E, Stock, The History of the Church Missionary Socie 
tv> its environment. its men and its work (London* 
1899), I, p. 194.
^CMS Records (G/Cl)i CMS Committee Minutes, 31 March 
1817 to 14 May 1819, Resolution of the Committee 
meeting, dated 2 April 1819, pp. 558-559.
^The Missionary Register for 1820, January 1820, 
p. 37, col. 2.
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1types. He arrived in Calcutta apparently m  July 
21820, The arrival of a printer, press- and types
from England enabled the Church missionaries in
3Calcutta to start their printing department, A fur­
ther supply of types, and an additional press, were 
added to the establishment(very soon afterwards.^
In the early part of October 1820 .Thomas Brown 
was settled in his new apartment alloted by the Socie­
ty, About half of the east side mission building was 
appropriated to the society’s printing office. The
"presseswere moved into that commodious new building 
5m  March 1822, According to the committee m  Calcutta,
for conducting the affairs of the press no more suita-
6ble person than Brown could have been selected. Under 
his able management the press was prospering soon 
and in order to meet the pressing demand, Brown in 
1822 was making necessary additions as regards orien­
tal types and asked the society in England to send 
4 more Stanhope presses, several founts of English and
a fount of Arabic types, moulds and leads for type
7cutting and equipment for bookbinding.
Brown was trying to equip the establishment with 
the best possible presses. In addition to printing 
he was desirous of setting up a type foundry for ori-
^The Missionary Register for 1820, January 1820, 
p * 42, co 1 ■« 2.
^Tlie Missionary Register for 1821, February 1821, 
p. 49 says that he arrived Madras on 22 July 1820 
and from there he went to Calcutta.
Henry Townley, a missionary of the LMS wrote on 31 
July 1820 that the CMS had started a printing press.
See p. 318 for quotation,
^The Missionary Register £dr 1821, February 1821,p. 49.
5CMS Records (Cl l/060/l)s Brown's letter to the Society, 
22 November 1822
^The MR for 1823, January, 1823, p. 37, col.2.
7
As f.n. 1 above.
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ental characters. Therefore, in addition to the type 
cutting materials he requested a man capable of cutt­
ing punches and casting types. "A young man competent 
to this business” Brown wrote, "might be a great acqui­
sition both to the mission and to India”. Though good 
presses were not available there in Calcutta, to meet 
the 'emergency' he, instead of waiting for supply from 
home, already ordered another press.'1’
Before all of the requisites Brown wanted to equip
his establishment could arrive, he died on 10 July
21824 at the age of 31 years. He was really in his
province. Bishop Middleton observed of him, that his
philosophy was, "Though I can not preach for the Christ,
3yet I can print for him". Erom the establishment of 
the pEess till his death Brown printed 17 works 
in various languages comprising 26,750 copies as well
4as 101,500 copies of tracts, catechisms and magazines.
After Brown's death Theophilus Reichardt, another
Church missionary took otfer the Church Mission Press
but only temporarily and the missionaries in Calcutta
requested the CMS in England to send another printer 
5immediately, Reichardt, though not a printer by pro­
fession was pleased to carry on the task of Superinten­
dent of the press after the death of Brown. In a short
time he had much improved hie;-.knowledge of printing.
^CMS Records (Cl l/060/l)* Brown's letter to the Soci­
ety, 22 November 1822
2The MR for 1825, April, 1825, p. 194
3Long, Handbook for Bengal mission..., p. 117.
^The MR for 1824, January 1824, p. 42, col. 1
5The MR for 1825, April, 1825, p. 194.
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But as his duties in the printing office would inter­
fere with his other important missionary labour the 
committee in Calcutta appointed P. S. De Rozario as 
printer to assist him in the management of the press. 
Reichardt, however, requested the Society in England 
"to send out a faithful, end clever man; who not only 
possesses a clear knowledge of the art of printing 
but who has also a sound taste of typographici beauty'1 
The printing establishment, according to him, "will 
not only pay itself by its own produce, but will also 
supply all of our school books, and tracts gratis..."
A Superintendent was not forthcoming, therefore 
Reichardt continued to perform the task of the Super­
intendent of the press. He regularly corresponded with 
the. Society in England and recommended it fc'b give 
attention to the press, but it seems that the Society 
lost interest in it. In a letter dated 9 May 1826 
he wrote*
I would earnestly recommend that more attention 
might be paid to this branch of the Societyls 
mission, by procuring more works for the press 
from private individuals or public bodies by 
which the Society!s expense would be conside­
rably lessened, whilst the advantages would 
be more and more visible. 2
Reichardt thus continued to run the press without
further replenishment of presses and types from the
Society in England up to 8 July 1828 when he was with-
3drawn as a missionary from Calcutta. After that event
^The MR for 1826, February 1826, pp. 85-86.
2
CMS Records (Cl•1/0238/6)t Letter of Theophilus Rei­
chardt to the Society, 9 May 1826
3CMS Register of Missionaries* clerical, lay and 
female and native clergy, from 1804 to 1904, in 
2 parts. (Printed for private circulation), Part I,
P • i4.
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1P. S. De Rozario foecame Superintendent of the press.
In 1840s printing became so cheap in Calcutta that 
running a printing establishment was no longer profi­
table. Therefore, the Church Mission Press was sold 
in 1843.2
The Church Mission Press, like other missionary 
printing houses was mainly devoted to the printing 
of books and tracts on Christianity in .Bengali, Per­
sian and Hindustani languages. In our search we have 
been able to find 13 Bengali works printed at this 
press ( Bib. Nos. 430 - 442). Of.these, 9 are on Chri­
stianity, 3 school books and the other on Hindu law 
of inheritance. Out of the nine works on Christianity 
7 are tracts, one Gospel of St. Matthew and one 
Hymn book.
In addition to these, Murdoch listed 5 other
3tracts printed at this press. The National Library 
of India, Calcutta has in^its collection the following 
works* 1. Hymn book, 1822. 2. Dialogues on creation, 
1824. Apart from these, the press also printed the 
following*
1. A view of the doctrines and duties of Christianity         .
in Bengali and English compiled by Thomson. 1820.
52. The New Testament in Bengali. 1822.
1Long, Handbook of Bengal missions..., p. 117.
2Ibid.
3 . . .Murdoch, Catalogue of the Christian vernacular lite­
rature in India, pp. 9-10.
4The MR for 1821, February, 1821, p. 49.
^CMS Records (Cl 1/ 060/4) List of works in the press, 
27 November 1822.
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1
Books printed between August 1824 and February 1826
3. School lessons 4000 copies.
4. Mental reflections 1000 copies.
5. True advice 1000 copies.
6. School rules 1000 copies,
7. Catechism of the true religion by T. Reichardt.
1200 copies.
8. Collection of prayers in Bengali. 400 copies.
9. Bengali first book Ka Kha Ga
10. Prayers in Bengali. 400 copies.
11. Reading lessons. 3100 copies.
12. Bengali spelling book. 1600 copies.
13. Satva A^rava.
Octavo and duodecimo were the two sizes used by 
this press. The former size meant for books while the 
latter for tracts. Signatures in fours in Roaman letters 
starting with B only were used in the case of books 
but tracts were without signatures.
All of the three superintendents Brown, Reichardt 
and De Rozario were good printers. The house style 
which was nothing but simplicity and neatness in 
printing was maintained by all of them. No decorative 
device was in use except for rules to make up title 
pages. Tracts, do not have any title pages but coloph- 
one-give bibliographic information.
CMS Records (CX 1/00238/14)s Account of the work 
done at the printing office of the CMS, Calcutta, 
from June 1824 to February 1826.
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The Bishop's College Press, 1824 - 1870
The Bishop's College, the most important missiona­
ry institution in India, owes its origin to the Right 
Reverend Thomas Fanshaw Middleton, the first Bishop 
of British India, at whose earnest request the Incor­
porated Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 
Foreign Parts agreed, in 1819, to build it. A sum of;
£ 55, 747, including a contribution from the Church 
Missionary Society of £ 5000 was allocated for its 
erection. The foundation stone of the College was laid 
by the Bishop himself on Friday, 15 December 1820 
on a site granted by the East India Company, the 
supreme government of India, at Hawrah about four miles 
below Calcutta. The college started to function in 
1824.1
The object of the institution as designed by the
9Bishop Middleton was to serve the following purposes*
ti
1. Of instructing native and other Christian 
youth (from almost every part of the continent and 
island of Asia subject to British authority) in the 
doctrines and discipline of the Church, in order to 
their becoming preachers, catechists, and school 
masters•
2. For teaching the elements of youthful Knowle­
dge and the English language to Mussalmans or Hindoos, 
having no object in such attainments beyond secular 
advantage.
3. For translating the Scriptures, the liturgy, 
and moral and religious tracts.
^USPG Records (C.. Ind. 1(6) 31A) t Bishop's College 
and its missions (Calcutta* 1842) printed.
o
Incorporated Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
in Foreign Parts, Annual Report. 1820 (London* 1820), 
pp. 85 -94.
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4. For the reception of English missionaries 
to be sent out by the Society, on their first arri­
val in India in order that they may be prepared for 
the better discharge of their duties',! •
Among the different departments of the college, 
printing.found prominence primarily to print the 
translation of the Scriptures, the liturgy, and moral 
and religious tracts to be undertaken by the college 
as set forth in one of the objects. Therefore, one of 
the immediate concerns of the College Council was to 
erect a printing house, appoint a printer and procure 
printing materials. Erection of a separate printing 
house was started along with the college building in 
1821. It was constructed at a total cost of £ 2, 488 
and was completed in 1827. Presses, types and other
printing materials cost the college a sum of £ 1,012 
1up to 1830. From the beginning of 1823 the Incorpo­
rated Society, at the request of the college council 
was in search of a qualified printer who could effi­
ciently organize and superintend the college press.
The secretary of the ISPG tried at first with the 
superintendent of the Clarendon Press, Oxford who
suggested one James Wright who could not agree to go
2to India at a low salary of £ 300 per annum.
Later they applied to Luke Hansard who had a 
printing office in Newton Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, 
Middlesex. Hansard recommended1 Henry Townsend who 
had been with the firm for several years prior to 
1823, as a*competent and proper person and good^morals
^USPG Records(C Ind. I 8(1).3) India General Seris, 
Bishop’s College Accounts* a statement showing the 
original cost, annual charge, from its formation in 
1824 to the end of the year 1836.
2USPG Records(C Ind. I(5)l8)s Correspondences frith 
the Superintendent of the Clarendon Press, Oxford.
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duly qualified to superintend* the Bishop's College^ 
Press. The Society appointed him at an annual salary 
of £ 300;p>ayable in two instalments, one in February 
and the other in August of a year.1 Townsend accordi­
ngly sailed on 9 September 1823 with a printing press, 
a few founts of types, apparently English, Persian and 
Devanagari and other printing materials. As soon as 
he was able to get the printing materials through the 
Custom House he bought in Calcutta a second-hand wooden 
press, formes, racks and stones, and a fount of Beng­
ali types which he could not bring with him because
2they were not available when he left England. He im­
mediately set up his presses ”in one o f: the lower apart' 
ments of the east wing” of the college as the printing
3
house was yet to completed at that time.
Townsend commenced by printing eight book-plates
of the college library. ’’Nowell's Catechism for the
use of the college students” was the second item
to be printed at the Bishop's College Press. Printed
in Roman characters one copy each of these bc^k-plates
have been preserved in the USPG Records (Plate XL).
By August’ 1824 Townsend was making preparation for
printing an Arabic New Testament and ordered a fount
4of Bengali types of 240 lbs.
In order to place the printirg office on a "per­
manent and more extensive footing and at the same ti­
me greatly facilitate the business, and so that it 
might meet its various expenses of wages, book-binding
1-tJSPG Records (C. Ind. 1(5)63)* Memorial of Susan 
Townsend, Mother of Henry Townsend.to the Society.
^USPG Records (C. Ind. 1(6) 37B)i Townsend’s letter 
to the Society, 26 July 1824
^ISPG, Annual Report. 1824, p. 145
^As in f.n. 2 above•
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wear and tear,etc. forming the current expenses of 
the office" Townsend proposed to the Principal of 
the college to request the Society in England for;
".two more iron presses, and an increase of type, 
toy which means works required for the college would 
not toe the tedious time in passing through the press, 
which they at present must be with a one press estab­
lishment* and supposing that the college printing 
occupied one press, the profits arising from the oth­
er two presses if employed in works for the public at 
large, and the permission of the college syndicate 
or Principal being obtained to that effect, would 
pay the expenses of the office, and fat the same time
there would always toe a ready supply of materials
1for the use of the college". This was the plan, Town­
send otoserved, in a great measure, upon which other 
missionary presses in Calcutta were conducted. He also
proposed to establish a type foundry with apparatus
2amounting to about £200.
The College Press was under the supervision of 
the college council; the duty of which was to take 
care that all of the works determined upon toy the 
syndicate be correctly executed. The ordinary syndi­
cate was to compose of the Visitor, the Archdeacon of 
Calcutta, the college council, and three persons to 
toe nominated annually toy the Visitor. The duties of 
the press had been detailed in the statute of the 
college as follows*
XIXaThe superintendence of the College Press is
“^USPG Records(C.Ind. 1(6) 37B): Townsend’s letter to 
the Society, 26 July 1824.
2Ibid.
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in the college council whose duty is to take ca­
re that- all work determined upon, and ordered 
by the syndicate be correctly and expediously 
executed.
XXX. The ordinary syndicate is composed of the 
Visitor £i.e, Bishop], the Archdeacon of Calcu­
tta, and the college. council, and three persons 
to be nominated by the visitor each year. Its 
meeting shall be holden in'ithe college library 
at such times as the Visitor, or, in his absence, 
as the principal professor may appoint, either 
of whom may call a meeting of the syndicate, on 
the third"Friday of any month, when it may seem 
expedient. There shall not, however foe fewer than 
four meetings of the syndicate, in every year, 
viz. February, May, August, November. Due faotice 
shall be given of every meeting to each member. 
Any three member of the syndicate shall be compe­
tent .to act.
-XXXI, It is the business of the ordinary syndica­
te to determine what works conducive in any way 
to the objects for which the college is founded, 
shall be undertaken and printed at the college 
press, and no such book or tract shall be print­
ed there but with their sanction, to be expre­
ssed in the title page, provided that where the 
vote be equal, the casting vote be in the Visitor; 
and that in no case any work be committed to the 
press, without the sanction of the college coun­
cil expressed in the title page aforesaid, with­
out the consent of the Visitor, or, in his ab­
sence, of the Archdeacon of Calcutta, or such 
person as he may depute to act on his behalf•
The Visitor is, at all times, to have privile­
ge of printing such works of his own composi­
tion as he may deem conducive to the same end, 
provided it be at his own proper costs, and it 
shall be at the lowest rate of payment which 
will not be injurious to the college funds. It 
shall be competent also to the college council 
to permit other persons to print at the college 
press for a reasonable profit (but without sanc­
tion expressed in the title page) any xirork not 
at variance with the object of the institution,  ^
nor otherwise exceptionable in their tendencies.
USPG Records (1.7/19). India Gen Series, Bishop Coll­
ege. Statutes of the Missionary Institution of the 
Incorprated Society for the Propagation of the 
Gospel in Foreign Parts; to be called and known as 
Bishop*s College near Calcutta (Londons 1825. 1829, 
1849). Printed as well as in manuscripts.
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Townsend's plan for expansion of the printing 
establishment met with the approval of both the 
college council and the society in England.By July 
"1826 the construction of the printing house was also 
complete. In an "airy and cheerful site" the new prin­
ting house, according to Townsend, was a commodious 
one. On 21 March 1826, 2 iron presses, 2 inking appa­
ratus, a can of printing ink and 3 boxes containing 
689 lbs of English types arrived. By September 1826 
the printing establishment consisted of 4 iron press­
es which were "set up in the printing room of the new 
building". Between 1 July 1825 and 30 June 1826, 
the college press printed 15 works in the Arabic, Per­
sian and-English languages and 4 others including 
Bengali dictionary by William Morton (Bib. Ho. 521) 
were in the press. The press also started a letter 
foundry and successfully "completed a large fount of 
Bengali types'*.^ * Afterwards, the type foundry had been 
employed in casting a fount of Armenian types. The
2press also introduced lithography by the end of 1826.
Thus under the able superintendence of Henry 
Townsend the Bishop's College Press acquired a reputa­
tion for excellent printing. "The superiority of his 
£ Townsend' s”| work over the general character of the 
Calcutta press, promised in time to remunerate the 
college for much of their expenditure upon the prin­
ting establishment, by securing the preference given 
to it in many works published by persons independent
3
of the college". But, unfortunately, the climate of
1USPG Records(C. Ind I (6)40)*"Report of the Printing: 
Department at Bishop's College from 1st July 1825 to 
the 30th June 1826".
2USPG Records(C. Ind. 1(6)42)* Report ... 1 July 1826 
to 31 December 1826.
2ISPG, Annual Report, 1829, p. 53.
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Bengal was deeply detrimental to the health of Townsend 
and "under the presssure of several illnesses and bo­
dily suffering he was compelled to apply to the •.. 
authorities of the. ...College for^permission to return 
to England". Townsend embarked on board the Euphrates 
on 16 October 1828 but, "so destroyed and exhausted 
was his constitution " that he died 3 days after going 
on board and his mortal remains were committed to the 
deep sea.^
Consequent upon the death of Townsend, James Sy­
kes of Oxford was appointed Superintendent of the
Bishop's College Press in 1829 at an annual salary of 
2£ 300. Sykes was accompanied by the Principal of the
3College upon his return to Calcutta. He continued as
Superintendent up to 1836 when he returned to England
4on account of illness.
In 1836 W. Risdale was appointed Superintendent 
of the press. He had been in the East Indies for 
upwards of 13 years. Prior to this appointment, he was 
working as the Printer of the Church Mission Press, 
Ceylon which he joined in 1830. Under his superinten­
dence the press flourished and in 1843 was employing 
between 60 and 80 persons to cope with its work. Accor­
ding to Risdale Bishop's College Press at that time 
was "regarded best in India and producing work equal 
to the first London establishment".
1USPG Records(.C, Ind. 1(5) 63)*"Memorial and petition 
of Susan Townsend.... mother of Henry Townsend..."
2USPG Records (C. Ind. 1(5) 40, 676, 67D)* Syke's con­
tract of appointment and other correspondences.
2ISPG, Annual Report. 1829, p. 54.
4USPG Records (C. Ind. 1(5) 67C & 67D)* Syke's corres­
pondences •
5USPG Records (C.Ind. 1(6) 50B)* W. Risdale's letter- 
to the Society, 14 December 1843.
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After Risdale, H. A. Haycock was appointed 
Superintendent of the press at the beginning of May 
1849* Prior to this appointment, Haycock was 
Superintendent of the Church Mission Press, Agra.
Upon his appointment he "applied himself with much 
assiduity to reinvigorate the establishment which 
has necessarily sufferred by the change of Superinten­
dent so rapidly following one after another".’1*
The Bishop's College Press: from its foundation 
in 1824 to its closure in 1870 was one of the best 
printing establishments in Bengal. In 1854 it published 
its specimen of printing types. In an 'advertisement1 
to that specimen the press described its undertakings 
in the following words*
Bishop's college press undertakes the execution 
of pfinting in the several departments of Divi­
nity, History, Philosophy, Poetry, Science, Belles 
Lettres, Voyages, and Travels, Statistics, etc. etc. 
in a most superior style ... Some attempts has 
been made to reach the perfection of modern prin­
ting as practised in Europe. 2
T'. J. H'Arthur, the Superintendent of the press at that
time further states*
Expedition, the most important consideration with 
most editord; and authors, is especially attended 
to at this establishment, and when so required, 
a period is fixed in which the work will be ca­
rried through the press. Where authors can take 
the trouble of preparing a correct Ms,, accura­
cy and adherence to the text are guaranted, thus 
obviating the necessity of dispatching proofs, it 
may foe, to distant stations, by which much time 
is saved, 3
In that specimen the Superintendent claimed that "plain, 
fancy, and ornamental printing elegantly and correctly
^USPG Records (C.Ind. 1(6) 51A)* Prinfcipal's Letter 
to the Society, 13 June 1849,
7Specimen of printing types for books and tohter works 
used at. Bishop's College Press, (Calcutta* 1854),p.1.
3Ibid.
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executed ...£andj orders for type foundry and bookbin­
ding ...[were] thankfully received". The press from 
the beginning, as already stated, had started a type 
foundry and regularly cast types in oriental charac­
ters. It appears from the specimen that it had, in 
1854, 4 different founts of Bengali types* two line 
great primer Bengali, No. 1 Bengali, No. 2 Bengali, 
and No. 3 Bengali.
The press thus continued up to 1870 when "presses 
and other apparatus of the College Press...were sold 
to Baboo Surendra Noth Mukherjea for the sura of Rs. 
3500"'1’ but "the Nagri and Bengali oriental types"2 
were retained.
Printing activity of the Bishop*s College Press 
was very limited because the Superintendent of the-
press was not empowered to print at will. The Supefcin-
3tendent, according to section XXXI of the Statutes 
of the college was disbarred from printing any work 
without: prior sanction of the syndicate of the colle­
ge. Even outside work *for reasonable profit* required 
prior permission; and permission could be denied if 
the work was *at variance with the object of the ins­
titution*. Sometimes,even, works on religion were not 
allowed to be printed unless the texts were thoroughly 
examined by the syndicate. For example, in 1833, a 
small impression of the first portion of the Bengali 
version of the Liturgy by William Mortion, a missio­
nary of the ISPG, was struck off from the press, 'as 
a ground work for correction and revision* by the
syndicate of the college press; but, was later not
4allowed to be printed for publication. In all cases
■SlTSPG Records: "Calcutta Letters Received, Vol.7, •'p.33•
2Ibid. 3See page 332.
4USPG Records( C. Ind. 1(6) 46) Bishop's College Letter 
to the Society.
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specimens of the works were to toe submitted for exami­
nation of the syndicate and only after they had been 
examined by the syndicate and ordered for printing, 
could they be put to press. This being so no one 
would wait for long time for decision of the syndicate 
when it was possible to get it printed elsewhere with­
out: delay. Apparently these formalities resulted in 
smaller figures for the productions of the press- com­
pared with other mission presses.
In the first four years of existence of the press, 
as appears from the periodical reports of the Superin­
tendent, the press printed some 16 works of which 2 
were Arabic and Persian, one in Armenian and one in 
English-Bengali. The rest of the works were in English. 
The only Bengali (English-Bengali) work the printing 
of which was commenced in 18261, was completed in 1828.
In spite of the limitation imposed by the College 
Statutes, the Bishop’s College Press in addition to 
English, Arabic, Persian and Sanskrit(Deyanagari) prin­
ted at least 7© Bengali works between 1824 and 1866.
Of these 76 works, we have been able to find 25 (Bib.
2
Nos. 521 - 545). Murdoch listed 48 works, all on Chris­
tianity of which we have 4 in common. 9 other works
3 ,have: been listed by Long" of which we have 3 m  common.
In addition to these, the.National Library, Calcutta
4has another work.'
1See page 333.
o . .Murdoch, Christian vernacular literature m  India.
pp. 22-24. It is doubtful if all of them were printed
at this press since Murdoch himself says*"Chiefly
printed at the Bishop’s College Press".
3James Long, Returns relating to native printing presses 
and publications in Bengal (Calcutta* 1855), pp. 20-21. 
and Returns relating to publications in the Bengali 
language, in 1857 (Calcutta* 1859), pp. 14-15.
^Richmond, Leigh. Chota iena ... The Yong cottager,
1851. (Shelf mark* 182. Oc. 851.1)
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The college press was-always well managed# 
Printing both in oriental and western languages of 
was elegant. It neither used worn out types nor 
inferior paper and maintained its standard all through.
In octavo and duodecimo sizes, the press used 
both Roman and Bengali letters in sighing Bengali books 
When printing in Roman, signatures started with B and 
in case of Bengali with Ka, the first of the consonants 
Only one book, as we have found, bears arabic numerals 
for its signatures (Bib. No. 540). Tracts, like other 
mission presses, do not bear any signature.
The American Baptist Mission Press, Assam, 1836 - 1866
Assam, a province of British India, was formerly 
independent, but in 1822 it was added to the Burmese 
empire, and after 1826 came under the British. The lan­
guage of the province is Assamese though a large number 
of people speak Bengali. Assamese is written in Bengali 
characters•
Assam did not have a printing press until 1836. 
For all purposes, this province had to depend entire­
ly on Calcutta printers. But communications between 
Assam and Calcutta was very difficult in those days, 
and it was uneconomic to establish a press on behalfr 
of government. Therefore, in 1834, Captain Francis
Jenkins, the Commissioner of the Governor-General of
India for Assam from his headquarter in Gawhati wrote 
to W. H. Pearce, Superintendent of the Baptist Mission 
Press, Calcutta and E.G. Trevelyn, an officer in the 
civil service in Calcutta to invite American Baptists 
to come and settle in Assam. Captain Jenkins offered 
to contribute 1000 rupees on arrival of the first miss-
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ionary and another 1000 rupees for the establishment
of a printing office. His offer reached the managers
of the American Baptist Missionary Society in 1835
1
and they accepted it.
2Nathan Brown and Oliver T. Cutter, who earlier- 
were obliged to abandon their missionary activities in 
Rangoon were appointed to commence the mission at Sadiya, 
a place which was recommended as the most suitable for 
the purpose of missionary work. Brown had a knowledge 
of the Burmese language and Cutter having had conside­
rable experience in eastern printing. In September 1835 
they arrived in Calcutta where they provided themselves 
with a printing press, a standing press, a hundred re­
ams of paper and other materials for printing. At that 
time they were assured by the Society in America that-, 
an additional press and a complete, apparatus would soon 
be sent from America.
Brown and Cutter soon set out for Sadiya. After 
a tedious journey of 4 months they arrived there on 
23 March 1836 and:' soon set up their press which is the 
first in the history of Assam. Cutter took charge of 
the printing press while Brown looked after schools* 
Cutter immediately commenced printing but decided 
at first to use roman characters- instead of Bengali.
He soon printed a spelling-book for the use of the 
school begun by Brown. No copy of this spelling-book 
seem extant now.
^From the establishment of this mission to November 
1843, Seei William Gammell, A History of American 
Baptist Missions in Asia, Africa. Europe and Nofcth 
America (Boston* 1849), pp. 211 - 226.
^Rhodes, The spread of printing ..., p. 61 * writes*
"I have not been able satisfactorily to identify 
Mr. Cutter'* since his initials are not_mentioned in 
Gammel, A History of American Baptist Mission .... 
Apparently he did not check books printed by Cutter. 
Each of the books printed by Cutter gives his name^ 
with initials and Every issue of the newspaper enti­
tled the Aronodai printed at this press also gives 
his name, Moreover, Calcutta directories between 
1840 and 1852 also give his name.
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On 17 October 1836 Miles Bronson and Jacob 
Thomas-, with their wives, sailed from Boston for 
Calcutta, having been appointed missionaries in 
Assam. They took with them the printing press which 
had been promised, together with a full supply of all 
requisite materials for printing and safely arrived in 
Calcutta on 11 April 1837. In a few days they set out 
for Sadiya. On the way Bronson became seriously ill of 
jungle fever. The boat was a very slow conveyance in 
a narrow stream but against a rapid current. Thomas took 
a small boat in advance of his companion in order to 
procure medical assistance. Within the sight of the mi­
ssion premises at Sadiya, unfortunately, two trees 
whose roots- were united fell from the crumbling bank 
of the river directly upon the boat which Thomas was 
seated, crushing the boat, causing him immediately to 
sink and drown. On 17 July 1837 the afflicted widow 
and Bronson arrived at Sadiya. Cutter now found it con­
venient that another press had arrived and he was 
constantly employed at the two presses at the station.
In 1838 Captain Jenkins contributed a further sum of 
five hundfced rupees for replenishing the founts of types,
The activities of the missionaries, however, were 
interrupted because of an attack of the tribal people 
on 28 January 1839. As a result the mission and its 
press had to be transferred to Jaipur. In Jaipur Brown 
soon completed the translation of the Gospel of Matthew, 
into Assamese and Khamti, and Cutter, having been to 
Calcutta for a supply of additional types, returned in 
April 1839 and commenced printing of the books which 
had been prepared.
Cutter still continued his operation in the prin­
ting office at Jaipur while another missionary, Cyrus 
Barker, moved to Sibsagar in May 1841 and in July was
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joined by Bronson. The printing operation were some­
what restricted at Jaipur during the absence of the 
other missionaries,tyet they were by no means unimpor­
tant. School books and the Gospels of Matthew and John 
together with the Acts of Apostles,1 all of which had 
been translated by Brown were carried through the pre­
ss early in the summer of 1842. The station at Jaipur, 
however, had now become inconvenient as a place for 
printing, being too much exposed to the eruptions of 
tribal people of the area. During an attack in the winter 
of 1842-43 Cutter was compelled to take down the presses 
and hide them away with all the types belonging to the 
establishment to save them from the perils with which 
they were threatened. The presses were, however., soon 
set up again, and their operations resumed, but their 
exposed condition rendered it necessary to fix some 
other station at which place the printing establishment 
of the mission could be safe. After consultation and 
with the consent of ~ the management of the American 
Baptist Missionary Society the printing establishment 
of the Society was transferred to Sibsagar, in November- 
1843;
At Sibsagar, the press under the superintendence 
of Gutter continued up to July 1852. After him it was 
superintended by M. Bronson ( August 1852 to December 
1854), A. H. Danforth (January 1855 to February 1857),
S. M. Whiting (March 1857 to December 1860) and 
William Ward' ( 1867-1868).^
In May 1853, in response to an enquiry of the 
government M. Bronsen, the Superintendent of the press
^Names have been gathered from the Aronodau a monthly 
newspaper-printed at this press.
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informed it that the press at that time had two iron 
printing presses in operation, on which printing was 
executed in Assamese, Bengali, English and Shyan. There 
was also a bindery, with two standing presses, a small 
type foundry and three engravers. A stock of types inclu­
ded 5 founts of Assamese and Bengali types, 4 founts of 
English and a small fount of Burmese and Shyan types.
The type foundry had a set of Bengali and Assamese pica 
size matrices, a set of Burmese matrices - great primer 
size, three type moulds, a lead mould, etc.1
In his memorandum the Superintendent of the press 
wrote "there being no other printing establishment in 
the province, all our workmen require to be kept up during 
the whole year, else they go for other employment and 
can seldom be recalled when required, may I therefore 
ask you to submit the enquiry whether the govennment 
would not be willing to bestow some portion of its pa­
tronage upon this press, and give printing of the Pottas
2or other forms required in the Province". The government, 
apparently, did not respond to this request.
The press’, as we have seen, was located at Sadiya 
from 1836 to 1838, Jaipur from 1839 to 1843 and at 
Sibsagar 1843 to 1866, and continued operation beyond 
1866. In the 31 years between 1836 and 1866 the press 
must have printed a large number of books in different 
languages. We have not found any extant copy of a 
Sadiya imprint. We have in all 10 extant books printed 
(in Bengali characters) at this press( Bib. Nos, 720 - 
729). In addition to these, according to Bronson the
3press in 1852 printed 7 other tracts on Christianity.
Apart from these the press printed a monthly newspaper
1Reproduced in: Long, Return..., 1853-54, p. 107
2Ibid., p. 104. 3Ibid.. p. 106.
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entitled the Arunodai which was "commenced in January 1846.
It is a monthly newspaper, and published in language stri­
ctly vernacular, bo as to be understood by the people ge­
nerally# Its object is to diffuse general knowledge among 
the people, and to aid#•• for their improvement. Besides 
articles of a religious and scientific character, it gives
the more important news'of the day from all parts of the;
1
world”• This was the first newspaper in Assam#
The Mission Press in Assam was well mangged. Print­
ing both in the eastern and western languages are simple, 
plain but elegant. In octavo and duodecimo sizes, the 
press used, unlike other mission presses, ababic: numerals 
in siging itsr books.
Conclusion
When the newly established Government felt the nece:- 
ssity of encouraging the study of the Bengali language, 
as we have already seen, it encouraged introduction ofr 
printing in Bengali characters,established a press for 
printing of works in the Bengali and other vernacular 
languages to preserve the newly introduced art from being 
lost. Political necessities and unlimited pecuniary re­
sources no doubt produced satisfactory results supported 
by public finance, but nothing is to be compared with the 
genuine love which breathed inspiration to others1 and pro­
duced results of far reaching nature. Impelledrby no other 
motive than a love for all human beings irrespective of 
caste, creed and colour the missionaries set foot on the> 
soil of Bengal a n d  dedicated their lives to the cause of 
education, language and literature of Bengal. For the spread 
of the message* of Christianity they,particularly Dr. Carey 
had to learn the language, make their own vacabulary and. 
grammar, inaugurate a prose literature which was unknown 
and then translate, write and print.
^Long, Return..., 1853 -1854, p. 107.
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When Dr, Carey established his press in 1800 for 
printing his Bengali Bible there was no Bengali prin­
ting press except that of the Company*s worth mention. 
Carey beg#n with a wooden .press and an incomplete fount 
of Bengali types, but when after 34 years of exhortion 
he died in 1834 there were at least 20 printing presses 
capable of Bengali printing.
The missionaries did not only print on their 
presses, but they experimented on typography and 
paper. It was due to their labour that different sizes 
of Bengali types came into being. When Carey began in 
1800 Bengali had only one kind of type. But when we 
close in 1866, it possessed no fewer than 36 different
types, nearly all of which were the products of the
. . . 1missionaries.
The missionaries also encouraged the establishment 
of printing presses. We have seen the Kiernander helped 
the establishment of the India Gazette Press. Mission 
presses and foundries would employ large numbers of 
Bengali workmen, many of whom would either establish 
presses themselves or help others to, for Bengali prin­
ting. GangakiSora Bhattacarya, for example; was a person 
who worked in the Serampore Mission in his early days 
and later established his BaAgala Gejeti Press. He was 
a compositor at Serampore, and was one of the first 
Bengalis to establish a press for printing in Bengali
characters, to publish a newspaper and to start book-
2
selling as means of acquiring wealth.
Apart from this, many presses sprang up to compete 
with the missionaries. When the Baptist Mission Press 
refused to print Raja Ramamohana Raya*s work on its press 
Raja immediately established his Unitarian Press. Many 
works glorifying Hindu gods and goddesses were printed 
to counter the missionaries* argument that the Bible 
was the true Sastra.
^See Chapter 7. 2See Chapter 8 .
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As the missionaries were the earliest printers 
of Bengali prose, they were also earliest printers 
of Hindu religious works# In the early days publica­
tion of Hindu religious Scriptures in Bengali was 
regarded as an act of sacrilege which, according to 
Brahmins, would led one to "the hell called Raurava".
When Krttivasa and Kasirama Dasa violated this ordi~- 
nance and duly translated the Ramayana and the Maha- 
bharata Brahmins laid a curse on them, saying that 
they were "the greatest of evildoers".'*' The missiona­
ries went one step further? for, it was Serampore, which
for the first time in the history, printed the Ramayana
*
and the Mahabharata in Bengali. This example was later 
followed by the Hindus themselves, and by 1866 there 
were numerous versions of these two epics in print#
It is an admitted fact that Bengali prose had 
its beginning with the advent of missionaries in Bengal. 
We have already observed that it was Dr. Carey who 
raised the language of Bengal from an unsettled dialect 
to a powerful vehicle with a flourishing literature.
It happened during the life time of Carey. When he 
started his instruction in 1801 at the College of'Fort 
William Bengali was a viva-voce means of communicating 
instructions. But when we close the chapter of missio­
nary printing in 1866 Bengali could boast of having 
books in all disciplines then known including a subject 
like Anatomy which also passed through the hand of Carey. 
To echo Carey's immortal sermon, the missionaries attem­
pted great things and expected great things, and in the 
long run they achieved great things for Bengal in the 
form of literature and printing#
1Sen, History of Bengali language and literature, p. 7.
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One of the significant effects of the establish­
ment of these mission presses was the resulting fall 
in prices of printing. In 1820, as we have already seen, 
when three mission presses* Baptist, Church and ^London 
came into being the price of printing within twelve 
months was reduced considerably. This resulted in the 
closing down of the School Press and the Church Mission 
Press. While commenting upon the fate of the Church 
Mission Press the Rev. Long writes*
The press was sold in 1843, as presses had mul­
tiplied so in Calcutta, that printing became 
cheap, whereas when the press was commenced, 
books were sold very dear; a copy of Scott's 
Commentary formerly sold for 250 rupees and 
so of other books in proportion. 1
l .Hand-book for Bengal missions, p. 117.
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HISTORY OE COMMERCIAL PRINTING
We have already traced the history of the govern­
ment and the mission presses and their role and contri­
bution to the growth and' development of Bengali printing. 
They were established mainly for administrative and 
religious purposes; one to meet the requirements of the 
governmental functions and the' other for the propaga­
tion of Christianity. These presses had their limited 
scope and functions* though they undertook printing 
for the purposes of profit as well on a limited scale 
in their spare time it was not done primarily as a 
commercial enterprise.
These few presses which came into being for spe­
cial purposes were not sufficient to meet the growing* 
needs of the general public, in their commerce and 
trade in Bengal, Moreover, the Europeans who settled 
in Bengal for various reasons, and far away from home 
had their reading needs of knowledge, information and 
communication. Newspapers, periodicals and books impor­
ted from England were not enough. Reading materials 
of European origin were one sided; but the people se­
ttled in India were in need" of both European and Indian 
news and information. Therefore, in the early days of' 
printing in Bengal, newspapers were the main publica­
tions of the printing establishments. We have already 
seen that though Hicky claimed to be a government 
printer* his main business was printing the Bengal 
Gazette.
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It was in 1777 that Wilkins and Hicky establish- 
ed their presses in Bengal - the former at Chinsurah, 
Hoogly and the latter in Calcutta. These two presses 
were the beginning. Wilkins and Hicky were followed 
by Kiernander, a mission printer who also helped B, 
Messink and P. Reed to establish their 'New Printing 
House* for the India Gazette in 1780. This was the se­
cond newspaper in India. It wasfollowed by the Chronicle 
and its press; in 1786. Meanwhile in 1784 Francis Glad­
win made the Calcutta Gazette, which started in March 
1784, the main printing business of the Honorable Com­
pany's Press under his superintendence. The Asiatic 
Mirror came into being in 1789.
In 1790, according to Haji Mustafa, there were
1four printing offices m  Calcutta. Hicky's "Original 
Printing Office" at that time was no longer in exis­
tence. Kiernander*s had been sold by auction because 
it went bankrupt. Therefore, the Honorable Company's 
Press (or the Calcutta Gazette Press, as it was 
alternatively known), the India Gazette Press, the 
Chronicle Press, and the Mirror Press were the four 
presses existing in 1790. Though Mustafa did not name 
those printing establishments he mentioned Cooper and 
Bruce among the Calcutta printers, who according to 
him, were both scholars. Cooper was Joseph Cooper who 
at first was a printer of the Honorable Company's 
Press under Gladwin and later one of the proprietors
and printers of the Chronicle Press. The Bengal direc- 
2tory for 1790 does not include the name of Bruce as a
A translation of the Seir Mutaahann. by Ghulam 
Husain Khan, translated by Haji Mustafa (Calcutta* 
1789[-179Q]), Vol. II* Appendix(addressed to William 
Armstrong, dated Calcutta, 15 May 1790), pp. 4 &5.
B^encral Calendar and Register for ...1790 (Calcutta* 
1790)
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printer. Rhodes ■writes "I have not come across the
name of Bruce in Calcutta imprints; he may have been
Cooper’s assistant or foreman1'. Bruce was, however,
Charles K. Bruce who was the editor of the Asiatic
Mirror and one of the two proprietors of the newspaper
and its press called the Mirror Press, the other pro-
2pnetor being John Schoolbred. All books printed at
that time at the Mirror Press bear the name of James
White, the printer of the press.
Printing in Calcutta, at the early state of its
development was not a profitable business. The trade
demanded, according to Haji Mustafa, "a young man and 
3
a rich one”. However, before the eighteenth century 
was out, there were in addition to the Honourable Com-
4pany’s Press, seven printing establishments m  Calcutta. 
All these were European enterprises* it was not until 
1807 that an Indian and until 1816 that a Bengali estab­
lished presses. During the eighteenth century there 
were, in addition to Honorable Company’s, three prin­
ting presses* the Chronicle, John Miller and Ferris 
& Company’s, who could undertake Bengali printing, for 
in addition to English, Persian and Nagari they pro­
duced four English-Bengali linguistic works up to 1800.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century the 
Chronicle Press and John Miller's Press no longer exis­
ted but, the Hindoostani Press came into being in 1802. 
Between this date and 1816 Ferris & Company’s and the 
Hindoostani Press were the two presses which undertook 
Bengali printing. The Sanskrit Press, an Indian enter­
prise, though, came into being in 1807 but did not per­
form any Bengali work before 1816.
1 ~Rhodes, the spread of -printing. p. 28,
2
J. Natarajan, History of Indian Journalism (Delhi * 1955),
p. 11.
30p. Cit. 4See list below.
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Between 1815 and 1866 there existed two types 
of printing establishments in Bengal! European and 
Bengali. The main business of the European printers 
was in English while the Bengali presses specialized 
in Bengali work, with occasional English and other 
Indian languages. Some of the European presses, in 
addition to their usual English, would also undertake 
Bengali printing. From the commencement of printing 
up to 1866 there were at least 56 presses owned by 
Europeans, all but one of which were in Calcutta, 
the remaining one being in Dacca. A list^of these 
presses may be seen below. Among them 13 presses 
undertook Bengali printing.
It has already been said that the Indians or 
Bengalis did not take up this new profession from the 
very beginning of the introduction of printing in 
Bengal. It was in 1807 when for the first time in the
history of Bengal an Indian established a press in
_ 2 Calcutta. Baburama Pandit, an Assistant of the College
of Fort William, who hailed from Trilochan Ghat,
Mirzapur, Benares, U.P, at the initiative of H, T,
3Colebrooke, Professor of Sanskrit at the College of 
Fort William commenced printing in 1807. Sflhe establish™
•1
The list of these presses (dated between 1810 and 
1866) has been prepared on the basis of the entries 
given in the Calcutta directories listed in the 
References.
^"Proceedings of the College of Fort William", DLXI 
(3 May 1809), quoted in David Kopf, British Qrienta™ 
lism and the Bengal Renaissance (Berkeley* 1969),p.81.
^"Qn the Effect of the Native ‘Press in India",
Friend of India,I (September 1820), p. 122»
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ment of this press -was announced by the Governor-
General Lord Minto, himself.in his annual address
at the College of Fjbrt William on 27 February 1808
in the following wordsi
A printing press has been established by learned 
Hindoos, furnished with complete founts of impro­
ved Nagree types of different sizes, for the prin­
ting of books in Sanscrit language. This press 
has been encouraged by the College to undertake 
an edition of the best Sanscrit dictionaries, a 
compilation of the Sanscrit rules of grammar. The 
first of these works is completed, and with the 
second, which is in considerable forwardness, will 
form a valuable collection of Sanscrit philology. 
It may be hoped that the introduction of art of 
printing among the Hindoos, which has been thus 
begun by the institution of the Sanscrit Press, 
will promote general diffusion of knowledge among 
this numerous and key ancient people; at the same 
time that it becomes the means of preserving the  ^
classic remains of their literature and sciences.
Baburama apparently continued his printing ventures up
to 1815 when his press known as the Sanskrit Press
came into the possession of Lulu Lai Kavi, a Munshi of
Braj Bhakha at the College of Fort William. During
Baburama's ownership the press only printed in Devana-
gari characters while Lulu Lai started Bengali printing
as well.
Babur ama was followed by Raja Radhakanta Deva 
who was the first Bengali to.establish his press in
2
1816 primarily to print his famous Savdakalpadruma: 
a Sanskrit dictionary in Bengali characters in imita­
tion of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. The work in 8 
volumes quarto containing 7,318 *+*1396 pages (Bib. Nos. 
188 -195) was printed at this press in 41 years; between 
1816 and 1857. No other product of this press seem 
extant now#
1Public Disputation of the Students of the College of 
Fort William (London; 1808), pp. 23-24#
2Plate XLI: Title page of Vol. I.
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The Raja was followed by two other persons who 
established their presses in 1817, They were Visva- 
natha Deva and Haracandra Raya, Known as Visvanatha 
Deva's Press and the Bangali Press their presses 
continued to print up to 1828 and 1825 respectively.
The Bancrala Geieti. the first Bengali newspaper edi­
ted and published by a Bengali, Gangakisora Bhatta- 
carya was printed at the last mentioned press,1 Later, 
the editor of this first newspapersestablished his own, 
the Bangala Geijeti Press, in 1818; but since he could 
not continue his paper owing to a disagreement with
his partner he “removed his press to his native villa- 
2ge" Bahada, Bardwan where it wasfc: in existence up to 
3 *1857, Thus, by 1820 there were five Bengali presses 
who according to the writer of the Friend of India,
printed 15000 copies of twenty seven Separate Bengali
4 .books. This was the beginning.
Between 1807 and 1866, as far as we have been 
able to discover, there were 153 Bengali presses, active 
in printing Bengali books. Of these 153 presses, 135 
presses were in Calcutta and the remaining 18 were in 
outside Calcutta including only one outside Bengal,
The last mentioned press was the Mufad-i-Hind Press, 
a lithographic establishment in Benares, U.P, which 
in addition to printing a fortnightly newspaper en­
titled the Kasivartaprakasika printed one of the two 
lithographic books which we have found extant, the
other being a product of the Government Lithographic.'
5Press, Calcutta,
^The Government Gazette, IVs 155 (14 May 1818), p. 4,
col. 1 . and IVi 163(9 July 1818), p. 3, col. 4.
9 ■ •“On the effect of the native press in India”, the
.Frierid of India (Quarterly Serids),I(September 1820),
"p^  123 •
3Da&arathi Ta, "Sara Bharatera Samvadika Tirtha Bardha- 
manera Bahada”, the Dainika Damoflara, First Anniversery 
Number, 1974, p, 4.
a 5
"On the effect pp. 124-.25. See Chapter IV.
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Of the 135 Calcutta presses, two were instituti­
onal presses which were the Calcutta School-Book 
Society's Press (1824-1866) and the Tattvavodhini Sa- 
bha and the Brahma Samaja Press (1840-1866), Apart 
from these two, all of the presses were founded and 
maintained for the purpose of profit. Fourteen press­
es came into being first of all for the purpogeof 
printing particular newspapers.
As already stated, the printing business in 
Bengal was mainly concentrated in Calcutta, the capi­
tal of India. Dacca, the second city of Bengal did 
not have printing facilities until 1855 when Alexander 
Forbes established the Dacca Press to print his 
weekly newspaper the Dacca News. The press continued
beyond 1866 and in 1868 it came in the hands of E. C.
1 ,
Kejnp. After five years of establishment of this 
European press Dacca had its first Bengali press, na­
med theBaftgla Press in 1860 which continued beyond 
1866; and by 1866 Dacca had 3 more presses.
Chinsurah, Hoogly which gave birth to Bengali 
printing did not have a printing press for a long 
time after Wilkins removed his to Malda, Though the
London Missionary Society established its there in
2
1819 it was removed to Calcutta same year. It was 
only in 1850 when Chinsurah saw another printing 
press after a long interval and at that time a Bengali, 
Called the Jnanodaya Press it was short lived. Again 
in 1862 another press, the Vudhodaya Press came into 
being there to continue beyond 1866,
^he Bengal Times, No. 494 (4 August 1877), p. 3.
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Serampore, the seat of that great mission press 
had a Bengali press as early as in 1825, though this 
was short lived* It was the Ratnakara Press which 
existed only in 1825 - 1826. Between 1825 and 1866 
the town had 5 presses.
Bardwan saw a printing press as early as in 1819 1 
when Gangakisora Bhattacarya removed his Bangala 
Gejeti Press from Calcutta to his native village 
Bahada, Bardwan. As already mentioned, it was- active 
( See serial no, 5 of the Bengali presses below) up 
to 1857. In addition to this press, Bardwan had 3 more 
presses . Mymensingh, Kakina, Rangpur, Krishnanagar, 
Nadea and Murshidabad also had one each presses during 
the period under review.
Of these 153 Bengali presses we have found imprints 
of 141 presses numbering 1465. These are in addition 
to their newspapers, job-printing and printing in other 
characters. On the other hand, we have 57 books pro­
duced by unidentified presses:. The remaining 470 books 
out of the total of 1992 are the product of government, 
mission and European presses.
For the sake of brevity, instead of describing 
each of the individual establishments as we have 
done the government and the mission presses we will 
simply list below the presses with their period of" 
existence and number of books printed.
^Dasarathi Ta, Op. Cit., vfl p. 4.
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LIST’ OP EUROPEAN PRESSES.
A. List of Presses which undertook Bengali printing.
Names and period Number of boWa^.
of existence found
1 . The Chronicle Press, 1786-1797 1
2. John Miller, 1797 - 1801 1
3. Ferris and Company’s Press/ Ferris*
-Post Press/ The Morning Pest Press,;
1798 - 1818 2
4. The Hindoostani Press, 1802 - 1832 7
5* The Times Press, 1814 - 1820 1
6 . The Columbian Press, 1821 -1862
7. J. Lavandier’s Press, 1824 - 1832 2
8. The Commercial Press, 1837 - 1841 1
9. P. S, De Rozario and Company’s
Press, 1840 - 1866 22:
10. The Asiatic Press, 1842, - 1844 4
11. Sanders and Cone’s Company’s Press,
1843 - 1863 3
12. The Satyarnava Press, 1852 - 1860 16
*
13. Edmund D* Cruz and Company's Press,
1855 1
B. Others
14. The India Gazette Press, 1780 - 1836
15. The Mirror/The Asiatic Mirror Press, 1789-1820
16. The Telegraph Press, 1799 - 1820
17. The Star/The Oriental Star Press, 1799 - 1820
18. The Hircara /Harkara Press, 1799 - 1820
19. The Calcutta Courier Press, 1799
20. The Union Press, 1818 - 1821
21. The Exchange Gazette Press, 1820 - 1825
22. The Clive Street Press, 1821 - 1822
23. A, D ’ Suza, 1825
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24. Samuel Smith & Company’s Press, 1824 - 1858
25. The Weekly Gleaner Press, 1825 - 1826
26. The Calcutta Gazette and Commercial 
Advertiser Press, 1829 - 1831
27. The East Indian Press, 1832 - 1835
28. William Rushton & Co's Press, 1832 - 1848
29. The Fenwick Press, 1833 - 1834
30. Mackenzie, Lyall & Co's Press, 1834
31. The New Hindoostanee Press, 1834
32. The Englishman Press, 1834 - 1866
33. The Daily News Press/Scott's Press/ the 
Compendium Press, 1834 - 1866
34. Moore, Hicky and Co.'s Peess, 1840
35. The Eastern Star Press, 1842
36. The Medical Journal Press, 1843
37. The Tullahnian Press, Tullah & Co., 1843-1844
38. The Star Press, 1843 - 1866
39. The Indian Record Press, 1844
40. W. H. Carey and Co.'s Press/ Carey & Mendes's Press,/ 
Mendes and Co.'s Press/ The Citizen Press/ The 
Morning Chronicle Press, 1845 - 1857
41.The Economist Press, 1846
42. The Bengal Catho11c Orphan Press, 1852 - 1866
43. The Indian Press, 1856 - 1862
44. The Metropolitan Press, 1856 - 1866
45. The Law Press/ M.S., D* Cruz, 1858 - 1866
46. The Bengal Printing Company's Press, 1859 -1866
47. The Albion Press, 1861
48. The Comyn and Company's Press, 1863 - 1864
49. The Central Press, 1863 - 1866
50. The City Press, 1865 - 1866
51. Cones and Company's Press, 1865 - 1866 
52* Campbell, Robert and Co., 1866
53. Thaker Spink and Company's Press, 1866
54. The Eastern Press, 1866
55. G. C. Hay & Co.'s Press, 1866
Dacca
56. The Dacca Press, 1855 - 1866
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LIST' OF BENGALI PRESSES
Names and period Number of
of existence books found
Calcutta
1. The Sanskrit Press, 1807 - 1824 12
2. The Savdakalpadruma Press, 1816-1857 8
3. The Bangali Press, 1817 - 1825 8
4. ViSvanatha Deva's Press, 1817-1828 7
5. The Baftgala Gajeti Press, 1818-1857 2
6. The Unitarian Press, 1821-1830 6
7. Mahindy Laul Press, 1822-1832 2
8. The Samacara Candrika Press,
1822-1866 62
9. The Samvada Timiranasaka Press,
1823-1836 4
10. MunsI Hedayetullah's Press, 1824 0
11. The Calcutta School-Book Society's 
Press, 1824-1866 86
12. Vadana Palita's Press, 1825 0
13. The Sanskrit Press, 1825-1838 1
14. The Sindhu Press, 1828 - 1848 5
15. Ramakrsna Mallika's Press, 1829 0
• • »
16. Mathuranatha Mitra's Press, 1829 0
17. The Sastra Praka&a Press, 1829-1865 10
18. Upendralala Press, 1830 -1832 1
19. The Reformer Press, 1831-1835 1
20. The Jnananvesana Press, 1831-1840 2• •
21. The Samvada Prabhakara Press,
1831 - 1866 18
22. The Bhavasindhu Press, 1833-1839 3
23. The Gunakara and Prajna Press,
1833 - 1844 7
24. The Press of Maharaja Kallkrsna 
Bahadura, 1833-1847 3
25. The Vijnana Press, '1835 1
26. The Sudhasindhu Press, 1835-1866 13
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27. The Samvada Purnacandrodaya
Press, 1835 -1866 10
28. The Visvasara Press, 1838 1
29. The Vidvonmada Press, 1838-1843 0
30. The Jnanaratnakara Press and
N. L. Sil Press, 1838 - 1866 28
31. The Samvada Bhaskara Press, 1838-
1866. 20
32. The Badabajara Press, 1839 1
33. The Bengal Printing Press, 1839 1
34. Durgacarana and Company's Press,
1839 ’ 1
35. The Sarasamgraha Press, 1839-1855 4
36. The Anglo Indian Press, 1840 1
37. The TattvavodhinI Sabha and
Brahma Samaja Press, 1840 - 1866 70
38. The Jnananjana Press, 1841 - 1858 5
39. The Kamalalaya Press, 1841 - 1866 12
40. The Kavitaratnakara Press>
1842 - 1866 21
41. The Anglo Indian Union Press,
1844 - 1866 44'
42. The Ananda Press, 1845 1
43. The Jnanodaya Press, 1846-1861 2
44. The Nityadharmanuranjika and Sauda-
mini Press, 1846 - 1866 8
45. The Ahmadi Press, 1847 - 1866 6
46. The Sanskrit Press, 1847 - 1866 133
47. The East Indian Press, 1848 1
48. The Jnanasudhakara Press;, 1848 1
49. The Timirari Press, 1848 2
50. The Samvada Bhrngaduta Press,
1848 - 1849 • 2
51. The Hanifi Press, 1848 - 1854 3
52. The Mustafi Press, 1848 - 1854 1
53. The Vinduvasini Press, 1848-1855 10
3&Q
54. The Vadyaratna Press, 1848-1866 64
55. The Hindusthan Press, 1849 1
56. The Jnanakaumudl Press, 1849 1
57* The NistarinI Press, 1849 1
58. The Vidyakalpadruma or the
Encyclopaedia Press, 1849- 1853 8
59. The Samvada Sajjanaranjana Press,
1849 - 1862 2
60. The Cittabhanu Press, 1850 1
61. The Karmalocana Press, 1850 1
62. The Samvada Ni&akara Press, 1850 1
63. The Kamalasana Press, 1850 - 1865 11
64. The Bhagavatamrta Press,
1851 - 1852 * 2
65. The Bangadesiya Society Press,
1851 - 1854 5
66. The Caitanyacandrodaya Press,
1851 - 1866 29
67. The Imperial Press, 1852 1
68. The Jagatjjlvana Press, 1852 1
69. The Sagarankana Press, 1852 1
70* The Sudharnava Press, 1852 - 1860 11
71. The Stanhope Press, 1852 - 1866 40
72. The Myrat Akbar Press, 1853-1854 1
73. The Bhagirathi Press, 1853-1854 0
74. The Duravlna Press, 1853-1854 0
75. The Jnanadayaka Press, 1853-1854 0
76. The Khiroda Sindhu Press, 1853-1854 0
77. The Kaslpur Press, 1853 - 1854 0
78. Mahendralala Press, 1853 - 1854 0
79. The Vibhakara Press, 1853 - 1854 0
80. The New Press, 1853 - 1864 9
81. The Anuvada Press, 1853 - 1866 5
82. The Bengal Superior Press,
1853 - 1866 5
83. G. P. Raya & Company’s Press,
1853 - 1866 22
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84. The Hindu Patriot Press, 1853 -1866 6
85. The Nimatala Press, 1854 1
86. The Samacara Sudhavarsana Press,
1854 - 1866 • * 3'
87. The Sucaru Press, 1854 - 1866 38
88. The Sudhanidhi Press* 1855 - 1866 18
89. The Bhufohanamohini Press, 1856 1
90. The ViSvaprakaSa Press, 1856 - 1858 3
91. The Royal Phoenix Press, 1856 - 1861 1
92. The Baftgla Press, 1856 - 1866 17
93. GiriSa-Vidyaratna Press, 1856 - 1866 75
94. The Kahmanx Press, 1857 1
95. The Laksmivilasa Press, 1857 - 1866 4
96. The Kaderiya Press, 1857 - 1866 2
97. The Harihara Press, 1857 - 1866 17
98. The Somapraka&a Press, 1858 - 1864 1
99. K. N. Datta Company’s Press, 1859 1
100. The Nyayaratna Press* 1859 1
101. The Suryyodaya Press, 1860 1
102. The Sahasa Press, 1860 - 1866 20
103. The Prakrta Press, 1860 - 1866 30v
104. The Purana Samgraha Press,
1860 - 1866 ' 10
.105. The Rama Press, 1861 - 1862 1
106. The Satrughna Press, 1862 - 1864 1
107. The Gaudlya Press, 1861 - 1862 13
108. The Manohara Press, 1861 - 1862 2
109. The Presidency Press, 1861 - 1864 14
110. The New Bengal Press, 1861 -1865 10
111. The Samvada Jnanaratnakara Press,
1861 - 1866 11
112. Slla and Brothers’ Press,
1861 - 1866 18
113. The Union Press, 1861 - 1866 3
114. The Bengal Imperial Press, 1862 1
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115* The Gupta Press, 1862 - 1865 5
116* J* G. Chatterjea & Co*s Press,
1862 - 1866 17
117* The Canning Press, 1863 - 1865 3
118* The Hindu Press, 1863 - 1865 10
119* The Rajendra Press, 1864 1
120. The Muhainmadi Press, 1864 - 1865 3
121. The Visvavinoda Press, 1864 - 1866 4
122. The Chattaria Press, 1864 - 1866 2
•123. The School-Book Press, 1864 - 1866 4
124. The Jnadlpaka Press, 1865 5
125. The Kavitakaumudi Press, 1 8 6 5 5
126. The Sanjlvanl Press, 1865 1
127. B. P. M*s Press, 1865 -1866 3
128. The Mudiyall Mitra Press,
1865 - 1866 3
129. The Kadamiyara Press, 1865 - 1866 3
130. The Kavyaprakasa Press, 1865 - 1866 6
131. The New Sanskrit Press, 1865 - 1866 15
132. The Sahanasahl Press, 1866 1
133. The Anglo Persian Press, 1866 1
134. The Oriental Press, 1866 1
135. The Kalami Press, 1866 1
Serampore-
136. The Ratnakara Press, 1825 - 1826 1
137* The Candrodays Press. 1838 - 1866 8
138. The Jnanaronodaya and Vldyadayinl
Pzefss, 1852 * - 1857 11
139. The Tamohara Press, 1854 - 1866 27
140. Rayot*s Friend Press, 1864 - 1865 8
Chinsurah, Hoogly
141. The Jnanodaya Press, 1851 1
142. The Vudhodaya Press, 1862 - 1866 15
Dacca
143. The Bafigla Press; 1860 - 1866 7
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144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
15. .
The Nutana Press, 1862 7
The Sulabha Press, 1863 - 1866 15
Dacca - Mymensingh 
The VijnapanI Press, 1864 - 1866 2
Bardwan
The Dvijaraja Press, 1860 1
The Khasa Press, 1861 - 1862 1
The Satya Prakasa Press,
1861 - 1866 10
Rakina, Rangpur
The Sambhucandra Press,
1860 - 1866 6
Krishnanagar, Nadea
The Adhyavasaya Press,
1862 - 1865 7
Mursidabad 
The Dhanasindhu Press,
1863 - 1865 5
Benares
153. The Mufad-i-Hind" Press, 1851 1
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BENGALI PRINTING TYPES: THEIR PROBLEMS, HISTORY, FORMS
AND USE
Movable metal types had been in use- for more than 
300 years in Europe before a fount of Bengali types 
was cut. We have already said that it;was Charles" Wil­
kins who for the first time cut a complete fount of; 
Bengali types to print the Bengali grammar compiled 
by Halhed (Bib. No.l). He later improved his types 
and produced two different founts, which were in use 
in Bengal up to 1815 and in England up to 1841. Wilkins 
was followed by Stuart and Cooper who apparently emp­
loyed Pancanana Karmakara, who had learnt the art of 
punch cutting and type casting from Wilkins to cut a 
fount for the Chronicle Press. John Miller also cut a 
fount of types for his Tutor(Bib. No. 23). Paul Ferris 
who established his press in 1798 used this type to 
print Forster’s Vocabulary in two volumes (Bib. Nos.
24 & 25). When the Serampore Mission was founded in 
1800, the Reverend William Carey employed Pancanana 
Karmakara to cut a fount of types for his Bengali New 
Testament (Bib. No. 26). Later Pancanana joined the 
Serampore Mission and organized a type foundry for many 
oriental languages'. The Calcutta Baptist Mission Press 
also established a type foundry which cut, among other 
oriental languagesi Bengali types. The Bishop’s College 
Press and the American Baptist Mission Press, Assam 
also had type foundries to cut Bengali types. The only 
Bengali organisation we know of which had a type 
foundry was Giri&a-Vidyaratna Press.
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All of these type foundries were attached to the 
respective printing presses. Up to 1866, there was no 
separate type-foundry in Bengal, Though these printing 
establishments cut types mainly for their own use, it 
was they who were responsible for supply of Bengali 
types of different sizes and faces between 1778 and 
1866.
Unfortunately the Bishop*s College Press was the 
only one of these presses and foundries to issue type 
specimen boohs, though the Baptist Missionary Society 
in England issued a specimen of Serampore^types which 
included only one of its founts of Bengali types. The­
refore, our discussion is based on the examination of 
all of the Bengali boohs printed by these establishments.
Charles Wilhins
As we have already stated, there were no movable 
metal types for Bengali printing up to .1776, When at 
the inspiration of Hastings, the Governor-General,
Halhed compiled his Bengali grammar there were no 
Bengali types to print the copious extracts and ex­
amples in Bengali characters in his grammar, but "the
advice and..,the solicitation prevailed upon Mr. Wil-
2hins ...to undertahe a set of Bengal types". Wilkins: 
was neither a printer nor a type founder except that 
by way of amusement he made some experiment on Bengali
o , ,
typography. He had no type founder to instruct him 
nor he had the opportunity of being apprenticed to 
the trade. He had "no other assistance or advice than 
the direction from the several branches in the 
Chamber[s]* s cyclopaedia"•4
^Facsimile of specimens of the sacfced Scriptures, in the 
eastern languages, translated bv the brethren of the- 
Serampore Mission; and sesperal others. (Lonodnt 1816)
2Halhed, Grammar,p. xxiii. 3"Sir Charles Wilkins", The
Asiatic: Journal, New Series, XX(1836), p. 167,
4 . /A. J# Keily, "A memoir of Sir Charles Wilkins", (IOL*
MSS, EUR. C, 30)* Unpublished manuscript, f.48.
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Apparently, Wilkins followed the same process 
by which "types were produced at Mainz by a method 
which continued to be followed wdith very little 
change down to the nineteenth century. The first step 
is the preparation of punches; letters are engraved 
on the ends of punches of hard metal, a very difficult 
and lengthy task. The punch is struck into a piece of 
copper, known as matrix or strike; the matrix, afteir 
justification, is then placed in an adjustable hand- 
casting machine or mould. , When this machine is 
closed or adjusted the matrix is at the bottom of 
a crevice and into this crevice molten lead, or some 
alloy containing lead, is poured. This lead, when 
taken from the mould, is the type, having in relief 
on one end the letter derived from the impression 
in the matrix. This hand-casting machine was the ess­
ence of Gutenberg's invention and the discovery which 
made possible the book printed from movable types"•
The very first step in cutting a fount of types 
is the designing of letters which eventually result 
as the type faces. It has been found that the early
type faces closely resemble 'the contemporary Ms. style
2of its place of production*. The early 'type cutters 
and type founders were merely somewhat servile imita­
tors of the manuscript letter-forms to which they were
3already accustomed*. The Gutenberg Bible was made to 
resemble a manuscript Bible of the same age. For this 
purpose, Gutenberg had to copy the contemporary letter- 
formation as known in the manuscript book so that a
A^. F. Johnson, Type designs: their history and deve­
lopment ( London* 1934), pp. 3-4.
2G, H. Palmer, Syllabus of lectures on early printed 
books, quoted in, Daniel B. Updike, Printing types 
their history, forms and use (London* 1937), I, p. 6.
3Ibid., p. 5.
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page of his book might be mistaken for a page written
1byr a calligrapher. The aim was to foist on to the ea­
rliest clients with the object of selling a mechanical 
production at a price not suspiciously different from 
that of the handwritten article. In this practice he 
was followed by other early printers. * Intent upon 
imitating manuscript, they felt obliged to reproduce
the kind of letters that a reader had been accustomed
2to m  volumes written by hand', and therefore they 
did not have to redesign letters, but to imitate in 
type the pen-work of calligraphers.
We have been talking about the early European 
printing. The early printers in Europe were experimen­
ting on their own language and characters. But in Ben­
gal, Wilkins was experimenting in Bengali types which 
were exotic characters to him. It was only a few years 
that he had been in Bengal and learnt the language.
The early European type cutters had to cut their types 
for a reader who would read his own language. But- 
Wilkins was asked to cut a type which would print a 
book to be read by foreigners to learn a foreign lan­
guage and characters.
Under more or less similar circumstances William 
Caslon I, the eminent type founder of England had 
Salomon Negri and Samuel Palmer as his supervisor and 
guide. When he 'cut his punches for the fount of 
Arabic , he met Salomon Negri, his supervisor for the 
outlines, and Samuel Palmer the printer, two or three
3
times a week*. But Wilkins did not have any help and 
'was compelled to add the application of personal la-
1Johnson, Type designst their history and development. 
P • 4 a
o
Updike, Printing types..., I, p. 6.
3Johnson Ball, William Caslon. 1693 -1766 (Kineton* 
1973), p. 278.
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hour* but * surmounted all the obstacles which necessa­
rily clog the first radiment of difficult art, as well
1as the disadvantages of solitary experiment* and suc­
ceeded in producing a fount of Bengali types which 
remained the standard for Bengali typography and 
surpassed most founts in respect of clarity and beauty 
for more than half a century. For the achievement of 
such a difficult task which required *the united impro­
vement of different projectors, and the gradual polish
2of successive ages' Wilkins himself had to play the 
role of designer, metallurgist, engraver and founder.
It is- in reading books that the eye becomes most 
fatigued. Therefore, the test of legibility is required 
to be most rigorously applied in designing type faces 
for books. Apparently, Wilkins was aware of this fact- 
amd he therefore attempted at making his design easily 
read as well as beautiful. But "it was no easy task 
to procure a writer accurate enough to prepare an 
alphabet of a similar and proportionate body through­
out, and with that symmetrical exactness which is ne-
3cessary to the regularity and neatness of the fount". 
Calligraphy in those days was in a very bad shape. A 
standard Bengali handwriting was non-existent. There 
was such 'universal in accuracy* in Bengali script that
the Bengalis themselves seldom could'read each others-
. . , . . . 4hand-writing without hesitation and interruption".
Wilkins himself printed a facsimile of such cursive 
handwriting in Halhed's grammar (Plate XXI: & XLII i
Fig. l). Under the circumstances, Wilkins apparently 
was in search of manuscripts written in a most legi­
ble and beautiful hand. He in fact succeeded in pro-
Hlalhed, Grammar, p. xxiv.
2Ibid.
3 ...Ibid., p. x x m .
^Ibid•, p . 3
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curing a manuscript entitled* the Candl* a poem in• •
glorification of the Goddess Candi by Mukundarama* •
CakravartI called Kavikankana preserved in the India 
1Office Library, which is written in a clear and
legible handwriting (Plate XLII, Fig. 2). Apparently,
in search of an even more legible and distinct hand
he procured a scribe to copy another manuscript in
2the India Office Library, ent11ledIVidvasundara by 
Bharatacandra Raya, the calligraphy of which is mofet 
clear and legible and its letters distinct and sepa­
rate (Plate XLII, Fig. 3). Apparently on the basis of 
this manuscript Wilkins specifically drew letters as 
type design. He did not copy the handwriting of scribe 
letter for letters, but created a font of related 
letters legible and pleasing in effect, clearly recog­
nizing that the composite appearence of the page is 
most desirable.
A fount of type is a set of letters and other 
symbols in which each sort is supplied in approximate' 
proportion to its frequency of use, all of one body- 
size and design. Though types vary slightly in their 
composition from fount to fount, an average fount of 
roman types consists of capitals, small capitals, 
lower-case, dipthongs, ligatures, figures, punctuation 
marks, reference marks, miscellaneous signs, commer­
cial signs, split fractions, etc; these usually add 
up to 150 sorts3(Plate XLIII).
1I0L: Ben. Ms. No. 3. S. 2846A. Foil. 231; 4V'x 13”.
C, 18th Century. Sir Charles Wilkins.
^IOLs Be. Ms. No. 18. S. 2811A; Foil. 284. 9" x 5". 
Written on the verso of each page. Manuscript is 
autographed "Charles Wilkins. 1821". For details 
about both of these manuscripts see* J. F,. Blumhardt, 
Catalogue of the Bengali and Assamese manuscript in 
the Libiarv of the India Office"(London* 1924), 
pp. 3 - 4 and 12 - 13.
3Phi lip Gaskelt, A new introduction to bibliography 
(Oxfords 1972), p. 33.
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A fount of Bengali types, in contrast to Roman,
according to the latest developments consists of 455
sorts^Plate XLIV). Bengali has 52 toasic alphabetic:
characters of which there are 12 vowels, and 40 conso-
2nants and others. These 52 basic forms have many 
contextual variants. There are vowel signs, vowel com­
binations, pholas (adjuncts), combinations and contrac­
tions of letters. Moreover, there are other characters 
such as, punctuation marks, reference marks, miscella­
neous signs, etc. as well. But, Wilkins did not have 
to cut reference marks, miscellaneous signs, etc.* which 
were available in the Roman fount he had with him to 
print the grammar. From our examination of Halhed's 
grammar we have found that he had to cat at least 
488 characters. They are 16 vowels, 34 consonants,
8 vowel signs, 374 pholas, 29 contractions of letters, 
10 figures, 15 arithmetical figures and 2 punctuation 
marks•
"Regarded structurally and architecturally, 
roman capital letters have exceptional rigidity, 
the serifs also having shapes which add to strength 
of the principal members. In the lower case letters 
the bowls of a, b, d,B*°»P*an^ <3 have the strongest, 
structural form and the ascenders and descenders are 
not so long as to produce weakness; these again are 
reinforced by the sefifs, a feature also applies to
the open-ended parts of the letters h, k, m, n, u,
i 3 v, w, y".
1Nagendranatha Vasu, Vi^vakosa (Bengali encyclopaedia)
(Calcutta*1904), 15, p. 204,£ol*2.
^Munier Choudhury, An illustrated brochure on Bengali 
typewriter (Dacca*1965), p. 6.
^Ball, William Caslon.p. 341.
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Bengali characters, however, are much different* 
That they are “very difficult to be imitated in steel 
will readily be allowed by every person who shall 
examine the intricacies of the strokes, the unequal
length and size of the characters, and the variety
. . . . 1of their positions and combinationsn. For, these va­
riants and combinations are not only smaller in size 
than their corresponding basic forms but are often of 
widely different shapes and get appended to each other 
from all directions, at all levels. Many of these com­
binations? are so closely interlocked that they demand 
to be treated as distinctively independent unitary 
pieces* For example, in etci variants are
joined at the bottom, in 4  /<?r joining takes pla­
ce from above, injf connection is from the left, at a 
point slightly above the centre of the adjoining basic: 
form, while in^ ST the joining is from the right, at a 
point a little below the bottom. The metamorphosis in 
the combinations f so
complete that it is very difficult to identify their 
separate component variants.* There are others, like 
S **5T IT etc., which, while retaining identifiable 
features of their corresponding basic forms, have in 
the combined state one or more components relatively
smaller in size, and combine together without any
o
space between them. These complicated forms of Ben­
gali characters are bound to make the fount struc­
turally weak and architecturally unpleasing. In spite
of all of these complications, Wilkins’s "success has
3exceeded every expectation"•
■^Halhed, Grammar* p. xxiii.
C^hacfd?h ury, Op. Cit.,p. 10.
3 ...Halhed, Grammar, p. xxni.
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It may, again, be mentioned here that William 
Caslon I, also under more or less similar circums­
tances cut a fount of Arabic types for the SPCK,
Caslon though an experienced letter founder havings 
all of the European equipments at his disposal, and' 
supervision from Solomon Negri, an expert, could not 
complete the fount in less than three years;for, he
was engaged on 3 July 1721 and completed the fount in 
1March 1724, But Wilkins completed the fount of Bengali
types in addition to a Persian fount apparently in a
year# For, after completion of his Gentoo law in 1775
Halhed took up the Bengali grammar and the question
of printing it apparently did not arise before 1777
and the type cutting was completed so rapidly that
by January 1778 printing of the-grammar was complete.
In the words of Halhed:
He did, and his success has exceeded every 
expectation. In a country so remote from all 
connexion with European artists, he has been 
obliged to charge himself with all the various 
occupations of the Metallurgist, the Engraver, 
the Founder and the Printer# To the merit of 
invention he was compelled to add the applica*- 
tion of personal labour# With a rapidity unknown 
in Europe, he surmounted all the obstacles which 
necessarily clog the first rediments of a diffi­
cult art, as well as the disadvantages of solita­
ry experiment; and has singly on the first effort 
exhibited his work inestate of perfection which 
in every part of the world has appeared to require 
the united improvements of different projectors, 
and the gradual polish of successive ages# 2
Wilkins did not publish his specimen as other type
founders did in a type specimen book or sheet# But,
before publication of the grammar itself 'a short spe-
^Ball, William Caslon# pp# 454 and 456# 
2Halhed, Grammar, pp.xxiii - xxiv.
cimen of the language and character'* was printed with 
the preface of the grammar published 'as some super­
numerary copies ..• intended to be dispersed sepa­
rate from the work’i.e. grammar. Later this type was 
used to print the whole grammar. This was Wilkins's 
first type which we will refer as Wilkins No.l, a 
20^*point type (Plate (Plate XLV, Fig, 1, Plate XX & 
XXVII).
 ^ Wilkins's type was well acclaimed by his contem­
poraries and was never, unfavourably criticized. But-, 
his types are not without imperfections. The shapes 
and sizes- of Wilkins No. 1 are ill-formed and the 
combinations are defective. Apparently Wilkins was well 
aware of this fact and did not use this type after 
printing the grammar.
Immediately after cutting the type and printing
the grammar he became Superintendent of the Honorable
2Company's Press, Thus he got the opportunity of further 
Bengali printing for the government and of making im­
provements in Bengali typography. In a short time he 
improved his design and cut an entirely new fount of 
type,
Wilkins's second fount which we will refer to as 
Wilkins No. 2 is again a 20-point, much improved, nea­
ter and clearer than his No. 1 ( Plate XLV, Fig. 2).
The first thing, so far as we have found, printed by 
this improved fount is a notification in the Calcutta 
Gazette dated 25 March 1784, regarding the sale' of the 
property of Warren Hastings, the Governor-General.
1Halhed, Preface to a grammar of the Bengal language. 
(Hoogly* 1778), p. xxv.
^See Chapter IV.
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This type was used in printing different notifications 
in the Gazette up to 1815 and in all the Bengali tran­
slations of the regulations passed by the Governor-Ge­
neral in Council from 1784 to the Regulation No. 2 
of 1815 dated 18 April 1815 printed by the Honorable 
Company's Press( Bib. Nos-, 3 - 7, 9 - 12 & 19 - 21).
It was believed that only the regulations of 1793
which is known as Cornwallis Code were printed from
1this improved fount , but we have found that all of
the extant works printed between 1784 and 1815 were
printed from Wilkins No. 2 and 'it continued to be
the standard typography till it was superseded by a
2
smaller and neater fount at Serampore'.
There is a misconception that ’'Wilkins's fount
3of Bengali type had been broken up and lost” and this
improved fount of type was cut by Pancanana Karmakara
4to print the regulations of 1793. This is far from 
correct. Wilkins No. 2, as already mentioned was first 
used on 25 March 1784 when Wilkins was in Bengal and 
still the Superintendent (on leave) of the Honorable 
Company's Press. Therefore, it is likely that he him­
self cut this fount for use of the Honorable Company's 
Press under his superintendence. Moreover, we will no­
tice later his No. 3 which were cut out of the punches 
made for his No. 2. Again, Pancanana*s types (Serampore 
No. 1 and 2) which we have discussed later, are inferi­
or to Wilkins No. 1 and 2.
*i_ 2Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, I, p. 71.
^T. W, Clark, "The languages of Calcutta,. 1760 -1840”, 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, XVIIIi 3(1956), p. 459.
^Marshman, Carey, Marshman and Ward, I, p. 71.
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It has already been said that Wilkins returned 
to England in 1786, when he devoted much time to the 
further study of Sanskrit. In 1787 he published his 
translation of the Hitobadesa. In 1796 he commenced 
printing of his Sanskrit grammar but left this unfi­
nished because of a fire in his dwelling house. But 
again at the initiative of Haileybury College he 
completed his Devanagari fount of types and printed 
his grammar in 1808, In 1809, when Wilkins was asked 
to arrange the printing of several Sanskrit and Ben­
gali works for the students of the Haileybury College 
he again reverted to Bengali typography*
When Wilkins left Bengal, apparently he took with him 
the punches he prepared for his fount No. 2. When asked 
to print Bengali books for Haileybury College he had 
no choice but to cast a new fount of types out of the 
punches he brought with hiirw But several of them were
large and uncouth. These he threw away and substituted
1them with neater and smaller letters. As a result, 
though based on the punches of Wilkins No. 2 it was 
possible for him to make his No. 3 a 18%-point fount.
This third and last fount (Plate XLV, Fig. 3)^of Wil­
kins’s type was used to print at least 12 books (Bib.
Nos, 1993 - 2004), being in use in London up to 1841 
when it was used to print an "article extracted from 
Nathaniel Brassey Halhed*s Grammar of the Bengal 
language" on Bengali printing in A dictionary of the 
art of printing by W. Savage (London* 1841* facsim. 
reprint 1966).
^See Chapter I, p. 46.
2See also Plates XV & XXIII.
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The Chronicle Press, 1786 - 1797
Wilkins's type foundry was attached to the 
Honorable Company's Press which was the only estab­
lishment who had Bengali types up to 1786. In Janu­
ary 1786 Daniel Stuart and Joseph Cooper established 
the Chronicle Press. Since oriental types were not 
available for purchase in the market Stuart and Cooper 
also established a type foundry. By March 1787 they 
successfully cut a fount of Bengali types.^ A 20-point' 
in size, the type face of the Chronicle fount is an 
exact imitation of Wilkins's type but the types are 
inferior both in respect of clarity and beauty. Letters 
are ill formed, pholas, combinations and variants are 
irregular and inaccurate (Plate XLVI, Fig, l).
This type was used in printing several Bengali 
advertisements in various issues of the Calcutta Chro­
nicle. A new spelling-book;or guide to the English 
2 .language m  English and Bengali and An extensive voca­
bulary, Bengalese and English (Bib. No. 22).
John Miller, 1797
In 1797, John Miller "compiled, translated and 
printed" an English-Bengali work entitled* The Tutor. 
or a new English & Bengalee work, well adapted to tea­
ch the natives English... To print: this work Miller 
also arranged to cut a fount of Bengali types. A 23- 
point type, it was cut again copying the design of 
Wilkins No. 2. But the quality of the type face 
(Plate XLVI, Fig. 2) is even inferior to the Chronicle 
types. The characters are so ill formed that they look 
ugly. This type was later used by Ferris and Company 
to print Forster *s vocabulary in 2 volumes.
1The Calcutta Chronicle. 11:61(22 March 1787),p.4,co.4. 
2Ibid., II: 66(26 April 1787), p.3, col. 4.
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The Serampore Mission, 1800- 1838
We have already discussed in detail the Seram­
pore type foundry and its remarkable achievements in 
cutting oriental types. As already mentioned, when 
William Carey completed his Bengali translation of the 
New Testament and wanted to get it printed by the 
Calcutta printers its cost was prohibitive. He,there­
fore established his own printing press. Though there 
were several founts of Bengali types in existence then 
but they were not available for purchase. For example, 
Stuart and Cooper of the Chronicle Press repeatedly 
advertised that they had cut an elegant fount of Ben­
gali types to undertake any description of Bengali 
printing but they never advertised that these types 
were on sale. This was the real state of affairs in 
printing trade in the early stage of development in 
all countries. Bigmore and Wyman made the following 
observation in this regard*
The test is founded on the fact that in the early 
days of art of printing, each printer made his 
own types, or had them cut and cast for him, and 
it was almost a physical impossibility that the 
types of any two printers would be identical in 
size. 1
In these circumstances when William Carey was in 
despair, Pancanana Karmakara who worked with Wilkins 
in the art of punch cutting and type casting came to 
his rescue and cut a fount of types for the Bengali 
New Testament. This fount was short of a few pholas 
(adjuncts), but later when Karmakara joined the miss­
ion he completed them. This was the first Bengali fo-
T ]
E, C.. Bigmore and C. W. H, Wyman, A bibliography of 
printing (London* facsim. reprint* 1969), pi 117, "
col, 1.
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unt cut in connection with and at Serampore. To be 
called Serampore No. 1 (Plate XLVII, Fig, l)the type 
face is a copy of WiHeins*s and is a 18-point fount. 
Though based on Wilkins No. 2 this fount is less 
elegant than Wilkins No. 2. Consisting of 600 sorts 
it was used to print the first edition of the New 
Testament and all other works printed between 1800 
and 1802 at Serampore.
Immediately after printing of the first edition 
of the New Testament the second edition was ready. For 
the second edition Pancanana was asked to cut a new 
fount of types. This new type was again a copy of 
Wilkins No, 2 and again 18-point. But this type was 
in no way better than Serampore No. 1. To be called 
Serampore No. 2 (Plate XLVII,Fig. 2) it was in use 
up to 1815.
Pancanana did not live long enough to attempt a 
further Bengali fount. The two founts, Serampore No.l 
and 2, which have been identified as the independent 
product of Pancanana Karmakara are no improvement on 
the art of Bengali typography. Pancanana Karmakara*s 
credit does not lie in improving the Bengali type? it 
is that he learnt the art well from Wilkins and commu­
nicated it to several of his followers:’ who carried on 
this art and helped in further developments:.
It has already been stated that after Pancanana*s 
death his apprentice and son-in-law Manohara Karmakara 
took over the foundry. Apparently in 1810 he cut a new 
fount of Bengali types which, for the first time was 
a deviation from Wilkins’s design. We do not know who
Joshua Marshman, "Brief memoir of late Bev. W. Carey, 
D.D.(abridged from the Rev. Dr. Marshman*s funeral 
sermon)", The Calcutta Christian Observer (September 
1834), p.451.
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designed it, but it is one of the most beautiful type 
faces in Bengali. This type was, apparently used once 
and for all to print five poetical tracts (Bib. Nos. 
76, 78, 80-82) by John Chamberlain in 1810 and 1811. 
Bound together, only one each of these tracts bearing 
this rare specimen of types has been preserved in the 
Baptist Missionary Society in London. To\be termed as 
Serampore No. 3 (Plate XLVII, Fig. 3), this type is 
most legible and elegant.
Special characteristic of Serampore No. 3 is the 
attempt to retain the basic character of the letters 
even if pholas are joined. In the Bengali writing sys­
tem when^-(ra)phola is added to (hha), 7j»(ka) and 
<5 (ta) they change into the characters <5 4 and Ja res­
pectively. Instead of cutting these variants type cu­
tters cut only^ vpJfJJJ etc. respectively. But when com­
posed, as may be seen from the figure 3 of plate 
XLVII, there remained a gap of around 2-points between 
v® and injjp which is not permissible in the Bengali 
writing system. Though it looks much smaller than 
Serampore No. 1 and 2, it is a 19-point type. We have 
not come across any other work which was printed by 
this type except the works of Chamberlain mentioned 
above. Apparently this fount of type was lost in the 
fire of 1812.
We have already discussed the nature of Bengali 
letters and their changing forms in writing system 
which up till now was a serious problem in Bengali 
typography. Owing to the presence of pholas, vowel 
signs and vowel combinations, variants and combina­
tions early type founders could not attempt smaller 
types. But the Serampore foundry had been consider­
ing the problem with extreme attention so as to ena­
ble the missionaries to furnish the greatest number- 
of clear and legible copies of the Bible at the least.
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expense. The missionaries observed*
The Bengalee New Testament, although types when 
cut were the smallest ... still makes nearly 
nine hundred 8vo pages. This consumes paper 
to no valuable purpose. The book is not read with 
greater ease on this account* on the contrary, 
its bulk rather discourages than invites perusal. 
The reducing of the types in size, therefore, so 
as fully to preserve their legibility, is now 
under consideration; and after repeated trials 
we find that this can foe so done that the saving 
in paper and in press work shall he nearly sixty 
pounds in a hundred, and thus 10,000 copies be 
printed for the price which 4,000 cost at present. 
This, when fully carried into effect, will enable 
us to give the New Testament in Bengalee...at some­
what more than half the price of a copy of the 
New Testament from England of the stereotype edi­
tions. Meanwhile, the types thus improved, will 
greatly exceed in beauty than the large types of: 
the first fabrication* and the reduction in res­
pect of quantity will enable us to print Scriptures 
on better paper than formerly; which, together 
with the portable size of the volume, will ren­
der them far more convenient for perusal* In Ben­
gali the whole Scriptures can be brought into 
one large octavo, instead of divided into five 
volumes as in the first edition. ... For the 
attainment of this objects, we are endeavouring 
to avail ourselves of every means ...and find 
the skill of .•.£John]Lawson, in cutting types, 
of peculiar value in this work. 1
The original plan of reducing all of the original
founts to a size small enough to admit of the whole
Bible being brought into one volume of a thousand pages,
so as to reduce the expense of printing and paper, was
proposed by John Clark Marshman, son of Dr. Joshua Marsh
2man, one of the Serampore trio. But the Bengali punch
1A memoir of Serampore translations for 1813... 
(Kfettering* 1815), pp. 21 -22.
2Cox, History of the Baptist Missionary Society, 
I, p. 243.
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cutters believed, because of the complications alrea­
dy mentioned, it to be an impossible task.1 But John 
Lawson "immediately caught the idea, and employed his 
distinguished skill in type-cutting upon this valuable 
suggestion. It involved the labour of several years* 
but he viewed it as furnishing a clue to the apparen­
tly extraordinary means by which he was brought to
2
learn the art of punch-cutting"•
Lawson assiduously applied himself to the task 
of reduction of the existing Bengali founts, and su­
cceeded to accomplish it, and taught this art to the 
Bengali punch-cutters who carried it on in respect of 
other characters. As a result, a smaller fount emerged 
out of Serampore No. 2.
Serampore No, 2 which is a 18-point type was re­
duced by Lawson to 12-point (Plate XLVII, Fig. 4).
To be called Serampore No. 4 this type was used for 
the first time first time to print Carey’s Grammar.
4th ed.( Bib. No. 93) and Dialogues (Bib. No. 91) 
in 1818, As a result of this reduction Carey’s Dialo­
gues, which was printed from Serampore No. 2 in 
1806 (Bib. No. 59) and consisted of 217 pages, could 
have been printed in 113 pages of the same size. This 
type was also used for printing Carey’s Dictionary 
(1818 - 1825; Bib. Nos. 92,109 - 111). It’was long in 
use both by the Serampore Mission and the Baptist Miss 
ion Press.
Prior to the reduction, Lawson also cut a new 
3fount of type. The design of this type was based on 
Serampore No, 3. To be known as Serampore No. 5 it 
is a 19-point type ( Plate XLVIII, Fig. l).
1Yates, Funeral sermon..., Diehl, Early Indian impri­
nts, p. 41
^Cox, History of the BMS, I, p.'243.
^John Lawson, "Extract of a letter ...to a friend in 
London", Serampore, 26 January 1814", The Baptist 
Magazine, VI(1814), p. 388.
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It has already been stated that the Serampore 
missionaries established native schools in various 
parts of the country. In order to facilitate * easy 
instruction in spelling, reading and writing the 
missionaries designed a spelling book which was the 
first of its kind 'in any Asiatic language and 
character'.1 They planned to make two different kinds 
of impression of these spelling tables. One was to 
print on cards, suitable to be hung in view of the 
whole class. The other was in book form consisting 
of all tables suitable for use by the students. For 
this purpose *a beautiful exemplar of Bengalee al­
phabet in the writing character' was designed by
Kalikumara Raya, Bengali Writing Master of the College
2of Fort William. The first types of these letters
3'about four times as large largest types'
were cut in wood since Bengali'type casters not-
having yet arrived at that skill in the art which
4would enable them to cast type so large a size', 
that the letters may be seen at a distance;'a thing 
highly convenient when the class of beginners is lar­
ge, as copies of this alphabet can be easily discer™
5
ned almost any part ' of this class. Apparently a 
72-point ..and to be known as Serampore No. 6, we have 
not found any specimen of this type. For the purpose 
of the other tables, however, a large size type was 
cut in cooperation with the Calcutta School-Book
__  ^ ^
Calcutta School-Book Society, Report of the provisio­
nal committee (Calcutta* 1817),p.3.
2 , ,
The Second report of the Institution for the Encoura­
gement of Native Schools in India, begun at Serampore, 
November 1816.(Serampore* 1818), p. 17,
3 „The First report of the institution for the Encourage­
ment of Native Schools in Kndia (Seramporet1817),p.22.
4 .The Second report.... Native Schools.., p. 17.
The First report •.• Native Schools..., p. 22.
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1Society. As regards this type and its use the missio­
naries stated*
A fair and large fount of types has been cut in 
the Bengalee character, which includes all of" 
its various combinations. With these we have 
printed the whole of the alphabet and its combi­
nations, in three tables#Nearly a thousand words 
have also been selected and accurately written, 
according to their derivation from the SUngskrit 
language, by way of forming Spelling tables. These 
are divided according to the number of syllables 
they contain, beginning with words of one syllable, 
and ending with those of five. These printed in 
the same fair and large type, form Seven Tables. 2
Unfortunately no copy of this spelling book prin­
ted at the Serampore Mission Press is extant now. But, 
later, this type was used to print another spelling 
book for the Calcutta School-Book Society by the Bap­
tist Mission Press, Calcutta in 1818(Bib. No. 215).
A 24-point type (Plate XLVIII, Fig. 2) it was in exten­
sive use by the Bengali printers between 1816 and 
1820. The Military Orphan Society's Press, a government 
printer, used thks type for the first time to print 
the Regulation No. 14 of 1816 enacted on 17 May 1816.
The type face thus designed by Kalikumara Raya and- 
introduced by the Serampore missionaries is still the 
basis of Bengali type design.
Later, a further large fount, to be known as 
Serampore No. 8, was issued by the missionaries. This 
type (Plate LXVIII, Fig. 3) was in use by the Bengali 
printers for display purposes. It is a 36-point type.
In December 1820, the missionaries^ again informed 
about another new fount of type in the following 
words *
With the view of studying economy in an edition
The Second report ... Native Schools..., p. 17.Also* 
Calcutta School-Book Society, Report of the provisio­
nal committee. p. 6.
2Hints relative to native schools, together with out­
line of an Institution for their extension and mana­
gement (Serampore* 1816), p. 35.
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so large, the Serampore Brethren have prepared 
a new fount of types, which, while perfectly 
clear and legible, are of moderate sizes and 
with these they are printing this new edition 
[6th edition] in double columns, in a large 
octavo page, which they hope will bring the 
whole five volumes into one volume of about 
thirteen hundred pages, royal octavo, or two 
very moderate volumes, and the New Testament 
into a neat duodecimo of about four hundred 
pages. 1
Eventually printing of the whole Bible containing 
504 4- 623 pages- (Bib. No. 132) was completed in 1832 
with this type. A 12-point and to be known as Serampore 
No. 9, it is the smallest and most improved fount 
of types prepared by the Serampore Mission (Plate XLVIII 
Fig. 4).
It has already been said that the Mission Press 
and the Type Foundry at Serampore became personal 
property of John Clark Marshman. Though the Serampore 
Type Foundry was active up to 1865 it did not attempt 
at any further new fount. Instead, it recast types 
from its existing matrices.
The Baptist Mission# Calcutta
The Baptist Mission type-foundry in Calcutta, as 
already stated, was founded in 1819, under the super­
vision of John Lawson, who earlier worked at the 
Serampore Mission foundry, to reduce Bengali and other 
oriental types. Instead of relying on Serampore, the 
Calcutta Baptists also engaged in cutting different 
founts of Bengali and other oriental types.
“Sth Memoir (1820), p. 2.
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By 1822, the Baptist Missionary Society, Calcutta 
had cut at least three different founts of types. To 
be named as Baptist No. 1, 2, and 3 they are 36, 22, 
and 16-point types respectively(Plate XL1X, Figs.l,
2 and 3)•
Like the Serampore Mission, the Baptist Mission 
in Calcutta -was also.experimenting in the improvement 
of oriental types. The main aim towards this end was 
to improve the types in respect of economy, legibility 
as well as beauty. By 1824 it produced another fount 
of types. To be known as Baptist No. 4 (Plate XLIX, 
Fig, 4) it is a 14^-point type. This type was used 
for the first time to print S.teward*s Table in 1824 
(Bib. No. 549).
It has already fceen mentioned that the Calcutta 
mission foundry was under the able management of John 
Lawson who arrived in Calcutta dm 12 August 1812 and 
settled at Serampore where the versatility of his tal­
ents’ rendered great service to the letter foundry. 
There he reduced the types in eastern languages, par­
ticularly Bengali and Chinese. He carried on this 
task further while in Calcutta. But unfortunately for
the mission as welcb as for the Bengali language,
1Lawson died on 22 October 1825, But he taught the art 
to the Bengali punch cutters who carried on his.unfi­
nished task of further improvement of Bengali founts.
In 1829, the Calcutta missionaries, in order to 
make the Bible a smaller: and compact volume and less 
expensive to produce, cut a new fount of 12-point 
types. To foe called Baptist No. 5, the nature and
Yates, Funeral sermon...quoted in, Diehl, Early In­
dian -imprints* pp. 40-41. Also* Carey, Oriental 
Christian biography, II, pp. 415-425*
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purpose of this new fount (Plate L, Fig. l) was 
explained by the missionaries in the following 
words:
The entire New Testament in Bengalee has hither­
to been printed only in a bulky octavo volume,
(in one edition of 824 pp. and in another of 
994 pp.) a more portable edition seems greatly 
needed. Were such a volume procurable, Native 
Christians and inquirers could carry it with 
them to the places of worship; well disposed 
Europeans would possess an acceptable present 
for natives of their acquaintance; and the con­
ductors of schools would be furnished with 
a convenient class book for their pupils when 
at school, and a suitable reward for them when 
they leave it. If an additional number of single 
Gospels were printed, an opportunity would also 
be afforded of widely disseminating the. knowle­
dge of Christ, by distributing them to the best 
readers among those who attend the places of 
worship in Calcutta, or in the congregations 
collected at the fairs, markets, and other 
places of converse in the country.
It is ascertained, thfct, as it regards typogra­
phical execution, the New Testament in a distinct 
type can readily be comprized in such a volume.
If printed in the plain and handsome type of the 
accompanying specimen* the whole will occupy on­
ly 540 pp. in the size of the School Testament 
published by the British and Foreign Bible 
Society. The Gospels, separately published, will 
not, on an average, more than about 70 pp. each. 1
Eventually this type was used to print the New
Testament published in 1833 containing 548 pages: (Bib.
No. 276). This type was in use to print the Bible and
portions of the Bible up to 1853.
"Sf. Yates, J. Penny, W, H. Pearce, J. Thomas and G. Pearce,
Prospectus of a pocket edition of the Bengalee New 
Testament T  Calcutta* 1 September 182977 p*L,2]
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In 1840 a 14-point fount, to be called Baptist 
No. 6 ( Plate L, Fig, 2) was produced. This fount is 
a further improvement on Baptist No, 4 in respect of: 
ligatures and clarity. It was used to print the New 
Testament in 1841 (Bib, No* 303) and the Old Testament 
in 1842 (Bib. No. 308), for which this fount was crea- 
ted. Baptist No. 6 was further reduced m  size, and 
a 12^-point, to be known as: Baptist No. 7 emerged' in 
1845 ( Plate L, Fig. 3).
Improvement was going on, not only in reducing 
types, but in producing large types also. Thus, in 
1859, there appeared a large fount of types. To be
called Baptist No. 8 (Plate L, Fig. 4) it is a 16-
point fount. This type, was used to print the New 
Testament in 1859 (Bib. No. 401). Based on No. 8, a 
larger fount, an 18-point type was cut in 1864. To 
be called Baptist No. 9 (Plate LI, Fig. l), it was 
used to print the New Testament in 1865 (Bibo No.
410),
Making the smallest possible Bengali type was 
the aim of the Baptist Mission from the very begi­
nning. This type, to be called Baptist No. 10, was
cut to print the New Testament in 1854 (Bib. No.370).
A 10%-point fount (Plate LI, Fig. 2), it was further 
improved retaining the same size and design and recast 
in 1866 to print the New Testament in 1867. To be ca­
lled Baptist No. 11 (Plate LI, Fig. 3) it was the most 
beautiful and smallest type that had ever appeared in 
Bengali.
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The Calcutta School-Book Society
The Calcutta School-Book Society, as already sta­
ted, came into being for cheap and gratuitious supply 
of school books in Bengali and other languages. In 
addition to printing and publishing textbooks the So­
ciety also took keen interest in the development of
the art of type-cutting 'as subsidiary to its main 
1design'. But instead of establishing itBrown type'
foundry, the Society cooperated with the Serampore
Mission and the Baptist Missionary Society, Calcutta.
The first attempt in this direction was to cut
a fount of types of one inch high (72-point) so as
to facilitate printing of a chart of the alphabet to
2be hung on the wall in view of the whole class. Such
a type had been produced by the Serampore Mission 
3but in wood.
The next attempt of the Society was 'to assimi­
late printed character as much as possible to the sc- 
ript'. In a letter to Dr. Joshua Marshman of the 
Serampore Mission, F. Irvine, the Recording Secretary 
of the Society observed*
The advantages are manifold; for besides the con­
sistency in the presenting the people with prin­
ted letters approaching as near as possible with 
what they are laready familiar with in the manus­
cript they have been accustomed to read and write, 
the curvilinear metro, —  informs me, is justly 
considered by the Natives far more beautiful than 
the rectilinear. His taste with regard to elegan­
ce in printing and manuscript will be readily 
allowed; and I observed that our countrymen in
1Calcutta School-Book Society, The Second report, 1818- 
1819, (Calcutta* 1819), p. 20.
^Calcutta School-Book Society, Report of the provisio­
nal committee ( Calcutta* 1817)# PP« 3 &6#
^See page *
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general are strongly of this opinion.
It is to be added, as a third advantage of no 
mean accouiit, that while the curvilinear type 
may form the body of works, just as the upright 
Roman does with us, the rectilinear may be reta­
ined for quotations, emphatical words and clauses, 
in short whatever purpose is answered by use of 
Italicks* With this and other improvements the 
Bengalee type will be more on a par with the Ro­
man than hitherto. 1
In accordance with this plan the Society advanced 
800 rupees to W, H. Pearce, the Superintendent of the 
Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta who, according to con­
tract, "should retain the punches and matrices himself,
should allow other presses to have any quantity cast
2
at the usual rates*.
The type (Plate LI, Fig. 4)when cut was not used 
by any printer except by the Baptist Mission Press who 
used it occasionally to print headings, sub-headings, 
captions, etc. Apparently after this, the School-Book 
Society did not cut any further types.
The Bishop * s College
The Bishop's College Press's type foundry, as al­
ready mentioned, was established in 1826. In the same 
year the type foundry of the press completed a large, 
fount of Bengali types, and in 1854 the College Press 
issued its type specimen book. According to that spe­
cimen book it appears that by 1854 the the Bishop's 
College Press's type foundry possessed four different 
founts of Bengali types. The specimen named them as- 
"Two line great primer Bengali, No. 1 Bengali, No. 2 
Bengali and No. 3 Bengali". To be called Bishop's Co­
llege No. 1 to 4 respectively they are 36-point, 22 
point, 18-point and 14-point types- (Plate LII, Figs. 
1 - 4 ), These types were.used to print all of the books 
printed at the Bishop's College Press.
1Calcutta School-Book Soaffiety, Second report, 1818-19 
(Calcutta* 1819),pp. 52-53.
^Ibid., p. 50.
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The American Baptist Mission Press, Sibsagar, Assam
The American Baptist Mission Press, Sibsagar,
Assam used to depend mainly on the Calcutta Baptist’s 
types. But later, as already stated, it also establi­
shed its own foundry to cast Bengali types. According 
to its report in May 18531 the press had a set of pica 
size matrices. Therefore, it must have cast a pica 
size fount of types out of the matrices it possessed.
Our examination of its books and all of the available 
issues of the newspaper the Arunodai,shows that the 
only type which is different from that of the Calcutta 
Baptists*s is a 14-point type. Pica is equivalent to 
12-point. But, as explained later, pica Bengali in those 
days was larger than a pica roman type. Therefore, 
this 14-point type (Plate LII1., Fig. l) is the only 
product of the American Baptists.
Girisa-Vidyaratna Type Foundry
The Girisa-Vidyaratna Press was the only Bengali 
printing establishment which had a type foundry atta­
ched to it. But, like other foundries, it also did not 
issue any type-specimen book. From the different books 
it printed we have found that it used six different 
founts of types. To be called Vidyaratna 1 to 6, they 
aree36-point, 24-point, 19%-point, 17-point, 15-point, 
and 12-point types (Plate LII, Figs. 2-4 and Plate 
LIII, Figs. 1-3).
Vincent Figgins, London
2 .Vincent Figgins, a type founder m  London also
undertook Bengali types among other orientals. In 1833 
he for the first time published a specimen of ’’PICA
~*~In Long, Returns. 1853-54, pp. 104-108.
2For details see Chapter I .
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Bengalee* .A 14-point, Figgins*s type was one of the 
best of that period. In addition to publishing the 
usual specimen books Figgins also published a folio 
sheet showing 370 characters in his 'Pica Bengalee'* 
fount. (PlatesXVT - XIX)• His type was used by 
Stephen Austin, Hertford, England, for the first 
time to print a Bengali grammar (Bib. No. 2005) in 
1861. This type was in long use in England.
Conclusion
In our survey we have found that between 1778 
and 1866, at least 36 different fount of Bengali types 
were cut. The largest and smallest sizes of them were 
72-point and 10^-point respectively. The other founts* 
were 36, 24, 23, 20, 19^, 19, 16, 15, I4h, 14, 12^ and 
12-points. Measurements of these founts have been 
taken from the printed pages. The point system of mea­
suring types, however, was not introduced until 1871 
in Americ&and it was not until 1898 that the British 
type founders adopted, the system, the international , 
value of which can hardly be over-estimated. Since' 
the Bengali types under discussion were made in and 
before 1866 they were naturally based on old English 
body sizes. In the absence of type specimens we exact­
ly do not know how these types-were described. But we 
do know for certainty that the largest and the smallest 
sizes were six-line pica and bourgeois types.respec­
tively. The smallest type bourgeois which is a 9-point 
type cut by the Baptist Mission foundry is 10%-point 
in measure. Therefore, it is improper to translate each 
one of the founts as shown above in terms of point 
into the old English name, but roughly they can be ca­
tegorized as Six-line pica, Two-line great primer, 
Two-line pica, Ehreat primer, English, Pica, Small pica, 
Long primer and Bourgeois.
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It has already been mentioned that both the
Serampore Mission and the Baptist Missionary Society
in Calcutta in their attempts tried to reduce the
type to a smallest possible size. But the very nature
of Bengali characters, as we have already discussed',
made it difficult to do so. Therefore, the bourgeois
types cut by the Baptist Mission is much larger than
the real size. A bourgeois type when converted into
point measure system is a 9-point type. But the so
called bourgeois produced by the Baptists is 10%ripoint
which is larger than long primer, a 10-point and"
smaller than small pica, a 11-point type. Therefore,
doubt arose whether a size like pearl, a 5-point type
1was attainable at all at that time.
In our examination we have found that the Bengali 
types prepared during the period under review are ex­
actly of the body size of the type. But if one exami­
nes printed images he is likely to form an idea that 
either the types are smaller than the body sizes or 
extra leading has been provided so as to allow more 
spaces or white area in between the lines. But neither 
of the two supposition is correct. This is because, 
as we have already discussed, the special characteris­
tics of the Bengali writing system include pholas, 
combinations and variations. These variant characters 
are larger in size than the basic characters of the 
alphabet. For example,^ and are larger than ^  which 
is basic one. For this reason though the types are 
made exactly of the body size they look one third sma­
ller, For example, again, in a 36-point fount, though 
the basic characters will be 24-point in size, the 
body is required to be built up of 36-point allowing 
6-point above and 6-point below for the combined or
^John Murdoch, Letter to Babu Ishwar Chandra Bidyasagor, 
on Bengali typography(Calcutta, February 22nd, 1865), 
p. 5.
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accented letters. Thus, in a fount if T is 24-point 
body, this is build up of 36-point forjjf and 
This complicated writing system which includes unbro­
ken horizontal and vertical strokes with the distin­
guishing portions of the letters, frequently combined 
two or three together, on these main strokes, which 
not only affects economy but also legibility. Moreover 
excessive kerning necessitates the use of soft metal, 
which gives a poor printing surface, and by yielding 
type, decreased legibility though the influence of 
modern mechanical methods in diminishing this evil is; 
a great aid to the obtaining of clear printing.
The problem, as already discussed, was not rela­
ted to the techniques or mechanical means known to the 
type-founders in Bengal, since it could not be.solved 
even by Figgins in London. For, when in 1833 he produ­
ced a pica Bengali it became a 14-point fount rather 
than 12-point which is a pica size type. The real pro­
blem lied in the Bengali writing system which caught 
the eye of the missionaries who were advocates of ver­
nacular education in Bengal. John Murdoch, Agent of 
the Christian Vernacular Education Society on 22 Feb­
ruary 1865 in an open letter to Isvaracandra Vidyasa- 
gara, former Principal of the Sanskrit College, pro­
prietor of the Sanskrit Press and author of repute 
discussed at length the problem of Bengali writing 
system as well as-' typography and suggested an 'easy 
remedy'. He said*
If it were possible to print Bengali without such 
compounds, they must" be continued. But they may 
all be swept away by pursuing the course followed 
in many other languages, and for which Bengali it 
self makes provision. It is simply to use, am  
is sometimes done in Singhalese and always in 
Tamil, the mark biram, denoting the suppression
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of the inherent vowel. Let me give few specimensi-
The great alteration proposed is the doing away 
with the joined consonants by use of biram. The- 
two other very minor points are uniformity in 
vowel combinations, and the use of the biram to 
mark invariably the suppression of the inherent 
vowel. The last would give no trouble to the 
printers, for a letter with biram might as easi­
ly be set up as one without. 1
The advantages of adopting this simplified system 
listed by Murdoch ares
1. The difficulty of learning to read would be 
diminished nearly one-half.
2. Increased' legibility would be given to the 
type •
3• It would enable much smaller founts of type
2to be cut at much less expense.
We have no record of what was the reaction of: 
Vidyasagara to this proposal of simplification; but, 
from his later publications and printing it can be:
Present Proposed
x N
si *
<A
. * •
^Murdoch, Letter ....,pp. 3- 4. 
2Ibid, pp. 4-5.
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gathered that he could not accede to this proposal.
A similar proposal was put forward by Bengali scho­
lars themselves from time to time but they could 
not convince the ordinary Bengalis. Therefore, the 
problem of Bengali typography remains unsolved as 
it was in 1865.
Exactly a century after Murdoch*s proposal, on 
23 March 1965, Professor Muhammad Enamul Haq, former 
Director of the Central Board for Development of 
Bengali and a linguist of repute observed, in connec­
tion with the improvement of the Bengali typewriter, 
that this kind of simplification is an '*imaginary 
means" which, according to him is "aimed...at discar­
ding the traditional way of Bengali writing in a 
manner almost unfamiliar to the literates'* and over­
looking "the genius of the language and its up-to-date 
symbolic representation in writing". Therefore, accor­
ding to him, Bengali type "must suit all the require­
ments of the language as it exists and is written
. 1today, -leaving future to take care of itself".
Hfuhammad Enamul Haq, "Foreword", Choudhury, Op. Cit. 
pp. [i-ii].
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CHAPTER VIII
A SURVEY OE BENGALI PRINTING BETWEEN 1777 AND 1866
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A survey of Bengali printing between 1777 and 1866
In the previous chapters we have traced the ori­
gin, growth and development of Bengali printing from 
the earliest time up to 1866. The earliest attempt at 
Bengali printing, it is interesting to note, was taken 
in Europe rather than in Bengal. It was in 1692 when 
for the first time in the history of printing a speci­
men of the Bengali alphabet appeared in a book which 
was printed in Paris. Between 1692 and 1777 eleven such 
plates of Bengali characters were printed in Europe, 
all printed from copper plate impressions. Meanwhile, 
in 1773, Joseph Jackson attempted to cut a fount of 
movable metal types for William Bolts, a controversial 
figure in the Bengal civil service, but failed to 
attain success.
We have not got any definite proof as to whether 
Indian themselves had any kind of printing. We must 
dismiss two absurd stories about it published here and 
there. It has been said that block printing occurred 
in Bengal, but unfortunately no specimen of such prin­
ting is extant. Though Bengali has existed for a thou­
sand years as an independent language at the eve off 
introduction of printing, it was in a very bad state 
as a language and literature. When Halhed compiled 
his grammar he could not trace more than six separate 
works in manuscripts and later, when Carey made a 
search he could not unearth more than forty, represen­
ting the whole literature of 30,000,000 people living- 
at that time.
After the battle of Plassey in 1757, Bengal fell
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into the hands of the East India Company* The civili­
ans of the Company felt the necessity of learning the 
language of Bengal. Therefore, at the inspiration and 
instruction of Warren Hastings, the Governor-General, 
Nathaniel Halhed, a young civilian compiled A grammar 
of the Bengal language. But.at that time there was 
neither any printing press in Bengal nor any fount of 
Bengali types to enable Halhed to get his grammar 
printed. Therefore, he turned to the Governor-General 
again under whose solicitation and advice another 
civil servant, Charles Wilkins, constructed a press, 
procured an English fount of types, cut a fount of 
Bengali types for the first time in the history of 
printing and established a press at Chinsurah, Hoogly 
to print the grammar compiled by Halhed. It was in 
1777 when this first press was established by him in 
Bengal and the first Bengali printing commenced. Wil­
kins was immediately followed by James Augustus Hicky 
who in addition to printing business also started a 
newspaper, the first of its kind in India, though he 
never attempted Bengali printing*
Twelve printing presses camd into being in Bengal 
between 1777 and 1799. Of these, one was a government 
press and another a short lived mission press. All of 
these presses were owned and run by Europeans. The 
year 1800 is another landmark in the history of prin­
ting in Bengal. In that year both the Serampore Miss­
ion and the College of Fort William were founded.
These were the two institutions who were mainly ins­
trumental in the early stage of development of the 
Bengali language and its?printing. We have already 
discussed the former and mentioned the latter whom 
we will discuss in more detail later.
4-00
It was only in 1807 that an Indian came forward
to establish a printing press in Bengal and in 1816
1a Bengali followed him. In 1820 there were five Beng­
ali presses in addition to 9 European,1 government and 
4 mission active in Bengal. Between 1807 and 1866, as 
we have already discussed, 153 Bengali presses were 
active in Bengali printing. Moreover, there were 56 
European and 7 mission presses in dddition to govern­
ment printers, active in Bengal and Assam. Of these 
56 European and 7 mission presses 13 European and 6 
mission presses in addition to 4 government pointers 
had Bengali printing.
All of these 176 presses that we have discovered 
active in Bengali printing between 1777 and 1866 did 
not exist all at one time. Most of them were shofct- 
lived. Of these, 43 presses were in existence only 
for a year, 22 for 2 years and 9 presses for 3 years'. 
The Serampore Mission (later simply Serampore) Press 
had the longest life. It was established in 1800 and 
was active beyond 1866. The Samacara Candrika Press, 
among the Bengali presses had the longest life of 43 
years. Established in 1822 this press was in existence 
beyond 1866. The main reason for so short a life of 
the presses has been stated by a contemporary reporter 
to be the inexperience of the owner of the presses. 
Many a person who had the means, at that time, would 
establish a press, appoint compositors, pressmen and 
superintendent but owing to his own ignorance about
techniques of printing would quickly become bankrupt
2and disappear from the scene.
They xveres The Savdakalpadruma Press, Visvanatha Deva's 
Press, Bangali Press, Bangala Gejeti Press and Sanskrit 
Press. According to Ehe Friend of India, Quarterly 
Series, I (September 1820), p. 123 there were "no less 
than four presses in constant employ, conducted by 
natives and supported by the native population”•
O
The Baxiqavidvaprakasika. 11* 51 ( 9 April 1866), p.2.
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However, in 1837 there were 21 presses to print 
Bengali works. The number of presses rose to 55 in
18571 while in 1866, when we close, there were 59
presses active in Bengali printing.
These presses, between 1778 and 1866 printed a
large number of books. How many they printed is a
matter of approximation now. In September 1820 the
, 2  .Friend of India listed 27 titles printed by the
Bengali presses. In the same year E. S, Montagu com-
3piled a list of 65 Bengali ans Sanskrit works which 
were produced by the Bengali presses. This was just 
the beginning.
In 1853-54, the Reverend James Long made a sur­
vey of the Bengali presses and found that in that
4year 46 presses printed 252 books and pamphlets. In
his second survey in 1857 he found that 46 presses
5
in that year produced 304 books. In the 1857 report 
Long estimated that "during half a century, more than 
1800 distinct works, either original or translations 0
from Sanskrit, English or Eersian have been printed".
According to the Vividartha Samqraha, 4* 43( Karti- 
ka 1779 Sakavda, i.e. October-November 1857), 
p. 164 there were 90 presses in that year. But acc­
ording to Long, Returns, 1857, p. viii there were 
46 presses active in that year.
2 . . ."On the effect of native press m  India", the Friend
of India, Quarterly Seried, L(September 1820), pp.
124 - 125.
o
E. S. Montagu, "Memorandum of the indigenous works 
which have appeared from the Native Presses", Cal­
cutta School-Book Society, The third report, 1819-20, 
((fcalcutta* 1821), pp. 39-43.
^Long, Returns, 1853-54, p. 87.
^Long, Returns, 1857, p. viii.
6Ibid, , p. [i].
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In 1863, at the request of the Director and the 
Vice-President of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great 
Britain and Ireland Her Majesty's Secretary of State 
for Indiajrequested the Government of India to compile 
a catalogue of publications so as to meet "the claims 
of oriental studies in England". In accordance with 
that request the Reverend John Robinson and the Reve­
rend J. Wenger compiled a list of 1, 100 books in Sans­
krit and Bengali covering the period up to 1864. The 
list was compiled on the basis of direct enquiry, 
'several catalogue of Bengalee publications on sale 
at the Native Book-shops* and on 'information in a pri­
vate way'. All of these methods had to be used because
1of non cooperation from the printers. This catalogue, 
though not very useful as a bibliographic tool, since 
it contains many inaccurate information, included all 
of the publications listed by Long in his returns of 
1853-54 and 1857.
In our search, we have been able to discover and 
2examine 1992 books that have been preserved in diffe­
rent libraries in England. These are listed in the 
appendix. In addition to these, we have also discove­
red about 400 more books half of which might be still 
available in India. About 200 books seem to be no lon­
ger extant. We have mentioned a good number of these 
in the text though not in the appendix. Moreover, a 
large number of school texts and ephimera must have 
been printed every year, which are not extant now. 
Therfore, it is reasonable to estimate that at least 
3000 books were printed during the period under review.
1J. Wenger, A catalogue of Sanscrit and Bengalee pub­
lications printed in Bengal (Calcutta: 1865), pp.
[i^-iii•
^By a 'book* we mean each independent volume of book, 
tract or pamphlet.
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In addition to books, newspapers and periodicals 
were also important publications. We have already men­
tioned that the Samacara Parpana was the first Bengali 
newspaper, the first issue of which was published on 
23 May 1818. It was preceded by a monthly periodical 
entitled Diqdarsana whcih appeared for the first time 
in April 1818. Both these papers were published by the 
Serampore missionaries and printed at their press. Imme­
diately after publication of the Samacara Dariaana GaA- 
gakisora Bhattacarya and Haracandra Raya started the 
Banaala Geieti which was printed at the latter*s Ben­
gali Press. In the course of a few years other papers 
followed, of which the two most important were the 
Samvada Kaumudl. published in 1821 by Raja Ramamohana 
Raya, and its rival, the Samacara Candrika published 
by Bhavanlcarana Vandyopadhyaya who earlier resigned 
from the staff of the Samvada Kaumudi owing to diffe­
rences of opinion on religious beliefs. This newspaper 
was alive beyond 1866. The Samvada Frabhafcara, another 
long-lived newspaper was launched by Isvaracandra Gupta 
in January 1831 and continued beyond 1866. It played 
a very important role in creative authorship in Bengal. 
The first work of many powerful writers of that period 
like Dinavandhu Mitra and Vaftkimacandra Cattopadhyaya 
were published in this newspaper. Between 1818 and 
1866 at least 218 Bengali newspapers and periodicals 
were printed and published in Bengal.
A complete history and list of these newspapers
and periodical publications was compiled and published
by Kedaranatha Majumadara in 1918(?). Later Vrajendra
natha Vandyopadhyaya compiled and published a complete
2list of such publications in 1936 (new edition 1947).
1Banqala samavika sahitya (Mymensingh: 1918?), xiv, 456p. 
anala samayika-Patra (Calcutta* 1947), 228p.
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These two works provide us with the history of Ben­
gali. newspapers and periodicals. Therefore, though 
we have mentioned many of these newspapers in the 
text in the course of discussion of printing presses, 
we have excluded them from the list in the appendix.
We have already mentioned that up to 1815 there
were no Bengali presses in Bengal. The Sanskrit Press 
owned by Baburama Pandit, later by Lulu Lala Kavi, also 
did not undertake any Bengali work until 1816. The 
Honorable Company's Press (1778-1818), the Chronicle 
Press (1786-1797), John Miller (.1797-1801), Ferris & 
Company( 1798-1818), the Hindoostani Press (1802-1832), 
the Serampore Mission Press (1800-1866) and the Mili­
tary Orphan Society's Press (1806-1863) were the pre­
sses who would undertake Bengali printing up to that 
time •
Bengali printing between 1777 and 1866
In 23 years, between 1777 and 1799 only a few
Bengali works were printed. We have found only 12
extant works in addition to Halhed*s grammar. Out of 
these 12 works 9 were the production of the Honorable 
Company's Press, one of which is the Sanskrit poetical 
work entitled the Seasons by Kalidasa, edited by Sir 
William Jones and the others are the Bengali transla­
tion of the regulations passed by the Governor-General 
in Council between 1784 and 1799. The remaining three 
are linguistic works: An extensive vocabulary: Bengali 
and English (Plate LV: Title page)printed by the Chro­
nicle Press in 1793, the Tutor ( Plate LVI : Title page), 
compiled,translated and printed by John Miller in 1797 
and A vocabulary, in two parts, English and Bongalee, 
and vice versa,fPart I: A vocabulary, English and 
Bungalee] by Henry Pitts Forster printed at the press
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of Ferris and Company in 17991(Plates LVII* Title Page).
The progress-of Bengali printing during this 
period was very slow and there existed a. lull. Many 
reasons could be found for this slowness. Persian 
as the court language still held its ground, until 
the memorable day of 1st January 1839, when, by the 
order of the government, Bengali was substituted for 
Persian in all the courts of Bengal. The enthusias­
tic start made by Halhed and Wilkins'‘in 1777 came to 
almost a halt through lack of patronage from influen­
tial quarters. The most influential scholars like Jones, 
Colebrooke and others begun to put more emphasis on 
the classical languages, Sanskrit, etc. rather than 
Bengali, a vernacular. It was in such :a state of neg­
lect that as late as 1822 it attracted the notice of 
the Marquis of- Hastings, the Governor-General, wljo 
made the following comment in the annual disputation 
of the College of Fort William.on 23 August 1822:
I have of late observed it [Bengali] to be com­
paratively neglected. Unquestionably Hindustanee 
is the language of most extensive utility: yet 
when we reflect how vast a. proportion of our 
subjects speak Bengalee alone, a knowledge of 
that tongue ought to be an anxious object for 
those who are likely to be employed in those 
nearer provinces, 2
The same accusation was made by William Bolts- 
as early as 1775, by Halhed in 1778 and by Henry 
Pitts Forster in 1799. Forster in his lengthy prefa­
ce to his Vocabulary insisted upon the absurdity and 
inconvenience of continuing the use of Persian in the 
courts of law and strongly advocated its substitution 
by Bengali.
"'‘For an excellent critical evaluation of the first and 
last mentioned works see: Tarapada Mukherji, "Bengali 
lexicography up to 1800",,R. C. Hazra and S. C. Baner- 
ji, edd. , S. K. Pe Memorial Volume (Calcutta: 1972), 
pp. 99 - 106.
2The Calcutta Annual Register for the year, 1822, 
(Calcutta: 1825), p. 180.
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The state of Bengali education did not improve 
in that time: and no rapid chages could be expected, 
for there were neither good- schools nor any demand 
for texts to be read. Even during the later period
the only works available were Guru daksina and Rules
• - 1  •
of arithmetic by Subhankara, Very few among the Ben­
gali population could read and write. On the other hand, 
as Persian was still continuing as the court language 
the civil servants used to put more emphasis on the 
acquisition of this language and directed their efforts 
towards the translation of Persian texts into English.
There was lack of patronage for Bengali publica­
tions*. No publications in those days could see light 
unless there were sufficient subscribers or patro- 
nisation from the government. A proposal to publish 
in Bengali would have had a very poor response. Forster 
dared to publish his vocabulary only because the 
government promised to purchase one hundred copies as 
soon as it was published.
The typographical situation was" also not congenial 
at that time. The high cost of printing, as well as 
the unscrupulous and fraudulent behaviour of the prin­
ters were stumbling-blocks of printing and publishing. 
Before the establishment of the Serampore Press, as 
already stated, the Rev. Carey attempted to get the 
Bible printed by the Calcutta printers whose estimate 
was 43,750 rupees or £4,400 sterling for printing ten 
thousand copies of two hundred and eighty pages, in 
quarto. Haji Mustafa complained that his translation
Seir Mutaaharin 'would not repay so much as one-
2third of the expense of printing'.
1Pearychand Mitra, Life of Ramkomul Sen (Calcutta: 
1880), p. 7
2 . . .Seid Gholam Hossem Khan, Seir Mutaaharin;transla-
ted by Haji Mustafa, II: Appendix: A letter addre­
ssed to William Armstrong, Esquire, Dated Calcutta, 
15th May, 1790, (Calcutta 1789[-90]), p. 2
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As regards the unscrupulous and fraudulent beha 
viour of the printers Haji Mustafa writes on 15 May 
1790 s
No work within my knowledge in Calcutta, has 
been tolerably printed, but where the author 
himself was the owner of the printing office 
or a partners? or where the printer had pur­
chased the propriety of the work: or at least 
where he had been put upon his guard, by being 
made a sharer in the fate of the book to be 
printed, that is, by being promised for his 
trouble one half of the author's profits. For 
such and the like undertakings, the printers 
give themselves pains? and it is for these, 
and also for Gazettes, Advertisements, and 
such daily lucrative jobs, that they reserve 
the two or three good hands that may be in 
a printing office ... Printing offices at 
Calcutta ...print in printing office, just as 
they copy in Counting House, without understan­
ding the language... Printing in this country 
requires a young man and a rich one , and I am 
neither. 1
The period between 1777 and 1799 was the period 
of transition, a period of preparation for Bengali 
printing. Printing is nothing but production of lite 
rature? and constitutes the last phase of literary 
endeavour. During this period new authorship and a 
new impetus for Bengali was being created. It was 
at that time when the famous orientalist the ReVr. 
Carey was equipping himself to appear on the stage 
of language, literature and printing; and, we have 
seen that his hand was later strengthened by such 
scholars as Marshman, Ward, Yate:sv Pearson, Pearce, 
Stewart, Morton and others.
1Seir Mutagharin, II* Appendix, pp. 4,5 and 31.
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Apart from the preparation* <xs£ the ground for Ben­
gali printing during the period between 1777 and 1799 
and for the next 15 years till the Bengalis themselves 
established their presses the .important achievement 
of introduction of printing by the European printers 
was training Bengalis in the art of punch-cutting, 
type casting and printing. We have already discussed 
Bengalis trained in type-founding. European printers 
for their press-work had largely to depend on Bengali 
workers. Stuart and Cooper of the Chronicle Press in­
formed us that they took a considerable pain to train 
the Bengalis in the art of printing. But that trouble­
some work bore fruit; and as a result they were capa­
ble of reducing the rate of printing to half the old 
rate.'*' According to Haji Mustafa, again, the three 
out of the four presses in existence in 1790 were
2'worked by natives although inspected by an European'
When in 1815 the government withdrew its printing
business from the Honorable Company's Press (or the
Calcutta Gazette Press) as already discussed, the
proprietors of the press applied for compensation •
In that representation they also submitted a list of
workers of their press, which showed that there were
337 Bengali workers and only 3 Europeans. These Ben­
galis who had the opportunity of getting training in 
the early European establishments later joined the 
trade to develop it.
■^ The Calcutta Chronicle, 131:80(2 August 1787),p.4, col.4. 
2
Seir Mutacrharin, II: Appendix, p.4
3(I0R* Range 8, Voi 35): Bengal Public Consultations,
17 to 23 June 1814, Proceeding No. 7 of the Governor-
General in Council, 23 June 1814, Unpaginated.
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1800 - 1866
The year 1800 is another milestone in the his­
tory of Bengali printing as well as for the language 
and literature of Bengal. It was distinguished by the 
establishment of the Serampore Prdss: , the completion 
of translation and commencing printing of the Bengali 
New Testament of Carey, and the inauguration of the 
College of Fort William. The period between 1800 and 
1866, out next phase of discussion, was the period 
when Bengali printing, language and literature flouri­
shed. During this period printing had to make its way 
both under the unfavourable and favourable conditions.
In this unfavourable situation, as we have alrea­
dy pointed out, lack of education stood prominent. To 
use the language of Douglas of Cavers, "without edu­
cation, printing can effect nothing; the former is 
to the latter, what the female dieties of India (Shak- 
tis) were to the Gods with whom they were mated; the 
recipients of their power; and the medium by which 
their energy flowed into operation".^
Apart from the lack of education there was a con­
siderable opposition to the growth and development of 
printing from the Bengalis themselves. "This was part 
of their general reaction to the impact of the western 
influences which it was feared would weaken the hold 
of tradition and religion on the minds of the-young.
One interesting instance of prejudice against the 
printing press may be mentioned here, especially as 
we find that it was shared by some leaders of the 
new intelligentia, who were otherwise appreciative 
of western culture. This prjudice had its origin in the 
.fact that printing ink contained animal fat as an in­
gredient. Many orthodox Hindus felt that printing
1Quoted in, J. Long, "Early Bengali literature and 
newspapers", Calcutta Review, 13 ( January—June,1850), 
p. 140.
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of holy texts by the use of such ink would result in 
1defiling them”.
The Brahmins in Bengal opposed the translation 
of religious Scriptures into Bengali from time imme­
morial. The well-known Sanskrit couplets threatened 
that 11 if a person hears the stories of eighteen Pura- 
nas or the Ramayana recited in Bengali, he will be 
thrown into the hell called Raurava". But, in spite
of this injunction when Krttivasa and Kasirama tran-
•
slated the Ramayana and the Mahabharata respectively 
they composed a corresponding Bengali couplet, which 
is also well known, saying that "Krttivasa (Bengali
M #
translator of the Ramayana), Ka&idasa (Bengali transla­
tor of the Mahabharata ) and those who aspire to mix
with the Brahmans too closely, are the greatest of
2 . _, evil-doers". When in 1815 Raja Ramamohana Raya appe­
ared in the field of Bengali literature with his tran­
slation of Vedas and Upanisads he had to enter into*
controversy with orthodox pandits, and frequently had
to explain his conduct in regard to his printing a
Bengali translation of the Sanskrit Scriptures, an
action which, according to Brahmin pandits, was sac- 
3ril&gious.
Not only the Brahmans, but also people in general 
also had an aversion to printed religious works. There­
fore, so as to popularise them Bhavanicarana Vandyopa- 
dhyaya, the printer of the Samacara Candrika Press in 
1830 prepared printing-ink with Ganges^ water, enga­
ged Brahman compositors, selected tulata paper in
• ' V  4  a —puthi size to print Srimadbhagavata. The Banaaduta
1Priolkar, The printing press in India, p. 128 :
o
Sen, History of Bengali language and literature, p.7.
"^Ramamohana Raya, Raja, Pathva nradana (Calcutta* 1823), 
p. 35.
^Advertisement quoted in. Vrajendranatha Vandyopadha- 
ya, Samvadapatre sekalera katha, I ( Calcutta* 1947),
' pp. 10-11.
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19 December 1829 states that at the early stage of-
introduction of printing people would ctbsse their
eyes at the sight of printed page because they thought
that these were meant only to destroy their religion.
Even in 1858, when Gaurlsankara Tarkavagisa Bhattaca-
rya printed the Sdndl he got it composed by Brahmans,
never touched untouchables at the time of printing
the work, and even at the time when he was seriously
ill while printing progressed,underwent purification
and when the printing was over he bound it by sacred'
2
thread.
Government Control
It has already been stated that printing was in­
troduced in Bengal at the initiative of the government. 
But in the early stage of its development, as we have 
already mentioned, Bengalis did not participate in 
the printing trade and early printing presses, which 
were basically newspaper presses were run by Europeans, 
compatriots of the rulers. These newspapers were often 
extremely critical of the administrators. For this rea­
son, as we have seen Hicky*s activities were suppressed. 
In 1799, in consequence of the number of improper 
writings which had appeared in newspapers, the govern­
ment of Lord Wellesley established strict censorship 
on the Bengal press under which every printer of the 
newspapers was required to print his name at the bo­
ttom of the paper, while no paper was to be published 
without prior inspection of the Secretary to the Go­
quoted in Vinaya Ghosa, Kalakata kalacara, (Calcutta: 
1961), p. 127.
B^ifo. No. 781, Preface.
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vernment. The penalty for violation of any of the 
regulations was 'immediate embarkation* for Europe. 
Thoggh this regulation did not impose any restric­
tion upon the establishment of printing presses and 
printing of books it must have discouraged people from 
setting up printing presses and from publishing Benga­
li newspapers.
The 1799 regulation was meant for Europeans only 
and there was no scope for taking action against Indian 
printers. In 1818, James Heatley, the editor of the 
Morning Post took advantage of the weakness of this re­
gulation and argued that since he was born to an Indian 
mother he could not require to embark for Europe. 
Therefore, since it was not possible to punish Indians 
under this regulation, government withdrew the 1799 
regulation but formulated certain general rules for 
the editors of the newspapers.
In 1823, a regulation for preventing the estab­
lishment of printing presses without licence, and for 
restraining under certain circumstances the circula­
tion of printed books and papers was passed by the
2Governor-General m  Council on 5 April 1823.
This regulation created such misgiving and mis­
understanding among the printers that many of them 
applied for permission to print works for which 
permission was not needed. For example, the Secretary 
of the Armenian Society applied for leave to print 
school boo3$:s for its academy. Ka&inatha Dasa and 
others applied for permission to print an almanac and 
Sukhamaya Sena to print Gangabhaktitananqini, a reli-
1J. Natarajan, History of Indian journalism?patt II 
of the report of the [lndian”| Press Commission 
(Delhi: 1955) , p. 13.
^Supplement to the Government Gazette, 10 April I323r.
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gious work, and so on. But the order to all of these
( -I
printers and publishers was "permission not necessary". 
Such misinterpretation of regulations must have dete- 
rred progress in printing and discouraged new establish­
ments'.
Although under 1823 regulations the editors and
printers were under strict censorship, practically
they enjoyed freedom during the rule of William Benti-
nck between July 1828 and March 1835. Considering that
the restrictions on the press were no longer necessary
the government of Charles Metcalf enacted a new Press:
Act, which is popularly known as 'the liberty of the
2press*, on 3 August 1835, Under this act the printer- 
and publisher of every periodical work.were required 
only to subscribe to a declaration before a Magistra­
te. No persons were allowed to keep a printing press 
without making such a declaration. The name of printer 
and publisher, place of printing and publication, were 
required to be printed on every printed book or paper. 
This regulation gave a great impetus towards estab­
lishing and running printing presses by the Bengalis.
As a result of this regulation 79 Bengali presses came
into being between 1835 and 1857.
The ’liberty of the press' Act was in force 
up to 1857 when on account of Sepoy Mutiny the 
government passed "an act to regulate the establish­
ment of printing presses and to restrain in certain 
cases the circulation of printed books and papers" 
on 13 June 1857 for one year. Under this Act no per­
1(lORs Range 11, Vol. 3)« Bengal Public Consultations,
23 April to 8 May 1823, Proceedings of the Governor- 
General in Council, 1 May 1823, Proceeding Nos. 27,
28, 53-55. Unpacrinated.
2Act No. XI of 1835.
3Act No. XV of 1857 .
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son was allowed to "keep printing press, or types, 
or other materials or articles for printing without 
... sanction or licence", Violation of this rule would 
lead one to two years' imprisonment and a fine of 5000 
rupees. Each printer, under provision of this act was 
required to print 'legibly on [books and other papers] 
...the name of the printer and of the publisher, and 
the place of the printing and publication thereof; 
and a copy of every such book or printed paper * was: 
required to be submitted to the local Magistrate imme­
diately after publication.
All of the press regulations enacted by the gove­
rnment between 1799 and 1857 were mainly directed to 
control the newspapers. Apparently the printers who 
would simply print works not related to politics and 
government were not affected by these regulations at 
all. Even so these restrictions had a direct affect on 
the development of printing. More newspapers mean 
more printing presses and more printing presses did 
enlarge book production, enrich language and literature. 
The regulations of 1835 and 1857, however, had some 
favourable provisions as well. Those of 1835 made it-, 
obligatory upon the printers to print the name of 
printer, place and date of printing, while the act of 
1857 added that they must deposit one copy each of 
their publications with the Magistrates. These provi­
sions of the regulations helped the preservation and 
identification of Bengali books.
Favourable Conditions
Among the favourable conditions for the Bengali 
printing were the emergence of several missionary, 
philanthropic and other institutions in that period, 
which gave great impetus to the growth and develop­
ment of Bengali printing. The Serampore Mission(1800),
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the Baptist Missionary Society, Calcutta (1817), 
the London Missionary Society (1812), the Church 
Missionary Society (1812), the Bishop's College 
(1820) and the American Baptist Mission (1836) 
were the missionary institutions who were directly 
involved in Bengali printing and contributed largely 
in its development. We have already discussed them 
while detailing their printing establishments. In addi­
tion to these,.there were other institutions who by 
their employment of the press, and by pecuniary encou­
ragement gave a great impetus to Bengali printing#
The College of Fort William, among such institutions 
stood in prominence. The college was founded on 4 
May 1800 by the Marquis of Wellesley, the Governor-Ge­
neral for instruction of the young civilians in orien­
tal languages. The Bengali department under the profe­
ssorship of William Carey contributed much towards the 
growth and development of the Bengali language and li­
terature, and above all, its printing. Most of the ear­
ly Sdrampore works like Carey's Grammar, Pratapaditya 
caritra of Rama Rama Vasu etc. were patronized by the 
college. Had it not been for this patronage many a 
a work like Carey's dictionary would never have seen 
the light.
In 1811 the Calcutta Bible Society was originated. 
Most of the Bengali translations of the Bible portions 
of it printed by the Serampore missionaries and the 
Calcutta Baptists were financed by the Bible Society,
This society, between 1811 and 1849, issued 602,266 
copies of the Scriptures in Indian languages, in whole 
or in part from its Calcutta depository, a quarter of 
which were Bengali. It was owing to the financial assis­
tance of the Bible Society that repeated revision of 
of the Bengali Bible was possible. As a result typography 
improved, prices became cheaps cost of Bengali Bible in
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1849 became 6 rupees while in 1811 it was 24 rupees*1
The Calcutta Christian Tract and Book Society
was established in March 1823 with an expressed
object of *the dissemination of religious tracts in
several lanugages and dialects of Bengal, and Hindus- 
2
tan*. This society acquired its money in India as 
well as in England* During the period between 1823 
and 1866 it employed different mission presses and 
others to print a large number of tracts and books 
on Christianity* On average 115,341 copies of tracts 
per year were issued by this society at an annaual 
cost of 6,711 rupees. In all, according to Murdoch,
155 titles were published by this society between 
1823 amd 1866.2
We have already pointed out the lack of education in 
Bengal, and the endeavour of the missionaries to est­
ablish schools. The Serampore Mission was the pioneer 
in this field. It was followed by Robert May of the 
London Missionary Society whb in 1814 started schools 
in and around Chinsurah, Hoogly. In 1816 the missiona­
ries at Serampore founded the Institution for the Su­
pport and Encouragement of Native Schools. As the num­
ber of educational institutions increased, the demand 
for school texts multiplied. In those circumstances, 
in 1817, the Calcutta School-Book Society came into 
being. This society, as we have already stated, con­
tributed much to the Bengali printing. When it commen­
ced its operation in 1817 there was practically no. 
school book; but ten years after in 1827 the seventh
Murdoch,. .Catalogue .of the Christian vernacular 
literature of India, p. 10.
Si Long, "Early Bengali literature and newspapers'1, 
The Calcutta Review, 13 (January - June 1850), 
pp, 139 - 140.
2Murdoch, Catalogue. . pp. 10 - 11.
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report of the society proudly announced:
Bengalee. In this language society's, labors hav:e 
been most productive, and it now possess publi­
cations on almost every subject of elementary 
instruction, in some branches, indeed, several 
works are on its list..* 1
As a result of the exhortion of the School-Book 
Society and other private printers like the Sanslurit 
Press (1847- 1866) by 1855-56 the school texts were 
in such abundance that the Education Department repor­
ted that it was not necessary for 1 .it to undertake any 
educational work. The report said:
It has not been found necessary for the Depart­
ment itself to take in hand the publication of 
any educational works during the year. Much is 
being done in this way by private persons, and 
the machinery and operations of the School- 
Book Society and the Vernacular Literature 
Society have been increased and invigorated 
during the year ... 2
The latter Society mentioned in the above quota­
tion, the Vernacular Literature Society, came into 
being in 1851 in the form of a committee styled as 
"the Vernacular Literature Committee". The committee 
was formed to "publish translations of such works as are 
not included in the design of the Track or Christian 
Knowledge Societies on the one hand, or of the School- 
Book and Asiatic Societies on the other, and likewise
to provide a sound and useful vernacular domestic
3 . , .literature for Bengal". The Society m  addition to
‘''Calcutta School-Book Society, Seventh report, 1826-27
(Calcutta: 1828), p. 4.
7 . . .  . . ."Report on the administration of public affairs m
the Bengal Presidency, for the year 1855-56",
General report on the .administration, of the Pre­
sidencies and Provinces of British India, during 
the year. 1855-56* Part X (Calcutta* 1857),p. 48.
^Vernacular Literature Society, First report (Cal­
cutta* 1852), p. 1.
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translation works also decided to undertake original 
works in Bengali. As the 'best means of encouraging 
original writings upon subjects suited their objects* 
the Society offered a premium of 200 rupees for each 
of such works. These original works comprising the 
subjects 'natural history and science, topography and 
geography, commerce and political economy, popular 
and practical science, industrial art, education, bio­
graphy and didactic fiction* were required to 'be of
good moral tendency, of not less than 120 pages duo-
1 . .decimo*. As an independent institution between 1851
and 1862 and as a department of the Calcutta School- 
Book Society between 1862 and 1866 the Society played 
a prominent role in the development of literature in 
Bengal. Under a series title"Bengali family library" 
the Society published at least 55 titles during its 
existence•^
_ . 3The Brahma Samaja was launched by Raja Ramamohana 
Raya on 20 August 1820 for the propagation of monothe­
istic system of religion which is known as Brahma dhar- 
ma. But the Raja sailed for England in November 1830 
and died there on 27 September 1833. After his death 
the condition of the Brahma Samaja and its monotheis­
tic movement was in moribund condition. Therefore, to 
sustain the labours of the late Raja, Devendranatha
Thakura and others on 23 September 1839 established 
•
the TattvavodhinI Sabha which soon started propaga­
tion of the "holy religious true Shaster according
. 4to the doctrines of Vedanta". In order to facilita-
_  ^ ^
Vernacular Literature Society.,. Report of the tran­
sactions ...from February 1856 to May 1857 inclusive 
(Calcutta* 1857), Appendix B, p. 23.
9
Of them we have found 35 extant.
3 ' .For details’, see« Sophia Dobson Collet, An historical
sketch of the Brahmo Somai (Calcutta* 1940)
^Circular letter of the Tattwabodhini Sobha", The Cal­
cutta Christian Advofcate, 1(22 February 1840),p.372.
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te supply of religious works and to publish its 
organ the Ta11vavodhi 11 i Patrika. the Society estab­
lished its own press in 1840. In 1859, the Sabha was 
dissolved but its entire property including the press 
was made over to the Brahma Samaja. The Brahma Samaja 
and the Tattvavodhini Sabha between 1828 and 1866 
through its press not only produced a large number of: 
books (we have found 70 extant) but also played a 
prominent role in flourishing the literature of Bengal.
Immediately after establishment of the Brahma Sa­
maja, another religious society, the Dharma Sabha re­
presenting the conservative Hindus came into being in 
1830. It was mainly to oppose the.ideals of the Brah­
ma Samaja and to uphold the conservative system of 
Hindu worship. Bhavanicarana Vandyopadhyaya, the prin- 
ter and proprietor of the Samacara Candrika Press<was 
its Secretary, Many of the productions of this press 
was initiated by the Dharma Sabha.
Apart from the societies and institutions men­
tioned above many other societies with different aims 
and objects came into being between 1777 and 1866.
The role of the Asiatic Society of Bengal launched by 
Sir William Jones in 1783 is well known. Though it: did 
not contribute directly towards Bengali printing it 
was the leading literary society in Bengal. Its active 
members like Ramakamala Sena and Rajendralala Mitra 
and others contributed much to enrich Bengali literature. 
Many societies such as the Agricultural and Horticul­
tural Society of India(l820), Gaudiya Samaja* an asso- 
ciation of Bengalis for the promotion of knowledge 
and social improvement (1823). the Society for Tran­
slating European Sciences (1831), the Calcutta Indi­
genous Literary Club. (1832), the Society for Acquisi­
tion of General Knowledge(1838), the Zamindary Asso­
ciation later renamed as Landholder's Society(l838)
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the British Indian Society (1843), the Hindu The©phi­
lanthropic Society (1843), Bethune Society (1851), 
the Family Literary Club (1857) and a host of others 
came into being in Bengal and had contributed towards 
literary production.
Meanwhile Bengali became the court language of 
Bengal with effect from 1 January 1839 in.accordance
with the provisions of an act passed on 20 November
1 . . . .1837 and thus for the first time in its history
Bengali gained official status. Bengali was from the 
very beginning the medium of instruction at the ele­
mentary level and in 1854 Bengali secondary schools 
were established in every district. All of these deve­
lopments gave a considerable impetus towards growth 
and development of printing.
Under all of the advantages and disadvantages, 
as stated above, Bengali printers were performing 
their tasks. In 1857 a book-reviewer (apparently
Rajendralala Mitra) estimated that these printers
2were producing 15 million pages a year. These pre­
sses were mainly situated in and around Sobha Bazar, 
Calcutta, which is known as Batatala, a famous name 
in the Bengali literature. According to Long who 
visited these presses they were 'generally in by­
lanes with little outside to attract, yet they
3ply a busy trade*. In 1830s when Bengalis were: gra­
dually taking up the profession their printing estab­
lishments were described as follows*
A wooden Press which threatens to go to pieces
1Act No. XXIX of 1837
^Vividartha Samgraha, IV* 43(Kartika 1779 Saka, i.ed 
October-November 1857), p. 164.
o ,
Long, Returns, 1857, p. xiv.
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with every impression; types which are obliged 
to do duty long after they ought to have retu­
rned to the crucible; paper which consists of 
old" socks kept together by rice paste,and work­
men, hardly operatives, who will actually set 
four large quarto pages and send them to press 
for one Rupee. 1
This description is no exaggeration since as late as
as in 1858 when the condition of Bengali presses were
quite improved the printer of the SudhahidHi- Press
himself informs us that the work entitled Smrtidarpana
• *
was put .'to press in February 185 8 but printing could 
not be finished before 2 September 1858 since his press 
got broken several times? iut during the period between 
1857 and 1866 there were very few presses like this. 
Wooden presses were no longer in use having been repla­
ced by iron presses and even steam presses which for
3first time urn Calcutta was introduced m  January 1849 
- wooden presses had become curiosities.^ Bengali pre­
sses at that time were producing excellent works. It 
will be seen from Plate No. 58 that by 1865 and 1866 
Bengali presses produced such good work that would 
not disgrace the production of today.
Characteristics;
Absence of title page, chapter headings, the lack 
of comas and semicolons, the inequality and thickness 
of types, the absence of the printer's name, of the 
place where, and of the year when the book was printed 
and non-existence of signatures and catchwords are
■^Quoted .in Long, Returns, 1857 , p. xii 
2Bib. No. 1480, p. 83.
2The Arunodai, IV* 7(July 1849),p. 52, col 1 
^Long, Returns, 1857, p. xii
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special characteristics of early European-printed 
1
books. But, as we have observed, Bengali printing 
started about three and a half centuries later 
than the invention of printing in Europe and at a 
time when everything in the typographical field was 
settled. Bengali printing was introduced by the Euro­
peans, therefore, when they started printing in Ben­
gal contemporary European models of printing were be­
fore them. With title page, chapter headings, catch­
words, etc. they tried to make the early printed Ben­
gali works as complete as English books of that time; 
ydfc, being just infants they left some marks of play­
ful pranks here and there.
The first book, Bengali grammar, has a beautiful 
title page, signatures, catchwords, place and date of 
printing - but not the printer's name on the title 
page. The printer's name in this case we get from the 
preface. The seasons by Kalidasa;edited by Sir William 
Jones does not give the name of its printer. A fair 
amount of research was needed to discover that it was: 
printed by the Honorable Company's Press or the Cal­
cutta Gazette Press. The Chronicle Press made its- 
Vocabulary (1793) complete in all bibliographical 
details except that the author is anonymous;. John Mi­
ller in his Tutor (1797) does not gdive the place of 
printing. Signatures and catchwords are also absent 
from this work. Ferris and Company made their books 
complete in all respect.
When the Bengali printers started activities 
they copied the practices prevalent at that time- 
with the European printers, especially Serampore Miss­
ion Pr#ss. All of the books produced by Visvanatha 
Deva and the volumes of Savdakalpadruma bear title 
pages and all other pertinent information. The work
1C, F.. Partington, The printer's complete guide; con­
taining a sketch of the history and progress of prin­
ting (hon<Jon* 1825), pp. 198 -199.
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entitled Savdasindhu (1817) printed toy Visvanatha Deva 
alone does not toear the name of printer. For the prin­
ter's name we are to look through various sources. The 
Sanskrit Press (1807-1824) under Lulu Lai Kavi did not 
follow any practice consistently. In some eases it pr­
inted title page, in some cases no toitoliographic inf­
ormation can toe gathered from the book itself. The only 
identifiatole feature of this press is the use of a de­
vice resemtoling snow-flakes to introduce, subdivide 
and close-the sections’*,
Printing in Bengal, as we have pointed out, was. 
well regulated, printers toeing required to print 
their names, place and date of printing. As a result 
of this, out of 1992 books that we have been able to 
examine only 80 books do nbt have this bibliographic: 
information. Out of these 80 it was not possible for 
us to identify the printers of 57 books.
If printing had started in Bengal on its own 
without European models before them it would have 
been natural for printers to begin by copying the 
manuscript of that period in respect of size and 
format. But it was not until 1830 that Bhavanicarana 
Vandyopadhyaya, the printer of the Samacara Candrika
Press printed Srlmadbhaaavata in a size, style and
. 1  .format of a puthi. He followed this practice for
other religious works as well. Only a few other prin­
ters imitated him in this.
With few exceptions these early printed books 
were modern books though not always specimens of good 
printing. There were very few spelling mistakes, main-
"^Adverti sement in the Samacara Darpana, dated 10 July 
1830, Vrajendranatha Vandyopadhyaya? Samvadapatre se- 
kalera katha, II (Calcutta: 1947), p* 145*
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ly caused by lack of education of the compositor or 
incompleteness of the fount. The use of'tff-,
( S, S, S.) indiscriminately was common; similarly 
with , JT and 4 ( 1, n$ r and b). Broken and worn-
out; types, and the inferior quality of paper often 
gave poor results. It is very difficult to say which 
presses produce inferior quality of printing, for it 
has been found that the same press produced both 
good and bad quality of printing. If a superior qua­
lity of paper was supplied, and the author himself took 
special care with his book, then it became a good pro­
duct; on the other hand - if the werk was left to the 
choice of the compositor the product usually became 
a bad specimen of printing. To give a specific exam­
ple, Serajaddin Jamadara after disposing of his Anglo 
Indian Union Press (1844 - 1866) established Kaderya 
Press (1857 - 1865). While at the former press he pro­
duced some of the finest specimens of Bengali prin­
ting, whereas when in 1865 he printed Darvesanama he 
left the task of printing the work to Sadaraddin who 
did both composing and proof reading; as a result 
the work is full of printing errors (Plate LIX),
It is 5iot that bad printing was done in the early 
days and good printing in the later period. It all 
depended on the printer. Early printers like Visvana­
tha Deva, Lulu Lai Kavi and Harachndra Raya produced
fine Workmanship: but on the other hand the Sahanasahl 
Press in 186 6 produced deplorable specimens of 
printing (Plate LX),
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Punctuation introduced
Before printing was introduced Bengali had no
punctuation marks in the European style. It had only
purnaccheda (full-stop), Other punctuation marks were
introduced specially at the instance of the Seramporc
Press. The Calcutta School-Book Society in cooperation
with the Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta also tried
to introduce • (full-stop) in place of the existing
\ (purnaccheda) in Bengali. In the early publications 
- •
of the Calcutta School-Book-Society the full-stop 
was consistently used. The Bishop's College Press used 
it as late as.in 1850, but this practice never became 
popular•
With very few exceptions Bengali printers man- 
tained a good standard as regard format. Quarto, oc­
tavo, duodecimo were the common formats prevalent 
among the printers. Folio and oblong (puthi size) 
books are very few. Most of the books bear signatures, 
but printers deliberately omitted these from elemen­
tary text-books so as to avoid confusion for the chil­
dren. Singnatures are generally in fours or sixes. 
Serampore in its English works invariably used the 26 
letters of the Roman alphabet to indicate the regis­
ter in contrast to western practice of using only 
24, omitting v  and w. But in case of Books in Bengali 
characters it used Bengali letters, usually 34 conso­
nants * Ka to Ksa excluding the characters and *£/ to 
indicate the register. When the consonant’ letters 
were finished it either started with vowels* A to Ah. 
or repeated consonants adding Arabic numerals* Ben­
gali presses, up about 1850 signed their books with 
Bengali letters. When these gave out' they used double
Calcutta School-Book Society, First report, 1817-18, 
(Calcutta* 1818), p. 3.
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and sometimes triple letters. The American Baptist 
Mission Press was the first to use Arabic, numerals 
as signatures. The Sanskrit Press of Vidyasagara 
adopted this practice from the very beginning, as did 
almost all Bengali printers which followed it . It is 
impossible, therefore, to identify a later press from 
the signatures.
Books printed in this period are plain and simple 
in style. Decorations are astonishingly absent except 
that some of the covers or title pages of, the books 
bear flower borders supplied by the type founders.
There is nothing significant by way of printers* 
marks. Illustrations were introduced by Ferris and 
Company as early as 1816. John Lawson in his series 
of Natural history printed at the Baptist Mission 
Press in 1822 introduced woodcuts(Bib. Nos. 234 - 237). 
There were quite a number of Bengali engravers who 
produced copper plate illustrations, but since they 
were not up to the mark, the Vernacular Literature
Society in 1852 procured plates of illustrations from
1 . . .England. But when printed m  their books they were
not impressive. By and after 1860 beautiful illus­
trations started to appear ( See Plate. LXI)
Binding was rare. Books were produced normally 
only with paper covers. Sometimes covers served both 
the purposes of cover and title page.' Very few lea­
ther bindings occur: the only exception being that 
Serampore issued first edition of the Bengali New 
Testament in calf. Later, both the Serampore and 
Calcutta Baptists issued their Bibles and portions 
of the Bible in cloth. Cloth bound books were also 
issued by some of the Bengali printers. The Girisa- 
Vidyaratna Press in 1865 issued a few works in cloth 
which are specimens of fine workmanship.
Vernacular Literature Society, First report (CALcu- 
tta: 1852), p. 4.
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CHAPTER IX
THE SUBJECT HATTER OF THE BOOKS PRINTED BETWEEN 
1777 AND 1866
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The subject matter of. the books printed between 
1777 and 1866
1The Bengali presses, as we have already said 
printed no fewer than 3000 works. Among them we have 
been able to discover 1992 extant books in the Benga­
li, Sanskrit and Assamese languages. Bengali and Assa­
mese are written in Bengali characters, Sanskrit ge­
nerally in Devanagari. But a good number of Sanskrit 
works were also printed in Bengali characters in the 
period under review. The first Sanskrit work, The sea­
sons by Kalidasa edited by Sir William Jones, ever to 
appear in printed characters is in Bengali(Bib. No.8), 
After that it became a common practice in Bengal to 
print Sanskrit works in Bengali characters, especially 
religious scriptures. Reading lesson books, grammars, 
dictionaries etc. were also issued in Bengali chara- 
ters.We have found 53 such works.
This large number of books printed in this pe­
riod are on a wide variety of subjects. Nearly all 
subjects known in that time are covered by these 
books from Accounts to Zoology, Among these subjects, 
however, religion took prominence. It has been men­
tioned that the Christian missionaries were in the 
forefront in Bengal in introducing printing. They 
were responsible for type cutting and printing a lar­
ge number of books. These missionary works include 
the Bible, in whole or in part and books on different 
aspects of Christianity. When in the 1820 s Bengalis 
came forward with their printing presses there were 
two groups among them. The one under 'the leadership 
of Raja Ramamohana Raya and later Devendranatlia Tha- 
kura professed monotheism under the style of Brahma
1Include, for the purpose of this discussion, all pre­
sses* government, mission and commercial having Ben­
gali printing.
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dliarma. The other under the shadow of Dharma Sabha 
headed by Bhavanicarana Vandyopadhyaya adhered to 
the traditional Hindu religion. Therefore, a large 
number of books on Hindu religion* its Scriptures, 
Puranas, Vedas, etc. came out. On the other hand, 
a large number of books also came out on Brahma reli­
gion. Quite a good number of books on Vaisnava sect 
of Hinduism were also published. Among these religious 
works Christianity topped the list. We have found 273 
works on various aspects of Christianity* 116are the 
Bibles and portions of the Bible, the remaining 157 
on different aspects of Christianity. We have found 
235 works on.the Hindu religion which includes 29 
texts of the Mahabharata, 23 of the Ramayana, 2 Tantras, 
7 Upanisadas, 18 Vedas and the remaining 135 works are 
religion, its rites and rituals, pilgrimage, etc,
We have also found 33 works on Vaisnava sect of the 
Hindu religion. On Brahma religion, we have 41 works; 
while on Islam we have only 8 books.
Educational works
The spread of education led to an increased de­
mand for school books in Bengali, We have seen how 
there were a dearth of such works when the Serampore 
Mission started their educational institution's. In 
addition to the Serampore Mission, the Calcutta School- 
Book Society was active in producing educational 
works from 1817. Meanwhile many private individuals^ 
came to the field, Isvaracandra Vidyasagara among them, 
who, through his Sanskrit Press produced a large number 
of works. These private presses superseded the work 
of the Calcutta School-Book Society and alone in 1857,
1
according to Long, printed 84,220 copies of such works. 
1Long, Returns, 1857, p. 24.
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These works included a wide variety of subjects 
which were taught in the schools in those days, 
such as Accounts(6), Agricultux-e(4), Algebra(2) 
Arithmetic (10), Botany (2), Chemistry (4),
Commerce (2), Economics (4), Education (2), Eng­
lish constitution (l), General knowledge (6), Geo­
metry (3), Health and Hygiene (3), History of India, 
Bengal, England, Rome, Greece, Egypt and Russia 
(64), Home economics (2), Moral lessons (9), School 
administration (3), Science (13), Bengali spelling- 
books (28), Land survey (l) and Zoology (3).
Astrology, Astronomy, etc.
Astrology and palmistry is still a favourite 
subject among the Bengalis-. Besides general works 
on these topics, the panjika or Bengali astrological 
almanac, an annual publication used to be printed in 
that period in abundance. This publication gives the 
dates of the whole year and describes them according 
to Hindu system. It gives auspicious days for marriage, 
for starting.to build a house, when a journey to be 
begun, etc. Many printers would print this kind of 
publication but very few of them have been preserved 
since they fall into the category of ephemerals. We 
have in all 30 books on these topics. We have also 
books on current topics like cyclone (5), famine 
(4), etc.
Languages
Books on languages were also prominent among 
the production of the period, especially Bengali, 
English, Assamese and Sanskrit. We have found 181 
linguistic works, 2 Assamese-English, 16 Bengali- 
Bengali, 13 English-Bengali, 15 Bengali-English,
11 Sanskrit-Bengali, 11 Sanskrit-Sanskrit dictiona­
ries; 23 Bengali grammars, 8 Bengali grammars in the 
English language, 1 Bengali Etymology, 21 Bengali
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language teaching works including letterwriting,
33 Sanskrit grammars, 1 Sanskrit Etymology, 13 
Sanskrit teaching manuals, 1 Assamese grammar in the 
English language, 6 English grammars and 6 English 
teaching manuals including spelling-books.
Ethics, fables, proverbs, etc.
A large number of books on ethicte and moral tea­
chings, proverbs, etc. drawn from English, Sanskrit 
and Persian sources were printed. We have 43 such works 
in our list.
Law
The publication of government regulations goes 
back to the beginning of printing. The first initia­
tive in this regard being taken by the government 
itself. We have found the earliest extant Bengali 
translation of government regulations of 1784 printed 
in 1785. Later on, private printers also printed Ben­
gali translations of laws and acts, police manuals, 
court reports, etc, In addition to these there were 
Bengali translations as well as Sanskrit texts of 
Hindu laws specially law of inheritance. We have 
found 33 of acts, regulations, etc. and 17 on Hindu 
law.
Medical science
Works on medical science include both Western 
and Indian. In the Western branch of: this science we 
have works on anatomy, physiology, medicine, general 
practice, treatment of children, sraccination, etc.
(19 works). In the Indian side of medical science
include Ayurveda and other indigenous method of 
diagnosis, treatment and medicines (25 works).
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Others
In addition to the above subjects we have also 
found works Hindu philosophy(17), phrenology (l), 
Western philosophy (l), Dreams (2:), Psychology (3), 
telegraphy (l), Railways (l). Apart from these, we 
have several works on music and songs, cosmology, 
games and. sports. There is also a catalogue of 
Bengali books* in our list.
Literature
We have more than once said that at the time of 
introduction of Bengali printing the literature of 
Bengal was in a very bad state. Halhed in his graramar 
wrote:
I might observe, that Bengal is at present in 
the same state with Greece before the time of 
Thucydides? when poetry was the only style to 
which authors applied themselves, and studied 
prose was utterly unknown* Letters of business, 
petitions, public notifications, and all such 
other concerns of common life are necessarily, 
and of course, written without measure or 
r[h~jythm? I might almost have added, without: 
Grammar* But all the compilations dedicated to 
Religion, to History and to Morality, and all 
such works as are expected or intended to sur­
vive the composer, are invariably written in 
Verse? and it is probable no other style will 
ever be adopted, 1
Early prose work in fact started with the Bengali
translation of the Regulations of the Government made
by Europeans. The first prose work written by a
Bengali, as already stated, appeared in 1801 from
Serampore, and started a fashion for writing prose.
But poetry was still popular in Bengal. Even in
later days,when Islamic religious works started to
appear, they were also in verse. Apart from these
Hlalhed, Grammar, p. 36.
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religious works stories and tales in verse were still 
popular. Even in dramatic works authors would write 
considerable portions in poetry. Apart from the usual 
verse, Blank verse and sonnets as poetical style were 
also introduced. We have, in all, found 150 poetical 
works•
After poetical works comes drama. Indians have 
known drama from ancient times. Yatra, an open stage 
drama is still popular in Bengal. A considerable num­
ber of dramatic works on a wide variety of social 
topics like polygamy, widow marriage and condition 
of peasants made their appearence. Most of the dra­
matic works are, however, translations from ancient 
Sanskrit and English works - such as the Bhanumati 
Cittavilasa, a translation and adaptation of Shakes­
peare^ Merchant of Venice and Malatimadhava. a tran­
slation and adaptation of a Sanskrit work of Bhavabuti. 
On the other hand, original works like Kullnakulasar- 
vasva nataka, on the aristocracy, by Ramanarayana— " "i-" i. ^
Tarkaratna and sensational works like Niladarpana 
(Indigo planting mirror) by Dinavandhu Mitra were also 
published. The last mentioned work, printed at the
1Bangla Press, Dacca m  1860 was immediately translated 
at the instance of the Rev. James Long and sent to 
England in order that the government might know real 
facts about the Indigo industry in Bengal and the 
abuses connected with it. Consequently the Landholders 
and Commercial Association of British India brought: 
a libel suit against the Rev. Long, This famous case 
known as "Queen vs. Long" was tried before a special 
jury presided over by Justice Sir Morduant L, Wells.
^The original work was published_anonymously. It 
is believed that Michael Madhusudana Datta tran­
slated it into English? but his name was not dis­
closed by Long during the trial.
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Long was found guilty and sentenced to one month*s
imprisonment and to pay a fine of one thousand 
1
rupees. In all* we have found 66 dramatic works.
Fiction
The love of Bengalis for story-telling and other 
works of imagination is well-known. The works printed 
in this category are mythological stories, stories 
from the Puranas and other Sanskrit sources, transla- 
tions of Arabian Nights, of English works like Shakes­
peare’s drama retold in form of story, Robinson Cruso, 
Uncle Tom*s Cabin, etc. Besides, original works like 
Nava vavu vilasa ( Character of modern Bengali), by 
Bhavanicarana Vandyopadhyaya , Alalera crharera dulala 
(Story of a rich man’s spoilt son), by Pyaricand Mitra 
also came out. We have found 149 works of fiction.
Others
In addition to the above mentioned literary 
works we have also works of literary criticism 
(7), anthologies (4), essays (16), biographies (26), 
prosody and rhetoric (7): arid Musalmani Bengali (19) 
which is Bengali containing a large number of Arabic: 
and Persian words.
Works on social topics
The period we are dealing with "was the period
of renaissance, of the practical introduction of
the printing press ..• and of the foundation of the
2
modern school...". Many social reforms took place, 
for instance, the banning of throwing children alive 
intb the Ganges, banning of burning widows alive, 
widow remarriage, stopping of infant marriage, female
1For details seei Lalit Chandra Mitra, History of 
Indigo disturbance (Calcutta* $909)
9
G. A. Grierson, The modern vernacular literature of' 
Hindoostan, (Calcutta* 1889), p. 107,
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education, modification of caste system, control of 
drinking habit, etc. Works on all of these contempo­
rary topics came out in the form of general discuss­
ions, dramas, stories or poems. We have not however, 
found any work on throwing children alive into the 
Ganges or on burning widows alive, but the rest of 
these topics are represented. We have found 10 works 
on social questions, 15 on widow-remarriage, 2 on 
infant marriage, 14 on female education, 6 on the 
caste system and 4 designed to discourage drinking.
Obscene books
Erotic books, containing obscene passages and 
pictures were, also published. Although in this cate­
gory we have found only 8 books, apparently large 
numbers of copies of these books were sold. Accor­
ding to Long, in 1857, 14, 250 copies of such works 
were printed. He 'knew that of one most hideously
obscene book with its 20 most filthy pictures, 30,
1000 copies were sold in twelve months1, None of 
these illustrated works appears to have been preser­
ved in British libraries.
In order to ban such erotic or obscene books 
government passed an act which received assent of
the Governor-General on 26 January 1856 and came
2 . . into effect immediately. Under this act, printing
publishing, sale of exposure of obscene books was
punishable with a maximum penalty of 100 rupees
and three months* imprisonment. In 1855 when this
act was in the stage of a bill the local press was
concerned that this act might affect the publication
^Long, Returns, 1857, p. xxv. 
2Act No. I of 1856.
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1of Hindu religious works, but the act when passed 
included a clause that it would not "extend' to any 
book, pamphlet, writing, drawing or painting kept 
or used bona fide for religious purposes or any repre­
sentation' of sculpture,engraved, painted or otherwise- 
represented on or in any temple, or in any car used 
for the conveyance of idols, or kept or used for any 
religious purpose".
When the act came into effect in 1856, three. 
Bengalis were prosecuted in the Supreme Court, for 
selling three obscene works, valued at 4 annas each. 
Altogether fines and costs of the hearing involved 
the defendants in an expense of 1300 rupees. Other 
book-sellers were so terrified by these examples
that they destroyed the greater part of their obscene 
2stock. But it seems that the act was m>t fully 
effective, since according to a newspaper report these 
kinds of publications were on the increase by 1865.
The newspaper urged that the authors of such works
3should be punished.
Authorship and copyright 
When printing was first introduced in Bengali, it
was very costly being dearer than English. Charles
Wilkins used to charge for Bengali or Persian prin-
. . 4ting almost double the price of English printing.
But since the domestication of printing in Bengal it 
became cheaper day by day. We have seen how the Lon-
^The Sarvasubhankari Patrika, Ii 3( 1855 ), pp. 65-66. 
o
Long, Returns, 1857 , p. xxv.
^The Bangavidvaprakasika , 11* 27( 23 October 1865),
p. 2, cols. 1-3.
^See Chapter IV
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don Missionary Society and the Church Missionary
Society abolished their presses as printing became
1 . . .  cheap m  Bengal. By 1831, Bengali printing, accor­
ding to the government printing committee became mu-
2ch "cheaper than English m  Calcutta". This gave 
a great fillip to Bengali literature. In our discu­
ssion we have seen that a large number of books, goods 
bad and indifferent begun to be published through 
easy access to printing facility and its cheapness. 
These no longer remained limited to the religious 
scriptures or to a handful of poetical works, but 
included works on all subjects for nearly all types: 
of readers. Demands were increasing all the time. When 
printing began it was very difficult for a printer^ 
or an author to print his bools unless a sufficient
number of subscribers could be secured. John Miller's
. 3Tutor was advertised m  1788 but could not be prin­
ted before 1797. At the early stage of introduction 
of printing printer or author had at first to publish 
a proposal for publishing a book and send agent's from 
door to door to collect subscribers. But by 1840 
the situation was entirely changed - by then, a pool 
of potential readership had been created. Authors 
and printers, by then, instead of depending on subs­
cribers could publish books straightway at their own 
risk, Nilamani Vasaka, in 1853, stated that when the 
the first edition of his Arabian Nights was published 
in 1849 he did not look for subscribers, but put his 
book on sale directly with booksellers. The entire
^See Chapter V
o
"See Chapter IV
3The Calcutta Chronicle, Ills 147( 13 November 1^88), 
p. 4, col. 4.
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impression of his book was quickly sold.^We have al­
ready seen how authors were treated by the prin­
ters by the end of eighteenth century. But by the 
mid-nineteenth century the situation had entirely 
changed. Authors now found the writing of Bengali 
books profitable, and some drew a regular income 
‘ . from this activity."'
In this developing stage of book production 
there were frequent infringements of copyrights, 
as there was 110 protection against this nefarious 
practice except moral, ethical or religious obliga­
tions. As early as in 1797 when John Miller printed 
his Tutor, in the absence of any copyright protection 
he resorted to printing a Sanskrit sioka of Manu 
according to which if some one copies another's work 
and publishes it he will be thrown into the hell ca­
lled Raurava. In 1817, J. C. Fernandes, the publish­
er of £>anti&ataka (Bib. No, 196) had simply to print 
an advertisement as follows* "to prevent misconcep­
tion, and the counterfeit monopoly of future plagia­
ries of the similitudej- the publisher has thought 
it expedient to prefix his name ■ herein". Similar 
caution followed but no protection of copyright 
existed, although there were press control regulations 
in force. In similar circumstances, in England, the 
Licensing Act of 1662, 'in attempting to subject the
press censorship, had in effect protected its privi-
3
leges, including publishers* copyright*. But the 
Press Control Regulations and Acts in India up to 
1847, as we have already seen, did not have any pro­
vision to- protect the rights either of the author 
or of the printer.
Bib. No. 1019, preface. '"Long, Returns, 1857,p. xn.
2Gaskell, A new introduction to bibliography, p.184.
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Consequently, in 1847 the Copyright Act for the 
first time in the history of India was enacted. This 
act "for the encouragement of learning in the terri­
tories subject to the government of the East India 
Company, by defining and providing for the enforce­
ment of the right called Copyright therein" was passed 
in 18 December 1847^and came into effect immediate­
ly. Under this act the author*s copyright would 'en­
dure for the natural life of the author and seven 
years after, or for 42 years if seven years sooner 
expire'. In case of infringement of copyright a 
special action could be brought in the district court 
or some higher local court. The act had a good effect 
on book production, and most of the books published 
in and after 1848 bear a copyright notice saying that 
the book has been registered under Act No. XX of 
1847 and infringements of copyright will lead to 
prosecution.
Publishing and Bookselling
In the early stage of printing in any country 
there were no separate entities of printers, publish­
ers and booksellers. This familiar three-part divi­
sion of the modern book trade was not established 
even in Great Britain until early years of the
nineteenth century. 'Similar developments took place
2in America, but half a century later*. During the 
eighteenth century in Bengal the printer, publisher 
and bookseller was usually the same person. This 
practice continued even beyond 1866, Each printer had 
his own publishing and sales counter attached to 
each establishment. The sales offices of these prin-
XAct No. XX of 1847 
2Gaskell, On. Cit., p.297.
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ting presses in addition to their own productions 
also kept books of other presses for sale. These 
primitive book shops were then known as 'Depositories', 
as in the case of the Sanskrit Press Book Depository. 
Similarly the missionary societies, the Bible Society, 
The Calcutta Christian Tract and Book Society, the 
Calcutta School-Book Society and the Vernacular Lite­
rature Society had their own depositories.
Though the general rule of the period was that 
the printer and publisher was the same person, sepa­
rate publishers were also emerging in that period.
We have already named one F, C, Farnandes who in 
1817 published a book entitled £antisataka. No records 
remain to show if he was a recjular publisher or book­
seller, but it is certain that he was not a printer. 
Gangakisora Bhattacarya was the first among Bengalis 
to become a,publisher. According to the Quarterly 
Friend of India*
...Gunga-Kishore, formerly employed in the Seram­
pore press, ,..appears to have been the first 
who conceived the idea of printing works in the 
current language as a means of acquiring wealth.
To ascertain the pulse of the Hindu public, he 
printed several works at the press of a European, 
for which having obtained a ready sale, he estab­
lished an office of his own, and opened a book 
shop...He appointed agents in the chief towns 
and villages in Bengal, from his books were pur­
chased with great avidity. 1
_  _  ~ . 2  
Gangakisora Bhattacarya later became a printer.
Kaji Safiuddin was the second Bengali to start
publishing as a business. His name for the first time
as a publisher is found in a book entitled Kalicarita
(Bib. No, 1385)in 1855, This was a copyright book and
the copyright notice says if someone printsit without
his permission he wrill be prosecuted. He also advised
lH0n the effect of the Native Press in India", Friend 
of India, Quarterly series, I (September 1820], p.123•
2See Chapter VI
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the intending purchaser to check if his seal is in 
the book. In that book he also gives his own iden­
tity, According to his own statement Kaji Safiuddin 
was the grandson of Kaji Amirullah who was the Kaji
(Judge) of 27 parganas“and son of Kaji Jeleruddin,
—  2a reputed pious man of his period, Ayamadari being 
his ancestral profession. He was born at Bandapur, 
police station Rajapur in the district of Hoogly, His 
residence as well as his office was- at Cadnicaka, 
Calcutta, It was not his first publication, for, acc­
ording to the advertisement given in this book, he 
had already published Layala-Mainu, Mrgavatl-Jamini- 
Bhanu, Golave-Sanoyara and Bahara Panesa. Kaji Safi­
uddin was active in the publishing business up to 
1866, He published work's of a religious nature both 
Hindu and Islamic, stories translated from Persian 
and Sanskrit sources; even some original works. We 
have found 10 works published by him.
Bookselling
It is interesting to know how these large number 
of books produced by the Bengali presses were sold.
We have already mentioned about the ’Depositories*. 
There were no regular book-shops in those days. 
Printers in the title pages would invariably say 
where the book may be had, suggesting enquiry at 
the printing, office,' the residence of the author, of 
a private person or even at a grocery.
Though there were no booksellers such as exist 
today in that period, bookselling was not unknown
3
in Bengal. We have already mentioned John Andrews 
as the earliest bookseller in Calcutta, who had a
1An administrative division of Mughal period
^Owner of lands bestowed by the king for faithful 
services.
^See Chapter III
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bookselling business as early as 1778. In addition
to a boolc-shop he also had a rental library. He was
followed by other Europeans. During the second and
third quarter of the nineteenth century the China
Bazar in Calcutta was the place of attraction for
book buyers. A contemporary traveller writes*.
Bookshops have attractions on -their jown 
even in the China Bazaar, this truth is very 
evident .,• The stock of books in some of these 
native shops is heavy..• Shakespeare, Addision, 
Burns, Chalmers, Scott, Marryatt, indeed almost 
every author of note with general readers, has: ^
a place on the shelves of the bazaar bookseller.
Bookshops and sales depositories of the printing 
presses were to be found only in Calcutta. But in 
Mufassil towns and villages books were difficult to 
obtain. When the Vernacular Literature Society wanted 
its books to be available at every nook and cranny 
of the country it had no choice but to appoint the 
Deputy Inspector of Schpols of the Education Depart­
ment as its sales agent, with, of course, the concu-
2rrence of the Director of Public Instruction, The 
Education Department was also required to make arran­
gements so that school texts and other books were 
easily available to the people. Their report in this 
regard worth quoting:
The importance of enabling the mass of the 
people to obtain easily vernacular school books 
and other works at the lowest possible prices, 
is always steadily kept in view, and to this 
end every effort has been made to induce a person 
in the principal towns of each district to es­
tablish Book-Shops and Book Agencies. 3
1 ,
Sketches, of Calcutta,, or notes of a late soiourn
113 the "city of palaces”, by a Griffin (Glasgow* 1843), 
pp. 103-104.
2Ver.nacular. Literature Society, Report of the tran­
sactions.from February 1856 to Hay 1857 inclusi­
ve (Calcutta* 1857), 13, 12T
3 . . .  .'•Report on the administration of the districts under
the Government of Bengal, during the year 1856-57",
General report on the administration of the several
PBgsidencies and Provinces of British India, during
the year 1856-57, (Calcutta* 1858), p. 123*
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.Hawking books was the most successful media thro-
ugh which these large number of books were sold in towns
and villages. The Vernacular Literature Society informs*
At the Depot itself, curiously enough, very few 
books indeed have been sold. People come to the 
shop and talk, but buy not* they always profess 
to want ■ just the books that are not at the shop.
At the Railway Station, too, very few books are 
sold* the reason given is that natives will not. 
buy a book, at present, without a good look at 
it, and there is no leisure, at the Railway 
Station, for this. 1
Therefore, the Society resorted to appointing hawkers
who would go from door to door selling books. The
sales through them had been 'decidedly encouraging'.
Among these hawkers there were several females who
sold large numbers of books of the Society to the 
2womenfolk.
This process of selling books was not new. As we
have already seen Gangakisora Bhattacarya adopted this
method as early as in 1815 or 1816, Later, apparently,
most of the printers adopted this mode of selling
their products. The Rev. Long writes*
Of late several educated natives have opened 
shops for the sale of Bengali works, and we 
know the case of one man who realizes Rupees 
500 per month profit, but the usual mode of 
sale is by hawkers, of whom there are more than 
200 in connection with the Calcutta presses.
These men may be seen going through the native 
part of Calcutta and the adjacent towns with a 
pyramid of books on their head. They buy the 
books themselves at wholesale price, and often 
sell them at a distance at double the price 
which brings them in probably 6 or 8 Rupees 
monthly •,, The Natives find the best advertise­
ment for a Bengali book is a living agent who 
shows the book itself. Various valuable Bengali 
works have been printed, which have rotted on a 
Book-seller*s shelves, simply, because the  ^
agency of hawkers was not brought into action.
^Report from February 1856 to May 1857 (Calcutta* 1857), 
pp. 13 - 14
^Ibid., p. 14. 3Long, Returns. 1857, p. xiv.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL
We have already pointed out the condition of 
Bengali language and literature at the time of intro­
duction of printing# Even fifty years after Halhed's 
grammar -was printed the Calcutta School-Book Society 
commented s
[Bengal] has hitherto been laboring under the 
same disadvantages as were felt in Europe about 
three centuries ago. The press, the grand means 
of diffusing knowledge, was then but just coming 
into action, and scarcely any of that abundant 
apparatus for mental improvement, which we now 
possess, was then in being. And as in those dark 
times the mother tongue was neglected, and the 
learned languages acquired only by a few; so it 
is in this country. It is not till within a few 
years that the natives of Bengal have had a 
Grammar in their vernacular tongue; and none 
composed by a Native has yet made its appearence 
in print; nor have they among themselves any 
standard Dictionary to which they can appeal. 1
But after that.the.situation took a quick turn. Ben­
gali presses begun to multiply and a revolution took 
place in respect1 of literary production. As a result, 
the Rev; Long in i860 was able to announce proudly:
"I can tell...that more than half a million copies 
of Bengali books issue annually from the Bengali 
press of Calcutta; many of the books containing valu­
able and useful information. Vidyasagar and the wri­
ters of the Tattvavodhini Press can tell •.• that the 
language is capable of expressing thoughts of the 
highest and noblest kind, and I know that the Bible
is translated as forcibly, elegantly, and expressive-
2ly into Bengali as into English".
■'"Calcutta School-Book Society, Eighth Report, 1828-29, 
(Calcutta: 1830), p. 1.
^James Long, "Address...[on] May 25, I860", The Family 
Literary Club, The third Anniversery Report (Calcutta 
1860), p. 15.
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This vast amount of literature produced in 
Bengal was gaining attention both at home and abroad. 
The Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ire­
land, as already mentioned, was very keen at least 
to have a list of such publications. At home, the 
reading habit' was being created. Libraries were being 
established, circulation was on steady increase. The 
Calcutta Public Library had already started operation 
in 1835.1 The establishment of a Bengali Library "to
contain all the most important and interesting books
2published m  the vernacular " was underway. There 
were the Printing Press Regulation Act and the Copy­
right Act in force. But there was no provision in 
those acts under which bibliographic control could 
be secured for this vast amount of literature pro­
duced every year. Though the Printing Press Act of
3 . . .1857 contained a provision under which printers were
required to submit a copy of their productions to
the local Magistrates it did not provide machinery
for collecting those copies deposited in a central
place and preserving and preparing lists of them. On
4the other hand, the Copyright Act of 1847 provides 
for copyright registration but does not make any 
provision for deposit and listing the books registered.
1The Samacara Darpana, dated 14 November 1835, 
quoted in, Vandyop^dhyaya, Samvadapatre sekalera 
katha, II (Calcutta: 1947), . p. 117.
"AT. Wencrer. A Catalogue of Sanscrit and Bengalee ..pub- ^ 
lications printed in Bengal (Calcutta: 1865), p.iii.
3Act No. XV of 1857
4Act No. XX of 1847
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Therefore, to secure each copy of the literary 
production in India as well as to control the 
printing presses and newspapers an act known as 
the "Printing Presses and Newspapers Act"1 which 
received the assent of the Governor-General on 
22 March 1867 came into effect on 1 July 1867*
Under this act three copies of every book li­
thographed and printed in India were required to 
be delivered to the Registrar of Publications,an 
office created by this Act. One of these copies 
later found a place in the India Office Library.
The Registrar, in addition, began to issue a 
quarterly list of publications with effect from
2September, 1867 entitled the Bengal Library Catalogue.
■^Act No. XXV of 1867
For details of this list as well as number of books 
produced every year sees Theodore Besterman, World 
bibliography of oriental bibliography; revised and 
brought up to date by J, D. Pearson ( Oxford* 1975), 
Cols. 324 - 325.
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1936 - 1992
OUTSIDE INDIA
England
167. Printing firm of the Cox family, London, 
1785 - 1866 1993 - 2004
168. Stephen Austin, Hertford,
1768- 2005 - 2007
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CHARLES WILKINS, 1777-1778 
1778
I-Ialhed, Nathaniel Brassey
VodhaprakaS&m Savda&astram. A grammar of the Ben- 
• »
gal language, Hoogly s 1778,
[l] ii-xxix [2] 2-216p. 8.5"x6.5M (BL,IL,SL,LM) 1
 .Preface to a grammar of the Bengal language.
Hoogly s 1778. [l] ii-xxvii [l blank]p. 9’!x7.2"
(LM) 2
THE HONORABLE COMPANY'S PRESS, 1778-1818
1785
Bengal. Governor-General in Council
Regulations for the administration of justice in 
the courts of Dewanee Adaulut, passed in Council, 
the 5th July, 1783; with Bengal translation by 
Jonathan Duncan.[English and Bengali on opposite 
pages.] [l] 4-215, 37, 31p. 10"x8.5” (BL,IL) 3
1787
 .Bengal translation of extracts of the regulations,
for the conduct of the collectors in the Revenue De­
partment, passed in council, the 8th June, 1787, con­
taining all such parts as in any degree have rela­
tion to the Zamindars, farmers, and other natives, 
under the authority of the Revenue Collectors.
[l] 4-24p, 10"x8.5« (SL) 4
 .Hukumanama... Tanti lokera asanera karana.
[Bengali translation of regulations for weavers. 
Without title page.] [l] 4-12p. 10"x8.5" (SL) 5
1791
 .Bengal translation of regulations for the admins-
tration of justice, in the fouzdary, or criminal 
courts in Bengal, Behar and Orissa. Passed by the 
Right Honorable the Governor-General in Council, on 
the 3d of December 1790. Translated by Neil Benja­
min Edmonstone• [l] 4-37 [l blank]p. 12.5Mx9.7*' (BL) 6
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1792
 Bengal translation of regulations for the guidance
of the magistrate. Passed toy the Governor-General in 
council in the Revenue Department, on the 18th of 
May, 1792. [Translated toy Neil Benjamin Edmonstone].
[l] 4-9 [l, 1 blank, l]-2[l]2-6[2 blank][l i\.l blank] 
[l#.l tolank* ,1# 1 tolank]p. (BL) 7
Kalidasa
[Rtusamhara.] The seasons*a descriptive poem, by 
Calidas, in the original Sanscrit. [Edited by Sir 
William Jones. Sanskrit work in Bengali characters.]
[l, 2 tolank] 2-63[l tolank]p. 8.7"x5.7" (IL) 8
1793
Bengal. Governor-General in Council.
[Regulations passed by the Governor-General in coun­
cil in 1793. Regulation No.1-51. Translated by Kenry 
Pitts Forster. Each regulation was printed and publi­
shed separately but bound together. Without title page 
and without any title. Each regulation bears its own 
title in Bengali. Without date of printing, place of 
printing and name of printer.] Unpaginated. 12.1"x8.2H 
(IL) 9
1795
 .[Regulationspassed toy the Governor-General in coun­
cil in 1795. Translated toy Henry Pitts Forster. Nature 
of publication as in entry No.9.] Unpaginated.
12• l"x8*2" (IL) 10
1796-1800
 .[Regulationspassed toy the Governor-General in coun­
cil in 1796-1800. Translated by Henry Pitts Forster. 
Nature of publication as in entry No.9.] Unpaginated.
12.l^xS^” (IL) 11
1801-1806
 .[Regulationspassed toy the Governor-General in coun­
cil in 1801-1806.Regulations between 1801 and 1804 tran* 
slated toy Henry Pitts Forster. Regulations of 1805- 
1806 translated toy W.B. Bayley. Nature ofpublication
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as in entry No.9.1 Unpaginated. 12.1"x8.2" (IL) 12
1801
Calcutta. College of Fort William.
First examination of 1801, Bengalee. June 25, 1801. 
[Question paper in English and Bengali.]
[l] 2-4p.ll.7"x7.8" (SL) 13
 .Second examination of 1801. Bengalee. December
24, 1801.[Question paper in English and Bengali.]
[l] 2-4p. 11.7"x7.8" (SL) 14
1802
 .Primitiae Orientales. Vol.I. Containing essays by
students of the college of Fort William in Bengal.
To which are added the theses in the oriental lan­
guages; pronounced at the public disputations on 
the 6th February, 1802 with translations.
[i] iv-xvi[l, 1 blank] 4-228[6]p*. 8,7"x5.4"
Bengali texts "The Asiaticks are capable of as high
a degree of civilization as the Europeans".
pp.185-195. (IL) 15
 .Essays by the students of the College of Fort
William in Bengal. To which are added the theses 
pronounced at the public disputations in the 
oriental languages on the 6th February,1802.
[i] iv-xvi[i] 4-228[6]p.8.5"x5.3" [Exactly same as 
in entry no.15 except title page.] (BL,IL) 16
1803
 .Primitiae Orientales, Vol.II. Containing the theses
in the oriental languages; pronounced at the public 
disputations on the 29th March, 1803. By students of 
the College of Fort Willium in Bengal with transla­
tions.
[l]-2[l] iv- fiv[l][l blank]'3-8l[l blank]p.8.7"x5,4" 
Bengali text* "The distribution of the Hindoos into 
casts retards their progress in improvement", pp.68-74 
(BL,IL) 17
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1805
 .Primitiae Orientales. Vol.III. Containing theses in
the oriental languages; pronounced at the public dis­
putations on the 20th September, 1804 by students of 
the College of Fort William in Bengal. With transla­
tions. [l] 2-4[l] ii-xi [l,l blank] 3-120 [l, 1 blank]
21 [l blank]p. 8.7"x5.4".
Bengali text t "The best works extant in shanscrit into 
popular languages of India, would promote the exten­
sion of science and civilization", pp.49-55.(BL,IL) 18
1807-1810
Bengal, G'overnor-General in Council
[Regulations passed by the Governor-General in coun­
cil in 1807-1810. Regulation No.1-12, translated by 
W.B. Bayley. No.13 to 15 of 1808 translated by J. Wal­
ker and the rest translated by M.H. Turnbull. Nature 
of publication as in entry No.9.]
Unpaginated. 12.1"x8.2" (IL) 19
1811-1813
 .[Regulationspassed by the Governor-General in Coun­
cil in 1811-1813. Nature of publication as in No.9.] 
Unpaginated. 12•l"x8.2" (IL) 20
1814-1816
 .[Regulations passed by the Governor-General in Coun­
cil in 1814-1816. Nature of publication as in No.9. 
Regulations for 1815-1816 were printed by the Bengal 
Military Orphan Society’s press] Unpaginated. 12.1"x 
8.2" (IL) 21
THE CHRONICLE PRESS, 1786-1797 
1793
Iftgraji 0 Bangali Vokevilari. An extensive vocabulary,
Bengalese and English. Very useful to teach the natives 
English, and to assist beginners in learning the 
Bengal language, [l, 1 blank, l] 2-445 [l blank]p.
7•5"x4.5" (IL) 22
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JOHN MILLER, 1797-1801 
1797
Miller, John
The tutor, or a new English and Bengalee work, well 
adapted to teach the natives English in three parts. 
Siksya gurO..• compiled, translated, and printed by 
John Miller.
[l] iv-vi [l, 1 blank, 2] 3-164, 4p. (XL) 23
FERRIS & COMPANY, 1798-1818 
1799
Forster, Henry Pitts
A vocabulary, in two parts, English and Bengalee, 
and vice versa. [Part I s ]  A vocabulary, English and 
Bungalee.
[l] ii-xx, l^.[l] 2-42l[l blank]p. D.CoiS* ll^xO^'* 
(BLjIL.IL) 24
1802
 .A vocabulary, in two parts, Bongalee and English and
vice versa.[Part I l ] s  A vocabulary s Bongalee and 
English, [l] 2-443[l blank# 2] iii-ix [l blank #,2]p. 
D.cols. 11.7’*x9.2" (BL,IL. 10) 25
THE SERAMPORE MISSION PRESS, 1800-1866 
1801
Bible. New Testament. M&ngala samacara. Translated by 
William Carey. Unpaginated. [806]p.8.4"x5.1’* 2000 
cops,(BL,BMS,SL) 26
Carey, William
Dialogues, intended to facilitate the acquiring of the 
Bengalee language. [Bengali text followed by English 
translation] [l] iv-viii[l] 4-106,[l* 1 blank] 4-98. 
8.3"x5.1" (IL) 27
 .Another edition [Bengali and English on opposite
pages] [l] ii-viii [l] 10-217 [l blank]p. 8.4”x5M 
(BL,IL,CU) 28
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 ..A grammar of the Bengalee language.
[l] iv-v[l blank', l] 8-100p, 8.4* x5.3" (BL,IL,SL.CU)
29
Rama Rama Vasu
Raja Pir atapaditya caritra. History of Raja Prita- 
padityug [l] 4-156p. 8"x5.2*'.[2 title pages one in 
English and one in Bengali. English title page gives 
date of publication as 1802 but correct date is 1801,”] 
(BL,IL.BMS,CU) 30
Sifiuganera Pustaka. [A children's book about Christianity.] 
[l] 4-18p. 5"x3.5" (BMS) 31
1802
Goloka Natha Sarma
Hitopade&a. Heetopadeshu, or beneficial instructions 
translated from the original Sangskrit.[Two title 
pages. English and Bengali. Bengali title page gives 
date of publication as 1801 but correct date is 1802.] 
[l] 4-247 [l blank]p. 8.4"x5". (BL.IL,CU) 32
Bhala samacara. [Good news* a tract on christiniaty.
Without name of printer and date of printing. 1802?]
[i] 2-24p.6"x4".(BMS) 33
Ka&irama Dasa
The Mahabharata. Vol.I. 1801.[correct date 1802].
[l] 4-353[l blank]p. 5.8"x4" (BL,I0) 34
 .Vol.II.[l] 4-238p.5.8"x4" (BLylO) 35
 .Vol.III.[l] 4-353[l blank]p. (BL,I0) 36
Bible. Old Testament. Pentateuch. 1801. Correct date 
of publication 1802. Unpaginated.
[680]p, 8.2"x5,l". 1000 cops.(IL) 37
Gita.[christian congregational song.]
[l] 4-40p. 6.7”x4u.(BMS) 38
Mrtyunjaya Vidyalankara
Vatrisa simhasana. The thirty-two imaged throne,
[Two title pages: one in English and the other 
in Bengali] [l.., 1 blank, l] 4-210p. S.l^xS.l"
(IL,CU) 39
463
Rama Rama Vasu
Lipimala. The bracelet of writing, being/ a series 
of letters on different subjects. [Two title pages* 
English and Bengali] [l] 4-255[l blank]p.. 8**x5".
(IL,BMS,CU) 40
1803
KaSirana Dasa
The Mahabharata. Vol.IV.[i] 4-3l5[l blank]p.
6’*x4"• [See Nos.34-36 for other volumes] (BL,I0) 41
The Ramayanaj translated by Krttivasa. 5 vols.[Each 
« •
volume has 2 title pages * English and Bengali. 
English title pages gives date of publication 1802. 
Correct date 1803.] 6,7,,x4H (BL,I0,CU)
Vol.I : [l] 4-328p. 42
Vol.IX* [2] 4-264p. 43
Vol.III.*[l] 4-311 [l blank]p. 44
Vol.IV* [l] 4-527 [l blank]p. 45
VoI.V * [l] 4-342p. 46
Bible. Old Testament Pslams.
Daudera gita«[The pslams of David]
Unpaginated.[376]p. 8*9”x5.2.(IL) 47
Uttara pratyuttara.[Reply counter reply * catechism, 
without title page. Details from colophon]
[l] 2-32p. 5"x3.5" (BMS) 48
Bible. Old Testament. Job - Song of Solomon. 1804. 
Correct date 1803. Unpaginated. 8”x5M• 900 cops. 
(IL,BS,BMS) 49
1804
A&raya nirnaya. [The story of a refuge. A tract 
on Christianity. Without title page.]
[l] 2-8p. 5"x3.5". (MBS) 50
Gita. [Christian congregational song.]
[l] 4-60p. 6.8"x4” (BMS) 51
Rama Rama Vasu
Dharma pustakera duta,[The Gospel messenger. With­
out title page. Details from colophon and Ms.note.] 
[l] 2-8p. 5.9"x4" (BMS) 52
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The Ramayana• Translated by Krttivasa from original 
Sanskrit by Valmiki. [l] 4-523 [l blank]p. 6.6”x4.1". 
(BMS) 53
1805
Candlcarana Mun&i
0 & o
Tota . itihasa.[Tales of^parrot translated from 
Hindustani verson of Haidar Bakhsa.]
[l] 4-224p. 7•6"x4.6".(BL,IL) 54
Carey, William
A grammar of the Bengalee language* 2nd ed.
[l] iv-vii [2] 2-184p. S.S'bcS”. (IL,BL,BM5,SL) 55'
Khrlstiyandera mata ki? [What is the opinion of Chris­
tians. Without title page. 1805?] 40p. 8.2,,x5" • (IL) 56 
Rajivalocana Mukhopadhyaya
Maharaja Krsnacandra. Rayasya caritram. [a  biogra-. . * i
phy of Maharaja Krsnacandra Raya.]
[l] 4-120p* 8.3"x5.2”. (;il)). 57
1806
Bible. New Testament. Second edition, thoroughly re­
vised by William Carey. 1803. Correct date of pub­
lication 1806. Unpaginated. [6G6]p.
1500 cops. (IL,BS,BMS) 58
Carey, William
Dialogues, intended to facilitate the acquiring 
of the Bengalee language. 2nd ed. [English and 
Bengali on opposite pages].
[l] iv-viii [l] 2-217 [l blank]p. 8.1Mx5"
(BL,SL, BMS) 59
Dharma Pustakera Dhara. [The gist of the Bible.
Without title page. Details from the colophon].
[l] 2-8p. 5.6,,x3.8H (BMS) 60
Hitopade&a. [Beneficial instruction on Christianity. 
Without title page. Details from the colophon],
[l] 2-8p. 6.1'*x3 .7” (BMS) 61
465
Mukundam Saccidanandam- °  ^o
Mugdhavodham vyakaranam# • [Sanskrit grammar in the Sans-
• * * •k n t  language xn Bengali characters. 1806? Without
name of printer and date and place of printing.]
[l] 4-307[l]p. 7.2"x4.4" (BMS) 62
Nistara ratnakara. [The usefulness of Jesus Christ's 
Prophethood. Without title page. Without name of 
printer, date and place of printing.]
[l] 2-20p. 6,8,*x4” (BMS) 63
Rama Rama Vasu
Dharma Pustakera duta* [The Gospel messenger. With­
out title page. Details from the colophon,]
[l] 2-8p* 6,5"x4,8" (BMS) 64
1807
Bhedabheda. [The The difference * a tract on Chris­
tianity, Without title page. Details from the colo­
phon] [l] 2-8p. 5"x3.5" (BMS) 65
Bible. Old Testament. Prophets s Isaiah-Malachi•
Translated by William Carey. 1805. Correct date 1807. 
Unpaginated. [709, 1 blank]p, 7*5"x4.9"
(IL,BMS, BS) 66
Dharma Pustakera dhara. [The gist of the Bible.
Without title page, name of printer, date and pla­
ce of printing] [l] 2-8p. 5"x3.5" (BMS) 67
Karmanirnaya. [ctecliism. Without title page. Details
from the colophon,] [l] 2-8p. 5Mx3.5" (BMS) 68
Vopadeva
Mugdhavodam vyakaranam. Or, tha Sungskrit
• * • r
grammar, called Moogdhuboodha by Vopa Deva.
Sanskrit grammar in Sanskrit language in Bengali 
characters.]
[l';,:i blank\>il] 2-311 [l blank]p. 7.3"x4.1” (IL) 69
1808
Bible. New Testament. Luke, Acts, and Romans.
Unpaginated.[286]p. 7.9,*x4.7" 10,000 cops. (BMS) 70
466
Mrtyuhjaya Vidyalankara 
*
Hitopade&a. [Benificial instructions translated 
from Sanskrit work of Visnu Sarma]
[l] 4-243p. Wrongly paginated?should toe 244p.
8"x5H (IL# SL) 71
 .Rajavali. [a history of India,]
[l] 4-295 [l blank]p, 8"x5".(BL,IL,BMS,CU) 72
 .Vatrisa simhasana. [The thirty-two imaged throne.
2nd ed•]
Cl'; 1 tolank i'l] 6-198p. 7.9"x5u (BL,IL) 73
Ward, William.
[Carey, Harshman tatha Ward sahevera digera nive- 
dana. [The missionaries' address to the Hindus? 
translated toy William Carey. Without title page, 
name of printer, place and date of printing, BMS 
copy toound with Luke, Act, and Romans, 1808,entry 
no.70]
[l] 2-24p. 7.9"x4.7" (BMS) 74
1809
Bitole. Old Testament. cfoshua-Esther. Translated by 
William Carey, [it was also issued with an added 
English title page with date of printing as 1811, 
Correct date 1809 which is in the Bengali title 
page.]
Unpaginated. [362]p. S.l'^S" (IL,BS) 75
1810
Chamberlain, John
Cautri&a. [Bengali poems on Christianity. With­
out title page. Details from the colophon.]
[l] 2-32p. 6.1"x3.9" (BMS) 76
 .Gita.[ Christian congregational songs.]
3-240p. 8”x5" (IL) 77
 .Maftgala samacara,[A poetical work on Christianity.
Without title page, name of printer, date and place 
of printing] 40p.6.7"x3.9" (BMS) 78
467
Sergent, H
The first hook of Virgil’s Aeneid, translated into 
the Bengalee language. [Two title pages t English and 
Bengali.] [l] 2-65[i blank]p,8.5nx5,5,, (BL,BMS) 79
1811
Chamberlain, John
Dharmapustakera namera Uttara Pratyuttara.
[Reply and counter reply in verse about the Bible. 
Without title page, name of printer, place and date 
of printing.] [l] 2-30p* 6.7"x3.9'* (BMS) 80
 .Manera Cetana. [Bengali poems on Christianity.
Without title page. Details from the colophon]
I6p. 6.7"x3.9" (BMS) 81
 .Uttara pratyuttara.Valakera karana. [Reply and
counter reply in verse on Christianity intended 
for boys. Without title page, names of printer, 
date and place of printing.]
[l] 2-8p. 6,7"x3.9" (BMS) 82
Daudera gita. [Pslams of David. Without title page. 
Details from the colophon]
e g  2~88p. 6.8"x3.8” (IL) 83
1813
Asraya nirnaya. [Building refuge. A tract on Chris­
tianity. Without title£>age. Details from the 
colophon.] [l] 2-8p. 7"x4M (IL) 84
Bible. New Testament. Assamese (in Bengali characters). 
The holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testa­
ments, tfanslated from the originals into the Assam 
language... Vol.V, containing the New Testament.
1820. [Assamese title page gives correct date as 
1813. Two title pages * English and Assamese],
[l] 2-864p• 8.2Mx5.2" (BL,BMS,BS) 85
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1814
Mrtyphjaya Vidy.alankara
HitopadeSa. [ Beneficial instruction translated 
from Visnu Sarma's Pancatantra, etc. in anskrit]
2nd ed. [l] 4-197 [l blank]p. 9.6Hx6.5H 
(BL,IL,BMS,CU) 86
 .Rajavali. [ A history of India.] 2nd ed.
[l] 4-227 [l blank]p. (BL) 87
1815
Carey, William
A dictionary of the Bengalee language, in which
the words are traced to their origin and their various
meanings given. Vol.I.
[l] iv-xi [l blank,,l] 2-944p. D. Cols. 10. l^xS'1 
(BL,BMS) 88
Haraprasada Raya
Purusaparlksa. [ A collection of moral tales, tran- 
• •
slated from the Sanskrit work of Vidyapati.]
[l] 4-273[l tfenkVl » 1 blank]p. 9.2"x6.7" (BL,CU) 89
1816
Bible. New Testament, 4th ed. Translated by William 
Carey. 1813.[correct date of printing 1816.]
[l] 2[l , 1 blank #,7]-8[8] l7-826p. S.l^xS" (BS) 90
1818
Carey, Wiliam
Dialogues, intended to facilitate the acquiring of 
the Bengalee language. [Bengali and English on oppo­
site pages.]
[l] iv-viii[3] 4-113[l blank]p, S.l^xS1* (BL,BMS,SL) 91
 . A dictionary of the Bengalee language^ in which
the words are traced to their origin, and their vari­
ous meanings given. Vol.I. Second edo with corrections 
and additions. Vowels.
[l] iv-vii[l blank, ,l] 10-6l6p.D.Cols, I0.4"x8” (BMS)
92
469
Carey, William
A grammar of the Bengalee language. The fourth edi­
tion, with additions, [l] ii-vii[l blank,l] lOOp. 
8"x5", (BI*IL,BMS,SL) • 93
Dharmagranthera Cumvaka. [A compendium of the principles 
of Christianity, with copious biblical references. 
Without title page. Details from the colophon.]
[l] 2-29[l blank]p. 6.5"x4". (BL). 94
Jayagopala Tarkalankara
Siksa sara. [Contains celebrated verses of Canakya.] 
2nd ed. [l] 2-72p. 7.4,,x4.3,,, (IL). 95
Mathuramohana Datta
MugUhavodham vyakaranam by Vopadeva. [A Sanskrit• * i
grammar in Sanskrit [in Bengali characters.) and 
Bengali on opposite pages.] [l, 1 blank,l] vi- 
xiv[3] 4-55[l blank]p. 6.2"x4M, (BL). 96
Mrtyunjaya Vidyalaftkara
Vatrisa simhSsana. The thirty-two imaged throne.
3rd ed. [l, 1 blank,l] 4-144p. 8.2Hx5.4".(IL).97
1819
Bible. New Testament.
[The four gospels; tr. by John F, Ellerton.]
[l] 2»307[l blank]p. 8"x5”. (BS-). 98
Jyotisa evam goladhyaya. [Treatise on astronomy and * *
geography.] 2nd ed. [l] 2-8[l] 2~18l[1 blank]p.
1 chart. 8.6"x5.5". (BL,IL,CU). 99
1820
Carey, Felix
Vritina de&Iya vivaran sancaya. An abridgement of 
the history of England, from the invasion of Julius 
Caesar to the death of George the Second, by Dr.. 
[Oliver] Goldsmith; translated into Bengalee by F. 
Carey. [Two title pages s English and Bengali ( 
Bengali title pages gives date as 1819.]
[l] 4-l9[l blank,l] 2-412p. 7.6"x4.9“.(BL,IL,LM,CU).
100
470
 .Vidyaharavall. Bengali encyclopaedia. Vol.I t
yyayacchedavidya. The scinece of anatomy translated 
into Bengalee from the 5th edition of the Encyclo­
paedia Britannica, by F. Carey, ['Two title pages s 
Bengali and English. Glossary of words used in the 
science of anatomy at the end. The work was issued 
monthly, part by part. It started in October 1819 and 
was completed in October, 1820 in 13 numbers.]
[l] 10-31 [l blank ,‘l] 2-4[l]2-4 638[l] 2-39[l blank]p. 
7.5"x5.2*’ (LM, 10) 101
Rama Kamala Sena
Hitopade§a. Fables in the Bengalee language.
[l] iv-ix[l blank , l] 2-49[l blankjp. 7,lMx4.4"
(BL, IL, BMS) 102
1821
Carey, Felix
Yatridera agresarana vivarana. The pilgrim’s
' • •
progress ... by John Bunyan; translated into Ben­
galee by F. Carey. P^rt I. [Two title pages s Eng­
lish and Bengali.] [l] 2-237[l]p. 8"x5" (BL) 103
Mrtyuhjaya Vidyalankara 
*
HitopadeSa.[Salutary instruction, translated into 
Bengali from the original Sanskrit work of Visnu 
Sarma] 3rd ed.[l] 4-146p. 8ux5" (IL,SL,BMS) ’ * 104
1822
Carey, Felix
Yatridera agresarana vivarana. The pilgrim’s pro-
* •
gress by John Bunyan; translated into Bengalee by 
F. Carey. Part II.[Two title pages s English and 
Bengali] [l] 2-240p. 8”x5*' (BL) 105
Mrtyuhjaya Vidyalahkara
Rajavali. [A history of India] 3rd ed,
[l] 2-166p. 8"x5” (BMS) 106
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1823
Jyotisam goladhy‘ayah.[Astronomy and geography, Sans- # • .«
krit work in Bengali characters. Without title page. 
Details from the colophon.]
[l] 2-166p. 8"x5". (£Kh, BMS) 107
Mendies, John
A companion to Johnson’s dictionary in English and 
Bengalee. To which is prefixed an introduction to 
the Bengalee language. Vol.II.
[l] 2[l] 2-530p. D. Cola. 9”x5.8" (L) 108
1825
Carey, William
A dictionary of the Bengalee language, in which the 
words are traced to their origin, and their various 
meanings given. 2 vols in 3.[English title pages. ]
Vol. I* A - Austraka, [l] iv-vii[l blank] 10-6l6p. 
D.ColS. I0.5wx8,2” (BL,IL) 109
Vol. II s part I i K - Nunadhikya. [l] 2-790p.
D.Cols.I0.5”x8,2" (IL) 110
Vol.II : Part II s P - Hresa. [l] 792-1544p.
D•Cols•10•5"x8,2M (IL) * 111
1826
Bengal, Governor-General in Council.
Ayina. [Regulations passed by the Governor-General 
in council in 1793; translated by Henry Pitts For­
ster.] Rev. 2nd. Printing. Unpaginated. 11.7"x8”(IL)
112
Nilaratna Haladara
Vahudarsana. A choice collection of proverbs and 
morals in the English, Latin, Bengali, Sanskrit, 
Persian and Arabic.
[l] 2-4[l] 2-147[l blank]p. 8.6”x5.6" (BL) 113
1827
Carey, William
A dictionary of the Bengalee language. Vol.I. Benga­
lee and English. Abridged from Dr. Carey’s guar'to 
dictionary.
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[l] 2-53l[l blank'/l] 2p. D. ColQ. 8.3"x5.3M
(IL) 114
1828
Bengal. Governor-General in Council.
Aina. [Regulations passed in 1794 and 1795; tran­
slated by Henry Pitts Forster.] Revised 2nd printing. 
[l_/l blank $ 23 j 1 blank] 7-507[l blank]p,
11.7Mx8M (XL) 115
 . .[Regulations passed between 1796 and 1801;
translated by Henry Pitts Forster.] Rev. 2nd printing. 
[iVl blank / 3,1 blank,\l] 2-476[24]p., 11.7"x8"
(IL) 116
 .Suve Bangla 0 Behar 0 Orisyar deoanl mokaddama
...ain. [A manual of civil laws relating to Bengal, 
Behar and Orissa, 1793 to 1824, with amendments.]
[ll, 1 blank, 10] 192p. 11.4Mx9.2" (BMS,I0) 117
Carey, William
A dictionary of the Bengalee language. Vol.II.
English and Bengalee.
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-440p. D.ColS®8.5"x5.1" (IL) 118
Townley, Henry
Kona Sastra mananiya. [What scriptures should be 
regarded? A Christian tract in the form of a dialo­
gue between a Christian and a Hindu. Without title 
page, name of printer, place and date of printing. 
1828?] [l] 2-8p. 7"x4« (BL) 119
1829
Bible, Old Testament. Pentateuch and Historical Books.
Dha rmapust aka. Vo1.1.
[l] 2-703[l blank]p.D.Col®.9,5ux9•6” (BS) 120
1830
Bengal. Governor-General in Council
^ina [Regulations from 1802 to 1809] 2nd rev. ed.
[l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank] 3-503 [l blank,
9, 1 blank]p. 11.7”x8". (IL) 121
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Nilaratna Haiadara.
Kavita - Ratnakara. Collection of Sanskrit proverbs 
in popular' use; translated into Bengalee and English; 
compiled by Neel-Eatna Haidar. 2nd ed. [Two title 
pages : Bengali and English.] viii[ix] 2-166p. 7.8ux5”• 
(BL). 122
Patrera dhara. The Bengalee letter-writer. 3rd ed.
[3] 2-88p. 6•8"x4.1". (IL). 123
The Ramayana ; translated into Bengali by Krttivasa.
Book I, II and IV in 1 vol. 2nd ed.
Book I : [l] 4-246p. Book II s [l] 4-196p.
Book IV 1 [l] 4-133 [l blank]p. 6"x5". (IL) 124
1831
Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India. 
Hindusthaner ksetra 0 vaganera krsi samajera
° .9
krtakarfeiera vivarana pustaka. [The Transactions and 
proceedings of the Agricultural and Horticultural 
Society of India, from 1820-1828, with regulations 
and list of members.]
[3/“l blank, l”) 2-274p. 8.6"x5.2". (BL). 125
Bengal. Governor-General in Council.Aina. [Regulations 
passed between 1810 and 1815.] 2nd rev. ed.
[i» 1 blank, 3, 1 blank, 3] 4-617 [l blank]p.
11.7"x8". (IL) 126
Jagannatha pras ada Ma11ika
Savdakalpalatika. [Sanskrit-Bengali dictionary in 
Bengali characters.]
[1] ii-iv[l] 2-387[l blahk]p. 6.5*,x4" . (IL). 127
Marshman, John Clark
Bharatavarsera itihasa. [History of India from 
the settlement of the East India Company down to the 
administration of Marquis Hastings.] 2 vols .
474-
Vol. I : [l] 4-15 [l blank,l] 2-374p, 7.9"x4.9".
(BL). 128
Vol..'II t [5] 9-24[l] 2-391 [l blank]p.
8Mx5.2". (BL). 129
Kallkrsna Bahadura, Maharaja • • ‘
Nitisamkalanah. Collection of the Sanskrit slokas 
• •
of enlightened Moonies, etc? with a translation in 
English. [Two title pages s English and Bengali. ]
[1. 1 blank, vii] viii[l] 2-52[l, 1 blank]p.
7.7"x4.9", 300 cops. (IL). 130
 _. Another edition, [l, 1 blank, vii]-viii
[l, 1 blank,3] 2-9l[l blank]p. 8"x5*\ 300 cops,
(CU). 131
1832
Bible. The holy Bible, translated from the original 
tongues into the Bengalee language, by the Seram- 
pore Missionaries. Dharmapustaka. 2 vols, in 1.
[l, 1 blank] 504,[l] 2-623[l blank]p. D.Colg,
9.2“x5.7"• (BL, IL). 132
 .The Psalms of David. Translated into the Benga­
lee language, by the Serampore Missionaries. Daudera 
Gita, [l] 2 -202p. 7,l"x4". (BL) . 133
 .The New Testament... translated... by the Seram­
pore Missionaries. Dharmapustakera antabhaga.
[l, 1 blank] 328p. D.Col^. 9.5"x6". (IL,BL). 134
Kallkrsna Bahadura, Maharaja 
* * *
The Vidvnmoda taranginl or, fountain of pleasure 
to the learned. [A Sanskrit work in Bengali works 
with English translation.]
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-52 [l, 1 blank]p. 7.9"x4.9", (BL)l35
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1833
Bible. Assamese. The Holy Bible translated... by the 
Serampore Missionaries. Dharmapustaka.
[l, 1 blank] 2~703[l blank] 467[l blank]p. D.Cols. 
9,4Hx6• 2'* • (BL,BMS, BS).
.The New Testament... translated into the Bengalee 
language by the Sera*npore Missionaries. Dharmapus- 
takera antabhaga.
[l, 1 blank] 328p. D.Cols.9.5"x6". (BMS)•
Cirahjlva Bhattacarya
Vrttaratnavall. [ A Sanskrit work on prosody in
Bengali characters.]
[l] 4-15[l blank>o6V'x4". (IL).
Gahga Dasa
Chandomanjuri, [. A treatise on prosody. Sanskrit 
work in Bengali characters.]
[l] 4-3l[l blank]p, 6,3"x4'*. (IL).
Marshman, John Clark
Puravrttera samksepa vivarana. Prathama Khanda^*. . . b 0
Brief survey of history. Part I. From the creation 
to the beginning of the Christian aerajcompiled... 
and translated by John C. Marshman.[Half of the 
page in Bengali and half in English. 2 title pages 
Bengali and English].
[5] 6[l blank,l] 2-515[l]p. 6.4”x4". (IL).
Mrtyunjaya Vidyalaftkara 
*
Provodha candrika.[ A collection of Bengali prose 
compositions•]
[l] vi-xi[l blank, l] 2-l95[l blank]p. 8.3'*x5.3H. 
(IL).
136
137
138
139
s
140
141
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1833-34
The Ramayana by Valmiki translated into Bengali by 
Krttivasa. Book V.7-VII in 1 vol. Book VII dated 
1834, Book V i [l blank] 138-230p. Book Vis [l]
4-328* Book VII * 1834.[l] 4-216p. 6.9"x4”.(IL), 142
1834
Mack, John
Principles of chemistry, Kimiya Vidyara sara.
[l] 4-19[2 blank,3] 4-337[l blank]p. illus.
6,8"x4.1". (IL,BMS) • 143
Raghunandana Bhattacarya
Institute of the Hindoo religion, Astavimsatitatt-
• *
vani. [ A Sanskrit work in Bengali characters.]
Vol.I s [l] iv-xi[l blank,l] 2-543[l blank]p*
8.4,,x5.2M • (BL,IL) • 144
Rama- Kama la • Sgna
A dictionary in the English and Bengalees translated 
from Todd’s edition of Johnson’s English dictionary 
in two volumes. 60,000 words.
Vol.I : A-Ivy.[l] 4-20[i] ii-xviii[l,l blank]
538p, D.cols, 12.2"x9". (IL,L.M) 145
Vol.II * J-Z. 523[l blank]p. D.cols. 12,2"x9",
fl!L, LM). 146
1835
Raghunandana Bhattacarya
Institute of the Hindoo religion. Astavim§atitattvani.
• •
[A Sanskrit work- in Bengali characters.]
Vol.II s [l] iv-viii[l] 2-376p. 8.5“x5.3". (1L,BL). 147
1836
Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India.
Nispatti karyera vivarana pustaka. Dvitl'ya valama.
• *
[Vol.II. of the transactions and proceedings of the 
Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India. 1836.
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With an appendix on report of an experiment on cotton 
and sugar cultivation.] [l] iv-x, 73-388[l] 4-68p.
[p.1-72 missing.] 7.9"xx5.2"• (IL). 148
Krp&ra Sastrera arthabheda.[A catechism.]
v-vii[l blank,1,1 blank,l] 4-125[l blank]p. Cloth, 
8.4"x5.4". (CU). 149
The Mahabharataj translated into Bengalee verse by 
Kaslrama Dasaj revised and collated with various 
manuscripts, by Jayagopala Tarkalaiikara. 2 vols.
Vol. I i [l] ii«ftr[l blank,l] 2-424p. D.cols. 8,6"x5.3".
(BL), 150
Vol.II *[l] ii-viii[l] 2-521 [l blank]p, 8.6"x5,3"•
(IL). 151
1838
Jayagopala Tarkalankara
Parasika abhidhana. [A compilation of Persian words
in use in Bengali.] [iii]-iv[l] -2[l] 2-84p. 7,,x4,‘. (IL) .
152
Mrtyuhjaya Vidyalankara
Rajavali, [History of India.] 4th ed.
[l] 2-121 [l blank]p. 8.2"x5". (IL). 153
1839
Carey, William
A dictionary of the Bengalee language. Vol.II.
English and Bengalee, 3rd ed. [l] 2-432p. D.cols.
8.5Mx5.3". (LM)• 154
Haladhara Nyayaratna,
Bahgabhidhana. [A Bengali dictionary],
[i]-ii[l]-ii[l] 2-10l[l blank]p, 7.1,,x4.5” • (BL, IL) • 155
1840
Carey, William
A dictionary of the Bengalee language. Vol.I.
Bengalee and English. Abridged from Dr. Carey's
quarto dictionary, 2nd ed. [l] 2-5l0p. 8.4"x5•3”.(LM).
156
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1843
 * A grammar of the Bengalee language. 5th ed.
[l] vi-vii[l blank, l] 2-ll6p. 8.1”x5,I”. (IL) 157
Watts, Isaac
Divine and moral songs for children. Valakadera 
nimitta dharma 0 nltivisayaka gana, [ A tract on 
Christianity.] [l] 2-33*[l blank]p,6"x4". (BL). 158
1845
Mrtyunjaya Vid.yalanka.ra
Prabodha candrika. [ A collection of Bengali prose 
compositions• ] 2nd ed.
[l] vi-xi[l blank, l] 2-l89[l blank]p.
8 • l”x5.1’1 • (BL). 159
1847
Carey, William
A dictionary of the Bengalee language. Vol.II.
English and Bengalee. 4th ed,
[l] 2-432p. D.cols 8 • 6”x5 • 4*'. (IL). 160
1849
Bengal. Governor-General in Council.
DeoyanI ainera sara samgraha. [ Summary of the 
civil laws enacted from 1793 to 1849, compiled and 
translated by John Clark Marshman.]
[l, 1 blank, l] vi-txii [l] 2-973 [l blank, 1, 1 blank]p. 
9.9”x8.2”. (BL,CU). 161
1851
Marshman, John Clark
DHrogadera KarmapradarSka Grantha, [A translation 
of author's English work : "Daragah's Manual”, com­
prising the duties of landholders in connection with 
the police.]
|[i] iv-xviii[l] 2-395 Cl blank]p. 8. 8"x5. 8" . (BL). 162
1852
Long, James
Granthavali. [Ms note. ' An alphabetical catalogue of 
1100 Bengali printed works.]
[iii] iv [i] 6-25[l blank]p. 6.2”x4". (IL). 163
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THE HINDOOSTANEE PRESS, 1802-1832
1809
Samskrta Savdah Bangadeslya bhSsaca.
■ ( I • •
A vocabulary Sanskrit and Bengalee.
[i] 2-200p* 9.1"x6.1". (IL). 164
1810
Mohana Prasada Thakura
if
A vocabulary, Bengali and English, for the use 
of students, by Mohunpersaud Takoor.
[lYl blank, 5] 2-200[2]p. 8.6,»x5.7M. (IL). 165
1818
The Daya-crama-sangraha, an original treatise on the 
Hindoo law of inheritance; translated [[into English]
by P.M. Wynch [with Sanskrit text in Bengali charac­
ters. ]
[i] ii-iv[i] 2-133[l blank, l] 2-49[l blank] 15 
[l blank] 2p. ll.l"x8M. (BL) . 166
1819
Bible. New Testament. Jagattaraka prabhu Yi&ukhristera 
mangala samacara** [Translated by John F. Ellerton, 
an indigo-planter of Malda.]
[l] 2-993[l blank]p, 8"x5". 1000 cops. (IL,MS). 167
Bible. New Testament. St. Matthew.
The Gospel of St. Matthew in Bengalee and English.
The Bengali translation by J. Elterton... Printed 
for the Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society. [Bengali 
and English on opposite pages. Also issued with St. 
John printed at the Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta 
with an added title page bearing the title *"The 
Gospel according to St. Matthew and St. John”. See 
entry No,216]
Unpaginated. [279, 1 blank]p. 8.2,*x5.2". (BL,IL,BS) 
Rama Kamala Sena ' _  ^ 3-68
Ausadha sarasamgraha. [ A description of various 
• •
medicines based on the British Pharmacopoeia.]
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[l] 2-ll[2] 2-95[l blank]p. 6.9"x4.1", (BL). 169
1820
Ellerton, John F.
Guru sisyera pra&nottara dharate sristyadira 
• •
vivarana. An account of the creation of the world 
*
and of the first ages, in the form of dialogues 
between a master and his pupil in Bengalee and 
English. [Each chapter has a seperate half-title and 
seperate pagination. English and Bengali on oppo­
site pages.]
Chap. I * [l] 4-23[l blank]p. II*[l] 4-27[l blank]p 
III s [l] 4-39[l blank]p. IV : [l] 4-39[l blank]p,
V i [l] 4-53[l blank]p VI s [l] 4-63[l blank]p
VII a [l] 4-67[l blank]p VIII t [l] 4-65[l blank]p 
IX s [l] 4-63[l blank]p. 7.3"x4.7". (BL,I0,CU). 170
THE BENGAL MILITARY ORPHAN SOCIETY'S PRESS 
1806-1863 
1817
[Vedanta Candrika] An apology for the present system 
of Hindoo worship written in the Bengalee language, 
and accompanied by an English translation. Calcutta. 
Printed by A.G. BeIfour, at the Government Gazette 
Press, No. 1 Mission Row.,, 1817.
[l] 2-67[l blanlsvi]2-50p. 8.8"x5.8". (BL) . 171
1854
Ramaprasada Raya
1853 Salera ainera tatparyartha• [Act XIX of 1853. 
Civil Courts Evidence Amendment Act; translated, 
with commentary by Ramaprasada Raya.]
[l] 2-53[l blank]p, 8.2"x5.3”. (IL). 172
1855
Madhusudana Tarkalahkara
Jhanasudhakara. Prathama khanda. [Sanskrit moral 
percepts, collected, translated and interpreted.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-6l[l]p, 7.7"x5,3". (IL). 173
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THE SANSKRIT PRESS, 1807->1824
1816
Ramamohana Raya, Raja
Yajurvedlya Isa-Upanisada. [Sanskrit Original in 
Bengali characters with a short commentary in Ben­
gali, and an introduction to the intended successive 
edition of ten Upanisada. Without title page and name 
of printer.]
[l] 2-20, 4[l] 2-13[l blank]p. 8.5"x5.3”. (BX). 174
 .Talavakara Upanisada. [Sanskrit work (in Bengali
characters) with a short commentary in Bengali. With­
out title page and name of printer.]
17[l blank]p. 8.9”x5,2". (BL). 175
1817
Jayagopala Tarkalahkara
Krsnavisayaka &loka. [An erotic poem in praise
t • f, t >
of Krsna by Vilvamangala; with a Bengali paraphrase * ■ *
by Jayagopala Tarkala&kara• Without title page and 
name of printer. Details from beginning and colophon.] 
[l] 2-52p. 7•8Mx4.8"• (BL). 176
Kamollasa, Pancali * [ A dialogue in verse between 
Bhairava Siva and Parvati on the divine source of 
creation, and on the mystery of protection. Without 
title page, name of printer, date and place of prin­
ting. 1817?] 56p. (BL) . 177
Ramacandra Vidyavagi&a
Savdasamgraha,[ A Bengali dictionary. Without title 
page.] [l, 1 blank] 2,3[l blank, l] 2-250p. 4.1”x5o3M. 
(IL). 178
Vaidyanatha Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya
A&auca Pancali. [The rules for purification from 
legal impurities in verse.]
58p, 1 cancelled leaf. (BL). 179
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1818
Nayanasukha Misra
Pr^akrsnakriyaRtyudhi compendium of astrology 
compiled from ancient authorities under the order of
Pranakrsna, a Zamindar of the neighbourhood of Cal- » ■ • «
cutta. Interwoven with explanatory notes by the author* 
Without title page, name of printer, place of printing. 
Oblong. Puthi size.] 99*7[l] fol. 16,2"x5.5". (BL)* 180
Ramamohana Raya, Raja, ed.
Sariraka mimamsa. £ Badrayana's Brahmasutras, with 
. »
Sankara Acarya's commentary. Without title page. 
Details from the colophon. A Sanskrit work in Bengali 
characters.j
[l] 2-377[l blank]p*. 12.1"x9.1". (BL). 181
 .The Katha, I&a, Talvakara, i.e. Kena and Mundaka
Upinisadas, with Sankara Acarya*s commentary. £with- 
out title page, name of printer, place and date of 
printing.] 78, 20, 38, 49[l] 2p, 9.9”x5.7". (BL), 182
1820
Jayanarayana Chosala, Raja 
• §
Karuna nidhana Vilasa. [ A work on Krsna composed ■ .. *
in Sanskrit by the author and translated by Raghu- 
natha Bhatta. Without title page, name of printer, 
place and date of printing.]
[l blaikj 2-364, 8p. (SL). 183
K'amollasa. [A dialogue between Bhairava Siva and
Bhairavi Parvati on the devine source of creation, 
and on the mystery of protection. Without title page, 
date of printing. A Sanskrit work in Bengali charac­
ters. 1820?] 32, 1 [l blank]p. 8.7"x5.2". (BL). 184
1823
Ramamohana Raya, Raja
Pathya Pradana. Medicine for the sick offered by 
one who laments his inability to perform all right­
eousness.
[l] 2-3[l] 2~7[l blank, l] 2-26l[l blank, 1, 1 blank]p. 
8 • l"x5. 8" • (BL). -j oir
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1824
Navavarsopadesa. [Letters on the formation of a school 
«
for the study of the Vedas•] 2 parts in 1.
[l blank, l] [Part l]* [l] 2-15[l blank]p.
[Part II] : [l] 2-16 p. (BL), 186
THE TIMES PRESS, 1814-1820 
1815
Mohana Prasada Thakura
i
A vocabulary, Bengalee and English, for the use of 
sfcudehts, by Mohunpersaud Takoor• 2nd ed.
[l, 1 blank, i] 2-180p. (BL). 187
THE SAVDAKALPADRUMA PRESS 
1816-1857
Eadhakanta Deva, Raja
£avdakalpadruma.[ A Sanskrit dictionary in Bengali 
characters.] 1821-1857* 8 vols. 12"x9.3M. (BL,CU).
Vol. I s 1821. A - Ca. 1-976 p. 188
II * 1827. Cha - Na. 977-l804p. 189
III s 1832. Pa - Ba. 1805-2854p. 190
IV s 1838. Bha - Yau, 2855-38l2p. 191
V * 1844, Ra - Va. 3813-5074p. 192
VI s 1848. Sa - Sa. 5075-6l75p. 193
VII t 1851. Su -Ksa. 6l76~73l8p. 194
VIII : 1857. Appendix. 16[l] 2-1396p. 195
BANGALI . PRESS OF H A R A 3 A N D R A ' ,> 1817-1825
1817
Santifeataka, Sr&garatilaka, Adirasa. [silhana MiSra's 
* * —  —  *
didactive poem followed by Srngaratilaka and Adirasa,
two erotic poems ascribed to Kalidasa. Sanskrit (in 
Bengali characterss) poems with Bengali translation. 
Published by J.C. Fernandes.]
[l] 2-98p. 6,8"x4.4M• (BL), 196
1818
Radhamohana Sena Dasa
Sangitataramga, [ A treatise in verse on various
484
system'of Indian musical composition.] 
[9,1] 2-276p, 8.6'*x5.6" • (BL) . 197
1821
Ramaratna Bhattacarya
Durgamaha tmy a,[or]the Bhagavatigita.[Sanskrit
text in Bengali characters with Bengali translation.] 
[l] 2-69[l blank] 2 copper plates. 8. I*’x5 • 2” • (BL) . 198
1822
Raj anarayana Gupta
Patitavaidyodhara. [A treatise on atonment according 
to Hindu scriptures for the non-observance by a 
vaidya of certain ceremonial observances, with re­
ferences from Sanskrit authorities.]
[l] 2-22p. 8.2"x5.2". (BL). 199
A self-guide to the knowledge of the English language 
in English and Bengalee, containing words of one to 
seven syllables with their pronunciation and mean­
ing. To which is added a short English grammar,
[l] iv-vii[l] 152p. (BL) . 200
1823
Bharata e an'dra Raya
Annadamangala and Vidyasundara. [Poems.] 
4[l] 2-136p. 8.3"x5.3". (BL). 201
Ratimahjari. [Selections on marriage from Padmapurana 
in Bengali verse,]
[l] 4-30p. 7•5”x5•5"• (BL). 202
1824
Nandakumara
JyotiScandrika• [ A work on astrology with Bengali 
translation of Sanskrit original by Mihira. With­
out title page.]
2-80p. 1 copper plate. 7.8,,x5.31'. (BL). 203
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VlSVANATHA DEVA'S PRESS,1817-1828
1817
Pitamvara Mukhopadhyaya
Savdasindhu. [ A Sanskrit-Bengali dictionary in 
Bengali characters based on the Sanskrit dictionary 
of Amara Simha.Without the name of printer*3 
[3] 2-488[4]p, 8.2"x5.5". (IL). 204
1818
Tarini Carana Mitra, Radhakanta Deva, Raja and Rama 
Kamala Sena.
Nitikotha. Fables, in the Bengalee language,for 
use of schools. Part I. 3rd ed. Printed for the 
Calcutta School-Book Society.
[l] 2-35[l blank]p.l9"x5". 4000 cops, (IL). 205
 .Part II.[l] 2-44p. 7,9,,x5,^  4000 cops. (IL) , 206
Ganitahka. [ Arithmatic for the schools. Printed for 
6
the Calcutta School-Book Society.3
[l3 2-7l[l blank3p. 7.9"x5". (IL). 207
Calcutta School-Book Society,
Vivarana patra.[ Proceedings and annual report for
9
the year 1717-1718 in Bengali. August 1818, 3
[l3 2-12[l3 2-9[l blank3p, 8,4"x5.4". (IL). 208
1821
Radhakanta Deva, Raja
Bangala siksa grantha. A Bengalee spelling book with 
reading lessons, etc. adapted both for Europeans and 
natives, [[Printed for the Calcutta School-Book Society.3 
[l3 ii-xiv[l3 2-228p, 7.9°x5.2”,(BL)* 209
1822
Panjika. Sakavda s 1744. [An almanac for the year 
1744 of the saka era, 1229 of Bengali or 1822-23
a .d .3
[l3 ii-x[233-119[33p. illus. 7.7"x5•3”. (BL) . 210
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BANGALA GEJETI PRESS, 1818-1857.
1818
Vaikunthanatha Vandyop adhyaya
Bhagavadgita [Sanskrit original (in Bengali 
characters) and Bengali translation in verse*]
[l] 2-190p. 7.8Mx4.8"• (IL). 211
1820
Gangakisora Bhattacarya
Rasapancadhyaya by Suka Deva in Sanskrit (in Beng- 
ali characters) with a Bengali translation in 
prose by Gangaki^ra Bhattacarya. Sahara* 1820,
[3] 2~83[l bank ]p. 6.5"x4.8". (BL) . 212
THE BAPTIST MISSION PRESS 
1818-1866
1818
Keith, James
Ekajana DaroySna ara ekajana mall ei Ubhayera kathopa- 
kathana. [ A dialogue between a door keeper and a 
gardener. A tract on Christianity, without title 
page, name of printer, date and place of printing.
2nd ed.]
[l] 2-19[l blank]p. 8.2"x5“. (BMS). 213
Lawson, John
Kuvasranvita Josaphera Upakhyana. [Poor Joseph * 
a Christian tract translated from English. Without 
title page, name of printer, date and place of prin­
ting. ]
[l] 2-8p. 7"x4". 2000 cops. (BL) . 214
Pearson, John David
[Bengali spelling-book. Without title page, name of 
printer, date and place of printing. I0L copy bears 
Ms. note :"Pearson’s Bengali Spelling Boole Novr. 1818" • 
Printed on one side of the paper.]
19 leaves. 7.9*,x5M. 4000 cops. (IL). 215
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1819
Bible, New Testament, St, John
Maftgala samacara Yohanera racita. The Gospel of St.
John, in Bengalee and English, Printed for the Cal­
cutta Auxiliary Bible Society. [Bengali and English 
on opposite pages*] Also issued with St. Matthew 
printed at the Hindoostanee Press xfith an added title 
page bearing the title » "The gospel according to 
St. Matthew and St. John.". See)entry No. 168.
Unpaginated.[l86]p. 8.4"x4.1". (BL,BMS). 216
 .Mahgala samacara samgraha. Harmony of the four
«
gospels in Bengalee, 4 parts in one volume. Also 
issued seperately.
P^rt I : [l] 2-9 8p,Part II * [l] 2-41 [l blank]p.
Part III • [l] 2~75[l blank]p. Part IV*[l] 2-3l[l blank]p. 
7•3"x4.3". (BL,BMS). 217
May, Robert
Aftka Pustakam. GonitCi being a collection of arith- 
matical tables. 2nd ed. Printed for the Calcutta 
School-Book Society.[l] 2-60p. 7.5"x4,5", 1500 cops 
(BMS). 218
Pearce, William Hopkins
Bhugola vrttanta. Geography, interpersed with infor­
mation historical and miscellaneous. Chapter I s The 
earth considered as a planet. Printed for the Calcu­
tta School-Book Society,
[l] 2-24 p. 12"x8'l C.opy-book size, (BL). 219
 .Chapter III t Introduction to Asia. Printed for the
Calcutta School-Book Society, [l] 2-24p. 12"x8", copy­
book size, (BL). 220
 . Krsnaprasada varna Br.ahmanera caritra.[Life of
Krsna Prasada.] [l] 2-l2p. 6.7"x3.9", 2000 cops.
* i *
(BMS). 221
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 ,Satya a&raya. [The true refuge. A tract on Chris­
tianity.] [l] 2-39[l blank]p. 6.8"x4'\ (BMS). 222
 Another edition, [l] 2-15[ 1 blank]p. 6.9"x4".
(BL), 223
Pitamvara Simhera Carita,
t
Character of Pitamvara Simha. Tract No.10 of the 
Calcutta Auxiliary Baptist Missionary Society.
[Without title page, date, place of printing and 
name of printer.]
[l] 2-8p, 6.7"x3.9". (BMS). 224
Yajaka 0 Yajamanera kathopakathana. [A dialogue bet­
ween a priest and an offerer by a native itinerant 
of Catwa*]
[l] 2-ll[l blank]p, (C.A.B.M.S. Beng. No,8).2000 
cops. 6.7"x3.9", (BMS). 225
1820
Bible. Dharma pustakera sara. A summary of the holy 
scriptures? or a complete body of divinity, histo­
rical, doctrinal, and practical, composed in the 
words of scriptures. Compiled for the Calcutta Commi­
ttee of the Church Missionary Society. The first 
number, containing the introduction, and chapter I 
concerning God. [English and Bengali on opposite 
pages.]
[l] iv-viii[3] 4-295 [l blank]p. 8.I"x5.1". (CU). 226
Ramacandra Vidyavaglsa
Bangabhasabhidhana. A vocabulary of the Bengalee 
language. 2nd ed. Printed for the Calcutta School- 
Book Society. [6]p. 516 cols[i.e. 256p.], D.cols. 
4.3"x5.5", 4000 cops, (BL,IL)• 227
Ramamohana Raya, Raja
An apology for the pursuit of final beatitude 
independently of Brahmunical observances.[By mis­
take date printed as 1280 instead of 1820. Sanskrit
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and Bengali in Bengali characters. English at the end] 
[l] 2-3[l blank,] 2-3[l blank,l] 2-4[l] 2-4[l] 2-4p. 
7.6”x5.1t'. (BLIL). 228
Yates, William
MU
Samskrtabhidhanamidam. A Sanscrit vocabulary.
[A S,anskrit~Bengali-English dictionary.]
[l, 1 blank,l] vi-xiii[l blank, l] 2-220p.
8"x5". (BL,IL,BMS). 229
1821
Kaslnatha Tarkapancanana
Padarthakaumudi. A system of logic, written in 
S unscrit by Venerable Saga Boodh, and explained in 
a Svunscrit commentary by the very learned "^iswonath 
Turkaluncar? translated into Bengalee by Kashee 
Nath Turkopunchanan. Printed for the Calcutta School- 
Book Society*
[l] 2-6[l] 2-145[l blank]p. 300 cops. 7.7,,x4.7" •
(BL,IL,10)• 230
Yates, William
Samskrta.pathopakarokoyam granthah. The Sunscrit . * * . .
reader? or easy introduction to the reading of the 
Sunscrit language. Printed for the Calcutta School- 
Book Society. [Sanskrit work in Bengali characters,]
[l] 2-64p. 6"x4"• (IL). 231
1822
Bible. New Testament. Maftgala samacara. Harmony of the 
four Gospels, containing a complete history of the 
life of Christ, chronoligically arranged, in the words 
of evangelists, [l] 2-98[l, 1 blank,l] 2-4l[l blank, 
l] 2-26[l] 2-129[ 1 blank,l] 2-75[l blank]p. 7.2Mx4". 
(BMS). 232
Gauramohana Vidyalankara
Strl Siksavidhayaka. The importance of female edu- 
cation? or evidence in favour of the education of
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Hindoo females from the examples of illustrious 
women, both ancient and modern#
[l] 2-24p# 8.I”x5•ln. (BL,BMS). 233
Lawson, John.
PaSvavall. Natural history of beasts.
I s Simhera vivarana• The Lion.
[l] 2-24p. 1 woodcut. 7.7Hx4.8”• (1L,I0). 234
II s Bhalukera vrttanta The Bear.*
[l] 26-48p. 1 w o o d c u t 2000 cops* 8”x5" (XL,10) 235
III* Hastira vrttanta. The elephant,
[l] 50-76p.1 woodcut* 2000 cops* 8Mx5" (IL,I0) 236
IV s Gandara 0 hipapatamas arthat nadya&vera 
vrttanta. The rhinoceros, and hippopotamus.
[l] 78-l00p.l woodcut* 2000 cops* 8"x5“ (IL, 10) 237
Pearce, William Hopkins
Bhugola vrttanta. Geography, interspersed with 
information historical and miscellaneous. Printed 
for the Calcutta School-Book Society.
[l] 2-24[l] 2-24[l] 2-24 [l] 2-24[l] 2-30p.
7.6"x4.7H, 2000 cops. (BL,BMS). 238
 .Satya aSraya• [The true refuge. A Christian tract.
Without title page, name of printer, date and place 
of printing 1822?] [l] 2-l6p. 7,,x4". (BL) . 339
1823
Bible. New Testament. St. Matthew*s Gospel - 1 Corin­
thians. [A version by John F. Ellerton. Issued in 
seperate books, chiefly for the schools* Without 
title pages; but a label on the cover of each book 
indicates the title]. 8.4"x5.2". (BS),
1. Matthu kartika mangala samacara. St. Mattew in 
Bengalee, [l] 2-88p* 240
2.Mark Kartika mahgala samacara. St. Mark in 
Bengalee, [l] 90-144p. 241
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3. Luka Kartika mangala samacara. St. Luke in 
Bengalee, [l] 146-236. 242
4. Mangala samacara Yohana racita. St. John in 
Bengalee. [352]-453[l blank]p. 243
5. Preritadera kriya. Acts in Bengalee.
[l] 456-486p. 244
6.Paolera patra. Epistle of Paul,[l] 588-637[l bla­
nk] p. 245
7. Paolera preritera prathama patra karintxra- 
digakey. 1. Corinthias in Bengalee.
[1] 640-689[l blank]p. 246
Jamidarx kagaja. [I OL copy without cover and title
page. Printed for the Calcutta School-Book Society.] 
19l[l blank]p. 8.1"x4.8". (IL). 247
 _.Dritiya bhaga. 2umeendaree accounts in Bengalee;
Part II, containing the jummabundee, the towjee, 
the tulub baqee, the kurcha hi sab, and the jximma 
wasil baqee. Printed for the Calcutta School-Book 
Society, [cover title.] 70-138p. S.S^xB.l". (SL). 248
Smyth, David Carmichael
Original Bengalese Sumeendaree accounts, accompanied 
by a translation, together with a few explanatory 
remarks, by D.C. Smyth.
[l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,l] 2-40i[l blank]p.
8.5"x5.2M. (BL). 249
1824
Pearson, John David
Bhugola 0 jyotisa ityadi visayaka kathopakathana.• •
Dialogues on geography, astronomy, etc. [without 
title page, name of printer, place, and date of 
printing. English and Bengali on opposite pages.]
[2] 4-49[l blank]p. 7.5"x5". (BMS). 250
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1825
Bible. New Testament.
.*.Prerita paulera samula tikapatra. The epistle to 
the Romans with a commentary, intended chiefly for 
the instruction of native converts. Printed for the 
Calcutta T.ract society, [l] 2-218p. 7"x4H. (BMS). 251
1826
 _.Old Testament. Psalms.
Daudera Gita. The Psalms of David, translated from the 
original Hebrew [ by William Yates]. Published by the 
Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society.
[l] 2-l78p. 8.3”x5.3".Calf . (BMS)• 252
1827
Pearson, John David
Sadasraya Xaiya §esa raksa karana. Conversion ofI « •
the earl of Rochester. 2nd ed. 1827?
[l] 2-20p. 6.7“x3.9,‘. (Bengalee Miscellaneous series 
no.2.)6,000 cops. (BMS). 253
Taracand Cakravarti
A dictionary in Bengalee and English, by Tarachand 
Chukruburtee•
[l, 1 blank,l] xv-xvi[l blank,l] 2-250p. D.cols.
6 • 9Mx4. 2*'. (IL). 254
Townley, Henry
Ekajana panditera sahita ekaj'ana sarakarera katho- 
pakathana. [Dialogues between a pandit and a sarakara. 
Without title page and date of printing. 2nd ed. 1827.
3000 cops. In 7 editions 55000 copies of this work were
printed.] [l] 2-15[l]p. 6.7"x3.9". (BMS). 255
1828
Bible. New Testament. St. Mark.
Vaibela &astrera antahpati Mark kartika racita 
mangala samacara. A catechetical exposition of the 
Gospel according to St. Mark intended chiefly for the
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use of schools and native converts, by George Mundy. 
Printed for the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book 
Society, [l] 2-423[l blank]p. 6.9"x4". (BMS). 256
 .Dharmapustakera sara. [The essence of the Bible,
A tract in verse. Without title page, name of prin- 
ter, place and date of of printing. In 10 editions
108,000 copies of this work printed].
[l] 2-19[l blank]p. 6.6Mx4.1M. (BL). 257
Valakadera prathama padivara vahi. The child’s first 
reading book, containing short and easy lessons on 
scriptural subjects. Printed for the Christian Tract
and Book Society, [l] 2-28p. 6.7,,x4u, 2000 cops. (BMS).
258
Keith, James
Eka sahevera daroyana ara'mallte kathopokathana. The 
durwan and M.alee, 3rd. ed. [ A tract on C.hristianity 
without title page, name of printer, date and place 
of printing. 1828?][l] 2-20p, 6.7,,x3.9". (Bengalee 
miscellaneous series no.6). 3000 cops. (BMS). 259
Mundy, George
Christianity and Hindooism contrasted.•• VSivela 
praka&ita dharmera sahita Hindu lokadera sastrokta 
dharmera tulanei visayaka pustaka ... in 2 pts,
[l] 2-16[l] 2-230p. 6.5"x4.3". (BL). 260
Pearce, William Hopkins
Satya asraya prbh^ti . visayaka kathopakathana. [The 
true refuge. Without title page, name of printer, 
date and place of printing.. 1828?]
[l] 2-28p. 6.7"x3.9". (BMS). 261
Tranopaya. The way of salvation, 1st ed. Printed for 
the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book Society,
[l] 2-14p. 6.7"x3.9", 6000 cops. (BMS). 262
1829
Bible. Dharmapustakera sara. Essence of the Bible.
[A work in verse. Without title page, name of printer,
place and date of printing. 1829? In 10 editions
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108,000 copies of this work were printed.]
[l] 2-l9[l blank]p, 6*l"x3•9", (Bengalee miscella­
neous no,13). (BMS). 263
Dharmera visaya jijnasa. The First catechism. 3rd ed.
[l] 2-12p. 6.7"x3.9** (BMS). 264
Keith, James
SatparamarSa. Good counsel. Printed for the Calcutta 
Christian Tract and Book Society, [1829? In 4 editions 
35000 copies of the work were printed.]
[l] 2-4p. (Bengalee miscellaneous no,12). (BMS). 265
Nistara ratnakara. The mine of salvation, [a tract on 
Christianity based on the Gospel messenger by Rama 
Rama Vasu. In 10 editions 126,000 copies of this tract 
were printed].[l] 2-16p. 6.6"x4.1". 10000 cops. (BL^g
Pearce, William Hopkins.
Satya as ray a. The true refuge, [i] 2-26p. 6.7”x4" 
(Bengalee miscellaneous series no.9). (BMS). 267
Dharma upade&a. Scriptual instruction, No.l.
[l] 2-8p, 6.7"x3.9". 3000 cops. (Bengalee miscella­
neous series Wo.14). (BMS). 268
 .No.2. [l] 2-36p. 6.7,'x3.9" (Bengalee miscellaneous
series No.15). (BMS). 269
1831
Bible, New Testament. St. Luke.
The Gospel by Luke in Bengalee... Luka likhita susama-
cara. Translated from Greek by William Yates.
72p. 7• 6'b'4s 6” , (BS). 270
 .Matthew. Khrlstera upade&a katha. Christ’s .sermon
on the mount. Printed for the Calcutta Christian 
Track and Book Society, [l] 2-12p. 6,6”x4.1", 10,000 
cops. (BL). 271
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Lacroix, Alphonse Francois
Dharma vyavastha. The ten commandments, with commen­
tary, Printed for the Calcutta Christian Tract and 
Book Society* [l]2-3l[l]p. 6.6.x4.1". 8000 cops, 
(Miscellaneous series no.16), (BL)* 272
1832
Bible, New Testament.
The four Gospels, with the Acts of the Apostles in 
Bengalee. Dharmapustakera antabhaga.•• Translated by 
William Yates. 313[l blank]p. 73"x4.6’\ (BS,BMS). 273
Saddharma prakasa, An epitome of the true religion, 
[without title page, name of printer and place of 
printing.] [l] 2-41 [l blank]p. 6.6Hx4,4”. 5000 cops. 
(Miscellaneous series No.l9).(BL). 274
Morton, William
Dristantavakya samgraha. Or collection of proverbs,
• •
Bengali and Sanscrit, with their translation and 
application in English* [l] vi-viii[l]2-160p.
8,4”x5•3U• (BL,BMS,CU). 275
1833
Bible. The New Testament of our Lord and saviour Jesus 
Christ in the Bengalee language translated from the 
Greek, by the Calcutta Baptist Missionaries...Dharma­
pustakera antabhaga.[First edition of the N.T. by 
William Yates.][3] 4, 548p. 7.6«x4.6". (SL, BMS). 276
Woollaston, M.W., Gangacarana Sena, and Navakumara 
Cakravartl. Vi jnana-sarasam.graha. [Selections from 
science issued periodically.]September-November,1833. 
Nos. 1-6.[l] 2-96p, D.cols.[Left hand column
in English and righthand column in Bengali.] (IL). 277
1834
Ellis, J.D. and Woollaston, M.W.
The English instructor, no.II in English and Bengali, 
containing English sentences, with a literal inter­
linear version in the Bengali character, and a free
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version in the English character. Inc^raji bhashar 
dwitiya shikhyadayak. The Bengali translation made 
under the superintendance of Rev. J.D. Ellis, and 
the transfer into the Roman character under that of 
Mr. Wollaston.[Without the name of printer.]
[l] 2-79[l blank]p. 7"x4". (BMS). 278
Imrajera bhasara atma &iksarthe. The English self- * * *
instructor.Containing easy and progressive lessons, 
with the meaning and pronunciation in Bengali, adap­
ted to all classes of natives of Bengal desirous of 
learning the English language. [i] 2-S4p, D. cols. 
6.5"x3.9". (BL). 279
Woollaston, M.W., C^ngacarana Sena and Navakumara 
Cakravarti. Vijhaha-sarasamgraha.[ Selections from
9
science.]New series. Nos.1-3. January-March 1834.
96[l , 1 blank]p. D.Cols,[Lef ijjiand col. English and 
rightfhand col. Bengali.]8.6"x5"5, (IL), 280
Chamberlain, John
Tranopaya. The way of salvation. 2nd ed. 1835?
»
[l] 2-12p. 6,6,,x4,l,,, 6,000 cops. (Miscellaneous 
series. no.7).(BL). 281
Gogerly, George
Dharma avatara. The holy incarnation, 3rd ed.
[l] 2-36p. 6.6"X4.1", 10,000 cops. (BL) . 282
Keith, James.
Eka sahevera daroyana ara mallte kathopakathana. The 
d)urwan and malee, 3rd ed. 1835?
[i] 2-20p. 6.6'*x4.i", 10,000 cops, (bl). 283
Pearce, William Hopkins
Satya a&raya. [The true refuge. Without title page, 
name of printer, place and date of printing.] 
e g  2-28p. (BL). 284
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Townley, Henry
Ekjana panditera sahita ekajana sarkarera kathopa- 
kathana. Pandit and Sirkar. 2nd ed. 1835?
[l] 2-16p. 6,6'*x4.1M (Miscellaneous series No.l).
(BL). 285
1836
The two great commandments. Printed for the Calcutta 
Christian Tract and Book Socity. [l] 2~12p.
6,6"x4.1", 10,000 cops. (Miscellaneous series No.14). 
(BL). 286
1837
Bible. The New Testament of our lord and saviour 
Jesus Christ in the Bengali language, translated 
from the Greek., by the Calcutta Baptist Missionaries. 
Dharmapustakera antabhaga. [william Yate1s version.
2nd ed.] [l, 1 blank] 648p. 8.7"x5.6".(BMS, BS). 287
, The four Gospels, with the Acts of the Apostles,
in Bengali. Dharmapustakera antabhaga * prathama,
dvitTya, trtlya, caturtha 0 pahcama khanda.
82, 5l[i blank] 86, 67[l blank] 88p. 9V5.7". (BMS,BS).
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Morton, William
Daniela munira caritra. The life of Daniel, the 
prophet of God? with a Bengali translation. [English 
and Bengali on opposite pages.]
[iii]-iv[3] 4-345['l blank,1, 1 blank]p. 7*Jx4.2". (IL)
289
Patterson, J.
Musalmanl dharmera aP^amanya kathana. Reasons for 
not being a Musalman. 1st ed. [l] 2-40p. 6,6,,x4.1,,. 
5000 cops. (BL). 290
Pitamvara Simhera caritra. Memoir of Pitamvar Simha. 
Printed for the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book 
Society. 2nd ed.[l] 2-12p. 6.9"x4", 10,000 cops. 
(Bengali Miscellaneous series No.5). (10). 291
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1838
Bible, Old Testament. Psalms.
Daudera Gita. The Psalms of David, translated into 
the Bengali language from the original Hebrew.
[l] 2-255[l blank]p. 7.1"x4.2”. (BMS)• 292
ImrajI bhasara prathama siksadayaka. The English ins- 
tructor^No. 1 in English and Bengali containing 
English sentences, with a literal and free interlinear
version.[l] 2-35[l blank]p. 7Mx4". Price 3 annas.
(IL). 293,
Jagannathaprasada Mallika
Savdakalpa taranginl, [ A Bengali vocabulary of 
Persian, Arabic, English and Hindustani words in 
ordinary use with brief grammatical sketch regard­
ing their use in sadhu and prakrta. ]
[l] ii^iii[l] 2-203[l blank]p. D.Cols. 8"x5". (BL). 294
Reichardt, Theophilus
Dipaka. Saddharmavisayaka pra&nottara.[The lamp,
A Christian catechism, 1838?] [l] 2-84p. 6l,x4”. (BL),
295
Bible, The New Testament... in the Bengali language, 
translated from the Greek, by the Calcutta Baptist 
Missionaries with native assistants. Dharmapustakera 
antabhaga, [A version by William Yates.] 3rd ed.
[l, 1 blank] 620 p. 8.4"x5.4'*, 1500 cops.Also printed 
26,500 cops*, as separate parts. (BMS). 296
.The New Testament... in the Bengali language, tran­
slated from the Greek, by the Calcutta Baptist Mission­
aries with native assistants. Dharmapustakera antabhaga. 
4th ed. [Two title pages * English and Bengali.]
[l, 1 blank] 461 [l blank]p. 7.7"x4.7M, 3000 copies. 
Also printed 2000 copies as seperate parts. (BL). 297
 _, The four Gospels. With the Acts of the "Apostles
in Bengali. Dharmapustakera antabhaga. 273[l blank]p. 
7.6"x4.5". (LM). 1 298
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1840
Bible Old Testament.
Musalikhita adipustaka evam yatrSpustakera prathama♦
bhaga. The book of Genesis and part of Exodus in 
Bengali, translated from the Hebrew by the Calcutta 
Baptist Missionaries.
[l] 2-189[l blark]p. 6.7"x3.7". (LM) . 299
 .Proverbs. Suleman likhita hitopadeSa. The proverbs
of Solomon in Bengali, [l] 2-51 [l blank]p. 6.3’*x4.1". 
(LM). 300
 .Psalms. Daudera gita. The Psalms of David in Bengali.
[l] 2—176p. 6.2"x3.9”. Calf. (BMS). 301
1841
Jnanaronodaya Bengali spelling book.
[l] 2-46p. 6,5"x3.9”• (BL). 302
Bible. The New Testament... in the Bengali language,
translated from the Greek by the Calcutta Baptist
Missionaries with native Assistants, Dharmapustakera
antabhaga. 5th ed. [Two title pages : English and
Bengali].[l* 1 blank] 617[l blank]p. 5000 cops. (BMS).
303
 .Mathi, Mark, Luka, Yohan likhita susamacara evam
preritadera kriyara vivarana. The four Gospels, with 
the Acts of the Apostles in Bengali* 360p, 7,21,x4.2*'. 
2000 cops. (BMS). 304
 .Old Testament.
Dharmapustakera adibhaga... The five books of Moses 
in Bengali,[l * 1 blank,l] 2-200p. D.cols•9• 5nx6•6"• 
Cloth,(BMS), 305
Bunyan, John
Yatrikera yatraiS vivarana. The pilgrim’s progress 
from this world to that which is to come.
[l] 2-4[l]2-28l[l blank]p. front. 8 plates.
6•9Hx4* 2”• (LM). 306
500
ImrajI bhasa.tA prathama siksadayaka. The English ins- 
* • ®
tructor, No.I in English and Bengali, containing 
English sentences, with literal and free interlinear 
verson,
[l] 2-35[l blanklp. 6.7"x4.3". (BMS). 307
1842
Bible. Old Testament.
,,.Dharmapustakera adibhaga. The Old Testament in
Bengali. Vol.I. Genesis to Esther. Translated from
the Hebrew by the Calcutta Baptist Missionaries,
[First volume of the O.T. revised by William Yates.]
[3] 2-475[l blank]p.D. cols. 9.7"x6.7”. Cloth. (BS).
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 .Musalikhita adipustaka evam yatrapustakera* #
prathama bhaga. The book of genesis and part of 
Exodus in Bengali. Translated from the Hebrew by 
the Calcutta Baptist Missionaries. 2nd ed.
[1] 2-182p, Cloth. 5000 cops. (BMS), 309
 _..Dharmapustakera adibhaga. The historical books of
the Old Testament from Joshua to Esther in Bengali. 
Translated from the Hebrew by the Calcutta Baptist 
Missionaries, with native assistants.
[2] 20l-475[l blank]p. D.cols. 9.7”x6.6M. Cloth.
1000 cops.(BMS). 310
 ... Suleman likhita hitopade&a. The Proverbs of
Solomon in Bengali. Printed for the Bible Transla­
tion Society.
[l] 2-5l[l blank]p. 6.2"x3.9”. 5000 cops, (BL,BS). 311
 ..• Yi&ayiya 0 Daniyela bhavisydvaktpjflikhita pus-
taka. The books of the prophets Isaiah and Daniel in 
Bengali. Printed for the Bible Translation Society.
[l] 2-176p. 6.5"x4u• (BL,BMS). 312
Lord’s Supper. Prabhura fohojana visayaka prasanga. A
treatise on the Lord’s Supper, with devotional reflec­
tions. Printed for the Calcutta Christian Tract and 
Book Society, [l] 2-8l[l blank]p. 6”x4", (BL). 313
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Pearson, John David.
Yusaphera itihasa. History of Joseph. (School Book
Series No,15). [l] 2.-5l[l blank]p, 6"x4". (BL) . 314
1843
Bible. Old Testament.
The perceptive and devotional books of the Old 
Testament comprehending Job, the Psalms of David and 
the writings of Solomon, in Bengali. Translated from 
the Hebrew by the Calcutta Baptist Missionaries, with 
native assistants. [2] 475-608p, D.cols. 9.7"x6.6". 
Cloth, 3000 cops. (BMS) 315
 .Proverbs•
Saliman ra jara hitopadesa samgraha. Proverbs of
*
Solomon. Bengali.[Translated by William Morton.
No title page, details from the label on cover,]
[l] 2-76p, 6,3"x4". 5000 cops. (BS) 316
 .New Testament.
The Gospel of Luke and the Acts of the Apostles, in 
Bengali. Lukalikhita susamacara evam preritadera 
kriyara vivarana. Printed for the Bible Translation 
Society. 2nd ed. I94p, 7.5Mx4,7,t, Cloth .3000 cops. 
(BMS). 317
Dharma gita. [Sacred songs on Christianity.]
[l] 2-16p. 6Mx4". (BL). 318
Ivrahlmera vivarana. Life of Abraham.
«
[l] 2-47[l blank]p. 6"x4'* • 500 cops. (BL) . 319
Jnanakiranodaya. Bengali instructor No.II. Printed 
for the Calcutta Christian School-Book Society.
[3] 4[l] 2-92 p. 6.5"x3.9". (BL)• 320
1844
Bible. The Old Testament. Dharmapustakera adibhaga.
[Two title pages s English and Bengali.]
[3] 2-843[l blank]p. 9.7Mx6.6M, D.cols. (BMS). 321
502
Vol.II. Job to Malachi.
[2] 475-843[l blank]p. 9.7"x6.5", Cloth. 500 cops. 
(BMS). 322
•Dharmapustakera adibhaga... caturtha khanda. The 
Prophetical Books.
[2] 609-843[l blank]p. 9,l"x6.6"* (BMS). 323
 .Daudera Gita. The Psalms of David.
[1] 2-l78p* 6. 5*,x4". 1000 cops. (BMS). 324
 . New Testament. The four Gospels with the Acts of
the Apostles. 354p. 8.3"x5.3". 2000 cops. (BMS). 325
Jesus Christ. Yi&u tranakarta evam kru&e viddha anutapi 
dasyura vivarana. Jesus the saviour and the penetent 
thief, [l] 2-22p. 6"x4". 2000 cops. (BL). 326
Prarthanara avasyakata evam premera Srethata. The. 3
Necessity of prayer and the excellency of love. 1st 
ed.[l] 2-2Op. 6"x4H. 2000 cops. (BL). 327
1845
Bible. Old and New Testament in the Bengali language. 
Translated out of the original tongues by the Cal~ 
cutta Baptist Missionaries with native assistants.
[Two title pages : English and Bengali].
[3] 2-1144p. D.cols. I0"x6.5". (BL,BMS,IL). 328
 .The Old Testament in the Bengali language.
Dharmapustakera adibhaga. [Two title pages j 
English and Bengali.]
[3] 2“858p. D. cols. 9.6"x6.4”• 5000 cops. (BMS). 329
  .The New Testament. Dharmapustakera anta bhaga.
[Two title pages s English and Bengali.]
[2] 3l5[l blank]p. D.cols. 1Q”x 6*6”, (BMS). 330
 .New Testament. Mathi, Mark, Luka, Yohana likhita
susamacara evam preritadera kriyara vivarana. The * *
four gospels with the LActs of the Apostles. 7th ed. 
282p. 7.2"x4.7". Cloth. 3000 cops. (BMS). 331
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Osborne, JhF*
Jihvara damanera upaya. The government of the tongue.
1st ed, [l] 2-20p. 6"x4". 2000 cops. (Miscellaneous 
Series No.50). (BL). 332
Pearce, George
Vaidharma nivaraka patra, Foolish galatians, or 
inconsistancy of the faith exposed and antidotes 
supplied. [1845?]. [l] 2-59[l]p. 6"x4". (BL) . 333
^ayatSnem guna 0 karmera vivarana. Satan’s devices.. *
Printed for the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book 
Society. Xst ed. [l] 2-24p, C M ”. 2000 cops. (Misce­
llaneous series No.49). (BL), 334
Tucker, H. Carre
Yihudiya lokadigera vrttanta samkshepa' samgraha. A 
brief account of the Jews, comprehending the period 
from the creation, to the dispension of the ten 
tribes of Israel. Books first and second. Printed for 
the Calcutta Christian School-Book Society.
[l] 2-3[l blank,l] 2-257[lblank]p. 6.5"x4". (BL). . 335
1846
Bible. Dharmapustaka pathoparaka. Companion to the
Bible. Printed for the Calcutta Christian Tract and 
Book Society.
[l] 2-398p. Front(map). 6.9,,x4.2". (BL,BMS) . 336
. ' h The New Testament... Dharmapustalcera antabhaga.
602p. 8.3"x5,3". 3000 cops. (BMS). 337
 .Another ed. [Two title pages * English and Bengali]
488 p. 7.9"x4.9". 4000 cops. (BL,BMS). 338
Isvarera aradhanarthe-. • .dharma gita.Anew selection of hyms for
divine worship, [l] iv-viii[l] 2-297[l blanlc]p.6.5,'x4t'. 
(BMS). 339
Dharmera visaya jijnasa* The First catechism. Printed 
for the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book Society.
[l] 2-12p. 7"x4.2". 20,000 cops. (Bengali Misce­
llaneous series No.10). (SL). 340
504
1847
Bible. Old Testament.
Musalikhita adipustaka....Genesis and part of exodus... 
Printed for the Bible Translation Society.
[l] 2-19l[l blank]p. 6.3"x4H. (BL) . 341
 . . . .Yiisayiyera 0 Danielera pustaka. Isaiah and
Daniel in Bengali. Printed for the Bible Translation 
Society, [l] 2-186p. 6.2"x4". (BMS)• 342
 ...Suleman likhita hitopadeSa. The proverbs of Solo­
mon. .• Printed for the Bible Translation Society and 
the American and Foreign Bible Society. 4th ed.
[l] 4-56p. 6• 4,,x4” • 5000 cops. (BMS) • 343
 . The New Testament... Dharmapustakera antabhaga...
[Two title pages : English and Bengali.]
[1*1 blank] 836 p. 8.1Hx5.1", (BMS). 344
Yates, William
Introduction to the Bengali language. By the late 
Rev. W. Yates, D.D. in two volumes. Edited by J.
Wenger, Vol.I. containing a grammar, a reader, and 
explanatory notes, with an index and vocabulary.
[l] iv-xiii[l blank, 1, 1 blank,l] 2-428p. (IL). 345
 , Vol.II. containing selections from Bengali
literature, [l,1 blank,l] vi-viii[l] 2-407[l blank]p.
8.4Mx5.4"• (SL). 346
1848
Bible. Old Testament. Psalm and Proverbs.
.,.Daudera Gita evam Suleman likhita hitopadesa.
The psalms of David and the proverbs of Solomon.•.
3rd ed. [l] 1-I84[l] 4-56p. 5.9t’x4M. 1000 cops.
(BL, BMS). 347
 ...Daudera glta. The Psalms of David... 5th ed,
[l]2-184p.6.4’'x4’V. 5000 cops. (BL, BMS) . 348
1849
Bible. The New Testament of our Lord and saviour Jesus 
Christ, in the Bengali language.[Two title pages *
505
English and Bengali.] 556p*[p.l says: 1848:3000] 
8.5"x5.5". (10). 349
 .Mathi, Hark, Luka, Yohana likhita susamacara evam
preritadera kriyara vivarana. The four gospels with 
the Acts of the Apostles. Printed for the Bible Tran­
slation Society and American and Foreign Bible
Society. 327[l blank]p. 8,l"x5,2". 4000 cops. (BMS).
350
 .Luka likhita susamacara evam preritadera kriyara
9
vivarana. The gospel of Luke and the Acts of the 
Apostles... Printed fcr the Bible Translation Society. 
255[l blank]p. 7.1,,x4.2,,. 5000 cops. (BMS). 351
Yates, William
A Bengali grammar, by the late Rev. W. Yates, D.D. 
Reprinted, with improvements, from his Xntorduction 
to the Bengali language; edited by J. Wenger. 
[iii]-iv[l] 2-15l[l blank]p. 7.1"x4.3". (XL). 352
1850
Prathama siksa pustaka.
An tajlo-Benga1i primer, containing easy lessons in
spelling and reading for the use of Hindu females.
By a lady, [l, 1 blank, l] 6-118p. Illus. 7"x4". (BL),
353
Bible. New Testament.
The Pour Gospels and the Acts.[without title page, 
name of printer date and place of printing. Title 
from the label on spine.] 376p. (BMS). 354
Mundy, George
Bible praka&ita dharmera sahita Hindu lokadera 
Sastrokta dharmera tulana visayaka pustaka. Christia- 
nity and Hinduism contrasted ; Or,a comparative view 
of the evidence by which the respective claims to divi­
ne authority of the Bible and Hindu Shasters are suppor
ted. 2 pts. 2nd ed. [l] 4-12[l] 2-257[l blank]p. 
6.9"x4.2". 2000 cops. (BL,XL)• 355
506
Satya dharma ni&cayarthaka patra. [Letters discussing 
the evidences of Christianity and Hinduism.] Printed 
for the Calcutta Christian Tract.and Book Society.
[l] 4-69[l blank]p. 6.9"x4.1". (BL). 356
1851
Bible. The Old Testament in the Bengali language...
Dharmapustakera adibhaga .arthat puratana dharmaniya- 
mera grantha samuha. 2nd ed. [Two title pages : Eng­
lish and Bengali*] [l, 1 blank] 8l2p. 9.7"x6*5"• 
D.cols. 1000 cops. (BMS, IL). 357
Bible yatrx arthat ekakhana dharmpustakera de&a-
bhramanera vivarana. Voyages and travels of a Bible.
• ¥
Printed for the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book
Society. 1st ed. [l] 2-58p. 6«9"x4t*. 1000 cops. (BL) .
358
Mendies, John
Companion to Johnson’s dictionary, Bengali and Eng­
lish peculiarly calculated for the use of European 
and native students. The second, improved edition.
To which is appended the Bengali alphabet, etc.
[vol.I] : [l] iv-viii[i] 2-386p. D.cols. 8.5”x5.4".
(IL). 359
 . Abridgement of Johnson’s dictionary, English and
Bengali peculiarly calculated for the use of European 
and native students. The Second, improved edition.
To which are subjoined abreviations commonly used in 
writing and printing; and a short list of French and 
Latin words and phrases in common use among the 
English authors, [vol.II :] [l] iv-vii[l] 2-390p. 
D.cols. 8,4”5.4”. (SL,IL)• 360
ICaphri dasera vrttanta. The Negro servant. [A tracta
on Christianity.] Printed for the Calcutta Christian 
Tract and Book Society.
[l] 2-33[l blank]p,6.9"x4". 1000 cops. (BL). . 361
507
Arunodaya arthat si&udigera vodhagamya dharmopadesa, 
number 1. The peep of day. Printed for the Calcutta 
Christian Tract and Boole Society. 1st ed.
[l] iv-v[l blank,l] 2-137[l blank]p. 7.3,,x4.3". (BL, 
CU), 362
1852
Arunodaya arthat &i&udigera vodhagamya dharmopade&a.
Line upon line. - Part I.[iii~]-iv[l~j 2~*209[l blank]p.
7•7ux4.2". 2000 cops. (CU). 363
Bible. The holy Bible containing the Old and New Tes­
tament... Dharmapustaka arthat puratana 0 nutana 
dharma niyama... [Two title pages t English and Beng-
li.] 812p. D.cols. 3,500 cops. (BMS). 364
 . The New Testament...Dharmapustakera antabhaga...
[Two title pages i English and Bengali.]
268p. D. cols, 9,8"iz6,3'\ (BMS), 365
Dharmera vi^aye jijftasottara. The Bengali second
catechism, for the use of schools, [l] 2-36p, 7'1,x4M. 
5000 cops, (CU). 366
PrarthanadarSa. A manual of prayers, for the use of 
native Christians. Printed for the Calcutta Chris­
tian Tract and Book Society, 2nd ed.
[iii]-iv[l] 2-110p. 7.2Mx4.3". Cloth. (BMS). 367
1853
Newton, John.
Padri Jana Niutana - sahevera carita. Life of the 
Rev. John Newton, Printed for the Calcutta Christian 
Tract and Book Society, 1st ed.
[l] 2-186p. 7"x4,2". 750 cops. (BL). 368
Roer, Edward
Lamb * s tales from Shakespeare translated into Ben­
gali, by Dr. Edward Roer. Printed for the Vernacular 
Literature Society. [l,l] l-2[l] 2-212[l, 1 blank]p. 
7.1”x4,2M.(Bengali Family Library)• (BL) . 369
508
1854
Bible. The New Testament... Dharmapustakera antabhaga... 
nutana dharmaniyama... [Two title pages s English and 
Bengali], [l, 1 blank] 465[l blank]p. D.cols,
6 • 6,,x4T*. (BL,BMS). 370
  .Four Gospels.[Without title pages. Bible Society
copy contains'four gospels and Acts (1855) bound 
together.] (BS, BL,BMS).
1. Mathi likhita susamacara.
Gospel of Matthew. 96 p. 8,2Mx5.2". 1000 cops, 371
2. Mark likhita susamacara.
Gospel of Mark. 64 p. 8.5Hx5.5". 372
3. Luka likhita susamacara.
Gospel of Luke. 104 p. 8"x5M. 373
4. Yohana likhita susamacara.
Gospel of John. 82 p. 8"x 5". 374
 „.01d Testament. Proverbs, Suleman likhita
padesa. The proverbs of Solomon.,. 55[l blank]p.
6.5"x4.1H• 5000 cops. (BMS). 375
 .Another edition. 59[l blank]p,7.2"x4.2". 10,000
cops. (LM). 376
 .Psalms. ...Daudera Gita. The Psalms of David...
I86p. 6,4"x4"• Cloth. 5000 cops. (BL,BMS). 377
 .Another edition. 20l[l blank]p. 7,llfx4.1H. 10,000
cops. (BS). 378
Bacheler, O.R.
Cikitsasara. A compendium of medicine in Bengali.
By the Rev. O.R. Bacheler, M.D. of the American 
Baptist Mission, North Orissa, [l, 1 blank,l] vi~ 
xv[l blank,l] 2-358p. 7.4"x4.3". Cloth. (BMS). 379
1855
Bible. Old Testament.
Musolikhitah adigranthah yatra pustakasya pratham-
509
bhaga&ca. The book of genesis and part of Exodus in 
Sanskrit [Bengali characters] translated from the 
Hebrew. 210p. 8.2r,x5M. 1500 cops. (BMS). 380
 .Musalikhita adipustaka evam yatra pustakera pra-
m
thama bhaga. Genesis and part of Exodus in Bengali 
translated from Hebrew. 204p. 6,4,*x4", Cloth. (BMS^^
 .The New Testament,,, Dharmapustakera antabhaga...
nutana dharmaniyama.[Two title pages i English and 
Bengali.] 769[l folank]p. 8.5Mx5.4". (BS) . 382
 _.The gospel of Luke in Musalmani Bengali. Lukera
injlla kina hajrata Isa payagamvarer caritra.
176p. 8.1"x5.2". 10000 cops.[Book starts from 
right.] (BS). 383
 • Preritadera kriyara vivarana. Acts of Apostles
in Bengali. 104p. 8.5,,x5.4*'. 7500 cops. (BS) . 384
1856
Bible. Old Testament. Psalms.
Khristlya dharmapustakanargata Gitasamhita. The Book 
• *
of Psalms in Sanskrit verse, with the Bengali version 
subjoined. 380p. 8.1”x5.3*'• Cloth, (BMS). 385
 .New Testament. The Gospel of Luke and the Acts of
Apo[s]tles in Musalmani Bengali. Hajrata Yi&u M.asihera 
injila. 179[l blank]p. S.S^S.S". Cloth. 10,000 cops. 
[Book starts from right.] (BS). 386
 .Hajrata Yi&u Masihera ihjila. Yohanna Muridera
Marphate.[Gospel of St. John] 140p. 8.1”x5.2".
10,000 cops. (BS). 387
 . Rasuladigera amala. [Acts in Musalmani Bengali .
Book starts from right.] 179 [l blank] p. 8.1'*x5.2M 
(BS). 388
Ili^eva namnl dharmika yuvatlra vrttanta. The Dairy-
*
man's daughter. Printed for the Calcutta Christian 
Tract and Book Society, [l] iv-vii[l]2-98p. 6.8,tx4.1H. 
(BL). 389
510
Mendies, John
Companion to Johnson’s dictionary, Bengali and Eng­
lish. Peculiarly calculated for the use of European 
and native students. The Third, improved edition.
To which is appended the Bengali alphabet, etc.
[l] iv-vii[l] 2-406p. D.cols. 8.4"x5.4". (SL). 390
1857
Bible. Old Testament.
Tauretera eyane Musara marphate lekha pahela ketava 
.. Genesis and part of Exodus in Musalman Bengali.[Book 
starts from right] 370p. S.d'^S.S*'. Cloth, 10,000 
cops. (BS). 391
 .New Testament. Luka 0 Yohana likhita dui susamacara
evam preritadera kriyara vivarana. The Gospels of 
• •
Luke and John, and the Acts of the Aposteles * in 
Bengali. 288p. 8.1"x5.1". 1000 cops. (BMS). 392
 . Yi&ayiya eyane esayiya navira navuatera ketava.
Isaiah in Musalmani Bengali. [Book starts from right.] 
272p. 8.5*'x5.5" • 2000 cops, (BS) . 393
Imlanda d6&e dharmarunodaya. Daybreak in Britain, Prin- • # * «
ted for the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book 
Society, [l] 2-153[l blank]p, 6.9,,x4.2,t. (BL) . 394
Jnan&ronodaya. Bengali spelling book, 5th ed,
[l] 4-47[l blank]p. 7Hx4". 5000 cops. (CU) . 395
185 8
Bible. Old Testament.
Musalikhita adipustaka evam yatrapustakera prathama 
bhaga. Genesis and part of Exodus, in Bengali. Prin- 
ted for the Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society.
212p. 7•l"x4.2"• Cloth. 10,000 cops. (BS). 396
 .Psalms.
Ibrani javana haitey tarjama kara Daudera Javvurera 
ketava. The Psalms of David, in Musalman Bengali.
[Book starts from right.] 336p. 8,5Hx5.4,'. 5000 cops. 
(BL). 397
511
 .New Testament.
Hajrat Yi&u Masihera ingila - Mathi muridera marphate.
The Gospel of Mathew in Musalman Bengali. [Book starts
from right.3 Printed for the Calcutta Auxiliary Bible
Society. 179[l blank^Pt 8,l"x5.2". 10,000 cops. (BS).
398
 . Hajrat Yi&u Masihera ihjila - Mark muridera marphate.
The Gospel of Mark in Musalman Bengali. Printed for 
the Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society.[Book starts 
from right, 3 112p. 8.1,,x5,2". 1000 cops. (BS). 399
Jesus Christ,
Padyete racita prabhu YiSu Khristera caritra. The
t *
life of Christ in Bengali verse. Printed for the Cal- 
cutta Christian Tract and Book Society.
[l3 iv-vi[l3 2-200 p.illus. 7.2"x4.2". (BL). 400
1859
Bible. The New Testament... Dharmapustakera antabhaga... 
nutana dharma niyama*.•[Two title pages i English and 
Bengali.3 768p. 8.4"x5.3". 2500 cops, (BL) . 401
1860
Isvarera aradhanarthe nutana samgrhita dharma glta.• •
A new selection of hyms for divine worship. 2nd ed.
[l3 iv-ix[l blank, l3 2-305[l3p» 6. 5'*x4m , Calf.
(BMS, CU) . 402
Madhusudana Datta Michael
T i1o11amasambhava kavya. [A poem in blank versel]
[l, 1 blank,l3 2-l04p. 7.2Hx4.2M. Cloth. (BL,CU). 403
Robinson, John
Dictionary of law and other terms, coommonly employed 
in the courts of Bengali including many commercial- 
words and idiomatic phrases, in English and Bengalee. 
[iii]-iv[l]2-296p. 8.6"x5.5". Cloth. (SL). 404
Vrajanatha Mukhopadhyaya
Pra.thama padivara pustaka. Bengali First Book,
512
Tentative edition. Published by John Murdoch.
[l] 2~12p. 6.8"x4". (BL,CU). 405
1861
Bible. The holy Bible, containing the Old and the New
Testaments... Dharmapustak .... puratana 0 nutana
dharmaniyama...[Two title pages * English and Bengali.]
[l] 1139[l blank]p. 10.6"x6.5". 5000 cops. (BL,BMS).
406
1862
Rangalala Vandyopadhyaya
Karmadevi, or the Rajput wife. [A legend of Rajas­
than, in verse]] [l, 1 blank,l] vi-vii[l] 2-lll[l bla- 
nk]p. 7.2"x4.2”. Cloth. (BL,CU), 407
1863
DuhkhinI kanyara vivarana, [A tale.]
[l] 2-84p• 7"x4.2°• 1000 cops. (BL.CU). 408
1864
Umesacandra Cattopadhyaya
Hrdaya darpna. The mirror of the heart. Printed 
■ •
for the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book Society.
[l] 2-76p, Front. Tlius. 5.2"x3.8". (BL). 409
1865
Bible. The New Testament... Dharmapustakera antabhaga... 
nutana dharmaniyama... Printed for the Calcutta Auxi­
liary Bible Society. [Two title pages t English and 
Bengali.] [l* 1 blank] 624p, 8.4Hx5.5". 10,000 cops. 
(BMS,SL). 410
 .The Four Gospels with the Acts of the Apostles...
Mathi, Mark, Luka, Yohana likhita susamacara evam
preritadera kriyara vivarana. Printed for the Calcu-
*
tta Auxiliary Bible Society. [Two title pages * Eng­
lish and Bengali.] 371 [l hla.nk]p. 8,l"x5". 1500 cops. 
(BMS), 411
513
Rangalala Vandyopadhyaya
Padmini, a tale of Rajasthana [in verse,] 2nd ed,
[l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,l] ii-xvi[l] 2-116p,6.7"x4.1", 
(BL). 412
1866
Bible. The holy Bible^containing the Old and the New 
Testaments... Dharmapustaka arthat puratana 0 nutana 
dharmaniyama... 3rd ed. Printed for the Bible Trans- 
lation Society. [Two title pages : English and Bengali.]
[2] 1133[l]p. D.cols. 10"x6.5", 5000 cops. (BMS). 413
Pra&nottarakrame Khristadharma siksa.
*s> *  *
A catechism of Christian doctrine in Bengali.
[l] 2«63[l]p. 7•2"x4.2"• (BMS). 414
THE SCHOOL PRESS OF THE LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY,
1819-1825
CHINSURAH
1819
Harle, J.
Ganitanka. Arithmetic for the use of Bengalee schools. 
Printed for the Calcutta School-Book Society.[2] 120p. 
8"x5"• 2000 cops. (IL,BMS). 415
Jahajayatra. [The voyage. A dialogue between a missionary 
and a Hindu on Christianity. Without title page, name of 
printer, date and place of printing.] [l] 2-13[l blank]p, 
2000 cops. 7.4**x4. 8" • (BL,BMS). 416
Kompasera vivarana. [A dialogue on the use of compass.
Without title page, name of printer][l] 2-15[l blank]p. 
(BL). 417
Pearson, John David
Fathsala vasaivara 0 valakadera sikhaivara dharara 
vivarana. Substance of Dr. Bell's instruction for 
modelling and conducting schools. Translated from 
the English by J.D, Pearson. Printed for the Calcutta 
School-Book Society.[l] 2-46p. 7.5*,x5". 5000 cops, (BMS).
418
514
Svarga yatra, [The journey to the heaven. Second dialogue 
between a missionary and a Hindu on the principles 
of Christianity. A sequel to Jahaia yatra entry No.416 
above]
[l] 2-15[l blank]p. 7.4"x4.8". (BL,BMS). 419
Varnamala, [ A set of Bengalee tables for schools.
Without any title and title page, name of printer, 
date and place of printing. Printed on one side of 
the paper for the Calcutta School-Book Society.]
10 leaves, 7,5"x5". (BMS). 420
CALCUTTA.
1819
Bible. Old Testament. Genesis.
Yusaphera upakhyana, satya itihasa. The history of 
Joseph * or true narrative. [English and Bengali on 
opposite pages.] 36+36p. 1000 cops. (BL). 421
Isvarlya svabhava. On the nature of God and the harmony 
of his justice and mercy in the salvation of man to 
which is added, some scripture proofs of the perfec­
tions of God. [l] 2-12p. 7.9,tx4.9M. 3000 cops. (BL)^^
1820
Keith, James
Ekajana d aroyanaara ekajana raali ei ubhayera 
kathopakathana. [Dialogues between a gardener and a 
door keeper. A tract on Christianity.] 2nd ed. 1820?
[l] 2-19[l blank]p, 8.2"x5.1”. 2000 cops. (BL). 423
Pearson, John David
Imraji bhasara vyakarana. A grammar of the English 
• • *
languages for the use of natives of Bengal. Printed 
for the Calcutta School-Book Society.
[l] 4-8[2] 2-l03[l blank]p. 8.&5.1". 1000 cops, (IL)
424
515
 .Vakyavali (Bakyabolee) or, idiomatical
exercises, English and Bengalee? with dialogues on 
various subjects, letters, etc. etc.
[2, 1, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,l] 2-280p. 8.5"x5.6".
(BL,CU)* 425
A selection of hymns for the use of native places of 
worship. 1st ed.
[l] 2-32p. 5.9"x3.9" (Bengalee No.12).500 cops. (BL).
426
Stewart, Capt. Jame s
Upade&a katha. Moral tales of history s with an 
historical sketch of England, and her connection 
with India.[English and Bengali on opposite pages.] 
Printed for the Calcutta School Book Society. 
vi[8] 68+68 p. 7• 9*'x5u . 2000 cops. (BL). 427
1821
May* Robert.
Anka pustaka, patha&alara karana. Gonito, being a 
collection of arithmetical tables. Printed for the 
Calcutta School-Book Society. 3rd ed.
[l] 4-123[l blank]p. 8.1*’x5'\ 2000 cops. (IL,BMS). 428
1822
Pearson, John David
Patra kaumudi, Patha&alara nimitte. Book of letters,
j
etc... printed for the Calcutta School-Book Society.
[l] 4~84p. 7.7"x4.8". 1000 cops. (IL,BMS). 429
THE CHURCH MISSION PRESS
1820-1843
1823
Nxtikatha. Fables, in the Bengalee language for the
use of schools. Part I. 5th ed. Printed for the Cal­
cutta School-Book Society.
[l]2-40p. 6.7"x4". 5000 cops. (IL,BMS). 430
5X6
1826
Gita pustaka. Hymns for the use of native Chris­
tians in English and Bengalee metres.
[l, 1 blank,l] 4-17[l blank,1, 1 blank] 2-216p. 
7"x4", ( XL )
1827
Rama j aya Tarkalankar a
Dayakaumudl evam dattakakaumudi evam vyavasthasam- 
• * *
graha. [Hindu law of inheritance.]
[l] 4~314[2]p. 8•5Mx5.3". (BL,IL,SL).
1831
Manoyogera visaya. [a thought for consideration.
A Christian tract.] [l] 2-27[l blank]p. 6,6"x4.1". 
(BL) .
1832
Bible, New Testament.
Matthiya kartika mangala samacara. St. MatthewTs 
Gospel? translated by John F, Ellerton, revised by 
Theophilus Bfeichardt. [without title page, name of 
printer, place and date of printing. Bible Society 
Note s printed for the Calcutta Auxiliary Bible 
Society.]
[l]2-lll[l blank]p. 8.6"x5.4". (BS).
1835
Jesus Christ. Prabhu Yi&ukhristera caritra varnani.« » t
The life of Christ, the saviour of the world.
[l] 2-36p. 6.6*'x4,l”, 10,000 copies(Miscellaneous 
series No.24). (BL).
Timirana&aka, The destroyer of darkness. [A tract on 
Christianity.] [l]2-20p. 6,6'tx4.1M. 15,000 cops. 
(Miscellaneous series No,27). (BL).
Kona Sastra mananiya.What scriptures should be
regarded. [l]2-12p. 6.6t,x4.1”. 10,000 cops. (Misce­
llaneous series No.4). (BL).
431
432
433
s
434
435
436
437
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1837
Bhramana&aka. Error refuted. [A Christian tract.] 1st
ed. [l] 2-12p. 6.6"x4.1"• 2000 cops. (BL). 438
Mahapraya&citta. The great atonement explained, in a 
dialogue between a minister and a pandit,
[l] 2”24p. 6.6nx4.1”. (Miscellaneous series No. 3).
(BL). 439
1838
Ingrejl siksa grantha, Harry's English spelling-book,
k l •
with reading lessons, translated into the Bengali 
language for the use of schools in three parts :- 
Part I.
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-5l[l blank]p. S^xd". (id). 440
1839
Dharmera visaye ji jrtasottara. Dvitlya khanda. The . *■ *
Bengali second catechism, for the use of schools.
[l] 2-34p, 6"x4"• (BL). 441
1842
Sandys, The Rev. T.
Bhugola vidya visayaka prasnottara. [ A question and 
answers on geography intended for school boys.]
[l] 2-4[l] 2-66p. 6• 9,*x4.1" ■ Cloth. (CU) . 442
THE UNITARIAN PRESS, 1821-1830 
1821
Brahmana sevadhi 0 misinari samvada. Brahmunical
9
magazine. The missionary and the Brahmun. No,1-3, 
by Raja Rammohana Raya. {Sivaprasada Sarma, pseud.) 
[.English and Bengali on opposite pages.]
1 * [l] 2-25 4 25p. 7.3"x5.7". (BL). 443
III [l] 2-13 + 13p, 7,3"x5.7"• (BL). 444
Ills [l] 2-25 + 25p. 7•3"x5.7"• (BL), 445
1822
Rammohana Raya9 Raja
Brief remarks regarding modern encroachments on the 
ancient rights of females - according to the Hindoo 
law of inheritance. [English work containing Sans-
518
krit quotations in Bengali characters,]
[l] 2-16p. 8"x5". (IL). 446
1827
Ramamohana Raya, Raja.
Gayatra paramopasanavidhana. [Passages collected
from the smrtisastras refering to the recitation #
of the Gayatri. Sanskrit text in Bengali charac­
ters with Bengali translation. Without title page, 
name of printer, place and date of printing. 1827?]
[l] 2-ll[l blank]p. 7.9"x5"•(BL)• 447
1829
Ramachandra Vidyavagisa.
Paramesvarera upasana visaye dvsida&a vyakhyana.
Brahma Samaja. Calcutta. Saturday 1 Agrahayana.
Sakavda 1750. [l2th discourse in the Brahma Samaja.] 
[l] 2-7p. 7.6”x5•1”*(BL)• 448
THE COLUMBIAN PRESS, 1821-1862 
1841
Siret, M.
SrxmanmaharEja Kalikrsna Bahadurera vam&avali...... .
A genealogical and other accounts of Maharaja Kali- 
krishna Bahadur...[in English, Persian and Bengali. 
Three title pages : English, Persian and Bengali.]
[l] 2-7[l blank,2-14[2] 2-7[l]p. (BL,IL)• 449
MAHINDY LAUL PRESS, 1822-1832 
1822
Kaslnatha Tarkapaficanana, Gangadhara Nyayaratna and
Ramakinkara Siromani. AtmatattvakaumudI, being a
paraphrase of pravodhacandrodaya by Krsna Misra....
[l] 2-l89[l blank, l] 2~5[l blank]p. 7.9"x5. 6*'. (BL),
450-
1827
Mohana Prasada Thakura
A vocabulary in the Bengalee and English language, 
for the use of the students; revised by Govinda
519
Candra Kaura, [l] 2-196p. 8.9"x5.9". (BL) *
THE SAMACARA CANDRIKA PRESS, 1822-1856
1822
Bhavanlcarana Vandyopadhyaya
Hasyarnava, by Jagadlsvara Tarkalankara j transla­
ted by Bhavanlcarana %ndyopadhyaya -[without title 
• •
page, name of printer, place and date of printing. 
1822?]
[l] 2-115[l blank]p. 6.7"x4.1". (BL) .
1823
 .Hitopadesa. [Benificial instruction compiled from
Pancatantra by Visnu Sarma.]
[l]2-345[l blank]p. 8.1"x5.7";' (BL) .
Gaudadeslya Samaja samsthapanartha prathama savara 
* »
vivarana. 6 Falguna 1229,[Report of meeting held 
• •
on the 16 February 1823 at the Hindu College, Cal­
cutta, for the purpose of establishment of an Asso­
ciation in Bengal, for the promotion of knowledge 
and social condition]
[l] 2-29[l blank]p. 8.2"x5.5". (BL).
Gangadhara Bhattacarva
Mahimnah stava, Fu^padantakrta 35 slokah.
• 1 * . *
[35 sloka of Ruspadarita translated into Bengali.] 
[l] 2-22p. 8"x5 .*3". (BL).
Ka&inatha Tarkapancanana
Pasandapidana namakapratyuttara• A reply entitled. A * »
"a torment to the irreligious".
[l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,l] 2-225[l] ii-viii p. 
8"x5"• (SL).
Jnanahjana salaka, [ A lance broken for wisdom. A
libellous attack upon an anonymous reviewer of
Pasandapidana. Without title page, name of printer . «* *
name and date of printing. 1823?]
[l] 2-14p. 8"x5"• (BL).
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
520
Vyavaharamukura. [A work on Hindu religion and its 
ceremonial observations.]
[l]-iv[l] 2-58p. 8.4,'x5.4” • (BL). 458
Puranas* Padmapurana.
Padmapuranantargata kriya yogasarera pancama adh- 
yaya. [The fifth chapter of the kriya yogasara 
translated into Bengali by Dvija Pxtamvara.]
[l] 2-70p. 7 • 2”x5 • I1' • (BL). 459
Ramacandra Vidyalaftkara ^ i ^
Anandalahari, by Sankara Acarya,translated into 
Bengali, [l] 2-102p. 8"x5*3”. (BL). 460
1826
KS^xnatha Tarkapancanana
Sadhusantosini. Published by Nandalala ThSkura.* *
[l, 1 blank,l] ii-v[l blank,l] 2-26p. 8.1nx5.2".
(BL). 461
Pitamvara Sena Dasa
Usaharana. [The story of U&a and Aniruddha in 
• •
verse. Without title page, name of printer,]
[l] 2~146p. 8* 2Hx5 *2”• (BL). 462
1827
. __ • t
Bhagavata. Srimaharsi vedavyasa prokta Srimadbhagavata.
Edited by Bhavanlcarana Vandyopadhyaya* [Sanskrit 
work in Bengali characters.]
Vol. X s 221 fol, obi. 16.7*'x6". (BL,SL) • 463
1829
Bhavanlcarana Vandyopadhyaya
Sankarl samglta. 20 fol. obi, 12,'x4M. (IL). 464
521
Halirama Dhekiyala Phukkana
Asamavurahji. [A History of Assam.3 4 vols. in 
I *[l] ii-iv[l] 2-86[l] 2-32[l] 2-29 [l blank,l]
2-60[l] 2-7p. 7•8Mx5.2M•(SL)• 465
 .[Also issued separately. BL has] Vol.I.
[l] ii-iv[l] 2-86p. 8*'x5". (BL). 466
1830
Bhagavata. Srimaharsi Vedavyasa prokta
#
Srimadbhagavata. Edited by Bhavanlcarana Vandyo- 
padhyaya [Sanskrit -work in Bengali characters.]
Vol. II * 222-530 fol. obi. 16.7"x6". [SL copy 
bound in 3 vols.] (BL,SL). 467
Mukundarama Cakravarti, Kavikankana
Candlmangala kavya. [Without title page, name of 
printer, place and date of printing.]
viii[l] 2-484p. S.r'xS.e". (BL) . 468
MaheAvara Nyayalankara Bhattacarya
Pravodhacandrodaya natakam. [A Sanskrit drama in 
Bengali characters.] 54 fol. obi. 15.5"x5*2H.(BL).
469
Matilala Sxla
Viprabhakti Candrika. 10 fol. obi.
10.1"x3.6". (IL). 470
1833
Bhavanlcarana Vandyopadhyaya
A&girah samhiteyam.[A Sanskrit work in Bengali characters.] 
3 fol.*obi! 15.3,,x4.7H. (IL) . 471
 ..Apastamva samhiteyam. [A Sanskrit work in Bengali
• *
characters.] 6 fol. Obi. 15.3"x4.7".(IL). 472
 _.Atri samhiteyam. [A Sanskrit work in Bengali
characters.] 11 fol. Obi. 15.3*,x.4.7H • (IL) * 473
522
1833
Bhavanicarana Vandyopadhyaya
Daksa samhiteyam. [A Sanskrit work in Bengali 
* * •
characters..] 6 fol. Obi. 15,3"x4.7" . (IL) . 474
 .Gautama samhiteyam. [a  Sanskrit work in Bengali
• •
characters.] 10 fol. Obi, 15• 3*'x4.7'*. (IL) . 475
 .Harlta samhiteyam, [A Sanskrit work in Bengali• •
characters.] 5 fol. Obi. 15•3"x4.7"•(IL)* 476
 .Katyayana samhiteyam. [a  Sanskrit work in Bengali
characters,] 12 fol. Obi. 15.3"x4.7".(IL). 477
 .Likhita samhiteyam, [A Sanskrit work in Bengali• •
characters.] 3 fol. Obi. 15.3"x4.7”. (XL). 478
Parasara samhiteyam, [a Sanskrit work in Bengali
' " •  •
characters.] 12 fol. Obi, 15.3".4.7".(IL). 479
.Samvartta samhiteyam.[a  Sanskrit work in Bengali 
characters.] 6 fol. Obi. 15.3” .4,7'* • (IL) • 480
 .Sankha samhiteyam. £a  Sanskrit work in Bengali
* *
characters,.] 8 fol. Obi. 15.3*'x4.7'*. (IL). 481
 .Satatapa samhiteyam. [a  Sanskrit work in Bengali
V''""T  ^ • •
characters.] 6 fol. Obi. 15.3"x4,7H.(IL), 482
 .U&anah samhiteyam. [a Sanskrit work in Bengali
characters.] 28 fol. Obi, 15.3"x4.7". (IL). 483
 ^.Vafeistha samhiteyam. [a Sanskrit work in Bengali
« • *
characters.] 12 fol; Obi, 15.3Hx4,7”.(IL)• 484
  .Visnu samhiteyam,[A Sanskrit work in Bengali
characters.] 32 fol. Obi, 15,3*'x4.7H. (IL). 485
  .Vyasa samhiteyam. [A Sanskrit work in Bengali
characters,] 6 fol. Obi. 15• 3'*x4.7” • (IL) . 486
 .Yajnavalkya samhiteyam, [A Sanskrit work in Bengali
characters.] 25 fol. Obi. 15.3".4,7",(IL), 487
 _,Yama samhiteyam. [A Sanskrit work in Bengali
characters.] 3 fol. Obi. 15•3Mx4.7"•(IL). 488
523
Halirama Dhekiyala Phukkana
Kamarupa savdavyutpa11 imaha kalika puranam
e *
Obi. 10.I"x3.2"• (BL). 489
Jagdisvara Tarkalahkara.
Hasyarnava nama prahasanam. [ A Sanskrit farce
o •
in Bengali characters.] 23 fol. Qbl.10"x4".(IL), 490
1840
Haracandra Tarkapaftcanana
Mataparlksottaram or an answer to a sketch of the * «
argument for Christianity and against Hinduism. [Two 
title pages : English and Bengali. Sanskrit in Benga-
li characters.] [3, 1 blank, l] 2-16p. 8.9,fx5.7". (BL) .
491
1843
Rudracandinamaka grantha. Printed by order of Bhairava- 
candra Gakravartl of Kumartuli, Calcutta, [a S anskrit 
work in Bengali characters.] 4 fol. Obi. 8•8nx4”•(IL)•
492
1844
Bhavanicarana Vandyopadhyaya
• ^
Purosottama candrika, arthat Sriksetradhamera
9
vivarana•[ Topographical and historical description 
of the holy places of Hindus in the Ganjam district, 
especially of Srik&etra in verse.] 
viii;.[l] 2»77[l blank]p. 8.5"x5.3". Re. 1.00, (BL) . 493
Syamadhana Mukho.padhyaya
Rajavali namaka grantha. [A history of India from 
ancient time upjto the East India company. Written 
by order of Visvanatha Matilala of Calcutta.] 
v [2]2-112p. 8Mx5.4". (BL). 494
Vamadeva
Pancapaksx namaka granthah. Printed by order of
• ,r- *
Bhairavacandra Cakravarti.[A Sanskrit work in 
Bengali characters.] 13 fol. Obi.. 8.8Mx4". (IL). 495
524
1845
Rajanarayana Mitra.
Kayastha kaustabha. [An ethnological work on kayastha# 
a Hindu sect. Without the name of printer.]
[3] ii-xi[l] 2-3l[l blank, 3, 1 blank]p* 2 plates. 
7,6Hx4.9M. (IL). 496
Srinarayana Cattaraja Thakura GosvamI Gunanidhi.
1 • •
Patracintamani grantha. [A Bengali letter writing 
book.] [l] 2-48p. 7.9,*x5.2". (BL). 497
Vaidyanatha Vandyopadhyaya Acarya'
Acara darpanaj edited by Radhanatha Nyayala&kara 
Bhattacarya. v[l blank, l] 2-114p. 7.9*,x5.4" • (SL). 498
1846
Kedaranatha Ghosala
Brahma Khanda. [Bengali translation of a part of • •
. Srahmavaivarta mahapurana.] vi[l] 2~98p. 7"x4". (IL). 499
i »
Vidhava Vivaha nisedha visayaka vyavastha evam tadlya
• * I
bhasartha. Printed by order of the Dharma Sabha.
*
[Without the name of printer.] [l,l blank,l] 2-28p. 
7.7"x5.2". (BL). 500
18^7
Krsnamohana Vandyopadhyaya 
• * *
Dharma posaka vaktrta. A sermon, preached in Christ 
• •
Church, Cornwallis Square, 011 Sunday, 7th November, 
1847, by the Revd. K.M. Banerjea...published by re- 
quest. [1] 2-13[l blank]p. 7.9"x5.2". (BL). 501
 .Ijipta de&era puravrtta. The history of ancient
— — —  t
Egypt from Rollin and the Encyclopaedia Britannica. 
[English and Bengali on opposite pages. 3 title pages : 
2 English and 1 Bengali.] [4] 2-169 -f 169[l blank, 1,
1 blank]p, 6.8”x4". (VidysCkalpadruma. Encyclopaedia 
Bengalensis, No.VI). (IL). 502
525
.I&varokta sastra dhara. The course of divine reve­
lation | a brief outline of the communications of God's 
will to man, and of the evidences and doctrines of 
Christianity with allusions to Hindu tents in Sanskrit, 
Hindi and English, Now translated into Bengali by 
the Revdt K.M. Banerjea. [Two title pages s English 
and Bengali.] [l] 2-62p. 6?,x4". (BL) . 503
.Jlvana *. v£ttanta. Prathama khanda. Biography, part I, 
containing the lives of Yudhisthira, Confucius, Plato,
Vicramaditya, Alfred and Sultan Mahmud. [English and 
Bengali on opposite pages. Three title pages s 2 Eng­
lish and 1 Bengali.]
[l, 1 blank,3] 2-168 -j~ 168 [l blank]p. 6.8"x4". 
(Vidyakalpadruma. Encyclopaedia Bengalensis, No.V).
(IL). 504
.Vividha visayaka patha. Miscellaneous readings.
• *■
Part II. [English and Bengali on opposite pages. 3 title 
pages s 2 English and 1 Bengali.]
[5] 2-168 + 168 [l]p 6.8”x4". (Vidyakalpadruma. 
Encyclopaedia Bengalensis, No,VI.) (IL). 505
1848
.Bhugola vr-ttanta. Geography, Part I, containing 
*
Asia and Europe. [English and Bengali on opposite 
pages. 3 title pages * 2 English, 1 Bengali.]
[l, 1 blank,3] 2-168 + 168 [l, 1 blank]p. 6.8"x4M 
(Vidyakalpadruma. Encyclopaedia Bengalensis, No.VIII). 
(IL). 506
.Ksetratattva, Elements of Geometry, the fourth, 
fifth and sixth books of Euclid by John Playfair, 
with additions by William Wallace.[English and Benga­
li on opposite pages. 3 title pages : 2 English and 
1 Bengali.]
[3] 2-149 + 149 [l] ii-vi[l]p. 6, 8Mx4" . (Vidyakalpa^. 
druma. Encyclopaedia Bengalensis,No.IX), (IL). 507
526
Ramacandra Bhattacarya
Sangitananda lahari.[ A collection of Hindu reli- 
gious songs.][l]-ii[l] 2~66p. 8.1Mx5,2X. (IL). 508
Thakura Dasa Vasu
Kayastha rasayana. [A treatise on Hindu sect kayastha. 
Cover title only.] [l]“2[l]2-32p. 6.7"x4H. (IL). 509
Visnu Sarnia.
ft
Hitopade&a. Beneficial instruction
[l] 2-463[l blank]p. 8.1"x5.4". (IL). 510
1849
Krsnamohana Vandyopadhyaya . . »
Nitlvodhaka itihasa. Moral tales, containing the 
king’s messengers by Rev. W. Adams and the reward of 
honesty by Maria Edgeworth. Adapted for the use of 
young readers in Bengal. [[English and Bengali on oppo­
site pages. 3 title pages. 2 English and 1 Bengali.]
[3] 2-155[l] 4 155[l]p. (IL,BL). (Vidyakalpadruma. 511
Encyclopaedia Bencralensis,NO.X) .
1851
Navlnacandra Vandyopadhyaya
Saravali. [a  summary of Indian history.] [3] 2 -75[lT 
88p. 8"x5.4". (BL). 512
1846
Tarakanatha Bhattacarya•
Durgarchana Varidhi. [l]2-373[l blank]p. (IL,SL). 513
THE SAMVADA TIMIRANASAKA PRESS, 1823-1836 
•
1823
Ramacandra Vidyalankara
Anandanahari [i.e. Anandalahari] by Sankara Acarya. 
[Sanskrit text in Bengali characters with Bengali 
text in verse.] [l] 2-62p. 8Hx5.2". (BL). 514
1824
PancangasundarI. [An astrological work in Sanskrit and
527
Bengali. Without date of printing. 1824?]
[1] 2-156p. 8"x5.2".(BL). 515
1829
Sarvatattvadipika evam vyavahara darpana. [a monthly
* 9
journal s social, literary and scientific. Edited 
by Kalacand Raya.]
I * [l] ii-vi[l] 2~48p. 8. lMx5"* (BL). 516
1830
 .II ; [l] 50-89p. 8.1,,x5” * (BL), 517
THE GOVERNMENT LITHOGRAPHIC PRESS
1823-1860
Veksine&yanera vivarana yahake kaupaka...kaha yaya.
[The nature and benefit of vaccination. Without 
title page, name of printer, date and place of prin­
ting. Lithographic impression on the basis of hand­
written script. 1855?] [l] 2-17[l blank]p. 8Hx5".(BL).
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J. LAVANDIER'S PRESS, 1824-1832 
1824
Laksmlnarayana Nyayalankara 
• •
The mitaksara darpana translated from the Sanskrit 
• •
into the Bengali langua^for the use of the public 
colleges. [A work on Hindu law of inheritance.]
[2] 436p. 8"x5M. (BL). 519
1832
Robinson’s grammar of history arthat itihasa sara
samgraha. [Published by the Calcutta Indigenous *
Literary Club by order of the Committee of Public 
Instructions, [includes names of the Directors of 
the Literary Club..] [l] 2-242 [l, 1 blank]p. 8”x5". 
(IL). 520
THE BISHOP’S COLLEGE PRESS,1824-1866 
1828
Morton, William
Dvibhasarthakabhidhana, or a dictionary of the 
Bengali language with Bengali synonyms and English
528
interpretation, compiled from native and other 
authorities, [l, 1 blank,l] vi-vii[l blank,l] 2- 
660[2]p, 8.3"x5.1”• (IL).
1837
Savda mala evam varnavinyasa 0 nana pathayukta9 • *
Bahgala pa/tha&alara hitartha samgrihita. [A Benga­
li vocabulary.] 2nd ed. [l] 2-26p. 6.9"x4M. (IL).
1838
B^umyadhikari Sabhara 'Vrttanta. Prathama bhaga. [[Pro- 
ceedings of the Land Holder's Association. Part I. 
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-76p. 7.6"x4.6". (IL).
1840
Krsnamohana Vandyopadhyaya 
• * *
...Upadesa katha. Sermons addressed to native 
Christians and inquirers in Bengalee. [Two title 
pages s English and Bengali.]]
[l] iv-vi[l] 2-212[2]p. 8.5"x5.3". (BL).
Sadharana prarthana.
The Book of common prayer, and administration of 
the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of 
the church, according to the use of the United 
Church of England and Ireland. Not published.[SPCK 
Ms. Note : Bengali version by Rev. E.H. Blumhardt. 
2 Title pages * English and Bengali.]]
[20] 62, 250, 15Op. 8.2*'x5.3". (SP,SL).
1841
Krsnamohana Vandyopadhyaya 
• • *
Satya sthapana 0 mithya na§ana. Truth defended, 
and error exposed. Strictures upon Hara Chandra 
Tarkapancanan*s answer to Mr. Muirfs Matapariksha, 
and upon Baboo Kasinatha Bosu's tract on Hinduism 
and Christianity. By the Rev. K.M. Banerjea*
[3] 2-34p. 8.2”x5.1". (BL).
521
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1842
Smith, W.O'B.
A fScripture catechism introductory to the Church 
catechism, translated into Bengalee by the Rev.
W.O'B. Smith, [l] 2~18p. 8.2"x5.1". (BL) , 527
1844
Krsnamohana .Vandyopadhyaya
A course of sermons on the true way of profiting 
by the word of God t By the Late Right Reverend 
Thomas Wilson, D.D, Lord Bishop of Sodor and Mann; 
translated into Bengalee, by the Rev. K.M. Banerjea.
[l] 2-108p. 8.2"x5.1". (BL). 528
1847
Prarthanara anukrama. The order for morning and even- 
ing prayer daily throughout the year,
I94p. 8.1»x5.3”. (CU). 529
1849
Madhusudana Gupta.
The London Pharmacopoeia, edition 1836. Translated 
into Bengalee. [Two title pages : English and Bengali.] 
[l, 1 blank, 1, lblank,l] ii-xx[l] 2-244p, 8,4"x5.3". 
Cloth. (IL). 530
1851
Bible. The Epistle of St. Paul.
Ephislyadera Prati Paul preritera lipi^D'The Greek 
text of the Epistle of St. Paul to the Ephesians... '* 
Translated by W.O'B. Smith and A..W. Street. Not pub­
lished* To "be considered as only private communi­
cation of a proof sheet".] [l, 1 blank, l] 4-13[l hlank]p. 
8"x5 * 1"» (IL), 531
1852
Phulamani o Karunara vivarana,strilokadera siksarthe viracita. . . .  *
The history of Phulmani and Karuna; a book for native
530
Christian women* Printed for the Calcutta Christian 
Tract and Boole Society. C'3]2 -306p. Xllus. 7.2,*x4.2". 3000 
cops. (BL,CU). 532
1853
Haracandra Datta
Lard KISiv caritra. Macaulay's life of Lord Clive.
Printed for the Vernacular Literature.Scoeity.
[i] iv-v[1 blank, l] 2-75[l blank]p. 7 plates.
7"x4". (Bengali Family Library. (IL). 533
1856
Katekhisma. [A catechism authorised by the Bishop of 
Calcutta, or short instruction in the doctrines of 
the church of England. Without title page, date of 
printing. I856?][l] 2-8p, 6,9Mx4,l". (BL). 534
Krsnamohana Vandyopadhyaya 
* * *
Rajaduta. The king's messengers, by the Rev. W.
Adams, M.A. Freely translated into Bengali, with 
an introduction adapted for native readers. 2nd ed., 
revised, [l] 2-52p. 6.8"x4.1". (BL). 535
Loka&iksa. [instructive advice.A Christian tract.]
[l] iv-v[l blank, l]2-68p. 8"x5.1''x. (BL) . 536
Ramanarayana Vidyaratna
Gopala Kaminl. A pleasing moral tale, adapted from 
the English.[Two title pages * English and Bengali.]
[l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,2] 2-155[l blank]p. 6"x4",
5000 cops. (IL). 537
1858
Bible. Old Testament. Psalms.
The Book of Psalms, newly translated in Bengali and
English,[The Psalter translated by W., Kay from Hebrew
into English and rendered into Bengali by Krsnamohana* •
Vandyopadhyaya.English and Bengali on opposite pages,] 
[l] iv-xi[l blank,l] 68l[l blank]p, 8.3"x5.4"• 200 cops, 
(BL,SL). 538
531
1859
Gana o gita samgraha.
Collection of rhymes, liymes, and tunes for Bengali 
Christian infant schools* Printed for the Calcutta 
Christian School Book Society,
[l] iv-xviii[l] 2-104p. 8.2"x5.4". (BL). 539
1862
Calcutta University*
Selections from subjects of examination in the Ben­
gali language, appointed by the Senate of the Cal­
cutta University, for the Entrance Examination of 
1863. [l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,l] 2-54p. 7.9"x5.3,^
(BL). 540
Krsnamohana Vandyopadhyaya * * *■
Isvarokta &astra dhara. The course of divine revela­
tion s a brief outline of the evidences and doctrines 
of Christianityi with allusions to Hindu tenets* Tran­
slated freely into Bengali, by Revd. K*M. Banerjea.
2nd ed. [Two title pages : English and Bengali*]
[l] 2-58p* 6,2"x4.2". OBL) . 541
 .Raja duta. The king's messengers[b y w.Adams, tr.into
Bengali.]3rd ed<[l]2~87[l blank]p*7 *7"x4.4" (10) 542
 •SaddarSana samvada•
Dialogues on the Hindu philosophy freely rendered 
into Bengali by Rev. K.M, Banerjea. Ho,3*
[l] 98-137[l blank]p* 8.5"x5.5". (BL,SL)• 543
1863
Bible, Old Testament.
Gita samhita. The Psalms, translated into Bengali 
from the Hebrew authorized to be used in churches. 
[Psalm 139 * 21 dropped in printing.]
[3] 2-242p. 6.8-"x4.2", (BMS), 544
1864
Gitasandharbha. [A Christian hymn book.]
[l, 1 blank, l] 6-124[2] iii-vi[2]p. 7.1"x4.1".
(10). 545
532
THE CALCUTTA SCHOOL-BOOK SOCIETY * S PRESS,
1824-1866
1824
Gauramohana Vidyalahkara Bhattacarya 
Kavitamrtakupa.
A choice collection of Sunscript couplets, with a 
translation in Bengalee. [l] 2-44p. 7"x4,f. (IL). 546
 . Strlsiksavidhayaka. An apology for Hindoo female
education! containing evidence in favour of the edu­
cation of Hindoo females from the examples of illus­
trious women. 3rd ed. [l]2-45[l blank]p. 8"x5"• (BL,BMS).
547
Madhavacandra Bhattacarya
Vyakarana sarah. A grammar of the Sunscrit language 
[in Bengali] designed for the use of native students.
3-6[l] 2-17l[l blank]p. 7"x4". (IL) . 548
Stewart, Capt. James
Varnamala. Stewart's Bengalee tables. 3rd ed.*
Printed on one side of the paper [cover title only].
16 leaves. 8’*x5H. 1000 cops. (BMS). 549
1825
Keith, James
Baftga bhasara vyakarana.
t «
A grammar of the Bengalee language, adapted to the 
young, in easy questions and answers.
[3]_4[l] 2-75[l]p. 6.7"x4.1". 500 cops. (BL,BMS). 550
Pearson, John David
Vakyavali. Idiomatical exercises, English and Benga­
lee with dialogues on various subjects, letters, etc. 
etc. [l] 4-273[l blank]p. S.l^xS.l". (IL). 551
Taracand Datta
r
Hanoranjanetihasa. Pleasing tales; or stories, de­
signed to improve the understanding, and direct the 
conduct of young persons. Part I.
[l] 2-27[l blank]p. 7.7"x4.8". (IL). 552
533
Yates, William
Padarthavidyasara. Elements of natural philosophy 
and natural history in a series of familiar dialogues.
[1, 1 blank,l] 2-96p. 7.7”x4.8". (IL,BMS). 553
1826
Gauramohana Vidyalaftkara Bhattacarya
Kavitamrtakupa. A choice collection of Sunscrit 
*
couplets, with a translation in Bengalee.
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-44p. 6.7'1 x4M (IL). 554
Lawson, John
Pa&vavall. Natural history of beasts. No.5. Vyagh-
rera Vrttanta. [l] 102-122p. 2000 cops. (1.0),
555
Olauthara vivarana. On the cholera morbus. For the
benefit of general public.[l]2-26p. 6.7"x4.2”.(BL).556
1827
Nltikatha. Fables in the Bengalee language. Part II.
3rd ed. [l] 2-39[l blank]p. 6"x4". 2000 cops.(IL). 557
Pearson, John David
Bhugola evam jyotisa. Dialogues on geography, astro- » • ■
nomy, etc. for the use of schools, 2nd ed. [English 
and Bengali on opposite pages.]
[l, 1 blank] [vii]-viii[3]4-31l[l blank]p. 8.2"x5,3".
(BL). 558
 . Pathasala vasaivara 0 valakadera siksaivara dharara
" ” * •
vivarana. Instructions for modelling and conducting 
schools. 2nd ed. [l] 2-3l[l blank]p.7.7”x4.8". 500cops.
(IL). 559
Radhakanta Deva, Raja
Samksipta Bahgala siksavgrantha• Abridgement of .a Bengalee
a •  a
spelling-Book, with miscellaneous reading lessons.
[3, 1 blank] 3-lll[l]p, 6.9"x4.2". (BL). 560
Varnamala. Introductory Bengalee Spelling Book. With
reading lessons, [l] 2-24 p. 6.7"x4".3000 cops.(BMS).
561
534
182.8
Lawson, John
Pas’Vavall. Animal biography; or, historical accounts, 
instructive and entertaining, respecting the brute 
creation. Part I. Compiled by J. Lawson, translated 
by W, H, Pearce, [l] 2-144p. 7.7”x4.7”. Ulus. 2000 
cops. (XL). 562
• .Part I. No*6 : Vidalera Tlrrttanta."Ji '  * *'
[l] 124-144p. 8"x5". 200 cops. (IL). 563
Taracand Datta
Monoranjanetihasa. Pleasing tales; or stories, 
designed to improve the understanding, and direct the 
conduct of young persons. Part I. 3rd ed. [English 
and Bengali on opposite pages,]
[3] 4-59[l blank]p. 7.7"x5". 1000 cops. (IL). 564
1829
Pearson, John David* ■
Afohidhana. A School dictionary, English and Bengali; 
designed chiefly for the use of native students.
[l] 2-316p. D.cols, 7"x4.2". 1500 cops. (IL). 565
1830
 , Praclna itihasa samuccaya. An epitome of ancient
history,' containing a concise account of the Egyp- 
tians, Assyrians, Persians, Grecians and Romans. [Com­
piled by William Yates; translated into Bengali by 
John David Pearson. Bengali edition.]
[l>2[l, 1 blank A] 4-364p. 8.4”x5.1M. (IL,BL) . 566
 .Another edition. English and Bengali on opposite
pages, [l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank] [7]-8[3] 4-623 [l blank]p. 
8.1"x5.3”. (BL,IL)• 567
 .Vakyavali. Idiomatical exercises English and Ben­
galee; with dialogues on various subjects, letters, 
etc. etc. [3, 1 blank, l] 4-278p. 8.2"x5".(IL). 568
535
Satya itihasa sara, Sketches of celebrated characters
in ancient history* [lj 2-258p. 8.5,,x5.2". (BL) 569
1833
Ksetramohana Mukhopadhyaya
Grika de&era itihasa. The abridgement of Dr.[Oliver^ 
Goldsmith's history of Greece, translated into Ben­
galee. .. by Khettromohun Mookerjea.
[v]-vi[7] -8[l]2-396p. 7.8"x5". (BL). 570
Ramamohana Raya, Raja
Gandlya Vyakarana. Grammar of the Bengali language, 
[l/l blank,l]-2[l] 2-97[l blank]p. 7.5"x4.5". (BL).57l
Yates, William
Jyotirvidya. An easy introduction to astronomy for 
young persons composed by James Ferguson, F.R.S. and 
revised by David Brewster, L.L.D; translated into 
Bengalee by William Yates.
[l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank, 1 j 2-157[l blank]]p.
8.2"x5.2"‘; (IL). 572
1834
Keith, James
BaAga bhasara vyakarana. A grammar of the Bengalee 
• »
language, adapted to the young in easy questions and 
answers. 2nd ed. [l] 2-62p. 6.9"x4M. (10). 573
Ramacandra Mitra
PaAvavali• Animal biography *, or, historical accounts,
instructive and entertaining, respecting the brute
creation in English and Bengalees compiled and tran­
slated by Ramchunder Mitter. [English and Bengali on 
opposite pages.]] [3] 4-34l[l blankjp. 7.9,,x4.9'*. (IL).
574
 ___. Pa^t II. No.2. The horse. [3] 66-101 [l blankjp.
8.5”X5.5". 500 cops. (10). 575
536
Yates, William
Padarthavidyasara• Elements of natural philosophy 
and natural history, in a series of familiar dialo­
gues designed for the instruction of Indian youth.
2nd ed. [l, 1 blank,l] 2~9l[l blank]p. 8.3ux5.2"•
(BL,10)• 576
 .[Another edition. English and Bengali on oppo­
site pages.] [3, 1 blank,3] 4-183[l blank]p. (SL,BMS).
577
1835
Ramacandra Mitra
Pasvavali. Animal biography $ or, historical accounts,
instructive and entertaining respecting the brute
creation. [English and Bengali on opposite pages.]
Part II. No.3 Gardabhera vrttanta* The a.ss.
*
[3] 106-161 [l blank]p. 1 wood cut. 8.5"x5.5".(10).578
Part II,No.4. Garura vrtt§nta, The ox. [3] 147-181 
[l blank]p, 1 wood cut! 8.5Mx5.5”.(10). 579
Part II.No.5. Mahisera vrttanta. The buffalo.
[3] 186-22l[l blank]p. 8. 5*'x5. 5**. (10). 580
1836
 •__ .Part II. No.6, Mesera vrttanta. The sheep.
[3] 226-262 [l blank]p. 8.5"x5.5". (10), 581
 . .Part II.No.7. Chagalera vrttanta. The goat.
[3] 226-301 [l blank]p. 8.5Mx5.5".(10). 582
1837
 ,__ .Part II,No. 8. Ustrera vrttanta. The camel.
[3] 306-34l[l blank]p. 8*.5»x5. 5. (10). 583
 ,__ .Vol.Il[Part.Hl[.No. 1. Nekadiya vyaghrera
vrttanta. The wolf.[l] 4-39[l blank]p. S.S^xS^*'.
(IL,10)• 584
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.Vol.I.No.I, 2nd ed. Kukurera vrttanta. The Dog,
[3] 4-6l[l blank]p. • (10). 585
. ,Vol.Il[part III] No.II. Citabhagera vrttanta.
*
The Leopard. £3] 4-39[l blank]p. 8.5Hx5,5". (10). 586
 ___«Vol.II•[Part III],No.3. Vanarera vrttanta. The
orang outang and Monkey.[3]4-39[l blank]p. 8.5"x5.5ft.
(IL,10) . 587
  .___ .Vol.II [Part III] No.4. Vivarera vrttanta.The
beaver. [3] 4~39[l blank]p, S.S^S.S". (IL,I0). 588
1839
Pearson, John David.
Abhidhana. A school dictionary, English and Bengalee; 
designed chiefly for the use of native students.[An 
English to Bengali dictionary.][3] 2-316p. D. col,7’,x4" ■ 
(10). 589
 Vakyavali, Idiomatical exercises, English and
Bengali; with dialogues 011 various subjects, letters, 
etc, etc. [3, 1 blank,l] 4-278p. 7.9Mx5". (10). 590
Ramacandra Mitra
PaSvavali. Animal biography in English and Bengali
[on opposite pages],
• _
Vol,II. No.5. Silapasura vrttanta. The seal.
[3] 4-39[l blank]p. 8.5"x5.5". (IL,I0). 591
Vol.II. 6. adudera vrttanta. The bat. [3] 4-39[l 
blank]p. 8.5"x5.5". (10). 592
Vrajaki&ora Gupta.
Bangabhasa Vyakarana. A grammar of the Bengali
• t
language, [l, 1 blank > v]-vi[l]2--145[l blank]p, 
6.9"x4.2". (IL). 593
1844
Pearson, John David
Patra-kaumudl; or, book of letters, etc. containing
538
letters of correspondence, commercial and familiar, 
with Zumeendaree and other legal forms, etc*
[l] 4-88p. 6.7"x3.9". (IL), 594
Yates, William
Sara samgraha. Vernacular class book reader forft
colleges and schools. 1st ed. £3, 1 blank, l] 2-200p. 
7"x4.2". 1000 cops. (XL), 595
1845
Abhidhana, Bengali dictionary, for the use of schools.
[l] 2-234[l]~2p. D. cols. 6.4"x4.7". (IL). 596
Ramamohana Raya, Raja
Gaudiya vyakarana.A grammar of the Bengali language, 
3rd’ed. [3] 2-116p. 6,7Mx3.9". 1000 cops. (IL). 597
1846
Bhumi parimana vidya, Elements of land surveying, on 
the Anglo-Indian plan. £l] iv-xi[l blank,l] 2-85^1 
blank]p. 2 charts. 7.2*'x4.2". Cloth. (IL). 598
Harle, J *
Ganitanka. Arithmetic? comprising the five fundamen­
tal rules... illustrated by examples.
[3] 2-96p. 7.I"x4,2"■ (IL). 599
Keith, James
Bangabhasara vyakarana. A grammar of the Bengali 
language adapted to the young, in easy questions and 
answers. 6th ed. [3] 2-59£l blank]p. 6.7,,x3.9M. 5000 
cops. (IL). 600
Nltikatha, trtlya bhaga. Fables in the Bengali language.
«
Part III. 2nd ed. ^iii^-iv^l^-Sep.O.J^xS.O" . (XL). 601
Pearce, William Hopkins
Bhugola vrttanta. Geography interpersed with infor-
9
mation historical and miscellaneous, 5th ed,
L G  iv-xix£l blank, l] 2-149[l blank]p.front(map)•
7.I”x4.2”. 6000 cops, (IL). 602
539
Taracand Datta
Hanoranjana itihasa. Pleasing tales? or stories, 
designed to improve the understanding and direct the 
conduct of young persons.
[l] 2-96p, 6.7?*x3.9". (IL). 603
Varnamala. Part I. Bengali spelling-book. 5th ed.
[l] 4~36p. 6.7Mx3.9". 5000 cops. (IL). 604
 ._.PartII.[l] 4-56p. 6.7"x3.9”.(IL). 605
1847
Nltikatha. Dvitiya bhaga. Fables in the Bengali
language. 2nd part, [l] 4~36p. 6 ,7"x.3 *9”. 5000 cops.
(IL)* 606
Yates, William
.Sara samgraha. Vernacular class-book reader for 
colleges and schools. 2nd ed. [3, 1 blankl] 2-202, 
[i]-iip. 7•lux4.2"• Cloth 2000 cops. (IL). 607
1850
Nltikatha. Dvitiya bhaga. Fables, in the Bengali lan­
guage. 2nd part. 8th ed. [l] 4-36p, l plate.
6,7'*x4.1". 5000 cops. (IL). 608
Pearson, John David
Vakyavali. Idiomatical exercises, English and 
Bengali, with dialogues on various subjects, speci­
mens of legal documents, letters, etc. 5th ed.
[3, 1 blank* 2j 5-294p. 7.1"x4.3°. 1000 cops. (IL). 609
Gouramoham Vidyalahkara
Strl&iksavidhayaka. Hindu female education, advo-
t
cated from the examples of illustrious women, both 
ancient and modern. £l] 2-45[ljp. 6.7,,x4n. (IL). 610
Nltikatha, trtlya bhaga. Fables, in the Bengali lan-
guage. 3rd part. 4th ed. £iii]-iv[l] 2-36p, 6.7,fx4,l”.
4000 cops, (IL). 611
540
Pearson, John David
Patra kaumudl. Book of letters, etc, containing 
letters of correspondence, commercial and familiar, 
with !2umeendaree and other legal forms, etc. 6th ed0 
[l] 4~88p. 7Mx4"• 1000 cops, (BL). 612
1852
May, Robert
Aftka pustaka. Being a collection of arithmetical
tables? with rules for their application to business
illustrated by examples, [l] 2-50p, 6,8Hx4.1t*. (IL).
613
Nltikatha, prathama bhaga. Fables in the Bengali
language. Part I. 12th ed. [l] 4-34,[l]-iip.6,7” x4.1h. 
6,000 copies, (IL). 614
1853
Marshman, John Clark
Bangade&era puravrtta. Marshman*s history of Bengal 
in Bengali, [l] 2-284p, 7.1,,x4.2,t. (IL), 615
Varnamala. Prathama Bhaga [Bengali spelling-book.]
Part I, 7th ed. [l] 2-36p. 7'*x4". 1000 cops. (BMS). 616
Vrajakifeora Gupta
Bangabhasa vyakarana. A grammar of the Bengali 
language, [l, 1 blank, l] 2-136p. 6.7"x4M• (IL). 617
1856
Bahgala 0 ImrajI abhidhana. Bengali andlBnglish die-
o
tionary, for the use of schools.
[l] 2-213[l blank]p. D. Cols,6.6"x4.9". (BMS). 618
Ramamohana Raya, Raj a
Gaudlya vyakarana. A grammar of the Bengali language. 
5th ed. [3] 2-l06p. 6.7"x4". 1500 cops.(IL). 619
1857
Abhidhana. Bengali dictionary, for the use of schools.
[l], 2-228p. D.cols. 6,5"x4.7”. (BL). 620
541
Adbhuta itihasa. An account of the wars of Alexander
the great, [l] 4-24p. 7"x4.1". (XL). 621
1859
Gauramohana Vidyalaftkara
StrlSiksavidhayaka. Hindu female education advocated 
from the examples of illustrious women, both ancient 
and modern, [l] 4-47[l ?olank]p. 6.9,'x4". (BL) , 622
1860
Dvarakanatha Bhattacarya
Prakrta viveka. Prathama bhaga. Physics of the 
earth. Part I. [l, 1 blank,l] 2-45[l blank]p.
6.7"x3.9". (IL). 623
1862
Rajendralala Mitra
Vyakarana prabe&a.[A Bengali grammar.]
[2, iii]-iv[l] 2-70p• 6.8"x4". (BL). 624
1863
Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya
Cinade&iyavulavula pakslra vivarana.[A description of
9 9
Chinese nightingaleJtranslated from English,]
[l] 2-20p. 6.6"x4.2" (Bengali Family Library). (IL).625
Setan-Karr, Walter Scott and Rajendralala Mitra 
Patrakaumudi• Book of letters.
[l] iv-xii[l] 2-100 p. 7"x4". (BL) . 626
1864
Hemangacandra Vasu
Musalmandigera abhyudayera vivarana. [An account of 
of the rise of the Muslim power, compiled and trans­
lated from the Edward Gibbonfe "History of the decline 
and fall of the Roman empire*'.]
[l] 2-73[l blank]p. 6,9"x4.2". (BL). 627
Ramanarayana Vidyaratna
Elijivetha. [Elizabeth. Translated from English.]
[3] 2-l96p, 7*'x4". (Bengali Family Library). (IL). 628
542
1865
Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya
Kathataranga. [Bengali translation of the history 
of Sandford and Merton : a children’s tale toy Thomas 
Day.] [l] 2-316p, 7,,x4". (Bengali Family Litorary).
(IL). 629
Ramanarayana Vidyaratna
Nanakera jlvana carita. [Life of Nanaka.]
[iii]~iv[l] 2~28p. 6.5"x4". (IL). 630
1866
Bhudeva Mukhopadhyaya
Ksetra tattva. [Geometry of Euclid, first three 
chapters.] [i] iV"“V*xX r [ l] 2-188p. 7’ i?c4.2 . 0loth.* (SL) .
631
Rajendralala Mitra
Vyakarana praveSa. [A Bengali grammar.] 2nd ed.
[l , 1 tolank] vi-vi[l] 2-7l[l tolank]p .6.7"x4.1M . (BL).
632
THE RATNAKARA PRESS, SERAMPORE,1825-1826.
1825
Nilaratna Haladara
Kavitaratnakara. [a  collection of provertos and mo­
ral maxims compiled from Sanskrit sources with Ben­
gali translation] [4] 3,96[l tolank] 2p. 8"x5n. (BL) c<633
THE SANSKRIT PRESS, 1825-1838 
1838
Gaurikanta Bhattacarya
Jnananjanas revised toy Madhusudana TarkalaiYkara.
[a work on Hindu religion.]
[l] iv-v[l tolank,i]-ii[l] 2-24l[l tolank]p.
7.9"x5". (IL). 634
543
THE SINDHU PRESS, 1828-1848
1828
Ramacandra Tarkala&kara
Kautukasarvasva nataka• A Sanskrit play by Gopi- 
nath Cakravartl. Bengali version in prose and verse, 
by Ramacandra Tarkalaftkara.[l]2-78p. 8.5"x5.3”.(BL).635
1829
Du r g apr a s ad a Mukhopadhyaya
Gangabhakti taraftgini pustaka. [A work on the holi­
ness of Ganges.] ii[l] 2-173[l blank]p. 8.4"x5.2".
(SL). 636
1830
Rame&vara Vandyopadhyaya
Jnana kaumudi. [A letter writing book].
[l] 2-32[l] 2-288p. 8.2x5.4". (SL). 637
1847
Visvesvara Datta
Sahnama.[Bengali translation of Shahnama in Persian 
by Perdausi Tusi.] 2-20[2] ii-viii[?,l blank,l] 2- 
458p. front. 7.8,,x5.1,,. (BL) . 638
1848
Vetala pancavimsati namaka grantha • [a tale translated 
from Hindi.] 15 8p. 7. 8"x4.2" • (XL). 639
THE &ASTRA PRAKASA PRESS, 1829-1865
1830
Laksminarayana Nyayalaftkara• The Hitopadesa t or . *
collection of fables with the Bengali and the Eng* 
lish translations. Edited by Lakshmi Narayan Nyaya- 
lankar.[Two title pages s English and Bengali.]
[l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,l] 2-4[l] 2-4[3]2-5 4
[l] 2-4,3[l blank]p. 9,2Hx6". (BL). 640
544
.Vyavastharatnamala. [ A treatise on Hindu law of 
inheritance in Sanskrit and Bengali in Bengali cha­
racters.] [l] 2-8[l] 2-4[l]2-130p. 8.8"x5.8". (BL) 641
1841
Kaiiprasada Mukhopadhyaya.
Navarasasindhu. [The story of Jaya and Jayanti.] 
[l]-ii:/[l]2-2l6p. 8f,x5”. (BL) . 642
1848
Krsnadasa Kaviraja GosvamI .. *
Caitanya caritamrta. [Life of Caitanya.]
[l] 2-70[l] 2-187[l tolank#l]2-94p. 10.1"x8.2". (BL). 643
1851
a
Srikanthanatha Raya Vasu
Manamatha Muhjarl namaka grantha. [ A tale in verse.] 
[l] vi[l] 2-l72p.7.7"x5• I”:.:. (IL)., 644
1855
Ramacandra Tarkalankara
Madhava malatl namaka granth. [A tale.]
[l] 2“126p, 7.6tfx5H • (IL). 645
1856
MaheSacandra Dasa De
Arjunera gaurava bhanjana. [A tale from the 
Mahabharata.] [l] 2-22p. 7.1,,x4.9,,. (IL), 646
1857
Ketaka Dasa and Ksamananda Dasa*
Mansara bhasana,[A tale of Cand Vanika, Vehula
and Laksindara.] [l] 2~86p. 7.2"x4,7".(IL). 647
1865
Durga Dasa
Dhatupatha diplkaca. [Adapted from dhatupathah by 
Vopadeva. A Sanskrit grammar in Bengali characters.]
545
[i] 2-15 [l blank,l] 2-48[l] 2~2l[l blahk]p.
9•l"x5 * 8”• (IL). 648
Laksmingrayana Nyayailahkara • *
Vyavastharatnamala. [A treatise on Hindu law of 
inheritence][l] 2-8[l]2-130p. 9«5l,x6t*. ■ (IL). 649
UPENDRALALA PRESS, 1830-1832 
1832
Bhavanicarana Vandyopadhyaya(Govindacandra Mukhopadh- 
yaya, Pseud.) Navavivi vilasa•[Description of a mo­
dern Bengali lady.] [3, 1 blank,l] 2-117[l blank]p. 
8.4"x5.2”. (SL). 650
THE REFORMER PRESS, 1831-1835 
1832
Amalacandra Gangali and Ka&Iprasada Ghosa.
Vijnana sevadhi. Treasures of science. Translated 
from Lord Brougham’s treatise on the objects, plea­
sures and advantages of science. By Baboos Amala 
Chundra Gangoli and Kasi Prasad Ghose, under the 
direction of H.H. Wilson, Esqr.. Revised and publi­
shed by the Society for Translating European Sciences. 
No.1.. [Cover title in English.]
[3] 2-55[l blank]p. 1 plate. (BL). 651
THE JNANANVESANA PRESS, 1831-1840
• o
1834
Bhuvanamohana Mitra and Gopalalala Mitra
Kautuka taranginl. [ A work on chemistry.]
[3] ii-iii, !00[3, 1 blank]p. front. 5.7,,x4H. (BL) . 652
1835
Bhagavadglta; Bengali translation by Gauri&ahkara
546
Tarkavagi&a. [l, 1 blank,l] 2-112p. 7•9Mx5. 2". (BL)
THE SAMVADA PRABHlKARA PRESS, 1831-1866 
1840
&rinarayana Raya
Ayurveda darpanah. [A work on indigenous medicine.]
Vol.l * [3] 2-104p. 8.2X5,2”. (IL). 654
Vol.II: [3] 2-l04p. 8.2x5.2”. (BL,IL). 655
Vol. Ill 1 [3] 2-68p. 8.2"x5.2". (IL). 656
1850
Gangadhara Tarkavagl&a Bhattacarya
Saftqlta gauri&vara,arthat haraparvatira Varanasi 
vihara varnanamaya grantha. [ A work in verse on 
Hindu religion] ii[l] 2-153[[l blank] iii£l blank]p.
7•4”x4.8”. (IL). 657
1852
Niiakamala BhadudI
Suketihasa grantha. [ A tale.][i]~ii[l] 2-9l[l blank]p. 
6.6,"x4.2”• (IL), 658
Srinarayana Raya.
Ayurveda darpana. £ A work on indigenous medicine.]
Vol I : [l]-2[l] ii“iii[l blank,l]2^82p.
7.4"x4.9*\ (IL). 659
Vol.II 1 [i]-ii[l]2-76[l,l blank]p. 7.9"x5•2”.(BL).660
Tarakanatha Datta, ed,
Sukumara Vilasa. £a poetical work by seven unknown 
poets.] [l, 1 blank] iv[l, 1 blank,l]-2[l]2-174[2]p. 
6.4"x4". (IL). 661
1853
Aksa yakumara Datta.
9
Vahya vastura sahita manava prakrtira samvandha»
vicara. [A series of articles on social and ethical 
questions.] Part : £l]2-7[[l blank] 8-9[l]2-245[l blank]p, 
6.7"x4t'. (IL). 662
547
Jnanani. School
Santana pratipalana karivara niyama. [a  work on 
child care.] [l] 2-6p, 7,3f'x4. 8" . (IL) • 663
Dvarakanatha Adhikari
Sudhiranjana. [Essays and poems.]
[i]-ii[l]2-146[l, 1 blank, i] - iip.6.5"x 4". (IL). 664
1855
Isvaracandra Gupta
Kavivara Bharatacandra Raya Gunakarera jlvana vrttanta, 
[Life of poet Bharatacandra .Raya.]
[l]2-6l[l blank]p. 8.1Mx4.9'*. (BL) . 665
Madhusudana Tarkalahkara
A&uvodha vyakarana. [ A Bengali grammar.]
[l] 2-3[l blank, l] 2-l87[l blank,i.]-iip.
6.3"x4". (IL). 666
1857
Srlnarayana Raya
Ayurveda darpana. [ A work on indigenous medicine.] 
Vol.II i [l, 1 blank,l] 2-77[l blank,1,1 blank]p.
7•4"x4•9"• (IL). 667
1858
Isvaracandra Gupta
Pravodhaprabhakara. [A dialogue on Hindu philosophy 
in prose and verse.] [l] 2-222[3,l blank]p. (BL). 668
1860
Gopalalala Mitra
Aftkacandrika i A commercial guide.
[l, 1 blank,5] 2-l78p.8.7"x5.5".(IL). 669
Gonsaidasa Gupta
*v
Nitipravandha. Moral essays in Bengali. [ 2 title 
pages s English and Bengali .] [l, 1 blank,i]-ii[l]2- 
112p. 6.9”x4.3M. (BL). 670
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1863
«
Syamalala Mitra
Substance of Mr. Henry [Oliver] Remfry*s notes on tlie 
nature and use of the Indian bael in diarrhoea, con­
sumption, etc. In Bengalee by Sham Loll Mitter. 1863? 
[l] 2-19 [l blank]p. 5"x3,4", (BL). 671
THE BHAVASINDHU PRESS,1833-1839
1833
Kaliprasada Kaviraja
Vatrisa simhasana.[A poetical version of the thirty- 
two tales of king Vikramaditya] iv[l] 2-202p. 7.1,,x4.7", 
(BL), 672
1834
Gangagovinda Tarkapancanana
Cikitsarnava. [ A work on Indian medical science.] 
iv[l] 2-60p. 7•8"x5•2”. (SL). 673
Srikrsnalilamrta duti samvada. [An episode from Brah- • •
mavaivartapurana in verse.] [l] 2-68p. 7.7"x4.9U.(BL).
674
THE GUNAKARA AND THE PRAJNA PRESS, 1833-1844
1836
Ramacandra Vidyavagxsa
Paramesvarera upasana visaye prathama vyakhyana 
avadhi dvadaSa vyakhyana. [Twelve Brahmist discourses.] 
2nd ed. [l] 2-63[l]p., 7.6,,x5.1". (BL) . 675
1840
 .Sisusevadhi. [History of Greek translated from
English for the use of school children,]
[l] ii-iv[l] 2-l0l[l blank]p.(BL), 676
54-9
1841
 .Nitidarfeana. ([lectures on ethics.]
No•1 s [l]2-4[l blank]p. 7.5”x4.8". (BL). 677
No.2 * [l] 2-ll[l blank]p. 7.5T,x4.8,,. (BL) . 678
No.3-5* [l] 2-8[l] 2-7[l,l] 2-7[l blank]p.
7.5”x4.8". (BL). 679
1842
Krsnalala DeYa 
• • *
Prasasti Prakasika Grantha.
[l] ii-iv[l] 2-108,iii[l]p. 8.5"x5.3", (BL). 680
Jagannathaprasada Vasu Mallika
Sahgltarasamadhuri. [A collection of religious songs.] 
[3] ii -xi[l] ii-x [l blank,l] 2-214p. 7.7Mx5•2”• (IL).
681
THE PRESS OF MAH&RKJa KALlKRSNA BAhSDURA 
1833-1847
1833
Kallkrsna Bahadura, Maharaja
I 0
Kaselasopakhyana. The history of Rasselan, prince of 
Abyssinia. A tale by Samuel Johnson, L.L.D.Translated 
into Bengalee by Maha-Raja Ka lee ^Krishna Bahadur. Cal­
cutta. Kamalaya Press. Printed for H, Mansell, 1833. 
[[English and Bengali on opposite pages.] [l, 1 blank] 
vii-viii, v-vi[[3] 2-263 [[ 1 blank, 9, 1 blank]p.
8•2"x5•2". (BL,IL). 682
 .Samksipta sadvidyavail. A short system of polite
fr 9
learning, being an introduction to the arts and sci­
ences, and other branches of useful knowledge. Compiled 
and translated by Maha-Raja Kalee-Krishna Bahadur. 
Printed at the Sobha Bazar Press,1833.[English and 
Bengali on opposite pages. 2 title pages s English 
and Bengali.][l,1 blank, 6] 4-122[l blank]p. 7.7X4.9". 
(IL). 683
550
1835
 ,Itihasacaya ; hita samgraha t. arthat G e  saheva
' o
viracitetihasa. Fables by the late Mr* [John] Gay, 
with its translation into Bengali poetry. By Raja 
Kali-Krishna Bahadur. Printed.,, from the Raja's 
Sobha-Bazar Press, 1836. [English and Bengali on 
opposite colums. 1 blank,1, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,
1, 1 blank,l] - 2[l, 1 blank,l] 2-193[l blank,i]- 
ii,[l]-2p. D.cols. 9"x6". (BL,CU). 684
THE V U M N A  PRESS, 1835 
1835
c
Madanamohana Deva Sarma
Svapnadhyaya namaka grantha. [ A work on dream com­
piled in metrical verse.] [l] 4-48p, 6.9"x4.2". (XL).
685
THE SUDHASINDHU PRESS, 1835-1866 
1835
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya
Kallkaivalya dayinl namaka grantha. [ A work on 
Kali, the goddess compiled by order of Nrsimhalala
■ o
Dasa.] [l] 2-494p. . (IL). 686
1849
Bhagavadgita. [Original Sanskrit in Bengali characters 
with Bengali translation in verse.], 158p. 7.6"x5". 
(BL). 687
1852
Bhavanlcarana Vandyopadhyaya(Bholanatha Vandyopadhyaya
9
Pseud.) Navavivivilasa. [Description of a modern 
Bengali lady,] [l] 2-82p. 7.8,,x5,l". (IL). 688
*551
SiSuvodhaka. [Bengali spelling-book, letter writing
and elementary arithmetic.,] 3-56p. 8Mx5 » 2” * (IL). 689
Vinodarama Sena Dasa
Bhaktamala namaka grantha. Part II.
ii, 124p. 7.9”x5". (IL). 690
1854
Kallmohana Datta
Ukila Jnananjana namaka aina grantha., [Compilation 
of civil laws,] [2] 2-128p. 7.8Hx5.1". (IL). 691
1855
Harimohana Karmakara
Kye mara Jilamenera monohara upakhyana. [A tale,]
[1] 2-54p, 7.5"x5", (IL). 692
 0 y. ^
Kas.matha Bhattacarya
Ba&gabhasabhidhaha. [ Bengali disctionary,]
[2] 395[l blank]p. 8.1f'x5.1". (IL). 693
1858
Nutana Panjika. Sakavda 1780 sana 1265. Im. 1858-59.
[An almanac for the year 1858-59®] 80p, 8,2"x5„2"«
(BL). 694
1865
Harimohana Karmakara
Ratnavall. . Gitabhinaya. [a drama•]
[l]-ii[l,l blank, l] 2-110p. 6.7,,x4,#. (IL). 695
Ksetramohana CakravartI
Caksmhsthira nataka. [a drama,] [l] 2-40p.Illus. 
9"x5,8". (BL). 696
The Ramayana. Lankakanda. Translated in verse by
Krttivasa from original Sanskrit work of Valmiki. 
[i]-ii[l] 2-156p. D. cols, 1 plate, 8,7"x5.3".(SL).697
552
.Adi, Ayodhya, aranyaka, kiskindhya,sundara, laftka,
uttara kanda. Translated in verse by Krttivasa from * ° •
original Sanskrit work of Valmiki•
[l] ii-iv, 446p. D. cols. 9"x5.8". (SL) . 598
THE SAMVADA PURNACANDRODAYA PRESSc
1835-1866
1836
Udayacandra Adhya, tr.o
Kalikatastha vaidyakapatha&ala sthapanante ... 
vaktritara dvara samksepa avedana. [An address to• 9
the students of the Medical College, Calcutta, 
delivered by M.J. Bramley; translated into Bengali 
by Udayacandra Adhya.] [l] 2-19[l blank]p. 8"x5.3"• (BL)
699
1838
Jagannarayana Mukhopadhyayat
Nutana abhidhana. [ A Bengali dictionary.]
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-435[l blank]p. D.co3s* 5.6,,x4.6,,.
700
1845
Gopala Bhatta
Sri Sri Haribhakti vilasah j edited by Muktarama 
Vidyavagisa.[1*1 blank] x, 7l[l blank]p. 9.9"x7.2".
(BL). 701
1848
Gurudasa Hajara
Romio evam Julietera monohara upakhyana. The story 
of Romeo and Juliet translated from Charles Lamb’s 
'Tales from Shakespeare'.
[3] 2-88, iii[l blank]p. 7"x4.2". (BL). 702
553
1849
Radhavallabha Das a
Manatatva sarasamgraha. [ Compiled from the phre- 
noligal works and charts of Dr. Spurzheim and Mr. 
Combe and translated into Bengali by Radhavallabha 
Dasa, a member of the Calcutta Phrenological Socie­
ty. Published by Ramaratna Vandyopadhyaya.]
[l] 2-93[l blank]p. Front. 7.1"x4.3". (BL). 703
1851-1852
The Ramayana. Translated into Bengali by Krttivasa.
2nd ed. 7 parts in I vol. Each part has its own 
pagination. 8.2**x4.6M. (IL). 704
1852
Addhaitacand.ra Adhya, Muktarama Vidyavagi&a and others. 
Apurvopakhyana. Tales from Shakespeare by [Charles] 
Lamb. Translated byAddhaitacandra Adhya, the editor 
of the Samvada Burnaaandrodaya with the assistance 
of Muktarama Vidyavagl&a and others.
[i]-ii[l, 2 blank,l|2~500p. front(port.). 7.6Hx5". 
(IL). 705
1853
Iiaracandra Ghosa
Bhanumati cittavilasa nataka. [ A drama.]
[5] 2-220[l, 1 blank]p. 7.5"x4.5". (IL) . 706
RameSvara Bhattacarya
Siva samkirtana. [Religious songs.]
[l] ii-viii[l] 2-398p. 4.6"x3.l[. (IL). 707
1854
Ad dhaitacandra Adh;ya.• '
A dictionary of English language with English defi­
nitions and Bengali interpretations, compiled from 
European and native authorities.[An English to Ben­
gali dictionary.] [i]-ii[l]2-761,3p. D.cols.(10). 708
554
 .Vatrisa simhasana. The life bf'Vikramaditya, by~ o
the thirty-two images of the RajahiS thrones re­
vised by Muktarama Vidyavaglsa. [2 title pages * 
English and Bengali.] [l] ii-ix[l blank,l]-ii[l]2- 
318p. 5.4"x3.2". (IL). 709
1855
Purapas, Narada Puranokta astada&a maha puranlya anu- 
kramanikas translated from Sanskrit into Bengali by 
Janamejaya Mitra. [l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,l] 2-42p. 
6x4.4". (BL?CU). 710
 .Srimadbhagavatajtranslated into Bengali by Addhai-
tacandra Adhya with the assistance of Muktarama 
Vidyavagl&a. 8 parts in I vol. each part has its own 
pagination. 8"x5H• (SL). 711
1856
Ad&haitacandra Adhya.
«
Amarartha dldhiti. [Compiled from the Sanskrit
lexican of Amara Simha and in consultation with the
*
Sanskrit dictionary of H..T. Colebrooke, by the edi­
tor of the Samvada Purnacandrodaya with the assistance 
of Muktarama Vidyavaglsa. [Sanskrit dictionary in 
Bengali characters. ] [i]-ii, 125[l blank, l] 2-l90p. 
5.5"x4.4", (IL). 712
 Savdamvudhi. [ A Bengali dictionary compiled by
the editor of the Samvada Purnacandrodaya with the 
assistance of Muktarama Vidyavagl&a.]
[l]-ii[l] 2-615[l blank]p. D, cols. 7.I"x4.6".(IL).
713
Ramanarayana Vidyaratna
Prasthana bheda, by Madhusudana Svarasvatl. [Bengali 
translation with Sanskrit original in Bengali charac­
ters.] [l] 2-29[l blank]p. 6,3"x4", (BL,CU). 714
555
1858
Puranas. Srimadbhagavatas translated byAddhaitacandra 
Adhya with the assistance of Muktarama Vidyavaglsa. 
Part 9 to 12 in 1 vol. Each part has its ot o pagina­
tion. 10.5"x6.5". (SL). 715
1860
Ad dhaitacandra Adhya
Hitopadesa, by Visnu Sarraa, translated into Ben- 
gali by the editor of the SamvadaPurnacandrodaya 
with the assistance of Muktarama Vidyavaglsa.
[l, 1 blank, l] 2~483[l blank]p. 5.2"x3.5". (BL) 716
1864
Puranas. Gopigitaj translated into Bengali prose and 
verse by Raja Kalikrsna Deva Bahadura.[5, 1 blank]p,
8 o 5f,x5M o (IL). '* 717
1865
__ « Srimadbhagavata.. ekadasa skandla [and ] dvadasa
skandha translated byAddhaitacandra Adhya with the 
assistance of Muktarama Vidyavaglsa.
[l*l ii-iii[l] 2-80>' [l, 1 blank,l] 2-30p.
9•lMx5•9”• (IL). 718
1866
Addhaitacandra Adhya 
• . rSavdamvadhi;[ A Bengali dictionary compiled by 
Addhaitacandra Adhya with the assistance of Mukrr 
tarama Vidyavagi&a and others.] ii,6l5[l blankjp. 
D.Cols. 7.3"x4.3". (BL). 719
THE AMERICAN BAPTIST MISSION PRESS,
ASSAM, 1836-1866.
JAIPUR
1840
Cutter, H.B.L. (Mrs)
g
Vocabulary and phrases, in English and Assamese.
[3] 6-25l[l blank]p. 7"x4". (10), 72o
556
1643
Kona Sastra pramanika. What scriptures are authentic,
[A tract on Christianity in Assamese language.]
[l] 4-12p. 6•8"x4.2”o (BL). 721
SIBSAGAR
1845
Brown, E .W . (Mrs)
Gananara kitapa, Prathama bhaga. First arithmetic, 
in Asamese. £l] 2-48p. (BL) . 722
1846
Bible. Gospels. Selections,
Vaca Subha varta. [l] 2»l0p. 8.2"x5.2”. (BL). 723
1848
Brown, Nathan
Grammatical notices of the Asamese language. 
xxvi,80p, 8*'x5". (BL,IL). 724
1849
Bible. New Testament. Assamese
Amara tranakarta prabhu yicukhristara natuna
9
niyama. The New Testament of our Lord and savior 
Jesus Christ? translated into the Asamese language 
by Nathan Brown. 2nd ed. [l] 4-785[l blank]p. 
7.5"x4.8H. (BL). 725
1850
 ,3rd ed.
[3] 8-630 p. 9•6"x5.9"» (BL). 726
1855
Bible. Dharamputhira vivarana.
Bible stories by C.G. Barth? translated into Asamese, 
by C.H. Hesselmeyer. [l] 2-260p. Illus. 7.4"x4.4". 
(BL), 727
557
1861
Khristiyana mandalira samkhepa vivarana.
History of the Christian Church, from the German 
of C.G. Barth, DD. Translated into Asamese by C.H. 
Hesselmeyer. [l]-i.i[l]2-284p. 8.4,,x5.4,\ (BL) . 728
1864
Ward, S.R.(Mrs)
Imragl aru acamiya vakyavali. Brief vocabulary in 
6
English and Assamese with rudimentary exercises*
[l] iv-xi£2] 2-104p. 7,lx4.2’t. (BL)V 729
THE COMMERCIAL PRESS, 1837-1841
Svarupacand Dasa
SandeSavali* The history of India..* deduced from 
the best authorities, [l, 1 blank] i-ii[2, 2 blank, 
l] 4-346p, 8Mx4.5”. (IL). 730
THE VISVASARA PRESS, 1838 
1838
Madanamohana Kavyaratnakara Bhattacarya
Rasataranginl. Arthat sringararasaghatita udbhata 
sloka grantha. [ A work on sexual science.]
[l]-2[l, 1 blank, l] 2-5[2, 1 blank]p. 7.8”x5".(IL).
731
THE CANDRODAYA PRESS, SERAMPORE,
1838-1866
1846
Bible. Dharmapustakera vrttanta. Bible stories, tran-
»
slated from the German of Dr. C.G. Barth by Mrs* 
Haeberlin. With 27 illustrations, [l] 2-252p, 7.1,,x4.3°. 
(BL). 732
558
1847
Tarakanatha Sarma
Vopa deviyanwMugdhavodha Vyakaranam. The Sanskrit > * »
grammar or Mugdha-Bod Vyakarana. [ 5 , 1  blank,l]2-
228p. 7, l**x4.1" • (CU). 733
1852
Robinson, John
Robinson Krusora jivanacarita. [Bengali transla­
tion of the adventures of Robinson Crusoe, by 
Daniel De Foe. Printed by order of the Vernacular 
Literature Society,] [l] 2-26Ip, 1 front, 15 plates, 
8.6Mx5.3,». (IL). 734
1858
Srinarayana Cattaraja Gunanidhi 
• •
Kalikautuka. nataka. [a drama in four acts on the 
characteristic featuresof the modern Hindu Society. 
Cover title], [l] 2-123[l blank]p. 6.6"x4.1”.(BL,SL).
735
1859
Ke&avacandra Raya Karmakara
Tattvajnanopade&a. [A compilation of moral instruc­
tion compiled from the Vedanta,]
[1] ii-viii[l] 10-I09[l blank,l] 2-32p. 7Vx4.3",(SL).
736
Pancanana Vandyopadhyaya?Raya Bahadur a 
Manoyatra namaka nataka. [A drama,],
[2] ii[l] ii-iv,116p. 6.7"x4". (IL), 737
1865
Candramani Sarma
Tatvopadesa. [Moral lessons,]
[2] ii[l] 2-l02p. 7,3"x4.5,f. (SL) , 738
1866
Ka&Ikanta Bhattacarya
Dharmanicaya. [ A work about Hindu religion.]
[l] 2-24p„ 7.6Mx3.1”, (IL). 739.
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THE JNANARATNAKARA AND N.L.SIL PRESS, 1838-1866
1847
Jnanacandra Siddhanta Siromani
*
The Hitopadesa. [Beneficial instructions. Translated 
into Bengali from Original Sanskrit -work of Visnu 
Sarma.] [3] 2-319 [l blank]p. 7.6"x5.2". (IL).' 740
1850
Samadrika namaka grantha. [a work of astrology.]
36p, 7’,x5,,. (BL) . 741
1851
Navinacandra Vandyopgdhyaya
Saravali.[A summary of Indian history.][3] 2-75[l], 
88p.7.9"x5.3".(BL). 742
1853
Jagannathaprasada Mallika
Savdakalpalatika. Falatah.Amarartha muktavali. [a
o
Bengali dictionary.] [l] ii-iv[l] 2-338p. 6.2"x4.2". 
(IL). 743
1855
Puranas. Dut I samvada. Brahmavaivarta puranantargata 
Srikrsna lilamrta namaka grantha, [in verse.]
[l] 2-84p. 7.5*'x4.5". (IL) . 744
Rupa Gosvami
Lalita madhava.[Love story of Radha-Krsna transla- 
ted from original Sanskrit,]
[l] 2-23l[l blank]p. 7.2,,x4.8". (IL) . 745
Vrhat Pasandadalana.[a  work on Vaisnava religion, 
compiled by Virabhadra Gosvami.]
[l] ii-vi,I02p. 6 .7Mx4.9n. (IL). 746
Yadunandana Dasa
Vidagdha madhava. [ Love story of Radha-Krsna.]
[l] 2-l87[l blank]p. 7.5"x4,6". (IL). *’* 747
560
1856
Bhaktitattvasara. [a Vaisnava religious work.]
[5] 2-89[l blank]p. 5.8"x3.8". (IL). 748
Cikitsarnava. [a work on the diagnosis and treatment of 
various maladies, and process of preparation of 
medicines, in prose and verse compiled from Sanskrit 
sources with quotations.]
[l] ii-iv[l]2~40p. 7.9Mx4-. 9" • (BL). 749
Dinavandhu Gupta
Ajendu maticarita.[A tale based on Raghuvam&a of 
Kalidasa][3] 2-79[l blank]p. 6.5"x4't. (IL). 750
Gopalacandra Cudamani 
• «
Sitavilapalahari. [A tale.]
[l] 2-60p. 7 • 9nx5 . 2’*. (IL). 751
Samudrikam, Srimahadeva Vakta Sriparvati Srota.
[A work on astrology.] [i]-ii[l] 2-4l[l blank]p.
6 • 5'*x4.1” • (IL). 752
Brahmananda Cattopadhyaya
Aksavala . caritra. [a  work on game of chess.]
[3] 2-73[l blank]p. 6"x4.2". (IL). 753
1857
• _Syama Dasa
Nigudhatattva grantha. [A poem on Hindu mytholo-
t ~
logical subject.] [l] 2-38p. Illus. 7.8t,x5.4". (BL).
754
N.L. SIL PRESS
1865
AvaSyaklya nityakarma. [Daily religious duties of 
the Hindus. Sanskrit in Bengali characters.]
[l] 2-2l[l]p. 7•5"x4.8". (IL). 755
Bhasa dravyaguna. [ A treatise on diets, medicines, 
etc. compiled from various Sanskrit sources, with 
original text.] iv,69[l blank]p, 7.7ux4.7". (BL). 756
561
Dinanatha Gahgopadhyaya
Vividha darsana kavya,[ A poetical work in six cantos.] 
[3, 1 blank, l] iv-viii[l] 2-115[ 1 blank]p.
8.2"x5.2". (BL*IL) • 757
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvami • * *
Bhaktamala grantha. [Biography of Vaisnava saints.] 
ii-iii, 367[l]p. 9.2”x5.2". (SL) . 758
 . Caitanyacaritamrta. [Biography of Caitanya.]
[l] ii~viii, 79[l blank , l] 2-252, 126p.
9”x5.9M. (SL). 759
Ramacandra Vidyavaglsa Bhattacarya
Jyotisa sara samgraha.. [ A  work on Astrology.]
[l] ii-vi[l] 2-144p. 6.2”x3.9". (SL,IL). 760
Ramac andra Ta rkalaftkara
Satataplya karmavipaka. [ A work on sins and 
their remedies according to Hindu religion.]
[l] ii-vi[l] 2-68p. 6.2"x3.9". (BL) . 761
Rasikacandra Raya
Pancall. Dvitiya bhaga. [Poems chiefly on the life 
of Krsna.] [l, 1 blank, l] 2-l79[l blank]p.
6.1"x3.9". (BL). 762
Samudrikam. [A work on Astrology. Date of printing
9
1227 B.E. is a misprint; it should be 1272 B.E.]
[l] 2-39[l blank]p. (IL). 763
1866
Jagannathaprasada Mallika
Savdakalpalatika. Phalatah amarartha muktavail. [A
9
Bengali dictionary.] [2, i ]-ii[l]-2*[l] 2-328 p..
6.I"x4.5". (SL). 764
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvami
r  , . - 1
Caitanyacaritamrta. [Biography of Caitanya.J
[3] 2-390p. 12.1”x4.7. (BL, IL) • 765
562
1866
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvami
Caitanyacaritamrta. Antalila. [Biography of Caitanya.]
[3] 2-179[l blank]p. 12.I"x4.7". (BL,IL)• 766
Vinodarama Sena Dasa
Stavamrta vindu. [Compiled from the different puranas
• *
and works of different saints. Important quotations on 
Hindu religion.] [l, 1 blank,1 plate,3] 2-69[l blank,l] 
2-15[l blank]p. 7.8'*x4.6". (SL). 767
THE SAMVADA BHASKARA PRESS,1838-1866
1853
Gaurlsankara Bhattacarya
Bugola Sara. 3rd ed. [A geography for school boys.]
[l] 2-50p. 8"x5.4"• (IL). 768
 .Jnana pradlpa. [Moral lessons for school boys.]
Part I and II, Part Is 3rd ed. 78p. Part II: 78p. 
7.5"x5". (IL). 769
Golokacandra Caturdhuri
Kulaplyusa pravaha namaka grantha. [A treatise on
9
the origin of castes, compiled from the ancient 
Sanskrti authorities,] 3-48p, . (BL). 770
Ramanarayana Tarkasiddhanta Bhattacarya
Pativratopakhyana. [Tale of a devoted wife.]
94p. 7.6Mx5.1”. (SL). 771
Ramaprasada Sena
Kaviranjana Vidyasundara. [Tale of Vidyasundara, 
by Bharatacandra Raya in prose.]
[4] ii-vii[l] 2-192p. 6.3ux4”. (IL). 772
1854
Gaurisankara Bhattacarya
Nxtiratna. [Moral lessons,]
[i]-ii,96p. 500 cops. (BL,IL). 773
563'
Rajanarayana Bhattacarya
Panjavetishasa. [History of Punjab.]
[l] ii-vi[l, 1 blank,l] 2-194p. 7.9"x5". (IL). 774
1856
Bhagavadgita; translated into Bengali by GaurISankara
Tarkavaglsa. 3rd ed. [l, 1 blank,l] 2-20l[l]p. 9.1"x5.9". 
(BL) . 77/5
Ramanidlii Gupta
Gitaratna. [Poetical works and life of Ramanidhi 
Gupta, by Jayagopala Gupta.]
[l]-2[.l] 2-4[l] 2-14[l]2-155[l blank]p.
8•l"x5•1M. (IL). 776
1857
Gopalacandra Cudamani Bhattacarya 
♦ •
[Bangla vyakarana] samgraha.[A Bengali grammar.]
» * j
2nd ed. [l] 2-19[l blank]p. 6.5"x4.1". (IL). 777
RameScandra Mukhapadhyaya
Cittavinoda. [ A tale based on G. Lillo's tragedy, 
the "Fatal curiosity".]
[l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l] 2-53[l blank]p. 500 cops.
(BL,IL). 778
Tarakacandra Cudamani.
* t
Sapatni nataka. [ A drama on the evils of 
polygamy.] [2] 2-147[l]p. 8"x5". (BL). 779
1858
Candramadhava Cattopadhyaya
Varsatirikta gati. [An essy on the earth’s revolu- 
tion round the sun and resulting changes in the tem- 
parature and climate of Bengal in the first half of the 
nineteenth century.] [l] 2-2l[l blank]p. 6.5"x4",
(BL,CU). 780
564
Gaurl^ankara Tarkavaglsa, tr.
Candi i [Original text with Bengali translation.]
[l] 2-3[l blank,l] ii-vii.i[l] 2-167[l blank]p.
8 • 8"x6f* • (BL, IL) • 781
1859
Kaslnatha Dasa Gupta
K^nyapana vinafeika pustika. [ A work directed again- 
st the practice of parents* selling their daughters 
in marriage. With quotations from Sanskrit autho­
rities.] [2, l]-2[l]2-55[l blank]p. 6,6"x3.9M. (BL) .
782
1861
■
Madaradruma Sarma
Kautuka laharl. [Humourous tales in prose and verse.] 
[l] ii-iv[l] 2-95[l blank]p. 6.7"x4". (BL). 783
Vidyadaridradalanl. [ A poetical work.]
[l]-ii[l] 2-84p. 6. 8"x4. 2" • (BL,SL) . ?Q4
Dvarakanatha Hitra
Musalam kulanasanam. [ A drama.]
[l! 1 blank,l] 2~36p. 6.8"x4.2". (SL). 785
1866
Pltamvara Sena Kaviratna
Deharaksaka. [Rules for preserving health, compiled 
from various Sanskrit sources with Bengali commentary.] 
[l] ii-iii[l blank,l] 2-114p. 6.9"x3.9". (BL). 786
THE BADABAJARA PRESS, 1839 
1839
Silhana Mi&ra
Santi satakam . [Original Sanskrit in Bengali cha™
i
racters with Bengali translation dealing removal of 
repentence, conscience, advice regarding duties 
and pleasures described in, respectively in four 
chapters.]
[l] 2-46p. 5.8’*x4.5". (IL). 787
565
THE BENGAL PRINTING PRESS, 1839
1839
Eradotulla
Tajal maluka 0 Vakaolira puthi. [A tale in Musalmani
Bengali verse. Book starts from right.j
140p. 9.5"x.6"< (SL). 788
DURGACARANA AND COMPANY•S PRESS, 18399 *
1839
Keith, James
Baftga bhasara vyakarana. A grammar of the Bengaleet «
language, adapted to the young, in easy questions 
and answers, by the Rev. J. Keith. 3rd ed. Printed 
for the Calcutta School-Book Society.
[l] 2-62p* 6.6ux4.1"• 1000 cops. (BL). 789
THE SARASAMGRAHA PRESS, 1839-1855 
1839
Ramamohana Raya, Raja
Gaudiya vyakarana. A grammar of the Bengali language,
• 9
by Rammohun Roy. Re-printed for the Calcutta School-Book 
Society.
[l, 1 blank, i]-ii[l] 2-97[l blankjp. 7.7"x4.8". (IL).
790
1842
Premacand Raya
Jnanarnava. A selection of morals, from the best 
«
Sanscrit and other works translated and compiled into 
Bengalee, by Prem Chond Roy.
[l]-ii,[l]-2,[l]2-194p. 7.6"x4.3". (BL). 791
566
1844
Laksminarayana Nyayalankara
The Hitopade&a or a collection of Sanskrit fables 
translated into English, revised and corrected. [The 
work is in Sanskrit (Devanagari), Bengali and English.
3 title pages t Devanagari, Bengali and English,]
[l] 2-4[l]2-4[l] 2-514p. 7.7"x5.3". (BL,XL)• 792
1853
Visvanatha Mitra,
Dravyaguna darpana. [Bengali translation of a Sans- * *
krit work entitled s Rajavallabha by Narayana Kaviraja. 
Edited by Abhayacarana Gupta Kaviraja. A treatise on 
dietetics.] [3] 4-123[l blank]p. 7.9"x5,f. (IL) • 793
1855
Srirama Pandita and Bhavanlcarana Pandita
T * * "Laksmana digvijaya naiuaka grantha. [a story from the 
RamJyana.] vi[l]2-214p, 7.9"x5.2".(IL). 794
THE ANGLO INDIAN PRESS, 1840 
1840
Gopalalala Mitra.
Bharatavarsera itihasa. History of India,[by John 
Clark Marshman] translated into Bengali, by Gopall Lall 
Mitra and published under the patronage of the Committee 
of Public Instruction.[l,l blank, 1 blank,l] vi-vii[l]2- 
20l[l blank,3, 1 blank] ll[l hlank]p. 8.1"x5.9"• (BL,IL)„
795
THE TATTVAVODHINI SABHA AND. BRAHM^ SAMAJA PRESS, 
1840-1866
TATTVAVODHINI SABHA PRESS, 1840-1859 
1840
Upanisadas. Kathopanisada, Yajurvedlya Kathopanisat.[a• 9 a • e
Bengali translation by the TattvavodhinI Sabha.]
[l] 2-3l[l blank]p. 7.5t'x5.2", (BL) . 796
567
1841
Aks-ayakumara Dattat
Bhugo1a•[A geography.]
[i]-ii[l] 2~75[l blank,1, 2 blank,l]p. 1 map.
7•4"x5"• (IL). 797
TattvavodhiniSabha. Sabhyadigera vaktrta. [A collec-
«
tion of sermons delivered by different members of the 
Tattvavodhini Sabha, from 21 December,, 1839 to 4 June 
1840.][l] 2-34p• 7.6”x5,1". (BL). 798
1844
Samskrta vyakarana. Sandhi avadhi . S'avda paryanta.
• • •
[A Sanskrit grammar in Bengali attributed to Deve- 
ndranatha Thakura.] [l] 2-70p, 7.7x5”. (IL). 799
1845
Brahma vis ay aka glta samuha. [Brahmist hyms.]
[l] 2-26p. 7,,x4" o (CU).- 800
Samskrta pathoparaka. [ A Sanskrit reader in Bengali
• * i
characters published for the Tattvavodhini Patta&ala.]
*
[l] 2-65[l blank]p. 7.5"x5H. (IL). 801
Parame&varera mahima praka&arthey vastu vicara. [a 
work on natural science in relation to God.]
[l] 2-36p. 7.4”x4.9". (IL).. 802
• —
Sankara Acarya
Atmanatmaviveka. [without title page, name of printer, 
place and date of printing. 1845?]
32p. 7.34,x4.9" • (IL). 803
1846
Brahma Samaja
Parame&varera mahima varnana. [six Brahm\ist ser- 
mons on the greatness of God.] 27[l blank]p. 7.6,,x5.1, 
(BL). 804
568
[Upanisadas. Sanskrit work in Bengali characters.]
[l] 2-47[l blank,l] 2~77[2 blank,l]2-3[lblank]p.(IL).
805
Vrajamohana Deva
Pauttalika prabodha. [a refutation of idolatry, in the 
form of a dialogue between a Vedantist and an idolator, 
extracted from thesTattvapraka&a of the author.]
[l] 2~48p. 7 * 6"x5.1"• (BL). 806
1849
Nilamani Pala
Ratnavall nlhika. [ A drama translated from original
in Sanskrit of Sriharsa. Edited by Candramohana
«
Sdddhantavagisa Bhattacarya]
[l] 2-216p. 7.4,fx4. 6" • (BL, IL) • 807
Pancaviveka, Pancadipa, Pancanandavyavatmika, Pancadasi, 
by Bharati Tirthavidysxanyamuni&varaj interpretation 
and annotation by Ramakrsna; Benqali translation by
i • O
Anandacandra Vedantavagl&a. [3] 8-780p. 8.5Mx5.3M.
(BL,IL). 808
Ramacandra Vidyavaglsa Bhattacarya
Pyramesvarera upasana visaye prathamavadhi saptada&a 
vyakhyana. [Seventeen discourses on the prayer of 
supreme being according to Brahma religion] 2nd ed.
[l] 2-l04p. 7•6"x5.1". (BL). 809
Vedantasara, by Sadanandaj with annotations by Nrsimha
e t
Svarasvati and Ramatlrtha ;Y^ti; translated into Ben­
gali by Anandacandra Vedantavagisa.
[1] .ii-iii[l blank] 2-10l[l blank,l] 2-l00[l] 2-34-
[2]p. 7.3"x4.3”. (IL). 810
1850
Brahma dharma. [Sanskrit work in Bengali characters.] 
[l]2-110,xiii[l blank,1, 1 blank]p. 6.2"x3•9”.(IL).811
 [in Bengali language.]
[l] 2-85[l blank] vii[l, 1 blank,1,1 blank]p. (IL).812
569
1851
Aksayakumara Datta
Vahya vastura sahita manava prakrtira samvandha vicara. 
Prathama bhaga. [A series of articles on social and 
ethical questions.] [l] 2-12[l] 2-29l[l blank]p. 
7.6"x5.4". (IL). 813
Bhartavarsxya Sabha, Calcutta
Lakheraja visayalca Bharatavarslya Sabhara avedana.
• •
[Petition of the British Indian Association to the 
Lieutenant Governor of Bengal on the subject of the 
resumption of lands held free of assessment.]
[l] 2-25[l blank]p. 7.8"x5.2". (IL). 814
 .Palligramastha caukldara visayaka prastavita Raja -
_T1T •
niyamera viruddhe Bharatavarslya sabhara avedana. 
[Declaration of the British Indian Association again­
st the bill proposed by the Government in Council on 
8 August 1851 for appointment of village police for 
the prevention of robberies. Together with the draft 
bill with farmer regulations on the same subject.]
[l] 2-2l[l blank,l] 2-10p. 7.8,,x5.2”. (BL) , 815
Brahma dharma. [Brahma religion.]
[l] 2-83[l blank] vii[l blank]p. 6.9"x4". (SL). 816
Vedas0 Adhikaranamala by Bharatltirthaj translated and #
edited by Anandacandra VedantavagiSa.
[l] 2-31l[l blank,l] 2-112p. front. (BL). 817
1852
Atmatattvavidya. [A work on Hindu philosophy.]
[1] 2 -38p. 7•8”x4.8”. (IL). 818
Brahma . dharma. [ A work on Brahma religion in 
Sanskrit (Bengali characters)].
[l] 2-108,xiip. 6.9,,x4u . (IL) . 819
Ramamohana Ray a, Raj a
Vajasaneya, upnisada 0 mandukyopanisadera bhasa 
vivaranera bhumikara evam Bhattacaryera sahita
570
vicarera curnaka. [l] 2-*9l[l blank]p. 6.8,tx4". C^u *^§20
1853
Bhagavadgxta. Srimadbhagavadgxta.[Text of Sankara Acarya, 
commentary by Anandagiri and Sridhara Svamij translated 
by Hitalala Mi&ra. The work in 13 chapters. Each chap­
ter was issued seperateiy, XOL lacks chapter I.]
[l] 32~425p* (IL). 821
1854
Aksayakumara Datta
o
Vaspxya ratharohidigera prati upadesa. Directions 
for a railway-traveller • [l] 2-20p. 2f. 7,,x4'*. (IL) . 822
B r ahm a S ama j a
Sattrimsa vyakhyana...[Sermons delivered in the
0 a 6
prayer meetings of the Brahma Samaja]
[l] 2-3[l blank,l] 2-259[l blank]p. 6.9"x4.9". (IL) .
823
Rajanarayana Vasu
Brahmia. Samajera Vaktrta ♦. [Addresses delivered at 
the Brahma Samaja.] [l, 1 blank,1,1 blank,l]6-108p.
7.I"x4.5”• (IL). 824
1855
Aksayakumara Datta
a
Dharmonnati samsadhana visayaka prastava.[Discourse 
• •
on the religious improvement of mankind, being the 
last five essays read by Vanesvara Vidyalaftkara at the 
Brahmia Samaja at the Bhavanipur in the year 1854.]
[l] 2-26p. 8.2"x5.5". (BL). 825
Tattvavodhini Sabha
1776 Sakera samvatsardka aya vaya sthitira nirupana 
pustaka»[An account of income and expenditure, for 
the year 1854-1855, of the Tattvaviodhinx Sabha.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 6-50p. 8.2"x5".(IL). 826
571
1856
Bhudeva Mulch op adhyaya
Siksa-vidhayaka prastava. An introduction to the art 
of teaching.£3] 2-9l[l blank, 1*1 blank]p. 7.5t,x4,5". 
(IL). 827
1857
Amrtalala Gupta
Brahmavisayaka Gita samuha. [Brahmist* songs.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 6-22p. 6.7"4.1". (IL), 828
Kallprasnna Simha.
VikramorvaSl nataka.[Original Sanskrit drama of
Kalidasa translated into Bengali. Two title pages : 
English and Bengali.][l,1 blank,i]ii,i[l blank] 85[l 
blank]p. 7.2"x4.7u. (BL) . 829
Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya.
Cina deSiya vulavula paksira vivarana. [The Chinese* •
nightingale, translated from English,] Printed for 
the Vernacular Literature Society, 28p. 1 plate, 
6.8f,x4.1M. (Bengali Family Library), (BL). 830
 Marameta, arthat matsyanarlra upakhyana.[The
marmaid : a fairy tale translated from English.] 
Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society.
[l] 2-78[l] ii-ivp.l. plate. (Bengali Family Library).
(BL,IL)• 831
 .Nurajahana rajnira ji'vana carita.[Biography of
Nurjahan, empress of India, translated from English.] 
I8l[l blank, l] ii-viiip, 6.7,*x4”. (Bengali Family 
Library). (IL). 832
1858
Aghoranatha Tattvanidhi
Carucarita. 'A tale from Sanskrit drama entitled 
Hrchakatika by Sudra. [l] ii~iv[l] 2~160[l]ii-v[l 
blank]p. 7"x4.2". (BL). 833
572
Anandacandra Vedantavaglsa.
vfhata Katha. Prathama Khanda. [Select tales translated 
0
from Somadeva Bhatta's Sanskrit work i Kattopsaritsagara . 1) 
Second edition. Printed for the Vernacular Literal
ture Society. 132p« 6.9t,x4". 1000 cops. (Bengali Family 
Library). (BL,IL). 834
Bhagavadglta; translated by Iiitalala Mi&ra.
567[l blank]p. 11.7"x7.5’', (BL) . 835
Brahma Dharma. 3rd ed. [l]2-49[l blank]p. 6, 8t,x4" * (CU) .
836
Kedaranatha Vandyopadhyaya
Vasupalitopakhyana. [A tale of Bengali life.]
28p. 6 . 6"x4.1'* • (BL). 837
 .Hindudigera rajabhakti. [A short history of
English rule in India.] [l] 2-35[l blank]p. (IL). 838
Krsnacaitanya Vasu .. .
Jnanaratnakarao [A poetical work.] Edited by Gopal^ 
candra Cattopadhyaya and published by Navakrsna Vasu.
[2] iv, 24l[l blank]p. D.cols. 7.8"x5".(IL). 839
Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya
Kutsita hamsa Savaka 0 kharvakayara vivaraha. [The 
ugly duckling and the dwarf s a tale translated from 
English.] 55[l blank,l] ii~ix[l blank]p. 6.8"x4.1".
(BL,IL)• 840
1859
Brahma Samaja
Pratyahika Brahnuopasana. [ A collection of Brahmist
prayers for daily use at the Brahima Samaja.
xvi„[l, 1 blank] 35[l blank,1,1 blank]p. 7Mx4.2".(BL).
841
Mathuranatha Varma
Tattvavali. P^rt I. [Elementary lessons in natural 
sciences.] Published by R.M. Vasu and Company.
[2] 64p • 6.7,,x4M , (BL). 842
573
THE BRAHMA SAMAJA PRESS, 1859-1866
1859
Brahma Samaja.
Brahma dharma. [Brahma religion.] 4th ed.
[l] ii-xiii[l blank,l] 2-ll6[l] ii-x[4]p. 5.1Mx3.1". 
(BL). 843
 .Brahma sangita. [Brahmist songs.]
l-[2],l-[2],80p. 5.3"x3.1". (BL). 844
Devendranatha Thakura *
Brahma dharmera mata 0 vi&vasa. [Opinion and belief
of Brahma religion s a discourse delivered in 1859.]
2nd ed. [l] ii-ix[l blank] 95[l blank]p. 7"x4.7"•(SL).
845
The Mahabharata, Adi parva; translated into Bengali by 
Kallprasanna Simha. Vol.I : [l] ii-iii[l blank,l]
ii-iv, 104p* 10.1*'x7.8". D, cols, (Purana Samgraha). 
(IL). ' 846
Syamacarana Sarkara
Vyavastha darpana : A digest of the Hindu law asm
current in Bengali (with authorities, explanatory
notes, etc.), with a selection of legal opinions and
cases bearing upon the leading points. [Bengali and
English on opposite pages, 2 title pages * English
and Bengali.] Vol. I * [i] ii-xxvi[i] ii~xxiii[6, 1
blank, l] ii-ixv[3] 4-69l[l blank]p. 10 • 3*'x8• 5" • (BL) .
847
1860
Devendranatha Thakura 
*
Pascima pradesra durbhiksa upasame sahaya samgraharthe
« *
Brahma Samajera vaktrta. [An appeal for help to famine 
sufferers of the North-West Provinces. A lecture deli­
vered at the Brahma Samaja.] [l] 2-13[l blank]p. 
7.6"x5.1". (BL,CU)• 848
Mathuranatha Varma.
Tattvavali. An introduction to the sciences. Part II. 
[Cover title in Bengali and title page in English.] 
[l,l blank,1, 1 blank,3] 2-108p. 1 chart. 6.7"x4.1". 
(BL). 849
574
Vedantasara; translated into Bengali by Anandacandra 
Vedantavagl&a. ii, 260p.7"x4.2", (BL) . 850
1861
Brahma Samaja.
Brahmadharma.Part I. [Brahma religion. With commen­
tary in Sanskrit and Bengali.] 226p. 6.6t,x4”. (BL).851
 .Brahma dharmera anusthana. [Duties and observances
of the Brahma religion.] 6l[l blank]p. 5.2"x3.8".
(BL). 852
 .Brahma dharmera vyakhyana. [A series of discourses
delivered at the Brahma Samaja, Calcutta in 1860-61.] 
[l] 4-12, 156[l, 1 blank]p. 8,5"x5,4", (BL). 853
 .Dipta&irara abhiseka. [Brahmist hyms reproduced
*
from the TattvavodhinI patrika.] [l] 2-14p. S^xS.l". 
(BL). 854
Pyarlcand Mitra (Tekacand Thakura. Pseud.)
MM M  |
GxtaAkara. [Vedantist hymns.]
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-16p. 7.7”x4.6". (BL,CU). 855
Rajanarayana Vasu
9
Brahma Samajera vaktrta. [Sermons delivered at the 
Brahma Samaja with a short account of the Brahma 
Samaja.] [l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,l] 4-124p. 7,'x4.6M. 
Cloth. (BL). 856
1862
Brahma Samaja
Pratyahika Brahmopasana. [A collection of prayers 
for daily use at the Brahma Samaja,] 3rd ed.
[l] 2-77[l blank]p. 5Hx3.1". (BL). 857
1863
Govindacandra Vasu
Jayanagara-giri-Sikharopari bhramana. Abhinava 
padya grantha. [Walking over the Jayanagara hills.
A poem.] [l] 2-8l[l]p. 5,'x3.1,\ (BL). 858
575
Vedanta darsanera adhikaranamala by Bharatitirtha Munij 
Bengali translation by Anandacandra Vedantavagl&a• 
31l[l blank] 112p. 8.3"x5.4". (IL). 859
1864
Navxna virahinl nataka. [ A drama on the evils of
polygamy.] [[3] 2-29[l blank.]p. 7"x4" . (BL) . 860
Pradhana acaryera upade&a,[Sermon delivered by the
chief priest of Brahma Samaja.] [l] 2-87[l blank]p. 
6"x3.5". (10). 861
1865
Brahma Samaja
Anusthana-paddhati.[Brahmist rituals for the
• »
religious ceremonies on birth, marriage, sraddha]
[l03, l]p. Obi. 10,5"x3.6“• (SL). 862
 .Brahma Samglta. Brahmist songs.
[l] 2-73[l blank]p. 5.4"x3.7". (SL) . 863
 ^.Brafuxavivaha • . [Rules for marriage according to
Brahma religion. Without the name of printer and 
date of printings] 16p. Obi. 10.4”x3* 8”. (10). 864
Devendranatha Thakura
9
Brahmadharmera ■ mata 0 visvasa. [Ten sermons deli­
vered at the Brahma Samaja on principles and belief 
of Brahma religion, in 1859-60.] 2nd ed,
[l] ii-ix[l blank,l] 2-95[l blank]p. 6•7ux4.1".(IL),
865
P.S.D* R0ZARI0 AND COMPANY'S PRESS 1840-1866
1840
Galloway, George
Pleasant stories of [Francis] Gladwin's Persian 
moonshee. Translated from the original Persian and 
English version into the Bengali language by George 
Galloway.[Bengali and English on opposite pages.]
[l blank,2] 2-45 f 45 [l blank]p. 7.8"x5.2". (BL). 866
576
1846
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Vetala Pancavimsati.[Tales of a demon translated from 
the Hindi.] [l] 2-163[l blank]p. 8.2"x5.3". (BL). 867
Krsnamohana Vandyopadhyaya * • •
Roma rajyera puravrtta. The history of Rome. Part I. 
From the foundation of the city to the death of the 
Gracchi translated from... various sources.[English 
and Bengali on opposite pages. 3 title pagest 2 English
1 Bengali] [3] x-xvii, xvii[3]l40 + 140 [l]p. 6.8"x4.2H 
(Vidyakalpadruma. Encyclopaedia Bengalensis, No.l). 
(IL). 868
 ^.Ksetra tattva. Elements of Geometry. The first three
«
books of Euclid. By John Playfair, with additions by 
William Wallace.[English and Bengali on opposite pages, 
3 title pages : 2 English, 1 Bengali.]
[l] viii-xxvii[l blank] [3] 2-145 + 145[l]p.
6.8"x4.2",(Vidyakalpadruma. Enclopaedia Bengalensis,
No.2). (IL). 869
  .Vividha vidya visayaka racana. Miscellaneous readings,' T #
or detatched pieces on various subjects, adapted to 
the comprehension of the natives of Bengal. Part I. 
[English and Bengali on opposite pages, 3 title pages*
2 English, 1 Bengali.] [ix]-x[3] 2-155 * I55[l]p»
6.9’'x4,3” (Vidyakalpadruma. Encyclopaedia Bengalensis,
No.3). (IL). 870
 .Roma rajyera puravrtta. The history of Rome, Part II.a
From the conquest of the Romans in Transalpine Gaul, 
freely translated.•.[English and Bengali on opposite 
pages. 3 title pages : 2 English, 1 Bengali.]
[3] 2-165 + 165 [l]p. 7.I"x4,2”.(Vidyakalpadruma. 
Encyclopaedia Bengalensis, No.4). (IL). 871
Ramanidhi Gupta
Gltaratna grantha. [& compilation of songs.]
[l, 1 blank, l] vi-viii[l] 2-112p. 7,3"x4.3M . (IL). 872
577
1850
Syamacanana Sarkara 
*
Introduction to the Bengalee language, adapted to 
students who know English, in two parts, by a native 
[Shama Churn Sircar.]
[l] iv-xii[5] 6-406 p. 4 leaves. 8.2"x5.3". Last four 
leaves lithographed. (IL). 873
1852
 .Bangla V'yakarana. [Bengali grammar.]
[l] ii-viii[l] 2-269[l blank.]p, S.r'xS.l”. (IL). 874
1853
Mahtavacandra, Raja Bahadura
Sangltavilasa. [Collection of songs.]
[l] 2-126p. 7.9Hx5.2". (IL), 875
1854
The Indian Agricultural and Horticultural Society,
The Indian agricultural miscellany. Vol.I. Part III, 
[l] 58-92p. 8. 8”x5 • 8*’ • (BL) . 876
1855
Vol. Part V, [l] 124-15l[l blank], l7-32p. 8.8"x5.8", 
(BL). 877
1857
\T
Pyaricand Mitra (Tekacand Thakura, Pseud)
<- “ “ a
Alalera gharera dulala. [A story depicting amusing 
picture of contemporary Calcutta,]
[3] vi-vii[l] 2-180p. 6.9"x4’\ (BL,IL,IL), 878
1859
 „.Mada khaoavada daya jata thakara ki upaya. [illus­
tration of evils of drinking by means of some amusing 
but instructive stories. ][3, 1 blank, l] 2-62p. 7,,x4.2T* 
(BL). 879
1860
 .Ramarahjika. [”A collection of dialogues on female
education, tales illustrative of the benefit of edu­
cating females, and explanatory female biographical
578
sketches" „ 2 title pages* Bengali and English."] 
[l]-ii[l, 1 blank,l] 2-94p. 6,9"x4". (BL,IL). 880
1861
Bangla kathalika katikijam evam prarthaha pustaka. 
[Bengali catholic catechism and prayer book,]
[l, 1 blank,l] vi-ix[l blank,l] 2-158[4]p. 6,l"x3.6"„ 
(BL)* 881
Pyarlcand Mitra,T
Krsi Patha. [a work on agriculture] [3] 2-3l[l]p, 
7"x4t* c (BL,CU). 882
Syamacarana Sarkara.
Introduction to the Bengalee language, adapted to 
students who know English, in two parts. 2nd ed, 
e g  iv-x[l] 2-453[l blank]p. 7.5,,x4.9". (IL,SL). 883
1862
Pyaralcand Mitra (Tekacand Thakura, Pseud.)
Mada khaoya vada daya jata thakara ki upaya.
9
[illustration of evils of drinking by means of some 
amusing but instructive stories.] 2nd ed.
[3, 1 blank,l] 2-62p. 6.9"x4". (BL). 884
 Yatkincita. [a work on existence and attributes
of God, immortality of the soul, the next world, mode 
of worship and other relevant topics, with an illus­
trative story.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2~126p.6.9’*x4.3’*. (SL) .
885
1863
Kedarnatha Datta
Vijana Grama. [ A poetical work based on Oliver 
Goldsmith * s * deserted village*. ]
[l, 1 blank,l] 6-22p. 6.8"x4". (CU). 886
1866
Urva&i nataka. Dvijatanaya pranlta. [A drama.]
[l] iv-v[l blank,l] 2-85[l blank]p. 8.2"x5.3M.(SL).
887
579
THE JMNANJANA PRESS, 1841-1858 
1841
Bhagavadglta. [Sanskrit Original (in Bengali charac­
ters) with Bengali translation in verse.]
[l] 2-l76p. 7.6"x4.8". (BL).
1844
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvaml 
• . *
Caitanyacaritamrta namako grantha. Antya khanda. 
89 fol. I0.2"x6.2". Obi. (IL).
1845
 •___* Adilila [evam] madhya khanda.
• • *
65, 172 fol. 10.2"x6.2"• Obi. (IL).
1851
Ramacandra Tarkalankara Bhattacarya, Kavike&arl
Kara Parvatl mangala. [A work on Hindu religion.]
2-3[l] 2-339[l blank]p. 7.8"x5.2". (IL).
1858
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvaml
Slokamala * being a part of the Caitanya carlta- 
mrta. 9l[l blank]p. 7.5"x5.2". Obi. (IL).
THE KAMALALAYA PRESS, 1841-1866
1841
Ramacandra Tarkalaftkara Bhattacarya, Kavike&arl 
Candrovamsodaya kavya. [A poetical work.] 
ii[l] 2-132p. 7•l"x4.8”. (IL).
888
889
890
891
892
893
580
1843
Vedantasutra 0 tahara artha. [Vedanta in Sanskrit 
with' Bengali translation.]
[i]-ii[l] 2-180p, 8, l"x5.3"• (IL).
1844
Ketaka Dasa and Ksemananda Dasa
■
Manasa maftgala. [story of the Manasa, the snake 
goddess in verse.] 4[l] 2-114p. 7.3"x5.3n. (BL).
1850
Puranas. Kasikhanda purana. Compiled in verse by 
* • • •
Sltanatha Vasu Mallika.
iv,[l]ii-viii, 9-8l8p. 7.3"x5". (IL).
1851
Mukundarama CakravartI, Kavikankana
Candi i [a  poetical work]; edited by Isvaracandra 
Tarkacudamani• xii[l] 2-514p. 8.1',x5.2,,. (IL).
1854
Dvarikanatha Candra
Raja Hari&candrera upakhyana. [A tale in verse.] 
[l] 2-45[l blank]p. 7.1Mx4.5". (IL).
1855
Puranas. Kalipurana, Translated into Bengali by • *
Ramacandra Tarkalahkara. [3] 2-220p, (IL).
894
895
896
897
898
899
581
1855
Puranas. Brahma vaivarta puranantargata Srlkrsna-
• • * w *
lllamrta; translated into Bengali verse..
[l] 2~62p. 5.5"x3.9"• (IL).
Ramacandra VIdyalaftkara•
Anandalaharl, by Sankara Acaryaj translated by 
Ramacandra Vidyalaftkara and edited by Jnanacandra 
Siddhantavagl&a. [l] 4-94p. 5.5"x4,,. (l’L).
1857
Mukundarama CakravartI, Kavikafikana
Candl; [A poetical work] edited by Isvaracandra
Tarkacudamani. vi[l] 2-312p. 9"x5.8". (IL).
• •
1858
Sisuvodhaka. [Bengali spelling book, letter writing 
and elementary arithmetic.]
3-47[l blank]p. 7.7"x4.7". (BL) .
1859
Rasikalala Candra
Vagdinlra pala namaka grantha. [A compilation 
of poems from different poets.]
[l] 2-94p. 7•9"x4.9"• (BL).
900
901
902
903
904
582
THE ASIATIC PRESS, 1842-1844
1843
Bible. Old Testament. Proverbs.
Proverbs of Solomon in Bengalis translated for the 
Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society by the Rev. W[illiam] 
Morton, [l] 2-76p. 7"x3.9", (BL). 905
Etadde&Iya ekajana yuva lokera Khristadharma grahana
evam tahara mrttura vivarana. Conversion and death of 
• * •
Madhu, a native youth, 3rd ed. Printed for the Calcutta 
Christian Tract and Book Society,
[l] 2-12 p. 6”x4’*. 20,000 cops. (Miscellaneous series 
No,30. Christian biography No.l). (BL). 906
Pitamvara Simhera caritra. Memoir'; of Pitambara Singh: a
t
native Christian. Printed for the Calcutta Christian 
Tract and Book Society. 4th ed. [l] 2-8p. 6,'x4”. 
(Miscellaneous series, No.5. Biographical series,No,2). 
(BL). 907
Dharmasevara phala vivarana. The profit of Godliness.
i
Printed for the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book 
Society, [l] 2-lOp. 6"x4". 5000 cops, (Miscellaneous 
series, No.45).(BL), 908
THE KAVITARATNAKARA PRESS, 1842 - 1866 
1842
Puranas. Srimadhhagavata saraj rendered into Bengali 
verse by Madhava Acarya. iii-viii, 544p. 7,51,x5t, •
(BMS). 909
1849
Radhamohana Sena
Saftgita taraAga. [a work on music.]
vii[l blank,l] 2-251p. [Wrongly paginated actual no. 
is 252] 8.4"x5.3". (IL). 910
583
1850
Kusadeva Pala
Vandhu Vila&a namaka grantha# [A tale in verse.]
[l] 2~l02p. 8.3ux5.4"• (BL). 911
1854
Bharatacandra Raya
Manasimha. [A poetical work.]
[l]-ii[l] 2-56p. 5 • 8Hx4,f • (IL). 912
Bhagiratha Vandhu
Caitanya sangita. [Songs in praise of Caitanya. A work 
on Vaisnava religion.] [l] 2-80p. 5.7"x4". (IL). 913
1857
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvaml• o *
Bhaktamala grantha. [The lives of Vaisnava saints.]
[4] 372p. Incomplete. 9.6"x6". (IL). 914
Madhusudana Mi&ra 
Srlmahan&taka arthat Sriramacandra carita. [The story 
of Rama in verse from the Ramayana.]
[l] 2-216p. 6"x4.4"• (IL), 915
Nandakumara Datta
Sarvajnanamunjarl. [A treatise on astrology in Sans­
krit verse, with Bengali translation.] 2[l]2-100p. 
6"x4"•(IL)• 916
1858
Yadunand.ana Dasa
Srlkrsnakarnamrta namaka grantha* Original Sanskrit
• • - o 9
work by Vilvamangala Gosvaml, commentary by Krsnadasa .
_ . * •
Kaviraja Gosvaml? Bengali translation by Yadunandana 
Dasa. [A poem on the sports of Krsna.]
[l] 2-213[l blank]p. 7.9Mx5,l”. (IL). 917
1860
Ksetranatha Vandy-opadhyaya
0
Pancall. [Miscellaneous Poems.]
[_l] 1 blank, l] 4-140p. 5.7"x4". (BL) . 918
584
Umacarana Cattopadhyaya *
Satltvacitrabhanu Kavya. [a poetical work.]
3-8[l] iii[l, 1 blank, l] 4-140p. 7"x4". (SL) . 919
1863
Bhuvanamohana Bhattacarya
Syamacarana Mukhopadhyayera jivana carita 0 akala 0
mrtyu 0 mitravilapa. [An obituary.]
[l, 1 blank] iv[l] 2-lll[l blank]p. 7.1,,x4.5". (CU) .
920
Puranas.Padma Puranaj translated into Bengali verse
o o
by Bhagavanacandra Mukho padhyaya.
v [l blank,l]] 2-199[l blank]p. 8.7"x5.5". (SL). 921
1865
Hamja, Syed
Hatematai. [A tale in Musalmani ^.engali verse.
Book starts from right.] 322p. 9.6,,x6,ltl. (BL) • 922.
Kesavacandra Raya Karmakara
Savdartha prakasika. [A Bengali dictionary compiled 
by Kesavacandra Raya Karmakara, with the assistance of 
Kedaranatha Bhattacarya and Yadunatha Cattopadhyaya.] 
[l] 633[l blank]p. D.cols. 9.5"x6,3". (SL) . 923
The Ramayana, by Valmikij translated in Bengali verse by
Krttivasa. 126p. 9.2"x6.1t'. (SL) . 924' •
1866
Hamja, Syed
Jaigunera puthi. [A tale in Musalmani Bengali verse. 
Book starts from right,, ] 150p.9.1"x6. 2H . (SL) . 925
Madhusildana Mi&ra.
Srlmahanataka arthat Sriramacandra carita. [The story 
of Rama in verse compiled from the Ramayana•] 2nd ed.
[l] 4-177[l blank] p. 7.8"x4.7". (SL). 926
Nandakumara Datta
Sarvajnana munja.ri. [a work on astrology.]
ii-iii[l] 2~100p. 5.9”x4.1". (IL). 927
585
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya
Pandavaglta.[a work on Hindu religion,]
[3]-4[l] 2-112p, 7.4"x4't. (IL), 928
Ramesvara Vandyopadhyaya
J&anakumudi. Bengali letter writing book,]
iii-xii, 132p, 7.7f,x4,6". (BL) , 929
Eyakuva
Moktala Hochena arthat jaftganamara puthi. [a tale 
in Musalmani Bengali verse. Book starts from right,] 
164,iip. 9,3"x6.2", (SL). 930
SANDERS AND CONES COMPANY'S PRESS, 1843-1863.
1846
Ramamohana Raya, Raja and others.
Gitavali. [Brahmist songs]% compiled by Sambhucandra 
Ghosa. [3] 4~28p, 7.5"x4,7". (SL). 931
a
1858
Nutana Panjika. Sakavda, 1780, S-ana 1265 Im. 1858-59,
0
|[An almanac for the year 1858-1859,]
3-306p, illus. 8.5"&5.3". (BL). 932
1863
Nilamani Dasa
Manovrtti Vidhayaka... hitopadesaj edited by 
Ramesvara Cudamani. £a work on moral teachings.]
[l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l] 4-ll0p. 6.8"x4.4M. (IL). 933
THE ANGLO INDIAN UNION PRESS, 1844-1866 
1853
Amara Simha
e
Amarakosa abhidhanam. £a Sanskrit dictionary in
o •
Bengali characters in verse.]
[2] 2-144p. 5.7"x4". (IL). 934
586
Ramalala Mitra
Sulr.litc. itihasa, [A Bengali translation of a tale 
entitled 'Sakuntala* by Kalidasa,]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-59[l blarik]p. 6.6*'x4.1". 935
Vedantasara? translated by Anandacandra Vedantavagisa. 
[i]-ii[l, 1 blank,l] 2-84[l] 2-74[l] 2-124[l]2~7[l 
blank,l] 2-18p. 6.1"x3.9". (IL), 936
1854
Bhutanatha Sura
Satitva sudhasindhu namaka grantha.[A tale.]
[l, 1 blank,3, 1 blank,i]-ii[l]2-83[l blank,2]p,
6 .3"x3.9”. (IL). 937
Hari&candra Nandi
Cahara darve&a, [A Bengali translation from Urdu 
version of Amir Khasru's Persian tales.]
[3] 2-342p. 6 .7”x4.2". (IL), 938
Puranas. Markandeya Purana. Kalivilasa? translated into< t i' -*■ t
Bengali, [l] ii-vi[l] 2~l64p. 5.8"x3.8", 939
1855
Nimaicand Sila
Kamini gopana 0 YaminI yapana. [Love stories in 
verse.] [l] 2-44p. 6.8"x4". (BL). 940
1856
Bhuvanamohana Mitra and Gopalalala Mitra
Kautuka taraiiginl. [chemical experiments in 
Bengali.] iii-vii[l blank,3] 2-86p. 1 plate, 5.8"x4M.
(IL). 941
Kaliprasada Kaviraja
Candrakanta. [A poetical work.]
[l]-ii[l] 2-142p. 6 ,5"x4.1", (IL). 942
587
KrsnakaminI DasI» • *1
Cittavilasinl. [A poetical work.]
[l, 1 blank,l] ii-iii[l blank] 3-72[l, 1 blank]p.
6.2"x4.1M, (SL). 943
Tarinicarana Maddhanni 
• •
Purnasakhera Ksunnabhaga
[l] 2-15[l]p. 6,7"x4.1». (IL). 944
1857
Eradotulla
Kuraftgabhanu :a tale in verse compiled from Hindi.
[l] 2-100p. 700 cops. 7"x4M. (IL). 945
Harimohana Karmakara
sltaharana? edited by Dvarakanatha Raya. A tale from 
the Ramayanct. Published by Kaji Safiuddin.
[3, 1 blank,3] 2-l08p. 5.9"x3.8". 700 cops.(IL). 946
Radhamadhava Mitra
Vidhavamanoranjana nataka. [a drama supporting 
widow remarriage.][l] 2-48p. 6,6"x3,9". (BL). 947
1858
Harimohana Karmakara
Kumara Sambhava Kavya, [A paraphrase in Bengali 
verse of the Sanskrit poem of Kalidasa,] By Harimohana 
Karmakara with the assistance of Dvarakanatha Raya. 
Published by Kaji Safiuddin. [3]2™73[l]p. 6'*x4". (BL) .
948
1859
Ajimaddina, MunsI
Jamalanama. [A tale in verse in Musalmani Bengali.]
[l] 2-94p. 7.3"x4.6” . (BL). 949
588
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvaml 
• • T>
Slokamala. [Quotations from different Hindu sastras,] 
[i]-iv,[l] 2-113[l blank]p. 8.1"x4.7". (BL) . 950
1860
Govindalilamrta grantha s translated into Bengali verse 
by Yadunandana Dasa. [l] 4-235[l blank]p. 7.5"x4.8". 
(CU). 951
Laksmiearitra. [A work on Hindu godess Laksmi.]
[l] 2-l7[l blank]p. 7.8"x4.6". (IL)., * 952
Rajakrsna Cattopadhyaya
* ^  — o rSrisrI Durga. [A work on Hindu Godess Durga.]
[l] 2-189[l blank]p, 6•6"x4.2”•(IL)* 953
1861
Hari&candra Palita 
Sunlti samgraha. [A work on morals selected and tran- 
slated from the "Azimghur Reader", "Parental Instruc­
tor", "Reader No.4" and Aesop's Fables? with the 
. assistance of Kedaranatha Datta.] Published by Kaji 
Safiuddin. [3] 2-16[lil blank]p. 7.6"x4.8".(BL). 954
Syamacarana De
Vivaha-pravodha-prasanga. [A dialogue in verse 
between a married and unmarried man, on the advantage 
of marriage.] Published by Dinanatha Saha.
[l] 2-22p. 6.6"x3.9", (BL). 955
1862
Mathuramohana Vi&vasa
Vakyavinyasa. [a Hindu religious hymn book.]
iii-iv[l] 2-43[l blank]p. 6"x4.3". (IL). 956
Tarinicarana Caudhurl
■ a ^
Phatonavavi nataka. [a drama.]
[l] 2-24p. 7•l"x4.8". (SL). 957
589
1863
Ajimaddina, Munsi
Ki majara kalera gadi. £a sketch of railway travelling 
in prose and verse.] Printed by order of Kaji Safi­
uddin. [l] 2-14p. 6.2"x4.1". (BL). 958
Chai phelte bhaftga kula by Sandamarka VavajI (Pseud)•• *■«
[A drama.] [l] 2-12p. 7"x4M, Cover title only. (CU)^ p.g
Harimohan Karmakara
Oth Chundl tora viye. [A humerous sketch in verse.]» *" •
Printed by order of Kaji Safiuddin.[l, 1 blank,l] 2-10p. 
(BL). 960
Hariscandra Palita
Piriti visama jvala. [A drama in three acts.]
Published by Sheikh Jamiruddin. 2-32p. 6nx4.1”•(BL)*
961
Mahendranatha Vasu
Strlloka sadhya nataka. [A drama in support of
female education.] [l] 2-23[l]p. 7.7,,x4.7". (BL) . 962
Mahescandra Dasa De
Corera upara vatapadi. [A drama.]
[l] 2-14p. 6.2,,x4.1M. (BL). 963
 .Kise nai ki panta bhate ghi.[A drama.]
[l] 2-13[l]p. 6.2"x4.1”• (BL). 964
 .Nesakhuri ki jhakmari. [A drama.] Published by
Jamiruddin. [l]4-22p. 6.2"x4.1M. (BL) . 965
 .Pada-vava atmarama. [A poem on the evils of
profligacy.] [l] 2-13[l blank]p. 6.2"x4,t. (BL). 966
 „•Vaghera ghare ghogera vasa, [A fable.]
[l] 2-13[l]p. 6•2"x4.1"• (BL). 967
Munsi Namadara (Pseud)
Kaslte haya bhumikampa, naridera eki dambha. [A 
farce on woman jealousy and its fatal results.] 
Published by Kaji Safiuddin. £l] 2-12p. 6*2,'x4.1,,.
(BL). 968
590
Ramakrsna Sena« t c
Vrddha vesya tapasvinl. [a tale in verse.]
2nd ed. [l] 2-16p. 6"x4.1". (BL) . 969
Vrajamadhava Slla
Parera dhane varera vapa, na viyei kanayera ma, 
[Undeserved greatness t a farce.]
[l] 2-12p. 6"x4,1”• (BL). 970
1865
Jaharilala Sxia.
Samsya samgrahai compiled with the assistance of 
«
Mahescandra Mitra. [a collection of riddes,] Part II. 
[l] 2-36p, 6, 7*’x4.1" . (BL). 971
Kalidasa Gupta.
Vetala Fancavimsati. [in verse.]ft
[i]-ii, H6p. 7. 7”x4.7" » (IL). 972
Nachera Ali, Chaeda (Syed)
Kholasa machanavl. [a translation of Persian works 
Masnavi of Rumi.] 8"x4.5", (SL). 973
Puranas. Bramavaivarta puranantargata SrI&rikrsna * • . . *
lilamrtaj translated into Bengali verse.
&
[l]-iif 44p. 7. 9''x4.9” . (SL). 974
 Vrhat kar mapuranantargata dandx parva namaka
• o 3 *
grantha? translated by Umakanta Cattopadhyaya. 
[l]-ii,139[l blank]p. 7.2x4.7". (SL), 975
Visvanatha Mitra, tr,
Dravyaguna darpana? Bengali translation of 
Rajavallabha in Sanskrit by Srlnarayana Kaviraja.
[A treatise on dieties.]
[l, 1 blank] 106p. 7,9,,x4.8,,. (BL) , 976
1866
Puranas.Vrnda samvada? translated by Ramakrsna Sena.
[l] ii-iv,110p. 7.5"x4.7". (SL). * * 977
591
THE ANANDA PRESS, 1845
1845
Hamja, Syed
Madhumalatl namaka grantha. [A tale in Musalmani 
Bengali verse.] iii[l] 2-120p. 8.7"x5.7". (CU). 978
THE JNANODAYA PRESS, 1846-1861
1857
Danesa, Munsi
Keccha golavachanoara. [A tale in Musalmani Bengali 
verse. Book starts from right.] 104p. 7.6"x4.9". (IL),
979
1861
Puranas. Satyanarayana namaka grantha. [Original Sans- 
• •
krit in Bengali characters with Bengali translation 
by Rajacandra Raya.] ii~iii[l] 2-*48p, 6.2"x4.2".
(BL). 980
THE NITYADHARMANURANJIKA AND SAUDAMINI PRESS,
1846-1866
1846
ft
Puranas.Srimadbhagavata Puranam, with Bengali commen-
* a *
tary, by Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya.
[incomplete. A fragment. 1846?]
[l] 2-24p.8.3"x5•2”• (BL). 981
1847
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya.
Vivadabhaftgarnava. [A defence of the Hindu religion,ft
written in refutation of Raja Ramamohana Raya's 
'Pathya pradana', and in support of Nandalala Thakura's
'Pasandapldana'.] [l] 4-lll[l blank]p. 8,6"x5.4". (BL) .
....................  ‘ 982
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1855
Vedantaparibhasa. By Dharmaraja Dvarindra.
[l] 2~64p. 7.4”x5.4”. (BL). 983
1857
Puranas. Srlmadbhagavata; translated into Bengali 
by Nandalcumara Kaviratha Bhattacarya.
[l] 2-758[2]p. 8.4t,x5.4". (SL) . 984
1858
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya
Vyavasthasarvasva. [A work on Hindu religious rites, 
taken from various Sanskrit authorities with original 
quotations.] ii[l] 2-108p. 8.7"x5.8". (BL,IL). 985
  and Haradhana Vidyaratna
Vaidhavya dharmodaya. [Arguments against the legality 
of Hindu widow marriage.] [l] 2-68p. 7.9tlx5". (BL) .
986
1860
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya
Sivasamhita. [Without title page, name of printer 
and place of printing.] [l] 2-152p. 8"x5".(IL)• 987
THE SAUDAMINI PRESS
1857
Viharilala Nandi
Vidhava parinayofesava nataka. [a  play on the widow 
marriage.] [l] 2-8[l] 178[2]p. 7.5"x4.5". (BL,SL) . 988
THE AHMADI PRESS, 1847-1866
1847
Serajaddin Holla
Meyarajanamara puthi. [a work regarding the Miraj of 
prophet Muhammad in Musalmani Bengali verse. Book starts 
from right.] 64p. 8.7"x5.7". (CD). 989
593
Sadi, Munsi
Tamvihola jahelina. [a work on Islamic religion in 
Musalmani Bengali verse, without title page*]
3-102p. 8 . 7'*x5 * 7" . (CU). J 990
1849
Chamiraddin
Vedarala gaphelina. [An Islamic religious work in 
Musalmani Bengali verse. Work starts from right.]
168p, 8.7"x5.7”. (CU). 991
1850
Adam Phakir
Abusamara puthi. [A tale in Musalmani Bengali verse. 
Work starts from right. Without date of printing.1850?] 
40p. 8.7"x5.7". (CU). 992
1865
Muhammad Kh i d i r
Phoyaedela machlemin.[A work on Islamic religion in 
Musalmani Bengali verse. Book begins from right.]
3™32p. 9.2"x5•2”. (SL), 993
1866
Mrtyunjaya Vidyalahkara
Pravodha candrika. [A collection of Bengali prose 
composition]? edited by Vrajaki&ora Gupta and Tarinl- 
caraija Gupta.[without date of printing, 1866?]
[l] vi[l] 2-247[l blank]p. 8.5"x5.6". (IL). 994
THE SANSKRIT PRESS, 1847-1866 
1847
Bharatacandra Raya
Annadamaiigala. [A poetical work, edited by I&varacan- 
dra VidyasSgara. ]
Part I : [l]2-2-59[l blank]p. 7.2"x4.2". (BL) . 995
Part II i[l] 2-302p. 6.9"x4". (IL). 996
594
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Baftgalara itihasa. From Serajuddaulah to Lord William 
Bentik. Translated from English original of John Clark 
Marsliman. [l]-2[l] 2-144[l, 1 blank]p, SeS’^ S.S". (BL) .
997
1849
 .Jivana carita. Biography, translated into Bengalee
from Chamber’s educational course. [ 2 title pages i 
English and Bengali.] [l] 2-3[l blank] 2-136[l] 2-8 
[l, 1 blank]p. 6.8"x4". (BL). 998
 . Vetalapaiicavimsati. [Tales of a demon translated
9
front Hindi.] 2nd ed. [l]-2,l98p0 6.8,lx4.3”. (BL) ., 999
1850
Ramacandra Bhattacarya
Satakavall : Amaru&ataka, Santi&ataka, surya&ataka, 
Aringara&ataka, niti&ataka, vairagyasataka.[Edited by 
Girisacandra Vidyaratna. Sanskrit work in Bengali 
characters.][l]-2[l] 2-lll[l blank]p. 6.2"x3.9M.(IL).
1000
^rikrsna TarkalaAkara 
• •
Dayabhaga, by Jimutavahana. [a Hindu law of inheri­
tance, edited and translated into Bengali.]
[l] 2-259[l blank]p, 8.1Mx5.1M. (IL). 1001
1851
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
BaAgalara itihasa. From Serajuddaulah to Lord William 
Bentinck#Translated from English original of John Clark 
Marshman. [l] 2-l49[l]p. 7.3"x5.3”. (IL) , 1002
 .Rjupatha. Prathama bhega. Simple lessons[in Sans-
v
krit. Title page and first 2 pages in Bengali. The 
text in Devanagari characters.]
Part I i [l]-2[l] 2-72p. 7"x4". (IL). 1003
595
 .Part III .First 7 pages in Bengali. Text in Devanagri.
[l] 2-7[l blank]' ' 2-148p. 7,,x4". (IL). 1004
 .Samskrta vyakaranera upakramanika. Introduction to•. * . .
Sanskrit grammar compiled in Bengali.[Two title pages! 
English and Bengali.] [l] 2-6[l] 2-10l[l blank]p.
6.8"x4.1”. (IL). 1005
Taranatha Tarkavacaspati
Savdartharatnam. [Sanskrit grammar in Sanskrit language 
(Bengali characters)] [l]-2[l]-2[l]-2, 179[l blank]p. 
7"x4.2”• (BI£U). 1006
1852
Bhuvana mohana Mitra and Gopalalala Mitra
Kautuka Tarangini. A series of entertaining and useful 
chemical experiments compiled and translated from 
various authors. [Two title pages ! English and Bengali.] 
[l] 2-5[l] 1-2, 9[l] 2-8p. front. 7"x4.1". (BL). 1007
Gopalalala Mitra
Jnanacandrika. A selection of morals from the best 
English and Bengali works. [Two title pages * English 
and Bengali.] [l]-2 [l] 2-4,198p. 7.7s,x5.1". (BL,CU).
1008
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
BaAgalara itihasa. Translated from English original 
of John Clark Marshman. 3rd ed. 152 p. 6.6,,x4.1H. (IL)
1009
 .Jivana carita. Biography, translated into Bengali
from Chamber's Educational Course • [Two title pages :
English and Bengali.] [l] 2-3[l] 2~3[l, 1 blank,l]2-
98[l] 2-8p. S.Ub^", (IL). 1010
 .Rjupatha. Dvitlya bhaga. Simple lessons., [in Sanskrit.]■ 0
Part II. [Title page and page 1 in Bengali. Text in 
Devanagari. Two title pages * English and Bengali].
[l , 1 blank,1] 2-l02p. 7”x4".(IL). 1011
596
  .Samskrta vyakaranera upakramanika.*'* 1 • • t °
Introduction to Sanskrit grammar compiled in Bengali.
[Two title pages s English and Bengali.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-6, ii,9l[l blank]p, 6.6Mx4". (BL).
1012 ,
»Vpdhodava. Rudiments of knowledge. 2nd ed.
[3, 1 blank] 79[l blank,l] -2[2]p. 7,?x4,,. (IL). 1013
Mahendranatha Raya
Kusumavali. Selections from the Bengalee poets.
Part I. [Two title pages s English and Bengali.]
[l] 2-4[l] 2-175[l blank]p. 6.7"x4". (IL). 1014
Nilamani Vasaka
9
Navanari. [Biography of nine women.]
[1,1 blank, l]-2[3]2-298p. 6. 7flx4.1" . (IL). 1015
1853
Bharatacandra Raya
AnnadamaAgala; [edited by Isvaracandra Vidyasagara.]
2nd ed. [l] 2-4[l] 2~188p. 6.6t,x4". (IL). 1016
iSvaracandra Vidyasagara
Samskrta bhasa 0 ^ .aiuskrtasahityaSastra visayaka prastava, 
[An essay on Sanskrit language and literature read 
at the meeting of the Bethune Society in 1852]
[l] 2-55p. 8"x5.2". 200 cops.(IL). 1017
Madhavacandra Mukhopadhyaya
Rasataraftgini• Adirasa ghatia “Samskrta sloka sam-
9 9 9
graha; translated into Bengali verse. [A work on 
sex.] 2nd ed. [l]-2[l] 2-66p. 6.5Mx4,l". (IL). 1018
Nilamani Vasaka
9
Aravya gpanyasa. [The Arabian Nights.]
[l]-2[l]-2,576p. 8.4'fx5.3M. Cloth. (IL). 1019
Ra jakrsna Vandyopadhyaya and Isvaracandra Vidyasagara 
Sifeufeiksa, Infant teacher » Part v. The Moral class- 
book. [Edited and the first eight essays written by
597
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara.] 2nd ed. [Two title pages: 
English and Bengali.] [l, l]-2[l blank,l] 2-3[l blank, 
l] 2-107, [l blank]p. 6.8°x4". (XL). 1020
1854
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Samskrta vyaka rananera upakramanika. Introduc-
i • t ft
tion to Sanskrit grammar compiled in Bengali. 3rd 
ed. [Two title pages * English and Bengali.]
[l] 2-10[l] 2-ll8p. 6.8Mx4.1". (IL).
 .Vidhavavivaha pracalita haoya ucita kina.
[Whether widow remarriage be admitted or not.]
[l] 2-16p. 8 • 2*'x5 • 2U ■ (BL).
Taranatha Tarkavacaspati Bhattacarya.
Vakyamanjarl. [A Sanskrit grammar in Bengali.]
46p. 6.8”x4". (BL).
1855
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Vidhavavivaha pracalita haoya ucita kina. Dvitlya 
pustaka. [Whether widow remarriage be admitted or 
not.. Second book] 163[l]p. 8.2"x5.2”. (BL). 1024
Krsnananda Bhattacarya * » *
&svdafeaktiprakasika pariSistam. [An appendix to 
the S;anskrit grammar. Copy of the CUL was presen­
ted to E.B. Cowell autographed by the author.]
[l] 2-125[l blank]p. 7.4"x4.2M. (BL,IL, CU). 1025
1856
Isvaracandra Vidyasagar
Samskrtavyakarana upakramanika. Introduction to
I • * *
Sanskrit grammar compiled in Bengali. 6th ed.
[Cover title in Bengali and title page in English]
[l] 2-4[5] 2-ll9[l blank]p. 3000 cops. (IL). 1026
1021
1022
1023
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1856
Isvaracandra Vidyasagar
Vyakarana kaumudl, prathama bhaga. [A Sanskrit 
grammar in Bengali.] Part I. 2nd ed.
[l] 2-134p. 6.7"x4". 1000 cops. (IL,CU). 1027
 .Kathamala or select fables of Aesop; translated
into Bengali, [l, 1 blank,l] 2-70p. illus.
7.5Hx4.5"• (10). 1028
1857
 .Jivanacarita. Biography, translated in Bengali
from Chamber's education course; 5th ed.
[l] 2-4[l] 2-102[l] 2-6p. S^xS". (IL). 1029
 _*Rjupatha. Simple lessons. Part I. 3rd ed.
[Title page and first 2 pages in Bengali. Text
in Sanskrit (Devanagari). Two title pages JEnglish
and Bengali.] [l]-2[l] 2~54p. 6.8"x4.1". (IL). 1030
  __.Part III.[Title page and introduction in
Bengali. Text in Sanskrit (Devanagari).] [l] 2-115 
[l blank]p. 6,9"x4.1". (IL). 1031
 .Samskrta bhasa 0 Samskrtasahityasastra visayaka' • • * • * • »
prastava. A discourse on the Sanskrit language and 
literature [delivered in the meeting of the Bethune 
Society in 1852.] 2nd ed. [l]-2,63[l blank]p.
7.5"x4.5". (BL). 1032
Kuvera
Dattakacandrika. With interpretation by
Bharatcandra.Siromani. [Hindu law of inheritance*
in Sanskrit (Bengali characters). Last 7 pages in 
Bengali language.] [l] 2-38[l] 2-7[l blank,l]-2p. 
8.6nx5.3". (BL,IL). 1033
599
Nanda Pandita « *
Dattaka mimamsa ; interpretation by Bharatacandra *
Siromani. [Hindu law of inheritance in Sanskrit 
(Bengali character). Last 7 pages in Bengali.]
[l] 2-119[l] 2-7[l blank]p, 8.6"x5.3". (IL). 1034
Ramanarayana Mitra
Nltisiksa. [Moral lessons] Part I.
127 [l blank, l] -2p. 7"x4.1". (BL). 1035
Tarasaftkara Tarkaratna
Raselasa. Rasselas;[by Samuel Johnson;a free 
translation into Bengali.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2~8[l] 2-242p.6 .9"x4". (BL,IL)• 1036
1858
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Bangalara itihasa. From Serajudoulah to Lord 
William Bentinck;translated from English original 
of John Clark Marshman. 6th ed. 14l[l blank]p.
6 * 6"x4.1"• (IL). 1037
 .Samskrta vyakarana. Upakramanika. Introduction
• • *
to Sanskrit grammar in Bengali. 8th ed.
[l] 2-4[2,l]-2,119[l blank]p. 7"x4". 3000 cops. 1038
 .Varna paricaya. Prathama bhaga. [Bengali spelling
book.] Part I, 11th ed. [l, 1 blank] 24p. 25,000 
cops. 6.7Mx4". (IL). 1039
 .Part II. 8th ed. [l, 1 blank] 2-24p. 6.7,lx4M.
25,000 cops. (IL). 1040
 .Vodhodaya. [Rudiments of knowledge.] 10th ed.
62p. 6 • 8Mx4,t • (IL). 1041
Kaliprasanna Ghosala
Malatlmadhava. A tale from the Malatimadhava of 
BhavabhvUti. [First three forms of this work was 
printed at the Laksmlvilasa Press]
[l]-2[l] 2-68p. 7.2Mx4,2”. (BL). 1042
600
Rajakrsna Vandyopadhyaya 
« ■
Nitivodha. [Moral lessons.] 8th ed.
[l]-2[l] 2-95[l blank]p, 6.8"x4". 5000 cops. (IL)
1043
 .Telimekasa. Adventures of Telemachus, transla­
ted into Bengali, [l] 2-5[l blank] 116p. 8Hx5.3M. 
(IL). 1044
1859
Calcutta University
Patha mal§ 'or selections in Bengali for the use of 
the candidates for the Entrance Examination of 
the Calcutta University, [l, 1 blank,l] 2-106p.
8 •lMx5.1"• (BL). 1045
Goplmohana Ghosa
Jyotirvivarana. Outlines of popular astronomy 
in Bengali. [Two title pages * English and Bengali.]
[l]-2[l]-2,[l» 1 blank] 97[l blank]p. S^xS.l".
(BL). 1046
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Bangalara itihasa. Dvitiya bhaga. [History of 
Bengal from Serajudaulah to Lord William Bentinck. 
Translated and adapted from original English work 
of John Clark Marshman. Part II.] 7thc ed.
[l] 2-ll7[l]p. 8"x4.7". (CU). 1047
Kalidasa
Meghaduta. Translated into Bengali verse from 
Sanskrit original. [l]-2[l, 1 blank] 3l[l blank]p. 
6.4"x4.1". (BL* CU)• 1048
Madanamohana Tarkalafrkara
SiSu Siksa . Prathama bhaga. The Infant Teacher. 
[Cover title in Bengali. Title page in English.] 
[l]-2[l]-2[l] "2-25[l blank]p. 7"x4". (CU). 1049
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Raj akrsna Vandyopadhyaya . . *»
Nitivodha. [Moral class boolc.] 9th ed,
[l>2[l] 2-95[l blank]p. 7"x4",(CU). 1050
Ramasadaya Bhattacarya
Vikramorva&i. A tale from the Bikramorbashee 
of Kalidasa. 2,115[l blank]p. 8**x5M. (BL). 1051
Tarasaftkara Tarkaratna
Kadamvarij translated from the original Sanskrit 
[drama]. 6th' ed. [l, 1 blank] 142p. 8Mx5.3".
(SL,CU). 1052
1860
Aksayakumara Datta 
#
Vahya vastura sahita manava prakrtira sam vandha 
vicara. [A series of articles on social and ethi­
cal questions.] Part I* 5th ed. [l] 2-6[l]~2,216[l]--2- 
4p. 6.7"x4.1". (BL). 1053
Part II s 3rd ed. [l] ii-vi.,[l, 1 blank] 2l4p. 5 #9»x4,l”, 
(BL). 1054
 .Carupatha, Entertaining lessons, in science and
literature. Part II, [l, 1 blank,1,1 blank,l] 2-
97[l blank]p. 7"x4". (10). 1055
Amvikacarana Vidyaratna 
*
Manohara vivarana.[instructive tales in verse.] 
[l]-2,59[l blank]p. 6.8"x4". (BL) . 1056
Bharatacandra Raya
Annadamaftgala; edited by Isvaracandra Vidyasagara.
3rd ed. [l] 2-4,188[l] ii- iii[l blank,l] 2-144, 
[i]-ii[l] 2-86p. 7"x4.1M• (BL). 1057
Q andrakanta Tarkabhusana« •
Raghuvamsa. Translated into Bengali from original 
Sanskrit work of Kalidasa. [l]^2[l] 2-186p. S^'xS.Z" • 
(CU). 1058
602
Dvarakanatha Bhattacarya
Kyatharinera upakhyana. Story of Catharine,empress 
of Russia. [l, 1 blank] 45[l blank]p. 6.9Hx4.3H.
(BL). 1059
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Rjupatha. Simple lessons. Part II. [Title page and 
introduction in Bengali. Text in Sanskrit (Deva- 
nagri).] 4th ed. [l, 1 blank,l] 2-92p. 7.1"x4".
(BL). 1060
 . Sitara vanavasa. [Exiles of Sita s a story
from the Ramayana,] [l, 1 blank] 114p. S^xS'1 •
(BL). 1061
Kallpada Vidyaratna.
Candrahamsa * a tale from the Jemini Bharata.t
[l] -2 [l,l blank] 142p. 8"x5". (BL). 1062
Lcharama Siroratna
Malatlmadhava * A tale from the Malatimadhava of 
Bhavabhuti. [l]-2[l, 1 blank] 145[l blank]p.
8"x5". 1063
Navlnakrsna Vandyopadhyaya
* • P
Prakrtatattva viveka. [Natural theology in Bengali.]«
Part I. 249 [l blank]p. 6.7"x4.1u. 1064
Prasannakumara Sarvadhikarl
Vljaganita. [Algebra.] Part II. 232[l], 2-25[l blank]p. 
8•l"x5M. (BL). 1065
Ramanarayana Tarkaratna
Kullna kulasarvasva. [a drama.] 3rd ed.
[l]-2,[l]-2,119[l blank]p. 7"x4". (BL). 1066
Visvamvara Pani
Sangita madhava. [A collection of songs.]
[l] 2-3[l blank] 137[l blank]p. 8.1"x5.2". (SL). 1067
603
Yadunatha Mitra
Visvavinoda nataka. [A drama,]
[l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,l] -2,116p, 6.7"x4.3".
1068
Yadunatha Tarkaratna
Ratnavali * A tale from the Ratnavalee of Sree- 
harsha Deva, by Jadunath Tarkaratna.
[‘1, 1 blank] 148p, 8nx5.2". (BL). 1069
1861
Cihtatarangini. [a  poem.]
[l]-2 [l] 2-30p» 6 .2Hx4.1**. (BL,CU). 1070
Haranacandra Mukhopadhyaya
Dalabhanjana nataka. [a drama.]
[l] 2-3[l blank] 80p. 6,,x4,t, (BL). 1071
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Rjupatha. [simple Lessons.] Part II. 3rd ed.
«
[Title page and preface in Bengali. Text in Sans­
krit (Devanag;ari) .[l, l blank,l] 2-115p.
7 • l"x4‘* * (BL). 1072
 .Varna paricaya. [Bengali Spelling Book.]
Part T, 21st ed.. [2] 28p. 6.5"x3.9". (BL) . 1073
 . VetalapancavimSati. [Tales of a demon transla-
*
ted from the Hindi.] 8th ed.
[l]-2[l] 2-215 [l folank]p. 7.6"x4.7M. (BL) . 1074
^ayanarayana Tarkapancanana 
»
SarvadarSana Samgraha. [a work on Hindu philoso- - 
phy.] [l] 2-7[l blank,1,1 blank,l]~2[l] 2-158p.
8Mx5•1". (BL,IL)• 1075
Kedaranatha Datta
Vancakacarita. [a fiction.]
[l]-2[l] 2-5p, 6 •8"x4”. (BL,CU)• 1076
604
Loharama Siroratna
BaAgla vyakarannsu A grammar of the Bengali lan­
guage . [2,l]-2[l] 2-14l[l blank]p. 6.8’'x4.1"•(CU).
1077
1862
Haradhana Vidyaratna Kaviraja
NidanapariSistam, by Madhava Kara. [A Sanskrit work • »
in Bengali characters on Indian medical science.]
[2] 74p. (BL,IL)• 1078
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
BaAgalcfra itihasa. [History of Bengal translated 
from original in English by John Clark Marshman.] 
Part II * From Sera judaulah to lord William Bentinck* 
10th ed. [l, 1 blank] 153[l blank]p. 7"x4".(BL).1079
 .Jivanacarita. Biography translated into Bengali
from Chamber's educational course.
[l] 2-4[l] 2-96p. 8*'x5" • (BB) . 1080
.Mahabharata. Upakramanika bhaga. The Maha- 
bharata in Bengali. Introductory chapters.
2nd ed. [l] -2[l] 2-l86p. 7.9"x5.1t’. (BL) . 1081
_ .Sitara vanavasa. Exile of Seeta. [a story from'
the Ramayana.] 3rd ed. [l, 1 blank,l] 2-134p.
8•2"x5n• (C.U). 1082
 .Vyakarana - Kaumudl. Outlines of Sanskrit
rrn •
grammar. Part IV. [l, 1 blank,l] 2-234[l] -2,
[1]-iip. 6•9"x4.9”• (IL). 1083
 .Vidhavavivaha pracalita haoya ucita kina.[whether
widow remarriage to be admitted.] 3rd ed.
[2] 3~12[l] 2-222p. 8.1”x5.1". (IL). 1084
Rajakrsna Vandyopadhyaya
Telimekasa. Adventures of Telemachus. Transla­
ted into Bengali. 4th ed. [l]-2,90p, (BL). 1085
605
Rainagati Nyayaratna
Romavaii. A tale in Bengali.
[l]-2[l] 2-169 [l blank]p. 7.8"x5", (BL). 1086
Sivacandra Deva
Sisupalana. [[Child care.] Part II.
[l, 1 blank,l] - 2,[l]-6[l] 2-17l[l blank,1,1 
blank]p. 7.6"x4.5". (BL) . 1087
1863
Aksayakumara Datta
Dharmanlti. Principles of morals in Bengali.
Part I. [l, 1 blank,l] - 2,[l] 2-203[l blank]p.
6,9Hx4*1"• (BL). 1088
 .Carupatha. Entertaining lessons in science and
lieterature. Part III.6th ed. [l,l]-2,l70p. illus.
6.8"x3.9". (BL). 1089
 __ . Padarthavidya. Elements of natural philosophy
in Bengali * matter. [Elementary physics.] 5th ed, 
[l]-2[l] 2-146p. 6.7"x4,2M, (BL). 1090
Gopimohana Ghosa 
*
Vijayavallabha. [A tale,]
[l]-2,247[l blank]p. 7.9"x5.1". (BL). 1091
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Rjupatha. Simple lessons in Sanskrit. Part I.* *•
5th ed. [Title page and preface in Bengali.
Text in Devanagari.] [l]-2[l] 2-56p. 7.1"x4”.
(BL). 1092
 . Samskrta bhasa O Samskrta sahityasastra visyaka* * * ■ . * .
prastava. A discourse on the S.anskrit language 
and literature [read at the meeting of the Bethune 
Society in 1852.] 3rd ed. [l] 4-82p. 7,8"x4.8M.
(BL). 1093
606
 .sltara vanavasa. Exiles of Seeta. [A tale from
the Ramayana.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2-134p. 8,lHx5.1".
(BL). 1094
 __.Varnaparicaya. [Bengali Spelling Book.] Part II.
"■ ' t
17th ed. [l, 1 blank] 37[l blank]p. 6.5"x3*9".
(BL). 1095
Loharama Siroratna
Sisuvodha vyakarana. [A Bengali grammar.] 3rd ed. 
[l]-ii[l] 2-56p, 6.8Mx4M• (BL)., 1096
Madanam ohana Tarkalahkara
Rjupatha. A reading book for children being selec-
tions from author’s 'Sisusiksa*.*•
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-24p. 6,7Mx4". (BL). 1097
Prasannakumara Sarvadhikarl
Vijaganita. [Algebra] 2nd ed. [l]~2, 24l[l blank, 
l] 2-20p. 8.1"x5". (BL). 1098
Tara&ankara Tarkaratna
Kadamvarl s [A tale] translated from the origi­
nal S anskr it [work of Vana Bhatta]. 8th ed.
[3] 2-147[l blank]p. 8"x5". (BL). 1099
1864
Aksa'ya Kumara Datta
Carupatha. Entertaining lessons in science and 
literature. Pa^t I. 16th ed. [l]-2,[l]-2,82p. 
illus. 6.8"x3.9". (BL). 1100
 .Part II. 10th ed. [l] -2[l]-2,9l[l blank]p.
illus. 6•8Mx3.9”• (BL). 1101
 .Padarthavidya. Elements of natural philosophy in Ben­
gali. Matter and motion. [Elementary physics.]
6th ed. [l] -2,[l] 2-146p. illus. 6.7"x3.9",(IL).
1102
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Candrakanta Tarkabhusana
Ganitankura. Introduction in arithmetic in Ben- 
gali • 3rd ed. [l]-ii[l] 2-108p. 6.6"x4.1". (BL).1103
 .Raghuvamsa of Kalidasa translated into Bengali.
5th ed. [l]-2[l] 2-146p. 7.9"x5.1".(BL). 1104
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Akhyanamanjarl. Instructive stories compiled in 
Bengali, [l, 1 blank]ll6p. 7.3"x4.6’\ (BL) . 1105
 .Caritavali. Exemplary and instructive biography.
8th ed. [l, 1 blank] 112p. 6.6"x3.9". (BL). 1106
 .Kathamala. Select fables of Aesop translated
into Bengali. 8thrv ed. [l, 1 blank,l] 2*~97[l 
blank]p. 6.8,’x4.1M. (BL). 1107
. ___• 10th ed.
[l, 1 blank,l] 6-l05[l blank]p. 7,,x4.1u. (SL). 1108
 .Rjupatha. Simple lessons [in Sanskrit.]
Part II. [Title page and preface in Bengali ,text 
in Devanagari.] [2,l] 2-99[l blank]p. (IL). 1109
. .■‘Sakuntala. [a tale from Sakuntala of Kalidasa
in Sanskrit] 7th ed.
[l, 1 blank] 120p. 7.6"x4.7". (BL) . 1110
 . Samskrta vyakarana. Upakramanika. Introduc-
,U1L T * • * t
tion to Sanskrit grammar in Bengali. 13th ed.
[l] 2-4[l] -2[l] 2-13l[l blank]p. 6.8,,x4t’. (BL) . 1111
 . Vodhodaya. Rudiments of knowledge. 24th ed.
[l, 1 blank,!, 1 blank,l] 8-84p 6.7,?x4.1H. (BL).1112
 ,Varanaparicaya. [Bengali spelling book]. Part I.
27th*ed. [l] 2-34p. (BL). 1113
Madanamohana Tarkalankara
Sisufeiksa. [An elementary reading book for schools.] 
»
Part I. 31st ed. [l]-2,[i] -2[l] 2-25[l blank]p. 
6.7"x4". (BL). 1114
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 . .Part III, 21st ed.
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-44p. 6.7"x4". (BL). 1115
Rajakrsna Vandyopadhyaya • • *
Nitivodha. Moral class-book*
[Edited and first eight essays by Isvaracandra 
Vidyasagara.] [l] -2, 108p. 7Mx4.1", (BL), 1116
 .Telimekasa. Adventures of Telemacus translated
into Bengali, [l] 4-l74p. 8"x8". (IL). 1117
Ramanarayana Dasa
The science and art of surgery. Part I.
By Ram Narain Dass, [l, 1 blank,l] ii-vi[l] ii- 
v[l blank , i]-ii [i]-ii[l, 1 blank,l] 2-258p. 
8.3’‘x5,3". (IL). 1118
Taranatha Tarkavacaspati Bhattacarya
Gayamahatmyam. Compiled from the Vayu Purana.
[l] 2-58p, 8.3Hx5.31'. (BL) . 111$
1865
Aksayakumara Datta 
#
, VShya vastura sahita manava prakrtira - samvandha 
vicara. [A series of articles on social and ethi­
cal questions.] 4th ed. [l] 2-6[l, 1 blank,l]2- 
218[i,l blank]p. (BL). 1120
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Caritavali. Exemplary and instructive biography.
9th ed, [l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l] 6-122p. 6.7Mx3.9".
(IL). 1121
. > 10th ed*
[l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank, l] 8r-l24p. 6"x4" . (SL). 1122
 .Rjupatha. Simple lessons in Sanskrit. Part I. 7th
ed. [Title page and first 2 pages in Bengali. Text 
in Devanagari.] [3, 1 blank,l] 2-65[l blank]p.
6.7"x3.9". 1123
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 .  .Part III. 4th:.ed. [Title page and first 2
pages in Bengali. Text in Devanagari.]
[l] 2-7[2, 1 blank, l] 2-12l[l blank]p. 6.7,,x3.9' 
(IL).
 .Sitara vanavasa. Exile of Sita. [A tale from
the Ramayana.] 6tho ed. [l, 1 blank,l] 8-13l[l 
blank]p. 7.9"x4.9'*. (SL) .
Kanailala Paina
Caritamala. A series of lives. Part I. Florence 
Nightingale and Elizabeth Fry.
[l]-2,.[l, 1 blank,l] 2-52p. 7.1"x4.2,f. (SL) .
1866
Taranatha Tarkavacaspati Bhattacarya.
Tuladanadi paddhati .[a S anskrit work in Bengali 
characters,] 131 fol. obi. S ^ ^ x S ^ " • (BL).
THE EAST INDIAN PRESS, 1848 
1848
Kasinatha Vasu
Upasana Kanda. Prathama khands 8 Vaisnava sampra 
daya. [A V'aisnava religious work.]
[l] 2-37[l blank]p• 7.9"x4.9", (IL).
THE JNANASUDHAKARA PRESS, 1848 
1848
mtm ■
Anandacandra Siromani.*
Nastika nirasa namaka grantha.[A work on Hindu 
religion.][l] 2-12l[l blank]p. 7*lMx5.1"•(IL).
THE TIMIRARI PRESS, 1848
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1848
Govindacandra Sena.
Bangalara itihasa. History of Bengal [by John Clark
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Marshman] translated into Bengali.
xvi 0U1 blank,l] 2-285 [l blank],286-290p.
6.9"x5.2”. (IL). 1130
Upanisada
Atharvavediya kathopanisat, yajurvediya vajasaneyam P
samhitopanisat.•,, translated by Raja Ramamohana 
Raya, [l] 2-13l[l blank]p. 7.7"x5n, (IL). 1131
THE SAMVADA BHRNGAdOtA PRESS,*
1848-1849
1849
Anandacandra Varmana
a
Padartha pravodha namaka grantha. [A moral teaching 
book.] [7] 2-72p. 6.7"x4.3", (IL). 1132
Nilakamala Dasa
Premavilasa. [A poem.] [3] 2-14p. 8.2"x5.5". (BL) .
1133
THE HANIFI PRESS, 1848-1854 
1848
Eradatulla
Sonabhanera puthi. [A tale in Musalmani Bengali 
verse. Work starts from right. Without title page.] 
38p. 8*7ux5•7"• (CU). 1134
1853
Samchaddin Chiddiki Khonalsara
Bhavalabha suratajana nanaera puthi. [a  tale in 
Musalmani Bengali verse. Title page and 2 prelimi- 
minary pages appended at the end.]
192[2]p. 7.9’*x5 • 1" • (IL). 1135
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1954
Eradatulla
Sonabhanera puthi, [2nd ed. A tale in Musalmani 
Bengali verse. Work starts from right. Without 
title page, without date of printing, 1854?]
40p. 8. 7Mx5 .7" . (CU).. 1136
THE MUSTAFI PRESS, 1848-1854 
1848
Garibulla, Saha
Iblichanama. [Islamic religious works in Musalmani 
Bengali verse. Work starts from right.]
70.p. 8.7"x5.7". (CU). 1137
THE VINDUVASINI PRESS, 1848-1855 
1848
Navakanta Tarkapaffcanana and Prasannacandra Gupta
Rtusamhara. [Bengali translation in verse of • #
Sanskrit work by Kalidasa. Includes Sanskrit text 
in Bengali characters.] [i] ii-xii[l] 2-7l[l bla- 
nk]p• 7.5"x5". (BL) . 1138
1851
Dayabhaga vyavastha 0 suddhi tattva 0 sraddhapa 
prayascitta tattva 0 udvaha. [a  treatise on the 
Hindu law of inheritance, together with some 
rules of religious observances.]
[3, 1 blank,l] 2-106p. 7.5”x5". (XL). 1139
Durgaprasada MukhQpadhyaya
Gangabhakti taranginl namaka grantha. [a work 
containing the mythological story of the ganges*] 
2-3, I88p, 6.9"x5•2". (IL). 1140
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1852
Venimadhava Cattopadhyaya
Kunjari vilasa namaka grantha. [A tale in verse, 
1852?] [2] 88p. 7.6"x5". (BL). 1141
1853
Bhavanicarana Vandyopddhyaya (Pr araathanatha iSarma,*
Pseud#)
Navavabu vilasa# [a tale describing vices of 
educated Bengalis.] 2[l] 2-5l[l blank]p. 8Mx5.2u. 
(BL). 1142
The Ramayana; translated into Bengali from original 
Sanskrit of Valmiki by Krttivasa0
iv[l] 2-236p. 8"x5". (IL)\ 1143
1855
Astavakrasamhita. [Original ^nskrit slokas in Ben- 
• •
gali characters with Bengali translation.]
[l] 4-l02p. 8.I“x5.1"• (BL). 1144
Kasinatha Tarkapancanana, GahgSdhara Nyayaratna and 
Ramakiftkara Siromani. Pravodhacandradaya nataka. 
Bengali translation of Krsnamisra's original Sans-
• t »
krit drama,.] [l] 2-l90p, 5.6Mx3#9” • (BL), 1145
Puranas. Bhagavatl Gita,
Translated into Bengali by Ramaratna Bhattacarya. 
[l] 4-7i[l blank]py 5.2"x3.6 ". (XL). 1146
Venimadhava Cattepadhyaya
Valaka siksartha upade&a kalpalata, [Moral le­
ssons for boys.]
[l] 2-45 [l blank]p. 5.7"x4.1". (XL). 1147
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THE VIDYARATNA PRESS, 1848-1866
1848
Dvarakanatha Kundam •
Suka samvada namaka grantha. [A tale of a parrot 
translated from Persian.]
[3] 2-132p. 8• l*'x5. 2M . (IL) • 1148
1854
Govardhana Dasa
Hatematai. [[A tale translated from Persian.] 2nd 
ed. iv[l] 2-306p. 6"x4M. (IL)* 1149
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvami
Caitanya caritamrta namako grantha j edited by
a
Haridasa Cudamani. [Biography of Caitanya.] 3rd 
ed. [l] ii-iv[l blank,l] 2-9[l blank,l] 2-240[l] 
2-124[l blank]p. 8.9"x5.9".(IL). 1150
1855
Mahimnastava. [A hymnof praise to i$iva, attributed to
A i
Pu&padanta. Bengali translation, 1855?]
[l] 2-34p. 6.1'*x3 • 8" • (IL). 1151
Puranas. Kaslkhanda. Purana in verse by Sitanatha
4  £l o  ,
Vasu Mallika. [l] ii-v[l blank,l] 2-292p. 7.5Mx4,7H. 
(IL). 1152
.Durgabhakti Cintamani; in verse by Dinadyala ’ •
Gupta. ii[l] 2-258p. 8.9"x5.9". (IL). 1153
Sacinandana Bhattacarya
Camatk.ara Candrika. [Myth of Radha and Krsna. ]• • •
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-100p. 5.6"x3.9M.(IL) . 1154
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Visve&vara Ghosa
Jnanaditya arthat jnana padartha. [A book of know­
ledge.] Edited by Nandakumara Nyayacuncu Bhattacarya. 
[l]-ii[l] 2-36p. 5.5”x3•9". (IL). ’ 1155
 .Premopade&a nataka. [A drama.]
[i] ii-iii[l blank,l] 79[l blank]p. 5.9"x4". (BL).
1156
1856
Nutana Panjika. Sakavda : 1778 sana 1263 sala Im.
1856-57.] [A almanac for the year 1856-57.]
2-52p. 8.8"x5.8".(BL). 1157
The Ramayana. Sri&rlmadramarasayana; by Raghunan-
dana Gosvaml in verse, [l] ii-vi[l] 2-106[l] 2-126[l]2- 
93[l blank , l] 92[l] 2-148p. 9.6"x5.9". (IL). 1158
1857
Kallkrsna Dasa
I •
Manabhanjana. [a tale of Radha and Krsna.]
[i]-ii [l] 2-60p. 7•5ux4.5"• (IL), ** 1159
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvaml .** _
Gdvindalilamrta grantha; rendered into Bengali 
verse by Yadunandana Dasa.
[l] 4,-i254p. 7.7"x4.7". (IL). 1160
1858
Goldsmith, Oliver
Sannyasl. The Hermit, a poem by Goldsmith tran­
slated into Bengali verse, [l] 4-16p, .
(BL). 1161
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvaml
Gaitanyacaritamrta grantha. [Biography of Caita­
nya]. [l] 77,195, 89 fol.i ' . 12'*4.3" .Obi. (IL) . 1162
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Nutana panjika. Sakavda 1780, Sana 1265, Imraji 
1858^1859* [An almanac for 1858-59]
[l] 2-72p. 7.7”x5•3". Illus. (BL). 1163
Raghunatha Dasa Gosvaml
Manosiksa. [Sanskrit and Bengali work in 33engali 
characters.] [l] 2-l6p. 6"x4". (IL). 1164
Vijayagopala Bhattacarya
Dayabhaga vyavastha..[Hindu law of inheritance 
together with some rules of religious observances.] 
[ii, l] 2-87[l blank]p.6.1**x3.9". (BL) , 1165
1859
Candradhvaryu, Rajadamodara
Namamrtasarah; edited by Gurudayala Nyayaratna and 
Muktarama Vidyavagisa. [2,l] 2-l06[l, 1 blank]p.
7•5Hx4.8”• (BL). 1166
The Ramayana. Adikanda. Translated by Yadunatha
Nyayapancanana. 43l[l blahk]p. 9,3"x6.1" • (BL) • 1167
Puranas. Bhagavatapurana. Rasapancadhyayav. Rasavilasakhya 
grantha.[Sanskrit text with metrical paraphrase in 
Bengali by Srlnarayana Cattaraja Gunanidhi^]
[1]4-95[l blank]p. 7.6Mx4.6". (BL) / 1168
Sanatana Gosvami
Gitavallj vaisnava songs translated by Brahma- 
nanda Cattopadhyaya. [l]2-48p. 8ux5". (BL). 1169
*
Vi&vasara Tantre Sridurgasahasranama stotrSm.
Bhagavati ra sahasranama. [A work .on Tantras.1859?]
[2] 3~12p. (BL). 1170
1860
Gopala Bhatta
Sri Sri Haribhaktivilasa s Satlka. [A work on the 
religious ceremonies and customs of the Vaisnavas 
with commentary.] Revised by Gurudayala Vidyaratna
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[A Sanskrit work in Bengali characters.]
[l, 1 blank, l] ii~xii,717[l blank]p. D.S^'xC.S" •
(BL,SL). 1171
Kavi Kesarina 
*
Hari-Keli-Kalavati. [A poem in praise of Krsna,
• •
in Sanskrit (Bengali character.) edited by Pltamvara 
Sarma.] [l] 2~29[l]p, (BL). 1172
Samachaddina Mahammad Siddiki
Ucita sravana. [Religious and moral advice in
prose and poetry.] 62p. 8"x5". (BL). 1173
Vinodarama Sena Dasa
Stavakalpadrumasakha; corrected by Candrasekhara 
VidyavagiSa. [Hymns in praise of Hindu deities.] 
iii-iv[l] 2-*77[l blank]p, 7.7"x4.8". (IL). 1174
 .Stavamrtakana j corrected by Candrasekhara• *
Vidyavaglsa. [Hymns in praise of Hindu deities com­
piled from different Sanskrit sources.] 
iii[l blank,l] 2-50p. 7.6"x4.7". (IL). 1175
1861
Krsna Sarvabhauma
• • c
Satlka padaftkaduta. [a Sanskrit poem on the legend
of Radha and Krsna. With a Sanskrit commentary and • • ¥
a Bengali translation in metrical verse by Prabhasa 
Candra Sarma,]40p. (SL,IL). 1176
Puranas. Bhagavatapurana
Srisrimadbhagavatam. Das.am skandhah. [Sanskrit 
text with] translation into Bengali verse by Vira- 
bhadra Gosvaml; corrected by Nandakumara Kaviratna.
[3] 2-584p. lOMx7H. (BL). 1177
Rasikacandra Raya
Manodlksa sudhataranginl. [Poems.]
■
[iii]-v[l blank, 1, 1 blank] I97[l blank]p. 7.5"x4,7".
(BL). 1178
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Vanoyarilala Raya
Kokiladuta. [Poems on the love of Radha and 
Krsna.] [i]-ii[l] 2-l86p. 7.9nx4,9". (IL). 1179
Virabhadra Gosvaml.
Vrhat pasandadalana. [a Vaisnava religious work.] 
[l] ii-vi[l] 2-88p. 7.2"x4.5". (IL). 1180
1862
Ki ,ma jara Godaphrai de. [What a day^ of pleasure is . .
Good Friday * A farce.]
[l] 2-24p. 6.2"x4". (BL,CU)* 1181
Ramaprasada Sena
Kaviranjanera kavya samgraha. Poetical works of 
Ramaprasada Sena? compiled with a biography of 
the poet by Nandalala Datta.
[l] ii -I [l] 2-77[l blank]p. 5.9"x3.9". (IL). 1182
1863
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya
JnanasaudaminI. [Horal and instructive reading 
book for children.] [l] ii-iii[l blank] 130p.
6 .9'*x4.9" . (BL,SL). 1183
Nandalala Datta
Lukye pirit ki l a n c h a n a .  [How disgraceful is 
unlawful love * A tale in verse.]
[l] 2-16p. 6"x4.1"• (BL), 1184
Puranas. Brahma . Vaivarta Mahapurana. 3 parts :* *
Brahmaakhanda, prakrti khanda, GaneSa -janma .khanda j .■ • .. * ..
translated into Bengali verse by Ramalocana Dasa.
[l, 1 blank,l] ii-vii[l blank,l] ii-v [l blank,l]2- 
558’ [l, . 1 blank]p« 9,2"x5.9".Cloth. (SL). 1185
618
The Ramayana. Adikanda. Prathama khanda; translated 
by Yadunatha Nyayapancanana. [l] iv-vi[l blank]
43l[l blank]p, 9.1"x5. 8*'. (SL) . 1186
 .Ayodhyakanda d'vitlya khanda. Translated by
Yadunatha Nyayapancanana and corrected and edi­
ted by Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya.
[l] ii-v[l blank] 770p. 9.1Mx5.9". (SL). 1187
Vesyanurakti visama vipatti. Prahasana. [Liking 
dt* prostitute is disastrous. A farce.]
[l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l] 2-66p. 6.7"x4".(IL). 1188
1864
Jayadeva Gosvaml
Gitagovinda; with annotation by Pujari Gosvaml; 
translated into Bengali verse Rasamaya Dasa.
182p• 8.2”x5.2". Cloth. (SL). 1189
mm *
Nutana Panjika. Sakavda 1786, Sana 1271 sala 
1‘mraji 1864-65. [An almanac for 1864-65.]
2-304p. 8"x5". (BL). 1190
Rajanarayana Bhattacarya and Ramkrsna Vidyaratna.* » *
Satyadharma 0 nityajnana pravodhaka. [Compilation 
from different Hindu religious scriptures.]
[l] 78p. 8 • 2*'x5 • 2" . (SL). 1191
Purapas. Bramavaivarta Purana..,
Srlkrsnera Janma Khanda; translated into Bengali .. « 1 *
verse by Ramalocana Dasa.
[l] iv-viii[l] 2-608p. 9*2,,x5.8M. (SD.IL). 1192
The Ramayana. Satlka YogavaSistha Ramayana;* . .
translated into Bengali by Nandakumara Kaviratna 
Bhattacarya. [i] - ii[l# 1 blank,1, l,l] 4-582p. 
9.2"x5.9". (BL,i l ). 1193
619
Venimadhava DasaQ
Savdartha MuktavalI*[A B'engali dictionary.] Com- 
piled with the assistance of Nandakumara Kaviratna 
Bhattacarya.
Vol. I «[l] 2-l9[l blank,1,1 blank,l] 2-592p.
D. cols. 9*6"x6n• (IL). 1194
Vinodarama Sena Dasa
Srlsrlkrsna tattvavali.
[l] 2-208p. 6 .9"x4,3" . (SL,IL). 1195
1865
Giri&candra Mukhopadhyaya
Hailiortera pradhana pradhana mokaddamasamuhera 
sara samgraha. [Summary of the leading cases deci- 
ded at the High Court, 1862-1863.] [l,
1 blank] 109[l blank,l] ii-viiip. 9.3"x6.1"•(SL)• 1196
Harimohana Vandyopadhyaya
Khalacaritra. [story of a treacherous counsellor.]
[7] 2-16l[l blank]p. 8"x5.2".(BL). 1197
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya
* T T*Srisnbrahma samhita.
[3] 4-60[l, 1 blank]p. 8Mx5". (IL). 1198
 .Visvasaratantargata gurugltastotra... gurupuja
paddhati. [l] 4~40p. 8Hx5", (IL) . 1199
Premacand Mukhopadhyaya
PramathataraAgini. [a tale.]
[3] ii-iii[l blank,l] 2-227[l blank]p. 8,l"x5".
(SL). 1200
Puranas. Vayu purana.
S n s n  Gayamahatmyaj translated by Nandakumara 
Kaviratna Bhattacarya.
[l] ii-iv[l] 2-184p.8”x4.6”• (BL). 1201
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 .Prabhasa Klianda. Prathama bhaga j translated' into
Bengali verse by Si&urama Dasa. [l] 6-15, 322p. 
9"x6". (SL). 1202
Raj alaimara Maitra
Sadara deoyanl adalatera nispanna mokaddama ripor- 
tera sara samgraha. [Substance of the report of the 
leading cases at the Sadar Dewani Adalat, 185 8- 
1862.] [l,l blank, l] iv -viii[3] 2-364p. 9.3,'x6.1,,. 
(SL). 1203
Srinarayana Raya
Ayuruveda Darpana, Arthat cikitsa visayaka gran­
tha. [a book of treatment according to Ayurveda :
Indian system of medicine.] 4 parts in 1.
[l] -2 [l] ii-vi[2 blank] 417[l blank , l] 2-59 
[l blank]p. 8"x4.5". (SL). 1204
Umesjcandra Cattopadhyaya
Asusamviddayinl. [a Bengali novel,]
[l] ii-vii[l blank,i]- ii[l] 2-275[l blank]p. 
7.9"x5.1". (BL) . 1205
1866
Arunodaya Ghosa
Srlsrl padakalpataru. [a collection of poems from 
the works of Ja.yad.eva, Candidasa, Vidyapati, Sana- 
tana Gosvaml, Govinda Kaviraja, RcTya Sekhara and 
others.] [l] xi,347 fol.Obl. 12.3,,x4.5". (BL) . 1206
Manu. The Institute of Manu. Manusamhita Kulluka
Bhatta krta. . tlka... With Bengali paraphrase by «
Yadunatha Nyayapancanana, and Bharatacandra SiroL 
mani. [Hindu law.] [3,’ 1 blank] 763[l blank]p.
9[x6”e . (BL). 1207
621
Nivaranacandra Sena Gupta 
Chatravodha padyankura.. [Moral instruction in verse»] 
[l, 1 blank] 2-35 [l blank]p. 6.7"x4M. (BL) . 1208
Puranas# Prabhasa khanda. Dvitlya bhaga; translated 
into Bengali verse by Sisurama Dasa, edited by 
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya. 2nd ed.
[l] 4-7[l blank, 1 plate, 2] 13-318p. 8Hx5'’. 1500 
cops. (SL). 1209
Venimadhava Dasa *
Savdartha muktavalf. [A Bengali dictionary,] Com­
piled with the assistance of Nandakumara Kaviratna 
Bhattacarya. [l] 2-19[4. ] 2-1546p. D. cols.9•3ux5.6". 
(BL,'!!#) . 1210
Venimadhava De
The Revenue Handbook, containing a complete
collection of the laws relating to Revenue...
[Two title pages * English and Bengali.]
[l] ii-xxviii,1000 [l] 2-68[2]p. 9.21,x5.7,,. (BL) .
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THE HINDUSTHAN PRESS, 1849
Nilamani Vasaka 
■
Aravya up annasa. Prathama khanda. [Bengali 
translation of the Arabian Nights.]
[l,l blank, 1,1 blank, l] 2-166p. 7. 8"x5 . 2.". (IL) . 1212
THE JNANAKAUMUDI PRESS,1849
Jagaccandra Bhattacarya
Abhilasa rasavindu namaka grantha. [a tale in
verse from the Puranas.] [l] 2-127[l]p. 7"x5".(IL).
1213
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THE NISTARINI PRESS, 1849
1849
Visvanatha Mitra
Kalirajara mahatma tatva. Prathama Khanda.
[compiled in Bengali verse from the Puranas.]
[l] 4-62p. 7.6"x4.9". (IL). 1214
THE VIDYAKALPADRUMA OR ENCYCLOPAEDIA PRESS,
1849-1853
1849
Krsnamohana Vandyopadhyaya • • *
Cittyotkarsa vidhana. Prathama khanda. The im- • • *
provement of the mind, containing remarks and rules 
for the attainment and communication of useful 
knowledge. By Isaac Watts, Vol,I, Adapted for the 
use of young readers in Bengal. [English and Beng­
ali on opposite pages. 3 title pages * 2 English, 
and 1 Bengali.] [vii] -viii[l, 1 blank,3] 2-144 +
144 [l]p* (Vidyakalpadruma. Encyclopaedia Benga- 
lensis, No. 11.) (BL,IL). 1215
Sriyesukhristamahatmyam. The glory of Jesus Christ.
• • • •
A brief account of our Lord's life and doctrines 
in Sanskrit verse [in Bengali characters.] 2nd 
ed., corrected with addition, a Bengali version 
and an English summary.
[l] iv-xxx [l] 2-l68[l, 1 blank]p. (IL). 1216
1850
Arabian Nights. Ekadhika sahasra ni&i nirukta Araviya 
upanyasa. Part I. [l] iv-vi[l] 2-65 [l blank]p. 
8"x5.2".(IL), 1217
623
Krsnamohana Vandyopadhyaya• t *
Cittotkarsa vidhana. Dvitlya khanda. The improve- 
ment of the mind containing remarks and rules, 
for the attainment and communication of useful 
knowledge. By Isaac Watts. Vol.II. Adapted for 
the use of young readers in Bengal.[English and 
Bengali 011 opposite pages. 3 title pages : 2 Eng­
lish and 1 Bengali.] [5] 2-160 160p. (Vidya­
kalpadruma. Encyclopaedia Bengalensis, No.12). 
7.2"x4.2'\ (BL,IL). 1218
1851
 .Jivana vrttanta. Dvitlya khanda. The life of
9 * 9
Galileo, abridged from the library of useful know­
ledge. [English and Bengali on opposite pages. 3 
title pages s 2 English, 1 Bengali."]
[3] ii-vi + v[l blank,3] 2-66 +66 [l blank]p.
7.2"x4.2u. (Vidyakalpadruma# Encyclopaedia Bengalensis, 
No. 13.) ( IL) 1219
Tarasaftkara Vidyaratna
Bharatavarsiya strlganera vidya siksa. The zenana • * w
opened, or a Brahmin advocating female education.
A prize essay on Hindu female education. 2nd ed.
[ll 2-58p. 6.9°x4.1"• 7000 cops. (BL,IL). 1220
The yogava&istha Raraayana with a Bengali transla- . *
tion executed by Srlpati Bhattacarya, under the 
patronage of ... Satyakinkara Ghosala. [Two title 
pages * English and Bengali.] [l] 2-598p.
8.3"x5.3". (IL). 1221
1853
Bible, The New Testament... in the Bengali languagej 
translated ... by the Calcutta Baptist Missiona­
ries with native Assistants. Reprinted (with altera­
tions) for the Calcutta Bible Society, [Two title
pages s English and Bengali.] 788p. 7.8"x5.1".(10).
1222
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THE SAMVA'DA SAJJANARANJANA PRESS
1849-1862
1861
Vipinamohana Sena Gupta
Samkhyasara. [A work explaining how to discover 
numbers from different words in Bengali$ intended 
for school students.] [i ] - ii[l] 2-65 [l blank]p.
6 14"x4. I11. (IL). 1223
1862
Gaurinatha Sena Kaviranjana
Sarlrika svasthya vidhana. Rules for preserva­
tion of health in Bengalee.
ii,ii,156p. 6*7Mx4.2°. (BL) . 1224-
THE CITTABHANU PRESS, 1850
Anandacandra Siromani 1850
Meghaduta kavya; original Sanskrit poetry of 
Kal dasa with Bengali translation.
[l] 2-l36p. 7.5"x4.6". (IL). 1225
THE KARMALOCANA PRESS, 1850 
1850
Umaprasada Mulfhopadhyaya
Raha&ya vilasa namaka grantha. [A tale.]
ii[l] 2-84p. * 7 • 6fl*3c5 * • (IL). 1226
THE SAMVADA NISAHARA PRESS,1850.
1850
Vrhadastavakrlya samhita. [A Sanskrit work in 
* • *
Bengali characters 1850?] 20 fol, 12"x4".
Ohio (IL)'. 1227
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THE KAMALASANA PRESS, 1850-1865
1850
Kalikrsna Dasa, Vaidyanatha Vagaci and Madhusudana 
• » «
Sarkara. Ra s a r atnakar ant ar gat a .kami nlkumara namaka 
kavya. [A poetical work,] 8, 197 [l folank]p. 
7.4,,x4.9,,. (IL), 1228
1853
Puranas. Srlmadbhagavata Sara grantha; translated
into Bengali verse, iii-viii? 488p. 7.6"x4.9".(IL)
1229
Purosottama Mi&ra
Sricaitanya candrodaya nataka. [A drama in Sans­
krit and Bengali verse on the life of Caitanva.]
[l] iv-xiv, 490p. 4”x5,2”* (SL). 1230
1854
Mathuramohana Visvasa
Vakya vinyasa. [Compilation of proverbs in 
verse.] xiii [l,l] 2-62p. 1 plate. 5.5"x3.7M.
(IL). 1231
1855
Dasarathr Raya
Pancali. prathama bhaga. [Poems chiefly on the 
life of Krsna.] iiLl,l blank,l] 2-202p, 7.5"x5".
(IL). 1232
Laksmicaritrafl [Character!stipes of the Goddess
LaksmI. ] [l] 2-27[l]p. 7,6"x4.8". (BL,IL) » 1233*
Madhusudana Vidyavacaspati
Smartta vyavastharnava. [Rules for the different 
Hindu ceremonies.] [l] ii-vi[l] 2-238p. (IL). 1234
The Mahabharata.
Dvaraka vilasa grantha; [being a part of the 
Mahabharata, translated by Jayanarayana Vandyopadhyaya 
in verse; edited by Durgadasa Brahiiacari. ] 
iii[2] 2-98p. 6.7"x4.7". (IL) . 1235
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Venima&hava Ghosa * •
Jnanacandramsuh, [a work on the Brahma the 
• •
supreme God*] [l] ii-xiii [l, 1 blank,l] 60p.
8 • 2f,x5 .2" . (IL). 1236
1857
Nityakarma pnddhati. £Rules for Hindu religious per­
formances.] £l857?] 16p, 6.3"x4,,l, 000 cops. (BL) .
1237
1865
Anandacandra Varmana*
SarakaumudI. [[A book on medical science.]
Ll] ii-xii,151 [l blank]p. 7.5"x4.5".(SL), 1238
THE JNANODAYA PRESS, CHINSURAH,1851.
1851
I&varacandra GaAguli
Viccheda tarahga. [a  poetical work.]
i.i[l] 2-l06p. 7.6”x5H • (IL). 1239
THE MUFAD-I-HIND PRESS, BENARA3,l851
1851
Ka&Idasa Mitra
Guptallla. [[Erotic poems. A litho-printed
work.] iii-viii, 32p. 8,,x6.1M. (BL) . 1240
THE BHAGAVATAMRTA PRESS, 1851-1852
1851
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvaml.
» A 0
Caiitanyacaritamrta ? edited by Radhainadhava 
Vidyavaglfea. 2nd ed. [l] 2-93[l blank,l] 2-260 
[l] 2-130p. 9.1"x6.3". (IL). 1241
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1852
Locanananda Dasa
CaitanyamaAgala granthaj edited toy Eadhamadhava 
Vidyavagl&a. [l] 2~232p. 8.4"x5,4 *'. (IL)♦ 1242
THE BAl\fGADESIYA SOCIETY PRESS, 1851-1854
1851
Govinda Giri
Guru tattva. [Hindu religious work.]
[l] 2-68p, 7"x4.5". (IL, CU). 1243
Kirtivilasa nataka. [A drama in five acts,]
[l] ii-v[2] 2-70[2]p. 7. 61,x5”. (SL). 1244
1852
N^ndakumara Raya
Vyakarana darpana. [a  Sanskrit Grammar.]
• •
[l] ii-iv [i]-ii,107 [l tolank]p. 7.5"x4.7”,(BL).1245
1854
Kajira Vicara. [Tales translated from Francis 
Gladwin*s Persian Munsi.]
[l] ii-iii[l blank,l] 2-65[l blank,3,1 tolank]p.
6.9ux4.5". (IL). 1246
Krsnam.i3ra 
• • •
Pravodhacandrodaya nataka; translated into Ben­
gali toy Gangadhara Nyayaratna [with Sanskrit text 
in Bengali characters, [i] - ii[3] 2-185[l]p.
7.2Mx4,5”, (IL). 1247
THE CAITANYACANDRODAYA PRESS,1851-1866.
1851
Premataraftga namaka grantha. [A tale in verse.]
iii[l blank] 130p. 7.1"x4,8". (IL), 1248
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1852
Puranas.
Bhagavadgita. [Original Sanskrit work with anno­
tation of Sridhara S'vamI translated int Bengali 
by Gauri&ahkara Tarkavagl&a.]
[l, 2] 2-111 [l blank]p. S.^'xS^". (XL). 1249
Tantras. Kalitantra.Deviyuddha namaka grantha; tran­
slated into Bengali verse by Jayanatha ViSi.
[8] 3-196p. 16 plates. 7.6"x4.9". (IL). 1250
Taracarana Slkadara
Bhadrarjuna arthat Arjuna kartika subhadra 
harana. [A tale from the Mahabharata.!
[l] 2-6[3] 2-142p. 6.5Hx4.1"• (XL). 1251
1853
Mahabharata. Adi, sabha, vana parva; translated into 
Bengali by Kaslrama Dasa; edited by Jayagopala 
Tarkalaftkara, [l] ii-iv [l] 2-227[l blank,l] 2- 
84[l] 2-182. D.cols. 8.4".5.5”. (IL). 1252
1856
Gauramohana Dasa.
Padakalpalatika. [a poetical work on Radha and 
Krsna; edited by Radhamadhava Sila.!
• * c-
[l] 2-109 [l blank]p. (IL). 1253
1857
Kanailala Sila
Gltacintamani. [a compilation of Vaisnava songs
•from different Bengali and Sanskrit sources in honour of
Radha and Krsna*! [l! 2-112p. 7.7Mx4.7". (BL) . 1254« I «
MahabhSratiya vrhat bhlsma parva; translated into
Bengali by Ka&Irama Dasa. [l! 2-73[l blank!p.
7 * 4**x4. 7" • 1000 cops. (IL). 1255
629
Narottama Dasa
Smarana mahgala. [Eleven Sanskrit sloakas by Rupa 
Gosvaml in Bengali verse. Vaisnava religious hymns*!
[l] 2-21 [l blank!p. 7.6"x4.8". (ID). 1256
1858
Puranas. Bhagavatapurana.• •
Goplglta. [31st canto of the tenth book of the 
Bhagavatapurana. Sanskrit text with Bengali para- 
phrase.! M  2-20p. 6.9"x4.1". (BL) , 1257
Umacarana Trivedl.
Madanamadhuri. [A love story in verse.!
[l! ii-iv[l! 2-86p. 7.7,,x4.7". (BL). 1258
1859
Ramasundara Raya
Strldharma vidhayaka. [On the domestic duties 
of women.! [l^-ii [l] 2-32p. 6.7Mx4tl. (BL) . 1259
VrndSvana Dasa
Bhakticintamani. [a work on Vaisnava worship as 
revealed by Krsna-Caitanya.1 [l! 2-38p. 7.7ux4.9u.* • o
(BL). 1260
1860
Navadvlpacandra Vidyavacaspati Gosvaml
Vaisnavacaradarpana. [a manual of Vaisnava worship.
A poetical work with occasional quotations in 
Sanskrit.! [i!-ii[l] 2-68p. 7.7*'x4.9". (BL) . 1261
Purnananda Yati 
•
Satika Satacakranirupanam. [Sanskrit text and 
• • *
commentary with Bengali translation by Kalidasa 
Bhattacarya.! [l] 2-42p. 8.1*'x5.3". (BL,CU). 1262
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Satika slokamala. [[Compiled from Caitanyacaritamrta»
by Krsnadasa Kaviraja Q'osvamio A Vaisnava work.
• * *
Sanskrit work in Bengali characters.]
245[l blank]p. 8.2"x5.3". (SL). 1263
1861
Bhaktivartmapradarsaka. [A collection of yaisnava 
songs.] [l] ii~vi[l] 2-23l[l blank]p. 7.5"x4.5”.
(IL). 1264
Vopadeva
Satika mugdhavodha vyakarana; with commentaries by
* T.
Durgadasa Vidyavagi&a, and Srirama Tarkavagi&a.
5 vols. in I. Vol.I printed at the Tamohara Press. 
[See entry No. 1473,]
Vol.IIs [l] 2-246p. Ill:[l] 2-l03[l blank]p.
IVs [l] 2-104-p. V: [l] 2-l74p, 8.3Mx5 .4” . (SL.) . 1265
Yadunatha Ghosa Dasa 
♦
Sangltamanoranjana. [a compilation of songs.]
[2] i.ii-iv[l] 2-154p. Cloth. 9"x5.7". (IL). 1266
1862
Krsnadasa Vasu Mallika 
• » «
Ausadhasindhulaharyantargata mrtyusanjlvanl. [Charms 
« •
and antidotes against snake poison compiled from 
different sources. Bengali translation with Sanskrit 
text.] [l] ii-ix [l blank,l] 2-83[l blank]p.
7.5,fx4.5" . (BL,SL) • 1267
1864
I&varacandta Bhattacarya.
Srlramera Janmavrttanta. [A story of the Ramayana.]. *
[l, 1 blank, 3] 2-98p. 8"x5.2M. (BL) . 1268
Krsnadasa Vasu Mallika • • *
Nidanartha candrika. [Diagnosis of the diseases 
according to Indian system of medical science.] 
[l]-ii[l]^![l] 2-233[l]p. 8. 8Mx5 . 6*'. (BL) . 1269
631
Pskarajesvara. [a cook book.")
[l] -2[l] 2-lOOp. 7.7"x4.6". (SL). 1270
1865
Madhava Kara
Satika Nidanam. [A Sanskrit work in Bengali 
characters on Indian system of pathology.] 
vii-viii[l] 2-256p, 9.2Mx5.8". (BL) . 1271
Nandakumara Datta
Sarvajiiana Hun jar I. [A work on astrology.]
[l]-ii lOOp. (SL)* 1272
Pitamvara Sena
Nadlprakasa. [a treatise on the circulation of
4
the blood and the diagnosis of the maladies from 
its pulsation according to Indian system^Transla- 
ted into Bengali from Sanskrit sources.]
27[l blank]p. 8.4"x5". (BL) . 1273
Premananda Dasa
ManasikSa . [Ethical instruction ]
[l] 4~84p. 7.9»x4.7", (SL). 1274
1866
Gauramohana Dasa
Padakalpalatika. [a poem on the story of Radha 
and Krsna. ]ll8p. 7.9"x4.7". (BL,SL). 1275
• « v
Raghunandana Bhattacarya
Vyavastharnava . [A treatise on Hindu law and 
ceremonial observances, translated into Bengali.] 
ii[l] 2-l75[l blank]p. 8"x4.6". (SL). 1276
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THE IMPERIAL PRESS, 1852
1852
D*Silva, Augustin
Dehayatra nirvahartha vividha visayaka nlti. The 
rules for conduct in life on various subjects, 
translated from the Persian "Goolestan", an eminent 
work of Saddy Sherazee, into the Bengalee idiom. 
[l]2-40p. 6•8"x4.1". (BL). 1277
THE JAGATJJIVANA PRESS, 1852 
1852
Madhavacandra Vasu and Ramacandra Mitra
Cikitsarnva namaka grantha. [a work on Indian 
system of medicine.] vi, 48p. 7.1"x4.9('. (IL). 1278
THE SAGARAMKANA PRESS, 1852 
1852
Madhavacandra Caudhurl
Kayasthadlpika. [a  treatise on Kayastha caste.]
[l, 1 blank,2] 2-162p. 7.8"5.1". (BL,SL).' 1279
THE JNANARONODAYA AND VIDYADAYINI PRESS, 
Serampore, 1852-1857
Jnanaronodaya Press,1852-1855 
1854
Jayadeva Kaviraja Gosvaml
Gitagovinda; translated into Bengali verse by 
Rasamaya Dasa. £3] 2-144p. 5.6"x3.7n. (IL). 1280
Manu. Manusamhita, Hindu law of enheritencej tran- 
slated by Srlnarayana1 Cattaraja Gunanidhi. 
iii-viii[l] 2-159[l blank]p. 8Mx5".’(IL). 1281
Puranas. Bhagavatapurana.
* *
Rasavilasakhya grantha; translated into Bengali
633
verse by Srinarayana Cattaraja Gunanidhi.
[l] 2-96p. 7.3"x5". (XL). 1282
Ramacandra Bhattacarya
Jyotisa Sarasamgraha. [a work on astrology.]
• ft
iii-viii[l] 2-‘, 6l[l blank]p. 5.7"x3.5". (XL). 1283
Satatapa
Satatapiya karmavipaka. £a treatise on different 
sins and their expirations. A Bengali translation 
by Ramacandra Tarkalahkara.] iii-vii[2] 2~6l[l 
blank~]p. 6.2"x3.8". (XL). 1284
Srinarayana Cattaraja Gunanidhift •
Krsnallla rasodaya. [A poetical worl^ ; on
i t * *
Radha and Krsna. ] [3] 2-56p. 7.6"x5.2". (XL). 1285
* • *>
Srinarayana Ghosa Hajraft *
Sangitacandrika. £One hundred and sixteen saiva 
songs» 1 [l] 2-53[l blank]p. 5.8"x3.8". (BL) . 1286
1855
Ramacandra Mukhopadhyaya
Naladamayantl narnaka grantha. £a poem on the 
story from the Mahabharata of Nala and Damayanti.] 
[l] 2-57[l blank]p. 7.7"x4.2". (IL). 1287
THE VIDYADAYINI PRESS, 1856-1857 
1856
Sisuvodhaka. [A children instructor containing
alphabet, spelling, reading lessons, multiplication, 
tables, easy stories and Canakya's slokas, 1856?]
[l] 5-86p.7.1"x4.9". (BL). 1288
1857
Kalidasa Maitra
Manavadehatattva. The human frame : an easy 
and familiar introduction to the principles of 
the anatomy and physiology of "the noblest work 
of God". [5] 2~74p. 6.6"x4".(BL). 1289
634
Nilaratna Haladara
Kavitaratnakara. [A collection of proverbs and 
moral maxims from Sanskrit authors.]
[5, 1 blank,1] 2-72p. 7.4"x5.1". (IL). 1290
THE SATYARNAVA PRESS, 1852-1860
1852
Agathasa athava Isvaradatta sampurna sajja s [At
Christian Tract.] [l] 2-17[l blank]p. (BL). 1291
1853
Bible. New Testament. St. John
Yohanalikhita susamacara. Gospel of John in
Bengali. 89[l blank]p. 8.1"x5.4°. (10). 1292
Galatiyadera prati patra. The epistle to the
Golatians in Bengali. 15[l]p. 8Mx5.1". (10). 1293
Hariscandra Tarkalankara
Pratapaditya caritra. The history of Raja Prota- 
paditya, the last king of Sagar Island. Printed for 
the Vernacular Literature Society.
[l] 2063[l blank]p. 6.9Mx4.2,,. (Bengali Family 
Library). (BL). 1294
Long, James, Comp.
Samvada Sara. Selections from the Bengali perio- 
dical press, being extracts from native newspapers 
or periodicals on history, biography, anecdotes,,. 
Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society. 
ii£i] ii-iii[l blank, l] 2~198p. 7.4f,x3H. (Bengali 
Family Library)• (BL). 1295
1854
Mahammadera Jivana caritra. Life of Muhammad; founded 
on Arabic authorities, [a Christian point of view.]
[l] 2-12l[l blank]p. 8’'x5.3". Cloth. (BL) . 1296
635
Vra;janatha Vidyalankara
Valaka siksartha udvijja vidya, [a simple le­
ssons on plant.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2-99[l blank]p. 
6.6"x4.1". (BL). 1297
1855
Greta^-Vritena 0 Ayarlandera itihasa. Prathama khanda. 
[History of Great-Britain and Ireland.]
[l] 2-154p. 7"x4". (BL). 1298
Robinson, John
Gangara khalera samk^epa vivarana. An accounti • •
of the Ganges canal translated into Bengali.
Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society.
[l] 2-44p. 1 fol. map. 7,,x4" . (Bengali Family 
Library). (BL). 1299
The Vernacular Literature Society.
Nutana Panjika, The Vernacular Literature
Committee's Almanack for the year 1855-56.
ii-iv, 120p. illus. (BL). 1300
1856
Ramanarayana Tarkaratna
Venisamhara nataka. Sanskrit drama rendered 
• •
into Bengali.] [3] 3-96p. [l, 1 blank]p. 7,,x4.2".
(IL,CU). 1301
1858
Bheka musikera yuddha. [The battle of the frogs
9
and mice, translated from Homer, reprinted from 
the Education Gazette.] [i] -ii[l] 2-33[l blank]p. 
6.8"x4". (BL). 1302
Mahammadera jivana caritra. Life of Muhammad? foun­
ded on Arabic authorities to which is added a his­
tory of Muhammadanism. [A Christian point of view.] 
[l] ii-iii[l blank,l] 2-273[l blank]p. 8.1"x5.2".
(BL). 1303
636
Rangalala Vandyopadhyaya
PadminI . A tale of Rajasthan.
[l, 1 blank,l] ii-x[l] 2-115[l blank]p. Cloth.
(CU). 1304
1860
Long, James
Dhatumala. Etymological primer, Sanskrit and 
Bengali. 7th ed. [l] 2-46p. 6.5"x3.9". (BL). x305
Pathadvya. [A Christian tract.]
[l] 2-16p. 6.5ux4". (BL). 1306
THE SXJDHARNAVA PRESS, 1852-1860
1852
Hindu dharmcfprasiddhi karana. [H.H.] Wilson's exposure 
of the Hindu religion. 2nd ed. Printed for the Cal­
cutta Christian Tract and Boole Society.
[l] 4-48p. 6.7"x3.9”. 10,000 cops..(Bengali first 
series, No.24). (BMS). 1307
1853
Lacroix, Alphonse Francois
Jativrttanta. On cast [exposing the unutility and 
evils of caste distinctions.] 2nd ed. Printed for 
the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book Society.
[i] 2-3 Op, 6 . 8,,x4t,. (BL). 1308
Tirthera vivarana. [A description of 15 places of «
Hindu pilgrimage in verse.]
[3] 2-123[l blank]p. 6.3"x3.9". (BL). 1309
1854
Rakhaladasa Haladara
Srlramacarita. History of king Ramachandra of 
Ayodhya. [A story from the Ramayana.]
[l] iv-vi[l] 2-46[l]p. 6•9"x4". (BL). 1310.
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1856
Bhairavacandra Datta
Vidya evam nlti visayaka kavita,
• o
[Poems on the influence of moral education.]]
[3] 4-12p. 6.7"x4". (BL). 1311
Rakhaladasa Haladara
Brahma stotra. Prayer for the Christian life? 
translated from original in English by Charles 
H.A. Dali, [l] 4-16p. 8.2"x5.1f'. (BL) . 1312
1858
Kalikrsna Bhattacarya
t I
Nava hiti sara. Prathama bhaga. [A work on moral 
lessons.]] Edited by I&varacandra Kaviratna.
[iii] - iv[l] 2-104p. 7.1»',x4,'. (IL) . 1313
1859
Chota Henari 0 tahara vehara. The history
of little Henry and his bearer, in Bengali.
[A Christian tract.]] [l] 2-68p. 6.9"x4.3" . (CU) • 1314
Ramakamala Vidyalaftkara
Vidagdhamukhamandana. [Riddles in Sanskrit, com­
piled with a translation in Bengali verse.]]
[l] 2-37[l blank]p. 7,tx4.2". (BL) . 1315
Ramamohan Raya, Raja
Yisu-pranita hitopadesa. The percepts of Jesus the 
guide to peace and happiness, compiled by the 
late Raja Rammohan Roy, from the four Gospels. 
Translated into Bengali and annotated by Rakhal 
Das Haidar, [l, 1 blank,v]|-vi[l]] 2-175[l blanlcjp.
7.6'*x4 • 5H . (BL). 1316
1860
Murari Misra
Anargharaghavam nama natakamj with interpretation * •
by Premacandra Tarkavagusa Bhattacarya. [Sanskrit
638
drama in Bengali characters.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-241 [l blank]p. 8.2Mx5.1". (IL).
1317
THE STANHOPE PRESS, 1852-1866
1852
Puranas. Bhagavatapurana• f
Srimadhhagavatiya ekada&a skandha. [llth skandha.] 
Translated by Sanatana Cakravartl.
[l] iv-xii[l] 2-389[l]p. 8.5"x5.3M. (IL). 1318
1853
Raimanarayana Tarkaratna
Praka&ya vaktrita. [inaugural address delivered 
at the opening of the Hindu Metropolitian College 
in 1853, recommending the study of the Bengali 
language as a means for spreading knowledge and 
instruction more widely among the people.]
[l] 2-20p. 8.1"x5.1". (BL). 1319
1854
 .Kulinakulasarvasva nataka. [A drama in six
acts, on the evils of kulin marriage customs.]
[3., 1 blank,l] 2-127[l blank]p. 6.6"x4.1". (IL).1320
1855
Bharatavar&Iya Sabha, Calcutta
Bharatavarsiya sabhara Lrtiya varsika vivarana.s » •
[Third annual report of the British Indian Asso­
ciation, 1855] [l] 2-24p, 7. 8"x5 • 2'*. (BL) . 1321
Srinarayana Cattaraja Gunanidhi
Madanamohanopalchyana namaka pravandha. [a poetical 
work.] [l] 2-23[l blank]p. 6.7,,x4.1", (IL). 1322
Syamacarana Vandyopadhyaya
NavaramanI nataka. [A drama in verse.]
[l] ii-iii[l] 2-119[l]p. 7.3,,x4.9,,. (IL). 1323
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1857
Navakrsna Vandyopadhyaya
Camatkara hiraja.da. [A tale.]
[l] 2-158p. 6•7Mx3.9". (IL). 1324
Ramanarayana Tarkaratna 
«
Ratnavall nataka. [Translated from Sanskrit ori­
ginal of Harsadeva into Bengali verse and prose.]
« -
[i] ii-v [l blank, 1,1 blank, l] 2-92p. 6.8,,x4.1M.
(BL). 1325
Tarakacandra Cudamani « «
Ratnavall. The historical drama of Rutnabali
by Harsadeva translated into Bengali.«
[l] ii-iii[l blank,l] 2-230[2]p. 6.5Mx4”. (IL). 1326
1858
Madhusudana Datta, Michael
Sarmistha nataka, [A drama in five acts.]
[l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l] 2-84p.
* (BL). 1327
1859
Kalidasa
Malavikagnimitra natakera ma.rmanuva.da• [A drama' 
in 5 acts, adapted from Sanskrit drama of the same 
title.] [l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l] viii-ix[l blank, 
l] 2-112p. 6.9Mx3•9”. (BL). 1328
Madhusudana Datta, Michael
Ekei ki vale sabhyata? [A farce in 2 acts.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-38p. 8"x5". (BL,CU). 1329
1860
______ Meghanadavadha havya. [A poem]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-13l[l blank]p. 7.9Hx5". (CU). 1330
 .Padmavatl nataka. [A drama.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-78p. 7,9"x5". (BL). 1331
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1860
Ramanarayana Tarkaratna 
«
&bhijnanasakuntala nataka.[A drama.]
[3, 1 blank, l] 2-132p, 8"x5". (CU) .
1861
Jayagopala Gosvaml
Vasavadatta. [A tale adapted from the Sanskrit, 
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-85[l blank]p. 7.2Mx4.2".(BL).
Madhusudana Datta, Michael
Virahgana kavya. [A poem in blank verse.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2~70p. 8.3"x5.3”.(BL).
 .Krsnakumarl nataka. [a  drama in five acts.]1 .. *
[l] -ii[l, 1 blank,l] 2-155[l blank]p. 7 .9"x5" 
(BL).
Yadugopala Cattopadhaya
Hatafohagya Murada. [Maria] Edgeworth's^Murud 
the unlucky5freely translated into Bengali.
[A tale.] ii[l] 2-66p. 6.8"x4". (BL) .
Yogendranatha Cattopadhaya
Lard Kenim. [An essay on Lord Canning's adminis 
tration as Governor-General of India.]
[i]-ii[l] 2-22p. 8*2"x5.1".(BL).
1862
Jayagopala Gosvaml
Sahityamuktavail. Alankara. Part I. [A work on 
prosody.] [i]-ii[l] 2-72p. 7.9,,x5". (IL).
Madhusudana Datta, Michael
Ekei ki vale sabhyata? [A farce in 2 acts.] 2nd 
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-34p. 7.9nx5", (BL).
1332
1333
1334
(BL) .
1335
1336
1337
1338
ed.
1339
 .Vudasalikera ghade ron .[A farce,] 2nd ed,
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-32p. 6.9"x5", (BL). 1340
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1863
Gopalacandra Vasu
Bhugolasutra. [Geography.] 11th ed.
[3] 2-53[l]p. 6.7"x4.2". (BL). 1341
India. Legislative Council
Astradi rakhivara aina. [The Indian Arms Act,
No.XXI of I860.] [l] 2-42p. 8.3"x5.3". (BL). 1342
Ksetramohana Sena
Premarara hatahadda. [On the evil consequence of 
gambling. A tale in verse.]
[i]-ii[l] 2-38p. 7.9"x5,f. (BL) . 1343
Madhusudana Datta, Michael
Sanmistha nataka. [A drama in five acts.] 2nd ed.
[3] 2~84p. 6.9"x5". (BL). 1344
Navinacandra Dasa
Pi&acodhara. [A poem on the reform of Hindu so­
cial custom and on the defeat of Nawab Serajudaulah 
by Lord Clive.] [l, 1 blan,3] iv-v[l blank] 130p. 
8"x5". (BL). 1345
Satakadi Datta
Prani vrttanta. [Lessons in natural history.]
• 0
Part I, 4th ed. [i]-iv[l] 2-136[l]p. 6.7"x7.2".
(BL). 1346
1864
Hemacandra Vandyopadhyaya 
Viravahu kavya. [A poem]
[i]-ii[l] 2-94[l, 1 blank]p. 6.5Mx4M. (CU) . 1347
Madhusudana Datta, Michael
Vrajangana kavya. [A poem on the sports of
Krsna and Radha.] 46p. 6• 6,fx4. 2H * (SL) • 1348
Nimaicand. sila.
Kadamvarl nataka.
[l, 1 blank,2,l] 2-105[l blank]p. 8.2"x5.2". (SL).
1349
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1865
Madhusudana Datta, Michael
Krsnakumarl nataka. [A drama in five acts.*]
• v a
[.i]-ii[l, 1 blank,l] 2-115[l blank]p. 8.5f,x5.5M. 
(SL). 1350
Vidyasundara nataka. [A drama based on poetical 
work in the same title by Bharatacandra Raya.]
2nd ed. [l] iv-vi[l, 1 blank,l] 2-88p. front.
illus • 8.5"x5.5,t. (SL,CU). 1351
Yadunatha Mitra
Upadesam-fla. [Moral lessons.] 2nd ed.
[iii] -iv[l, 1 blank,l] 2-78p. 6.6"x4”.(SL). 1352
1866
Gopalacandra Vasu
Bhugola sutra. [Geography for boys.] 13th ed.
[3] 2-73[l] p. 6.6"x4". 6000 cops. (IL). 1353
Madhusudana Datta, Michael
Caturdasapadl-Kavitavali. [Sonnets.]
[l] iv-xii[l blank,l] 2-122p. (IL). 1354
Navinakrsna Vandopadhyaya.
XI » • 9
Adalata kartika karasamkranta mokaddamara vicara.«
Judgements in the rent case, delivered by the 
High courtjtranslated into Bengali.
[l] iv-vi[l] 2-l84p. (BL)• 1355
Ramanarayana Tarkaratna
Vahuvivaha pravrti kupratha vi say aka nava- 
nataka. [A drama on the evils of polygamy.]
[l, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank] [v]-vi[l] 2-15.8p, 7"x4". 
(SL). 1356
Vujhle kina. [A farce in 2 acts.]
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-123[l blank]p. 7"x4", (SL) . 1357
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THE MEYRAT AKBAR PRESS, 1853-1854
1853
Joyanala Avadina
Surja ujala vivira puthi.[An account of a female 
warrior in Musalmani Bengali verse. Book begins 
from right. Without title page, name of printer, 
place and date of printing. 1853?]
28p, 8.7ux5.7". (CU). 1358
THE NEW PRESS, 1853-1864
1853
Dvarikanatha Raya
Rasaraja.[A poetical work*]
C M  2-34p. 7*'x4.2,#. (IL). 1359
Isvaracandra Cattopadhyaya
Jnanopade&a arthat Baftgalabhasa siksopade&a.
• •
Discourse on the Bengalee language for the use of 
young natives, [l] 2-14p. 6.3"•4*8”. (BL). 1360
1854
CanakyaSloka.[ 108 slokas from Cknakya's Rajanitisa- 
mucyaya translated into Bengali verse, with Sans­
krit original.] [l] 2-22p. 7.1”x4.1”.(BL). 1361
1855
Priyamadhava Vasu
Sangitaratnamala. Ik- rt I. [Love songs. ]
[l] 2-16p. 5.7”x3.8". (BL). 1362
1857
Gopalacandra Majumadara
Nitidarpana. [Moral lessons,] for the use ofo
school-boys. [i']-ii,[i] -ii[l] 2-ll8[i]-iip.
6.7"x4.2”• (IL). 1363
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1858
Priyamadhava Vasu Mallika
JnanarathamaleTo ■ [Moral advice in prose and 
verse.] [i] ii~vi[i]-ii,207[l blank]p. 7.4ux4.2".
(BL). 1364
1860
Bharatacandra Raya
Grantha samkalana. [Compilation of Annadamangala, 
Manasiraha, Vidyasundara, etc. poetical works? with 
a biograpical sketch of the poet.]
[3] 2-37[l blank,l] ii-viii, 440,48[l], 2-86,
[l] 2-42p. 1 front 16 plates. 6.2"x4". (IL). 1365
1863
Pranakrsna Visvasa
• • • 9
Pranakrsnausadhavali. [a treatise on medicine,
9
with a clear and concise detail of every kind of 
desease and the specific remedy for them.]
[l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l] ii-xxx, 212p. 8Mx5".(SL)•
1366
1864
Mahesacandra Vandyopadhyaya
Anuvadasara. [Translation of select essays from 
standard English authors.]
[l]-2[l, 1 blank,i]-ii[l] 2-96p. 7”x4.2H. (BL). 1367
THE ANUVADA PRESS, 1853-1866 
1854
Kallkumara Vandyopadhyaya
Jlvana yaminl. [A poetical work.]
[l] ii-v[l blank, 1, 1 blank,l] 2-132p. 6.6t‘x4" .
(IL). 1368
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1856
Janapadera aya nirnayaka pustaka. Political economy. 
Translated by the Principle of Biddotshaheenee 
Sangscrit Charitable school.[English and Bengali 
on opposite pages,] [l] 4-40p,8^x5H•(BL)• 1369
Umacarana Cattopadhyaya
Vidliavodvaha nataka. [A drama in 5 acts on Hindu 
widow-marriage. ] [l]-ii[i]-ii[l] 2-*252p. 6.71,x4.3,'. 
(BL). 1370
Vankimacandra Cattopadhyaya
Lalita, Purakalika galpa tatha manasa, [a  poeti­
cal work], [l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l] 2-4l[l blank]p, 
6•4"x4*1". (IL), 1371
1860
Priyamadhava Vasu
Manusyera- yathartha mahatva ki? [An essay,
I860?] 12p. 8•l"x5,1". (BL). 1372
THE BENGAL SUPERIOR PRESS, 1853-1866
1853
Ma.Na.[Manindranatha?] Cattopadhyaya
Sangita manorahjana. [A collection of songs,]
[2] ii-iii[l] 2-18p. 5.3,,x4,,. (IL). 1373
1855
Narayana Bhatta
A
Veni samhara. A drama by Bhatta Narayana5 edited 
by Muktarama Vidyavagl&a. [Sanskrit work in 
Bengali characters. Two title pages * English and 
Bengali.] [l] 2-14[l] ii-v[l blank] 2-124p. (IL),
1374
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1856
Maharaja Krsnacandra Rayera jivana carita. Life
• to
of Raja Krsnacandra Raya. Published by R.M.Vasu 
• • #
and Company, [l] 2-77[l blank]p. 6.6"x4.2", (IL).
1375
1865
GolQkacandra Caturdhari
Kalopakhyana namaka grantha.
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-106p. 8"x5.2".(SL). 1376
1866
Haraprasada Raya.
Purusa pariksa j translated from Sanskrit ori-
• t
ginal of Vidyapati. Revised ed.
[l] ii~iii[l blank, l] 2-185[l blank]p. 8.3"x5.2" . 
1866? (BL). 1377
G.P. RAYA & COMPANY’S PRESS, 1853-1866
1854
Dvarikanatha Raya
Rasarasamrta. [a poem on Krsna."]
• * t #
[i] - ii[l] 2-68p. 8 • 2°x5 • 2fl • (IL). 1378
1855
Aksayakumara Datta * *
Bahya vhstura sahita manava prakrtira samvandha
o
vicara. [a  series of articles on social and ethi­
cal questions.] 2nd ed. Part II s [l] iv-viii[l,
1 blank,l] 2-23l[l blank]p. (IL). 1379
Candlcarana MunsI * * •
Sukopakhyanaj edited by Dvarakanatha Raya. [A tale 
ofpar rot, translated from Persian.] Published by 
Ka.ji Safiuddin. [2] [v] -vi[l] 2-124p. 7.1’,x4,2,,. 
(IL). 1380
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Gopalacandra Maitra
Sisuranjana. [a children's book*]
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-20p. 7"x4.2u. (IL) . 1381
Kallkrsna Mitra • •
Bhugola vrttanta. [A geography for girls.
Author’s name from the fly leaf of BMS copy,]
[l, 1 blank,3] 2-155[l blank] 7[l blank]p.
7.1"x4.1” • (BMSj, XL) • 1382
Nandakumara Raya
Abhijnana sakuntala nataka. [a  drama translated 
from Sanskrit original of Kalidasa.]
[l, 1 blank,1,1 blank,l] 2-l76p. 8.2"x5.2U.(IL),1383
Puranas. Bhagavatapurana 
* •
Srimadbhaaavatiya dafeama skandha sammata Krsna-
• * *
keli kalpalata. The 10th skandha of the Bhagavata­
purana j translated into Bengali by Visvanatha 
Tarkalankara,] [l] iii-vi[l] 2-146p. 6.7"x4.1M,
(IL). 1384
Ramadhana Raya
Kalicarita. Published by Kaj.i Safiuddin.
[l] ii-vi[l] 2-160 p* 6 • 6"x3.9" . (IL). 1385
1856
Aksayakumara Datta
Bahya vastura sahita manava prakrtira samvandha 
vicara. £A series of articles on social and ethical 
questions,] Part I. 3rd ed. [l] 2-8[l] 2-227^1 blank, 
l] 229-23l[l blank]p. 6.7"x4". (IL). 1386
Dvarakanatha Raya
Susila-mantrl. [A tale.]
[l] i.i-iv[l] 2-110p, 7"x4.1". (IL). 1387
 • and Gopalacandra Datta
Pathamrta. The instructive and entertaining le- « •
ssons in literature, science and art, etc,
[2,i]-ii[l] 2-73[l blank]p, 6.7"x4".(IL). 1388
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Kedaranatha Datta
Priyamvada. [a tale.]
[l] ii-vii[l blank, l] 2~21l[l]~ii[l blank]p.
6. 6"x4". (IL). 1389
Syamacarana Dasa Datta.
o
AnutapinI navakarainx nataka.[Free translation 
of "The fair penitent" a tragedy in six acts by 
Nicholas Rowe.] [2] 3**124p. 6.6"x4.1". (BL) . 1390
Vecarama Cattopadhyaya
Samglta muktavalx. [Brahimist songs.]£ •
48p. 6•8"x4". (BL). 1391
1857
Bharatacandra Siromani
Visnadisataka. [l] 2-20p. 6.8"x4V (BL). 1392t
1859
Kalxprasanna Simha  ^ *
Malatimadhava nataka. [a comedy of Bhavabhuti 
translated from the original Sanskrit. Two title 
pages i English and Bengali.]
[v]-vi[2] 3-9l[l blank]p. 8.2"x5.2". (BL,IL). 1393
1860
Devendranatha Thakura
i
Brahma dharmera mata 0 vifevasa. [The principle 
and belief of Brahma, religion.]
[l] ii-xii, I24p. 6.7"x4.1". (BL,CU). 1394
Kedaranatha Mitra and &rlnatha Datta 
Pranaya prasanga or on friendship,
[l] 2-39[l blank]p. 6.8"x4,l". 'BL). 1395
1861
Bhagavaccandra Vi&arada
Sokhavodha. The principles of Bengalee grammar,
Part II. 3rd ed. [2] 108p. 6.8"x4". (BL). 1396
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1862
Gopalacandra Datta
Dhana-vidhana.Easy lessons on money matters.
[l] iv-vi, 108p, 6.8"x4.2". (BL). 1397
1863
Bhagavaccandra Vifiarada
Sukhavodha. The principles of Bengalee grammar.
Part I. [2] 99[l blank]p. 6. 8""x4" . (BL) . 1398
1864
Laksmlnarayana Cakravartl * «
Bhisana jhanjha. [a description in verse of the 
great cyclone in Calcutta on the 5th October, 1864.]
[l] 2-35[l blank]p. 7^x4". (BL). 1399
THE HINDU PATRIOT PRESS, 1853-1866 
1853
Bharatacandra Raya
Rasamanjurl. poetical work,]
Ll] 4-38p. 7.6Mx4.8”. (IL). 1400
1855
Bharatavarsiya Sabha, Calcutta
Bharatavarsiya Sabhara prerita avedana patra.
[]An application against the draft act to prevent 
riot in connection with movable and immovable 
properties by the British Indian Association,Cal­
cutta.] [l] 2-16p. 7.9,,x5H. (IL). 1401
p
Sivacandra Karmakara
Bhaisajya £ara, A tabular arrangement of the mate­
ria medica derived from the mineral kingdom in Bengali 
by Sub-Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder Kurmokar ..
[l blank] 2-104[l blank]p. 7.8,fx5’\ (IL). 1402
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1857
Umesacandra Mitra
Vidhava vivaha nataka. [A drama in support of 
Hindu widow-marriages. ] 2nd ed.
[_3 , 1 blank^ iii-iv[l] 2-13l[l blank]p. 8.1"x5.1". 
(BL,CU). 1403
1861
Dinavandhu Mitra
Nila-darpana nataka. [[The indigoplanting mirror.
A drama in five acts.]
[i] -ii[[l] 2-112 [l.]”2[[l# 1 blank]p.
7.9" x5.1". (BL). 1404
Vapre vap nilakarerdera ki atyacara. [a drama.] 
Oppressions of the indigo planters.
[l, 1 blank, l] l-16p. 8"x5".(BL). 1405
THE NIMATALA PRESS, 1854
Sanatana Cosvami
&rimadbhagavatamrta. £a collection of Vaisnava 
poems,] translated by Jayagovinda Raya Caudhuri, 
vi[l] 2-405[l blank]p. 8.3"x5.1”. (BL). 1406
THE SAMACARA SUDHAVARSANA PRESS,
• •
1854-1866
1856
Haracandra Cattopadhyaya
Manohara. [a tale in verse.]
iv[l] 2-310p. 5.6"x4.1". (BL). 1407
1859
Pranakrsna Visvasa
• t • 0
Pranatosinl. [A work on Indian system of medicine. 
Sanskrit in Bengali characters.]
[l, 1 blank,1,1 blank] xvii[l blank,l] 2-638p.
8.8"x5.8". (IL). 1408
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1862
Lokanatha Nandi
Bhangaganyera madai.a* [a tale.]
[l] 2-16p. 6".4.1"* (BL). 1409
■THE SUCARU PRESS, 1854-1866
1854
—  ir>
Nilamani ¥a saka
9
Vatrisa simhasana . [a tale of Raja Vikramaditya. 
Translated from Hindi.]
[l, 1 blank,3] 2-209 [l] p. . (BL,IL) . 1410
1855
Ramanarayana Vidyaratna
Satya candrodaya. The rising of the moon of 
truth, a pleasing moral tale, adapted from the 
English. Published by W. Nassau Lees.
[l, 1 blank,vii] -viii[l] 2-89[l blank,1,1 hlank]p. 
6.8,,x4.1t*. (IL) . 1411
Vanesvara Vidyalaftkara
Vairagya feataka. [Sanskrit work in Bengali charac­
ters with Bengali translation.]
[iii] -iv[l] 2-65[l blank, 1, 1 blank]p. 8.2'*x5.1". 
(IL). 1412
1856
Lokanatha Vasu
Hindu dharma marma. [Substance of Hindu religion.] 
[l] ii-vi[l blank] 8l[l blank] iip. 8"x5.2".
(BL,IL). 1413
Nilamani Vasaka9
Parasya upanyasa. [Persian tales translated from 
English.] [2] 427[l]p. 7"x4.2". (BL). 1414
Purnananda Gosvami * ^
Satcakra nirupana...; edited by Anandacandra
652
vedantavagisa. [l] 2-98p. p plate. 8.4,,x5.2”.
(BL,IL)• 1415
1857
Aksayakumara Datta
Carupatha. Entertaining lessons in science and
t
literature. Part I* 6th ed. [l] 4-6[l] 2-83[l bl- 
ank]p. 7"x4". (IL). 1416
  .Part II. 3rd ed. £3] 2~9l[l]p. illus. 7Mx4H. (IL).
1417
Anandacandra VedantavagiSa
Vrhata atha. Tales of Hindu history.[Select 
tales from Somadeva Bhatt's Kathasaritsagara. 
Translated from Sanskrit.] Printed for the Verna­
cular Literature Society. Part I, [3] vi-vii[l bla­
nk, l] 2-109[l blank]p. 6.9"x4*'. (Bengali Family 
Library).(BL,IL). 1418
Bhudeva Mukhapadhyaya
Aitihasika upanyasa. Historical tates in Bengali.
[l, 1 blank] 118p. 7.9"x5". (BL) . 1419
Ramagati Nyayaratna
Kalikatara praclna durga evam andhakupa hatyara 
itihasa. History of the old fort of Calcutta and 
the calamity of the black hole, a free translation. 
93[l]p. 6.5”x4.1". (BL). 1420
1858
Anandacandra Vedantavagisa
Vrhata k:atha. [select tales from Somadeva Bhatta*s 
«
Kathasaritsagara. Translated from S;anskrit.]
Printed .for. the Vernacular Literature Society. 
Vol.IIi[2] 116p, G.S^xd". (Bengali f*amily L'.ib- 
rary). (BL). 1421
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Madhusudana Mukho padhyaya
Vayu catustayera akhyayika. [The four winds. A 
tale translated from the work of Hans Christian 
Anderson.] Printed for the Vernacular Literature 
Society. 46[l] ii-viiip. 6,8"x4.1".(Bengali Family 
Library*). (BL,IL)• 1422
Puranas. Bhagavatapurana » ♦
Srlmadbhagavatiya ekadasa skandha. [Sanskrit text, 
with a Bengali translation by Sanatana Cakravarti.]
iii-viii[l] 2-288p. 8"x5.3". (BL). 1423
1859
Abhayananda Vandyopadhyaya
Nala damayantl nataka. [a drama.]
[l] iii-viii, 150p. 6.6”x4", (BL ,IL). 1424
Gopalacandra Raksita
Mohan§ raanohara, [A romance in prose and verse.]
[l]-2,44p. 7"x4 * 2". (BL). 1425
Kedaranatha Datta
Bharatavarsera itihasa. [History of India,m
Hindu and Muslim period.]
[ l]-2, 135 [l blank, 2]p, 8.2,’x5.4,,. (EL,SL). 1426
Vipradasa Vandyopadhyaya
Ru&iyadhipati pitarera jivana vrttanta. The life 
of Peter, the great.
[i]-ii, 142[2]p. 8. l,,x4.9,,. (BL) . 1427
1860
AvinaSacandra Cattopadhyaya 
Puranjana. [a tale.]
[l, 1 blank] 137[l]p. 7.3".4.6",(BL). 1428
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Bhudeva Mukhopadhyaya
Puravrtta sara. Manual of History (ancient),, Part I. 
2nd ed. [i]-ii,200p. 6.8"x4.1”.(BL). 1429
Kedaranatha Cattopadhyaya
Nllanjana. A historical tale*
[l, 1 blank] 98[2]p. 6.7"x4.1M. (BL). 1430
Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya
Chota KailaSa evam vada Kailasa. [A tale tran-
*
slated from English.] 2nd ed. Printed for
the Vernacular Literature Society. 24p. 6.6”x4.2".
(Bengali Family Library). (XL). 1431
Yogendranatha Cattopadhyaya
Nilamvari. [A tale.] [l, 1 blank] 42,p. 7.3,,x4.6".
(BL). 1432
1861
Dvaitadvaita vadlra vicara mimamsa
t
[A Brahmist. discussion on the question of unity 
or of duality of soul with the Supreme Being.]
El, 1 blank] 27[l blank]p. 7,,x4. 2" . (BL) . 1433
India. Legislative Council
1860 Salera 45 aina arthat Bharatavarsiya danda• o
vidhi. Act No.XLV of 1860. The Indian Penal Code, 
translated into Bengali, by R.M. Vasu and Company, 
ii, ix[l] 89-248[l] 2-42[2]p. 8.3"x5.2".(BL). 1434
Madhusudana Datta, Michael
VrajaAgana kavya. [a poem on the Story of Krsna 
and Radha. Canto I.] Published by R.M. Vasu and 
Company. [l]-ii, 46p. (BL). 1435
Dvarakanatha Raya
Prakrti-prema. [A poem.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2-115 
Edp- 6.9"x4”. (CU), 143.6
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Puranas. Bhagavata P.urana • •
Duramaftgalaj compiled and translated by Bafxga- 
candra Vandyopadhyaya. C31 ii-*iv[ll 2-483[l blank!p.
6•6Mx4.1M• (XL), 1437
1863
Dvarakanatha Raya
Kavita patha. [A compilation of poems from several 
authors for the use of school.] [i] ii-ii.i[l]40p. 
6.6"x5". (BL). 1438
Prananatha Datta
t
Pranesvara-nataka. [a  drama,] Published by Girisa- 
candra Mitra. [2] 125[l]p. 6.5,,x4". (SL). 1439
Vividha pustaka praka&ika. Sahitya samgraha.
Raghuvamsa by Kalidasa. Original and Bengali 
translation. Published by R.M. Vasu and Company
[at monthly instalment on the basis of annual
or quarterly subscription to be paid in advance.]
1 kanda 3 samkhya: [l] 144-204p. 8,6"x5,1".(BL).1440
1864
. 1 kanda. 1 samkhya: 1-5 cantos.
[i] ii-vi, 82p. 8.6"x5.r'. (BL) . 1441
 ,1 kanda, 3 samkhya. 12-13 cantos.
[l] 206-244p. 8 * 6”x5•1".(BL), 1442
 .1 kanda, 5 samkhya, 14-15 cantos.
1 1 * * •
[xvi],448-486p. 8,6"x5.1”.(BL), 1443
Kavitamala. [The garland of poems. With the intro­
ductory notice of anonymous poetess by Dvaraka­
natha Raya.]
[l]iii-iv,72p. 6.6”x5". (BL). 1444
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1866
Lokanatha Vasu
Hindu dharma raarma. [The substance of Hindu reli- 
tion.] [l] vi[2] 8l[l blank]p. 8"x5". (IL). 1445
Ramakamala Vidyalankara
Prakrtivada abhidhana. A dictionary of the Bengali 
language, containing all the words in use, whether 
Bengali or Sanskrit, with their derivations and 
explanations. 3~5[2,1 blank] 652[l] 2-20[l] ii- 
xv[l]p. (SL). 1446
Sitanavainivrata upakhyanaj compiled and translated 
into Bengali verse by Jayanticandra Sena Dasa. 
ii-[iii] [l] 2-33[l] 2-34p. 8.2"x5". (SL). 1447
THE TAMQHARA PRESS, SERAMPORE,
1854-1866.
1854
Calcutta. Dharmamarmapraka&ika Sabha
Vidhava vivaha vada..[A work opposing Hindu widow marriage.]
[3] 2-26p, 7.9ux5",(BL). 1448
Kalidasa Maitra.
Paunarbhava Khandanam. [Prohifoiton of widow 
marriage. A refutation of I&varacandra Vidyasagara's 
treatise in favour of widow marriage.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-56p. 6.7"x4.1s'. (BL) . 1449
Syamanatha Raya Caturdhuri
D.hiraja caritra. [a tale.] [l] 4-12p. 6.6”x4.1" . (IL) .
1450
 .Vidhavodvaha visayaka pra&navali. [a work opposing
Hindu widow-marriage, based on Sanskrit authorities.]
[l] 2-9[l blank]p. 8"x5". (BL), 1451
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1855
Kalidasa Maitra
Elektrika teligraphava taritvartavaha prakarana.
e
The Electric telegraph or the telegraph Office 
Assistants' Manual? comprising the allusons to 
explain the leading principles of the science of 
electricity and those which are adapted to the 
telegraphic purposes. 2 title pages s English and 
Bengali, [l] vi-viii[i ]2-184[l, 1 blank]p,2 plates. 
7Mx4". (BL,SL). 1452
 .Vaspiya kala 0 Bharatvarsiya reloye. The
• «
steam engine and the East India Railway, contain­
ing the history of India, with a chronological 
table of the Indian princes from Judister down 
to the present time,
[l, 1 blank,l] viii-xiv[l] 2-324[5, 1 blanklp.
1 col.map. 6 plates. 7"x4t,. (BL,SL), 1453
Bhagavanacandra Mukhopadhyaya
Vamsavali grantha? arthat uttara pada nivasi 
• •
mahamahimadigera vamsavali• [Geneology of the«
principal families of the village Uttarapada, near
Calcutta.] [ l] iv-xi[l] 2-66p. 7.I"x4.5”.(CU). 1454
Calcutta. Dharmamarmapraka^ika Sabha
Deha raksa namaka ayurvedauddlpaka upayera pustaka.• ^
O  work on Ayurveada s Indian system of medicine, 
cov. title, [l] 2-16p. 7.9"x5.2", (IL). 1455
Srlnatha De, Comp,
Vaktrta,. [Compilation of three speeches delivered
by Hodgson Pratt, Kalidasa Maitra and Ramalocana
Ghosha for the purpose of establishing a public lib- 
«
rary and reading room at Krisnanagar.]
[ll 2-26p. 8"x5". (BL,IL)• 1456
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Ume&acandra Cattopadhyaya
Nitimal§, [A dialogue on moral lessons adapted
for the boys.] [l] 2-18p. 6.1"x4". (IL). 1457
1857
Jadunatha Cattopadhyaya
Niti prabha. [Moral lessons for boys translated 
from English.] Part 1.
[l] v ,-xi[l, l] 2-125[l blank,1, 1 blank]p.
6 . 7"x4.1" . (IL). 1458
Kalidasa Maitra
Geography va bhugola-vijnapaka. The vernacular 
schoolers* best companion to geography. Part I.
[ 2 title pages : English and Bengali.]
[vii]-viii[l] 2-137[l blank]p. 6.7"x4.1". (IL). 1459
Manohara upanyasa,[a tale.]
Printed by order of the Vernacular Literature 
Society, [l] 2-88p. 7.1"x4.5". (IL). 1460
Sivacandra Deva
Sisupalana. The infant treatment. Compiled, tran­
slated and adapted from Andrew Comb's "Treatise on 
the physiological and moral management of infancy" 
and other' English works,]
[iii]-iv[l, 1 blank,l] 2-187[l blank,1 ,1 blank]p.
6•7"x4.5". (IL). 1461
1858
Govinda Gopala Vasaka
An English and Bengalee vocabulary of the Eng­
lish reader, No.IV. New ed. By Gobind Gopal 
Bysack, [l, 1 blank,1,1 blank,l] 2-157[l blank]p.
8.4"x5•2"• (BL). 1462
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Haracandra Ghosa
Kaurava viyoga nataka. [A drama based on the story 
of the Mahabharata.] [l blank,l"] 4-176[2]p. 8.1"x5.4" • 
(BL). 1463
Harimohana Gupta
SannyasI u/pakhyana. [A poetical work translated 
from Thomas Parnell's *Hermit•]
[l, 1 blank,1,1 blank,ix]-x[l] 2-22p. 6.2"x4.1".
(BL). 1464
Hindu dharma vimardana. Compiled from the Aronodava.
[l] 2-76p. 6.8"x4". (CU). 1465
SaAkara Acarya.
Atmavoda. [Being apart of the Vedanta philoso­
phy. Sanskrit text with a Bengali commentary by
 ^ i     , , ,
Srxnarayana Cattaraja Gunanidhi.J
Ll] 2-43[l blank!p. 7.5"x4.5". (BL). 1466
1859
Candramukhira Upakhyana. Chandramukhee, a tale of 
Bengali life. Reprinted from the "Aurunodoy" with 
much improvement and addition. This book is inten­
ded for the instruction and entertainment of young 
persons, [l] 2-106p. 6.6"x4.1". (BL,CU). 1467
Kalidasa Maitra
Manavadehatattva. [Physiology.]
viii-x [l] 2-74p. 7,,x4.2',. (SL) . 1468
Vra j anatha Mukhopadhyaya
Vrajanatha samgraha ksudra setu. [a vocabulary 
of Sanskrit words, explained partly by their 
Sanskrit synonyms and partly by Bengali words.]
[l] 2-25[l blank]p. 8.1"x5.1". (BL). 1469
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1860
Vopadeva
Mugdhavodha Vyakarana. [Sanskrit grammar in Sans-#
krit and Bengali.] iv[l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l]4- 
166p. 6. 5"x3.7". (BL). 1470
Vr a j an atha Mukhopadhy ay a
Udvijja Vidya. Simple lessons on plants. Transla­
ted with adaptations from the English.
[l] 2-73[l blank]p. illus. 6.9"x4. 2" . (BL) . 1471
1861
Srikantha Mallikaa
Jagacchavi. A picture of the world.
[Letters on various subjects moral and philo­
sophical,] [l] 2-122p. 6.8"x4.1". (BL). 1472
Vopadeva
Satika Mugdhavodha vyakarana.
e
Vol. I * [l] 2-117p. 8.3".5.4".
(VolJI-V printed at the Caitanya Candrodaya Press, 
see entry no.1265). (SL). 1473
1865
Narendranatha Cakravarti
KavitaratnamSla. [A collection of poems.]
[l] 6-37[l blank]p. 6.6"x5". (BL). 1474
EDMUND D'CRUZ AND COMPANY'S PRESS, 1855
Young, James Henry
Mafassalavasira upaya-dar&ka nam - 2 . Sarasarl 
makaddama visaye. Memos, for Mufussilites.No,2.
On summary suits [being a translation of a portion of 
compiler's’Revenue Hand-book*, English and Bengali 
on opposite pages.] [l] 4-31 [lblank]p. 8.3"x5.2". 
(BL). 1475
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THE SUDHANIDHI PRESS, 1855-1866
1856
Durgapras ada Mukhopadhy aya 
Gangabhakti taranginl
0
ii[l] 2-148p. 7• 4'*x 4,8*'#(IL) * 1476
The Mahabharata. Svapnaparbha. Translated into 
metrical verse by Kaslrama Vasa.,
[l] 2-46p. 6.5VX4". (XL). 1477
1857
Laksminarayana Raya
Dhruvacaritra. Translated into Bengali verse from 
Original Sanskrit work of Sukadeva Gosvami,
2[l] 2-35[l]p. 7. 2!tx4. 8" . (XL) , 1478
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya
Sukavilasa, [a tale about Raja Vikramaditya in 
verse,] ii-iii[l] 2~156p, 6"x3.8".(IL). 1479
1858
Visvanatha Mitra
Smrtidarpana, catechism of the principles of 
• •
Hindu religion and ceremonial observances,]
[l] 2-86p. 8"x5.2". (BL), 1480
1859
Krsnadasa 
» • *
Narada Samvada namaka grantha, [a  story of the Purana.]o
ii[l] 2-30p.7.5"x5.2",(IL), 1481
1860
Durgaprasada Mukhopadhyaya 
Gungabhakti taranginl'.
0
iii[l blank, l] 2-137[l blank]p. 7.8"x4.6". (CU).1482
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1862
India. Legislative Council*
Danda vidhira aina. The Indian Penal Code.[Act 45 ,
of 1860j translated from the government Gazette 
by Indranarayana Ghosa.] [i] ii-xxii I6l[l blank]p. 
9"x5.6". (BL). 1483
1865
Amara Simha9
Amara kosa* [A Sanskrit dictionary in Bengali 
characters, [l] 4-l07[l]p. 6.9'*x3.9". (IL). 1484
Chamiraddin
Vedarela gaphelina. [An Islamic religious work in 
Musalmani Bengali verse. Work starts from right.] 
[l]-ii[l] 2-104p. 9.5t,5t6.3". (SL). 1485
Jayanala Avedina
Abu Samara keccha. [A tale in Musalmani Bengali 
verse. Work starts from right.] [l] 2-16p. 9.2"x5.9". 
(SL). 1486
Kalikrsna Dasa
Manabhanjana. [story of Radha and Krsna in verse, ]
• i •
62p. 6.I”x4.1". (SL). 1487
Kallprasada Kaviraja
Vatri&a simhasana. [A tale of Vikramaditya in 
verse."] [i]-ii, 152p. 8 plates. • (SL) • 1488
 .Candrakanta. [A tale in verse*"]
ii, 130[2]p* 7.7"x4.7". (SL). 1489
The Mahabharata. Drona parva. [Translated into met­
rical verse by Kasirama Dasa.]
[l] 2-69[l]p. 9"x5.8”. (SL). 1490
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Puranas. Srimadbhagavatasara. [Translated into Bengali 
verse by Madhava Acarya.] [l] ii-iv, 274p. 9.4"x6.1". 
(SL). 1491
The Ramayana. Adikanda. [Translated into metrical 
verse by Krttivasa0 ] ii, 135[l blank]p. 8"x4.6".
D.cols.(SL). 1492
Umacarana Mitra and Pranakrsna Mitra
CSharadarvesa. [Translated from Persian0]
[l] 2-4[ 1 , 1 blank] 142p. 8"x4.8". (SL) . 1493
THE BHUVANAMOHINI PRESS, 1856
Kallkumara Mukhopadhyaya
Avala pravala namaka grantha. [a tale in verse.]
[l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank] iii[l blank,3, 1 blank]
248p. 8"x5.1”. (XL). 1494
THE VI&VAPRAKASA PRESS, 1856-1858 
1857
Bhavabhuti
Mahavira caritaj edited by Taranatha Tarkavacas- 
pati. [Sanskrit work in Devanagari. Only 2 prel. 
pagesin Bengali.] [3]2-118[2]p. 8Mx5.2". (IL,CU). 1495
Krsnakamala Bhattacarya 
« • •
Durakanksera vrtha bhramana.
[l] 2-62p. 6.8"x4". (IL).* 1496
Sivacandra Vandyopadhyaya
Ramanllila. [Women's sports. Erotic poems. 1858?]
[l] 2-57[l blank]p. 6.6"4.1". 500 cops. (BL,,IL) .1497
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THE ROYAL PHOENIX PRESS, 1856-1861
Brahma Samaja, Kalutala, Calcutta
Prarthana evam Btahma . slaftgita. Prayer and Brah- 
♦ / — 
mist songs, compiled from the Tattvavodhini
Patrika. [l] 2-28p. 5"x3.1".(BL). 1498
ALIPORE JAIL PRESS, 1856-1866 
1857
Long, James
Drstantaratna. 365 scripture emblems. Illustrating 
• •
spiritual things by natural things. With a selec­
tion of Bengali proverbs and sayings corresponding 
with scripture ones and questions for exercises. 2nd 
ed. [l] 2-99[l]p. 6.5,,x4.4,t. (BL). 1499
Manoramya Fatha. Selections from the Eiercy anec­
dotes; translated into Bengali. Pa^t I. 2nd ed.
Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society. 
iv-vi[l] 2-99[l blank^p. 6.6".4.2". (Bengali 
Family Library.) (IL). 1500
THE BA^GLa PRESS, 1856 - 1866
1856
Dvarakanatha Vidyabhusana
i *
Nitisara. [Moral lessons in Bengali for boys. Two title 
pages : Bengali and English. Part II. [l, 1 blank,ll 
2-ll4p. 7"x4" • (IL).
Girisacandra Vidyaratna
Da&akumara carita. [Translated from Sianskrit.]
[l]-2[l]-2,148p. 8"x4.9".(BL) . 1502
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Mathuranatha Tarkaratna
Vyakarana candrika.[A first book of Bengali 
grammar intended for children.]]
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-28p. 6. 54'.4. 2" . (IL) . 1503
1857
Gangadhara Kaviraja 
Bhagavata nirnaya,
[l] 2-l5[l blank]p. 7.I"x4.2".(IL). 1504
Yadugopala Cattopadhyaya
Capalacitta nataka. [a drama in 5 acts.]
[l, 1 blank,2, 1 blank, l] 2-62[2]p. 7.5"x.4.5** •
(BL). 1505
Kalidasa
Rtusamhara. [The seasons. Sanskrit work in Bengali
• a
characters.] [l] 2-32p. 6"x3.7".(BL). 1506
1859
Harimohana Mukhopadhyaya
Krsidarpana. [A mirror of agriculture.] Part I.
[ll 1 blank, l] 2-104p. Illus. 6.7"x3. 8" .* (BL,CU) . 1507
Tarinicarana Cattopadhyaya 
«
Bharatvarsera itihasa. History of India[from the 
most ancient times to the end of the Mogul dynesty.] 
[l] ii-vi 276[l, 1 blank]p. 6.6"x4.1".(BL). 1508
1860
Dvarakanatha Vidyabhusana
fr *
SubuddhiVyavahara. [Adapted from Lord Beacon*s 
‘Advancement of learn.ingJ.] [l] 2-57[l blank]p. 
6.8"x4".(XL). 1509
Kunjaviharl Deva
Kalanka bhanjana nataka. [A drama in 3 acts on 
virtuous living.] [l] 2-86p,7"x4u.(BL). 1510
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1861
Harimohana Muldiopadhyaya
KadamvinI-nataka. A drama in 6 acts.
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-4[l] 2-86p. 6.9"x4.1".(BL). 1511
Ramanarayana Tarkaratna
9
Ratnavall nataka. 2nd ed. [A Sanskrit drama of 
the same title by Har&adeva translated into Ben­
gali prose and verse.]
[l] ii-iv[l, 1 blank,l] 2-92p. 6.9"x3.9”.(BL,CU).1512
1862
Dvarakanatha Vidyabhusana.« *
Hitisara. [a  moral and instructive reader.] Part I. 
[l] 2-54p. 6 • 84,x3. 8*’. (BL) . 1513
1863
 . .Part II s [l] 2-72p. 6.8"x4.1”.(BL). 1514
1864
— •Tarakumara Sarma
• p.
Siva&atakam, [A Sanskrit work in Bengali charac- 
■
ters.] [l] 2-16p. 7.9"5.1”. (SL). 1515
1865
Harananda Bhattacarya
Nalopakhyana. [A tale from the Mahabharata.]
[l] 2-l07[l blank,1, 1 blank]p. 7.6Mx5.3".(IL). 1516
1866
&a&ikumara Sarma Cattopadhyaya
Baftgla kavya. Prematattva sara. [Poems. 1866?]
[3] 2-150[l] 2-4p. 7.1"x4.1".(SL). 1517
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1856
GIRISA-VIDYARATNA PRESS, 1856-1866
1856
Girisacandra Vidyaratna
Vidhava visama vipad. [A play in one act on thet
hardship of Hindu widow.] [l] 2-33[l]p. 6.61,x3.9" . 
(BL). 1518
1857
Isvaracandra Vidyasagara
Vidhava vivaha pracalitahaoya ucita kina. [Whe­
ther widow marriage be admitted.] 2nd ed.
[l] 2-6,184. 1 facsira, 8.I"x5.2".(BL). 1519
Nilamani Vasaka »
Bharatavarsera itihasa.[History of India from the
o
ancient period upto the modern time.] Part I. Hindu 
period, [l] ii~iv[l] ii-iv,162p. 6.7"x4.1H.(IL). 1520
Part II. Muslim rule, [l] ii-viii,156p.
6.7"x4.ln•(IL). 1521
Raja Krsnacandra Rayera jivana carita,
e • c
Life of Raja Krishna Chunder Roy. Revised ed.
[Printed at the instance of the Rev. James Long.] 
[i]-ii[l] 2-85[l blank]p. 6.9"x4.3". (BL). 1522
Ramanarayana Vidyaratna Bhattacarya
o
Govlja prayoga. Treatise on vaccination.
[i] - ii[l] 2-27[l blank]p. 8"x5". (IL). 1523
1858
Kalidasa Maitra
Muktavall nataka. [A drama in 4 acts.]
[i]-ii,64[2]p. 6t,x4" • (BL) . 1524
Kedaranatha Vandyopadhyaya
Bharatavarsera sanksipta itihasa. History of 
British India.[2] 75[l blank]p, 6.7"x4.2".(BL). 1525
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Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya
Ahalya haddikara jivana vrttanta. [Ahalya, the swee** 
per's daughter : a tale of a low castewoman in the 
days of Humayun, the Mughal emperor.] Printed for 
the Vernacular Literature Society, 118[l] ii-viiip. 
(Bengali Family Library). 6.7"x4M. (BL) . 1526
 .Jahanirara caritra. [The life of Jahanera s a his­
torical novel.] Printed for the Vernacular Litera­
ture Society. [i]-ii,120p. 6.8Mx4".(Bengali Family 
Library). (BL), 1527
 .Putra Sokatura duhkhinl mata...[Two tales, transla-
' *
ted from English*] Printed for the Vernacular Litera­
ture Society. [l]-ii,30p. 1 plate. 6.8"x4.1". (Benga­
li Family Library). (BL). 1528
 .Vicara. [A tale of school life translated from Eng­
lish.] Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society.
3l[l blank]p. 6.8"x4". (Bengali Family Library)•(BL)*
1529
Nilamani Vasaka
Bharatavarsera itihasa. [History of India from an- 
cient time to modern period*] Part II. Muslim Period.
[i] ii-viii, 179[l blank]p., 6.9,,x4" • (BL,IL) • 1530
 • .Part III. Mughal period. [i]ii-vi,25 8[l, 1 blank]p.
7.4Mx4.5" • (BL, IL) . 1531
 .Navanari. [Biography of nine women.] 3rd ed.
[i]-ii,319[l]p. 7*'x4.2" • (BL). 1532
Ramanarayana Vidyaratna
Bhugolavidyasara. Abridgement of geography [for
children.] Book.I. 3rd ed. [3] 6-32p. 6.5"x3.9".(IL).
1533
 _*Elijivetha. [A tale. Bengali translation of S.
Cottin's Elizibeth.•.; with a preface in English 
and Bengali by E.B. Cowell.] Printed for the Verna­
cular Literature Committee. [3] 2-248[l] ii-viiip. 
7.6’,x4.6". (Bengali Family Library). (CU) . 1534
669
Ramanarayana Vidyaratna 6
Hitakathavall. [[Moral instruction * ] Printed for the 
Vernacular Literature Society„[iii]-iv[l] 2-l68[l]ii- 
vip„ 7"x4"» (Bengali Family Library)•(CU). 1535
1859
Dvarakanatha Gupta
Hemapr&bha. [a  Bengali novel published with the 
assistance of the Vernacular Literature Society,]
[2] I05[l blank]p. 8"x5". (BL) . 1536
Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya
Hamsarupi rajaputra£^ tale translated from English ,1 *
Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society. 
[i]-ii,50p. 1 plate.( Bengali Family Library) .(IL).
1537
 .Majahida &a. [A historical novel translated
from English,] Printed for the Vernacular Lite­
rature Society. 132p. 7"x4",(Bengali Family Lib­
rary) .(BL). 1538
 . Susilara upakhyana. [An instructive tale for Bengali
girls,] Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society,
[iii]~iv, 74p<, 6.9"x4.1" , (Bengali Family Library). (BL),
1539
Nllamani Vasaka 
»
Itihasar-sara. [A short history of Europe, Asia,
Africa and America from ancient to modern time.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-4, 237[l]p. 7"x4M. (BL). 1540
Rajakrsna Raya Caudhuri • • *
Naradeha nirnaya. Human physiology in Bengali,
[l] iv-vi, 238[l] ii-xivp. 6.9"x4.1".(BLjSL). 1541
Ramanarayana Tarkaratna
Pala 0 varjiniya. Translated from English. 2nd ed. 
Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society.
[i] iv~vii[l] ix-x[ 1 ] 2-230[l] ii-vip.
(Bengal Family Library).(IL), 1542
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Yadavacandra CakravartI
Mohatma Raja Ramamohana Rayera jivana carita.
[A Biography], [3] 2-100[l, 1 blank]p. 6,9"x4".
(BL). 1543
1860
Harinatha Nyayaratna
Mudmraksasa•[Translated from VisakhadattaTs Sans- 
krit drama in 7 acts.] [l"|-ii, 130p, 6.9"x3.9".(BL)•
1544
Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya
Avoda. [Translated from English for children.]
Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society.
[l] 2-30p. 6.6"x4". (Bengali Family Library).(IL).
1545
  .Jivarahasya. 2nd ed. Printed for the Vernacular
Literature Society. [iii]-iv, 99[l]p. 7"x4H. (Ben­
gali Family Library) . 7"x4" . (IL). 1546
 ..SuSilara upakhyana, [a  tale.] Part III. Printed for
the Vernacular Literature Society. [i]-ii[l]2-134p, 
7,l"x4.3” (Bengali Family Library.) (CU) 1547
Rajendralala Mitra
Silpika dar&na. [On the manufacture of different 
articles in daily use,] Printed for the Vernacular 
Literature Society, [l] 4-6, 170p.illus, 6.9"x4,llf. 
(Bengali Family Library). (BL). 1548
 .Sivajira caritra.[Biography of Sivaji, the founder of
Mahratta dynesty.]Reprinted from the VividSrtha 
samgraha. Printed for the Vernacular Literature
t
Society, [l 9 1 blank , i] 2-78p. 7"x4". (Bengali 
Fa.mily Library) . (CU). 1549
Robinsons John
Ravinsoncrusora jivanacarita. [Translated from 
Daniel De Foe's 'the adventures of Robinson Crusoe*.] 
Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society.
323[l]p. front. 14 plates. 7,l"x4.2".(Bengali Fa­
mily Library).(BL). 1550
671
Syamacarana Sarkara
Bangala vyakarana. [A Bengali grammar.] 3rd ed.
«
[i] ii~xii[l] 2-366p. 7.7"x4.6". (BL,SL) • 1551
1861
Giri&acandra Vidyaratna
Savdasara abhidhana. Dictionary of Sanscrit and 
Bengaly language, [l]-2, 228p. D.cols. 8.4"x5.4", 
(BL). 1552
Hari&candra Tarkalaftkara
Raja Pratapadityera caritra. [Biography of Raja 
Pratapaditya.] 3rd ed. Printed for the Vernacular 
Literature Society, [l, 1 blank,l] 2-62p. 6.8"x4". 
(Bengali Family Library.) (XL). 1553
Krsnacandra Rayaft * *
Imrejadhikrta Bharatavarsera itihasa. A brief 
history of British India, [l, 1 blank,i]-ii[i]~ 
ii[l] 2-l76p. 6.7"x4.1", (BL). 1554
Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya
Jivarahasya. Part II. [Translated from English.] 
Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society.
[l]-2, 210p. (Bengali Family Library). 7X4.5".
(IL). 1555
 .Susilara upakhyana.[An instructive tale for
Bengali girls.] Part III. 2nd ed. Printed for the 
Vernacular Literature Society, [iii]-iv,136p.
6.9"x4.1".(Bengali Family Library). (BL). 1556
Navinakrsna Vandyopadhyaya* o *
Jnanankura. Prathama hhaga. [a series of articles 
on astronomy, geography and physics in general.]
Part I. Il4p. 7"x4.1".(BL). 1557
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Ramakamala Bhattacarya
Iralandera itihasa. A history of England to the 
*
death of George the third# [l, 1 blank] 126p.
6 « 7’'x4.1" . (BL). 1558
Kemanarayana Vidyaratna
Hitakathavall. [Benificial instruction#Transla­
ted from Visnu sarma's Sanskrit work.] Printed 
for the Vernacular Literature Society.
[iii]-.iv[l] 2-168p. 6.7Mx4.1".(Bengali Family 
Library). (IL), 1559
Sripati■Bhattacarya
Banglya sulabhavodha vyakai"ana. [A Bengali gra-
«
mmar.] 4th ed. [l* 1 blank] 58p, 6.7Mx4.1"•1000 
cops, (BL). 1560
1862
Harinatha Nyayaratna
Hudraraksasa. [Translated from Sanskrit work of *
Vi&akhadatta. ] 2nd ed, [i]-ii[l] 2-130p. 6.6,,x4.1" * 
(IL), 1561
Kalidasa Maitra
Khagola vivarana. [An astronomy in Bengali.] 2nd 
ed. Printed for the Vernacular Literature Society, 
[l] 2-92p. illus. 6.8"x4". (Bengali Family Library).
(IL). 1562
Lalamohana Bhattacarya
Kavyanirnaya. A treatise on rhetorical composition
in Bengali, [l* 1 blank*l] 6-ll[l] 149[l blank]p.
7.I"x4,1“• (bL.CU). 1563
Parasara Muni
Krsisamgraha| edited by Giri&acandra Vidyaratna.
» «
[A Sanskrit work on agriculture(in Bengali charac­
ters).] [l] 2-34p. 8.Iux5.1", (BL),CU). 1564
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Rajendralala Mitra
Sivajira caritra, [Biography of Sivaji, the foun­
der of Mahratha dynesty# 2nd ed. Printed for the 
Vernacular Literature Society, [l, 1 blank] 78p,
6.9,,x4.2". (Bengali Family Library) . (BL) . 1565
Tarinlcarana Cattopadhyaya
• 9
Bharatavarsera itihasa. Dvitiya bhaga. [History 
of India from the settlement of the Europeans up- 
to the appointment of Hastings as the Governor- 
General.] [l] 4-8, 242p. 6.6”x4.1".(BL). 1566
1863
Bhuvanamohana Raya Caudhuri
Chandahkusuma. [A work on prosody.]
[i] ii-xvii[l] 124p. S.l^xS.l**. Cloth. (SL) * 1567
Harinatha Majumadara
Carucaritra»[Exemplary characters of twelve children*
instructive lessons.] [3] 2-200p. 6,6,,x4.1" . (IL) .
1568
Harinatha Nyayaratna
Racanavali. [a book of essays.][i]-ii[i]-ii, L i  
2-210p. 6.7"x4.1">
Jimutavahana
Dayabhaga. [Hindu law of inheritance in Sans­
krit (Bengali characters).] [l] 1 chart [l] 2- 
358[l, 1 blank]p. lO-S'bcS". (SL).
Narendranatha Caudhuri, Raya
Calani valena sunca tumi naki cheynda n at aka.
[A drama.] [l] 4-23[l blank]p. 6.5"x4". (SL) .
Nilamani Vasalca
4
Bharatavarsera itihasa. [History of India from *
ancient time to modern period.] Part I s Hindu 
period, [l] ii-iv[l] ii-iv?!74p. 7.4"x4.5M.(BL).1572
1569
1570
1571
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Radhanatha Vasaka
Sarira tattvasara. [a treatise on human physiolo­
gy, with a glossary of technical terms in Eng­
lish and Bengali, and an appendix containing 12 
plates,] vi, 127[l blank]pj.2 plates. 7,4Mx4o5".
(BL). 1573
Rangacari SvamI
Tulslmalyadharanamimamsa. Hindu religious work
in Sanskrit.] [l,l blank]ll[l blanklp, S.r'xS#!"
(BL) 1574
1864
Aksayakumara DattaQ*
Vahya vastura sahita manava prakrtira samvandha 
vicara. Prathama bhaga. [A series of articles on 
social and ethical questions.] Part I, 6th ed.
[l] iv-x,215[2] 2-4p. 6.6"x4".(iL,SL). 1575
Nilamani Vasaka
Aravya u/panyasa. [[Arabian Nights.] 3rd ed.
[l, 1 blank,i] -ii,54l[l blank]p. 8"x5.1".
Cloth.(IL). 1576
1865
Harinatha Nyayaratna
Racanavali.[Essays.] 2nd ed. [l] iv-vi[l] 2-210p. 
6.7"x4.1". (IL). 1577
Jayanarayana Tarkapancanana
Sarvadar&ana samgraha. [a compilation of Indian 
philosophy.] 2nd ed. [l]iv-viii[l] 2-158[1,1 blank]p. 
8nx5”• Price Re.1-4,(10). 1578
Lalamohana Bhattacarya
Kavya^nirnaya or a treatise on rhetorical com-
t
position in Bengali. 2nd ed. [l, 1 blank,l] xii- 
xiv|[l, 1 blank, l] 2-2l7[l blank, l] 2-12p. 6.7"x4". 
(IL). 1579
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Navinakrsna VandyopSdhyaya
* • r
Jnanaftkura. Prathama bhaga. [a series of articles 
on astronomy, geography, and physics in general]
Part I t [2]ll4p. 6.6"x4H. (SL) . 1580
Nilamani Vasaka
v
Navanari. [Biography of nine women.] 4th ed.
[iii] - iv,320p. 6.8Hx4". Cloth. (SL,CU). 1581
Prasannakumara Simha
9
Sat-sandharbha. [Essays for moral teaching."] 
[i]-ii[3]2-84p. 6.6"x4.1'\ (IL). 1582
Raftgacari Svami
Dur jana-kariapancanan. [A Sanskrit work in Bengali 
characters.] [l, 1 blank] 36p. 8.2”x5.4M. (BL). 1583
Tarinlcarana Cattopadhyaya • ®
Bhugola vivarana, [Geography.]
[i]-ii[l] 2-288p. 6.6"x4.2'\ (IL). 1584
Vahkimacandra Cattopadhyaya
Durge&anandinI. [A fiction. Title page missing.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-307[l blank]p. 6.8"x4.2",(IL)* 1585
1866
Krsnakanta Sarma-VidyavagiSa • * *
Dayabhagasya. [Hindu law of inheritance. Sanskrit 
work in Bengali characters,] [l] 362p„ l0.4Mx8.4".
(BL,IL). 1586
Madhusudana Vacaspati.
Vasantasena. [A translation of Sanskrit drama 
Mrcchatika of Sudraka.] [i]-ii,236p. S^xS".(BL).1587
Rajanarayana Vasu
9
Dharmatattvadipika. [A discussion on religion.]
[l, 1 blank,v]-vi[3] 2~109[l blank,l] ii-v[1 blank]p, 
8 • 6Mx5. 2i#. (CU) . 1588
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Tarinlcarana Cattopadhyaya 
« *
Bharatavarsera itihasa. History of India.
v
Part I s Ancient time to Mughal period, 6th ed.
[l] ii-vii[l] 2-262p. 6.8"x4". (IL). 1589
Part II s From the settlement of the Europeans 
upto the appointment of Hastings as the Governor- 
General. 3rd ed. [l] 4-8, 242p. 6 * (SL). 1590
— -‘Bhugola vivarana. [A Geography."]
[i]~ii[l] 2-284p. Incomplete. 6 .7"x4".(IL). 1591
Upendralala Vasu
Sisu cikitsa, Children's disease and treatment.
Part I : 97[l blank]p, 7"x4". (BL) . 1592
THE RAHMANI PRESS, 1857 
1857
Radhamadhava Mitra
Vidhavamanoranjana nataka. [A drama] Part II.
[l] 2-69[l]p. 6.6"x4". (XL). 1593
THE LAKSMIVILASA PRESS, 1857-1859
1858
Kasldasa Mitra MustauphI
Atmatattvaprakasika. Vicara dipika.
[il-ii[l]2-47[l blank]p. 5.8"x47 (IL). 1594
Viharilala Cakravarti
Svapnadarfeana. [Famine, the ruin of Bengal. A 
drama.] [l] 2-38p. 6.6ux4M. (BL). 1595
1859
Lalamohana Dasa Ghosa
Vidhava-vilapa. [A love story in verse.]
[5] 3-45[l blank]p. 6.2nx4.1*t. (BL) . 1596
677
SySmScarana De
VSsarakautuka nStaka. £ A drama.]
[l] 2-40p. 6*2Mx4*lM• (BL) 1597
THE KADERIYA PRESS, 1857 - 1866
1857
Anandacandra VedSntavagl^a
MahSbharatiya SaKuntalopakhyana• [ A tale from 
the MahSbharata* ] [l,l blank, 1, 1 blank] 50p.
4 plates. 5.8^x4”. (BL) 1598
Abdul Ajij
DarveManama. [ A tale in Husalmani Bengali verse.
Book starts from right. ] [l] 4-400p. 9.9Mx6.7M.(SL) 1599
THE HARIHARA PRESS, 1857 - 1866
Kalidasa Gupta
VetSla pancavimfiatl. [Talcs of a demon translated from
Hindi into Bengali verse.] [l] 2-l28p. 7.5wx5M (IL) 1600
Puranas. KalkipurSna,
• •
Mukutalatavali. L A poem taken from the 12th chapter: 
of the Kalkipuraha, by Durgaprasada Bhattacarya 
Kavikefcari.] [i] ii-v£l blank,l]2-136p. 8wx5"
( XL ) 1601
1860
Mahe£candra DSsa De
Pancakalyanlya• £ Poems on the death of Havana,
Rgdha-Krsna, and other sub jects.]
[3] 2-92p. 6Hx4M. (IL, BL ) 1602
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1862
Nllaratna Haladara
Kavitaratnakara. [A collection of Sanskrit proverbs 
in popular use translated, into Bengali,]
[l] ii~ix[l blank,l] 2-72p. (IL). 1603
1863
The Mahabharata,. Vrh,at. Mahabharata astada&a parvaj
•  o
translated into Bengali verse- by KIsirama Dasa. 
iii-viii, 967[l folank]p. D.cols. 9. 2Hx5 .9" , (BL.) . 1604
1864
Isvara Sarkara
Gopanavihara. namaka grantha. [Hindu mythological 
stories in verse.] Part I, [i]~ii,103[l blank]p.
7 •5,,x5t1, (BL). 1605
Mahe&candra Dasa De
Haya ki adbhuta silavrsti. [A poem on the dis~ 
trese caused by hail storm.] 14p. 6"x4"• (BL) • 1606
 Hayare a&vine jhada. [A poem on the devastating
cyclone.] [l] 2-l0p. 7e7"x4.5". (IL). 1607
The Ramayana. Adbhuta Ramayana$ translated by
Dvarkanatha Kunda. [i]-ii,92p. 7.5Hx4.6".(IL). 1608
1865
Garibulla, Munsi
Delaramera keccha. [a  tale in Musalmani Bengali 
verse. Book starts from right.] 44p. 8.1ux4.7,t«
(SL). 1609
Isvaracandra Sarkara
Manvantarera vrttanta. [A description in verse, 
of famine.] 9[lblank]p. 7,,x4".(BL). 1610
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Nilaratna Haladara
Kavitaratnakara. [a collection of Sanskrit pro­
verbs in popular use# translated into Bengali.]
[i] ii-ix[l blank]72p. 7.9ux4.6".(SL). 1611
Puranas^ # Markandeya purana.ft v a * ft
Kalivilasas translated into Bengali by Kalidasa 
Bhattacarya. [l] ii-iv, 110p,7.7*'x4.9" • (SL) . 1612
Ramacandra Mukhopadhyaya
Naladamayanti .[a poem based on the story of 
Nala and Damayanti of the Mahabharata.]
[ii -ii,63[l blank]p. 7.6"x4.6".(SL), 1613
Rasikacandra Raya
Jivana tara,[A poetical work. ]
[ i]~ii,84p. 7.6"x4..6". (SL) . 1614
^isuvodhaka. [Children’s instructor containing 
reading lessons, multiplication, tables, easy 
stories and Canakya slokas.] 3-48p. illus.
7.4t!x4.5”. (IL) . 1615
Vmdavana Dasa Thakura* o
Caitanyabhagavata. [Biography of Caitanya.]
406p. 8.lHx5.7".(SL), 1616
THE SOMAPRAKASA PRESS, 1858-1864 
1864
Gopalacandra Vandyopadhyaya
Siksapranall. An elementary treatise on education,
ft
its systems and principles, with practical hints 
and examples, [i] iv-xx[2] ,412[l] ii-iii[l blank]p. 
6.8"x4.1".(BL) . 1617
680
K.N. DATTA COMPANY’S PRESS, 1859
1859
Kedaranatha Datta
Nalinlkanta. [A love story.]
[i] ii»viii,158,[l]-ii p. 7”x4.2”.(BL). 1618
THE NYAYARATNA PRESS, 1859,
1859
Nanda Kumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya
Samskrta prastava. [An essay on the utility of 0 ■
studying the Sanskrit language and literature,] 
Published by order of E.B, Cowell, the Principal of:' 
the Sanskrit college.[l, 1 blank,l] 2-28p. 7.5”x4,5u. 
(BL), 1619
THE DVIJARAJA PRESS, BARDWAN, 1860.
1860
Srlnarayana Cattaraja Gunanidhi
• ft
Kavitarnava, [Sanslcrit poems with explanation in 
Bengali,] [l] 2-64p, 8"x5.5". (SL), 1620
THE SURYYODAYA PRESS, 1860 
1860
Syamacarana Srimani
Valyodvaha nataka. [A drama on early marriage.]
[l] 2-72p. 6”x4'». (BL). 1621
THE SAHASA PRESS, 1860-1866 
1860
Prankrsna Vidyasagarao • »
Sarirotpattikrama. [A short treatise on the forma­
tion of the human body according to *anskrit autho­
rities.] lOp. 6.6. ,1x4u . (BL) * 1622
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1861
Dinanatha Dhara
Kamsavinasa kavya. [A poetical work.-]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-103[l blank]p. S^xS".(IL). 1623
Jayadeva Gosvami.
Gitagovinda? edited by Yadunatha Nyayapancanana.
[Sanskrit text with Bengali translation.]
ii,136p. 8.5"x6,f. (BL) . 1624
Mukundarama CakravartL, Kavikankana
Candij edited by Yadunatha Nyayapancanana*
[A poetical work.] [l, 1 blank,l] ii-vi,v [l 
blank] 298p. D.cols. B'bce**, (BL) . 1625
1862
Stutimala. [Brahmist . prayers.]
[l5] ii-xi[ 1 blank,l] 2-290p. 5.1Mx3.9".(BL) 1626
1863
Bangla samgita samgraha. Prathama Khanda. [Verses on
• t o *
social life in Bengal.] [l] 2-lOp. 6.6t*x4M . (BL). 1627
Bholanatha Mukhopadhyaya
Apanara mukha apani dekha. Look to your own face , 
or amusing sketches of life and manners. [Part 
of this work was printed at the Hindu Press.]
[2 ,.j]-ii[l] 2-162 [2]p. 8.I'*x5.1" . (BL,IL). 1628
Harimohana Karmakara
Layala-Majnu kavya. [A Persian tale in Bengali verse.]
[4] 139 ]l]p. 6.6”x4H. (IL). . 1629
Kaslnatha Mukhopadhyaya
Relaoekompaniyana. [story of a doctor and a ghost 
told during a railway journey.] Part It [l] 2™52p.
6 . 6,,x4" . (BL). 1630
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Ke&avacandra Karmakara
Kalikantuka 0 masira mar a kanna. [A poem lamenting 
the vices of present day Bengal.] [l] 2-16p. 6"x4". 
(BL). 1631
Ksirodagopala Mitra
Valyavivaha ucita naya. [infant marriage is not 
desiarable : an essay.] [l] 2-16p, 6Mx4".(BL). 1632
Paramesvara Datta
Hava chelera vavara kathaj prathama bhaga. [A 
drama on the experiences of an ignorant youth.]
20p. 7• 7f,x4.7” (BL). 1633
Puranas. Rasapancadhyaya by Dvija Pitamvara.
[I] 2-6Op. 7.4"x4.7". (SL). 1634
Racana. ratnavall. [Essays.]
[l] 2-28p. 7.9"x4.9" . (XL) . 1635
Radhakisora Dasa Ghosa
Kautukavaha phatoloccha vadha namaka kavya.
[A poetical work.] [l] 2-12p. 5. 8M'x4.1" . (BL) . 1636
Radhamadhava Mitra
Strilokera darpa curna. [a poetical work.]
[l] 2, ”5 8p, 6 ,5,,x4.1" . (IL). 1637
Sannyasicarana Pala
9
Rogera mata ausadhi. [a  drama on the consequences
B
of leading a profligate life.]
[l, 1 blank*1* 1 blank] 28* 1, 1 blank]p.
6”x4". (BL* CU). 1638
Syamacarana &rimani 
. *
Sunesa ? Hanumanera vastraharana 1
[A humerous sketch in form of a dialogue.]
14p. 7.7"x4o 7"•(BL). 1639
«
Visnu Sarma
Hitopadesas edited by Ramagopala Tarkalahkara. 
iv[l] 2-330p. 7.8"x4.8". (BL). 1640
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Vrajanatha Bhattacarya
Virahinl vilapa.. [A drama.1
[l] 2-16p. 6 0 2,fx4.1" o (BL). 1641
THE BAftGLA PRESS, DACCA , 1860-1866 
1860
Dinavandhu Mitra
Nila-darpanam natakam. [The mirror of indigo
a « a
planting , A drama in five acts. I0L copy imper­
fect."! C1* 1 blank,l] 2-90[i]-iip, 8.4f,x
5.9",(IL,CU). 1642
1861
Hariscandra Mitra
* , r
Subhasya Srghram. [A drama supporting widowa
marriage.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2-36p. 7,2Hx4".(SL), 1643
Kailasacandra Sarkara
TattvavodhinI samgralia. Prathama bhaga.o
[a compilation of essays from the TattvavodhinI 
patrika.] Part I. [l] ii-iv[l] 2-8l[l blank]p.
7 » 2*'x4o 3" . (BL). 1644
1863
Somanatha Mukhopadhyaya
Solan 0 paVlikolara jivana carita. Lives of 
Solon and Pablicola, translated [into Bengali.]
[l, 1 blank] 54[l] 2-8[2]p. 7"x4’\(BL). 1645
Syamacarana Cattopadhyaya
Bhugolankura. [Outlines of geography.] 2nd ed.
[2] 55[l blank] p. 6. 7,,x4» 2” . (BL) , 1646
. Savdadidhiti abhidliana. A dictionary in Sans­
krit and Bengali. [A part of this work was prin­
ted at the Presidency Press, Calcutta, 1861-1864,] 
[l]i.i-iii[l blank, l] 2-708p. O.cols. 8.6’fx5.3".
(BL), 1647
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1866
Dinanatha Sena.
Bharatavarsiya kutlra. [[Bengali translation of 
Saint Pierre*srChamnie indienne.]
[i]-ii[i]-ii[l,l blank, l] 2-72p. 6.8"x4". (CU) , 1648
THE PRAKRTA PRESS, 1860-1866
1860
Mathurahatha Tarkaratna
Vicitra upakhyana.[A series of short entertain­
ing stories[l, 1 blank, ll 2-108p* 7. 2"x4<> 2” .
(BL). 1649
Pyarimohana Sena Gupta
Kumarasambhava. [Bengali translation in verse of 
Kalidas1,s Sanskrit work s Kumarasambhava• ]
[ll ii-iii[2] 2-156p.6.8"x4.2".(IL,CU). 1550
Si. Kr.Da. [sivakrsna Datta?!
Sahglta ratnavalx. [a collection of mystic and 
love poems] by Si[va] Kr[sna] Da[tta].
[l] 2[l] 2-43[l blank]p°» 6. 8”x4. 1" * (BL) 1651
1861
Amvikacarana Vasu 
*
Kullna-kayastha nataka*[A drama].
[l]-2[l, 1 blank,1,1 blank,l] 2-39[l blank]p«
6 . 8,fx4. 2” . (IL) . 1652
Madhusudana Mukho p adhy ay a
Su&Ilara upakhyana. Dvitlya bhaga. [An instructive 
tale intended for Bengali women. Part Ho] Printed 
for the Vernacular Literature Committee.
[i] iv-vi[l] 2-10l[l blank,l] ii~v[l blank]p*
7”x4." * (Bengali Family Library)* (CU)* 1653
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Sakali Alika [Pseud.)
Golapa-nataka. [A drama • ] [l, 1 blank* l] 2-40[2]p.
6.5,,x4"c (SL) . 1654
Upanisada. Isa, kena, katha, Prasna, mundaka,
9 a ■ •
mandukyopanisadh. [l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,3] 4-217 
[l*blank]p. 8"x5", (IL). 1655
Vidhava sukhera dasa . [A tale describing the condition 
of widows.] [l] 2-23[l blank]p. 6.6"x3.9” . (BL) . 1656
Visnucarana Nandi
•  • e
Sadhubhasa suvodha Vyakarana. [A Bengali grammar.]« •
[l, 1 blank,l] ii-iii[l blank,l] 2-229[l blank,l]2™ 
4p. 8.1"x5.1". (CU) . 1657
•r.  » 1862Bharatitirtha Muni
Pancaviveka^pancadlpa-pancananda-vyavatmika 
pancadasi. [Sanskrit text in Bengali characters 
with Bengali translation by Anandacandra Vedanta- 
vagi&a.] 2nd ed. [3]2~420p. front. 9.5"x6Mo (BL).1658
Dvarakanatha Dasa Dasa
Padartha tattva. [a treatise on physics.]
[l] ii~iv[l] 2~228[l]-iip. 6.7"x4.1’\ (BL) . 1659
Guruprasanna Vandyopadhyaya
Premadapramada nataka. [The first act of a drama 
in 12 acts.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2-2l[l blank]p.7.Inx5". 
(SL). 1660
Mathuranatha Tarkaratna
Dhatu pradlpa. [Second book of Sanskrit grammar 
intended for boys. p.57-80 in Devanagari charac­
ters.] ii,80p. (BL), 1661
. Savda sandarbhasindhu. [a Bengali dictionary.] 
[Vowels : A-Ah]s 2, 316p. D.cols. l0.3"x8.4M. (BL,I0).
1662
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RamaXrsna Bhattacarya
0 0 *
Satagenyera kache mamad.ovaji. [A tale]
[l] 4~23[l blank]p. 6.2"x4".(BL). 1663
Ramanatha Ghosa
Padaganye eki daya dharma r?.ks?ra ki upaya nataka.
[A drama. ] Ll] 2-47[l]p. 6"x4".(IL). 1664
Upanisada. Yogopanisatj translated by Nllakamala
Sarma. [l]-2[l] 2-7l[l blank]p, 6.9"x4".(XL). 1665
1863
Baftglya visvasya mantravall. [Mantras for expelling 
evil spirits, remedies against snake bites, etc.]
[l] 2-12p. 6.8"x4". (BL). 1666
Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya
Jepana. [An account of inhabitants, commerce, 
manners and customs of Japan translated from Eng­
lish.] Printed for the Calcutta School-Book 
Society and Vernacular Literature Society.
[l] ii-iv[l] 2-230p. 7"x4.1".(Bengali Family 
Library.] (BL), 1667
Mahe&cand.ra Dasa De
Hate khola-mala. [a farce.]
[l] 2-2l[l blank]p. 6. 2"x4,t. (BL) . 1668
Rajakumara Cand.ra
Dekhe &une akkela guduma. [A farce exposing some 
of the vices of Bengali society.] [l] 3-ll[l blank]p. 
6.2"x4". (BL) . _ 1669
Tarinlcarana CakravartI • *
Tam khudo. [Translation of "Pictures and stories 
»
from Uncle Tomfs Cabin" by Harriet Elizabeth Beecher 
Stowe.] 48p. 6.2"x4* 1". (BL). 1670s
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Trailokyanatha Bhattacarya
Gache Kanthala gonpe tela, [a short tale in 
prose and verse,] [l] 2-2l[l blank']p. 6.2"x4".
(BL). 1671
Upendranatha De
Ghora iyara, [[The story of a drunkard."] 2nd ed.
[ll 3-2l[l blank]p. 6.2"x4".(BL). 1672
Vipracarana CakravartI
Jnana&akha vyakarana. [A Bengali grammar. 1 3rd. ed, 
[i]-ii[3] 4~24p. 6.6Hx4.3". 1000 cops.(lL). 1673
Viraha visama j'vala. [a play.] 2nd ed,
[ll 2-2l[1 blanklp. 6.2"x4M. (BL,CU). 1674
1864
Mathuranatha Tarkaratna
Vyakarana candrika. [The First book of Bengali 
grammar for children.1 6tho ed. [3l 6™44p, 6.7t,x4.1,,.
(BL). 1675
Nakudacandra Lahidi * «
Pranaya sukhera nidhi viccheda apara nadi.Prathama bhaga
9
[a love story in prose and. verse. 1 [l, 1 blank, ll
ii-iii[l] 9~48p. 7,,x4". (BL) . 1676
1865
Mathuranatha Tarkaratna
Jivana vrttanta. [Biography of eminent men, com™ 
piled and translated from various English works.1 
D r i v e n  7~98p. 6.7,,x4" . (BL) . 1677
Samaganam sandhya- prayogah,[A Hindu religious work,]
[l] 2™20p. 7"x41t» (BL)*. 1678
Yadavacandra Ghosala
0
Pancasadvarnartha prakasa. [Fifty alliterative
o
moral poems, on the 50 letters of the Bengali 
alphabet, with a vocavulary of difficult words.]
[l, 1 blank] 94p. 6,6'fx4.1”. (BL) » 1679
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THE PURANA SAMGRAHA PRESS, 1860-1866.
• *
1860
Jagadlsa Tarkalankara
Vasantika. [A novel.] [2] 14l[l blank]p. 7.8,,x5".
(BL). 1680
India. North Western Provinces.
Uttarapascima pradese vartamana durbhiksa
visaye Bangavasiganera prati nivedana. [An • ■
appeal to the Bengali for help to the famine sufferers 
of the North Western Provinces.] [l] 2-16p, 8Mx5n. 
(BLjIL). 1681
The Mahabharatai translated from original Sanskrit
into Bengali, by Kallprasanna Simha.©
Vol.II t Adiparva. 105-355 (l blank,l]vi-viiip.
D, cols. 10.1"x7.8"» (Purana Samgraha). (IL). 1682• •
Vol.lilt Sabha parva. [2]ii-iii[l] 2-»105[l blank]p. 
D.cols. I0.1"x7.8u.(Purana samgraha).(IL). 1683
« o
Vol.IV: Vana parva. [2]ii-iii[l]2~238p. D.cols.
10•l"x7.8". (Purana samgraha).(IL). 1684
1861
,.Vol.V s Vana parva. 239-483[l blank][l] ii-iii 
[l blank]p. D.cols. 10. I**x7. 8tf. (Puran samgraha). 
(IL). 1685
_.Vol.VI t Virata parva. [i]~ii,9l[l blank]p. D.cols.
10.1,,x7.8" . (Purana samgraha) , (IL) . 1686
1862
Vol.VII : Uddoga parva. [i]-ii, [i]-.ii, 283[l blanklp. 
D.cols. 10.1Mx7.8". (Purana samgraha).(IL)» 1687
.Vol.VIII : Bhlsma parva. [l, 1 blank,l] ii-iii * •
[l blank] 216p. D.cols. 10.I”x7.8".(Purana samgraha). 
(IL). 1688
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1863
The Mahabharata | translated from original Sanskrit 
into Bengali, by Kallprasanna Simha.
9
Vol.IX : Drona parva. [l, 1 blank,l] ii-iii[l blank]
379[l blank,1, 1 blank]p. 10,lHx7.8". D.cols.
(Purana samgraha).(IL). 1689
• o
THE RAMA PRESS, 1861-1862 
1862
Kaliprasanna Simha
Hutoma pyancara nak&a. Sketches by Hootum, Illus­
trative of every day life and every day people.
[2 title pages t English and Bengali.] "
Vol.I s[2]ii-[iii, l] 2-l76[l]-2p. 8.1"x5.1".
(BL,IL,CU). 1690
THE SATRUGHNA PRESS, 1862-1864
1864
. __.Vol,I and II. [Two title pages : English and
Bengali. Bengali title page gives date as 1862.]
[l, 1 blank,3] 180 [l] 2-54p. (BL,IL). 1691
THE SAMBHUCANDRA PRESS, KAKINA, RANGPUR,
1860-1866
1861
Bhimalocana Sannyala
Canakya-satakam. [100 slokas of CSnankya compiled
e
and translated into Bengali.] [l] ii-iv[l] 2-ll[l 
blank, l] 2-7[l blank]p.6. 3"x4.5'*. (BL) . 1692
1862
Jagadl&a Tarkalankara
Vuclhel§._rahasya nataka* [a drama.]
[l] ii-iv[l] 2-126p. 7.9"x5.2".(SL). 1693
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Tara&ahkara Maitreya
Kamala dattaharana. [a poetical work.]
Vol.I : [l] 2-469[l blank]p. 7.8"x5.2".(SL).
Vol.II*[l] 2-22l[l blank]p. 7.8”x5.2",(SL).
1865
Govindamohana Raya
Harivasar.a tattva sara. [a Hindu religious work. 
2nd ed.
Vol.I:[l] ii-iii[l blank,l] 2-75 [l JDlank]p*-8"x5' 
(IL).
1866
 • .Vol. ,II.[l]ii-vi[l]2~69[l blank,l] ii-ivp.
8"x5". (IL).
THE GAUDIYA PRESS, 1861-1862 
1861
Abhayananda Vandyopadhyaya
Kara kapale ke khaya ? [A farce.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-24p. 6.I”x4u.(SL).
Navlnakrsna Vandyopadhyaya * ♦ •
Imlandlya itihasera prasnottara. [A history of 
England in form of questions and answers.][l,
1 blank,l]2-123[l blank]p. 6.7"x4.1".(BL).
Ramakali Bhattacarya
Adbhuta upanyasa. [An entertaining tales.]
[i] ii[l] 2<r*98p. 8.1"x5.1" . (BL,IL) •
Ramakamala Bhattacarya
Bekana arthat tadlya katipaya sandharbha. 
[PrancisJ Bacon's essays. S-eiected and rendered 
sundry adaptations, [l] 2-68[l, 1 blank]p. 7"x4< 
(BL,IL).
1694
1695
]
I o
1696
1697
1698
1699
1700
with
2".
1701
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Ramatanu Gupta
Stri-siksa. Prathama bhaga. [An instructive reading 
book for girls*] 20p. 6.6,*x3.9'*. (BL) 1702
Tarakabrahma Gupta
Prani-vidya. Prathama bhaga. [ Zoology]
[i]-ii[l] 2~100[l] ii-ivp* 6.7Mx4.2”.(IL). 1703
1862
Bhuvane&vara Lahidi
Guli hadakali nataka. [A drama in 3 acts on the 
evils of taking opium.] [l] -2-36p. 6.2,lx4". (BL,CU) .
1704
Guruprasanna Vandyopadhyaya
Punarvivaha nataka. [A drama in seven acts about 
widow marriages.] [2] 72p. 8"x5". (BL). 1705
.Vati haoya ekidaya, gaiijanaya prana yaya.[A drama.] 
[3] 2-66p• 6.5"x4".(SL). ’ 1706
Jagaccandra Majumadara
Naisadhacarita, purvabhaga. 1,2,3,4 sarga. Bengali 
#
translation of first four sargas of Hansadeva's 
Sanskrit work. [i]-ii[l] 2-177[l blank]p. 8*5',x5.3". 
(BL). 1707
Krsnakamala Bhattacarya * * * ^
Vicitravirya. A heroic tale [of Janamejaya and his 
son Vicitravirya, and their wars with the Persians.] 
[l] ii”v[l blank,3] 2-76[l, 1 blank]p, 6.7,‘x4.1,,.
(BL). 1708
Krsnasakha Mukhopadhyaya
KumudinI upakhyana. [A tale in verse and prose.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-78p. 6,2"x4.1"p. (BL). 1709
Marshman, John Clark
Itivrtta Sara. Brief survey of history. Part I:» ■'
from the creation to the beginning ofthe Christian 
aera.[l] 2-3[l blank,l]-2[l] 2-335[l blank , l]ii-xp.
6.9,,x4.1". (SL). 1710
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THE KHASA PRESS, BARDWAN, 1861-1862.
1861
Mahammadl, Golama Rawani and Durgananda Kaviratna
Hatem tayi. [A tale translated from Persian? edited 
by Tarakanatha Taltvaratna. Printed at the cost of 
Bardwan Raja Mahtavcand Bahadur.] [l, 1 blank,l]2- 
368p. 8.6"x5.5".(IL). 1711
THE MANOHARA PRESS, 1861-1862 
1861
Dinavandhu Mukhopadhyaya
Pravodhakhyana. Prathama khanda. [A poetical work*] 
[l] 2-94[l, 1 blank]p. S^xS"•(BL). 1712
Syamacarana Ghosa
• a
TarunI tarangini. Prathama khanda. [A tale in 
verse.] [l, 1 blank,l] ii-v[l]2-30p. 6.2’,x4M • (BL) •
1713
THE PRESIDENCY PRESS, 1861-1864 
1861
Brahma Samaja
Brahma dharma. [Sanskrit work in Bengali charac­
ters.] [l] 2-15l[l blank,l] 2-12p. 6.7"x3.9".(BL).
1714
1862
Devendranatha Thakura
Kalikata Brahma Samajera vaktrta, [Twenty-one ser­
mons delivered at the Brahma Samaja collected and 
edited by Yadunatha Cattopadhaya.][l] 2-lll[l blank]p 
7"x4.2". (BL). 1715
Kusadeva Pala.
Ramayana sarasamgraha. [Substance of the Ramayana.] 
[l;l blank,!] 2-154p. 8"x5”. (IL). 1716
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Rajakumara Sarvadhikari
Imlandera sasana-pranali. A breif survey of the 
• •
English constitution in three parts.
[l]-ii[l]-ii[l] 2-l96p. 7"x4.1“.(BL,IL). 1717
Ramalala Mukhopadhyaya
Pasanda dalana. [Life of Caitanya, the Vaisnava * • #
reformer.] [l]-ii,127[.l blank]p. •(BL). 1718
Taracarana Deva Sarma ♦
Madhavasulocana.[A romance based on the Kriya 
yogasara : a section of the Padmapurana•]
[l, 1 blank]70p. 8"x5.2".(BL). 1719
Vedanta darsana. Uttara mimamsa-sarlrakasutramj tran-• •
slated and edited by Anandacandra Vedantavagl&a.
[l, 1 blank,l] i[l] 1©-I79[l blank]p. 10"x6.3".
(BL). 1720
Viharilala CakravartI
SaAgitasataka. [One hundred poems.]
[l] 2-185[l blank]p. 4.I”x2.1".(BL). 1721
1863
Bangalavodha vyakarana. A compendium of Bengali
grammar, [l]-2[l] 2-88p. 6.8"x4M.(BL). 1722
Jagadindranarayana Vasu
Vilasavatl nataka. [A drama in 4 acts.]
[l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,1,1 blank] 104p. 8"x5".
(BL). 1723
P .R . and Company
Ghughu 0 phanda visayaka upanyasa, [A humorous 
story.] [l] 2-15[l blank]p. 5"x3.4".(BL). 1724
Ya&odananda Sarkara
Rtusamhara. [A metrical version of Kalidasa’s, V u
poem in the same title,][l] 2-32p. 5 • 8"x3 • 8° . (BL) •
1725
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1864
Ratnamala. [Moral verse for children.]
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-19[l blank]p. 5"x3. 3*'. (BL, IL) . 1726
Vecarama Cattopadhyaya
Grhakarma. [Hints on domestic duties.]
[l*, 1 blank, l] 2-54p. 5"x3.4".(BL). 1727
THE NEW BENGAL PRESS, 1861-1865
1861
Abhayananda Vondyopadhyaya
Agatya svlkara prakarana. [A drama]
[i]-ii[l] 2-6l[l blankjp. 6,9"x4. V*.(BL). 1728
1862
Candranatha Dasa
Patyabhavs Pativratara kheda. [a poetical work.]
[l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l] 2-58p. 5 plates. 6.8"x4.2u. 
(BL). 1729
1863
Damodara Candadhvaryu Bahadura
Srlramanama sudhodaya. [l»1 blank,1, 1 blank] 48 
[j.,1 blank]p. 8.5”x5,5”.(SL). 1730
Hemacandra Mukhopadhyaya
Parama-sukha dayaka jnana-sudharnava. Great
*
comfortable scientific notion or the natural law.
[3] ii-xxvi[l] 2-76p. 6.7'lx4M . 500 cops. (IL). 1731
Ramacandra Mukhopadhyaya
Naladamayantl. [a  poem on the story of Nala and 
Damayanti of the Mahabharata.]
[i]-ii[l] 2-67[l blank]p. 7.1"x4.5". (BL) . 1732
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Silhana Misra
Santisatakam. [Original Sanskrit with Bengali transla- 
«
tion. A didactic poem.] [l] 2-62p. 5.8"x4H. (IL). 17.33 
Umacarana Rayaft
Vodhamuktavali. [A Sanskrit grammar in Bengali•]
[i] -ii[l, 1 blank,l] ii-iv[l] 2-213 [l blank,4]p. 
8"x5". (IL). 1734
1865
Dasarathi Raya
Pancall. [Poems chiefly on the life of Krsna.]
[i] -ii[l] 2-392p. 7.7"x4.5". (IL) . * 1735
Garibulla
Ivalichanamara puthi. [A tale in Musalmani Bengali 
verse. Book starts from right.]
[l] 40p. 9.2"x6.1". (SL). 1736
Jana Mahammad
Hajara machala. [Islamic religious work in Musal­
mani Bengali. Book starts from right.]
[l] 2-80p. 9.6”x6•1"• (SL). 1737
Mahammad Danes
Nurelaimanera puthi. [A tale in Musalmani Bengali.
Book starts from right.] [l] 2-62[i]-iip. 9"x6.1H•
(SL). 1738
Mahammad Euchaph
Tavire Khava. [A work on dream in Musalmani Bengali. 
Book starts from right.] 3-40p. 9.2"x5.9". (SL). 1739
Raghurama Siroman! Bhattacarya«
Dayabhagartha dipikaj translated by Girisacandra 
Mukhopadhyaya, [Hindu law of inheritance.]
[4] 36p. 8.1"x4.5". (SL). 1740
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THE SAMVADA JNANARATNAKARA PRESS
1861-1866
1861
Kalidasa
Meghaduta kavya. Translated from Sanskrit by Bhuvana- 
candra Vasaka, [includes Sanskrit original in Bengali 
characters.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2-127[l blank]p. 6.4"x4". 
(BL, IL). 1741
Puranas. Srlmadbhagavadglta. Rendered into Bengali 
*
verse by Bhuvancandra Vasaka. [i]-ii[l] 2-78[l blank,l] 
2-35p. 9 • 5”x6" • (CU).. 1742
1862
Pyaricarana Sarkara
Bharatavarsera bhugola vrttahta. A geography of India * *
in Bengali; translated by Syamacarana Vasu.
[i]-ii[l] 2-4,l76[2,i]-iip. 8.7"x5.5". (BL). 1743
Taracarana Dasa 
*
Manamatha Kavya. The adventures of prince Manamohun 
and his companions; edited by Navincandra Datta.
[A poetical work,] [l] -2[l]ii-iii[2] 2~313[l]p. (IL).
1744
1863
Kalacand Uklla and Vipradasa Mukhopadhyaya 
Ekei ki vale vavugiri? [a  play.]
[l]-ii[l, 1 blank,l] 38p. 8"x5H. (BL), 1745
Kaminl klesa. [A poem.] [l]-ii[l] 6-36p. 7”x4M.(BL). 1746
Srihari Bhattacarya
Cira-panjika. [An astronomical calendar for ever.]
[l] 2-l7[l blank]p. 6,6"x4.2’\ (IL). 1747
1864
Mahesacandra Karapharma
Pranaya pravaha. [a  romance,]
[i]-ii[l] 2-20l[l blank,l] 2-4p. (BL). 1748
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THE SATYAPRAKASA PRESS, BARDWAN,
1861-1866
1861
Bardwan. SatyasandhayinI Sabha
Brahma sanglta. [Brahmist songs.] [l] 2-72p. 7"x4.5’'. 
(SL). 1749
Padmalocana Nyayaratna
Pativratopade&a. [Duties of •women towards their hus­
bands, compiled from different Sanskrit sources.]
[l] 2-19[l blank]p. 8"x5.5M. (IL). 1750
1862
The Mahahharata. Adiparva. Translated by Jaganmohana
Tarkalankara* Edited by Syamacarana Tattvavaglsa.
*
[l]-ii[l]-ii[l] 2-362p. D. cols. 12’'x9.2". (SL). 1751
 .Sabhaparva. Translated by Vanesvara VidyalaAkara;
edited by Saradaprasada Jnananidhi. [l] ii-iv,[l] 2- 
115[l blank]p. D. cols. 12"x9.2’'. (SL) . 1752
1863
.Virata parva. Translated by Gopaladhana Cudamanij* ' T # #
edited by Saradaprosada Jnananidhi.
[l] ii-iv[l] 2-105[l blank]p. D. cols. 12f,x9,2". (SL).
1753
MahammadipGolama Rawani and Durgananda Kaviratna.
Masnavi by Mir Hasan; translated into Bengali verse.
[l] ii-iii[l blank,l] ii-xi[l blanks l],2-235[l blank]p. 
7Hx4.5". (SL). 1754
1865
The Mahahharata; vana parva, prathama khanda. Translated
• •
by Gopaladhana Gudamani; edited by Syamacarana Tattva-
• * *
vagisa. [l] ii-vi[l] 2-339[l blank]p. D. cols. 12"x9.2u. 
(SL). 1755
 .Vana parva. Dvitlya khanda. [l, 1 blank, l] ii~iv[l] 2-
287[l blank]p. D. cols. 12"x9,2M. (SL) . 1756
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Mahammadi, Golama Ravvani and Durgananda Kaviratna 
Vyanjana ratnakara. [A cook book.] [3] ii-vi[l] 2- 
I74p. 8.7"x5.5°• (SL). 1757
1866
The Ramayanaj translated by Asutosa Siroratna.
[l] ii-xvi[l] 2-240p, 8.3"x5,5". (IL). 1758
SILA KhM) BROTHERS' PRESS, 1861-1866
1861
Kedaranatha Datta
Indumati nataka. [a drama on the benefits of female 
education.] 19[l folank]p. 6.9',x4.1". (BL) . 1759
Madhusudana Mukhopadhyaya
Susilara upakhayana. [An instructive tale for Bengali 
women,] Part X. 2nd ed. Printed for the Vernacular 
Literature Society, [l] iv-v[l blank] 74p. 6.8"x4". 
(Bengali Family Library). (BL,CU). 1760
Syamacarana Sanya la
Yemana karma temni phala. [A tale in verse on the 
consequence of leading a vicious life.]
[l]ii-vii[l blank,1,1 blank,l] 2-l0l[l blank]p.
7"x4.2"• (BL). 1761
1862
Kasinatha Tarkapancanana, Gangadhara Nyayaratna and 
Ramakinkara Siromani.
Provodhacandrodaya nataka. Translated from original 
Sanskrit work of Krsnamisra0 [l> X blank,l] 2-164[l]
2-4p. 7•8"x4.6". (BL). 1762
Kusadeva Pala
Aina samyukta kadamvini nataka. [A drama in 2 parts, 
illustrating the operation of the criminal, revenue 
and other laws in force in Bengal.] Part I : [2, 1 
blank,1, 1 blank] 54[l, 1 blank,l] 4-167[l blank]p.
7•9"x5•1". (BL,SL). 1763
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KuSadeva Pala
Aina samyukta kadamvinl nataka. [A drama in 2 
parts, illustrating the operation of the criminal, 
revenue and other laws in force in Bengal.]
Part II * [l, 1 blank] 93[l blank,l] 2-70p.
(BL,SL)* 1764
Madanamohana Tarkalankara
Vasavadatta. [l]~2[l] ii-v[l blank] 258[2]p. 7.6,,x4.9H . 
(IL). 1765
Ramadayala Tarkaratna
Ekada&Ira upavasera tatva. [Rules for fasting on 
Ekadasi.] [2, 1 blank, 1, 1 blank,l] 2-52p.7Mx4'*.
(SL). 1766
Tantras. Jnanasa&kalinI tantra .Translated by Kanailala Sila. 
[l] 2-2l[l blank]p. 7.5"x4.5M.(BL). 1767
1863
Candrakanta Sikadara
Ki majara sanivara. [What a day of pleasure is 
Saturday. A poem.] [l] 2-16p. 6Mx4.1".(BL). 1768
Mahammad Akmal
Pandanama. [Bengali translation in verse of 
Pandnamah of Sadi.] 27[4, 1 blank]p. 7.8”x4.6",(BL).
1769
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya
Sandeha nirasana. [Removal of doubts; a defence 
of Hinduism.] [3, 1 blank,3] 2-l00p. 7.3"x4.5"•(BL).
1770
Nllaratna Haladara
Kavitaratnakara. [A collection of proverbs and moral 
maxims from Sanskrit authors, translated into Ben­
gali.] [i] ii-ix[l blank,l] 2-75[l blank]p. 7.8"x4.9". 
(BL,CU). 1771
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m
Syamacarana Sanyala
Jat gela peta hharlona. [A dialogue in prose and 
verse.] 16p. 6**x4.1". (BL) . 1772
1864
Kailasacandra Vandyopadhyaya
Vapare ki bhayanaka A&vine jhada.
[Description of devastating eye lone of October,
1864.] 2nd ed. [l] 2-24p. 7"x4". (IL). 1773
Premanataka. [a drama.] 17[l]p* 7.lMx5u.(SL). 1774
Rajanarayana Bhattacarya
Panjava itihasa. [History of Panjab, Kasmir,
Kabul, Kandahar, etc.] [l]-2[i] ii-v[l] 266p, 
7.9"x4.6". (BL). 1775
1866
( • 7*
Kanailala Sila
Savdartha ratnamala. [a Bengali dictionary.]
[3, 1 blank,l] 2-34, 1334p. D. cols. 9.4"x6.4".
(SL). 1776
THE UNION PRESS, 1861-1866
1861
Bharatavarslya Sabha, Calcutta.
Bharatvar&Iya Sabhara niyama. [Rules and regulations 
of the British Indian Association, Calcutta.]
[l] 2-15[l blank]p. 7.7"x4.5". (BL). 1777
Yadunatha Caudhuri
Lampata Caitanyodaya. [a  drama.]
[l] 4-108[l] ii-ivp. 7• 8ux5• 3*' • (SL) • 1778
1863
Mahendralala Mitra
Dekhesune hatajnana. [Sketches of low and 
perplexing life of Calcutta.] 46p. 6.2”x4V (BL).1779
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THE BENGAL IMPERIAL PRESS, 1862
1862
• _
Sankara Acarya
Anandalaharl; translated into Bengali by 
Ramacandra Vidyalankara. [l] 2-94p. 7•2”x4,5"•(
THE NUTANA PRESS, DACCA, 1862.
1862
Gaftgacandra Sena
Yeinni maja temni saja. [A play]]
[l,l blank,1, 1 blank] 66[l] ii-vip. 7”x4”.(SL)
Giriscandra Majumadara
Svabhava-dar&ana. [a poetical -work,]
[l, 1 blank,i]-ii[l] 2-75[l blank][i]-iip.
6, 8,,x4.2" • (BL) .
Hariscandra Mitra
Hasyarasa-tarangini.[Humerous poems.]
Part I i [l] 2-15[l blank]p. 5”x3.4”.(BL).
Part II i [l] 2-24p. 5Mx3.9".(BL).
 .Kautuka Sataka. [Collection of one- hundred
amusing anecdotes.] Prathama bhaga. [2] 3-36p, 
6.8”x4”. (BL) .
 .Myao dharve ke? [A farce on the question of
■widow marriage.] [i]-ii[3] 2-60[l,lblank]p, 6.9° 
4.1”.(BL).
Madanamohana Mitra.
Sitara eP:vesana . [Lament of Rama in search of • *
Sita; a tale of the Ramayana.] [l] 2-46,2p.9
6.6”x4".(BL).
i,CU) . 
1780
.1781
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
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THE ADHYAVASAYA PRESS, KRISHNAtoAGAR, NADEA.
1862-1865
1862
Loharama Siroratna
BaAgala vyakarana. [A Bengali grammar.] 5th ed.
[1] ii-vi[2,l]-2, 152p. 6.7"x4.1".(BL). 1788
1863
Dinavandhu Mitra
Navlna tapasvinl nataka. [A drama in five acts.]
[2] 157[l blank]p. 8.I"x5,1".(BL). 1789 
Rajakrsna Raya Caudhurl
Artha vyavahara. [A treatise on economics.]
[l, 1 blank,i] ii[l] 2-116p. 8”x5".(BL). 1790
Tarinlcarana Cattopadhyaya 
«
Bharatavarsera itihasa. [A history of India from 
ancient time upto the end of Mughals.] 4th ed.
[l, 1 blank,l] ii-viii,262p. 6.7"x4.2".(BL). 1791
 _0Bhugola provesa. [introduction to Geography,]
56p. 6.7”x4.2". (BL). 1792
 . Bhugola vivarana. [A geography of the world.]
[i]-ii,280p, 6.7"x4.2"•(BL). 1793
1865
Jagadlsa Tarkalankara
Vanijya darpana. [A treatise on commerce.]
[1, 1 blank] 153[l blank]p. 6.8Mx4". (BL,IL). 1794
THE GUPTA PRESS, 1862-1865 
1862
Vipinavihari Sarma Sarkara
Premaratnakara. [A poem on love; religious and 
worldly*] [i]-ii[6] 2-66p* 6.8Mx4.2”.(BL). 1795
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1863
Kaila&avasinl Devi
Hindu mahilaganera hlnavastha. [On the social 
status of Hindu women.] [l] ii-vi[l] 2-72p.
8•2”x5 * 2". Cloth. (BL). 1796
1864
Napharacandra Pala
Kanya vikraya nataka. [A drama in 3 acts on the 
sale of Hindu girls in marriage.]
[l, 1 blank,1, 2 blank,l] 24p. 8.2X5”. (BL). 1797
1865
Kailasavasini Devi
Hindu avalakulera vidyabhyasa. Hindu female 
education. [2] 39[l blank]p. 6.7’*x4". (BL) . 1798
Kocavehara HitaisinI £abhara vaktrta 0 Sabhara
• *
niyamavali. Printed at the expence of Maharaja 
Nripendranarayana Bhupa Bahadura. [Proceedings of the
*  ^ I
Kuchvihar Hitaisini Sabha.] [l] ii-vi[l, 1 blank,l]2 
190[l, 1 blank] [l] ii-vi[l] 2-24p. 8.3"x5.3".(IL).
1799
J.G. CATTERJEA & GO'S PRESS, 1862-1866 
1862
Dvarakanatha Gupta
Vikramorva&I. [Bengali translation of Sanskrit drama
of Kalidasa.] ii[l] 2-98p. 8"x5". (BL,IL). 1800
Kumara kaminx nataka. [a drama.]
[l] 2-l7[l blank]p. 6.5"x4". (SL) . 1801
Kunjaviharl Deva
Hariralhta upakhyana. [a story in verse.]
[i]-iv[l] 6-28p. 6.2"x4.1".(BL). 1802
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Lalimohana Vidyaratna
Sudhatmika. [A poem based on the story of the Mahabha- 
rata.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2-54p. 8.I"x5.1".(BL). 1803
Rama Vasu, Haru Thakura prabhrti kavioyala digera glta• •
samgraha. [Compilation of songs.] [3] 2-146p. 6.1"x4,,. 
(SL). 1804
Yadugopala Cattopadhyaya
Padyapatha. The poetical reader. Part I.
[l, 1 blank,l]-*ii[l] 2-82[l, 1 blank]p. 7"x4". (CU).
1805
1863
Kartikacandra Vandyopadhyaya
Valakavodha vyalcarana. [A Bengali grammar.]
Part I. [l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank,l] 2-24p, 6.8,,x4.2,,. 
(CU). 1806
Mahe&acandra Dasa and Gopalacandra Natha
Tama Jones namaka rahasya nataka. [A drama in 
adaptation of Henry Fielding*s "History of Tom 
Jones", [l] 4-12p. 6.6"x4.1". (BL). 1807
Yadugopala Cattopadhyaya
Padyapatha. The poetical reader.
Part I s [3] 4-56p. 6.6"x4". (BL). 1808
Part II :[i]-ii[l] 2-64p. 6.7"x4". (BL). 1809
Priyamadhava Vasu-Mallika
Priyakavya. [A poem] [i]-ii[l] 2-38p. 6.6"x4,l".
(BL). 1810
Radhikaprasanna Muklio p adhy ay a
Svasthyaraksa. Preservation of health in Bengali.
[3] 2-66p. 1 plate. 6.6"x4.1". (BL). 1811
Sivacandra Deva
Sisupalana. Prathama bhaga. The infant treatment.
Part I : [l] -2[l, 1 blank,1,1 blank,l] 2-123p. (BL).
1812
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Yadugopala Cattopadhyaya
Padya Patha. Prathama Bhaga. The poetical reader.
«
Part Is [l] ii-iv[l] 2~36p. 6.7"x4M.(BL). 1813
1865
Kaliprasanna Senagupta
Jamidari darsana. Zemindaree and mqhajoni accounts. 
[Cover title in English!) [5] 2-82p. 8. 2"x5 • 2" . (SL) .
1814
Ksetramohana Ghosa # *
Kakabhusundlra kahini. A tale illustrative of 
• «
country life and manners. [Cover title in English.] 
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-40p. 6.2"x3.2". (BL). 1815
1866
Trailokyanatha Datta
Premadhlni nataka. [A drama.]
[l] 2-97[l blank]p. 6.8"x4.1", (BL). 1816
THE VUDHODAYA PRESS, HOOGLY,1962-1866.
1862
Bhudeva Mulcho p adhy ay a
Aitihasika upanyasa. [Two historical tales, taken 
from English.] [l, 1 blank] 118p. 7• 8"x5,f • (BL, XL) .
1817
  • Imlandera itihasa. [History of England.]
[l]-ii, 220p. 6.7,,x4.1H. (BL) . 1818
Brahmamohana Mallika
Ranajit Simhera jivana yrttanta. [Biography of 
• * »
Ranjit Simha, Maharaja of the Punjab.]
[i]~ii, 130p. 6,6"x.3u9u. (BL) . 1819
Kailasacandra Tarkaratna
Rltimula. Prathama bhaga. [short essays on caste 
and social life.] [l]-ii, 138[2]p. 7"x4.1". (BL).1820
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Ramagati Nyayaratna
Bangalara itihasa. [History of Bengal. Part Is from 
the last phase of Hindu rule upto Alivardi Khan. 
Based on the work of John Clark Marshman.] 4th ed. 
[i]-iiLi]-ii, I79[l blank]p. 7"x4". (BL). 1821
1863
Bhudeva Multhop adhy ay a
Romera itihasa.[History of Rome upto the conquest 
of the western empire by the Heruli* A.D. 476.] 
127[l blank]p. 6.5"x4".(BL). 1822
Kaliprasanna Senagupta
Jamldarl darsana. Zemindari and mahajani accounts. 
[Cover title in English.] [l]-ii,95[l blank]p.
7•9"x5H• (BL). 1823
 .Vaisayika vyavahara. [A letter writing book.]
1 J *
[l] ii-vi[l] 2-156p. 9"x5.5".(BL). 1824
1864
Bhudeva Mukhopadhyaya
Aitihasika upanyasa. [Two historical tales, taken 
mostly from the English.] [l, 1 blank] 118p. 8"x5M. 
(IL). 1825
 .Siksavidhayaka prastava. [a  manual of educa-
tion for the assistance of teachers in vernacular 
schools.] [2] 2-3, 17l[ 1 blank]p. 7.3"x4.2".(SL).
1826
Dinanatha Mukhopadhyaya
Jamidarl vijnana. [Zamindari accounts and drafting.]
[5] 2-l76p. 8.5"x4.8". (IL), 1827
Ramagati Nyayaratna
Bg&gala vyakarana. [A Bengali grammar.]
[i] -ii[l] 2-92p. 6.7Mx3.9".(IL)• 1828
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Ramagati Nyayaratna
Vastuvicara. [Lessons in natural science.] 8th ed.
[5] 2-98p. ilus. 6.6"x4". (IL). 1829
1865
 . ,9th ed. [4] 98p.6.8"x4". (SL). 1830
1866
Bhudeva Mukhopadhyaya
Prakrtika vijnana. Prathama 0 Dvitlya bhaga.
[a book of natural science.] [i]-ii, 226p, illus.
7 • 7,,x5" • (SL), 1831
THE CANNING PRESS, 1863-1865
1863
Jayanarayana Vandyopadhyaya
Parijatavika&a. A tale in Bengalee,
[3] 2-100[l]-2p. 8.5"x5.2". (BL). 1832
Ramapati Vandyopadhyaya
Mulasahgltadar§a» A collection of Vaisnava songs.] 
[l]-2[l] 2-127[l blank]p. 7.1’'x4.2". Cloth.(BL).1833
1864
Haracandra Ghosa
Carumukha-cittahara nataka. [A drama in adaptation 
of Shakespeare's fRomeo and Juliet4 .]
[l, 1 blank, l]-2[l]-2[l] 2-l85[l blank]p. 8"x5".
(BL, ,I0h 1834
THE DHANASINDHU PRESS, MURSIDABAD,
1863-1865
1863
Harimohana Mukhopadhyaya
Jayavatira upakhyana or Rajpoot marriage. A tale 
translated from*the romance of Indian history',
[by John Hobart Caunter.] [l, 1 blank,1,1 blank]69
[l blank]p. 6.8"x4.”, (BL). 1835
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1864
9
Syamadhana Mukhopadhyaya
Mur&idavadera itihasa.History of Moorshedabad.
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-63[l]p. 7.9”x4.9",(BL). 1836
1865
Srlmatlmaharani Svarnamayupakhyanam. [Sanskrit 'work 
in Bengali characters.] [l] 2-9[3 blank,l] 2-5 
[l blank, l] 2p. 8"x5".(BL). 1837
Trailokyanatha De
Kadamvinivilasa. [a tale.]
[l]-ii[2] 3-12l[l blank,l] ii-ivp. 8.2”x5.2H.(SL)•
1838
Upendracandra Naga
Rasikaraiijika. [A tale.]
[l, 1 blank,1, 1 blank] 59[l blank]p. 7.1”x4.5”. 
(SL). 1839
THE HINDU PRESS, 1863-1865
1863
Bholanatha Mukhopadhyaya
Konera raa kande ara takara putli bandhe. [A farce.] 
[l] 2-16p. 6"x4.1".(BL). 1840
The Ramayana. Mahamuni Valmxkikrta Samskrta saptakanda • • ■ - • ' # •
Ramayana; translated into Bengali verse by Krtti- 
vasa. *vi, 470p. D. cols. 9"x6”. (BL). * 1841
1864
Madhusudana Vacaspati
Viveka ratnavall. [Teachings^-vedanta philosophy 
in verse.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2-179[l blank]p* 8.1"x 
5.1”. (BL). 1842
Syamacarana Deva&arma
Kautuka vilasa. [Amusing anecdotes of Gopalacandra 
Bhand, the court jester of Raja Krsnacandra Raya.] 
[l] ii-iii[l blank] Hop. 7,5"x4.6”. (SL) . 1843
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1865
Bharatacandra Raya
Vidyasundara. [A poetical work.]
[i]-ii, 92p. 2 plates. 7.1”x4.1”•(SL)• 1844
DasarathI Raya
Pancall. [Poems chiefly on the life of Krsna.]
Part III. [l] 2-94p. 7.2"x4.5".(SL), ”  1845
Momtaj Ali and Khondakar Samsera Ali
Goleharmuja ketava. [a tale in Musalmani Bengali 
verse. Book starts from right.] ii-iii,195[l]p. 
9.4"x6". (SL). 1846
The Mahahharata. Virata parba; translated into
Bengali verse by Kasirama Dasa. [l] 76p. 9.1”x5.9". 
(SL). 1847
Ramesvara Vandyopadhyaya
Jnanakaumudl. [A letter writing book.]
iii-xii[l] 2-132p. 8”x4.8".(SL). 1848
Visvamvara Dasa
Jagannathamaftgala. [i]-ii, 243[l blank]p. 8,,x4.7". 
(SL). 1849
THE SULABHA PRESS, DACCA, 1863-1866
1863
Hari&candra Mitra
Janakl nataka. [A drama.] [l] ii-iii[l blank,i]-ii, 
163[l blank, l] iip. 7”x4”.(BL). 1850
 .Saralapatha. Prathama bhaga. [A Bengali primer.]
Part I. [3] 2-14p. 6.7"x4H. (BL). 1851
 .Vidhavavaftgaftgana. [Poems describing unhappy
condition of widows.] [l, 1 blank,i]-ii[l, 1 blank,l]
2-82[l blank,l]p. 6.6ux3.9". (BL). 1852
 •Vlravakyavali. [Poems.] [l,l blank,1,lblank]56p.
6. 8,,x4*‘ • (BL). 1853
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Moha'nacandra Gupta
Strlvodha. [a story illustrative of duties of women 
as housewives,] [l, 1 blank] 80[l, 1 blank]p. 
6.9"x4.1". (BL), 1854
Prasannacandra Cakravarti
Kusumanjali. [A poetical work.]
60p. 6,9Mx4.1”•(BL). 1855
Vrndavanacandra Vandyopadhyaya
Svarnasrftkhala nataka. [A drama.]
[l, 1 blank,l, 1 blank] 74p. 8.I"x5,1".(BL). 1856
Vyomacand Bangala
Gharathakte vavui bheje, [A farce.] 26p. 7.7,,x4.7”, 
(BL). 1857
1864
Govardhana Acarya
Aryasaptasatl.[story of seven pious women. Tales
from the Puranas. Sanskrit in Bengali characters.]
[3[] 2-147[l blank,1,1 blank]p. 7.8”x4.4". (BL,CU).
1858
Prananatha Cakravarti
Aftkavodha. [Arithmatic.] Part X. [i.]-ii[l] 2-54p.
6,5"x4.1”• 'SL). 1859
Varadaprasada Raya
Jagrata svapna.[A poetical work]
[l, 1 blank] 48p. (BL). 1860
1865
Harinatha Majumadara
Padya puntarika. [Poems.] 2nd ed.
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-42[l, 1 blank]p. 6.7"x4".(IL). 1861 
Hariscandra Mitra
Jayadratha nataka. [A drama.]
[i]-ii[l, 1 blank] 155[l blank]p. 6.5"x4".(SL). 1862
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Kalidasa
Srutavodha. [A S:anskrit work on prosody in 
Bengali chardters] 9[l blank]p. 6. 7Mx4. 1'* • (IL) . 1863
Somanatha Mukhopadhyaya
Siksapadhati•[Essays on education, health, religion, 
ethics, industry, morals, etc.] [l, 1 blank,1,1 
blank,l] 2-127[l blank]p. 7"x4". (CU). 1864
THE RAJENDRA PRESS, 1864 
1864
Gauramohan Dasa
Padakalpalatika. [Poems on Radha and Krsna, com-
♦ • w
piled from various sources.] [l]-2,136p, 8Mx5.2". 
(BL). 1865
THE MUHAMMADI PRESS, 1864-1865
1864
Jonava Ali
Nachihatochchalekin. [An Islamic religious work 
in Musalmani Bengali verse. Book starts from 
right.] [2] 2-l84p. 9"x5.7".(SL). 1866
1865
Ajijar' Rahman
Ojiphatal Islam. [An Islamic religious work in 
Musalmani Bengali verse. Book starts from right.]
3-72p. 8.9"x5.8". (SL). 1867
Samachaddin, Munsi
Tritiya caritra. [A tale in Musalmani Bengali 
verse. Book starts from right.]
3-128p. 8.6"x5.5”.(SL). 1868
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THE RAYOTS* FRIEND PRESS, 1864-1865
1864
Nutana Panjika. §aka 1786, sana 1271, Im. 1864-1865.
*
[An almanac for the year 1864- 1865.] 12-268p.
8*5"x5.3"• illus, (BL). 1869
Pyarimohana Vanclyapadhyaya
PadyaAkura. Prathama bhaga. [A poetical work,
Part I.] [l]-ii[l] 2-36p. 6.7"x4". (IL). 1870
Rasikacandra Raya
Jhadera kanda. Vijnana sadhu ranjana namaka grantha.
• • •
[Proof of supremacy of religion in the perspective 
of the cyclone of 1864 and advice to become religious.] 
[l, 1 blank,l] 6-44p. 5"x5M. (IL). 1871
Vifivambhara Datta
Choravidya vara vidya nataka. [A drama.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-92p. 6.1"x3.9". (IL). 1872
Yadavacandra Vidyaratna
Sukaduta kavya. [A poetical work on Radha and 
Krsna.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2-39[l blank]p. (SL). 1873
Yadunatha Cattopadhyaya
Vidhavavilasa nataka. Consolation to the Hindu 
widows. [A drama.] [l] iv-v[l blank,l] 2-149[l 
blank]p. 6.7Mx4.3'*. (BL). 1874
1865
Nutana panjika. Saka : 1787, sana 1272, Im. 1865-66* [An 
almanac for the year 1865-66.] 10-164p. 8.1"x5.1u.
(CU). 1875
Yadavacandra Vidyaratna.
Nalacarita kavya. [A poetical work adapted from 
Sanskrit naisadha caritra kavja of Harsadeva.]
[2] 2-189[l]p. 8"x5". (BL). ’ 1876
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THE VI3VAVIN0DA PRESS, 1864 - 1866
1864
Rajakrsna Kaviraja.
Siksa-sakhl. [A Vaisnava religious work.]
[l]*2-113[l blank]p. 8"x5". (SL). 1877
1865
Parvatlcarana Simha 
• •
Tarangamohini nataka. [A drama.] [l] 2-8p.6Hx4.1”• 
(BL). 1 1878
Vanoyarilala Raya
Jayavati, [a historical tale in verse.]
[l] 2-240p, 7Mx4'*. (BL). 1879
1866
Navinacandra vandyopadhyaya
Ratnottama. [An instructive tale for the young.]
[l, 1 blank] 130[l,2 blank,l]p.7. 8"x5" . (BL) . 1880
THE CHATTARIYA PRESS, 1864 « 1866 
1864
Nachera Ali, Chaieda (Syed Naser Ali)
Alephalaela. [A tale in Musalmani Bengali verse.
Book starts from right.] [l] 2-290p. 12•2"x9,3".(SL).
1881
1866
Rej.aolla, Munsi
Kachachola Amviya 0 kholachatola amviya 0 tajakeratola 
amviya. [story of the prophets in Musalmani Bengali 
verse. Book starts from right.] Published by Kaj-.i 
Safiuddin. 548p. 12. 2,,x8.5" . (SL) . 1882
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THE SCHOOL-BOOK PRESS, 1864-1866
1864
Haracandra Ghosa
t
Varuni varana va surara sangadosa. [Two lectures on 
• • • *
the prevention of drinking habit.] [l, 1 blank] 68p. 
6.1Mx3.9'\ (BL). 1883
Kaliprasanna Senagupta
Bahgalara samksipta itihasa.[a short history of # •
Bengal.] [l, 1 blank,l] 2-44[l, 1 blank,l] ii-iv[2]p. 
7ux4'*. (IL). 1884
1865
Gopalacandra Vandyopadhyaya
Madaka sevanera avaidhata 0 anistakarita visayaka
• * •
pravandha. A discourse in Bengali on the impro­
priety and injuriousness of the use of intoxicating 
drugs and drinks. 48p. 6,lMx3.9". (BL), 1885
Govindacandra Vasu
Padya-praksepa, An address[in verse] to the na- 
tives of Bengal. 32p. 5.3"x3,4", (BL). . 1886
THE VIJNAPANI PRESS, DACCA AND MYMENSINGH
1864-1866
DACCA
1865
Madanamohana Mitra
Prakrti satakavall. Prathama &atakam, [Poems. 
Sanskrit work in Bengali characters. 1865?]
[l, 1 blank, l] 2-22p. 7,,x3.9M. (BL) . 1887
MYMENSINGH
1866
Govindacandra Guha
Tattvopade&a-samgraha. Prathama bhaga.[Religious 
and ethical advice, compiled from the Tattavodhini
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and Viddonnati sadhini patrika.] [l]-ii[l] 2-66p. 
6.8Hx4". (IL). 1888
THE JNANADIPAKA PRESS, 1865 
1865
Durgaprasada Sarma
Muktalatavail. A compilation from the Kalkipurana. 
I64p. 8"x4.8". (SL). 1889
Jayanarayana Mukhopadhyaya
Radhakrsna vilasa. [A poetical work.]
[l] ii-iv,126p. 7.7"x4.5". (SL). 1890
Kalikrsna Dasa ^nd Vaidyanatha Vagci ...
Kamini kumara. [A poetical work.] [l] ii-v[l blank] 
159[l *blank]p0 7.9,,x4.7" . (SL) . 1891
Nandakumara Kaviratna Bhattacarya
Sukavilasa. [Tale of a parrot in verse,.]
[l] ii-iii[l blank] H8p. 7.1"x4.5^. (SL) . 1892
Pancanana Vandyopadhyaya
RamanI nataka. [A drama.] ii,56p. 7.9,,x4.9H. (SL).
1893
ViSvanatha Bhattacarya
Krsnakali Kalpalata namaka grantha. [A compilation 
• • *
from the Bhagavata purana in verse.] [l] -ii; 116p.
7•7Hx4.7"•(SL). ‘ 1894
THE KAVITAKAUMUDI PRESS, 1865 
1865
Bhaktitattvasara. [Vaisnava songs.]
57[l blank]p. 7.9"x4.9’*. tS£) . 1895
Garibulla
Euchapha Jelekhara puthi. [Quranic story of Yousouf 
and Julaikha in Musalmani Bengali verse. Book starts 
from right,] [l] 2-72[l]-iii[l]p. 9.2,,x6,t • (SL) . 1896
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The Mahahharata. Astadasa parva. Translated into 
verse by Ka&xrama Dasa. 94l[l blank]p. D. cols, 
9.2"x6.2". Cloth. (SL). 1897
 . Adiparva. Translated in verse by Ka&Irama Dasa.
[l, 1 blank] 196p. D. cols. 9.3"x6", (SL) . 1898
Valetara Khan
Surju-ujala vivira puthi. [a tale in Musalmani 
Bengali verse. Without title page. Book starts from 
right.] [l] 2-28p. 9.2"x5.9M. (SL). 1899
THE SANJIVANI PRESS, 1865 
1865
Samaja kucitra. The evils of our society in Bengalee 
for drawing attention of the young Bengals over 
their mother country. By a Midnight travel[l]er, 
published by B. Mook. Pen and Co. iii-iv[l] 2-68p.
7.7Mx4.7"• (BL). 1900
B.P.M'S PRESS, 1865-1866 
1865
Mahe&acandra Mukhopadhyaya
Samgltarasamanjarl. [a collection of songs.]
[l] 2-4[l] 2-96p. 7.8*'x5.1"• (SL). 1901
Prasannakumara Pala
Ve&yasakti nivartaka nataka. [A play for the 
discouragement of attachment to prostitute.]
[3] 2-106p. 8”x5". (BL,SL). 1902
1866
Samasyadarpana. [A compilation of riddles in verse.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-32p. 6.7"x4.1".(BL). 1903
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THE MUDIYALI MITRA PRESS, 1865-1866
1865
Hemendranatha Thakura
Maghotsava. Sattrimsa -samvatsarika upahara* 
[Compilation of speeches delivered at the annual 
meetings of the Brahma Samaja in Calcutta for 
1843 to 1865.] [l, 1 blank] 213[l blank]p. 8,2"x4.9". 
(BL). 1904
Kcflidasa
Raghuvamsa.[Translated into Bengali.] 2nd ed.
«
84-142p. 8.6"x5.1". (Vividha Pustaka praka&ika, 
sahitya-samgraha.) (BL). 1905
1866
bvijendranatha Thakura
Tattavidya. [A treatise on psychology*]
[i] ii*»iii[l blank, 1,1 blank,l]-2,[l] 2~182p. 6,tx4*t.
(BL). 1 1906
THE KADAMIYARA PRESS, 1865-1866 
Kedaranatha Cakravarti
Vyakarana manjari, [A Bengali grammar.]
[l, 1 blank,3] 2-44p. 6.6”x3.9M. (IL). 1907
Navinacandra Deva
Manohara. [A tale.] [l] -2[l, 1 blank,l] 2-10l[l blank]p. 
6. 7”x4.1'*. (BL). 1908
1866
Srlpati Bhattacarya
Bahgabhasara sulabhavodha vyakarana. [An easy • *
Bengali grammar.] 7th ed,
[3] 2-l05[l blank]p. 6.6,,x4". 1000 copies. (IL). 1909
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THE KAVYAPRAKASA PRESS, 1865-1866
1865
Bhuvanamohana Vandyopadhyaya
Hita siksa. [Benificial instruction.]
[l, 1 blank] 34p. 6.6"x4M.(IL).
Ksetramohana Datta
Cikitsa prakarana. Principles of medicine, com- 
prising general pathology and therapeutics.
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-4[l] 2-260p. 8. 8Mx5.4" • (IL) *
Ramasadaya Bhattacarya
Vamacarita. [a biographical work.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-85[l blank]p. 6.6Mx4". (XL).
Saudamini Simha, Martha
Narl carita. Exemplary and instructive female 
biography. [2,i] -ii, 04p. 6Mx4". (SL).
1866
Premadhana Adhikarl
Candravilasa nataka. [A drama.]
[3] ii-iii[l blank,l] 2-228p. 6.7"x4".(IL).
Yadunatha Tarkaratna
Durbhiksadamana nataka. [A drama in four acts 
on the famine in Bengal in 1866.]
[2] 97[l blank]p. 7"x4". (BL).
THE NEW SANSKRIT PRESS, 1865-1866 
1865
Aksayakumara Datta 
# '
Carupatha. Prathama bhaga. Entertaining lessons 
science and literature. Part I. 19th ed. 
[l]-2,[l]-2[l], 2-82p. illus. (IL).
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
in
1916
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Dinavandhu Mitra
Viye pagla vudo. [A farce.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-60p. 8*4°x5•3"•(SL)• 1917
Harimohana Mukhopadhyaya
Bharatavarsera vi&esa vivarana. [A historical and • * •
geographical description of India.]
[l]-2[i]-ii[l] 2-110p.front (map). 6* 8,tx4M • (IL) • 1918
Madhusudana Smrtiratna
CaitanyacandrodayaAka praka&a.[Bi°9raPky of Caitanya, 
Vaisnava reformer.] [i]-ii[l] 2-78,xxi[l]p. 8.1"x5.1°• 
(IL). 1919
Prasannacandra Raya
Fraftklina Carita. Life of [Benjamin] Franklin in 
Bengali, [l, 1 blank] 65[l blank]p. 7.1,tx4.1”. (SL) .
1920
Ramagati Nyayaratna
Baftgalara itihasa. Prathama bhaga. [History of 
Bengal, Part I, adapted from English work of 
John Clark Marshman.] 6th ed.
[l] ii-iv,I80p. 6.9"x4.1". (SL). 1921
#
Syamacarana Cattopadhyaya 
Jyotirvlja. [Astronomy.]
[l, 1 blank,l] 2-63[l blank]p. 6.8"x4". (IL). 1922
Taranatha Tarkavacaspati Bhattacarya
Brahma stotra vyakhya sahitah siddhanta vindu sarah.
• •
[A(vedantic)Sanskrit work in Bengali characters.]
[1,1 blank,l] 2-37[l blank]p. 7"x4".(BL,IL). 1923
1866
Aksayakumara Datta
o
Carupatha. Dvitlya bhaga. Entertaining lessons in 
science and literature. Part II. 12th ed.
[l] -2[l]-2 [l] 2-9l[l blank]p. illus. 6.8Hx4.1".
(IL). 1924
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Dinavandhu Mitra
Navina tapasvinl nataka. [A drama]
[3] 6-128p. 8.2"x5H•(SL)»
 .Sadhavara ekadasl. [a farce.]
[l, 1 blank] 90p. 7.9"x5.2".(SL,CU).
Lalamohana Vidyanidhi
Samvandhanirnaya, A social history of the 
principal Hindu castes in Bengal.
[l,ii] -iii£l,, i]-ii[l] 2-267[2]3-13[l blank]p„
6 #7"x4.2” • (IL).
Mukundavilapa kavya. [A poetical work.]
[l, 1 blank,1] 2-16p. 6.6*'x4” • (BL) •
Taranatha Tarkavacaspati
Gayamahatmam.[A Hindu religious work.]
[i]-ii[l] 2-132p. 8*3,,x5.2M • (BL,IL) •
 .Gaya&radhadipadhati. [A Hindu religious work.]
[3] 4-208p* 8.3"x5.2". (BL,IL).
THE SAHANASAHI PRESS, 1865-1866
1865
Samchaddin, Munsi
Ahmakera vayana. [A tale in Musalmani Bengali 
verse. Book begins from right.] 3-32 p. 
8.7"x5.2". (SL).
1866
Vuddu Mina
Didara elahi. Published by Kagi Safiuddin.
£Islamic religious work in Musalmani Bengali 
verse. Book begins from right.]
[l] 4-140p. 9•3”x6•3M. (SL).
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
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THE ANGLO PERSIAN PRESS, 1866
1866
Tinakadi Ghosala
• t
Savitrl satyavana, [a drama.] [2] 56p* 6"x4".
THE ORIENTAL PRESS, 1866
Vanamali Ghosa
Kavi-upakhyana. [James] Beattie*s Minstrel, 
translated into Bengali, [l, 1 blank,l] 4-40p. 
6.6"x4". (BL).
THE KALAMI PRESS.
1866
Hey at a Mahammad
Hitajnana. |^ A tale in Musalmani Bengali verse. 
Book begins from right.] [2] 3-67[l]p, 9"x5.9" 
(SL) .
(BL). 
1933
1934
1935
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UNIDENTIFIED PRESSES.
1822
Laksmlnarayana Nyayalankara ° •
Dayadhikarikrama dattakaumudl payara. [A treatise on 
Hindu law of inheritance in metrical verse.] 41p. 
8.4"x5.4". (BL). 1936
1828
JnanarasataraftginI• [An abstract of Vaisnava doctrine;
with a Bengali commentary. Without title-page, name
of printer.] Calcutta s 1828. 76p. 7.9'*x5.2*'. (BL).
1937
1832
Manu samhita. The laws of Manu, son of Brahma.
[Sanskrit text both in Devanagari and Bengali cha­
racters, with Bengali and English translations. 
Without title page, name of printer, date and place 
of printing.] Calcutta * 1832? [l blank,2] 3-118p.
10• 5"x8.2** • D. cols. (IL, 10) • 1938
1839
Kalidasa
Abhijnana&akuntalanamakam natakam ; edited by
• •
Premacandra Tarkavagl&a. [imperfect, without title 
page, name of printer, place and date of printing. 
Calcutta * 1839.] [l] 2-159[l blank]p. 8"x5”.(BL).
1939
1840
Krsnananda Bhattacarya 
» « <
Natya pari&istanama natakam. [An appendix to the 
* *
dramatic literature. Lessons in Sanskrit grammar 
giving the roots of words, samasa and sandhi with 
two commentaries. A Sanskrit work in Bengali charac­
ters. The date of compilation is 1760 Sakavda i.e. 
1838 A.D. Without title page. Imperfect wanting all 
after p.152. No more seems to have been printed.
C.1840.] [3] 2-152p. 7.6"x5.2".(BL,SL). 1940
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1840
Padarthavidya.[Elements of physics. Without title page, 
name of printer, place and date of printing.1840?]
[l] 2-5[l blank] 1 chart [l] 2-59[l blank]p* illus. 
7.4"x5”. (IL). 1941
Ramacandra Vidyavagisa
... Bangabhasa siksara upakarita...[Usefulness of 
• «
learning Bengali language s A speech delivered at 
the opening of the Hindu College in Calcutta, with 
English translation. Without the name of printer.] Cal­
cutta * 1840. [l] 2-16[l, 1 blank,l] 2-13[l blank]p. 
6.9"x4.8".(BL). 1942
1842
Vrajamohana Deva
Tathya prakasa. [A treatise on idol-worshiping and 
other Hindu observances. Followed by a translation 
from the Sanskrit of the VajrasucI of A&vaghosa. 
Without the name of printer.] Calcutta * 1842.
[l] 2-60[l] 2-14p. 6.5"x4".-(BL). 1943
1843
Visnu Narayai^a Pandita
Bhudarpana. [A puranic account of the world, with 
Sanskrit quotations.] Without the name of printer.] 
Calcutta » 1843[3]2-8l[blank] ivp. 7.9"x5.4M.(IL).
1944
1845
Kalidasa
Meghaduta kavyas [with a commentary by Kaviratna 
Cakravarti and a Bengali prose translation by 
Anandacandra Siromani. Without title page, name 
of printer, date and place of printing. Calcutta : 
1845?] [l] 2-136p.7.9”x5.2".(BL,IL), 1945
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1845
Satlranjana. [The story of a devoted wife. Without 
the name of printer.] Calcutta * 1845. 3-48p.
7.5Mx4.9". (IL). 1946
1846
Ramamohana Raya, Raja
Gxtavali. [a collection of songs on philosophical 
and moral topics by Raja Ramamohana Raya and others. 
Without title page, name of printer, place and date 
of printing. Calcutta * 1846*3 [l] 4-28p, 8.1Mx5.1M. 
(BL). 1947
1848
Pr an akr sna - Dvi j a
* * •— rAnnapurnasatakam. [Without title page, name of 
* *
printer, place and date of printing. Calcutta *1848.] 
[l] 2-25[l blank]p. 7.4Mx4.4*'. (IL) . 1948
Vyavahara-manjarl. [Sanskrit verses on rules of
conduct for Hindus with a Bengali translation in 
verse. Without title page.] Calcutta : 1848.
[l] 2-12p. 7.5"x5. I*1 • (IL). 1949
1850
Bharatavarsiya Sabha ,Calcutta.
••. Nirdharita prastava [Proceedings of a meeting 
of the British Indian Association on the subject 
of a proposed scheme for the better government of 
Bengal. Without name of printer, date and place of 
printing.] Calcutta * 1850 ? [l blank,l] 2-26p. 
8.2"x5.5". (BL). 1950
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1850
Gopalacandra Mitra
Sadhu Andriyera sabha. [A report of the comple­
tion of St, Andrews's church at Biral, Mograhat 
Mission* Without title page, name of printer, place 
and date of printing. Calcutta * 1850?]
[l] 2-8p. lL plate. 8,2"x5.1". (BL) . 1951
Kasinatha Vasu
Ayurveda dhrtah. [An advice to the expected mo- 
thers and precepts for children regarding their 
obedience to parents. Compiled from different Sans­
krit sources, containing the text and a Bengali 
translation. Without title page, name of printer, 
date and place of printing.] 1850? 20p. 8''x5" * (BL) •
1952
Krsnadasa Kaviraja Gosvaml • * *
CaitanyacaritSmrta.[Biography of Caitanya.
t
Without title page, name of printer, place and 
date of printing. Calcutta : 1850.]
94[l] 2-249[l blank]p. 8,8"x5.7”.(BL). 1953
Long, James
Persian Fables. [Translation into Bengali of the 
Persian Fables undertaken by the pupils, forming 
the 1st Bengali class, at the request of Rev. J. 
Long. Without title page, name of printer, place 
and date of printing. Calcutta t 1850 ?]
[l] 2-28p* 8"x5"• (BL). 1954
Nrsimhadeva Ghosala
t t •
Visvajnana 0 Brahmajnana. [A treatise on physical 
science' in the form of a dialogue between a tea­
cher and a taught. Without title page, name of 
printer, date and place of printing. Calcutta*
1850?] [i]ii-iv[l] 2-18l[l blank]p, 4 charts. 
6.5"x4".(lL). 1955
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1850
Pracina padyavall. [a  collection of Sanskrit poems, 
with Bengali prose translation. Without title page, 
name of printer, date and place of printing,]
[l] 2-24p. 6"x4". (BL,IL,CU). 1956
Sraddha-mahatmya. [Extracts from Manu and other
Sanskrit authorities on the performance of funeral 
rites. Compiled, with a Bengali verse translation, 
by Ra&Inatha Vasu. Without title page, name of 
printer, date and place of printing. Calcutta *1850?] 
[l] 2-96p. 7.7"x5"• obi. (IL), 1957
1852
Madhavacandra Sarma
Santi&ataka. [A collection of 100 verses on the 
true sources of happiness. Without title page, name 
of printer, place and date of printing, 1852?]
[l] 2-19[l blank]p, 6.7"x4.8". (BL,CU), 1958
Rangalala Vandyopadhyaya
Barigala kavita visayaka pravandha. [A history
*
and criticism of Bengali poetry. Without the name 
of printer.]Calcutta * 1852. [l] 2-5l[l blank]p.
6 * 6"x4u • (BL). 1959
1853
Srinarayana Cattaraja Gunanidhi * •
Kalikautuhala namaka grantha. [About evils of 
modernization in prose and verse. Without the 
name of printer.] |lii]-iv[l] 2~115[l blank] p*
7•2"x4M•(BL,SL). 1960
1854
Ekayayikarika, [A treatise on genealogy, in verse.
Without title page, name of printer, place and date 
of printing. Calcutta * 1854?] 46p. 8"x5,5". (BL).
1961
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1854
Janapadera ayavya nirnaya Sastrera mula.
Elements of political economy. [English and Bengali 
on opposite pages* Without title page, name of 
printer, place and date of printing. Calcutta : 
1854?] 40p* 7.3"x4.5". (BL). 1962
Kanistha kulasthayitva karika. [A treatise on
genealogical questions regarding kulina Brahmins 
in verse. Without title page, name of printer, 
place and date of printing. Calcutta * 1854?]
12p.8"x5.5"• (BL). 1963
Nandarama Mitra
Devavamsa varnana. [An introduction to caste 
■
system in Bengal. Without title page, name of
printer, place and date of printing. Calcutta :
1854?] [l] 2-16, 2l[l blank]p. 8"x5.5". (BL). 1964
Rajlvalocana Vidyavagi&a
Gosthipatikarika. [A short formula of that Ghata- • •
kas on the succession of gostipatis, or presidents 
in all formal assemblies on occasions of the 
Malyacandana, from Srlmanta Raya down to Vrajendra 
Narayana. Without title page, name of printer, 
place and date of printing. Calcutta, 1854?]
7[l blank]p. 8"x5". (BL). 1965
Saftkara Acarya
Mohamudgara. [A didactive poem, with a Bengali 
translation. Without title page, name of printer, 
place and date of printing. Calcutta s 1854?]
[l] 2-8p. 6°x37• (BL). 1966
1855
Gitavali. [Religious and ethical percepts, in verse, 
compiled from various sources. Without title page, 
name of printer, place and date of printing. Cal- 
cutta * 1855?] [l] 2-3l[l blank]p. (IL). 1967
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1855
Kalidasa
Rtusamhara. [Translated from the Sanskrit by * •
Madhavacandra Sarma, Without title page, name of 
printer, place and date of printing# Calcutta *
1855?] [l] 2-ll[l blank]p. 7.1"x4.5". (IL). 1968
Krsnacandra Raya, Maharaja 
• « «
Vam&avali•[The genealogy of Maharaja Krsnacandra 
Raya, of Navadvipa. Without title page, name of 
printer, place and date of printing. Calcutta *
1855?] 15[l blank]p. D. cols. 7.8"x4.6”.(IL). 1969
Pandava-glta. [29 stanzas from the Mahabharata in
« i
praise of Visnu. With a Bengali metrical transla­
tion by Golokanatha. Without title page, name of 
printer, place and date of printing. Calcutta :1855?] 
[l] 2-8p. 7•4"x4.8U• (IL). 1970
Svapnadhyaya
[A collection of Sinskrit verses on dream, -with a 
Bengali metrical translation. Without title page, 
name of printer, place and date of printing. Cal­
cutta i 1855?] [l] 2-14p. 6.1"x3.8". (IL). 1971
William I, called the conqueror, King of England.
Vijayi Uiliiyama.[History of the reign of William 
the conqueror. Without the name of printer, place 
and date of printing. Calcutta t 1855?] [l] 2-18p.
6.9,,x4u .(BL) . 1972
1856
Bayley, H.V., Civil and Session Judge of Hugli Rova- 
kari adalate deoyani jela Hugli ejalasa. [Record 
of a decision passed in an appeal case at the 
Jila court in Hugli on the 1st of May, 1856. With­
out title page, name of printer, place and date of 
printing. Calcutta : 1856?] [l] 2-16p. 8.3"x5.2".
(BL). 1973
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1858
Grhajamata rahasya. [Choosing a son-in-laws a humourous 
»
poem. Without name of printer, place and date of 
printing. Calcutta s 1858?] [l] 2-16p, 5”x3.3". (BL) .
1974
Kalikrsna Bhattacarya
■ * t*
Brahmatattva cudamani. [Mythological stories in • »
verse. Without title page, name of printer, place 
and date of printing. Calcutta s 1858?]
[l] 2~152p. 7.7"x5•3H• (IL). 1975
Nirvodha vodha nataka. Prathama khanda. [A drama.• •
Without name of printer, place and date of print­
ing. Calcutta s 1858?] [l] 2-6p. 7.7,*x4.7". (BL).1976
1859
Bharatavarsiya Sabha, Calcutta.
«
Masika vijnapanl. [Reports of monthly meetings 
held in April, May and June, 1859 of the British 
Indian Association, Calcutta. Without the name of 
printer, place and date of printing. Calcutta * 1859?]
[l] 2-ll[l blank]p. 9.1"x5.5". (BL). 1977
1860
Imraji vyakaranera mula. The elements of English 
• •
grammar. [Without name of printer, place and date 
of printing. Calcutta s i860?] [2] 4-83[l blank]p.
7,,x4" . (BL) . 1978
Madhusudana Sarma
Strimitra nataka. [A drama on the necessity of 
contacting suitable marriages. Without title page, 
name of printer, place and date of printing,
Calcutta : I860?] 12p. 7.7Mx4.7M•(BL)• 1979
1730
1860
Maminaddin
Trsnavati viraguru. [A tale in Musalmanii ©
Bengali verse. Book begins from right. Without 
title page, name of printer, place of printing. 
Calcutta? i 1860] [l] 2-298,4p. 9"x5.9".(SL). 1980
Pranakrsna Dvijat * • <■
SivaSataka stotraratnam.[A hymn to Siva, in Sans- 
krit with a metrical translation in Bengali. With­
out title page, name of printer, place and date of 
printing t Calcutta s I860?] [l] 2-59[l blank]p.
8 • lMx5° • (BL). 1981
Taranatha Sarma Tarkavacaspati
Pra&astipatram. [Advice to kings, the form of a 
poetical epistle. A Sanskrit work in Bengali charac­
ters. Without title page, name of printer, place and
date of printing. Calcutta * I860?] [l] 2-7[l blank]p. 
8,2*x5". (BL). 1982
1861
Bharatavarslya Sabha, Calcutta.
Masika karya vivarana. [ Reports of monthly meeting 
for April, 1861. Without the name of printer, 
place and date of printing. Calcutta : 1861?]
[l] 2-ll[l hlank]p. 9.1"x5.5". 1983
Pranitattvasara. Prasnottara mala. [A catechism on 
Natural History. Part I. Mammals. Without title 
page, name of printer.] Calcutta : 1861.
[l] 2~89[l blank]p. 6.7"x4*'. (IL) • 1984
1863
Madhusudana TarkalaAkara
Sisuvodha vyakarana. [A Bengali grammar. Without 
title page, name of printer, place and date of 
printing. (XOLs Serampore : 1863]. [l, 1 blank,l] 
2-40p. 7"x4".(IL). 1985
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1863
Mahadeva
Hayare sakhera Kalaketa. [On the profligacy of 
Bengali Babus. Without title page, name of printer, 
place and date of printing. Calcutta * 1863;] Cl] 2-23 
[l blank]p, 6"x4.1". (BL,CU). 1986
Rand bhand mithya katha tina laye Kalikata.
[Courtesans, bufQonery and lying make up Calcutta,
A farce. Without title page, name of printer, place 
and date of printing. Calcutta : 1863?]
[l] 2-16p, 6"x4.1". (BL). 1987
1865
Dayabhagavyavastha. [Hindu law of inheritance, purifi­
catory and other rites : Sanskrit extract with a 
Bengali translation. Without title page, name of print­
er, place and date of printing. Calcutta * 1865?]
[l] 2-92p. 7.5" x5". (IL). 1988
Medinipur Municipality
Sana 1864 salera Baftgade&era mantrisabhara 3 Aina 
samkranta upavidhi, [Bye-rule in connection with 
Medinipur Municipal Act (Act 3 of 1864) enacted by 
the Lt. Governor in Council of Bengal in 1864.
Without title page, name of printer, place and 
date of printing. Calcutta * 1865?] [l] 2-20p.
6 •6,,x4.1" • (IL). 1989
Rangacarl SvamI
Durjana-kari-pancanana .[Edited with a Bengali 
introduction by Mahe&candra Nyayaratna.^ Without 
title page,name of printer,] Published by Mahe&~ 
candra Nyaratna. Calcutta * 1865. [l, 1 blank, 1~\
2-56p. 8"x5*' • (IL). 1990
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1865
Sripati Bhattacarya
Samskrta savdasadhana. [A Sanskrit grammar* With- 
• •
out title page, name of printer.] Calcutta * 1865. 
[l]-2[l] 2-49[l] p. (XL). 1991
Suryyasiddhanta.[A Sanskrit work in Bengali
characters. Without title page, name of prin­
ter, place and date of printing. Calcutta 1865?]
[l] 2-52p. 7.7"x5.8".(BL). 1992
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BENGALI BOOKS PRINTED OUTSIDE INDIA 
LONDON
PRINTING FIRM OF THE COX FAMILY,
1785-1866
1811
Candlcarana Munsi * j •
Sri tota itihasa. Baftgala bhasate. [Tales of a 
parrot. Bengali translation of Haidar Bakhsh’s 
Hindustani verson of the Totakahini by Muhammad 
Kadiri.] London * 1811. [l] 4-138p, 8.2"x5.2".
(IL,10,CU). 1993
Rajivalocana Mukhopadhyaya
Sri Maharaja Krsnacandra Rayasay caritram. [a
• • a •
biography."] London s 1811 [Fly leaf I0L handwritten 
note "Printed in Library/1811,"] 3-80p. 8.3"x5.1”. 
(BL,IL,10)• 1994
1816
Mrtyunjaya Vidyalaftkara
Sri Vikramadityera VatriSa Puttalika Simhasana 
samgraha. [Thirty two tales of king Vikramaditya•] 
London. Printed by Cox and Baylis, Great Queen 
Street, 1816. [l, 1 blank] 5-124p. 8.2"x5.1". 
(IL,IQCU), 1995
1821
Haughton, Graves Chamney
Rudiments of Bengali grammar. London * Printed 
for the author, by Cox and Baylis, Great Queen 
Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields,...1821,
[l, 1 blank,l] viii-xxii[3] 2-168p, 4 copper plates 
of Bengali alphabets. I0.5"x8.5", (BL., IL,CU). 1996
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1822
Haughton, Graves Chamney
Bengali selections, with translations and a voca­
bulary. London * printed for the author, by Cox 
and Baylis, Great Queen Street, Linconln's Inn 
Fields...1822. xii, 198p. 10.8Mx8.5M. (BL,IL,IQ,CU).
1997
1825
Candlcarana Munsi* o 0
Sri tota itihasa. Baftgala bhasate. [Tales of a 
parrot. Bengali translation of Haidar Bakhsa's 
Hindustani verson of the Totakahini by Muhammad 
Kadiri.] London : Printed by Cox and Baylis, Great 
Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, 1825.
[l] 2~140p. 8.4"x5•3"• (BL,IL). 1998
Haughton, Graves Chamney
A glossary, Bengali and English, to explain the 
tota-itihas, the foatris singhasan, the history of 
RAja Krishna Chandra, the Purush-Parikhya, the 
hitopadesha(translated by Mrityunjaya)» London t 
Printed by Cox and Baylis, Great Queen Street, 1825. 
[l] vi-xi[2] 2-124p. 10.2"x8.4". (BL,IL)• 1999
1826
Vidyapati
Purusaparlksa; translated into Bengali by Haraprasada * •
Raya. Londons printed by Cox and Baylis, Great Queen 
Street, 1826. [l] 2-242p. 8.6"x5.3".(BL). 2000
1832
Haughton, Graves Chamney
A short inquiry into the nature of language, 
with a view to ascertain the original meanings of 
Sanskrit prepositions; elucidated by comparisons 
with the Greek and Latin. [Sanskrit words, examples, 
etc., in Bengali characters.] London * Printed for 
private circulation, by if. L. Cox and son, Great
735
Queen Street, Lincoln1s-In-Fields, 1832,
[l] 4-32p. 10.7Mx8,6M. (BL). 2001
1833
Haughton, Graves Chamney,
A dictionary, Bengali and Sanskrit, explained in 
English, and adapted for students of either language; 
to which is added an index serving as a revised 
dictionary. London, Printed...by J.L. Cox and Son,
Great Queen Street, 1833. [l, 1 blank,l] vi-xxiv[3]p.
3-2851 cols, [l]p. I0.5"x9.5". (BL,XL). 2002
1834
 A short inquiry into the nature of language,
with a view to ascertain the original meanings of 
Sanskrit prepositions; elucidated by comparisons 
with the Greek and Latin. [The book was circulated, 
six years after printing, in 1839. The preface of 
the books is dated 9th July, 1839.] London s Prin­
ted for the author... by J.L. Cox and son, Great 
Queen Street,Lincoln*s<*CCnn-Fields, 1834.
[l] 5-26p* lr’xS.S". (BL). 2003
Mrtyunjaya Vidyalahkara 
*
Sri Vikramadityera vatrisa puttalika simhasana
samgraha. Bangala bhasate. [Thirty two tales of . *
king Vikramaditya] London. Printed by J.L. Eox and 
Sen, 75, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's-Inn-Fields,
1834. [l, 1 blank] 5-124p. 8.5Mx5.5V (BL,IL). 2004
HERTFORD 
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Vopadeva, 69, 96, .733, 1265, 1470, 1473 
VrajakiSora Gu£Vta, 593, 617
Vrajamadhava Sila, 970
Vrajamohana Deva, 806, 1943
Vrajanatha Bhattacarya, 1641
Vrajanatha Mukhopadhyaya, 405, 1469, 1471
Vrajanatha Vidyalahkara, 1297
Vrhadastavakriya samhita, 1227 
• • •
Vrndavanacandra Vandyopadhyaya, 1856 
*
Vrndavana Dasa, 1260
Vrndavana Dasa Thakura, 1616 
* — *
Vuddu Mina, 1932
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Vujhle kina? , 1357 
Vyavaharamukura, 45 8 
Vyavahara-manjarl, 1949 
Vyomacand Bangala, 1857
W
Walker, J., 19
Wallace, William, 869
Ward, S, R., 729
Ward, William, 74
Watts, Isaac-, 158, 1218
Wenger, J., 345, 346, 352
William I, King of England, 1972
Wilson, H, H,, 1307
Wilson, Thomas, 528
Woo1la st on,M , W,, 277, 278, 280
Wynch, P.M., 166
Y
Yadavacandra Cakravarti, 1543
Yadavacandra Ghosala, 1679
Yadavacandra Vidyaratna, 1873, 1876
Yadugopala Cattopadhyaya, 1336, 1505, 1805, 1808,
1809, 1813
YadunandanS Dasa, 747, 917, 951, 1160 
Yadunatha Cattopadhyaya, 923, 1874 
Yadunatha Caudhuri, 1778 
Yadunatha Ghosa Dasa, 1266 
Yadunatha Mitra, 1068, 1352
Yadunatha Nyayapancanana, 1167, 1186, 1187, 1207 
Yadunatha Tarkaratna, 1069, 1915 
Yajaka o yajamanera kathopakathana, 225 
Yasodananda Sarkara, 1725
Yates, William, 229, 231, 252, 270, 273, 276, 287, 296, 
345, 346, 352, 553, 566> 567, 572, 576, 577, 595, 607 
Yogendranatha Cattopadhyaya, 1337, 1432 
Young, James Henry, 1475
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PLATE X
Earliest Specimen of Bengali Printing. In Thomas Gouye, 
Observations Physiques..«(Paris* 1692),Between pp. 74 & 75.
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PLATE II.
Malay version of Lord*s Prayer in so called Bengali 
characters, In John Chamberlayne, Oratio Dominica,.. 
(Amsterdam: 1715),p. 23,
. • : O R A T I D D O M  INI C A . v '^ 7  .'yyy'h
r  " ■ V B E N 6 A L I . C E ,  V ■ ; ^y y V y y
61VJX fbc&o ,3^5^ IN T({d y v; 7- 7 y y
cfe-tUIlN 4 U < l W  i vy y,;: 7' yvy-yjy
:• ■ *• 7 y 7  •. 7-y y 7
SigIN ^
. fcSftwi'-V-v. ' ■- - ' ^ 
jayS&y J-i’I 5ifcs t{3<3sjm' ofgiy 
S&IN'JbJ' 5 ? i . 5<&b'£IN Si^ Ill V'y ^
■ T|tb^ g^ snf(^  J & f o #  5l£!N S^b'dES ^ UlJo^cc^ :• , 7:77^7 p
\x6rxgf 5%in'fj^ffcEg.TySxyyy^Vl
<5b$&IN af&dibO T^&sS S&^o^/^bdS* .T^ be^ v1-:;/-
b^UjTtf^ f1JSbSbSsH' :*'•'' •,. 777 t7 7 V ;*
■ ■ f'oTiJll i (S • * - ,■_ •. ■
LE C T I Q
, ;j*
77 " y 7 7 7
Tj‘z \
Eappa kita, jdng addn. de Curga, -. y ■'-• y y  ■ i.
Namma-mou jadi ber&kti j . " v
Radjat-mou mendarang, •■ 1’-’■ \ . s •'
Kandhatimou menjadi .de bttmi fepcrtj defiirgsy- . : ** vy,vyyVyy
Roti kita derri {ahari-hari membrikan kira fa ban inik,- -. •- vv ; • y~y7k 
Makka ber-ampunla padakita. doofakita , feperti kita bs’-asiy v y * yhy 
pun-akan fiapa berfaia kapada kira, -' v V ~ • yv vyyy:'9fiTyh 
D ’jang-an hentar -kita kapada tjobahan, V.,:.‘ . •••*._ ' '7h y  y 1 \-;y"; 
Tetapi lepasken kira dari jar.g d’jakat: • - •. ' * V * * yfTJ y7 >
Kama moupim’ja radjar daan kauwasfahas daac berbe{uiratt(am* <• y'- y y 
• • pey _kakakal, • Amin, - . , i y y ;f. X;
’ '  ^ ■  ......1~ —  U,
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PLATE III.
Malay Lord's Prayer in Arabic characters. In John 
Chamberlavne, Oratio Dominica ...(Amsterdam: 1715), 
p. 18.
\h7*S 7  " •' O j ^ T I  o D . O M I N I C A ,  '
■ - : .v.m-. a l . a I ;c. e. .
* j f z-' *' r„ - , *>, *oJ WO
/ «/ f ■ j c /
cLCtu j - f -^A> pt>
Jf/ge/ j * / , ,
 ^«j / •./■,/ ‘ j ./ / = / J /«/
- . ■. q m (j oJ-s> jpo
./ Ill* C >. / / / / W/ / . J
■ JL>J j>'Sau' c/vp ey)
« /;« J c / «/ . *!* u C J / ■/<•.»« j. * / e / = *
OO*—/ ty^X-w,
• '  - ' ■ /  • '  A / , '  /  /  * /  u i
! * / / j //.// * e / e /, /
/ ' '■ xJ.LC6
.' •' • • * / , *; - - ' - V ‘ .■ .• «/,/«*/ / «/«/./
Sr r (Joi-s. jJo cjko '■
■ «/// , • c t s:t / c f i *■ r , / c_,-, j / c '
■JAJC/ dU*u ujwU q^a.iu;.5 oJo O4 J;
o/**J 
L E C T I O . ’
Bappa kita, jang addn de furga5 , . ,  ^ .•
:.\ Namma mou jadi bciiakti j '
• " •. Radjat-mu mcndarang. ’" ■ • :
Kandhatimu mcnjadi de burnt {cpcrti defurga, ‘ :
7 ' ' Roti kita deni fa hari-hayi membrikan kita fa hati inila,
‘•'\' .:•' Makka ber-nmpunla pada-kita doofii kita a feeprti kita ber-am-
. piuvakan fiapa bcHala kapada kita? _ •
: D ’jang-an hentar kita kapada tjobahan,. . ■ ' ", '
Tetapi lepasken kita davi jang d’jakat : 
v Kama mu pun’ja radjat, daan kawafiahaiij daan berbaflaran • • .
. p. iampcy kakakal3 .Amin, . • ; :;
PLATE IV.
Malaice' and ' Bencfalice' Lord's Praye 
Ln John Chamberlayne, Oratio Domini ra. 
pp. 18. & 23.  .il~~ H ------ -
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PLATE V.
Bengali numerals 1 - 11. In George Jeckob Kehr, 
Aurenk Szeb (Leipzig: 1725), p. 48.
tiflimi,I/»o^ wOr/(?«^ W(P/,cxigiia:molisq»nicm,at raril'fimum utilidimumquc librum cvoi- 
vat, ubi cohtinuamharmoniam Epocharum Orie/ztalium cum xra Chriftiaua conjundtam 
rcpcrict.
Origo cliaradlcrum arithmcticorum, qnibus Arabes, Turcx Pcrfoquc utnntur, 6: qui in 
liocNumino nollro font cxprcili, commodillimc a licngalcnjtitm feu Jcntivorum iignis aritb- 
mcticisdcduci potcrt. Fignriscr.im Arabici <5c Kcngalici numeri multum libi inviccni con- 
veniunt. Utrosquehicipcciminiscmilacxhibeo;
- - .ArMt: I P P  P O  4  V A  <) |* II
Numcri Bcngalici 
Eosdemcharndtcrcs Bcngalicos Tavernicr'm Parte 2. itincmm Oricntalium, edit. Gail. Parif. 
in8vointcrpag. i8& 19. paulifpcrniutatoscxhibct. Alios Numcrorum charadtcrcs, Indo* 
Arabico-Pcrficos.in tabula xnca ieorfiin Lie cxhibco.
PLATE VI.
Bengali consonants. In George Jeckob Kehr, Aurenk Szeb. 
(Leipzig: 1725), A plate facing p. 51.
PLATE VII.
Benaali consonants. In Johann Friedrich Fritz, 
Oriental!sh und Occidentalishcher Sprachmeister. 
(Leipzig: 1748), pp. 84 & 85.
S4 ©ae 23cnt$aH|ct)e otci- jfcimxrtfcbe 5IIpl;obet,
_ ALPHABETUM BENGALIGUM 1‘. JENTIVlCli 
ex G. J. Kchrii ArrerKck ;-j:'(■[ ■;
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PLATE VIII.
Benaali numerals. In Johann Friedrich Fritz, 
Orientalish^und Occidentalishcher Sprachneister... 
(Leipzia: 1748), p. 209.
3^cngalifcf>c> oafylm. 
S5cnp(ifrf)i 3rtf)(c».
1 ^ 202 &■ S *'! 30 \90 '• ?•3 \3 40' :
8 ' 50 Q'O,
» (S' . do v S Q  f -, a2? 70 •qo'> J
So ■;ro" - /
s .r , . j>0/Oo - V'
51 ri ICO i O . Q  . V• ■ ^19 %  -■ 1000
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PLATE IX.
Transliteration of Malay Lord's Prayer headed: 
'Benaalica'. *Orationnis Dominicae Versiones 
Plurium Linguarum...' with: Johann Friedrich Fri 
Orientalisho und Occidentalishcher Sprachmeister 
(Leipzig:•1748), pp. 84 & 85. —
B E N G A L l C A . . (a)
*. Bappa kita, jang adda de furga,. 
Namma-mou jadi bcrfakti,
i - " ' •
V E R S I O. 85.
jidjat- moil mendarang,
vjiulhntimou menjadi de bumi lepertj de furga,
. .^oti kica derri It liari - h.iri mcmbrikan kita la hari inila 
i^lakkabcr-ampunla padakita doofa kita, feperti kita 
ber-nmpun-aknn fiapa berfila kapada kita, 
Jjang- an lientar kita kapada tjobahan, 
fctapi Icpaskcn kita dari jang d’jakat:
Karna inou pun’ja radjat daan kauwasfahan daan b o  
bclhran farr.pey kakakal. Amin..
#) vid, Chnmhtrh'jm % p. 13.
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PLATE X.
Reprint of Chamberlayne*s 'Bengalica*. In Johann 
Friedrich Fritz, Orientalish^ und Occidentalishcher 
Sprachmeister ... (Leipzig* 1748), ad p. 84.
/ B E N G A I J G  A* N badpag.84.
©founw aa^-foaC W  :• 
an^ji^sSAsftf&g;*
ft
>*6f XA7* *S*7r *. ' ™ ---- ij&
■V»J5n  ^
^ V N N K w v s w  5 £ ™
cvi5JV4)C<rS 5*
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PLATE XI.
Benqali alphabet. In David Mill, Dissertationes 
Selectae...(Leideni1743). Table III3.
Ijj/rabct/urL' -Zfrrt/uH-.m.jB.
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J g / u
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PLATE XII.
Bengali alphabet with 'connected vowels'. In 
N. B. Halhed, A Code for Gentoo Laws (London* 
1776), Plate iT.
•. 31>INC;AIj A I O T I A H K T  V °  $ * 1>latc M .Tftvts/titors/tryihr/>*/*XXtI
!• M p  ^  ^  ^ 9
V ' 7 ^ o ' r/
C  O X S O X A X T S  .
.//.j-TSJ v^rw
* • r
*  .fci. . •*
C  O K M ]  C  T E D  T O T T E D S  .
,/v“
/ ” /iaes
/wO 
Q  ^
fO.K’. *•,!,■
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PLATE XIII.
Bengali alphabet with 'connected vowels'. In
N. B. Halhed, A Code for Gentoo Laws (Londons 1777),
Plate II.
\2htmslatvrj‘JW/ace, Jtye s.f. Plate 31.BllXGAli ALPHABET
lAe- ¥ f/r'A cAe - cAAe
-CONNECTED Yo^ VJJI.S.
r
'<tny ArA
Pntje.Stnfyt .
PLATE XIV 
( In reduced size )
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PLATE XV.
Specimen of printing done by Sir Charles Wilkins in
London, 1811, A page from the Tota Itihasa by
Candicarana Mun£l.• • •
’ i zpro ;3i^ivT=r fkni ^ r^txc- ;
:iPPn PTISS'ift& < $ 'hHkiwst^ '[sW'l?
K I  ?15T StHTPTtWn' ~~
;• (^ r5? tJ'Ta~trr t
&ti?T % ®ff?jra<r f§s3»W sft '■
3ipa1 C*X c^ i? <?ff77 -J ^spgjHj
stara ^ tfpi s^r \ '
?ter ’ifSjres' are aims rft? saltaf ^  '• 1 • 
a i m s s r e M s f t a h m t i p - H u  • ■ ••- v  ■';■ • 
: ■' t ^ ^ r t o ^ a 1 ^ ;aalTttaa^1?rlft1fTt '^'. ■ 
Pvt i ' • ^ rmrzym sta^ilrims sprei' ■
' Pis sp^f a t ^  farf^ iu arista ■ .
PFHsaxra \ sla aatgs *jyre rel%rl fawesi : .••:'
s^wayiH'ittlhss'a*APVi\ ^ftre^res .' .- 
s^rts aria 3ai*i ’Htre!.5ri' .
alfUPnS^SFPitl '•••-■■/■;::■
a^T3! 5JSS^^ ®FjflS- \ <sSii'H a^Tt^ - 
;. • ofar arts aih*ts C33FJJ \  f^fl^ s H  pflrf 
arenmaftre 3s3%h$isatsii <K
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PLATE XVI.
Specimen of types cut by Vincent Figgins in 1833.
PICA BENGALEE.
« fwi's i v^ <rr^ t 'S 'S 'srflwi
^  ftsr w^fvrvi
TO? f*w *nr 1w w e  ^  ftc*r
^  ymn i r^f^ r
<s& ^ tsrt? trf? f<<rH^ 
r ? r  ^  ^ rfi> *T3 ^ rt^j TTsr^ri f^^ rft^ l 
w  TO1 c^ r ^ 4  ^rtciif^<'1 c^r cro^n? 
TO f^ r *fl ^ Br ipforg: ^  fe?«i 4-sN Wst i
V£^5tf WAS <A\ WWS  ^  i^TtU
V . F IG G IN S .
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PLATE XVII
Specimen of types cut by V. & J. Figgins, 1847
PICA DENG A LEE.
* r f « r f t  F T f?  f t c f  f r y ^ i  ^ r f c $
■^ rrfwi 'Q *r\ fVn * ^ rrorfjm i «
^ r f ^ r tn  <? ^ i I W i f j w  y ^ r f f c f
(<ii cftf fwftfi Ub& jut
faff ^ ZVfm *fF* 4* ftZ9f
S Terr?  C3rT*t *1 ^<j i f z &  *T 5  F f f ?  *t F^>r<r 
JK ?T5TT? Frf? FT5 frgH.
FC** 'O *T5 "srr^ l i?T^' TtTTfgll FTtF
^wi c*pt tttftf °tzj TsrnrFfVFi 
CFfsr ^ r= n  fF s r  *n 3 i r r ?  * m  i r ^ b n r
' W  T< -4 <j«i f^ rf-u  i • r f - i r f t ?  w % f
PLATE XVIII.
'New Specimen' of types cut by V. & J. Figgins, 1884.
B E N G A L I  O N  1’ I C A  H O D V .
* 5 T i i ^  jttfi f I ^ f  tsttffesj?  f ° \  f t  it * i ( p <rf»T3f .‘t t F B r  F f a s  Ff?775
C«fF, f*T3 FfsTTPT W A  FfTITTl {ffs^T I TT»T? FTF| FtsjCF FfpFT, CP ^ R»l. “STT^ f^
Ffff.vSi yRF vrrf^ ,^ WA ■srprfjr 7aT3l srfjfs 1 faff «^R-s Fgfa FTfa, 
-srfs*tf5T f t c f  c f  fa ^  smr«ri t t p i  ■ s t t w z t  fa tF *  i F t ’s
FfsTF*, CTPTT? ^ T5 I FTF1 TTsTCF Ffaff, <r*raf^  <5^50* FFrF (7T 
T fn  FTfa 1 3*r*  F t ’S FlTTFF F frsaw , asrrfsr ^ fa r fa  «  f T f *  i ( f  <a t  
■57tFTC3 faV T F  FC?, (F  srf?7^T« ^ t f a f f  rtz* ; ^)F°n CF C*F ‘S ftfa ff F p T I 
■'STTFTC3 fF^TPT F t? , CF FFCFI Ff?E? 3T| ; t n  fa  fasfTF F ?  ? c f  ? f r a .  r i  
s r r s i1 ^ 9- ^rsrrs F f r n ^  "srersM pp ' t s  p"f, ■srr^ffw fFTfr" i**<rt?? ips i f t e ,  
jqiT* fF V fF  ^ f? T3fF  I » T I Ffsnn CF FT^m  "FT^fF FfaJTFEF C*tT*fEF
V.  <S J . F I G G I N S ,  L O N D O N .
PLATE XIX, 789
P I C A  B E l s T  .
(In reduced size)
Y . &  J. F I G G I N S ,  L O N D O N .
X  -
1 **r 53 v? 100 V 146 1 9 3 IT 2 4 2 "St 2 9 0 3 3 9 ,vr
2 T 5 4 ? 101 F 1 94 JF 243 V 2 91 ¥ 3 4 0
3 1 55 vf 102 * 147 T» 1.95 «C 2 4 4 'S' 2 9 2 ?r 341 TtU
4 56 1 03 r 148 F 1 96 tf 245 vs 2 9 3 3 4 2 X
5 f* 57 IF 1 0 4 197 *r 246 x 2 9 4 Wf 3 4 3 X
6 58 7? 1 0 5 149 n 2 4 7 vs 2 9 5 E3T 3 4 4 X
r 59 ~ai 106 150 1 198 St 248 7 2 9 6 n 3 4 5 -xr
8 60 IS 151 ty 199 2 49 It 3 4 6 ’“'T
9 61 1 07 152 200 *y 250 < 3 47
10 108 x 1 53 s 201 ¥ 2 9 7 *f 3 4 8 TP
11 i
62 «t
109 1 54 3 2 02 251 u 2 9 8 *r 3 4 9 vs
1 2 vt
63
110 K 155 203 252 2 9 9 3 5 0 ■ff
1 3 >
6 4 $
1 56 2 0 4 253 yj 3 0 0 •sf
1 4 ■S' 111 Ft 157 •« 205 254 3 0 1 351 ¥
15 1 12 Sf 15S *F 2 06 255 tv* 3 0 2 ip 3 5 2
1 6 iS
65 Sf
113 2 0 7 ¥ 2 5 6 tvt 3 0 3 •=K 353 X
17 V 66 ft 114 ar 159 208 2 57 T 3 0 4 V 3 5 4 Xt
18 J)
67 V
115 I CO 2 09 Sf 258 ¥ 3 0 5 3 5 5 ¥
19 f
68 $
116 X 161 sr 2 10 ¥ 259 ¥,1 3 0 6 3 5 6
2 0 Z 69 6 117 X 162 3 211 T 200 ¥  . 3 0 7 3 57
21 § 70 ? 1 1 8 1 63 3F 212 xr 261 ¥ 3 0 8 3 5 8 ¥
22
71 *4
119 ■53 164 ¥ 213 sj 262 ¥T 3 0 9 3 5 9 ■^ r
2 3 £ 72 Vi 120 165 ¥ 2 1 4 3 1 0 Vt 3 6 0
2 4
73 . M \ 1 66 ¥1 2 15 s^r 263 IT 311
2 5 •
7 4 w
121 vt 167 ■5 2 1 6 XT 2 6 4 If 3 1 2 ¥f 361
2 6 * 122 vt 168 2 17 v 265 Vi 3 6 2 ■sp
2 7 u/ 75 V 169 2 1 8 v 2 6 6 03 3 1 3 V 363
28 I 76 V1 123 170 ¥ 267 T 3 1 4 V 3 6 4
2 9 *■ 77 . ^ 1 24 171 ¥T 2 1 9 Sf 268 X 3 1 5 5 /
3 0 1 78 sr 125 Vi * 2 20 269 X 3 1 6 365 S
31 *. 79 1 2 6 % 1 72 st 221 VS 2 7 0 ¥ 3 1 7 y. 3 6 6 o>
3 2 1 8 0 ¥ 127 Sf 173 st 2 2 2 •24 271 ^r 3 1 8 y 3 67 V
3 3 \ 81 1 28 «s 2 2 3 2 72 ¥ 3 1 9 y 3 6 8 h
3 4 \ 8 2 y 1 74 F 2 2 4 273 3 2 0 v; 3 6 9 V
35 t 129 & 175 2 2 5 2 7 4 ■v p 3 2 1 3 7 0 V
3 0 1 83 s 1 3 0 176 vs 2 26 275 vr 3 2 2 #
37 I 84 y? 131 177 H 2 2 7 M 2 76 ¥ 3 2 3 $
3 8 s 85 -sr 1 3 2 *r 178 zs 2 28 '9 277 ‘*r 3 2 4 i
3 9 V 8 6 ■5? 133 179 3p 2 29 Vt 3 2 5
4 0 \ 87 ■55T 1 3 4 ^*r 180 5H7 2 30 SJT 2 78 V 3 2 6 3
41 o 88 yy 135 fer 181 y 231 er 279 V 3 2 7
4 2 8 89 136 T&T 1 S 2 ¥ 2 3 2 SJT 280 ¥ 3 2 8 FT
4 3 a 90 137 1S3 281 tr
4 4 91 1 38 w 1 8 4 ¥ 2 3 3 SP 282 X 3 2 9 7T
4 5 92 ■«r 185 2 3 4 V? 3 3 0 T\
4 6 v- ■ 93 139 £ 186 if 283 ? 3 3 1 VS
4 7 S. 94 "Wf 140 <r 187 w 2 35 V 2 8 4 <r 3 3 2 iJt
4 8 o 95 ■24 141 fr 188 XV 2 3 6 V 2S5 ?* 3 3 3 y
96 vfT 1 42 $r 189 ■5 237 ys 2 86 <5 3 3 4 T*C
4 9 * 97 3f 190 vr 2 3 S * 3 3 5
5 0 * 9 8 143 s 239 287 ET 3 3 6 y
51 99 15? 1 44 191. V 2 4 0 ¥ 2 S 3 ‘ E? 3 3 7 7Jr
5 2 3P j 145 ¥ 192 V 241 289 T^ 3 3 8 xs
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. PLATE XX.
Title paqe of A Grammar of the Bengal Language by 
Halhed with author's autoqraph.
o
I !TO TftrlTOSil
JL-
O  F  T  H  E
BENGAL LANGUAGE
BY
N A T H A N I E L  B R A S S E Y  H A L H E D .  "
P R I N T E D
A T
H O O G L Y  i n B E N G A L
M  DCC LXXVIII.
/ u
H11
PLATE XXI.
Facsimile of a Bengali letter engraved by Sir 
Charles Wilkins.
G C  ’
(qi -{ec^rcoi
un<.^ i <t<j r>(K-< V
PLATE XXII.
Bengali alphabet designedly Sir.Charles Wilkins 
.-in' G C ,. • Ha ught on.,: - Readme hi s of' "Bengal i . Grammar ’ 
.(Londoni '1821) . ",;
AIjFMAMIT .
C o n fo n a n ts ,V ow els .
Initial!.', Mtd.d: Fin. JPl.l.
^  S\y ^  <§■’>
^  . ^ 7  fP
^  t  ^ ^  *1-
ri 3 *  ?i« A m  ^
^ / r ' c^/r ^
3=/ d o 6 Tt,^  *4 30 i
$.-. A  c 4 # i  H  i - H ’X *  11
I n i t i a l  a n d  F in a l.  Vowels w ith  a C o n s o n a n t
X
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Specimen of 
Typocrraohia
PLATE XXIII.
Wilkins's Benqali types in J* Johnson, 
(London: 1824),Vol. II, pp. 393 & 394.
&> a 6€ £
° «* I §■ 0> ° o
6^1 6<3 1 <cc Q
§ [ 3/ CD
o
o u
a0 Sj> W£aOq
p  1 3 | a
| S | a
£j0 o
o  ‘
J^|
2 tCD | ft CD
f s s .s s  i ^
% -t - M c-0 55 ft ,m. r* ft M — *-07E.z>£g-tD=?_=.$" — 25»ti!?2.3ni3<pc
,r.igs|'S.= fr'=fc“:=s;<- = .
~.-=-o ? £■£-=> 5 re - B"‘ C.’g.E^s £2. ,13 $ a2.=-'
? 2 2 .c J£
j § £-*\j < H
P
1—
L A j
AJ- A | <71 A I • i!,;
? < 3 Sr; ^ ca 2 *
' 3
C
c © o
c*
O
c
Jj
o
I ^  
1 ° ' :l 1fi
“S l 5 ^  
“a g-g 3 g
A J 1 A J A * | d ' 5 1 /?.
! f
iTs-SS^
W p = CL'*
o I ^ O
crt
Cr-
o
i j *
1 r
jr
©
| ^  J K
W 5 it
c t? A J A J A l ■<si 6 1 ' - 4
3 : J
1 : ** i! f2 fti 1 -
^ O  ft g^g o e
&  i
O  I §* 1 *' 1
£rq
o
> . tl 1 ?
S ' =  (' lvkj U3 j, mi;C ftf?
“ 5 - m  —
zfS~-=*
/»! A I <31 A i ■erf A J A I j £  f 1 ^d — c 
? £ , * £ £ c O  j 'cr
S  I
c
c^. ' Cl j' t
I1 IF^
^ " SL ; • ® I o s
' ' i
? k-5 S £  
=■“ --^2 
r = C S 3 £ 1
-AJ
- s  1 »  |
---
0 6 m
i = P  =
E
9
C o  j
E 1
-  — - 
f 1 f
f i
m
PLATE XXIV.
Title page of Gladwin's Vocabulary (1780). .jpfl
A
* - V*# f> ■ ' > W‘ ■ *' • ^ ! * •
C O M P E N D I O U S  V O C A B U L A R Y
E N G L I S H  a n d P E  R S I A N
I N C L U D I N G
ALL THE
Oriental Simples in the Materia Medica, employed in modern pra&ice :
with
TABLES fubjoined of tbe successions of the K H A L I F F S , and of tbe 
KINGS of PERSIA and 1IINDOSTAN,
Compiled for the Ufe of the 
HONORABLE EA ST INDIACOMPANY
BY
F R A N C I S  G L A D W I N  
*/. cJlf P jP— -L|j
jjj ^ f P
PLATE XXV 
our
*~ *‘* <*7 
£=jt
A
G R A M M A R
or THE
P E R S I A N  L A N G U A G E .
t T  W  I L  L  I A  M  J O N E S .  E J a .uU E ,
f l L L O W  o r  U N IV E R S IT Y  C O U I C I ,  O X fO R D .
CJ»^ *—^ Lai (^ aJcXax
c^ ==^  ^
L O N D O N :
P r in t e d  »r W . a n d  J. R I C H A R D S O N ,  S a l is b u r y  c o u r t ,
r i t E T  STREET.
MDCCLXXI.
r » 5
G R A M M A R
O F T  H  E
B E N G A L  L A N G U A G E
B Y
NATHANIEL BRASSEY HALHED. 
P R I N T E D
A  T
H O O G L Y  in B E N G A L
M ncc L X X V1I I.
T5 0
C T5
fd *H
W
Ll
fd > i
1  'Q
fd 0
U T 5
01-H
W
•H
«H 1-1
fU ( C ^
o> g 0
c  s N
0  rd
CQ U w
&
,w TJ
•  c 0
TJ rd U
Q) *H 3
X  cn TS
.H J-i 0
rd 0 u
SJ 0«
c
IM W •rH
O -
E
0 fd
C T - H  fO 1—I 0< *H 
•H 
0 tS
r t
4-J U 
•H  -H
fH CO
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‘ PLATE XXVI
Title page of A Preface to a Grammar of the Bengal 
Language by Halhed (1778).
P R E F A C  E
T O A
G K A M-M A R
O F T H E
B E N G A L  L A N G U A G E .
. P R I N T E D
A 'T
II O O G L Y i  n b e n g a l
M DCC LXXV1II .
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PLATE XXVII.
Specimen of the Bengali language and characters appended 
at the end of A Preface,..bv Halhed (1778).-
£4 4. M -I r! » ___ ^  «6| Sf S 4
• - */T3 ^  <L-A —  -*
L  «=»JL
?
—  4^>
I* vf ■"5*1 C'**
cij 7j) ^  *Al
" /M ,ij eg. —  £ L 6
4 ^
*It-
4  A-
ca 4
Ll
i! &!-■£ 
£j|l
I. .2# _a  (06 jj
4 4  g  4 4
vflSI ^
■sJ
<
VM:
3Ut
•vj
&
>
■ra
' .c?
cl.•oo
✓ »
P  
<! ■ h* • 
►JCTQ
i>r
Po5S
P
to■ n cu
tr
,D-P
" tu 
»C
i— • \-j
• to
“C. *
trir»T*
'2
S I
f*'- -*■> • ,T\', ’ ir* r  r  V,
M
Bracs
r *
p
cadio
>to
4OaOq
O ftl
3, crq
W s>0 a 
Bt to01 J
pp o
ai
S>
o _
-CS
£
-ar*
*<!
o_.
c
-C
ra
;^5 -
H !> £ ap* o-
P .
J=f>
•1rap
o
vl.,
Wt §•
Bt
Cu
$P
.CU
raoraM *
<1n>
“ rt> vi 
Oa
*<j
ra
CL.
P
P
■O•a
p .
ra -<J
1 &^ CLr 
■°
T 3  r ttr
?> o  'ra g
■ a
ro ti>
O ro
L. *»•
rr*oa
o
o’
cr ra
Cbpo
B
CD
O
Cl . t PTD pj
POCP
K>
n>a
ra r opo • 
c l .  C
fa
(JQ
5n>
Cfo
ra
•S °*
O r-tF— •
O
-M^ C7*
‘ "“s
h O
OuM o
- s
Pjh 
. c v;
Cj •*!_#
raCu
Cr*
ra
o►->>
• ro
iS
•&5’
ia
,60
;a-ex.
3vj
.
B
o- -i._ r a  r._ .
SE> O «<
to
f®
opC3
’ rT
\.o*-^>
rt
P■ a
■•Cl.
•£TP
■ft*
• ra ►-*■ 
r t
Paa.
r> o
P3 rt .
3
fa ■§ra — .*-i *'•
P-o Oa*—■* ^  
r - f  : i .  cr Qfq
p 4-
pa.
*T5
n>►i
H
oa ■ 
a3p
pj
r°*
.aoLi*o
Cl.
3
crop
c*Li "a a- o
wa
CL.
• P ' ,-?1 r-f1
ra
S'
&a*ra
ra P < 
. ra
3ma
CL.
ra►1
H nrs r-t C5
s- §o £
c o ao a£r o O roa *■* *C-. <
cc. ra
fT* 3
CL, '■<
ao
;a‘.ra
•P
•a'p
fO
■‘Xrq
a
CL.
P<1
ra
to
o
•P
. oOVJ
,Crq
p
f4> ra
* a- 54. o S.a cC  ra ■_ CU Cu
fa
-.cr■*o
-ra
o
Cu
-cr -o c cs
■rT. ^
^  k
■ht ‘
rT>
Cl,
•Er 
■ ra O
*-tfa
O
p
ra'
o
.13
‘t>
w
o
C^J
o
o
■ w
>
o
w
<J
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PLATE XXVIII.
Specimen of printinq done by Gladwin. A page of 
Adalat regulations (1785),
ft-OR sif^m SK^-RTg;
^i?;nC3 <pfd R O T  5i0ltr3 OT1 OTFJI s t m  3$
. W  siOTl 5t(3 ^
; trtOT Ta'tc? p ^ ^ w t  ^i5Ki ot? w j 't ? r t m  sr^qpfvr 
i c ^ u p f  s h o t o r  raonOT^ Rrg'fcf w f i  otirr sriwte sts 
$si 3  itOT ’ *flg'3 ^  1 3 ^  £foti i><tm ■'. 
^ c ^ ^ ^ r i ^ ;5rtt,iR;r ^ T i  b bgsrtoi srfaq ■
I 'SOT ?csre’5tcn ‘JvFT CEt^ qr^ T ATtTtRW^ EfOTt CJH^nll? 
j'*3^frt^ 3  3  OTnrl >3 ormi -3 TR^to'WPpfc?
j »
3  W R O  SltsR[RTt3 3 t W l ^ 3  <3 =Rf^q
. ,R ? tI^3 3<r° *$?£ ftk^: ^ r q m  3  sjiwte *rter q ^ xnT
5 5 1 ^  3F3p{r P R ;ffa stntfSff q>ipr 3 Pt§ ocg 
cottr ^ r O T 3  3  ^ T W t O T  :5rwsra ^nsskt 3 .
^ r e t o s  3^  tct?
3*ilU
^ttOTK^ Jf5OT^^R1^7T? 5rF®Stsfti* 1 ^ 3  315fcf .
sjc^ r ^  qsn 03 'jot ‘srtOTra w s  ^torr i
 ^ * 1 
stfWfl q t^OTJ xjopfjg sflTtt^UFlofr* « # O T  3  ;
<fR1 3tOT?R 'PTUOT 01 * m  3tT^ 3 '
.' ■ ■ • ^ , ...
• • • - . . . • • ’ :■
. PLATE XXIX. ' ' . ;
Specimen of printing of the Regulation No. 1 of .’1*793.'.
' %£!«?• V'te? Wsif *b ?'
Mc>3 srtT b gusj 35^ *
7 ♦  ^\ ' V  v t -■ t - ,- .
' * ‘ .
■ ■ * \ • .
• ■ ■ • • ■ ,  , - ■ ' • * •  i.... .' .■; •' / .• - • * ' » ■ -. '■'■*;
'
b b 3 TjtCn^  ^  qlC^ T W ' W  R<?<3 q^St^
iiql 2?flr r [ g ^  OTjkR
^'-S^ U -'t HciO i (jj c5JTs3t<t^  <1v^ Rl
bb°o -lit ,\ b b sjqqtCsp!!^  b ^  o o
'j't' iK’ (SjijRC^ I^ TiOIvjt b b,oo yjftsjg ^ b'iS’I'M sjqsjKlFi;^  
353 bVCF° b tflW (W3t?{* b^o q
b s 3SJ31OT STitTR 5K3 f^ R/'/fqi csf^ t ?Ri5:7 1 r^ ~ T " ^
■•§1^ 3 q<<n< EitCnOT 3i3:tg? 'j>tra 3
m  cm  3 <^r (qrvjt^ ^m-
f-«? ?t3-3 ^^tiv cqt<R«t \55ii? .^ }i<rjp.^  ■ career flc“r? ftssi 
b'lci^  ^V.3?Wr33t?«;p ^ j3j{^ (5j 315-j
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PLATE XXX.
Title paqe and a page of Rtusamhara by Kalidasa 
edited by Sir William Jon£s (1792),
801
PLATE XXXI.
Title page of the first edition of the New Testament 
by Carey and printed at the Serampore Mission Press
in 1801.
/
gig 1------- -
trig o g tfj
gig? stn- 
gig srtetfjrtinr o gloi 5^1 wtnsg
■eg^afifai.g?^
: ggpt 5 ^  rffcj slai t its  v
sn-tl r
Jb-oJ i— '
. 1
802
PLATE XXXII
Title page of the second edition of the New Testament 
by Carey and printed at the Serampore Mission Press
1806.
.
it
■ swt?? i v>
*:t.f • 'Vi
LP'M'JAr.V
✓
JFTCSJ? Sfc) -3 
5fr?tilc5:T I— '
‘•fy* TXi*a*>J*m*u-.-r4
QlslsI "<5 3{ri i
5^1 wfertsrot? o .fg$ Jvftet'?
sial \5^ j1
v i V  .^ ; ... ■ ^cnCTOuaj^.--»
<■!
. KM1 Si'T I—
i
ib°0 1”
i
PLATE XXXIII.
Title page and first page of Sisuaanera Pustaka, 
the first children's book printed at Serampore 
with the autograph of William Ward, the Superin­
tendent of the Serampore Mission Press,
PLATE XXXIV.
A Serampore device in which the word SERAMPORE 
is set within a firm figure which is the side 
of a brick building.
- M O N T H L Y
C I R C U L A R
r e l a t i v e  t o
T H E  M I S S I O N  I N I N D I A ,
e s t a b l i s h e d
Cl cfoCLC'tlJ' 0^  (s> llTLAttClVlfS III (Q'JlCJslciTlc)J Cdtlc/ct tflG
1 • V‘
" BAPTIST MISSIONARY SOCIETY*’'
11— h nW»T <fcll I I’l  l
P R  T NT E D  AT T H E  M I S S I O N  P R E S S .
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PLATE XXXV
A Serampore device in which the word Seramnore 
is printed within an oval plate restino on a 
sheaf of paddy*
D I A L O G U E S ,  |
, • I
in t e n d e d
TO FACILITATE THE ACQUIRING
OF
THE BENGA LE E  LANGUAGE.
'  T H IR D  E D IT IO N .r
- * J< ,
By W. CAREY, D.D.
Professor of the S d n c s k r / t a  and B e n g a le e  Languages} 
i n  t h e  C o l l e g e  of F o r t  "\\ i l l i a m .
PRINTED AT THE MISSION PRESS.
* - I
1818.
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PLATE XXXVI.
Title page of one of the early tracts printed 
at the Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta,
H A R M O N Y
OP
t h i s  f o u r  g o s p e l s ,
c o n t a i n i n g  - 
A COMPL ETE  HISTORY* \  , " : :
o f  * • t  '
T H E  L I F E  OF  C H R I S T /  ?
tHi-0.\>.'LOClC II Li UillA.NLED, IN U I E  W O T M  OF T U B  ET A N C  BLI5TS.
IN  T II E  BENGALEE LANGUAGE. ‘ s \
I
s^nfK
rtf? ?rc‘rr<T:3 f?K
ck*.
?nr<r fetter 'G
>*rrT~i> nmi'iTitmrwiii wh< •
;  Ca l c u t t a : ‘ -
P R IN T E D  a t  t h e  b a p t i s t  m is s io n  p r e s s ,  
FOR T H E * CALC UTTA  B A P TIS T M ISSIO NARY SO CIETY, 
1822. ;
PLATE XXXVII.
Title pacre of the first edition of the New 
Testament translated by William Yates and 
printed at the Baptist Mission Press, 
Calcutta in 1833*
l_   ^    ,
• ■ (Ci -i
J f E W  T E S T A M E N T
O F
O U R  L O R D  A N D  S A V I O U R
\ JESUS CHRIST,
. IN T H E  BEXGALLEE LANGUAGE.
*
STramftatctr from Hie
bf • . . . . .
THE CALCUTTA BAPTIST MISSIONARIES.
CTalr utta i
P R I N T E D  A T  T H E  B A P T I S T  M I S S I O N  P R E S S , C I R C U L A R  R O i D  } 
F O R  T U B  B A P T I S T  M I S S I O N A R Y  S O C I E T Y .
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PLATE XXXVIII.
Title pacre of one of the early textbooks printed 
at the Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta (1822).
i •„
5
t
*>
V ^  S
n w w s i cr*t 3^ 5R|.
r
1. nq 'Q W ?  firaiw;
ot'* . . i
atSR S ’, ^3 i f <  >8 $ p ro R e4D1,<3 >0
- • 3ffswtn mwtfi? Ttin fSMn tcMtwr =2^3 t^l .
G E O G R A P H  Y,
s
IN TERSPERSED W IT H  IN FO RM A TIO N
HISTORICAL & MISCELLANEOUS.
f . . . . .  ~ C  C O M P IL E D  I N  B E N G A L E E ,  F O R  T O E  U S E  O F  S C H O O L S ,
,! ■ •>.'•- . . .
.  i  ■ . . . . . .  b y
W. H. PEARCE.
> R I N T E D  A T  T I 1 E  B A P T I S T  M I S S I O N  P R t fS S ,  C I R C U I . A R - R O A D ,  
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PLATE XXXIX.
The Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta.
A view as printed in the Life of John Wenger, 
by E, B. Underhill (London* 1886).
BAPTIST MISSION PltESS, CALCUTTA.
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PLATE XL
Earliest specimen of printing done by the 
Bishop's College Press in 1824.
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PLATE XLI•
Title paqe of Savdakalpadruma by Raja Radhakanta 
Deva printed at his own press, the first 3engali 
press established in 1816.
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PLATE XLII
Specimen of Bengali handwriting procured by 
Wilkins, on the basis of which he designed
his types.
Fig. 1. A cursive style of handwriting repro­
duced in Halhed's grammar.
m m * w m
Fig. 2^. A clear and legible handwriting in the 
Candl procured by Wilkins.
T*
Fig. 3. A handwriting having distinct and 
separate letters in the Vidyasundara , on the 
basis of which Wilkins drew letters for 
his types.
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PLATE XLIII
A fount of English types in a pair of 
Printer's Cases,
Reproduced from Updike, Printing types.I. p. 21.
Lower
Case
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PXATE XLV.
Specimen of types cut by Wilkins
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^  ^  3rT l l
^ 3  C^pfl W *
C ^ H U l  ^  3F5 O T .  n
^  335 ^ JtG? ?
^  M 3  ^otft « R 3 5*rfcT I I
Fig. 1. Wilkins No. 1. 20-point type.
c n tw  3i'*£3 n'r;<
^tnRn RFFT >3 -<.i*t.s5
3 3ifSFT >3 5T3wR?- SH:
tfcR l^i^n i 1 ■V8 ^Cn^^lp.T VZ7?
Cltt3^ 'ilROi ftf^ F 'TrvI n3C< T^ki J^s5[vr(<<' J 
OT cslflc^ PTnl^ r SttW  3i?rj 5 ^  q^-g- 
<3 f ^ i  sflfi t n i ™
*Fif # j3  n T ^ r 3tR?ot f^ tfc  ("
Fig. 2. Wilkins No. 2. 20-point.
f^^T fe ra : ?t al3i;FrstlYtrag' csftri
t^FTI • 3i'nu!pOT ain 3?iutftra?r <1%3 i ^ [ < - ^  
P’r f 3 I^ f sT^ TT3rra' 3IK?tSI ^Pl^ fo
aiir sj-sitga cjrpirol f<rt3T>ni 
5f!twtc*ri' ?f% q t ' t j  5^ C3 ^ ^  ^* " iK Nil
s^iiT^ rt f^c^ sis^ t \
r^te: *pt?r ^ gF R t f t  ftrri
^<‘pTx^ •. ■■,•;- •';*■;•'■ .; • -'.*" ■
Fig. 3. Wilkins No. 3. 18^-point.
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PLATE XLVI.
Specimen of types cut by the Chronicle Press and
John Miller
W  fifGFCW CSi
lf?Cr|5 5H1 5U',n'C3 ? IS rfl 
£515 .?3ot(5n1
3T&i«r crfti
c ^ ’acsar.Prai^lcsi^ii
5f55l5l(5C53 ^
5(53 ?l3JC5Vr
m
Fig. I. The Chronicle Press's Type. 
20-point.
5 i ' ^ R ( r i 5 « ?
s r i t ^ 4 t 3 H R  5pF<ril$ l W t ' 5  Tills i ( S ( $ \  
(51 ( ^ 3 l 5  nisof?Ji<tl^^M ^ t iT iiC U i
( S f a l R c m c ^  t ^ 3 l f S < ^ i l  55('3i s r R  sinlsri
(513l5l(5^(5(51 3fi5i(3 51°55 55fl5i 3 5 5
51^R(3 3)5(33151 3)t& W (5J C53 C5%\
R(flT 315(55 51515 5S 5 5 5 1dvi
Fiq. 2. John Miller's Type. 
23-point•
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PLATE XLVII.
Specimen of types cut by the Serampore Mission
SIifTrT
v y & t f tg - . fcrc^rl'sftxtfg: i • v5M?t ^  'sIto
• > ^Ti ‘ & n  C H ‘»£ta7 f^?z?T«T
. *^%i * * * ty~
- "x> 1' 33 \fi5j3* t^feRLl
:w ‘ .'^^t ^’f^T ■ \f iTluf •sfatSV 3l^J? ^ 1  
:'t' 'SiM ' - ^ ^ S  ^ <5% Rjsgre ! fisfo 5 ' U ^
•v* C5ta?rl °N$ ^ <r *stft foft
v>r;* *
Fig. 1. Serampore No, 1. 18-point.
^nrc^t^c<F e-rxf {^ 5f j^ o* 
c ^  r r * t J33°- *ff?rnl ?\rc3? sli^ f ^
to f k * I 33 53^7? c^tt^ $ % { $  zsfJi ^
^  ^  f^c?r r^fHT v j s t
ViRitc^  \y.^  f^ n j^0- *5ifSf?^ <r cn fer^
<5‘f^t?t ? h i f  k \ $ k  
*l 4^ °' <hrste«? z t i I ^  <3
Fig, 2. Serampore No, 2. 18-point.
*4 '^iss «5if^ 1 ^ ^  1 >'
i t
sire ‘W  <33 3%h gfcsg tt . ;
*
^  <5^ <i <ss^ 3  \ , |
c $ ii$ c$feil§ ^ tuTU • i
j
Fig. 3 , Serampore No, 3. 19-point.
sitf5 srkt? irhpr<r ffrft-isit*ri fSMffesmr frfte ^
fsf* h^rrg: ^ifSrg'fffetsrff fcfc pt+^1 *>tRF5ft slrt^  a rt oiamsrrfy 
r^pTtn srttSi crfjrts sFtxt ^  vstt’T c^tsrfjt «n^i? 
srfah$^5 R 55 slTi ^stfSr 3itrsr 315M? reisrt? Rrr? ^rR+t;?
(H trrfiRtCT <353 art? <^5 t^tfr 'Sf^Ri
arhs ^sti{^Ri sitpi sfhr ^fihrt
tscft 1 vrhtr 5^ 5^  1 T^r r^R Kin ^f?7l 'Rtis
0 -
Fig. 4. Serampore No, 4, 12-point.
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PLATE XLVIII
Specimen of types cut by the Serampore Mission
| ^ \z a t^rc*
'3wtfrsm
I <3 ^<r<rc<4 TOs'ts'tr**? <3
' . TO^ tsm? 5^rt?ftf^rsrg: <3
Fig. 1 . Serampore No. 5. 19-point.
>53*’ 1 S l ' 5 - I T I
Fig. 2. Serampore No. 7. 24-point.
Fig. 3. Serampore No. 8 . 36-point.
55 c5t$rrsf <?c m  ^?gr ^rsr f^ r \FfTO1 ghrt55 vfpstg irT^  4ts
$ s \ 53c^r foRtg? m f k ^ i 1 [>] TO g?r TOtr<? *rw'rfoft «fc? *1 srfen toi 
firf*rTri^5<iiqi£.<* isf^r fro f^tirtogr c^  1 [v] f^ g
TO or fs^T TOdir *ttr» wt^TOtsi qsrsR viiirflrrrf g?-si ^3
1 M  *rro* t?#5skc5 TOire t*r TO <rfTO c^ ts 
Wrq 5 5 TOtr ^tTOtro? sr TOt -s tor srhn TdTOfg?
r^tt^ ro TOrrg? T O  1' i>] 53 to?ti gt-s gi g ^  a z  sn
TOtqmTO surfer fTOtdt*TO TO ' f i 'Rln; eg TOtorTO s r  i 
cTObig? frr*r 53 gRTOi jst^ RTCg? Qo] 53 of 5^55 <4^\ tot;? tot
Fig, 4. Serampore No. 9. 12-point.
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PLATE XLIX
Specimen of types cut by the Baptist Mission Press,
Calcutta•
^  ^  if ^  ^
^ ^  ^  ^ “0 , ^ 0  |
Fig, 1, Baptist No. 1. 36-point.
V3 W ^ < r - X  '^TfW^ T^^ ts? <r^ra 
2 ^ 5  f % - * n  ;
*\
Fig. 2. Baptist No. 2. 22-point.
vr; 5-^ 3 . 5Tr|^  3 ^ 3  <trT^ol nfr<F
T^^ f?
.  **»*•* K $ W , f*lW WZTt v f t z *
*itt?r ; '4'5i^*r ^ c«=f Cnl^ i vsf^Tfl
C’T '5i^\ vil »}^J Cjfwf? 'stjT *TtC<T ir'lV
*4^3 ^t*l 4^ , C5T faelVi^iC7!? 'HCifj 1%^ C^ppTC*^ C*T
Fig. 3. Baptist No. 3. 16-point.
*TC5y ^ <5? 0^> il° C3faf*f fa*T| * T  C5\f^
irrcsrttf? srif?f ^ r^<i * ^ >2fit^  ^us^ rra 
srttir? ^  ?5iTc^?
if^s«i *rcttf fc *  <fiT$ ip csfa*f w*f <Ft?i
Fig. 4. Baptist No. 4. 14^-point.
<
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PLATE L
Specimen of types cut by the Baptist Mission Press,
Calcutta•
•>o ' ?rqr ft 3 csrfv^ Tsi stt^l' i c^ r^-
^ ^ - 5’ i nrr?*
■ -4 f ^  ^ gr> ifsr f* ^ f s iv v < ?
3^° c^tsrf? ^ t?1 i
sfte ^753 ?f<!<ri C-fs^**, <* «« *  jp R  ^ Z Z  q<g,
Fig, 1 , Baptist No. 5. 12-point.
*M f^esr, ^  eft
*F?*5 *Tft3 ^1; 3t?1 ^f?<:5T egu *ft>
«TtC? {^ Tsrtfft^  V
^ir^l OT *tM'« ^ *C3S ft’ifl *st<[,
Fig, 2. Baptist No. 6 . 14-point.
I?i?r s t^TiK, c? >i^?r i p j ^  
i^ii or fcc^ n n w  gffe
V ic ? , s u n  m^ZZ  C*ffo ? f? ? 1}
4?\ c? * j?t s?? 3?, st?i cssisr?! ®r?r 
■*t *ffg-?t 1 4 * \ 5i^tt fRc*T cnsrsn ^ n^ t- 
c?<r *3 cite j»fcir 3ft 5^ *1 hf<rc<r
Fig. 3. Baptist No. 7. 12%-point.
sitf<j *fff% w t P h M  1
:^ TvPct C'Sfra^ CHI E^'T’ST, <£KC*T f*fC*Tt*L
‘fW?T 'STt^l ^feKt
*£ &  ^  fVf^ T^
Fig, 4. Baptist No. 8. 16-point,
*tc? t^ ong:
-S Tpn<f fa ? U >  ^5JlPi?1 s f t W ,
w t s t t ?  tr f f it f * !  ^ iT - p f ? { ic w ? : ^ ^ c ? T T { i f c ? ? 3 i \ - jn i  
s i ^ T c ^ ,  S h a w ? - s tc ? t 5^3  « p n  ? ?  n i t  t 
£ f f t  ^«vpfl5f ^  'S ? « i?
Q <PQvT >s OT, JT? Of *I$ST tll^ l^c^ , v5T?t-
PLATE LI
Specimen of types cut by the Baptist Mission Press, 
Calcutta and the Calcutta School-Book Society,
i5>Sttsfal c^Jfl c w t  c^r#/T,
"TO’s X i f W M ^  W .  C^ *t ^
Fig. 1 . Baptist No. 9, 18-point.
•, <3 | v
*T\ chits’ *£5 fs^ Wt^ ;
« f5cg*n*?t$-<r ^
nit: ftcxbtc^  Trstn i
a  t f ’ T N  o n ^ K ;  \3
mt*rc>!sr *£et "srr^; •c 
♦pi ttf’^rn p* «c^\
•Tf^nF C5\-^  *js^; v£7\ ^rptf 
■tffrcsi *«;? *rtrk  
ctiw <st\ ^rfErrsr «ft\sr
♦f^J'5
*jjF$ l
,yfhj afir&ir ^  -?r:n
i itet? rfr^
Fig. 2. Baptist No. 10. 10^-point,
* j^fir ^ gannr cuftftsfif, ^ fs^W n%- 
OQ7 T£&zi 7$, 47\ ^ itlT ,®rai^ in:e1?f
fbw ct7 7 ir^r i * ^stvSiST ^cv^ nr 
■Jr^'c^jjr ■>;■$? w<l snjpF 
f^ry TRr^fh?; ^rtih i <rrftc*H, 'srtfir ppr- 
Q*ritr5 '«t:g*r,?r >pi> *r*pnc^ ^fW«
«*% *r*jyn?r *rfMs ^rsr« ^1$ 's nrrsi nfw*
s '5t(vfa «tsrrr+?r c^trtr^ ■^f?'/-.^, yfjf 
* r * r f ? T C ‘ fC ?  ¥ l r t O n  « 2 fC T * i‘  77, C777 J.T ^ t -  
fsn r^iv^cw 7c*o Tfftf r^ VciS" i
». ^rfsf ^rft *f*!7 tfC'537 v ' l z
cnfTri, iflTN ^ rrjfs yVr.
igfifevr oit orfri; *  ^ 7 \ c*o>7 ^f- 
'.rc<t?r *P">.n ?r*5 o;w,
Fig. 3. Baptist No, 1 1, 10%-point.
r£Tf? ^  C?*mwb *\ *- *\
■~A> vi>
j^pip t^^ r? r^^ rsrtPt^
Fig, 4. A type cut by the Baptist Mission 
Press, Calcutta at the initiative of the 
Calcutta School-Book Society.
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PLATE LII
Specimen of types cut by the Bishop*s College Press
_
^  H  'Of
^  ^  \
Fig. 1. Bishop's College No. 1. 36-point,
O f 'Q 9
^wsfg ^1%  «r?<i
^fgc^, 1^5131 c'st^H retsrfa
f^r®. >rai , *rt$ :
Fig. 2. Bishop's College No. 2. 22-point.
*rt*rtot3 *it*f
r^t!T3l ^rt?ir dfc, sgtfa f'rwtr* spf^sfg, cn 
^ o rtw i U^ U *ri ^ Iw t <r$° ^ n ^ < i <tt«t sp*rl 
^^5 T^fsTtW? ^  f^ T t^ r^ W V  W  h? CfRl ^  ^ ;
Fig, 3. Bishop's College No. 3, 18-point.
*t7terts *bt?, * lnrf^nr f*t5*. 7ft t^rprr? 
<*|[% *e*\\ ^ frol «tta» ^  Tjfvir ?ntrr «^it '<$? sil, 
^  *r1, or f'?M
•■firati *tfa t^ 1 ^ j ,  'bcssk '^rf’Ttnr ? *3r*r?t*
*psi *7, ft'cf *ttw ^ }?r Fifas ^  tfI's or t^*r?1 
^^rlPrffo? 2^ 4 'a W. ^1 ?^rtt rctets *it*f
Fig. 4. Bishop's College No. 4. 14-point.
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PLATE LIII
Specimen of types cut by the American Baptist Mission
Press, Assam.
i <irc*rc7 ^  ^  i
*(tC5 cm:*' JTTC^ I 4 SR tSjr^ Tfsi SftTW C*i 
<t I * *5T <if* 7JC=r?
• 3[f$ r^tc? i irrsrs c?3-«^  ?g;<r
^ 5  c^scst* *r*n fa\7, ’sn^  3?:^
ijx fr>n ?5T'< *^*nr JFc^.f^sn
J^TTP SjfjS 7TC3 I 
3T3 TTCSt frsTS 7y$\ SRT *t!C*Tf 3.7 fs»
r«T<l t^i5*T» '57C* t^ C5 XXH I
fafa:3 I I
Fig. 1 . American Baptist type.
14-point.
Specimen of types cut by Girisa-Vidyaratna Press
Fig. 2. Vidyaratna No. 1. 36-point.
Fig. 3. Vidyaratna No. 2. 24-point.
ennre: *rt?*T ^ .fs Htt i *fc<i 
CslTOKS \51^ ? ^  *TtC ^  ^
*rtfa aw^, ^
,9lft1?1 <4?n
Fig. 4. Vidyaratna No. 3. 19^-point.
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PLATE LIV
Specimen of types cut by Girisa-Vidyaratna Press
■/ ’ 1
l+^^HtiPl^t®- JftW 
- 'S ,5t9‘l *f®T 5,^ifT
Fig. 1, Vidyaratna No. 4. 17-point.
vflprg »*Pi^
* ts^ t^ *fe*nr ?wt* t^c®, w  
. tft^ 3 tapst^ tF^  *f=*F,
W t 3  *P1^ S5, W 1 *C«fa ap^ t^ -
Fig. 2. Vidyaratna No. 5. 15-point.
j- t f?;^t *cr.w<i >'j «ihr nf-
;. <ief c*i>i1’ txr f-T-yw r-ir-'iJi si Pi I sjptr-. r.n nt$ a t^7 7-t f i 
( HI W  ) n3|■7[t^3‘ ^fv) if? V\{jHrf) ‘ilV
; tj'Hl (-Ihrrll) ^cj; (p'ApiT'C^T, *if,«li;'SPr^
*H, F?R1I c 3.r ~5|Ml'Ti- Ht ‘'3*11 a3t^ 3 [Wl itPi'O'Ri’tfi
Fig. 3. Vidyaratna No. 6. 12-point.
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PLATE LV
Title page of An Extensive vocabulary...printed at the 
Chronicle Press (1793).
: ' S  . '  / U . Y i i X  ■ ■
* f „ /  * /  *
A N  E X  T E N S 1 y E
1
V O C A B U L A R Y :
Bengalcfe and Em lifh.
VERY USEFUL
TO TEACH THE NATIVES ENGLISH*
AND
'O ASSIST BEGINNERS IN LEARNING 
THE BENGAL LANGUAGE.
C A L C U T T A , -  
P R IN T E D  A T  T H E  C H R O N IC L E  PRESS.
m d c  c c : i11.
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PLATE LVI
Title pacre of the Tutor printed by John Miller (1797).
T H E
OR A
N e w  E n g l i f l i  &  B e n g a l e e  W o r k ,
WELL ADAPTED TO TEACH
T H E  N A T IV E S  EN G LISH .
m  n a u  m b s .
R f i  3 < F  n s ^  sfl *JStt5lW!
3 I l C o i ^ j [ %  l%mSF l 6^ t  J
s m f c c s
W H IlL iJ ), .TJUIRLJtZP, AZ& PZL'ITLD*
By J O H N  M I L L E R .
1 7 97.
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PLATE LVII
Title page of A Vocabulary ...printed at the Press of 
Ferris and Company.
. ‘ A
V O C A  B U. L • A R Y.
I N T W  O P A R T S ,
• ■ E N G L I S H  A N D '  B Q N G A L E E ,
-  • /
A N D
V I C E  V
t , ’ j i
* - • B Y  H. P. F O R S T E R ,  .
• s e n i o r  m e r c h a n t  o n  t h e  b o n g a l  e s t a b l i s h m e n t .
VOX ET P R sE T F .R E A  NIHIL.
F R O M  ui& PRESS OF FERRIS A N D  CO.
1799-
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PLATE LVIII .
Specimen of Bengali printing done in 1861 and 1974
side by side.
ft”
o r
-.1
sr. lSr
o
M f  f ££
P  K  pr/ T? RT
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PLATE LIX
A. Title page of Jamalansma printed by Seraj Jamadar
in 1859.
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PLATE LIX
Le page of Darvesanaaa printed by Seraj Jamadar 
in 1865.
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PLATE LX
Specimen of Bencrali printing done in 1816 by the 
Sanskrit Press and in 1866 by the Sahanasahi Press,
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PLATE LXI • •
Specimen of a title page with decorated border and 
frontispiece illustration printed in 1865 by the 
Stanhope Press.
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Unpublished Sources
India Office Records and Library
1. Bengal Public Consultations.. 1750 - 1858 
2* Bengal Military Consultations, 1771 - 1834,
3. Bengal Revenue Consultations, 1773 - 1858 
4V India Public Consultations, 1859 - 1866
5. Biographical *
Europeans in India
Bengal Civil Servants, 1740 - 1858
6 . The Records of the East India Collegei Haileyburv 
and other Institutions;
Writers* Petitions* 1749 - 1805
Committee of College References and Papers,
1806 - 1856.
7• Correspondencess
Miscellaneous Letters- Received. 1750 - 1850
Letters Received from Bengal. 1750 - 1834
Despatches, to Bengal (Original Drafts),
1753 - 1833.
8• Home Miscellaneous Series
Vols. 115, 207, 251, 381, 396, 456E.
9. Manuscriptsi European. Languagesi
Minor Collections and Miscellaneous Manuscripts.
Vol. 25. Sanskrit and Bengali Vocabulary by 
Charles Wilkins.
Vol. 178. Some Correspondence ofi Charles 
Wilkins.
Keily, A. J. . .
A- memoir of Sir Charles Wilkins . Mass. Eur.30
Bengali:
The Candl by Hukundarama Cakravarti.
•  •
The Vidvasundara by Bharatacandra Raya.
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British Library
Harleian Manuscripts. 4253 - 4255. Manuscripts-of 
John Marshal, "An account of the Hindoo*s book called 
Srebaugabat Poran** and "An account of Muddoosaodan 
Rure Bramine",
Baptist Missionary Society,
London
Original letters and journals of Serampore and 
Calcutta missionaries and minute books of the Society 
have been consulted1. Of them, the manuscript journal 
of William Ward, Superintendent of the Sexampore Mission 
Press in four volumes covering the period between 1799 
and 1811 is of particular value. All of the documents- 
preserved in the Society are kept in boxes bearing the? 
name of the author of the manuscripts placed therein.
Xt has also a cyclostyled catalogue of these records.
The following collections containing materials on 
printing have been used*
1 . Carey, Marshman and Wards Letters,- 1800 - 1832
2. Careys Journal kept from 13 June 1793 to 2 October 
1794 and letters', 1792 - 1834 to the Baptist Missionay 
Society, to Andrew Fuller, John Ryland and John Sutcliffe.
3. John Clark Marshman: Letters to John Dyer, Bengamin 
Shaw, John Angus and others.
4’. Joshua Rowes Letters, 1804 - 1823 to John Sutcliffe, 
John Ryland and Andrew Fuller:.
5. William Wards Journal, 1709 - 1811, Letters to Wm. 
Morris, John Sutcliffe, Andrew Ful3.er, John Ryland 
and others;.
6 . Letters1 of C, B’. Lewis:; to the Society and others*
7. Letters; of the Press Committee, Calcutta to the 
Society.
8 . Minute books of the BMS, 1815 - 1866,
9. Joshua Marshman* Journal and letters.
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Church Missionary Society,
London
The archives- of the CMS preserves the correspondence$■ 
and journals of the Calcutta missionaries among other s-# 
Archives of this institution a&k well organized# The fo­
llowing documents were useful*
1 . CMS Minute Book, 31 March 1817 to 14 May 1819,
2. List of Articles-wanted for the Printing Office, 
Calcutta, 16 January 1822,
3. Letters of Thomas Brown, Printer, 1821 - 1824
4. Letters- of Theophilus Reichardt, Printer, 1825 - 1828
5. Letters of D, Corrie and others to the Society in 
London, 1820 - 1840.
London Missionary Society 
now housed at the SOAS Library#
All of the records preserved in the LMS Archives: 
are 'boxed and labelled*and a list of the contents- in 
the box is placed on top of all files in a box# The 
Archives of the Council for World Mission (incorpora­
ting the London Missionary Society)* an outline guide 
by the late Reverend C# Stuart Craig helps to locate 
the materials. The following records of thses Society- 
were useful*
1 , Bengal Boxes, 1 -6 , 7A, 7B, 8-30, 1800 - 1839,
2, Journals, Boxes: 1-2, 1816 - 1855
3, Stersberg, Otto H.
Bengal annals, 1798 - 1940 . Typescript#
United Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
in Foreign Parts, London#
The USPC preserves three boxes of papers' regarding 
the Bishop’s College Calcutta, Among them a good number o f  
papers were useful. The following may be listed below*
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1# Bishop's College Accounts: a statement showing 
the original cost, annual charge, from its 
formation in 1824 to the end of the year 1836.
2. Samuel Collingwood, Superintendent, Clarendon 
Press, Oxford. Letters to the Society, 16 &
27 January 1823.
3. Henry Townsend, Superintendent, Bishop's College 
Press. Letter plated 26 July 1824.
4. Statutes of the ...Bishop's College: near Calcutta. 
Manuscript . and printed. Londons 1825, 1829, 1849.
5. Report of the Printing Department of the Bishop's 
College: 1 July 1825 to 30 June 1826; 1 July 1826 
to 31 December 1826; January to June 1838; January 
1837 to December 1842.
6. Copy of the proceedings of the Syndicate of the 
Bishop's College. Press, 15 August 1828, 27 May 184-2.
7. Memorial and petition of Susan Townsend... mother 
of Henry Townsend, Superintendent of the Bishop's 
College Press#
8. James Sykes's contract of appointment, 1829.
9. Bishop's College and its mission: a brochure. Printed.
10. W. Risdale, Superintendent, Bishop's College Press. 
Letter to the Society, 14 December 1843.
11. Principal, Bishop's College. Letter to the Society 
13 June 1849.
12. Calcutta Letters Received', 1870. Vol. VII.
13. Bishop's College Letter to the Society, 2 May 
1871.
Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, 
London•
Invoice Book of the East India Mission, 1778 - 1795.
Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis
Qayyum, Muhammad Abdul
A critical study of the Bengali crrammar of Carey, 
Halhed and Haughton. London: SOAS, 1974.
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Published Sources
Adam, EFohn
Memoir. Londons 1833#
Adam, William and Roy, Rammohun
•••Correspondence relative to the prospects of 
Christianity and the means of promoting its re­
ception in India* London: 1825 
Acte lung> John Christoph
Mithridates: Berlins 1806,
Anderson, Christopher:
The annals of the English Bible* Londons 1845.
Vol. II.
Annual directory and register for 1840; compiled' 
by L, Mendes* Calcutta: 1839,
Arberry, A, J,
The library of the India Offices a historical 
sketch. Londons 1938.
The. Arunodai. Assamese monthly. Sibsagar, Assam.
1846 - 1868.
The Asiatic- Mirror and Commercial Advertiser. Calcutta.
Weekly. Nos. 276 & 526; 22May 1793 & 7 March 1798. 
Asiaticuss Is Ecclesiastical, chronological and his­
torical sketches respecting Bengal. Calcutta: 1803, 
Austin, Stephen and Sons
[Specimens of various types- in oriental and other 
foreign language7| Hertford[l8853#
Balfour, Francis
The forms of herkern. Calcuttas 1781 
Ball, Johnson
William Caslon, 1693 - 1766. Kineton: 1973.
The Bangavidyabrakasika. Bengali periodical. Calcutta.
Monthly; 1855- 1856; Weekly: 1865 -1866.
Baptist Missionary Society, Calcutta 
Annual report 1819 - 1867.
 ___________ London
Annua. 1 report , 1819 - 1867.
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Baptist Missionary Society, London
Brief narrative of the Baptist Mission in India. 
Londons 1808,
The centenary volume of the Baptist Missionary 
Society, 1792 - 1892, LondOns 1892.
Periodical accounts relative to the Baptist- 
Missionary Society; Vols. 1-6. Clipstones 1800- 
1817.
Sasak, N. L.
”Origin and role of the Calcutta School-Book 
Society", Bengal Past and Present. LXXVIIIs I 
(January-June 1959).
The Bengal almanac- and annual directory for 1815,
1820, 1822 & 1824. Calcutta* 1820 -1824.
The Bengal and Agra directory and annual register
for 1847- 1850, 1851, 1853 & 1854. Calcutta* 
1847-1854.
Bengal Auxiliary [to the London] Missionary Society, 
Calcutta. Annual report. 1819 - 1866.
The Bengal calendar and register for ...1790.
Calcutta* 1790.
The Bengal calendar for ...1792. London* 1792.
The Bengal calendar for the year 1787 including; a
list of ...East-India Company*s civil and military 
servants. [London]* 1787 
The Bengal directory and general register' for the 
year ... 1824, 1829, 1831, 1834 - 1839, 1841 -
1845, 1855, 1857, 1858. Calcutta* 1824 - 1858. 
Bengal. Governor-General in Council
Regulations passed by the Governor-General in 
Council, with index and glossary. ¥ol I. Containing . 
the regulations passed in the year 1793, 1794 .and' 
1795. Londons 1828.
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Bengal. Secretariat Record Room
Press list of ancient documents relating to the
Government of Bengal in Council preserved in the
Secretariat Record Room of the Government of
Bengal. Calcutta: 1931 - 1937. 5 Vols. in 2 Series. 
Bernier, Francois
Travels' in the Mughal empire. A.D. 1656 - 1668... 
tr. by Archibald Constable. Westminsters 1891, 
Besterman, Theodore
A world bibliography of oriental bibliographies; 
revised and brought1.up to date by J. D, Pearson. 
Oxfords 1975.
The Bengal Times. Dacca. Wo. 494 ( 4 August 1877). 
Bigmore, E. C. And Wyman, C. W. H.
A bibliography of printing. London* facsim. reprints 
1969.
The Bishop*s College and its missions. Calcutta* 1842. 
Bishop's College, Calcutta
Specimen of printing types for books and other 
works'used at Bishop's College Press, 1854.
Calcutta* 1854.
Statutes.of the missionary institution of the
Incorporated Society for
Gospel in Foreign Parts*
the Propagation of the
to be called" and known as'
Lhe Bishop's College: near Calcutta. . London* 1825,
1829 & 1849.
Bloomfield, B. C.
"An early Calcutta Calendar", The Library ,
XXVII * 3(September 1972).
. "Review of the Spread of Printing edited by 
COLIN CLAIR* Eastern Hemisphere* Amsterdam* 1969". 
The Library,Elfth Series^ XXVI* l(March 1971). 
Blumhardt, James Fuller
Catalogue of the Bengali and Assamese manuscripts 
in the library of the India Office. Lofltton* 1924. 
_______ • Catalogue of Bengali printed books in the
library of the British Museum. London* 1886.
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Blumhardt, James Fuller
Catalogue of the library of the India Office. Vol.
II- partlV. Bengali, Oriya and Assamese books.
Londons 1905.
Bolts, William
Considerations on India affairs; particularly res­
pecting the present state of Bengal and .its depen­
dencies. Londons 1772.
  t. ____ _• Part II: containting a complete vindica­
tion of the author from malicious groundless charges 
of Mr. Verelst. Londons 1775.
The book of direction, to guidefrpeons and servants, in 
the sure and speedy delivery of letters, parcels 
and messages.*• Calcutta:' 1834.
Bose, Manindramohan
A general catalogue of Bengali manuscripts in the 
library of the University of Calcutta. Vol. I. 
Calcutta s 1940•
Buchanan, Claudius
The CQllege of Fort William in Bengal. Londons 1805. 
Buckland, G. E,
Dictionary of Indian biography. Londons 1906.
Busteed, H, E,
Echoes from old Calcutta being chiefly reminscence&; 
of the days of Warren Hastings, Francis and Impey.
4th ed. Londons 1908. Also* 1888 edition#
The Calcutta almanac, for Anno Domini 1800. Calcuttas
[l799"|.
The Calcutta annual directory for 1810. Calcutta I 1809.
The Calcutta annual directory and kalendar for
1809, 1810, 1812, 1817 & 1818. Calcutta? 1808 - 1818. 
The Calcutta annual directory^ and_,.r_e.gi.ster for the year 
1821 - 1827, 1829 - 1836. Calcutta* 1821 - 1836.
The Calcutta annual register for the year ,1822 0 
Calcutta* 1825.
The Calcutta annual register and directory for the 
year 1814 & 1820 . Calcutta* 1814, 1820.
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Calcutta. Bangiya Sahitya Parisada
• -
Bano:la pracina puthira vivarana. A descriptive cata- 
logue of ancient Bengali manuscripts in the possession 
of the Sahitya Parisada, Calcutta: 1914.
__________Pustaka talika. Catalogue of Bengali books'.
Calcutta: 1941.
Calcutta. Bethune Society.
The proceedings of the Bethune Society from November 
10th 1859 to Apjbil 20th 1869. Calcutta* 1862 - 1870. 
The Calcutta Chronicle; and General Advertiser-. Weekly.
Nos. 50 - 258; 4 January 1787 - 30 December 1790. 
Calcutta. College of Fort William
Essays by the students of the College of Fort 
William in Bengal. Calcutta: 1802
 Primitiae orientales. Calcutta* 1802 -1805.
3 vols.
_______ . Public disputation of the students of the
College of Fort William .■.before ...Lord Minto 
...together with his Lordship's discourse, 27th 
February 1808. London*. 1808.
Calcutta. Family Literary Club
Anniversary report* Second, third, eighth,
ninth, thirteenth and fourteenth. Calcutta* 1859-
1873.
The Calcutta Gazette. Weeky and biweekly.
April 1832 - December 1866.
Calcutta Gazette; or. oriental advertiser. 4' March 
1784 - 1 June 1815. Weekly.
Calcutta. Imperial Library
Author catalogue of printed books in Bengali langua­
ge . Calcutta* 1941 - 1959. 4 vols,
The Calcutta Journal, or political, commercial, and 
literary gazette. 2 October- 1818 - 26 April 1823.
Weekly.
The Calcutta kalendar ... for 1821. Calcutta* 1821. 
Calcutta. National Library
The Carey exhibition of early printing and fine 
printing. Calcutta* 1955.
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Calcutta School-Book Society
Annual.report, 1817 - 1839, 1856, 1872 and 1873. 
Calcutta* 1818 - 1874.
Calcutta. Vernacular Literature Society
Annual report, 1852 - 1862. (Calcutta* 1852- 1862) 
Campos, J,
History of Portuguese in Bengal. Calcutta* 1919.
Carey,. Eustace
Memoir of William Carey, P.P. London* 1836.
■  • Supplement to the vindication of the Calcutta
missionaries occasioned by Dr. Carey's "thirty-two 
letters". Dr. Marshmanh- "reply to the rev. John 
Dyer", and Mr. John Harshmanb "review"• Londons 1831.
_ ____  and Yates, William
Vindication of the Calcutta Baptist Missionaries in 
answer to "a statement relative to Serampore. by J . 
Marshman, P.P. London* 1828.
Cax"ey, Mrs. Esther
Eustace Carey* a missionary in India• London: 1857 
Carey, S. Pearce
William Carey, P.P., fellow of Linnaean Society. 7th ed. 
London* 1926.
Carey, William;
An enquiry into the obligation of Christians, to use 
means for the conversion of the Heathens. Leicester* 
1792.
 . % New facsimile edition with an introduc­
tion by Ernest A. Payne. London* 1961.
______• Grammar of the Sungskrit language composed from
the work of most esteemed grammarians. Serampore*
1806.
________ and others
Proposals for a subscribtion for translating the 
Scriptures into the following oriental languages. 
Serampore* 1806.
______ and Marshman, Joshua
Statement relative to the administration of the 
funds entered to the Serampore Missionaries.
Serampore* 1820.
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Carey, W. H.
The good old days of the Honourable John Company.
Simla* 1882. Vol. I.
________. Oriental Christian biography. Calcutta* 1850.
3 vols.
Chamberlayne, John
Oratio dominica in diversas omnium fere gentium 
linguas versa... Amsterdam: 1715.
Chatterjee, Suniti Kumar
The origin and development of the Bengali language• 
Londons 1970. 3 vols.
______ and Sen, Priyaranjan
Manoel da Assumpcam's Bengali grammar. Calcutta* 1931. 
Chaudhuri, Sibadas
Catalogue of Bencfali printed books in the library 
of the Asiatic Society. Calcutta* 1968.
Choudhury, Munier
An illustrated brochure on Bengali typewriter.
Dacca * 1965•
Church Missionary Society, London
Register of missionaries * clerical, lav and female 
and native clergy, from 1804 to 1904. in 2 parts.
Printed for private circulation. London^ 1905?
Clark, T. W.
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of the School of Oriental and African Studies,
XVIII* 3 (1956).
Collet,. Sophia Dobson
An historical sketch of the Brahmo Somai. Calcutta * 1940. 
A compendious ecclesiastical chronological and histori­
cal sketches of Bengal. Calcutta* 1818.
Contribution towards a history of biblical translations 
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A correct list of the Honourable East India Company’s 
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